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 Introduction 
All this silliness started back in mid 2001 where someone plugged one of Ross’ bad-guys and he died with very little effort or ef-
fect, mostly from 17mm HESH, the preferred problem solver for nine out of ten operatives and probably was one of the more anti-
climactic endings to another Red BPN and that got us thinking, how do we make HESH and HEAP have no effect on Thresher 
armours? So, eventually the KAD-C Newcastle rules for that particular armour came into effect.  
If the bullet didn't PEN, then it didn't do any damage to KAD-C armours and we where happy for the most part and on-off I did a bit 
more work on the side. I’d read most of Robbie Woods stuff about skin trades, Darknight and other stuff on the SLA-Topica list 
which got me thinking I could do something like this and quickly churned out 40pages or so worth of various bits of stuff you could 
bolt onto a Thresher armour to really turn them into the state-of-the art killing machines they really should have been. 
Back then it was fairly easy to churn out material, I was a network administrator in telecommunications, I only existed in two states 
at any given time, flat-out screaming hard work or doing sweet F-A, watching the blinking lights, browsing the net and doing  
bugger all so I had plenty of time to churn out a bit more. When I reached the hundred page mark I realised that I wasn't going to 
be able to do it all myself, if I was going to turn this into a serious expansion to SLA industries 2D10 system then I was going to 
rope in some people along the way and spent about months bouncing various things off people until about the end of 2002, start 
of 2003 we’d ended up with 500,000words and some huge reams of text uploaded to AJC’s site where it got about 3600 
downloads in the next few years and I let it lay. Not quite dead but I had other things to do with my spare time, (like play computer 
games!) and actually play the game as proper Thresher employees.  
It was at this point we realised that the game wasn't just ‘SLA with different toys’ anymore, it was a completely different animal, a 
monster with extreme firepower, explosives, technology and money, lots and lots of money which was something that had never 
really been used in our traditional, broke-ass, impoverished SLA  operative games since we all started playing together back in 
1993 when SLA first came out. Hell, most of those characters didn't have any armour heavier than 002 and guns bigger than 
11mm, they slaughtered everything. 
 
Which led me to this point, dragging out all the old material and scrubbing it up, Dan started editing it in between doing his uni 
work and molesting people in the dept of motor transport, Ross got roped in and we chopped and hacked down the 400 pages 
into this 250 pages or so of text. Being me, I wanted to illustrate it as well because most SLA stuff you’ll read or find rarely has 
pictures in it and I soon found out why, its damn hard work but I thought it probably should be in there. Even if it was only to bog 
up a couple of areas in the formatting while I was crunching it all together in the publishing programs. Things cooled off as I got 
too busy to do much roleplaying mid way through about 2005, had a new network to roll out and was busier than a blue fly biting 
some asses. It wasn't until about November that I managed to get the whole bloody mess back in one spot on my computer and 
continue hacking out text and Dan was too busy to do it. But that was ok, he had to pass uni somehow and I had some rather evil 
ideas which I wanted to do to the company and a lot of new stuff which was based out of a ton of research I’d done. Now mind 
you, I don't claim much of this to be completely original but I don't watch a lot of TV, don't watch a lot of movies and don't watch 
any Japanese animated cartoons which people would often associate Thresher with just being big, fuck-off guys in robots. That’s 
all very well and good as just a visual interpretation but I wanted to go a bit deeper.  
Thresher are first and foremost a military organisation that is, small and mostly in hiding. They're up against the biggest corps in 
the universe and they don't have very much to do it with, so how where they staying with their head above water? They did it the 
same way the coalition forces did in the gulf wars, they simply had better technology and better supply lines than the enemy and 
win their battles or break even with that great divide in the haves and have-nots. Another reason apart from survival was they had 
to have a reason to keep fighting and doing what they do, so I also based them on most semi-democratic societies which run on a 
heavy military and economic presence, they stomp of the necks of those weaker than them to get what they need, that’s not to say 
Thresher is the wellspring of oppression. Hardly, they're not numerous but they do have a fairly devastating effect when they do hit 
home and are the epitome of corporate greed, ambition given even more incentive that if they don't, then they stand to lose  
everything. Nothing will fight as hard as a father to protect his home and hell hath no fury like a mother protecting her young.  
For every kid that grows up happy and contented in Thresher, one hundred kids in SLA and Darknight starve to death because a 
Thresher raider destroyed their supply lines, stole their medicine, food, warm clothes and water. The shark looks after her babies 
very tenderly, by ripping the life out of anything near them to get what it needs so they grow up big, strong and smart 
 
Also, most products for 2D10 are central to Mort, central to SLA and I thought it was imperative that there be a foil to this. This is 
literally the rest of the universe and how it functions as I see it because there's always more than one side to the story and  
universes are big places. This is their story, the underdogs, the outnumbered, outgunned and the underclass's and how they  
survive and unlike SLA where the truth is between the lines, its out here in the open, walking around right in front of you and if 
you're unfortunate enough to be on the receiving end of Thresher from this book, the harsh reality of them stomping on your cock 
wont be much fun at all if you work for SLA. The 8th Moon Shaktars, the rogue ‘ebbs’, the humans transcended by eugenics and 
DNA alteration into angels, they're smarter, better trained, better educated and empowered. 
There is no new-season colours here. 
Just hard-tech which will turn the tide.  
This is genuine progress and why they are so dangerous to SLA’s domination, there just isn't any bullshit with TH, its just  all 
hanging out there in all the gory detail and humiliating lack of subtlety which is abhorrent to SLA industries because it kicks their 
‘truth’ in the junk and given half a chance, Thresher are quite capable of punching well above their weight.  
 
There is a completely different character generation system, there's different mechanics for skills which was another bug-bear of 
mine I cleared up and there is a number of helpful rules for 2D10 which aren't in anywhere else. In short, leave everything you 
knew about SLA out the front door when you sit down to make up someone from Thresher. This isn't SLA with new guns and  
armour, its Thresher, different way of thinking, methods and means to do what they do which has nothing to do with operatives, 
sponsorships, cheesy money being a good little corporate whore. 
You're a soldier, in charge of the best technology anywhere, you are the universes premier predator.  
The rest are just meat. 
 
Its been a long four years, lot of long, sleepless nights watching the sun come up and I hope you get many years out of this  
material for your own games. 
              Kris Steel 2006 
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"Shu shu shot me through the fucken wall Hando! Help 
it really hurts!" 
"Watch your six Sud I think a suit of it bounced around 
behind us, Jaydee get over to Falcon and fix him up. 
Tonk and Rockenski lay down suppressive fire at 12 
o'clock with the 808's" 
"Roger that Hando, hang on Falcon I'm coming" 
"Firing for effect 12 o clock! Go go go!" 
 
    ********15 Seconds********* 
 
"Icy get your furry ass up on that 4th story and wack 
that Tango flanking us at 5 by 0, McCole cover him" 
"Icy's just so dead! Taking fire from automatic weapons! 
The bastids seen me! I'll get you bitch!  
Come one in little BITCH!" 
"McCole fall back now and get the 400!" 
"Nay! Too late, Buid no bahisssssssssss" 
     
"They're still shootin me through the fucking wall Hando, 
where's Jaydee?" 
"We're coming Falcon, hang in there. Jaydee, how you 
travellin?" 
"Jaydee's dead Hando, they shot her, fucking hell they 
blew her in half! We cant see where the fires coming 
from either, they aint showing up on IR or UV." 
 
    *******28 Seconds********* 
 
"Suds hurting! Oh its a beeig one!" 
"They don't make 'em small ya dumb stormer!" 
"Ohh no! itsa REEEEEAL big one! Suds ah puhhoolling 
back!...." 
"Hando I think Sud's down I can hear cannon class 
weapons from where he was, not on the motion scanner 
no more." 
 
"Shit I hear it!" 
 
    *******39 seconds********** 
 
"They're shootin the hell outa this doorway we gotta 
bust a move outa here soon Hando." 
 "Righto, Tonk, you and Rockenski start leapfrogging 
double time up the street, keep their heads down and 
start making your way over to Falcon." 
"Dropping smoke, red is go" 
"I'm up!" 
"Don't leave me here Hando! 
 "Firing for effect" 
"Got your six Rocko, go go go! Hold your position  
Falcon" 
"Dropping grey smoke on our position, I can hear  
turbines" 
"I'm up! They aren't firing on us" 
 
    *********50 Seconds*********** 
 
"Emergency extraction required, this is Falcon SLA-OP 
number 1277 delta echo echo gamma 1645 bravo,  
require extraction from our position Gamma 19 by Echo 
183 Lima Victor Lima 10. Repeat Gamma 19 by Echo 
183 Lima Victor Lima 10, require an immediate  
extraction. We have three Tango class and possibly one 
Boomer class enemy powerarmour at this location." 
    
"Shit Falcon, don't tell 'em there's a boomer down here!" 

"Still got those turbines somewhere, cant tell where, its 
echoing off the buildings..." 
"Its behind us!" 
"No it isn't I cant see anything back here" 
"They aren't shootin at me no-more Hando" 
"Its ok kiddo, we're only a minute away now" 
"That's a VAPH Hando hear it?" 
"No that's eleven mike mike now keep moving  
Rockenski" 
"What's it shooting at then?" 
"Not us, so lets do the fuckoffski!" 
 
    *******83 Seconds************ 
 
"Have your positionssssssssssssssssk Falcozzzzzzzee 
tee aay in threeezzsssssssssssssssshhhhhk minutes. 
Gunshhhhhhps inbound.  
Theyre jammmzzzzzing. Jink Left! Radar spike!”  
“They got an EEE EM Peeee and tone at 2oclock 
shhhhhhhh" 
 
“Were all the static come from? I cant see, goggles are 
rooted and my comlink isn't working so good.” 
"That turbines still buzzing around" 
“Might be the 'copters?" 
"Where the fuck is it, getting closer?" 
"Hold here! Its getting closer." 
"I'm gettin pinged by something! My motion scanners 
just gone fucking nuts!" 
"Hold here Rocko" 
"Fuck it, I'm running its got a lock on me Hando!" 
"I said hold up here!" 
"HE'S GOT A FUCKING LOCK ON ME!" 
"Turn teh fooking thing off den!" 
"I'm gone! I'm outa here! Just supposed to be Darknight 
down here and we aren't getting paid for this shit..." 
"Hold here you little bastard!" 
"I'm a going arfta him Hando!" 
"No, wait Tonk!" 
"Oh shit its asahrrrsssshshhhhhkhiiissssssssssss" 
"He's led it right onto us! 12mil HEAP has no effect, 
switching to AyyyPee..." 
"Tonk! report in!" 
"Tonk!" 
 
    **********104 Seconds************ 
 
"Falcon you still there?" 
"Yeah Hando, Im getting cold up here." 
"Listen to me very carefully, whoa shit that was close!" 
"What is it Hando?" 
"Turn off your armour, comlink and the radio, they're 
hunting us from the electrical ssssssssssignilssss" 
"Ok, the Shivers will find me wont they?" 
"Wont they Hando? They'll know where to look wont 
they?" 
"You still there Hando?" 
 
    **********119 Seconds*********** 

Two Minutes to Midnight 
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CHAPTER ONE 
PC Activities in Thresher 
 
This chapter will give GM’s and PC’s an idea of what sort of games they will come across and a small 
idea of what their roles can be. 
 
Privateers 
The PC’s are entrusted by Thresher to act on it’s behalf on the commodities market and are assigned a 
controller who will assign them an area where they can work. 
Depending on how well they are connected within the company this may be a simple sales role on the 
black-market to pirates, civilians or private mercenary groups. The Agents will receive a shipment of 
supplies they then have a financial or trade target to attain whereupon they will  
receive an undisclosed percentage of the sales, depending on the shipment value. 
Their success all depends on how smart your players are. 
A properly prepared group of Field Recon agents, a Sapper/SysEng with a Field Ops Financier may 
well be able to channel a huge amount of resources without a single shot ever being fired. But if they 
don’t keep a low profile and Cloak Division catches up with them and they may not have to muscle to 
protect themselves. 
Another group may simply tailor their field of expertise into the classic Thresher raider, smash-grab and 
bust out with the goods and be gone in 60 seconds. This is high profile, highly  
dangerous and sure to have a large trail of Ops, Cloak Division, Militia, Gunship's and probably a tank 
or two to chase them back to wherever they run. 
 
Mixing a group of characters with a combination of street smarts, undercover-infiltration with military 
brute force will make their range of activities far more flexible. 
Thresher Agents are well trained well equipped but above all they are intelligent. The PC’s for all their 
glorious equipment and toys are on their own, so heavily outnumbered, outgunned it could take weeks 
for them to be extracted from a hot spot. 
They have to survive on their own for possibly months at a time with whatever they take with them and 
little or no chance of re-supply if they find themselves running short of something. 
When it comes to the daily grind of housing, healing and repairs this is where the Support trained 
Agents will come to their fore, the Armourer, Medic, Sappers may be the ones who keep the group 
alive. 
So be prepared. When you are a day into your first six-month insertion into Mort and forget to bring the 
extra ammo you have no one to blame but yourselves. 
 
Company Service 
 
The Bill of rights of a Thresher Citizen Soldier 
One of the things that make life a little more bearable is the fact that the employee of Thresher after 
they reach the age of 18 has full rights a citizen of the company; juveniles under the age of 15 are the 
sole responsibility of their legal guardian(s). In the case of orphaned children they are cared for by state 
facilities, looked after either by an adoption or kept as a ward of the state until they reach the age of 
consent. Thresher makes use of capital punishment to dissuade criminal or social irresponsibility, this 
can take the form of a public flogging for minor cases (Drink driving, petty theft, trespassing, common 
assault) or even execution by hanging or firing squad (murder, manslaughter, treason, spying). While 
this can seem barbaric to some  
outsiders it does have the effect of keeping people out of expensive gaols, court cases and fines. The 
avenues for defence of an accused can either take the form of paid legal services, representation of the 
company lawyer or self-representation before a judge. If a judge is too far away then the responsibility 
for enforcing discipline falls on the person with the highest rank in the field, military justice in the field is 
a very swift and sometimes brutal. But this can involve paperwork; this is reviewed by their commander 
and if necessary, passed onto the ITSS for further action.  
What has to be enforced to existing SLA players is that whilst in Thresher employ they are not  
privileged little media darlings and they can not push Thresher citizens around or have an Operatives 
‘lack of accountability’. If they take this attitude or harm a civilian, chances are there will be ramifications 
(i.e. citizen will either shoot back or take legal action and chances are that the ITSS will get a hold of 
the PC and terminate/imprison or send them off to the 7th Battalion). About the only time a PC will ever 
get to hurt a fellow citizen is during a state of martial law declared and they are part of law enforcement, 
or if they have indisputable proof that the citizen is a traitor.  
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Oath of Employment to Thresher Inc 
1.1 
I am of age for my species* to use my own free judgement- 
*Human, Ebon- 16 years, Shaktar- 25 years, Wraith Raider- 3.5 years, Aegir- 21 years 
1.2 
I understand that I will have served 2 years in the Planetary Reservist Defence forces as part 
of my final 2 years of higher education. Additional higher education can be obtained as a 
scholarship within the company if my grades are sufficient to enable me to do so. Whereby I 
will be supported completely by the company and given an allowance.  
*Allowance $300 +$100 per dependant per month for the duration of my schooling. 
1.3 
I understand that my minimum term of service regardless of my species is 5 years in the military sector or 10 
years within the corporate sector of employment. Whereby I will receive my long-term service awards upon a 
clean record of employment and be granted either- 
*Part time service in the same capacity 
*Renewal of Full time service 
*Retirement under my own provision with retaining all materials, vehicles, arms and armaments with the  
knowledge that I may be brought back to active service at any point in order to defend the company within 2 hours 
notice. 
*I may retire completely after military service of 20 years/40 years of full time corporate employment with full  
company pension equal to 40% of my annual average earnings- per year until my death. 
1.4 
I understand that any equipment leased to me by the company is my sole responsibility and I may be made to pay 
damages for misuse/misadventure in the repair/replacement of leased items not part of its intended role.  
If directed to operate under orders from a superior, my leased equipment is covered by standard company  
insurance policy and will be repaired or replaced if it is damaged or lost undertaking orders. 
1.5 
I understand that my cost of transportation within normal company activities is covered as part of my employment 
contract. Should no public transport be available the company will make available suitable vehicles for the  
employee’s use. Any additional vehicles bought by the employee are their sole responsibility-  
Unless ordered to be used by the company in times of need or emergency, whereby they will be repaired or  
replaced if damaged/lost undertaking these orders. 
2.0 
I understand that any extra equipment/armaments/weaponry bought by me is my sole responsibility for its  
safekeeping, storage and care under company policy for firearms and armour regulations. Unless an elected  
second party is noted in a will this material(s) will default back to the company or be disposed of in a safe manner. 
*Unless its use is for sale and trade with 3rd parties these goods are to be marked as EXPORT. As such any 
goods not carrying this designation are considered to be CLASSIFIED and not for sale to anyone within the  
company or to outside sources without consultation with a direct approval of the ITSS.  
2.1 
I understand that upon employment, complete healthcare services to restore me to my full health if I am injured or 
become sick undertaking my job will be provided. A regular 1month check-up is provided free of charge for the 
duration of my employment. 
2.2 
I understand that the use of company combat pharmaceuticals is a restricted activity and will need the express 
permission of the ITSS, my superior officer and a medical doctor to use them. It is an offence to use and sell  
enemy pharmaceuticals to others and myself, this is punishable by fine, rehabilitation, incarceration or capital  
punishment. 
2.3 
Importation of captured enemy equipment onto Thresher territory is subject to ITSS customs approval. Upon its 
clearance from a secure holding area it will be screened thoroughly for enemy espionage devices and in the case 
of large or complex items they may incur a surcharge* to cover time in storage and labour. Enemy equipment that 
is intended for use on a Thresher home world is required to carry visual identification to avoid accidents. The  
exception to this is the non-functioning, collectibles and souvenirs that will involve removal of key components. 
*First 5 hours of scanning- No charge. Additional man-hours are charged at $25 an hour. 
2.4 
Weapons and Equipment are subject to licensing laws as a means of law enforcement on Thresher home worlds 
and to ascertain defensive strength of reserve forces on planet. They are also there for your own safety and the 
protection of your family, if in doubt about what you may purchase and use consult your local ITSS or senior  
commander for details and any exceptions you may be qualified for. 
2.5 
Citizen soldiers of Thresher Incorporated are to cast their vote in the 5 yearly elections to elect a senator at the 
High command position of Employee’s representative. Voting is compulsory and fines may be applied unless the 
voter can prove they were unable to cast their vote in person due to circumstances beyond their control. 
 

f|z{àxwrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr j|àÇxáárrrrrrrrrrrrrrr j|àÇxáárrrrrrrrrrrrr 
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Thresher Rank System 
Commissioned  

Officers 
SRS Infantry Titles Navy Titles Corporate Titles 

O10 General  Air Chief Marshal Director General 
O9 Lieutenant General Air Marshal Executive Director 

O8 Major General Air Vice-Marshal Director 
O7 Brigadier Air Commodore Special Agent-in-

Charge 
O6 Colonel Group Captain Special Agent 
O5 Lieutenant Colonel Wing-Commander Special Agent 
O4 Major Squadron Leader Special Agent 
O3 Captain  Flight Lieutenant Agent 
O2 Lieutenant Flying Officer Agent 
O1 Subaltern Pilot Officer Agent 

Warrant Officers 
W3 Chief Warrant  

Officer 
Master Chief Petty 

Officer 
Technical Officer 

W2 Warrant Officer 
Class 2  

Officer Chief Petty Technical Officer 

W1 Warrant Officer 
Class 1  

Petty Officer Technical Officer 

Non-
Commissioned 
Officers               

 

E7 Sergeant Major Chief Master  
Sergeant 

Chief  
Superintendent 

E6 Master Sergeant Master Sergeant Superintendent 
E5 Colour Sergeant Technical Sergeant Officer-in-Charge 
E4 Sergeant Flight Sergeant Officer 
E3 Corporal Corporal Officer 
E2 Lance Corporal Leading Aircraftman Officer 

E1 Private Aircraftman Probationary Officer 

        

 
Commissioned Officers 
Commissioned officers have obtained a commission 
from either a Thresher accredited training facility, or as 
a result of field promotion. Field promotion generally 
only occurs due to a lack of qualified personnel due to 
attrition. Field promotions will only become official upon 
affirmation by the Command Subdivision (who usually, 
but not always, require the candidate to gain standard 
accreditation as soon as is possible). Commissioned 
officers are addressed either by their rank, by the honor-
ific “Sir”, in the case of inferiors, or by the honorific “Mr./
Ms” in the case of superiors. 
 
Warrant Officers 
The awarding of warrants is reserved for those enlisted 
employees who achieve particular expertise in their field 
of endeavour. Technically this rank only applies in  
situations where this expertise is being exercised, but in 
practice this respect extends to all intra-divisional activi-
ties. Inter-divisionally, W1 equals E5 seniority, W2 
equals E6 and W3 equals E7. Warrant officers are  
addressed by their rank but in the case of inferiors they 
are addressed by the term “Sir”, which is used as an 
honorific title. Traditionally this rank does not allow the 
use of “Mr./Ms.” but it is an unwise or overconfident offi-
cer who neglects to use a warrant officers rank in  
address. O3’s and below are likely to receive a quick  

lesson in courtesy behind the divisional barracks,  
usually without disciplinary consequence. Thresher pre-
fers their officers to behave intelligently. 
 
Enlisted Agents 
Enlisted Agents form the bulk of Thresher employees, 
and most limited formal training or often on the job  
instruction. Although Thresher does not practice  
compulsory conscription, many civilians on Thresher 
planets undertake four-year tours in order to receive 
veteran benefits and preferential treatment. It is not  
unheard of for Ground division troopers to transfer to 
Corporate Division in civilian control or technical roles at 
the end of a four-year tour. Enlisted employees are  
addressed by their rank or their last name, in the case 
of superiors. Although this is technically correct, it is a 
studied insult for an officer to address an NCO of E4 or 
above without their title. Lower grade officers risk the 
same treatment as those carelessly addressing Warrant 
Officers. 
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Thresher Command Structure 
High command 

Corporate Navy ITSS Special Forces Army 
Zone Control and Ebb Guard 

The invisible top tier of Thresher is responsible for the individual departments, it only has one visible public figure 
who is an elected peoples representative there, independent of the other sectors in the company. This senator 
acts as the chairman in board meetings. 

 Corporate 

Department of 
Industry 

Department of Civil 
Affairs 

Department of  
Acquisitions 

Department of  
Finance 

Department of 
Contracting 

Corporate Sector is responsible for the running and support of the company’s materials, development and re-
source base, it takes no nonsense from the other sectors of the company in terms of demands. 

 Navy 

Fleet Logistics Deep Space Recon Fighter Command Orbital Defence 

The Thresher navy is the most fearsome war machine ever constructed and draws the majority of the military re-
sources in the company in terms of materials and manpower. Mostly for planetary defence but they do have a 
huge surplus of ships for commerce raiding and destruction of enemy company’s materials. 

 Army 
Infantry Mechanised Artillery Reservists Planetary  

Defence 
Mechanised Infantry 

Intensely trained, ruthless, superbly equipped and while they are few in number, probably the most personally 
terrifying thing the enemy sees, assuming they see them at all in time and most often the last thing they see. Even 
the reservists are better trained, far better equipped than any SLA or Darknight equivalent regular military force 
and have the bulk of the company’s mechanised infantry which gets cycled through the odd conflict once in awhile 
to bulk up numbers 

 Special Forces Mercenaries Special Forces Privateers 
  Bond Legion   

 

This is where the employee oddballs and people who decided they didn’t want to work for a military structure in 
Thresher, they are a mix of all the independents in who end up in the Special forces looking mostly for one thing. 
Money. Be it commerce raiding, hired guns contracted to independent worlds or even just private trading, this is 
where they all end up to make a buck, kick some arse and retire early. If someone is running around wrecking 
stuff on an enemy world, chances are it’s these guys. The company actually looks after them fairly well because 
they bring in a lot of money and materials home with them and they are full Thresher employees who have 
bosses on the board. 
Bond Legion is a special directorate which comes off Mercenaries and run by Mobile, because Thresher is so 
few in number on the battlefield they actively recruit people from outside of the company to fight. All kinds end up 
here in the Legion, criminals, deposed dictators, people with hunter sheets and common folks looking to make 
money. On completion of the ten year service the person is awarded Thresher citizenship or a new identity, new 
DNA, whatever money they made and flown home or wherever they want to go. For someone needing a place to 
hide, a chance at a future or to stay hidden they're a second chance which doesn’t come along very often.  
The Legion fights everywhere, in some of the worst and most horrendous conflicts ever seen. Aside from being 
insanely tough, highly motivated individuals their chances of survival are actually fairly good simply because 
Thresher never wastes anything, (even scum) they get good gear, medical attention, expert training and disci-
pline above everything else is hammered into them. 

 
ITSS 

SS1 Military Po-
lice 

SS2 Civil Police SS3 Detention SS4 Political Policy SS5 Customs 

SS6 Off world Intelligence SS7 Protective  
Services 

SS8 Cryptology and  
Network Security 

SS9 Company  
Protection 

ITSS is different to a lot of the other High command structures in that it’s individual sub departments are run by 
someone O10 or higher in authority, they work well together with each Commissioner cross trained in each others 
duties for redundancy. 
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The ITSS 
 

“The truth that makes men free is for the most part the truth which men prefer not to hear.” 
Herbert Sebastian Agar 

 
Internal Thresher Security Services is a discrete, efficient and formidable department within Thresher itself. Their 
duties range from the role as civilian and military police, bodyguards, counter intelligence agents, forensics,  
communications, cryptography and interrogation specialists. For the average loyal worker and honest soldier they 
are never likely to bothered by the ITSS, who although they are a visible presence in the some roles don’t go out 
of their way to bully and sometimes overlook a minor infraction. If an individual does with just cause arouse their 
suspicion of being a deviant, enemy spy or even dangerous social menaces they wont hesitate to make that  
persons life a living hell and they are very good at it too. They only have one directive, 'the protection of company 
interests', mainly against the incursion of rival company infiltration but the more common role of 'keeping the 
peace' is what most people within Thresher will see them upholding like a typical cop on the street. Its only when 
a severe danger to the company is detected that they appear in force with enough individual firepower twice that 
of their rival equivalents have and guided by minds that are totally dedicated and professional.  
SS9 are drawn from experienced soldiers who have the dedication of Cloak Division Darkfinders, with the strength 
and adaptability of a Darknight 4th generation Shadowmaker and the finest of existing conflict wars era equipment 
ever seen. These individuals are capable of taking on and defeating the numerous horrors that Thresher are 
faced with. 
 
The general public tend to see ITSS as part of the furniture, they are not so much feared but respected because 
of their role in the preservation of the company's security from their many and powerful enemies. The rest of the 
ITSS often sees the civilian policing services as being 'soft' in their touch but they do have a good working  
relationship with civilians. Mostly because the ITSS is all that stands between them and their rights as employees 
if their command decides to ‘pull a Thrent’.  
The military finds them a necessary component but never liked, ITSS has in the past been heavy handed with 
soldiers and despite any apologies for past wrongs the stigma and fear still exists toward them. Most military  
commanders rely on their own recon units and intelligence gathering methods but will take advice from ITSS  
particularly in the respect to their extensive knowledge of rivals, countering intelligence movements and  
interrogating POW's for information. 
*Notes to Field Agents: - 
There is some preference given to units with an ITSS MOS member, they can be tasked with more sensitive  
operations and paid well for whatever information can be obtained.  
If a unit of agents also has a member with Field Recon training an ITSS agent will always be that members control 
agent through which a discrete conduit of information is passed. 

Assets in the Field 
 
Thresher command only trusts one thing when dealing 
with internal and external threats, eyes on the enemy 
and the reports of its Officers. Data from satellites and 
remote sensing devices is not always reliable unless 
there is a trained brain behind them and even then there 
is a lot of pressure and work going into making sure that 
they are trustworthy. SLA and DN are an ever-present 
threat and allocate a lot of their own infiltration assets 
toward Thresher, who in turn have to find the assets to 
counter this. The rivals may have written the book on 
cloak and dagger but the ITSS have read that book too 
and have felt the effects of it, they don’t ever intend to 
be stung again. As a result the ITSS has an exclusive 
recruiting program that denies anyone with a Thresher 
criminal record or history of employment with a rival 
power from joining the department on any level. 
About the only exception to this is the Field Recon 
Agent, who is recruited from a rival company, but they 
are never trusted and counter agents from rival compa-
nies who are never allowed near anything secure, ever.  
 
ITSS employees are 100% loyal to the company, as 
much as Darkfinders and Darknight Polit are to theirs.  
If a PC isn't, then they will not be working in the first 
place so ask before you play and what your character is 
like, loyalty is tested, how well you do there is more or 
less the ‘level’ of trust they have in you not to crack or 
crumble under pressure. 

 
ITSS Officers 

O10 Commissioner 

O9 Executive Commander 

O8 Section Commander 

O7 Commander 

O6 Captain 

O5 Lieutenant 

O4 Senior Sergeant 

O3 Sergeant 

O2 Senior Constable 

O1 Constable 
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Starting Ranks for Training Packages 
 
This reflects the character's orientation within the company and who does the training for that particular package 
for Thresher Agents and representatives. It also is an indication of the groups 'pecking order' as such and the 
characters ability to make executive decisions in the field, ability to act independently, access certain types of  
information and use some types of equipment. 
This is important to remember; as Thresher cells do not operate the same way as Operative squads in so much 
that they do use a high amount of discipline in their combined operations. Agents as a whole tend to be a lot 
looser with each other than the Thresher Military but they had best watch their P's and Q's when dealing with 
members of the military that hold rank over them. Insubordination is taken very seriously. 
 
The simplest way of describing the rank 'food chain' is this- 
Commissioned Officers are first in command 
Warrant Officers are second in command 
Non-Commissioned are third in command 
 
Chain of command is a very fickle creature in itself, Special Agent's in the Corporate sector don’t tell Master  
Sergeants in the field how to fight wars, that would be an Infantry Officer's job. Working out who's responsible for 
what is half the fun in itself and there is room for individuals to use their own judgement. The other thing with a 
command chain is that yes, even though the humble private might fail to achieve an objective he wont get the 
blame for it (directly) from people far above him. 
Civilians are all classified as SRSE1, most will be working directly for the Corporate Sector of Thresher and some 
will hold rank higher than the PC's, but getting either side to get another to do something will require the use of the 
command chain and a great deal of bureaucracy. About the only PC class that is capable of using civilian  
resources directly is the S&I package and they had better have a very good reason for doing so and are not  
exempt from the bureaucracy or command chain.  
Commandeering someone’s house for the purposes of observation of a potential subversive will require paper-
work, these people own their home and will have to be housed and reimbursed (yes, civvies have rights, unlike 
SLA) until the job is finished. 
Commandeering someone’s car for the purposes of pursuing a known enemy agent for the purposes of chasing 
them and apprehending them will just require paperwork later on, great misery will ensue on Thresher agents that 
violate civilian rights without justifiable and proven cause. 
Much like the current real world system we have today in most westernised countries. 
 
Yes it is clumsy, sometimes inefficient and difficult to work out, welcome to Thresher. 
But it does have a very different feel to the SLA SCL system which should make it immediately apparent to PC's 
and involve a lot more role playing on behalf of the role playing group just to get something done. They can cut 
corners but only for so long.  
The advancement of a PC's rank in Thresher should be done at the GM's pace, done easily I would grab a $2 star 
stamp from a newsagent, put a star or smiley face on the top of either the PC's character sheet or one of your 
own with their names.  
PC's get a star for many things-  
Good role-playing, doing what the Character would do, rather than common sense. 
Achieving some spectacular result in their goals, PC's should have goals, apart from just acquiring more things 
that go "bang". 
Risking their characters life to drag one of their more idiotic mates out of danger 
Coming up with a dastardly plan to annoy the enemy greatly with, rather than risky dice rolls' 
Coming up with cunning plans that avoid making them and the rest of the party dead 
Displaying some intelligence when deploying troops 
 
Likewise, don’t reward a player that makes a continuous contribution of stupidity, drag out the other stamp, the 
one with the angry face and bung it on their sheet for- 
Injuring other team mates 
Relying on dice and max skills rather than any sort of mental agility. 
Costing the team lots of money in fines 
Breaking stuff that belongs to Thresher 
Breaking people that belong to Thresher 
Pissing the GM off by being insubordinate to high ranking NPC's 
 
By all means don’t penalise them for bad dice rolling, just add up their pros and cons when it comes to a 6 
monthly review of their activities and decide then on any merits for promotion or demotion. Using influence gained 
by activities and contacts within Thresher to assist in promotion will have to be role played for this to take affect 
before the assessment. 
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Service Awards 
From time to time individuals and groups are awarded and recognised for their service to the company with a 
commendation, citation or medal. While there is not normally any material gain from doing the activities as part of 
their job the medal is a very public award that lets others know of their deeds. Not all medals are as a result of 
fighting in wars, some are awarded to individuals and groups of employee's for distinguished work in the logistics, 
research and difficult work under adverse conditions. 
Medals are only to be worn by those to whom the medal has been conferred. The only exception to this ruling  
occurs on Remembrance Day. On this occasion, descendants may wear the medals of deceased recipients but 
only on the right breast.  
Not mentioned here are the individual bars for service on war worlds, enemy worlds and conflicts that are 
awarded after a 6 month tour on the specific planet or for a specific battle. They are a thin silver metal strip worn 
on the left breast with enamelled bands of colour and there is some symbolic attachment to the colours used. A 
Dante service bar is ochre red, the same colour as the planets infamous mud, Cross is pale, sandy yellow, Mort is 
solid black, Artery is blood red and so on. For a particular battle on one of those worlds the service bar will contain 
bands of colours to identify it. 
Shaktars in particular will be able to identify them easily as they are based off their honour braids and for them 
carry the same value as a racially awarded braid  

Service Bars 
Individual bars for service on war worlds, enemy worlds and conflicts that are awarded after a 6 month tour on the 
specific planet or for a specific battle. They are a thin silver metal strip worn on the left breast with enamelled 
bands of colour and there is some symbolic attachment to the colours used. A Dante service bar is ochre red, the 
same colour as the planets infamous mud, Cross is pale, sandy yellow, Mort is solid black, Artery is blood red and 
so on. For a particular battle on one of those worlds the service bar will contain bands of colours to identify it. 
Pays $50 per month for each Bar. 

Medal Ribbon Awarded Pay Per Month 
Titanium Tooth of Gallantry Deep blue with chevrons 

of light silver 
For acts of great heroism or gal-

lantry in action. 
  

$1000 

Silver Medal for Gallantry Light blue with chevrons 
of deep blue 

For acts of gallantry in action $750 

Tungsten Cross of Valour Light blue with chevrons 
of deep blue 

  

For acts of conspicuous courage in 
perilous circumstances 

$500 

Silver Tooth of Courage Blood red with a white 
central stripe 

For acts of courage in circum-
stances of peril 

$250 

Titanium Bravery Medal 15 alternating stripes of 
blood red and white 

For acts of bravery in hazardous 
circumstances 

$250 

Distinguished Service Cross Ochre red with silver-blue 
edges 

For distinguished command and 
leadership in action 

$200 

Distinguished Service Medal Alternating stripes of sil-
ver-blue (4) and ochre red 

(3) 

For distinguished leadership in ac-
tion 

$150 

Conspicuous Service Cross Diagonal stripes of blue 
and gold 

For outstanding achievement or 
devotion to duty in non-warlike 

situations 

$150 

Conspicuous Service Medal Narrow diagonal stripes of 
blue and gold 

For meritorious achievement or 
devotion to duty in non-warlike 

situations 

$100 

Public Service Medal Asymmetric stripes of 
blue and gold 

For outstanding service by employ-
ees 

$75 

The Defence Force Service 
Medal 

Azure blue with two gold 
stripes 

For 5 years' service in the Thresher 
Regular Armed Forces 

$75 

The Reserve Force Decoration Azure blue with a gold 
central stripe 

For 5 years' service as an officer in 
the Thresher Reserve Forces 

$75 

Reserve Force Medal Azure blue with gold 
edges 

For 10 years' service in the ranks of 
the Thresher Reserve Forces 

$50 

Unit Citation for Gallantry Gold braid worn on the 
left shoulder 

To an entire unit for gallant conduct $40 

Meritorious Unit Citation Silver triangle worn on the 
left shoulder 

To an entire unit for sustained out-
standing service under war-like 

conditions 

$30 

Group Citation for Bravery Polished gold and silver 
triangle worn on the left 

shoulder 

For a collective act of bravery by a 
group of people under extraordinary 

circumstances, which is regarded 
as worthy of recognition 

$25 
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Wages 
Paid per 750hours into the bank account of the employees which is based off a 30 x 24 hr day. Employees work 
usually a 5 day week with 2 days off with an average of 9 hours a day or a 12hr shift for 4days with 4 days off.  
Corp Sector Reservists are required to perform 30hrs a month to qualify for the Reservist bonus scheme with their 
unit. It is important to note that an employee with the Reserves is not necessarily their Full time employment 
Rank.  
You can be a Special Agent O4 or higher and still and E1 Reservist Private and it is only available to Full time 
Corp sector employees. Reservists are considered a military unit unto themselves and rank is worked out in their 
own way there up until O5, after that they will be taking orders from qualified full time Military or ITSS employees. 
They do however, qualify for Combat Pay if called to service with the regular soldiers and it is paid for each 
24hours they are called up by Infantry/Mobile who requested their service, even if they are not being deployed in 
a combat zone. Needless to say, this keeps poaching down from the Military on Corp-sector employees down to a 
minimum as it is disruptive to productivity. 
 
Pay Conditions 
Because it isn’t much fun working out at some remote base from normal society, the company tempts its  
employees there with money, preferring that they go willingly but in some cases it is not unknown for a flat order 
to be given if they are desperately undermanned. 
For occupational health and safety in the Corp sector they can only perform 1 additional shift after their 5 or 4 
which nets them an extra 5% that month per shift they work. Corp Sector Employees also get 500hrs paid leave 
every 9000hrs a year, Military Personnel get Rear-Echelon duties which are variable depending on combat-time 
and fatigue. Normally military personnel get cycled out every 4months of active combat duty because they  
become fatigued very heavily and given 3-4months rear echelon duties until they are fit for service. Mostly this 
involves light duties, guard duty, training and general maintenance for 8hrs a day and after that they get to do 
pretty much what they want. While being on an Ion Drive or space vessel might seem to qualify for both Isolated 
and Hazardous, it isn’t. Being deployed to an airless asteroid guarding POW’s would be though. 

Full Time Mil/Corp/ITSS   Reservist 
E1 $2500      +100 
E2 $2800      +100 
E3 $3000      +100 
E4 $4000      +150 
E5 $4300      +150 
E6 $4600      +150 
E7 $5000      +150 
W1 $3000      +200 
W2 $4000      +250 
W3 $5000      +300 
O1 $4100      +200 
O2 $4500      +200 
O3 $4900      +250 
O5 $5400      +300 
O6 $5800       
O7 $6000       
O8 $6500       
O9 $7000       
O10   $7500        

Population bonus scheme Per 750hrs 
 
Spouse/Partner    $200 
Per Child Under age of 16  $500 
Per Child between 17-18   $300 
Maternity Leave    50% of base wage 
Wraithraider Litter    $500 per cub for 
      up to 10 years  

 
Isolated Deployment    x2pay 
- Remote areas far from normal society and family, 
usually for long periods of time, this is for long term  
deployments of 3+ months. 
 
Hazardous Deployment    +50% pay 
- Areas which are either hazardous environments due 
to local conditions/inhabitants, this is normally for long 
term deployments of 1month to 3 months. 
 
Combat Pay     $500 
- Per 24hrs, enemy conflict/attack/defence at least once 
during that period. 
 
Rear Echelon Deployment   50% pay 
- Will normally be somewhere on a Thresher home-
world and comparatively safe, this is normally cooling 
down and more or less paid leave though you might be 
called on for light duties but its unlikely to be any kind 
of combat. 
 
War World Deployment    +$15,000 
- Per Month with a minimum of 24hrs deployment on 
active service and duties, tempting as it is, this is not a 
good way to make a buck. 

Population Bonus Scheme 
With the under population of Thresher being a problem it was seen too early on that children and married couples 
would not suffer any undue hardship by having them at a disadvantage economically.  
To qualify for the Spouse/Partner PBS, the couple must have a joint bank account.  
(Even if you aren't literally married you are economically which is what the company is interested in) 
 
Falsifying records about children is a serious fraud and will be dealt with severely by the ITSS. For non-
monogamous marriages and Shaktars it must be cleared by the Dept of Social services for any additional wives a 
husband may have. Wraiths tend to be rare in Thresher and unmarried as a generalisation but should one decide 
to have a litter the company takes care of them if the mother decides to abandon them early, but she will only get 
the cubs money if she looks after them herself. 
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Crime and Punishment 
There are a number of different levels of punishments used by Thresher to reprimand a criminal, most of them are 
quite harsh and can vary from one part of the company to another as a ‘preferred means’ of punishment. 
 
Minor Offences 
These are the little crimes that don’t cause people direct physical or major economic harm. 
Theft amounting to under $1000 worth of goods 
Insubordination to a senior officer 
Drunk and disorderly 
Resisting arrest 
Fighting – resulting in no lasting injuries 
Negligent Piloting/Driving  
 
Most of these crimes are the common type of social misbehaviour that gets dealt with on a day to day basis.  
Punishment often involves repaying the victim an equivalent amount in what is damaged, broken or missing.  
 
Fines of between $250 to $2000, public flogging (5-10 belts with a strap), 1 to 21 days in gaol, loss of privileges 
for 1 to 21 days, KP for 1 to 21 days, Community service up to 500hrs 
Plus court costs and compensation between $100 to $1000. 
 
Major Offences 
While most ITSS officers can be willing to let the minor offender off with a warning (especially if they are a minor) 
or slap over the head with the stun baton (especially if the ITSS officer is dealing with soldiers). A combination of 
three minor offences will result in some type of permanent record and escalation to a ‘Major Offence’. These also 
cover the more dastardly activities that involve personal injury, disability and financial loss to other people and 
drug offences. 
 
Theft amounting to over $1000-$15000 worth of goods 
Disobeying a senior officer 
Dereliction of duty 
Resisting arrest with an offensive weapon 
Assault resulting in bodily harm 
Sexual/Racial harassment and vilification 
Dangerous Piloting/Driving  
Possession of unlicensed equipment/ pharmaceuticals 
Use of unlicensed equipment/ pharmaceuticals 
 
These are the types of crimes, which make up about 20% of an ITSS officers job and they are one of the most 
frowned upon because they are a direct and deliberate violation of the law. They can and often result in gaol time, 
heavy fines and if done under field-combat conditions they become a Capital Offence. 
 
Fines of between $1500 to $20000, flogging (15-30 belts with a strap), 1 to 24 months gaol, 1-5 years hard labour, 
Service in the 7th Battalion for 1-5 years, Compulsory re-education for 2-12 months, Detoxification for 1-6 months, 
Community service up to 3000hours. 
Plus court costs and compensation between $1000 to $10000. 
 
Capital Offences 
These are the crimes that can get a person hunted by a huge force of ITSS, civilian vigilantes, bounties put out on 
them and most likely killed. Committing a Major offence in combat or field operations is automatically a capital 
crime as they endanger the security and safety of other employees. Most of these crimes rarely make it into court 
but they do sometimes become part of a lot of paperwork and investigation. 
 
Treason 
Murder and Manslaughter 
Slavery and Skin Trading 
Sexual Assault   
Embezzlement- $15000+ 
Espionage 
Sale of unlicensed equipment/ pharmaceuticals 
 
Execution, 10 years to Life imprisonment, 10 years to Life imprisonment with hard labour, 10 years to Life in 7th 
Battalion, Institutionalisation in an asylum for 10 years to life. Life on Tyne 
 
Note- There is no such thing as parole, lawyers cost between $100-$10,000 as legal defence per day. 
Representing yourself can be done using Company Info (Thresher) skill or if you're genuinely impoverished there 
is legal aid available. 
Capital Offences in a war zone only have one punishment– execution, usually by firing squad. 
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Chapter 2 
Planet of Origins 

Guns over Sino 

Places of refuge and other places not to be, welcome to the fringe. 
 
I’m not covering the SLA planets here, not because I don’t want to but because they are probably going to be  
covered in official material sometime down the track and there’s no real need to add them.  
There’s also some material being produced by John Dodd on the Team 8 list which you might be able to use there 
too. The ones here are ones I’ve been working on as part of a big lump of fiction that might get stuck up some 
where in the next ten years. (Hey it took me four to get to this point!) 
 

Roll your own planet 
Because PC’s in Thresher will wander on occasion and it’s a fairly common occurrence to end up in lots of  
different places, either raiding, trading or chasing someone or something you might need to keep in mind that 
they're going to need something to interact with. Be it cranky tribes or just hostile environments in temperature or 
nasty animals.  

Gravity, bigger planets have more gravity, including the larger gas-giant variety; even some large asteroids will 
be able to have some small amount of gravity. Once you're looking at around +5G it’s not a good place to be a 
human being. 

Die Roll 2D10 Gravity Die Roll 2D10 Gravity 
2-3 0-0.1 G 12-13 2G 
4-5 0.5 G 14-15 2.5G 
6-7 0.9G 16-17 3G 
8-9 1G 18-19 4G 
10-11 1.5G 20 5+ G 

Atmosphere will make it either inhabitable by people or too hostile for anything outside of an EVA suit or even so 
acidic or destructive it will wreck equipment. Class A planets are rare little jewels that are prized by the people 
who own them. 

Die Roll 2D10 Atmosphere Die Roll 2D10 Atmosphere 

2 Class A- Breathable 11-16 Class C- Requires EVA suit 

3-10 Class B- Requires Filtration 17-20 Class D- Hostile to equipment 
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Temperature, -20 to +45 degrees celsius is the mean average tolerable for human habitation. 
Die Roll 2D10 Temperature Die Roll 2D10 Temperature 

2 Class A- Mean Average 7-10 Class D- 51-100% Deviation 
3-4 Class B- 1-20% Deviation 11-15 Class E- 200-300% Deviation 
5-6 Class C- 20-50% Deviation 16-20 Class F- Hostile to equipment 

Hydrosphere, Percentage of the planet that is covered by water or ice and can be used Having a Temperature Class C will 
reduce this by 50%, Class E will reduce it by 95% 
Class B, C or D Atmosphere may make it poisoned 

Die Roll 2D10 Hydrosphere Die Roll 2D10 Hydrosphere 
2 Class A- 50-100% 11-16 Class C- 1-30% 

3-10 Class B- 30-50% 17-20 Class D- 0% 
Commercial Value, what will make a company set up shop on even the crappiest planets to eke out what they 
can, needless to say, the agricultural value of a planet is null if the place is uninhabitable but other things can be 
grown or raised even on Class B environments, anything with Class C+ are too hostile to support conventional 
agriculture. 

Die Roll 2D10 Resources Die Roll 2D10 Resources 
2-3 Nothing of value 12-13 Extraordinary mineral value 
4-5 Small mineral value 14-15 Extraordinary agriculture value 
6-7 Small agricultural value 16-17 Rich Mineral wealth 
8-9 Good mineral value 18-19 Rich agricultural production 

10-11 Good agricultural value 20 Rare Elements 

Native Fauna/Flora, because some places are literally wilderness there will be some native species on fairly 
much anything which is habitable and doesn’t have a Class D in its rating. 
For critters, microbes or plants of commercial value- 50% chance of them being benign or hostile 

Die Roll 2D10 Organisms Die Roll 2D10 Organisms 
2-10 Nothing living 16 Fauna- benign 

11-12 Microbes- benign 17 Fauna- hostile 
13 Microbes- hostile 18 Microbes- commercial value 
14 Flora- benign 19 Flora- commercial value 
15 Flora- hostile 20 Fauna- commercial value 

Civilisation, some planets are inhabited or settled by humans, shaktars, wraithraiders or even ebbs who have 
decided to move there, in rare occasions there might be an alien species, either living or dead that once inhabited 
a planet and traces of them still there. 

2D10% Civilisation 2D10%  Civilisation 
1-65 Uninhabited 82 Ebb Settlement 

66-70 Mixed Species 83 Wraithraider Settlement 
71-80 Human Settlement 84-99 Extinct Alien 

81 Shaktar Settlement 100 Alien Settlement 

Corporate Allegiance Fairly easy here- 
2D10% 2D10% 

1-97% SLA owned 98-100% Non-SLA Allegiance 
2D10% Non-SLA Allegiance 

1-75 Darknight 
76-98 Independent 

99 Thresher 
100 Other Soft Company 

Planetary Status, for the independent worlds which aren’t currently owned by a large company 

2D10% Political Status 2D10%  Political Status 
1-25 Anarchy 86-90 Socialist 

26-50 Tribal 91-96 Independent Political States 
51-60 Monarchy 97-98 War World- Internecine 
61-65 Republic 99 War World- Corporate 
66-85 Fascist 100 War World- Ceased 

Tech Level, the current planetary ability to produce products of this era 

2D10% Tech Level 2D10%  Tech Level 
1-20 Stone Age 51-65 Nuclear Age 

21-40 Iron Age 65-80 Space Age 
41-50 Industrial Age 81-100 Superconductor Age (SLA) 
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Trade Partnership, preferred company trading partners 
2D10% Trade Bias 2D10% Trade Bias 

1-70 Neutral 86-97 Darknight 
71-75 Insular- hostile 98-99 Thresher 
66-85 SLA 100 Tek Trex 

Population, assuming someone still lives on this mud ball then it might be important to know how many are still 
there. Very High populations above 15billion will require some trade for food and energy or face massive short-
ages of both. This can destabilise the planets eco-systems, lead to political problems and require a fairly high 
technological level of ability to even exist.  
Once they get over 35billion things get ugly and over 60% of their resources have to be brought in 
55+ Billion Having to be sustained with some atmosphere processors and 70% resource intake 
70+ Billion Have to bring in over 90% of their resources off world and there will be shortages of pretty much every-
thing, in addition to requiring atmosphere processors.  

2D10% Planetary Population 2D10% Planetary Population 
1-2 Less than 100 71-75 15 – 20 billion 
3-5 100 – 9000 76-80 21 – 30 billion 
6-10 10,000 -100,000 81-85 31 – 35 billion 

11-15 200,000 - 1million 86-90 36 – 40 billion 
16-20 2million – 10million 91-92 41 – 45 billion 
21-25 11million – 50million 93-94 46 – 50 billion 
26-30 60 – 100 million 95-96 51 – 53 billion 
31-40 150 – 500 million 97-98 54 – 55 billion 
41-50 550 – 1 billion 99 56+ billion 
51-70 2 - 10 billion 100 70+ billion 

Hours in a day, important for people used to running on a 24hr Mort time or the standard 20hr Spacers day. 
2D10% Planetary Day 2D10% Planetary Day 

1-2 1hr 71-75 60hr 
3-5 5hr 76-80 70hr 
6-10 10hr 81-85 80hr 

11-15 15hr 86-90 90hr 
16-20 20hr 91-92 100hr 
21-25 24hr 93-94 200hr 
26-30 30hr 95-96 300hr 
31-40 35hr 97-98 400hr 
41-50 40hr 99 500hr 
51-70 45hr 100 500+ hr 

Days in a year, how many days it takes the planet to do a complete orbit of its sol, ads-deduct days as you want. 

2D10% Planetary Year (Days) 2D10% Planetary Year (Days) 
1-2 10 71-75 370 
3-5 30 76-80 410 
6-10 50 81-85 450 

11-15 80 86-90 500 
16-20 100 91-92 550 
21-25 140 93-94 600 
26-30 180 95-96 650 
31-40 220 97-98 700 
41-50 270 99 800 
51-70 330 100 900+ 

Major Imports/Exports: There's always a market for pretty much anything brought off planet, except maybe ice 
to places like Polo or sun tan lotion to Mort. However, some places need a bit more than others of one thing or 
another and some are just import or export only, roll as many times as you want. Unusual/rare– anything at all 

2D10% Import/Export 2D10% Export/Export 
1-10 Food 90 Skilled Labour 

11-20 High tech household items 91 Mercenaries 
21-30 Armaments & Munitions 92 Military hardware/Software 
31-40 Chemicals 93 Mining Gear 
41-50 Metals & Minerals 94 EVA/Hazardous environment gear 
51-60 Light Industrial Goods/Gear 95 Atmosphere Processors 
61-70 Heavy Industrial Goods/Gear 96 Vehicles & Components 
71-80 Medicines 97 Star Ships & Components 
81-85 Labour 98 Handicrafts and art 
86-89 Drugs 99-100 Unusual/Rare 
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Thresher Space 
Far out on the barely explored fringes of the known universe are the last remnants of the Thresher Company. It’s 
up to GM's discretion to determine how far that is in terms of travel by Ion drive and Foldship. These planets are 
just a few of the worlds that are used regularly by Thresher for habitation, production and exploration and trade 
with other forces in these far flung regions. There are little or no detail of the production facilities used in the 
manufacture of Thresher armours because they aren’t something that is advertised for obvious reasons. Most lar-
ger worlds and many secret small planets will have at least one facility but their capabilities and locations are  
always held under the highest secrecy. 
Thresher don’t take to visitors kindly and they will use lethal force without question and fill out the paperwork later 
if they don’t happen to like how a ship behaves in approach of one of their planets. If needed they can completely 
evacuate any of their large planets within fourteen hours along with anything of value via fold-dropships and some 
enormous foldships specifically devoted to moving men and materials. While they are so dug into Nordland and 
Sino they are loathe doing so unless it is a matter of last resort. Even if SLA did throw their entire navy at  
Nordland or Sino at one time it would probably just mean that Thresher would nuke them into ash like every other 
time they’ve ended up with SLA or Darknight on their doorstep. 
 
Isolation is still the main defence of Thresher homeworlds, that and their massive conflict era navy, unknown and 
extraordinary defence grids which are both ebb and conflict era with most having nuclear capabilities. Their major 
planets of Sino and Nordland are only a short distance away from the primary planet of Persephone, which are 
still formidable distance for anyone to navigate too. It would roughly take the biggest, fastest Ion Drive ship that 
SLA owns over 1000 years to get to Persephone, assuming they knew where it was. 
 
If there's a place as far as you can get both physically, metaphysically and metaphorically from White Earth and 
the centre of the known universe, Mort, it is Persephone. At a central nexus of time and space it is a refugee, a 
rogue system from somewhere else and more than capable of defending itself. A place SLA navigators cannot go 
or have their precious ships torn apart on the end of their fold and none can pinpoint exactly where it is, an odd 
conundrum for a navigator. You can fly there in an ion drive as the shaktars did but such deep-space long  
distance ships are a long lost design which fell from use long ago unless they're the mighty wormhole generating 
gravity drives of the Thresher Ion fleet which can cover the distance in hours instead of years.  
Thresher Navigators can fold to Persephone but only through accident (or blessing) did they arrive there in the 
first place and can only do it again because they have been there. 
 
Beyond Persephone is wild space, the eternal universe stretching out for explorers to chart and they are literally 
on the cusp of space themselves that is known to people, to outsiders its known as The Fringe.  
To Thresher its merely home, the last exit for the lost, oppressed and seekers of what little freedom there is from 
out underneath the heel of SLA Industries.  
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Nordland 
Type:    Thresher controlled world 
Atmosphere:   Class A 
Hydrosphere:   Class A 
Gravity Mass:   1.09G 
Temperature:   Class B 
Terrain:    
Mixed with 4 large landmasses and smaller islands 
Population:    
34.12 million, mixed species, mostly human 
Function:   Industrial Homeworld 
Length of day:   25 hours 
Length of Year:   370 days 
Major exports:   Everything 
Major imports: Refined raw materials and metals 
 
Nordland is a very pleasant world with only two large 
picturesque cities, Tynar and Garstown, on one  
continent. There are also hundreds of smaller towns 
and villages dotted across its surface on all four  
continents. Winter on Nordland is the rainy season for 
the planet where it gets most of its annual rainfall in a 
few short months and the temperature rarely drops  
below 20degrees Celsius. Summer is a different story 
where the planet receives virtually no rainfall  
whatsoever and is plagued with dust storms and water  
restrictions making life considerably harder, particularly 
on the main continent where the two cities are located. 
Housing is mostly two-three story affairs with most of 
the structures underground to compensate against the 
usually high temperatures of between 34-45 degrees on 
average. 
 
Tynar is the larger of the two cities and contains the 
planets main starport and serves as a staging point for 
the military and import/export centre for trade and  
commerce. 
Garstown is a smaller city that is located 970km north of 
Tynar and carries the bulk of the industrial and military 
sector resources and is linked by a 4-lane road with 
many smaller towns along the way. 
 
The planet is defended by two polar batteries of Nova 
300 missile and particle cannons buried deep within the 
surface and has 98 automated orbital gun batteries in 
large 3km long armoured space stations and half the 
system is covered in minefields except for a few areas 
which are guarded by the fold-battleship Strife and the 
two 32km long conflict era dreadnoughts, the Enlil and 
Seti escorting the fleet carrier Rohn with her 12,144 
HUN fighter bombers. SLA has launched many, many 
assaults against this planet in the past but its losses 
where so insanely appalling that they where written off 
as being ‘navigational errors’ and the surviving crews 
terminated. 
It’s people are a fun loving, sun burned bunch with a 
rough sense of humour that tends to irritate the more 
conservative folks from places like Sino, rivalry between 
the two planets is take out in regular sporting events. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sino 
Type:   Thresher controlled world 
Atmosphere:  Class A 
Hydrosphere:  Class A 
Gravity Mass:  1G 
Temperature:  Class A 
Terrain:    
Mixed on 3 small continents with smaller islands 
Population:   
39.9 million mixed species, mostly human 
Function:         Industrial Homeworld 
Length of day:  23 hours 
Length of Year:  363 days 
Major exports:  Everything 
Major imports: Refined raw materials and metals 
 
One of the largest populated worlds controlled by 
Thresher it is a popular place to work and live as it is 
blessed with a mild, warm climate with normal weather 
conditions. There is limited agricultural land on the three 
major continents so food has to be imported to  
supplement some of the time but a growing aquaculture 
and fisheries industry is beginning to take hold providing 
a lot of jobs. The largest city, Kala is of note because it 
produces a lot of company's starship components, 
which are exported off world via a busy spaceport along 
with their other exports. A popular holiday spot there are 
also many small resorts dotting the coastlines of the 
islands and continents. The only known environmental 
hazards are the typhoons around the equatorial region 
in springtime and some large predatory fish in the deep 
oceans that have been known to attack small surface 
craft. 
Space defences around Sino are a holocaust for  
anything wandering in uninvited, cloaked defence  
platforms loaded with Nova 300 torpedos, multi-terawatt 
EMP emitters and nukes number in the thousands, each 
is capable of levelling an unwary fleet in a matter of  
seconds. No questions asked. The ground defences at 
Sino are at each pole and consist mostly of silo’s of 
Nova 300 missiles and some particle cannon batteries 
which are roughly equivalent to those on Nordland. 
The main dreadnoughts in orbit are the Typhon and the 
Memeth each over 32km long, the fold battleship Dies 
Irae along with the fleet carrier Shuyo and her 12500 
fighters. 
Sino had a turbulent past of many conquerors as an 
independent world making the people there rather 
proud of the fact they have kept their heritage intact. 
despite having been occupied by Darknight for twenty 
years before they where thrown out by civil insurrection 
and SLA a year later for fifteen years before Thresher 
turned up in 242SD, allied with the locals and booted 
the occupiers out once and for all. 
Visitors are warned however, that the locals while they 
are painfully polite, generous, honourable and friendly 
are expected to be accorded the same respect. There 
are a number of cultural differences that should be ob-
served when courting members of the female sex 
(which in some cases are painfully beautiful in more 
ways than one) or risk being hounded off planet by irate 
relatives intent on arranging marriage. Personal space, 
casual touching and affection such as handshakes and 
kissing in public are also frowned upon. 
The duelling system on the planet with sabre or pistol is 
still legal between residents but is illegal for outsiders to 
get involved in. 
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Mistblind 
Type:   Thresher allied world 
Atmosphere:  Class A 
Hydrosphere:  Class B 
Gravity Mass  1.14G 
Temperature:  Class C 
Terrain:  Frozen wastes and mountains 
Population:   
6.14million: 99% Aegir (est-900SD), 1% mixed species 
Function:   Aegir Homeworld 
Length of day:  87 hours 
Length of Year:  420 days 
Major exports:  Aegir soldiers, Armaments 
Major imports:  Food, High Tech items 
 
Life has become easier on Mistblind due to the  
introduction of modern technology and housing for the 
Aegir but many still live in their tribal enclaves scattered 
on the main continent. There is one major town, Juta 
with a population of 600000 a small starport and where 
most of the light industry is concentrated. Despite the 
advances in civilisation the planet is still a harsh place 
with an average yearly temperature of -23 degrees  
Celsius, blasted by continual snowstorms, high winds 
and long cold nights where the temperature can drop as 
low as  
-88 degrees. 210 days a year the hemispheres share a 
‘dark’ period where the old gods turn away from the 
planet and shroud it in an eerie twilight where they're 
only lit by the aurora's which light up the night and day. 
While it is very beautiful it drops the average temp down 
to –54degrees. 
 
Some of the lowland valleys are oases of tough vegeta-
tion, free flowing water and the temperature can some-
times be 10-15degrees during the day.  
While the Aegir are mostly civil to one another outside 
their family groups and outsiders treated with a mix of 
curiosity, the traveller had best beware.  
Taking due caution of the elements and hostile native 
fauna that live in the mountains and lowland valleys, the 
most dangerous being the large 6 limbed savage apes 
called Fenriti that have rudimentary intelligence, can 
use tools and weapons and will attack anything edible.  
Mistblind is still a planet that guards her secrets closely, 
largely unexplored and full of some extremely strange 
happenings. Ebons and Brainwasters in particular have 
a constant feeling of being watched.  
Allied Shaktar priests have also reported vivid waking 
dreams and visions whilst staying on planet.  

ERY 10-14 Despair 
Type:   Thresher controlled world 
Atmosphere:  Class A 
Hydrosphere:  Class A+ 
Gravity Mass:  1G 
Temperature:  Class A 
Terrain:   Swamp 
Population:   
2.3m Human, 2.2m Shaktar, 0.01m other 
Function:   Resource planet 
Length of day:  24.2 hours 
Length of Year:  370 days 
Major exports:   
Radioactive elements, Petrochemicals, rare oxides 
Major imports:   
High tech items, medical supplies 
 
The steaming wet hell that is ERY would have been 
overlooked by anyone except Shaktars who don’t seem 
to find relentless rain, high humidity and dim lighting 
soothing. For everyone else it is widely believed that the 
human locals are crazy, bad tempered and downright 
weird from the constant water bouncing off their heads. 
Add to that ERY is just one big swamp full of biting in-
sects, large poisonous reptiles, carnivorous fish and 
what little free low lying land there remains is just mud. 
In winter the rain comes down so hard that a person can 
barely see 10 metres in front of them, summer is full of 
belting rain and mists which can sometimes lower visi-
bility to just 5 metres. 
Visitors and prospectors are not encouraged to venture 
into the swamps with out local guides and even then, it 
isn't a guarantee that they won’t get lost but might mean 
they don’t get eaten by the native fauna for at least a 
few days. They are also warned that not all the clannish 
locals are friendly to outsiders, (or even each other most 
of the time) and take all due care when approaching 
settlements, privately owned mining and chemical rigs. 
Or face a hail of 10 gauge rounds from the owners as 
they don’t like being ‘surprised’ by uninvited visitors. 
The one saving grace of Despair is that underneath the 
deep swamps are massive amounts of raw petroleum, 
good quantities of rare radioactive elements and rare 
oxides used in many Thresher high tech products.  
Despair is situated in the same system as Nordland and 
benefits from that planets defence forces and is slightly 
further away from the sol in that system. 
ERY’s best defence though, is ERY. Anyone landing her 
would simply disappear in the swamps. 
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Persephone 
Type:   Thresher home world 
Atmosphere:  Class A 
Hydrosphere:  Class B 
Gravity Mass:  1.02 G 
Temperature:  Class A 
Terrain:  Mixed, large bodies of fresh water. 
Population:   
18.6mil Shaktars 14.8mil Ebons, 22mil human 
Function: Thresher Company HQ, Refugee planet 
Length of day:  25 hours 
Length of Year:  350 days 
Major exports:   
Everything and Ebb equipment 
Major imports:   
Refined raw materials and metals 
 
The planet was occupied by Shaktars and Ebon  
mercenaries just after the conflict wars by refugees of 
the Shaktar Empire navy and its existence far out on the 
fringes of the known universe is still one of Thresher's 
most closely guarded regions and the company  
heartland. 
The residents are still basically the same physically as 
any other member of their species but over time their 
society remained the same as it was pre-conflict wars, 
to be a different from their contemporary cousins, vio-
lence and conflict are not something that happens on 
Persephone very often. Over centuries of isolation the 
ebons and shaktars are very tightly knit here, while they 
don’t share the same religious beliefs the only way they 
could survive all this time was with each others support. 
For Shaktar PC's disturbed and lost in the universe, the 
planet and the Shaktars on it are also a place to find out 
questions concerning honour, religion and guidance 
from some real elders free of SLA influence. All Eight 
Shaktar gods are represented here equally and without 
quarrel. 
Shaktars believe this is the spiritual home given to them 
as place to hide by their god Doktetcomast, for the 
ebons it is a place where they can practice their  
formulae and ebb skills unmolested by the  
necanthropes. 
 
Discovered hundreds of years ago by fleeing Thresher 
ships running from the aftermath on Shalahs they found 
a strange mix of warrior Shaktars with their priests and 
living close by small groups of ebon artisans, warriors 
and spiritualists dating back to the pre-SLA era that had 
somehow found their way here and decided to eke out a  
rudimentary existence.  
The tattered and ruined remnants of Thresher settled 
down with them and founded its future with the resi-
dents as allies and was the first Thresher planet so to 
speak and its large capital city is called L’ndnfr’ll. You 
cannot get to Persephone by foldship unless the  
navigator has physically been there before, it is in a 
junction between universes and will result in the  
destruction of the vessel.  
Expeditions have been mounted by both SLA and 
Darknight in the past to get there with Ion Drives but 
have always ended up disappearing or being annihi-
lated by the Thresher fleet long before they got there.  
 
The Ebons here have some El-Wraiths amongst them 
that are quite capable of things that could destroy a con-
ventional army, level cities and knock a Foldship out of 

orbit. Thankfully for SLA industries and other companies 
those members have no desire to travel, if SLA, DN or 
pirate forces did arrive to bust the place up not a man 
would make it out of orbit to reach planet fall.  
Of interest to ebb using PC's they will find some 
'duplicated' ebb equipment on Persephone, how they 
trade for and obtain such items will be up to them and 
they will be similar but 'not quite the same' as a Dark 
Lament item, Thresher also sends a lot of its own 
’adopted’ ebb users to Persephone for extra training 
Brainwasters in particular stand to learn a lot from the 
residents and about themselves in the process. 
 
The company maintains a defence force on the planet, 
the Shadowmaker machine, trading posts, company 
headquarters, recruitment centres for the more adven-
turous inhabitants to come and join Thresher as a way 
of seeing the universe. For the most part though it’s still 
a relatively untouched planet which hasn’t been scarred 
by heavy industry, mining or other industrial effects, that 
would annoy the entity called Lucina who technically 
‘owns’ the planet and was here before everyone else. 
 
 
Blacklight Stations 
Type:   Thresher Space stations 
Atmosphere:  Class A 
Hydrosphere:  N.A. 
Gravity Mass:  1G 
Temperature:  Class A 
Terrain:   N.A. 
Population:   20,0000 each 
Function:   Shipyard, Defence Platform 
Length of day:  20 hour 
Length of Year:  N.A. 
Major exports:   
Conflict era Ion Drive vessels and Armaments 
Major imports:   
Everything required for human life to exist. Damaged 
vessels, Refined metals and chemicals 
 
Thresher has six known stations of this class, all of 
which operate over Persephone, they can move under 
their own power (slowly), boast the most devastating 
defensive firepower in the universe along their 525km 
long hulls and are capable of running at peak efficiency 
for up to 12 years without being re-supplied. Workers 
take up a 'term of service' which lasts 3 months, days 
are 10 hour long shifts in a 20 hour timeframe with 1 
day off every 21 days.  
Pay rates are two and half times that of any equivalent 
job within Threshers workforce but they are gruelling 
hours, rudimentary accommodation and very hazardous 
duties maintaining the automated construction facilities.  
Security onboard is as airtight as the hull itself.  
 
This is also where the majority of Threshers conflict era 
‘Core technology’ in massive automated factories run by 
technical specialists to produce their power armours, 
powersuits, nanotech and weapons is located, not that 
they really advertise that. Three of the stations- Alpha, 
Beta and Gamma are where Thresher manufactures, 
repairs their ships and form the base of the company 
Navy. Surrounding these are some of the massive con-
flict era Arc-Light dreadnoughts and the fleet itself which 
protects the planet below. 
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Tyne B122-C 
Type:  Thresher controlled world 
Atmosphere:  Class C 
Hydrosphere:  Class D 
Gravity Mass:  1.5G 
Temperature:  Class D 
Terrain:   Rock 
Population:   3.3 million 
Function:  Ultra-max Prison, Mining planet 
Length of day:  17 hours 
Length of Year:  568 days 
Major exports:   
Refined minerals and metals 
Major imports: 
High-threat prisoners. Everything. 
 
The airless hellhole of Tyne located 100 light years from 
the Sino system would be ignored but the concentration 
of minerals, metals and precious metals on the planet is 
some of the highest to ever be discovered.  
Massive fission blast furnaces work around the clock to 
refine it all, the current estimates are that there are 
enough raw materials to last another 1500 years.  
Labour on the planet is provided by company  
employees who man the refineries and oversee some of 
the mining activities which are worked mostly by POW's 
and class 1 and Class U prisoners that are deemed to 
be 'never to be released'. There are also some groups 
of professional miners and prospectors but by and large 
the main workforce is penal. 
 
This is the one place that Thresher maintains an  
equivalent of 'slave labour', the general consensus  
being that the only other alternative is the death penalty 
for these individuals so they may as well serve some 
basic capacity to the society they once threatened. Most 
of them are SLA militia, DN soldiers, rival agents,  
operatives, murderers, psychopaths, dangerous  
criminals but on occasion a SLA contract killer or some 
other famous 'celebrity' turns up here to serve out the 
rest of their days in a living nightmare of terror from their 
fellow prisoners and hard labour from their captors. 
  
None will ever be released so anarchy, riots and  
attempted breakouts from the airlocks are frequent and 
put down with lethal force. The standard security guard 
wears TH.0050-EVA-A variant armour that has a  
two-linked Marine assault cannons and numerous close 
combat subsystems. They don’t hesitate to use it either, 
as security is extreme.  
Unbeknownst to every prisoner, they are fitted before 
arrival with a sleeper stage 1 Nanovirus that can be  
triggered remotely or if the prisoner leaves the range of 
a sub-band control signal. So far no one has ever  
escaped from Tyne B122-C because the Nanovirus 
cannot be removed except by Thresher.  
Rates of pay are 250% that for employees in their re-
spective fields but it isn’t a popular destination for most.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Demeter 
Type:    Thresher controlled world 
Atmosphere:  Class B  
Hydrosphere:  Class C 
Gravity Mass:  1G 
Temperature:  Class C 
Terrain:   Rocky and Sandy Desert 
Population:   3million 
Function:   Military Training grounds, mining 
Length of day:  31 hours 
Length of Year:  263 days 
Major exports:   
Hardened soldiers, Refined metals and Minerals,  
Conflict Era technology 
Major imports:   
New recruits, water, food, military supplies, and mad 
scientists 
 
An inhospitable and completely lifeless planet located in 
the Persephone system it has no free surface water and 
no known life forms above the level of bacteria.  
Temperatures through the day can go as high as 80 
degrees and drop to -10 degrees in the polar regions 
overnight, vast dust storms are also a constant threat, 
whipped up from the high temperatures they can reach 
speeds of 300km/h and tear apart KAD-C and human 
flesh with ease. The military quite happily uses it as a 
playground for training soldiers in piloting vehicles, 
power-suits, artillery and test some new prototypes. 
 
There is a small city called Sync on the south pole of 
the planet which are slightly more hospitable than the 
rest of the planet which have a small set of refineries to 
process the materials. The few locals who make this 
their home are a tough and wizened people who take 
great pride in producing a surplus of material for the 
company which more than pays for their ‘upkeep’ of 
imported goods. Of note the highly decorated Sand  
Tigers mechanised company is stationed and recruited 
from Demeter and is Thresher’s specialist desert  
soldiers numbering between 80-100 Power Infantry with 
VTOL main battle tanks and VTOL IFV’s as support.  
 
As an important note the Department of Acquisitions 
has taken a serious interest in the planet, at some stage 
2-3 thousand years ago a sentient species once occu-
pied the planet but became extinct, from what or who 
these mysterious beings where is yet unknown but are 
turning up some vast underground complexes full of all 
manner of strange equipment, remains and artefacts. 
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Independent Worlds 
For many reasons some planets just don’t want in on either Darknight, SLA or Thresher as an aligned world, while 
this means that they’re on their own if someone decides to roll in there it mostly just means that until then they can 
make quite a hefty profit trading between the big three. Most of the surviving independents are either places of 
considerable anarchy or rigidly enforced control from their own governments. They usually share one thing in 
common with each other though, they don’t really own anything of any worth to attract the attention of the big 
three enough to warrant them sending anything out there to lock them down. The other variety are simply too 
powerful economically or have enough defences to look after themselves without any other backing.  
The best and brightest of the inhabitants tend to be dragged off planet (either kicking or screaming or with the lure 
of big money) by one of the bigger companies which tends to create an hole in their employment with jobs no one 
knows how to do and many end up contracting out to another company to get them back in some form or another. 
 Once in awhile someone will come up with a good idea or a new piece of technology from one of these planets, if 
they aren’t careful they can soon find themselves in the middle of three very large armies determined to get it or a 
large amount of in the shadows skulduggery causing trouble they don’t really need. Visitors to the more organised 
planets will be expected or ejected if they don’t behave, they don’t care if you’re SCL# or work for Darknight, your 
badge and ID don’t mean anything here. On the more crazed planets its simply the rule of the gun, while they 
don’t often like each other down on the planet, no one likes a tourist so if you’re going to start trouble be prepared 
to back it up with what you brought with you. 

Druitt 
Type:    Independent colony 
Atmosphere:  Class A 
Hydrosphere:  Class A 
Gravity Mass:  1G 
Temperature:  Class B 
Terrain:   Mixed on 5 large continents 
Population:   3 billion human 
Function:   Anarchist city states 
Length of day:  22 hours 
Length of Year:  312 days 
Major exports:  
Food produce, Armaments and munitions, organic 
drugs and chemicals. Troublemakers.  
Major imports:   
High tech items, manufacturing machinery, drugs and 
pharmaceuticals. 
 
Depending on which part of the planet you land on and 
which particular city will vary widely and wildly how well 
you’ll be received by the locals and how badly misbe-
haved the last visitors where. There are literally hun-
dreds of city-states and regions that are under the con-
trol of some warlord at any one time and they all have 
their own particular customs. 
About the only thing they share in common with each 
other is that they really don’t like one other, warfare and 
skirmishing between the different cities is an ongoing 
process involving hitting each others food supplies out 
in the surrounding country, animal theft, rapine and mur-
der. They do make a lot of relatively decent firearms 
and some particularly potent street drugs out of an 
abundant plant, which grows underground, its bulb and 
root system is refined in crude laboratories called Gexa. 
A powerful narcotic and painkiller which is very addic-
tive, for locals its more or less a way of life to have most 
of their immediate family hooked and it hasn’t done 
them any favours over a few hundred generations of 
chronic drug abuse. Psychosis, mental dysfunctions and 
rampant antisocial activity are on a scale that travellers 
who have been there for any length of time think the 
whole planet has gone mad. Big money can be made 
here by traders selling high explosives and power ar-
mour which the locals will eagerly buy (or steal) and 
there is some inroads being made by Darknight to sell 
them combat drugs. 
It can get quite cold on the planet during winter; pack a 
jumper and a big gun to keep it from being stolen. 

 
Magdalla 
Type:    Independent colony 
Atmosphere:  Class B 
Hydrosphere:  Class C 
Gravity Mass:  1G 
Temperature:  Class C 
Terrain:   Mountainous with icy tundra 
Population:   6 billion human 
Function:   Democratic homeworld 
Length of day:  25 hours 
Length of Year:  394 days 
Major exports: 
Armaments, Star ships, High tech, Skilled Labour  
Major imports: 
Water and Atmosphere purification, Refined metals, 
Food, Heavy industrial machinery  
 
Hundreds of years of heavy industry have left Druitt a 
cold, icy wasteland on the surface and its population is 
dependant on outside food supplies quite heavily. Most 
of the larger industrial sectors have moved underground 
to escape the chill in large cavernous cities deep under 
the surface where they manufacture enormous amounts 
of equipment ranging from star ships to flashlights. Its 
own navy protects the planet from piracy but would be 
hard pressed to keep away one of the bigger companies 
if they decided to attack. Through skilled diplomacy they 
have managed to remain neutral and even win some 
friends with other non-aligned worlds who would come 
to their aid if they where attacked as this is one of the 
few planets that can produce space going vessels of 
any large size.  
Provided they don’t go making a lot of large military  
vessels for sale the big three seem to be happy enough 
to let them keep making them unmolested.  
Though Thresher are starting to win favour with the  
government by selling them high quality water purifiers 
at discount prices and Magdalla is beginning to wonder 
about the miraculous technology they might be able to 
access with an alliance.  
SLA haven’t managed to make much in the way of  
inroads as have Darknight who mostly tried to ship a lot 
of drugs into the population, leading the somewhat stern 
political parties in charge to unanimously black ban their 
vessels from landing for an indefinite amount of time. 
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The Wheel 
Type:    Private space station 
Atmosphere:  Class A 
Hydrosphere:  N.A. 
Gravity Mass:  1G 
Temperature:  Class A 
Terrain: 20km wide disk shaped battle station. 
Population: 20000 permanent residents + transients  
Function:   Trading post, shipyard 
Length of day:  20 hour 
Length of Year:  N.A. 
Major exports:  Everything 
Major imports:  Everything 
 
It is unknown who the original manufacturer of the sta-
tion was before the Black Heart pirate clan took it over 
400 years ago and have since modified it as a trading 
post and gave up piracy to turn to black market racket-
eering instead. Thresher, Killa chassis and Darknight 
representatives are 'tolerated' but not welcome amongst 
the assorted pirates and freebooters. SLA employees, 
assuming they ever get near the place are usually sent 
out the nearest airlock, they'll do the same to anyone 
else who makes enough trouble too. 
The Wheel is a strict no fire zone, both onboard the sta-
tion and within sensor range of its large defence guns. 
Regardless of this unwritten law the place is still danger-
ous to Thresher agents. Its a good place to find, sell, 
trade anything (anyone) of worth, get a ship fixed, medi-
cal attention, get drunk, get laid, wired on drugs and an 
easy place to get stabbed, robbed and beaten up if a 
person doesn’t keep their wits about them. Most of the 
inhabitants just want to make some money or trade, 
don’t disrupt business and most are quite happy enough 
to go about their lives without interfering with yours and 
the locals have some very interesting and creative ways 
of sorting out these problems between themselves and 
travellers. 
For a price they will let you dock, for another price they 
will hire out a cargo bay, for a price they will let you in 
the trading areas and for a really good price they will set 
you up with an area of floor space or small cabin to ply 
your trade from. 
If you're really brave you can fork out a truly massive 
amount of money and they’ll fix a broken ship. 
 
 
Ulran 
Type:    Independent colony 
Atmosphere:  Class A 
Hydrosphere:  Class A 
Gravity Mass:  1G 
Temperature:  Class A 
Terrain:  Mixed on one large continent 
Population:  39 billion human, mixed 
Function:   Trade union 
Length of day:  28 hours 
Length of Year:  364 days 
Major exports:  Everything 
Major imports:  Everything 
 
One of the seediest places outside of Mort Downtown, 
though for now thankfully free of Carriens and mutants 
and instead infested with swindlers, wheelers and  
dealers all trying to make a buck with any ship that 
lands. The Ulran Union (UU) could be technically re-
garded as a major company in itself, with over 133  

billion members across 344 independent worlds and 
close to 12 million ships from small freighters to huge 
bulk cruisers they are second to Darknight in terms of 
population alone and vastly outnumber Thresher. Unlike 
a big 3 company they maintain absolute neutrality, for a 
price they will move anything for anyone or sell anyone 
or anything for a right amount of money.  
Pirates are about the only people the union won’t deal 
with as the two have a centuries old hatred of each 
other that will probably never diminish. There is some 
antipathy towards Thresher as well and most Thresher 
trade vessels are not welcome here because of an inci-
dent with SLA. 
Thresher and SLA warships ever since are not welcome 
here. Darknight on the other hand have behaved and 
while they don’t really want a DN warship in orbit they 
will tolerate them for short  
periods of time. 
 
Tek Trex enjoy a flourishing industry in orbit and  
maintain at least two of their factory-ships in close  
vicinity to supply the massive demand for high tech 
space ship parts, weapons and other not so useful 
things like drones. The UU and TT have something of 
an agreement with each other in the form of a mutual 
defence treaty, given that TT factory ships are some of 
the hardest hitting and toughest vehicles in existence  
outside Thresher they undoubtedly make life a little  
easier for both. 
 
Like a lot of companies the union started out as a cou-
ple of little guys who got sick of being muscled by big 
companies, pirates and anyone else who had a ship 
and wanted to cut into their profits. Centuries later it 
ended up being an enormous affair with hundreds of 
directors and even if they wanted too, SLA can’t really 
do without them as they move trillions of tons of much 
needed food and raw materials for a relatively cheap 
price. While there is a definite presence inside the  
controlling directors from the big 3 and probably a few 
other smaller soft companies there is never enough to 
swing a vote and it’s used mostly to keep tabs on the 
unions activities. 
Anything or anyone can be bought on Ulran for a lot 
cheaper than anywhere else. 
Visitors are warned to watch their tongue and their wal-
let, the main star port in the main city of Chewet which 
covers over 20,000 acres, has more hothead pilots, 
swindlers and thieves anywhere else in the universe. 
 
Given the immensely stable situation the UU enjoys in 
the universe they print the Uni, or Universal trading  
currency which is solid legal tender pretty much any 
where. 
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New Guinea 
Type:    Independent Company 
Atmosphere:  Class A 
Hydrosphere:  Class A 
Gravity Mass:  1G 
Temperature:  Class A 
Terrain:  Mixed on several continents 
Population:  36 billion human, 4 billion alien 
Function:   Slave Trade Homeworld 
Length of day:  26 hours 
Length of Year:  262 days 
Major exports:  Slaves, Mercenaries, terror 
Major imports:  Everything 
 
Homeworld of the infamous New Guinea Kingdom 
(NGK) slavers, they occupy five other similar planets in 
the same galaxy a short Ion drive hop from each other 
(NGK Porto, NGK Espana, NGK Spina, NGK Afrique 
and NGK Jutta) and ply an healthy trade in unwhole-
some commodities. Be it human or alien of any colour, 
shape or sex you want they will have it. New Guinea 
prior to the conflict wars was a peaceful monarchy of a 
number of different city and continent states that  
occasionally fought amongst themselves to establish 
who was top dog but for the most part they where fairly 
peaceful and had little to do with the raging conflict  
going on around them in the universe. They dug in with 
massive space defences, put aside their differences and 
raised huge levy’s of conscripts to willingly give up what 
human rights they had in the name of their survival as a 
society. Spurning SLA’s offer to sell them biogenetics 
put them at a disadvantage in open warfare and waited 
until the shooting stopped a few years later before ten-
tatively putting their ships out. 
The conquered worlds fell easily to the NGK’s brutal 
troops as most people had bought SLA armaments 
rather than make their own and soon they began bring-
ing back billions of captive people to their three planets 
and founded the largest slave markets in the universe. 
For a time they enjoyed the free and easy raiding before 
SLA put their foot down on anymore of it and the NGK 
backed off, looking for a sustainable way of keeping a 
saleable population retreated and began breeding the 
captives they already had. 
It didn't take long for the depravity of the NGK overlords 
to exceed even that of SLA’s upper echelons of power 
in terms of vice, riches and brutality. They used  
eugenics to make their children and that of their slaves 
stronger and healthier along with the breeding programs 
and could even tailor a human being to look exactly how 
a buyer wanted it. For a bit more they’ll even sell you a 
trained slave for any skill you want. 
They sullied their early relationship with Thresher by 
attempting to abduct some of the ‘shark’s pups’ for their 
eugenics program and ever since neither company will 
have anything to do with one another, Thresher held the 
NGK at gunpoint with their fleet and stripped a lot of 
money as compensation out of them along with their 
people back. Darknight are big buyers of the trained 
bond slaves which it adopts into their company to work 
off their debt before becoming full-employees. SLA 
doesn't acknowledge the NGK in any shape or form to 
anyone under SCL3, however their large ion drives 
make regular calls to Artery and a number of other ma-
jor biogenetic production planets to drop off some 
’unmarked’ cargos. According to both Darknight and 
Thresher who rarely agree on anything, they are ren-

dered down into a biological soup to provide material for 
the stormer vats. 
SLA however denies any activity or trading with the 
NGK and they have fairly good press which keeps any-
one in the SLA circle of media influence in the dark 
about NGK. They simply do not exist as far as SLA  
employees are concerned. Skin traders associated with 
NGK still ply their wickedness on the streets of all SLA 
owned worlds with hardly any reproach so it would ap-
pear a bargain has been struck or they're a black-book 
sub-company under SLA. The brutality of NGK soldiers 
and catch-crews is legendary and horrific. 
 
Firestone 9  
Type:   Darknight Allied World 
Atmosphere:  Class B 
Hydrosphere:  Class C 
Gravity Mass:  1G 
Temperature:  Class B 
Terrain: Mostly sandy desert on one large continent 
Population:   32 billion human 
Function:    Mining, Heavy industry 
Length of day:  34 hours 
Length of Year:  441 days 
Major exports:   
Military hardware, vehicles, star ships, Armaments and 
munitions 
Major imports:   
Food, water refinement plants, drugs, refined metals. 
 
An ugly planet, large yellow swathes of desert covering 
most of the surface and with only four small blue-grey 
oceans surrounded by large cities of Hellende, Rowell, 
Markot and Freiston. Second on the list of SLA’s ‘most 
wanted to destroy’ planets the loss of this homeworld to 
Darknight would be a considerable setback as it pro-
duces 30% of the companies personal armour, ar-
moured vehicles, firearms, munitions and 20% of the 
total star ship requirements.  
Radioactive materials are also prevalent in the deserts 
and are gathered up by large sand mining vehicles and 
refined in the city of Freiston. Overpopulated, under-
supplied with water and with everything having to be 
brought in off world for the most part the planet suffers 
from some chronic shortages of reserve food and water 
supplies. Darknight also train their desert warfare troops 
here specifically and it is a very harsh learning environ-
ment to run around in, let alone live. Due to a great deal 
of discontent amongst the workers on the surface the 
company goes to great lengths to try and keep them 
happy and at worst applies the full weight of Polit to 
suppress the all to frequent uprising over food  
shortages and water rationing.  
Another side effect having been both one of the oldest 
Darknight worlds and refining of radioactive materials 
for close to seven centuries means there is a high, 
some say, criminally high percentage of still born  
babies, mutations, cancer and shortened life  
expectancy for those residents. 
It is not a pleasant place to visit at any time of the year 
and the asteroid riddled Firestone system makes navi-
gation both slow and substantially more dangerous. 
Mixed in are some very potent missile batteries which 
are cloaked until they release their weapons and a  
constant stream of Darknight ships, escorts and more 
obvious deterrents in the area.  
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Chapter 3 
Thresher Character Generation and Skill-Sets 

Please discard all previous SLA character generation systems and simply use the generation in the MRB to  
compile your character with the following skill sets. Also note that some races from the MRB are unavailable- 
Frothers, Biogenetics and Necanthropes are not employed in any shape or form by Thresher.  
 
Points to create characters are detailed in the character species tables, they are not all 300pts, (some are more, 
some are less) and some have modified stats which make them different from those in the MRB.  
 
Advantages/Disadvantages, outside of SLA civilisation you will simply not survive with them or they would have 
been ‘fixed’ by Thresher. I strongly discourage very high levels of psychosis in particular when making up 
Thresher characters which are completely new as the background material gives no support to them and if they 
where a particularly dangerous, anti-social problem they would have been carted off by the ITSS fairly early on.  
Physical Deformities and disadvantages are non-existent in Thresher, they can fix anything. Mostly for free too. 
There are also new Advantages and Disadvantages which players and GM’s should take note of as well. 
 
Skills this source material aims to move away from the SLA skill-set of ‘everyone growing up on Mort’ syndrome. 
Outside of SLA industries there are a lot planets and different upbringings to come from that are reflected by 
where you come from and not your characters race. The skills in this source book are a revision of the 2D10 skills 
in the MRB, they are company generic and a lot smaller in number as I cut out the redundant and overlapping 
skills which where effectively redundant or confusing. There are also detailed changes to most (non-combat) skills 
to make them a lot more useful in-game and a few new skills which where missing from the SLA MRB. 
 
Creation Steps- 
1: Come up with a character concept. 
2: Pick species and planetary background for your character or NPC, there are some new ’ human races’ here. 
3: Assign points for physical stats 
4: Assign points into skills and Advantages / Disadvantages, there are some new ones. 
5: Add Upbringing skills from the planet you came from. 
6: Add Basic Training in the case of Thresher Employees 
7: Select Military Occupation Specialty (MOS) training, making sure to pay attention to some of its pre-requisites. 
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Persephone Ebons 
Ebb users make up a fair population of Thresher civilians and military personnel, contrary to SLA propaganda  
depicting them, as being slaves of the Thresher suppressor power. It is exactly the opposite. 
Thresher does what it can to make the Ebon race as welcome as it can and the Ebon population is treated  
extremely well by their employer. Their skills in Healing, Communication and Reality Fold are so valued that they 
cannot afford to loose them and being they are descendants of the ebon warriors, are hardly meek. Thresher 
ebbs are immensely proud people who have found a small niche away from the terrors of the Necanthropes,  
influence of White Earth and as a result no Brainwasters are born on Persephone.  
Those handful of wasters that are in Thresher are always outsiders but have very little of the psychosis of their kin 
out in the universe, if they're seriously screwed in the head they don't get employed, they get shot. 

Persephone Ebon STR DEX DIA CONC CHAR 
Refugee Ebon  

warriors 
5-10 5-10 5-10 9-14 7-12 

COOL Walk Run Sprint Lifespan 
7-12 1 2 3 150+ 

Traits Ebb use 

Appearance Minimum of 45kg for women and maximum of 120kg for a large male, pale cream skin, hair 
colour and facial features can be highly varied. Up to 1.9m tall 

Character Gen Thresher Ebons get 280pts to buy Stats, skills and advantages 
Brainwasters get 315pts and their stats are the same as in the MRB 

Persephone Doktetcomast Shaktars 
Most will join Thresher under the employ of the military or armaments manufacturers and realise that they will 
have no chance of rejoining the Kn’nth homeworld society again because of their affiliations and actions. Their 
outlook of life and has a version of the Shaktar code which dates back to the Shaktar Empire at its height.  
“Slavery is no grounds for honour.” 
These descendants of those who refused to follow their elders into the ‘disarmament and de-clawing’ of their race 
hate SLA with a passion, blaming the company for the fall of the Shaktar empire and regard the Highlord as  
nothing more than a lapdog and at worst, a patsy. As a result they are some of the intensely loyal and fiercest 
fighters Thresher has at their disposal, most are dour, proud and reserved but some find a refreshing freedom to 
create their own destiny from underneath the heel of SLA and supported by their elders to live as true shaktars. 

Doktetcomast STR DEX DIA CONC CHAR 
Outlaw Shaktar Clan 10-15 8-13 5-10 5-10 5-8 

COOL Walk Run Sprint Lifespan 
10-15 1 3 5 400+ 

Traits Large Shaktar claws- 1Dam 1Pen 1AD 

Appearance Dark Red/Black skin, size is slightly larger than normal shaktars and luminous green eyes 

Character Gen Doktetcomast get a free Rank10 Enemy- SLA Shaktar Clans 
255pts to buy stats, skills and advantages 

Native Wraithraiders 
Although very rare, Wraithraiders are praised for their abilities as scouts and pilots and employed as such. Most 
have eked out small communities on Mistblind where they can run around and do their own thing. The Aegir don’t 
mind them too much but the two species have very little to do with one another unless it’s to approach a settle-
ment for supplies, trade or to join Thresher. There are other small communities of wraithraiders that live on the 
poles of most of the larger Thresher planets that prefer the cooler climates. The company invests a fair amount of 
time into educating and equipping its wraithraider communities with coolant suits and schooling to make them as 
welcome into the larger community as much as possible. As a result most are fairly well educated, well socialised 
and very rarely as pragmatic as their cousins on Polo tend to be. Like all species in Thresher, they get the skill set 
of the planet they where raised on and have the benefits of an increased lifespan compared to other wraiths. 

Wraithraider STR DEX DIA CONC CHAR 
Non-Polo born 5-10 5-15 5-12 5-9 5-10 

COOL Walk Run Sprint Lifespan 
5-8 2 4 6 100 

Traits Able to survive in very cold temperatures of –80C, requires coolant suit for temps over 20  
degrees celsius. Highly fit and active 

Appearance Minimum of 68kg for women and maximum of 85kg for a large male. Up to 180-210cm tall. 
Feline appearance with sharp, dart like faces, small claws and large eyes devoid of a pupil. 
Tend to be covered in a luxuriant coat of fine fur in cold conditions thinning in warmer climes. 

Character Gen Native Wraithraiders get 320pts to buy skills, stats and advantages. 
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Humanity 
“Once the most important inhabitants of a world at the centre of the known cosmos, now we human beings had 
been reduced to the status of the far-flung denizens of a minor, tangential blip on somebody else's universe.” 
John Boslough  
 
Unlike a the rest of humanity that scampers around underneath the heels of biogenetics and struggling to exist in 
a universe that more or less sees them as a fodder for armies, slave labour and in a lot of cases, impoverished 
and powerless. The humanity in Thresher still holds some ideals which have sadly fallen by the wayside in a lot of 
human communities, morals, culture, ethics and a drive to better themselves and their kin. They are empowered, 
educated, smart and in most cases, highly motivated.  
Some humans pity their kin outside their company, they see the poverty, squalor and misery they have to endure, 
for the more empathetic there is sympathy and amongst the hardened a degree of derision for letting themselves 
end up that way. 
  
Since the mastery of nanotechnology the humanity in Thresher is slightly different and one might say, even more 
alien than that which the rest of the universe is made up of. Out on the fringes of the universe where they come 
from its not a case of mutation or evolution anymore, Eugenics, the practice of manipulating DNA and work done 
to the human body is far ahead of what any other company has achieved. Karma has come close, but due to its 
focus on biogenetics, drugs and other pursuits, the work has more or less stagnated. 
Most of Thresher is from human stock from the original descendants that founded the company on the discovery 
of the production facilities. Thresher produces equipment for primarily use by humans, as they are far more prolific 
in the Thresher population. Outside recruits are rare and there is always an element of distrust and xenophobia 
associated with them due to fear of infiltration by either SLA or DN. There are also some slightly elitist overtones 
which are due to the fact that those native to the company are also part of the program and appreciate the addi-
tional benefits that it provides. To some degree the wraithraiders and shaktars in the company also befit from the 
advantages of eugenics but have been slow to adopt it on a 100% use that humans have. 
 
Parents elect to have their children either conceived naturally and the genetic code altered to suit what they hope 
them to be, physical appearance; mental faculties are chosen from a combination of their own DNA and manipu-
lated to suit. While it won’t mean that the kid is guaranteed to be a happy, well adjusted and successful member 
of society, a lot of that has to do with upbringing still, it does mean that the potential is there for them if they 
choose. 
 
Natural born, these can come from anywhere and inherit the refined DNA of their parents, making them slightly 
smarter, much healthier and longer lived. 
 
Temir line is from the planet ERY which features a very robust constitution and remarkable agility, this line is  
becoming a very popular one off-planet. 
 
Canaan and Nifheim lines are from the planet Nordland and have either an intellectual bent or a physical  
advantage to each. They are quite common in Thresher with a lot of people on that planet and a few others who 
elect this for their children off-world. 
 
Shiryo line is from Sino and the most common eugenic strain there which is very fast, robust and quite  
intelligent. While it isn’t as common off the planet it is a very appealing option for parents. 
 
Nephilim line originally from Northern Sino it features an eerie timeless beauty and grace, very rare intellectual 
line which doesn’t have a lot parents picking it up for their children in times of war when such things are of little 
use. Except in the case of leaders, it was the first of the refined eugenic strains laid down by the company and 
many of the original people are still kicking around the place a few centuries down the track completely healthy 
and not a day older looking than 20. 
 
 

Upon picking up the mantle of company born Thresher civilian human- 
No physical disadvantages, genetic diseases or other physical deficiencies are to be selected from the 

Adds/ Disadvantages lists. 
No hard drug addictions (any) or major psychosis above Rank 2, the culture you grew up in is vastly 

different from that of SLA or Darknight  
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Eugenic Line STR DEX DIA CONC CHAR 
Augmented  
Natural Born  

human 

5-10 5-10 7-12 7-12 5-10 

COOL Walk Run Sprint Lifespan 
5-10 1 2 3 500+ 

Traits +2 PHYS rolls versus Disease and Toxins, +2 Good Vision +2 Good Hearing 

Appearance Minimum of 45kg for women and maximum of 120kg for a large male, skin, hair and facial 
features can be highly varied. Up to 1.9m tall 

Character Gen Natural Born get 305pts to buy stats, skills and advantages 

Eugenic Line STR DEX DIA CONC CHAR 
Temir 

  
5-10 7-12 7-12 5-10 5-10 

COOL Walk Run Sprint Lifespan 
5-10 1 3 5 600+ 

Traits +4 PHYS rolls versus Disease and Toxins, +2 Good Vision, +2 Good Hearing 

Appearance Minimum of 55kg for women and maximum of 120kg for a large male, coffee coloured skin, 
thick black hair and dark eyes typical to ERY. Up to 1.9m tall 

Character Gen Temir get 295pts to buy stats, skills and advantages 

Eugenic Line STR DEX DIA CONC CHAR 
Canaan 

  
5-9 5-9 7-12 7-12 5-10 

COOL Walk Run Sprint Lifespan 
9-14 1 2 3 800+ 

Traits +2 PHYS rolls versus Disease and Toxins, +2 Good Vision, +2 Good Hearing 
Appearance Minimum of 45kg for women and maximum of 90kg for a large male, light brown skin, fair 

hair and blue or green eyes of Nordland origins. Up to 1.8m tall 
Character Gen Canaan get 300pts to buy stats, skills and advantages 

Eugenic Line STR DEX DIA CONC CHAR 
Nifheim 

  
7-12 7-12 5-10 5-10 5-10 

COOL Walk Run Sprint Lifespan 
10-15 1 2 3 800+ 

Traits +2 PHYS rolls versus Disease and Toxins, +2 Good Vision, +2 Good Hearing 

Appearance Minimum of 65kg for women and maximum of 125kg for a large male, light brown skin, fair 
hair and blue or green eyes of Nordland origins. Up to 1.95m tall 

Character Gen Nifheim get 285pts to buy stats, skills and advantages 

Eugenic Line STR DEX DIA CONC CHAR 
Shiryo 

  
5-9 8-13 7-12 5-10 5-10 

COOL Walk Run Sprint Lifespan 
10-15 1 2 3 800+ 

Traits +2 PHYS rolls versus Disease and Toxins, +2 Good Vision, +2 Good Hearing 

Appearance Minimum of 45kg for women and maximum of 95kg for a large male, light yellow skin, black 
hair and brown eyes of southern Sino origins. Up to 1.75m tall 

Character Gen Shiryo get 280pts to buy stats, skills and advantages 

Eugenic Line STR DEX DIA CONC CHAR 
Nephilim 

  
5-9 5-10 8-13 8-13 7-12 

COOL Walk Run Sprint Lifespan 
10-15 1 2 3 1000+ 

Traits +2 PHYS rolls versus Disease and Toxins, +2 Good Vision +2 Good Hearing 
+5 Good Looks, +5 Good figure 

Appearance Minimum of 45kg for women and maximum of 95kg for a large male, light cream skin, grey 
or blue eyes, hair either very fair blonde or black of northern Sino origins. Up to 1.75m tall 

Character Gen Nephilim get 270pts to buy stats, skills and advantages 
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Aegir 
Are a rare species of humans employed by Thresher as soldiers. They are descended from a fleet of ships that 
crash landed on the harsh planet of Mistblind 1095 years ago during the chaos of the Conflict Wars. Discovered 
by a Thresher deep space recon team 380 years ago they willingly joined for a chance to continue their ancient 
heritage as raiders. Inheriting massive amounts of long lost biotechnology enhancements from their ancestors 
and wielding their dreaded Thunder hammers and lightning swords, they are a classic shock troop. 
 
Physical Description 
Well built humans often reaching 180-210cm in height and weighing 80-130kg, hair and eye colour varies as 
much as normal humans. The only visible difference apart from their size is their skin colour that is paper-white as 
a result of inherited Nano-technology and biotechnology in their genetic makeup. They often find it difficult to  
express themselves in the ‘refined’ company of others having come from a savage and backward existence.  
Keen to learn and explore they adopt, integrate and use equipment provided by their employer as effectively as 
normal humans.  
Typically get along with Shaktars, Wraith Raiders quite well and make friends easily with Ebons if somewhat shy 
around outsiders. 

Alternate Human STR DEX DIA CONC CHAR 

Aegir 5-12 5-13 5-8 5-10 5-8 

COOL Walk Run Sprint Lifespan 

5-12 1 3 5 600+ 

Traits Regeneration: 1 wound or hit point every full combat round due to the inherent 
Nanotechnology in the Aegir’s genetic makeup. 
+15 PHYS rolls vs Disease, Toxins and radiation 

Character Gen Aegir get 305pts to buy stats, skills and advantages 

 Kh’mr: Doktetcomast  Rachael Ansted: Nephilim    Gary Thais: Temir Sid Caner: Nifheim      Kolfinna Björndotter: Aegir 
                              (Muffy to friends) 
              -Persephone        -Sino   -ERY-Despair         -Nordland        Necanthrope Slayer/Lunatic 
                       -Mistblind 
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System Mechanics 2D10 Revised Skill Sets 
Due to the comparative complexity of the existing SLA 2D10 system I have cut down on a lot of the more  
miscellaneous skills and particular specialities. This is also a non-company, non-planet, non training package spe-
cific list of skills which fit up well to the rest of the universe. Which while Mort might be the centre of the universe, 
not everyone comes from there. 

Strength 
 
Unarmed-  
Fisticuffs, wrestling and improvised weapons like 
knuckle dusters, bottles, bricks and furniture. 
Weapon 1H- 
One handed melee weapons like swords, batons, ham-
mers, maces, knives and axes. 
Weapon 2H- 
Two handed swords, clubs, hammers, maces, axes, 
pole arms, scythes, bayonets. 
Power Weapons- 
Powersuit claws, industrial cutters, welders, chain 
weapons, chainsaws. 
 
Dexterity 
 
Martial Arts- 
Lightning fast, accurate kicks, punches, knees and el-
bows, also covers flexible weapons like Nunchakus, 
whips, lasso and chains. 
Gymnastics- 
Athletic sports, acrobatic moves and general physical 
fitness. Can be applied as a modifier to hand to hand 
combat if the character decides to dodge attacks as a 
penalty to hit. 
Sleight- 
Pick pocketing, palming objects, shoplifting, cheating at 
card games and amusing people with simple magic  
tricks. 
Sneaking- 
The art of moving silently. 
Hiding- 
The art of not being seen and behaving in an innocuous 
manner if under suspicion. It is also used to camouflage 
or conceal objects, vehicles or other people. 
Pistol- 
One handed ballistic weapons such as pistols, 
machine pistols and submachineguns. 
Rifle- 
Two handed ballistic weapons such as rifles, assault 
rifles, carbines, machineguns and sniper. 
Archery- 
Bows and crossbows. 
Motorcycle- 
Two and three wheeled vehicles. 
Extreme Violence- 
A visual art of looking good on camera while beating the 
hell out of someone else, it also covers pulling punches, 
hitting certain areas for maximum blood flow and gen-
eral athletics in close combat. 
Zero-Gee- 
Specialist training that lets people fight in zero gravity, 
with a combat roll they are limited to the amount of skill 
they can use by their ranks in 0G. 
 
 
 
 
 

Physique 
 
Running- 
Ability to run faster and contributes 0.3m per phase to 
the characters sprint rate. 
Climbing- 
Use of rappelling gear as well as being able to scale 
sheer surfaces unaided. 
Swimming- 
Staying afloat in water, each rank of swimming gives as 
character 0.3m to their sprint rate in water and they are 
trained in snorkelling and diving. 
Auto/Support- 
Multi-fire (ROF 3+), automatic weapons both handheld 
and vehicle mounted. 
Throw- 
Covers the throwing of grenades, knives, spears and 
other objects. 
Shield- 
Using a shield in combat adds additional PV to the 
user’s total defence in a 180degree arc in front of them 
against projectiles and melee attacks. It does require 
one free arm to wield correctly, leaving only the second 
arm to be able to attack with a pistol sized or 1H melee 
weapon. 
 
Charisma 
 
Leadership- 
Convincing other people that the speaker is in charge of 
a situation and can be applied to motivate people or 
subdue a situation. Leadership can be applied to ‘Fear’ 
rolls to convince others to remain calm adding their rank 
to fear and stress rolls for other people provided they 
can communicate with them. 
Seduction- 
Attracting others by vocal and body language, either for 
personal or ulterior motives. 
Disguise- 
Concealing your own and others appearance with 
make-up, clothes and props. It also covers acting ability 
so that others won’t recognise them. 
Interview- 
The skill of presenting verbal reports and official an-
nouncements, it also allows someone conducting an 
interview with another people to obtain information from 
them willingly. 
Persuasion- 
Being able to entice others into behaving the way the 
speaker wants them too, either for ulterior motives, 
cheaper prices, bribes and personal reasons. It also 
covers the art of diplomacy, negotiation with people and 
organisations. 
Animal Handling-  
Care and training of animals to perform tricks and duties 
such as guarding an area or fetching things. 
Telegenics- 
Covers the art of looking good on camera and how to 
behave in front of one when being interviewed, posing 
as a model and how to present yourself in public. 
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Diagnose 
Computer use- 
Enables the character to use computer terminals, ra-
dio’s, word processors, sensor systems on vehicles, 
armour and use of software. 
Engineering- 
This skill involves the building and design of machine 
components, circuits and buildings from drafting a new 
design, making existing designs or blueprints. It also 
allows a trained engineer to assess the stability and 
reliability of existing structures and components. The 
actual end result may require an engineer to use other 
skills to build the device and fit it. 
Covert Engineering-  
Planting landmines, booby traps and the weakening of 
structural mechanisms to fail. It also includes simple 
things like pit traps, spring loaded devices and their  
improvised construction. 
Demolitions-  
The handling of explosives, setting detonators, remote 
and electronic detonation systems and judging how to 
use the right amount of explosives to best effect. There 
is an entire section on explosives in this supplement. 
Paramedic-  
On the spot first aid to repair broken bones, stop bleed-
ing, diagnose diseases and pharmacology. It also cov-
ers the analysis of tissue or bodily fluids for disease. 
There is an entire section on medical skills in this sup-
plement. 
Tactics-  
Knowledge of how to deploy weapons, troops and how 
to out manoeuvrer the enemy for the element of sur-
prise, assault, defence or escape. It also provides some 
insight into how an enemy will behave after some initial 
observation and study. 
Tracking- 
This skill enables a hunter to follow a trail left by differ-
ent types of species through different terrain, how old 
the tracks are and which direction they where headed. 
Torture-  
Infliction of bodily and mental pain as a means of  
persuasion or punishment. 
Lock Picking- 
The picking of locks, both electronic and conventional 
security systems. 
Administration- 
The skills required in office work, filling out of proper 
forms and requisitions. 
Forensics- 
This skill covers the analysis of a crime scene and po-
tential scenario’s of how it occurred. Covers the  
collection of evidence and its scientific examination. 
Read lips-  
Ability to read lips at a distance and tell what is being 
said. 
Intimidation-  
The ability to analyse and provoke fear in others, either 
to change their intent or to inflict your own intents on 
them. 
Forgery- 
Skill of manufacturing false identities, documents and in 
some cases money. Computer Subterfuge may be  
required for electronic components in some cases. 
 
 
 
 

Concentration 
Weapons Maintenance-  
The cleaning and servicing of ballistic and melee weap-
ons in addition to fitting after-market equipment to them 
such as silencers, scopes and laser painters, etc. 
Drive Civilian-  
Operation of cars, taxi’s, light trucks (under 5ton) and off 
road vehicles like jeeps and 4wd’s. 
Drive Military- 
Operation of tracked vehicles, heavy trucks, tanks,  
Infantry fighting vehicles, low altitude VTOL craft and 
APC’s. 
Pilot Military- 
Operation of high altitude VTOL craft, gliders, planes, 
shuttles, dropships and ion drive craft. 
Pilot Powersuit-  
Operation of powersuits, Keshangs and the use of 
mounted jet pack systems in power armour and power 
suits. 
Detect-  
Ability to spot suspicious circumstances, finding clues, 
ambushes, concealed people, animals or objects. 
Surgery-  
Pre-req: 1 rank in Paramedic. Can perform surgical  
operations to repair broken bones, wounds and dam-
age, plus the use of anaesthetics. There is an  
entire section on medical skills in this supplement. 
Marksman- 
Given time a person with this skill can gain a more  
acurate shot by being trained to aim for longer. 
Finance-  
Ability to manage money, accounts and balance books. 
It also covers checking of financial records and budgets. 
Photography- 
Production of high quality film, photo’s for media and 
reconnaissance. Covers the operation of both still and 
motion capture cameras and the editing of them. 
Biofeedback- 
Meditation for five minutes by a person with this skill 
gives them a focus (+2) to Detect for a period of ten 
minutes. Each additional success over 20+ adds an ad-
ditional minute to the duration of the focus. 
Blind Fighting-  
This skill is a limited ability to fight in close combat with-
out being able to see, relying on hearing, sense of smell 
and series of defensive moves. With a close combat roll 
they are limited to the amount of skill they can use by 
their ranks in Blind Fighting but ignore vision modifiers.  
Drunken Fighting-  
Like blind fighting, this skill lets its user fight when intoxi-
cated to some degree of their normal skill. With a close 
combat roll they are limited to the amount of skill they 
can use by their ranks in Drunken Fighting but ignore 
modifiers. 
 
Knowledge 
Computer Subterfuge-  
The ability to hack network and computer systems, writ-
ing of software, decryption of signals from a radio trans-
mission, jamming transmissions and enemy sensor sys-
tems in a vehicle or armour equipped with ECM. 
Electronics Repair-  
Diagnosis of electrical faults, fitting of circuit boards, 
chips and data systems into electronic machines and 
repair of their components. It will let a character build 
components at a -6 to the roll if they do not have the 
engineering skill. 
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KNOW skills cont- 
Mechanics Repair-  
Diagnosis of mechanical and engine faults in vehicles, 
facilities and preventative servicing to avoid break 
downs. Also covers the use of tools, fitting machine 
components correctly. It will let a character build compo-
nents at a -6 to the roll if they do not have the engineer-
ing skill. 
Armour Repair- 
Diagnosis of servo faults, drive mechanisms, fitting re-
placement parts, the repair of armour plating and ballis-
tic materials in power armour and powersuits. Also cov-
ers the use of tools, fitting machine components cor-
rectly. It will let a character build powered armours and 
powersuits at a -6 to the roll if they do not have the engi-
neering skill. 
Artillery-  
The direction of fire and use of field guns, Mortars and 
other large, indirect fire weapons like those found on 
starships. 
Weapons Repair-   
Pre-req: 3 ranks in Weapons Maintenance. The cus-
tomisation of weapons (both melee and ballistic), their 
re-chambering, repair of broken components and the 
use of specialist tools. It will let a character build weap-
ons at a -6 to the roll if they do not have the engineering 
skill. 
Demolitions Disposal-  
Safe defusing and deactivation of set charges, booby 
traps, hand grenades, landmines, simple non-explosive 
traps and other explosive chemicals. 
Survival- 
Ability to find water, food, construction of appropriate 
shelter in wilderness environments. Each success over 
a 20+ also allows the character to sustain one other 
person. 
Streetwise- 
Knowledge of gang graffiti, finding fixers, drug dealers 
or other underworld contacts. It also assists in the de-
tection of criminal behaviour by those around them in 
social circumstances. 
Evaluate opponent-  
Used to predict a another’s behaviour, be this in social 
or combat circumstances. The higher the roll the more 
information given about their potential for some kind of 
action and what skills they may use. It is opposed by 
Disguise skill. 
Literacy- 
Ability to read and write to a good standard, an interest 
in reading, a lack of this skill means that a character 
may be technically illiterate or possess poor ability to 
communicate in a written medium. 
Mathematics- 
A character is learned in higher levels of advanced 
Maths and Physics, this confers a +1 bonus to such 
skills as Engineering, Navigation, Computer Use, Com-
puter Subterfuge, Artillery for every two (2) ranks of this 
skill. 
Company Info-  
Knowledge of a particular company (SLA, Darknight, 
Thresher or other well known soft companies like Tek 
Trex), their procedures, rules, laws, departments, em-
ployees, equipment and regulations. 
Psychology-  
Knowledge, practice and study of the mind as well as 
the clinical treatment of mental diseases. 
 

Astronomy-  
Study of celestial bodies and star systems in the  
universe. 
Navigation- 
The use of navigation equipment such as maps, com-
passes, nava-maps in vehicles, navigation computers in 
ion drive vessels as well as using stars and landmarks. 
Space Navigation- 
Specialised skill used by ebons in conjunction with 
higher levels of Reality Folding, either for themselves to 
a distance out of line of sight or with foldships. 
Chemistry- 
Covers the use and application of compounds, how they 
react with biological and other man made chemicals. 
This confers a +1 bonus to such skills as Paramedic, 
Surgery, Demolitions, Demolitions Disposal and any 
other engineering skill using chemicals, for ever two (2) 
ranks of this skill. 
Biology (Know)- 
The science of the functions of body parts, in living or-
ganisms, plants, plant life, animals and their behaviour 
and ecosystems. Grants a +1 bonus to such skills as 
Paramedic, Surgery and other skills involving the living 
organisms for every two (2) ranks of this skill. 
 
Cool 
 
Willpower-  
Adds to the user’s Cool roll to resist Fear and other 
forms of stress, it also adds to resist ebb mental attacks 
or unwanted telepathic communication. 
 
Secondary Interest Skills 
 
Gambling (Conc)-  
Knowledge of games of chance and racing, betting for 
money, possessions and usually come off better win-
nings than someone that doesn't have this skill. Good or 
Bad Luck Adv/Disad also counts toward games of 
chance as a +/- modifier. 
Cooking (Know)-   
Interest and training in the art of cooking. 
Agriculture (Know)-  
Knowledge of the raising of animals and plants for food 
and produce. 
History (Know)-   
In depth knowledge of events through the history of the 
WoP. 
Dance (Phys)   
Training in dance of various types. 
Artistic Ability (Conc)-  
Interest and ability to produce artwork of a Professional 
standard. 
Music (Know)- 
Interest and the ability to read/write music and  
composition. 
Sewing (Dex)-   
Training in the art of needlework and sewing machines. 
Archaeology (Know)- 
The study of ancient cultures by excavation and the 
study of physical remains. 
Physiology (Know)-  
The study of the surface of various planets and their 
atmospheres. 
Cinematography (Know)-  
The art of making films and plays to a high level of  
production. 
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Secondary Skills Cont- 
Theatre (Know)- 
Trained or is interested in theatre and acting.  
Killian (Know)- 
SLA English. 
Wraith (Know)-   
Species Language of Wraith Raiders. 
Shaktarian (Know)-  
Species Language of Shaktars. 
Planetary Language (Know)-  
Various, languages ethnic to that society on a particular 
planet ie: New Parisian.  
Glyphic (Know)- 
Species Language of Ebons. 
Sign Language (Know)- 
Language of deaf people and has some applications in 
military and police work in abbreviated form. 
Sport (Phys)- 
Various, training and interest in the many forms of 
physical activity, baseball, basketball, hockey, football 
etc. 
Architecture (Know)- 
Training in the design and construction of buildings and 
manipulation of interior space. 
Palaeography (Know)-  
Study of ancient languages and writings. 
Cult Info (Know)- 
The WoP is home to many different types of cults which 
serve at best to give hope to the disaffected and at 
worst a power tier to the influential leaders of such  
religions. Many of these cults are very dangerous. 
Video Games (Know)-  
The character is skilled in the playing and manufacture 
of computer games. This skill is also useful for remote 
controlling drones, vehicles and robots at a +2 Bonus 
Sing (Cha)- 
Knowledge and ability to sing songs. 
 
 

Play ‘Instrument’ (Know)-  
Trained or has picked up the skill in a (single) musical 
instrument. 
High Fashion (Know)- 
Design and eye for good looking clothing, which trends 
are in fashion amongst the cool kids this week/day/hour. 
 
Specialist Fields- 
 
Biogenetic Engineering (DIA)- 
This skill involves the building and design of biogenetic 
components, organs and materials from drafting a new 
design, making existing designs or blueprints. It requires 
Biology at rank 5 and Surgery skill Rank 5. 
Making a new, living species requires SLA employment 
only. 
 
Nanotech Engineering (DIA)- 
This skill involves the building and design of nanotech 
machines, from drafting a new design, making existing 
designs or blueprints. It requires Engineering at rank 5, 
Chemistry Rank 5, Mathematics at Rank 5 and 
Thresher employment only. 
 
Cybernetic Engineering (DIA)- 
This skill involves the building and design of Cybernetic 
implants, from drafting a new design, making existing 
designs or blueprints. It requires  Engineering at rank 5, 
Chemistry Rank 5 Mathematics at Rank 5 and Surgery 
at Rank 5. 
 
Core Engineering (DIA)- 
A highly specialised field which involves the Program-
ming and use of core-machines from the Conflict War 
era that Thresher uses in their Equipment production. It 
requires Computer use Rank 5, Computer Subterfuge 
Rank 10, Nanotech Engineering Rank 5 and Thresher 
employment. 
 

Autosupport-  
2D10 + ROF + Autosupport to hit = 11, rolls of 20+ indicate more than one 
round hits.  
No bonus to damage on 20+ 
 
Suppressive Autosupport–  
Hits all targets moving through an area under automatic fire on 11+, modified 
for range, cover and ROF 
 
ROF 3 can cover 3metres, ROF 5, 5metres, ROF10, 10metres etc per phase 
of automatic fire into an area. 
 
Artillery-  
2D10 + ROF + Artillery to hit = 11, rolls of 20+ indicate more than one round 
hits. 
 
Mathematics skill provides a bonus to hit of +1 for every 2 ranks to artillery, 
no bonus to damage for rolls of 20+ 
 
Indirect fire with targets that cannot be seen incur a –8 to hit unless  
firecontrol or a spotter can light up a target 
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Education and Upbringing 
What you know and where you come from impact a great deal on young people, Thresher educates its population 
without regard for their race, financial status or social upbringing. This has some changes depending on the 
planet you grew up on but they make sure you study in school and great emphasis is placed on that at a young 
age. By and large most Thresher employees are relatively smart, they grow up in an environment which is  
conducive to learning and use equipment which is of a highly complicated nature from an early age. Physical  
fitness and sports are also encouraged but perhaps not to the degree that they are dominant over the more  
mental aspects of Thresher society.  
Society as a whole on most planets which are run by Thresher are comparatively pleasant places to grow up in, 
there aren't serial killers roaming the streets, no gangs of thugs, housing is quite good in most cases, no lack of 
food and very little violence or drug abuse of any type which isn't cracked down hard on by the ITSS. Lifestyle, 
earnings and material wealth are even for menial task workers around 700 to 1000% more than what someone in 
SLA would earn and around 2000% more than what someone in Darknight ends up with in the pocket at the end 
of the day. Part of this is due to the fact there is a genuine camaraderie between people in Thresher, competitive 
in a lot of aspects and some rivalry between each other but not to the extent it causes major social dysfunction, 
even the jibes towards other species is fairly much non-existent in Thresher whereas in the rest of the universe, 
particularly on SLA planets it is quite common for non-humans to feel some vilification of them on a daily basis 
which only adds to racism and hostility. Here, they're just a part of the furniture. 
Shaktars make up about 24% of Thresher employees, Ebons make up about 22%, Brainwasters 1%,  
Wraithraiders around 1% and the rest is human or Aegir, so in the day to day meanderings in a Thresher town or 
city people will rub shoulders quite a lot with non-human species rather than in SLA where they're a token oddity. 
It is quite common for humans in Thresher to learn Shaktarian and Glyphic, just as it is quite common for Shaktars 
and Ebons to know Killian, both to speak and write it. 
At the end of the day, the general consensus is-  
“Who gives a fuck if someone has red scales or white fur, at least it isn't SLA and we have to stick together to 
keep it that way. If we don't, we stand to lose everything our ancestors have worked for.” 
 
People work hard, play hard and fight even harder, one of the benefits of working for a company with a  
comparatively under-staffing problem is that they actually look after those employees because then the  
employees will look after the company. It contributes to the high lifestyle (sheer luxury compared to SLA and  
unimaginable luxury compared to Darknight) and life as a whole is pretty good. I mean really, what is the point of 
working for the ’underdog’ which is the viewpoint of most employees, if there isn't any gain to it? 
Here at least they know their kids wont have to worry about being picked up by skin traders, if they die then they 
will have a society that will look after them when they're gone. Money in your pocket or bank is yours, the house 
you live in is yours, the car, gun, armour and anything else you have is yours. You can give it away if you want 
too, owning equipment in Thresher is not a lease-loan thing like it is in SLA or Darknight, it is an actual stake and 
share in the company future, its economy and using it in the field is just a way of reinforcing the fact they have it 
pretty good. 
 
Thresher employees have it good, that might be an understatement. It is why no one defects to SLA. 
They know everything in SLA is bullshit, they wouldn’t own anything and its society is a miserable fucking joke, 
employment is utterly appalling the ‘corporate electronic script’ is a debacle and you’d have to be crazy to think 
you could trust SLA, Darknight or anyone else to actually let you live. Being a Thresher employee is the ultimate 
in subversive activity, they have freedom of speech, they can vote and working hard will actually get you some-
where in life, whereas in SLA it’s a banal day-to-day routine of hand to mouth subsistence. 
If people in SLA and Darknight actually knew how good people in Thresher had it there would firstly be mass riots 
and probably some mass-surrendering at their doorstep which would probably cause some consternation for 
Thresher wondering just what to do with a few trillion prospective employees. 
 
Reader’s used to a SLA game might be thinking at this point that Thresher employees are fairly soft little bitches. 
Wrong. 
Life isn't all roses out on the edge of the known universe. For starters it’s a long way from fucking anywhere so 
you sometimes have to lug around an awful lot of kit and have to be self-sufficient and careful with yourself. It 
might be a bad day to get shot in downtown Mort, but chances are you can be medivac out of there and in some 
sort of medical care within an hour. You fall down and break something out in the sticks without anyone knowing 
where you are or get something like an infected appendix when you're on a ship 10,000light years from anything 
looking remotely like civilisation and you better be prepared to deal with it or die. 
 
SLA employees are tough in the way a bouncer in a nightclub or a gang thug is tough. They're taught to bash their 
way through any problem they come across, they're raised in a society where they have to crawl up from the 
streets and drag themselves up by the boot straps to get anywhere. 
Thresher employees are tough in the way a well trained soldier or early explorer is tough, they’ll have to think their 
way out of anything they cant bash and they’ll have to bash down anything that gets in their way with their training 
otherwise they're worm food. Working for Thresher means you will be a true professional in every sense of that 
words definition. You aren't here for the glory on TV, you are here because you know how to do your job better 
than anyone else in the WOP, posers are bullshit. You know how to operate as an individual if you have too and 
you know how to work as a team when its required. 
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Where you come from, what you know 
Nordland A rough and ready people who take pride in 
being self reliant and technically literate, they have a 
long history of soldiering and a well established educa-
tion system that makes sure its students leave school 
with a high level of skills that will serve them well in the 
company. Being one of the first planets to join Thresher 
in the 2nd century they also are one of the more estab-
lished planets in terms of population and development. 
Computer use 2, Literacy 2, Tactics 1, Company Info-
TH 1, Mathematics 2, Any Firearm skill 1, Unarmed 1  
Gymnastics 1, Mechanics Repair 1, Electronics repair 1 
 
Sino The first planet to join Thresher before Nordland, 
the people of Sino are an intensely proud, honourable 
and have managed to retain their culture which dates 
back 1000’s of years even though they have been  
occupied by both Darknight and SLA.  
Education and upbringing of children is taken very  
seriously here, soldiering is seen as a duty and mark of  
respect to your family and ancestors.   
Computer use 2, Literacy 2, Tactics 1, Company Info-
TH 1, Mathematics 2, One Handed 1, Martial Arts 1, 
Swim 1, Any Firearm skill 1, Computer Subterfuge 1 
 
Persephone is a cultural hub and ancestral homeland 
of Threshers which has a large population of different 
species and exposure to them has led to a rich and var-
ied upbringing. Universities and schools here are some 
of the best in the known universe and produce a wealth 
of intellectual graduates. 
Literacy 2, History 2, Any melee weapon skill 1, Com-
pany Info-TH, Mathematics 2, Any artistic or musical 
skill 1, Computer Use 1, Any Firearm skill 1, Paramedic 
1, Any Species Language 1 
 
Mistblind can be a fairly tough place to grow up, 
fraught with natural hazards, hostile animals and com-
paratively few people. Most of the inhabitants are Aegir 
or Wraithraiders which seem to thrive in a landscape 
which tolerates no fools and weeds out the week and 
stupid fairly early on. Education has been put in place 
by Thresher to make sure that despite the relative  
isolation that children are raised with enough skills to 
get them by in the company. 
Aegir in particular take to going ‘A Viking’ in special 
forces as being part of their ancestral right to take from 
the weak and carry it back home to better their families, 
the wraiths just figure its an exciting way to pass the 
time and to hone their skills. 
Survival 2, Literacy 1, Any melee or unarmed skill 2, 
Company Info-TH 1, Navigation 1, Running 1, Tracking 
1, Mathematics 1, Computer use 1, Any firearm skill 2 

ERY 10-14 children are sent to boarding schools off ‘the 
swamp’ as it is known around the age of 15 and to  
planets like Nordland, Sino or Persephone where they 
are educated and it knocks the rough edge off some. 
ERY-Despair isn't an easy place to grow up, the locals 
don't like each other much, the swamp is full of nasty 
fish, reptiles and getting lost in the jungle is a fairly  
common occurrence, most learn to shoot before they 
wear long pants. 
Survival 1, Evaluate opponent 1, Streetwise 1, Detect 2, 
Navigate 1, Rifle 3, Unarmed 1, Literacy 1  
Mathematics 1, Marksman 1 
 
Trading families have been plying trade routes for  
centuries in massive ion drive bulk cruisers as company  
contractors, hopping from one planet to another with a 
cargo of goods trying to make a living. Most even end 
up bringing their partners and children along rather than 
stay away for years and come home to find them all 
grown up. The life of a spacer is fairly much ingrained in 
them from a young age and most tend to stick with their 
trading houses rather than join up with the company in a 
military role, though some find special forces appealing 
and make a good living as field financiers and pilots. 
Streetwise 1, Navigation 2, Pilot Military 2, Computer 
use 1, Zero Gee Manoeuvres 1 Persuasion 2,   
Mechanics Repair 1, Electronics Repair 1, Literacy 1, 
Mathematics 1 
 
Demeter has few people on it and those that are there 
are very tough, quick on their minds and feet to survive 
in such a hostile desert environment. Most get packed 
off to Persephone to further their education around the 
age of 14 and become a bit more worldly in their  
outlooks. Being that Demeter is both a military base and 
mining camp there are ample opportunities at a young 
age to meet a lot of people and get a fairly diverse 
range of skills. 
Literacy 2, Mathematics 1, Survival 2, Navigate 1, Any 
Drive skill 2, Any firearm skill 1, Detect 1, Tactics 1 
Computer Use 1, Any Single KNOW skill 1 

Basic Training 
Usually induction takes place during the last two years of school as a part time occupation next to their studies on 
Sino, Nordland, ERY and Persephone when the students are between 15 or 16 up until they are 17-18. For re-
cruits who aren’t part of the normal Thresher controlled homeworlds or affiliated with the company it is a one 
month intensive course whereupon its completion the company will accept you as a full time employee in a basic 
capacity as an E1 rank. 
Basic Skills: Company Info, Rifle, Weapon Maintenance, Evaluate Opponent, Autosupport 
 
Turning out: All Thresher agent employees receive upon completion of Basic Training 
$3000 for the purchase of personal equipment. 
BAR Assault Rifle, two magazines, 48rounds of CEAP ammunition, Uniforms, Weapon Maintenance kit  
Scour Computer, Medical Kit, Company ID card and assumed to have a reasonable amount of personal gear. 

 
Other Planets–  

Ask your GM first and find something similar in 
terms of population, environment and upbringing. 

 
For non-book planets just make up your own. 
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Military Occupation Specialty (MOS) 
Once basic training is complete, the employee has the option of pursuing further education in the company, most 
ordinary people don’t do this as it tends to keep them away from making a good living somewhere safe and out of 
harms way. (But we’re here for adventure and not some game of factory/office workers and general layabouts!) 
For an employee wanting to further their chances of making more money, taking on a leadership or management 
position, getting into the thick of the action. A MOS is more or less an essential part of moving up in the company. 
These do require pre-requisite skills a person must know and demonstrate before being able to take the course, 
there are more than just these ones but I left out most of the support-type ones which wouldn’t be appealing to 
players By all means feel free to make up your own and present them to your GM, though they reserve the right to 
kick you repeatedly in the genitals for making up pirate and ninja MOS. 
Primary Skills are highlighted in Bold-Italic and are assessment based skills for licences and bonuses. 

Corporate MOS 
You are trained in the day-to-day running of a field base, supply store, acquisition of new equipment and the sale 
of consumables to outside buyers. These positions are needed everywhere to guarantee the smooth running of 
the company, they offer good chances for the upwardly mobile employee to gain rank if they work hard as this is 
geared toward the administrative and executive roles inside the company. 

CORP MOS Finance Specialist 
Prerequisite Skills Company Info-TH 3, Administration 3, Finance 2, Literacy 2 

Starting Rank Corporate- E2, Military- W1, ITSS- O1 

Training Duration 6 months 

MOS Skills Trained Finance, Administration, Persuasion, Interview, Computer use, Leadership 

Description All the departments in Thresher will offer you employment to manage their 
stores, accounts, people and facilities. 

CORP MOS Field Administration Specialist 
Prerequisite Skills Company Info-TH 3, Finance 2, Computer Use 2, Literacy 2, Administration 3 

Starting Rank Corporate- E2 

Training Duration 8 months 

MOS Skills Trained Streetwise, Administration, Persuasion, Interview, Company Info-SLA,  
Company Info-DN 

Description You trained to look after the day-to-day running of a field base, supply store 
and the acquisition of new equipment and the sale of consumables. It also cov-
ers free market trading with people outside the company. 

CORP MOS Media Specialist 
Prerequisite Skills Company Info-TH 3, Interview 3, Persuasion 2, Literacy 3, Photography 3 

Starting Rank Corporate- E2 

Training Duration 6 months 

MOS Skills Trained Photography, Telegenics, Persuasion, Interview, Cinematography, Fashion 

Description Thresher has a burgeoning industry with the pirate TV channel TTTV that 
needs new talent to conduct interviews and cover events for display 

CORP MOS Social Manipulation Specialist 
Prerequisite Skills Company Info-TH 3, Interview 4, Persuasion 2, Company Info-SLA 3,  

Company Info-DN 3, Psychology 4, Computer Use 2 
Starting Rank Corporate- E3, ITSS O2 

Training Duration 12 months 

MOS Skills Trained Streetwise, Psychology, Persuasion, Company Info-SLA, Company Info DN, 
Forgery, Computer Subterfuge, Photography, Cinematography 

Description You trained to ruin the reputations of enemy companies via media and sedition 
inside the enemy’s own infrastructure. The damage you can inflict is quite  
substantial as it often leads to immense social breakdown. 
This is a high responsibility position and very heavily regulated by the ITSS 
and often involves work with Media Specialists. 
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Engineering MOS 
Every part of the company runs on the back of engineers, either to design new equipment, research, medical, field 
engineering and vehicle maintenance. Someone, somewhere will always be in need of skilled labour such as 
yourself and with the right attitude, a bit of inspiration you can set yourself up as a sub company producing  
materials for the parent company running your own business. 

ENG MOS Medic 

Prerequisite Skills Paramedic 2, Computer Use 2, Chemistry 2 

Starting Rank Military E2, Corporate E2 

Training Duration 6 months 
MOS Skills Trained Paramedic, Computer Use, Chemistry, Administration, Psychology, Biology 

Description Entry level service for employees wanting to begin or work in a medical support capac-
ity as a nurse and possibly further training as a qualified doctor. 

ENG MOS Sapper 
Prerequisite Skills Computer use 2, Mechanics Repair 3, Electrical Repair 3, Engineering 3 

Starting Rank Military E1 
Training Duration 12 months 

MOS Skills Trained Engineering, Mechanics Repair, Electrical Repair, Mathematics, Pistol, Weapons 
Maintenance 

Description From busted bridges to broken reactors, these indispensable specialist field engineers 
can fix damn near anything with little more than tools and know how. 

ENG MOS Signals Engineer 

Prerequisite Skills Computer use 4, Computer subterfuge 4, Electrical Repair 3, Engineering 3 

Starting Rank Military W1, Corporate W1, ITSS O2 

Training Duration 12 Months 
MOS Skills Trained Engineering, Mechanics Repair, Electronics Repair, Computer Use,  

Computer Subterfuge, Mathematics 
Description A highly specialised field which has many uses through the company in terms of soft-

ware development, hacking, crypto or general support of field forces. 
ENG MOS Munitions Engineer 

Prerequisite Skills Electrical Repair 4, Engineering 3, Demolitions 4, Demolitions Disposal 4 Chemistry 4 

Starting Rank Military W1 
Training Duration 8 months 

MOS Skills Trained Demolitions, Electrical Repair, Demolitions Disposal, Covert Engineering, Chemistry, 
Weapons Maintenance 

Description Rather than fix things, this rather exciting field of expertise has a lot of applications, 
which often seem to involve blowing up all things with Rival Company on the side. 

ENG MOS Armourer 

Prerequisite Skills Weapons Maintenance 3, Mechanics Repair 4, Electrical Repair 4, Engineering 3 

Starting Rank Military W1 

Training Duration 8 months 

MOS Skills Trained Engineering, Mechanics Repair, Electrical Repair, Armour Repair, Weapons Repair, 
Weapons Maintenance 

Description Backbone of the infantry, marines and anyone else who uses guns and armour, they 
break it and you end up fixing it. You’ll never be short of something to do. 

ENG MOS Doctor 

Prerequisite Skills Paramedic 4, Computer Use 2, Chemistry 4, Psychology 4, Biology 4, Surgery 4 

Starting Rank Military, Corporate or ITSS O1 

Training Duration 24 months 

MOS Skills Trained Paramedic, Computer use, Chemistry, Surgery, Psychology, Biology 

Description Patching up bullet wounds, broken bones, weird diseases, mental problems, vaccina-
tions, plastic surgery, child birth, implantation of cybernetics, nano-technology and bio-
genetics. As a highly trained doctor you start your career as a commissioned officer. 
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ENG MOS Able Space Hand 

Prerequisite Skills Computer use 2, Mechanics Repair 3, Electrical Repair 3 

Starting Rank Military E1, Corporate E1 

Training Duration 6 months 

MOS Skills Trained Engineering, Zero Gee, Mechanics, Electrical, Mathematics, Navigation 

Description This is the entry level for employees looking to serve onboard a Thresher Ion drive or 
foldship in a basic support capacity. 

ENG MOS Vehicle Mechanic 

Prerequisite Skills Computer use 2, Mechanics Repair 3, Electrical Repair 3 

Starting Rank Corporate or Military E1 

Training Duration 6 months 

MOS Skills Trained Engineering, Mechanics Repair, Electrical Repair, Pistol, Pilot Military, Drive Military 

Description This is the entry level for employees looking to serve the company as a support me-
chanic, a lot of very useful and intensive training is given to keep the vehicles rolling 
and flying. 

Law Enforcement MOS 
While the ITSS draws the bulk of its recruits out of basic for some specialised training, the majority are from the 
other field training services. These specialists fulfil a vital role in the company’s survival, both keeping it safe from 
outside and inside elements which would disrupt and destroy. All ITSS staff members are commissioned officers. 

LEA MOS Law Enforcement Military Police (LEMP) 

Prerequisite Skills Detect 3, Interview 2, Leadership 2, Computer use 2, Company Info-TH 4 

Starting Rank ITSS O1 

Training Duration 6 months 

MOS Skills Trained Drive Military, One Handed Melee, Pistol, Detect, Streetwise, Interview, Drive Civilian 

Description The military police perform a number of functions, both as civil and military law en-
forcement. From customs, to beat cops, these guys are not to be confused with 
equivalent SHIVER forces. They have real guns, real armour and real training. 

LEA MOS Law Enforcement Detective Inspector (LEDI) 

Prerequisite Skills Detect 4, Interview 4, Forensics 4, Computer use 2, Company Info-TH 4 

Starting Rank ITSS O1 

Training Duration 10 months 

MOS Skills Trained Forensics, Evaluate Opponent, Company Info-SLA, Company Info-DN, Detect  
Streetwise, Interview 

Description Detective Inspectors are essential to rooting out any enemy agents or activities on 
Thresher planets and in the field as well as performing standard crime solving in  
occupied areas. 

LEA MOS ITSS Sheriff 

Prerequisite Skills Detect 5, Intimidate 4, Computer use 2, Company Info TH-5, Company Info-SLA 4, 
Company Info-DN 4, Pistol 5, Any Armed or Unarmed melee skill 5, 

Starting Rank ITSS O3 

Training Duration 18 months 
MOS Skills Trained Leadership, Evaluate Opponent, Company Info (SLA, DN and TH), Detect, Street-

wise, Pistol, Willpower 
Description Sheriff’s have a lot of clout within Thresher and unlike a DI, they are trained to operate 

on their own or supervise a small team of constables and enforce company policy in 
remote areas, on ships, penal companies, Bond-Legion military units as a commissar. 
Their word is the law, they are implacable adversaries against enemy infiltration, first in 
the line of defence against sedition and utterly 100% loyal. 
They may not be well liked by some people under them but you always know who’s 
side they will be on when the shit hits the fan. Most are fair, none are reasonable. 
NB: If you aren't 100% loyal you will not get into this MOS 
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LEA MOS Heavy Weapons Armour and Tactics (HWAT) 

Prerequisite Skills Detect 2, Intimidate 3, Rifle 5, Auto/Support 5, Pilot Powersuit 5, Tactics 5 

Starting Rank ITSS O2 

Training Duration 12 months 

MOS Skills Trained Pilot Powersuit, Rifle, Tactics, Unarmed, Streetwise, Evaluate opponent 

Description The Heavy Weapons and Tactics crew emerges when there is a serious threat to 
Thresher employee’s lives and it is something that they take very seriously and do not 
needlessly kill in the course of their duties unlike a pure-military soldier.  
Most are drawn from former Power Infantry and Power Marine MOS. 

ITSS MOS Field Recon 

Prerequisite Skills Company Info-SLA 4, Streetwise 5, Interview 3, Evaluate Opponent 4, Detect 4 
Hide 5, Sneak 5, Company Info-DN 4, Persuasion 4 

Starting Rank ITSS O3 

Training Duration 24 months 

MOS Skills Trained Willpower, Evaluate Opponent, Company Info-SLA, Disguise, Streetwise, Interview, 
Computer Subterfuge, Computer Use, Company Info-DN, Persuasion, Detect 

Description Field Recon is ‘the trade’ that involves infiltrating enemy or company areas and usually 
stealing data or causing misinformation to sabotage the enemy or even just as a 
sleeper agent reporting what they see. They're inserted along with a full DNA rebuild of 
someone they're replacing and serve 12months of their training in a low threat area. 
Field Recon Agents are never ‘Private Operators’, they are always assigned to ITSS, 
equipment or money and their materials are on a requisition basis of ‘whatever is 
needed’ by their superiors. It is without a doubt the most dangerous MOS and attracts 
very few people, those that do come from usually a technical or ITSS background and 
are usually zealots and very rarely pragmatic about anything. 

Piloting MOS 
Thresher has a lot of opportunities to fly and drive some of the universe’s conflict era vehicles and there is room 
for a variety of roles in this MOS. From driving supply trucks, IFV’s and shuttles to flying a fighter bomber or Ion 
drive ships. 

PIL MOS Vehicle Driver 

Prerequisite Skills Drive Military 3, Drive Civilian 3, Navigation 2 

Starting Rank Corporate, Military E2 

Training Duration 7 months 

MOS Skills Trained Auto/Support, Navigation, Drive Civilian, Drive Military, Detect, Mechanic Repair 

Description Training in this area provides you with the skills necessary to drive and crew all man-
ner of tracked, wheeled and low altitude vehicles in a wide variety of environments. 

PIL MOS Vehicle Pilot 

Prerequisite Skills Pilot Military 4, Computer use 3, Navigation 3 

Starting Rank Corporate, Military E2 

Training Duration 8 months 

MOS Skills Trained Auto/Support, Navigation, Pilot Military, Computer use, Detect, Mechanic Repair 

Description This area of vehicle handling is devoted to piloting air and space going vehicles. Cov-
ering light aircraft and VTOL to shuttles and Ion drives. 

PIL MOS Gunnery Specialist 

Prerequisite Skills Auto/Support 4, Computer use 2, Artillery 4, Weapon Maintenance, Mathematics 3 

Starting Rank Military E2 

Training Duration 7 months 
MOS Skills Trained Auto/Support, Artillery, Computer Use, Mathematics, Pilot Military, Weapon  

Maintenance (Either Auto-Supp or Artillery is used for bonuses or assessment) 
Description Not just any gun, real big guns that can crack the crust of a planet or wipe out a com-

pany of enemy infantry in a single hit. This is also artillery training for the infantry. 
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Thresher Armed Forces MOS 
It’s a dirty job but someone has to do it, the sharks teeth have the best that conflict wars era technology has to 
offer to do it with too. The look in the enemy eyes tells you all you need to know about this profession, you're not 
just any soldier but a Thresher soldier. On a personal level, you are fear incarnate to them and the immediate 
means to their demise. 

TAF MOS Power Infantry 

Prerequisite Skills Rifle 4, Auto/Support 4, Pilot Powersuit 4 

Starting Rank Military E1 

Training Duration 7 months 

MOS Skills Trained Any melee skill, Rifle, Auto/Support, Pilot Powersuit, Tactics, Evaluate opponent 

Description Big armour, that fly’s and stops more or less anything man portable. Big gun that kills 
anything it hits. What’s not to love? 

TAF MOS Power Marine 

Prerequisite Skills Rifle 4, Auto/Support 4, Pilot Powersuit 4 

Starting Rank Military E1 

Training Duration 7 months 

MOS Skills Trained Any melee skill, Rifle, Auto/Support, Pilot Powersuit, Zero-Gee, Evaluate opponent 

Description Boarding actions, repelling pirates and more often than not they are the first into the 
breech for any large-scale military operation.  
This job, frequently in hard vacuum requires nerves of steel. 

TAF MOS Military Recon 
Prerequisite Skills Rifle 5, Pilot Powersuit 3, Sneak 5, Detect 5, Hide 5 

Starting Rank Military E2 

Training Duration 10 months 

MOS Skills Trained Rifle, Sneak, Hide, Detect, Marksman, Evaluate Opponent, Company Info-SLA,  
Company Info-DN, Company Info-TH, Computer Use 

Description First point of contact with the enemy, self reliant, well equipped your most powerful 
weaponry is your radio to direct air and artillery strikes, you also fulfil the role as a 
sniper and relaying information back to your superiors. 

TAF Close Combat Specialist 

Prerequisite Skills Sneak 5, Hide 5, Melee skill (any) 5, Unarmed skill (any) 5 

Starting Rank Military E2 

Training Duration 7 months 

MOS Skills Trained Sneak, Hide, Evaluate Opponent, Any close combat skill, Pistol, Detect 

Description Infiltration and extermination, they will never see you coming and won’t know it’s too 
late by the time you’re gone. You remove ‘problems’ quietly. 
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New Advantages and Disadvantages 
 
Most of these are circumstantial advantages, which in its own way should be slightly more relevant to being 
brought up under circumstances that are considerably different to what people brought up in SLA get lumped with. 
For starters, SLA is a hotbed of mostly physical and mental malfunctions, bad-non existent health care, fucking 
awful society breeding mental derangements and to some degree, no support mechanisms in place to deal with 
rampant drug abuse which gives birth in turn to addicted kids, insane crime rates and social dysfunction at every 
level. 
Thresher is a hotbed of stress and the fact you're a rare animal that is hunted by larger forces in the universe is 
normally a bad enough problem to deal with rather than clog up a character with other problems like freaking out 
when you see the number 8 or like to plait your own shit while whacking off in your grandmothers underpants. You 
simply will not survive and at the very worst, you’ll get your group killed because of your fetish for collecting body 
parts or plastic dinosaurs or some other useless shit you undoubtedly stuck on there so you could get more points 
into crap like thinking there's that there is enough difference between Rifle 6 and Rifle 9 skill to scrounge up the 
points and not for any particular characterisation at all. 
Another thing to consider. 
Thresher has a lot of military grade gear in the hands of civilians. 
We aren't talking some happy horseshit like a grenade launcher or a flamethrower, or even some deranged mad 
bastard cutting up their neighbours with a kitchen knife.  
We’re talking a powersuits, tanks, rocket and missile launchers and rapid fire, high velocity cannons and artillery 
which can level a city block in less time it takes you to say ‘buttons’. And if anyone suspects you're about to be 
crazy or even consider you a bit weird then they're going to be keeping an eye on you very closely. Picking up a 
knife and going over to cut your neighbour up for having the music up too loud is laughable, chances are, your 
neighbour still has that BAR 11mm AR in his cupboard and some shit head turning up on his doorstep with a knife 
is just a bad joke. Those things will kill a Slop in PP10 armour in less than one burst dead as a doornail. 
 
So yes, going loco in SLA, you’ll probably get a camera crew to follow you around the circuit, going loco in 
Thresher and they’ll cart you off and fix your head, going to be a tough bastard about it?  
They’ll just shoot you because it’s a whole lot less paperwork to fill out if you decide to let loose with a big gun or a 
knife of some sort. Congratulations, you own a big gun, this is Thresher, they're everywhere and big gun envy isn't 
so much of a problem as it is in SLA. Its not even a status symbol, its just a tool made to kill enemy employees. 

Character Personalities and Add’s/Disadvantages 
I don't want to railroad people into not playing weirdo’s but frankly you're kicking shit up hill trying to justify a  
character personality by just add-disadvantages alone. When you're making up a Thresher character aim for a 
good all-round selection of skills of around 4-5, you get a lot of those and they're quite cheap to make higher as 
the game progresses. Plus you get a lot of training here, you will not be starving for points for skills. 
 
Its also not unreasonable to make yourself tough, considering you have to take on a universe where you're a 
walking reason for someone to issue a Black BPN it’s a good idea! Later on when you get a few bucks, go visit 
the nano/biogenic and cybernetic enhancements, you can make a lot of money in Thresher and its fairly easy to 
get tough that way. 
 
Advantages, take them. A lot of advantages have game mechanics which you will not get with skills or stats and 
can mean the difference between taking a dive yourself or having your team mates saved by a good advantage at 
the right time. Some of them are also tangible benefits which affect a lot of things about your character over a fair 
few different areas. You're much better off with 50pts of advantages which you will never be able to get again 
once we’re finished pencilling out the character past this point, rather than spending 50pts on a skill or stat you 
can raise at any time. 
 
Equipment is very important too, however straight off the bat when we where play testing the systems and  
equipment in this book it became fairly obvious that Thresher characters are fairly tough bastards just from the 
armour alone. Having armour that actually stops bullets dramatically reduces the early attrition you normally get in 
SLA. They also get awesome firepower and cheap munitions that SLA operatives could only have spanking wet 
dreams about. The $3000 here will set you up quite nicely as a starting privateer or spec-forces agent.  
You’ll defiantly be able to afford a good gun (Thresher don't make bad ones!) and a lot of good ammo. 
You will also probably be able to afford some decent armour and maybe even a flight or jump pack for it. 
Don’t sweat about money or gear, there's plenty of it. 
 
So, all things considered, there isn't the perceived need to min-max straight off the bat like SLA characters seem 
to always end up doing to survive. Likewise, think big. It’s a big universe, with lots of places to visit that don't have 
rain, downtown or basically anything to do with SLA. After playing SLA Industries since 1994 I cant tell you how 
utterly fucking sick I am of Mort, Downtown, SLA ops, ho-hum another serial killer /rogue nec/operative, Darknight 
are at it again and god damn BPN’s. Here, you get to be the BPN. You get to kill those SLA operative high and 
mighty mother fuckers and sell their shit for grossly inflated free market prices, sell drugs, sell guns, sell explo-
sives and travel to new and interesting places, kick the shit out of them and steal all their stuff too!  

Have fun! Make a character worthy of lounge room legends for years to come. 
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False ID's 
These are a professional quality duplicate that has full and correct electronic, visible identity. It won’t stand up to a 
genetic scan or in depth research but should get an agent through a cursory examination by Shivers, most Opera-
tives and local law and private security firms. Provided of course the agent isn’t toting huge amounts of Thresher 
hardware or caught with armfuls of enemy hardware. 
Typically they are a low level employee, street Shivers and maybe a low level researcher or operative. 
Fake ID's are often desperately sought after items on the black market and a good forger can make a lot of money 
very quickly. 

False ID Rating Points Detect Target Number Cost to buy 

1 3 15 $100/10,000u 
2 6 21 $300/30,000u 
3 9 28 $600/60,000u 

Vehicle Finance Advantage 
The vehicle advantage is bought at a cost of Three (3) pts per rank. 
With Good Housing you can buy up to your Rank in Good housing using the house at a cost of One (1)pt per rank 
If you wish to just own the vehicle outright then it will cost Five (5) pts per rank (at the GM’s discretion) 
 
If you default on the loan the vehicle or house will be repossessed by the company. 
You actually own the vehicle and are paying it’s cost off as a loan to the company. A minimum of 20% of the  
vehicles total cost must be paid off annually each year, Thresher has a surplus of vehicles and as a result isn't 
charging you interest on the loan. Any of the below vehicles will be unarmed and are in new condition. 
Rank 
+1  You own a TPT ‘Sliver’ Motorbike 
+2  You own a TPT ‘Paragon’ Motorbike 
+3  You own a DVT 820BM Jet bike 
+4  You own a TPT 0010 ‘Orpheus’ car 
+5  You own a DVT 1100V ‘Sabre’ Jet bike 
+6  You own a TPT 0030X ‘Black Knight’ Jeep  
+7  You own a TPT 0031X ‘Doombringer’ Halftrack 
+8           You own a TH M077 ‘V-Vorth’ IFV 
+9  You own a TH A44/000 VT Shoal Helicopter 
+10           You own a TH M450 ‘Behemoth’ Command APC  

Housing - Bad 
Housing isn’t a problem, there is no real lack of housing and ending up on the street is an unknown problem that 
the local cops will take you in to ask some pertinent questions as to why and how you came to be in this condition. 
Something will be sorted out, even if it means being stuck in an army barracks until they find something or a fate 
worse than death, being sent home to the parents! Being repeatedly chucked out on the street because you have-
n’t paid the bills will get you investigated by some friendly men from ITSS into where your finances are going, es-
pecially if you are employed, which PC's will be. 
 
Housing - Good (cost 2pts per rank) 
Rank 1 - You own a 2 bedroom flat in town. Nothing real exciting but you can rent it for $25 a week when off world 
or out of town 
Rank 2 - You own a 2 bedroom semi detached house in the area between the city and suburbs. Still nothing real 
exciting but you can rent it for $30 a week when off world and out of town 
Rank 3 - You own a 3 bedroom house in the burbs. $35 a week if you choose to rent it out. 
Rank 4 - A 2 bedroom wood or stone cabin in the backblocks a few km's out of town with its own generator and a 
water supply. Its rustic, quiet and on about 15 acres of land. You couldn’t really rent it out but you pay nothing in 
rates or utilities. 
Rank 5 - 3 bedroom, double story condo or flat in town with undercover parking for 1 vehicle. Its quite nice, mod-
ern and well fitted out. Assuming you want to be a landlord you could get $60 a week rent. 
Rank 6 - 4 bedroom house in the suburbs with a large yard, double garage and maybe a swimming pool.  
Something like this is worth $80 a week in rent, its not exactly classy but quite comfortable.  
Rank 7 - You own a converted warehouse or hanger with decent living quarters and about 150sq metres of floor 
space. Popular with pilots and traders needing a large area to store vehicles and salvage. Typically only you 
would want to live there but you might be able to lease storage space. 
Rank 8 - Upper level suite overlooking the city with modern fittings, luxuries, underground parking and is ex-
tremely popular amongst executives, 4 bedroom- can be rented for up to $100 a week. 
Rank 9 - Family mansion out of town on a sealed road with 140 acres of arable land, built in a classic styling with 
10 bedrooms, outbuildings, sheds and maybe an orchard and gardens. It is usually rented out to a farming family 
as a sub lease to work the land, which in turn pays for its upkeep. It is popular with Shaktars who have lots of  
dependants who will pay $140-150 a week and are generally trouble free.  
Rank 10 - You own a full 150sq metres of premium office space or a medium sized shop in town that fetches 
$200 a week in rent for you or you can simply use it for your own business or turn it into a nightclub or something. 
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Turncoat 10 point disadvantage. (Not available to Company raised humans or aliens). 
You betrayed your former employer to join up with Thresher.  This makes you particularly loathed by the other 
side’s internal affairs departments and leaves you distrusted by your new employers.  If you can change sides 
once, you may just do it again, as they say, once a cocksucker, always a cocksucker. 
You will find that you will be passed over for promotions, not be given positions of authority and you will not be 
trusted with sensitive information. ITSS will also keep a close eye on you, possibly calling you in for “evaluation” 
every now and then. 
On the bright side though, if you continually go out of your way to prove how loyal you are to Thresher, you may 
eventually be able to earn their trust.  It really boils down to the fact that born and bred members of Thresher are 
assumed to be loyal, while you have to prove it again and again.  

Leadership Training 10 point advantage 
Prerequisites- Leadership 4+, CHAR stat 6+ & Clean service record. 
Training- +3 months 
You are a commissioned officer in Thresher Inc, this grants you an O1 Rank (or +1 if greater than starting  
commissioned officer rank) in your respective field granting you the title of- Agent, Subaltern or Pilot Officer  
You also receive +1 to your Leadership and Company Info-TH skills after character points have been spent. 

Criminal Record 3pt Disadvantage 
Something like this doesn’t come off the books, it’s not a crime heinous enough to land you in the 7th, on Tyne or 
in front of a firing squad, but you’ve done some time, community service or paid some rather large fines. 
This is for things like theft, physical assault occasioning non-lethal harm, minor derelictions of duty, small amounts 
of embezzlement and generally stupid behaviour which didn’t really hurt anyone like ploughing a few road signs 
while drunk. 
Most of the time this doesn't really affect your day to day life, and the ITSS doesn't give you too much grief, but it 
will exclude you from the ITSS MOS and you will more or less be passed over for some promotions and deny you 
the Leadership training advantage.  

Connections 3pts/rank, Ranks limited by Charisma stat 
There’s an old saying, ‘it’s not what you know but who you know’. 
The same is for tight knit organisations like Thresher, these are the people you trained, grew up in the same 
neighbourhood and went to school with at some stage and they actually like you. 
(Training sergeants, people you went through basic training with, teachers, local cops, schoolmates, ex lovers, 
neighbours etc) 
While they aren’t necessarily your ‘friends’ as per that advantage, they do have access to information, knowledge 
and possibly able help getting you a requisition for a licence, haulage, place to kip for the night, gear or other hard 
to get items. You may have to grease the wheels every now and then for particularly risky things or info but it’s a 
channel for when the official means break down or get too slow. 
Particularly bad inter-company reputations might however, make it hard to get anything out of them and of course 
any particularly underhanded stuff might land you both in hot water if you're caught. Each rank of this basically 
adds one person you know well and get along with, feel free to jot them down and where they are but they will not 
be people who outrank you by more than one full rank. 

Big Game Hunter Sheet 5pts/rank Disadvantage up to Rank 10 
Through some heinous act, somewhere along the line you’ve managed to piss someone off enough to stick a 
Hunter sheet on your arse. Each point of this disadvantage is worth 1000c/10,000u to the person who bags you 
and runs off with some part of your anatomy to show to SLA’s Contract Circuit in glorious full colour television. 
While it’s never going to be collected by your fellow employees if you stay on a Thresher homeworld or base, 
most of your companions and troopers will think it’s even kind of cool, up until the point someone tries to collect 
and the lead starts flying in their direction which tends to dampen the interest.  
Better watch yourself if you are off world in enemy or neutral territory roaming the streets as anyone and their 
shooting iron is likely to try and collect on it if you are recognised. When you're worth about 5000-10,000credits to 
someone you get big name CK’s, Operative Squads and even Darknight will try to collect and they will not stop 
coming, ever. 
If you persist in aggravating the person(s), company or group who lodged the sheet, they may (GM’s) elect to 
keep upping it, adding sponsorships, products or materials to sweeten the deal until someone collects or you kill 
them which will end the kill-sheet. You can only have one hunter sheet at a time, however if other annoyed parties 
wish to contribute to the kitty, then that’s their prerogative  

Hardened 10pt Advantage 
Some people through experience are less intimidated or frightened by things after enough combat experience or a 
particularly tough upbringing. They aren’t afraid to return fire, under fire or pilot their vehicle or powersuit through 
something normal people would leave a large stain in their undies over.  
Your commanders and fellows will notice this fairly quickly and recognise you as someone they can rely on in a 
tight spot. This advantage gives a flat +2 bonus to Cool checks, resisting Fear, Intimidation and Stress. 
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Banished 10pt Disadvantage per world 
(Not applicable to Thresher or Rival Company controlled worlds as by default you're either with them or against 
them depending on where your pay check comes from.) 
There are some parts of the universe, mostly the neutral or independent worlds they just don’t like ‘your type’ on 
anymore. If you go back there you will at best be arrested and at worst be shot at for whatever gross act caused it 
in the first place.  
Piracy, Theft, Murder, Arson and other such activities usually cause this or maybe you just pissed someone off 
who’s in charge. If you have family there, you can’t visit anymore and while it may seem a small inconvenience for 
the most part, it could pose problems if something or someone you want is back there. Command is also unlikely 
to be sympathetic if you're sent there for a mission either. You're companions might also be somewhat  
unsympathetic once the lead starts flying at them from both the locals and whoever/whatever they're after making 
everything very complicated. 

Advantages & Disadvantages quick reference table 

Advantage/Disadvantage Cost/Rank Max Rank Available Changes 

Looks: Good/Bad +1/-1 10 yes  

Ambidextrous 10 none yes  

Hearing: Good/Bad +1/-1 10/10 yes Provided character was not born in Thresher they 
can take the Physical Disadvantages  

Vision: Good/Bad +1/-1 10/10 yes 

Figure: Good/Bad +1/-1 10/10 yes  

Speech: Good/Bad +2/-2 10/10 yes  

Timekeeper: Good/Bad +1/-1 10/10 yes  

Sleeper: Good/Bad +1/-1 10/10 yes  

Sterile– Impotent 1 none yes  

Allergy 0/-2 0/-2 yes Provided character was not born in Thresher they 
can take the Physical Disadvantages  

Medical: Bad 0/-3 0/10 yes 

General Phys Good/Bad +2/-2 10/10 yes As above regarding Disadvantages 

DNA Tattoo: Good/Bad +1/-1 10/10 no Not available to Thresher 

Drug Addict 0/-2 0/10 no Not available to Thresher 

Income: Good/Bad +2/-2 10/10 yes Increases to +/- $50 per rank Income/Debt 

Financial: Savings/Debt +3/-3 10/10 yes Increases to +/- $300 per rank 

Mundane: Good/Bad +1/-1 10/10 yes Financial Non-Specific good/bad info 

Info: Good/Bad +1/-1 10/10 yes  

Cool” Very/Pussy +5/-5 1/1 yes  

Phobia 0/-2 0/10* yes Limited to 2ranks for Thresher character 

Arrogant 0/-1 0/10 yes  

Mental: Good/Bad +2/-2 10/10 yes Ask GM prior to taking 

Psychosis 0/-3 0/10* yes Limited to 2ranks for Thresher character 

Minor: Friend/Enemy +1/-1 10/10 yes 

Major: Friend/Enemy +5/-5 10/10 yes 

Luck: Good/Bad +4/-4 10/10 yes  

Dependant 0/-1 0/10 yes Per Child/Partner they cost money per month 

Circumstantial Good/Bad +1/-1 10/10 yes  

Pacifist 0/-2 0/10 yes  

Reputation Good/Bad +2/-2 10/10 yes  

Social: Good/Bad +2/-2 10/10 yes  

Entire enemy rival companies do not count 
By default you're their enemy and get no pts 

Natural Aptitude +3/0 10/0 yes  

Simple: Good/Bad +1/-1 10/10 yes  

Addictive/Resistant -2/+2 10/10 Yes +/-1 per rank on Addiction PHYS rolls 
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Chapter 4  
Equipment 

 
Thresher is as self sufficient as it can but still finds itself under supplied in terms of raw materials and this means 
constant raiding to get them.  
 
Combat Drugs, recreational drugs, advanced medical drugs and ebb specific products are rare and tightly  
controlled, Thresher has a very dim view of drug addicts because it leaves the user open to exploitation and 
blackmail by SLA and Darknight plus the expenses of dealing with someone who will be disruptive to society. 
Such an addiction can be treated by Thresher with none of the usual side effects but a lot of intensive questioning 
and delving into the characters history, without any mercy, they take the potential of exposure and infiltration so 
seriously the mere threat of being found out and interrogated by ITSS keeps most people from indulging.  
 
Don’t think that they won’t find out either. 
 
On the upside of all the current products manufactured by Thresher nearly all are of extremely high build quality, 
functional, smaller and cheap to people within the company itself especially in the areas of electronics, weapons, 
armour, ammunition and high tech items. Housing, vehicles, clothing, food are fabulous and worth ten times their 
price outside the company, Thresher employees live well, far beyond the standards of pretty much everyone else 
in the universe. Medical tech means no one gets sick and if they do they don’t suffer for lack of attention, they can 
rebuild you from your DNA up, make you live forever if you wanted and you will probably want for very little. 
Just about everything is built to last and survive the most hostile conditions a lot better than anything SLA or DN 
could ever hope to produce, much of the repeat sales to external customers are because of this factor. The trust 
in a product that does what it is supposed to, when it is supposed to is a potent brand name symbol, something a 
good black marketer will often make use of in a sales pitch. They won’t just make you a gun or knife, they’ll make 
you something your great grand kids will be plugging away with long after you're retired or dead. 
 
Anything made by anyone can be mimicked by Thresher and improved upon, or simply stolen, they are like the 
great vultures of conflict. They pick up things, take them home and improve them, often to sell them back inside 
the company and sometimes out again. 
SLA and even Darknight know little of Thresher after 241SD except for the unsubstantiated claims by Linda 
Spears, the last rival insurgent which ultimately didn’t seem to stop them. 

Thresher where weak, they had no leader 
Thresher didn’t have much in the way of Core Production facilities. 
Thresher where in chaos. 
Thresher where small in number. 
They did get one thing right, Thresher are small in number but that doesn't seem to matter too much lately for any-
one who encounters them, one Thresher, two Thresher, doesn't matter. You still die. 
 
All sounds very nice for the press doesn’t it, no point in getting the proles upset by having them think anything 
other than what they are fed daily by the news that SLA is the only power in the universe.  
Where they leaderless and weak?  
Despite all that was said, in 242SD a massive war machine descended on Sino, warships over 32kms long called 
Arc-Lights flanked by hundreds of other massive ion drives and hybrid fold ships tore apart the Darknight battle 
fleet in orbit in less than ten minutes and disgorged millions of powersuit and power armour infantry onto the  
surface. Decked in unstoppable armour, weapons that never seemed to miss could see and shoot a man hiding 
behind a brick wall in an ECM cloak over a kilometre away just by the muscles in his heart beating. 
 
So who do you want to believe? The man on TV with the fake tan and teeth telling you... 
 

“There is no problem! There is nothing to be alarmed about, just a couple of pirates.” 
 
He’s the same kind of guy incidentally that would be telling you Mort was flat and its now SLA policy that Mort is 
indeed flat, anyone that disagrees that Mort isn't flat, gets shot. Pulling your head out of your arse and see the 
reality of the situation, somehow in the last 650 years no one has been able to annihilate them, no one has set 
foot on a Thresher planet and survived, they have a massive nuclear weapons program, they have an inordinately 
fearsome navy and the powersuits just keep on coming from somewhere and their attacks more daring and  
savage every year. Surviving against 100-1 odds for that long isn't the mark of some company which is against 
the ropes. 
 
They aren’t going away, even though both SLA and Darknight would really like them too, even though they tell 
you they are going away. Sadly, for Darknight and SLA, its cleanup on aisle one, someone's spilling tears and no 
one likes getting their arse reamed by ‘just a couple of guys’, especially when you outnumber them... 
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Insect repellent 
Cost: $1  Weight: 0.2kg 
An aerosol, odourless (to human senses) that makes an area or person uninhabitable or unpalatable to the myr-
iad of creepy crawlies that troops can sometime encounter. The spray also contains a mild antibiotic that can be 
used to treat skin lesions and bites from said bugs from becoming infected. It will kill some smaller insects like 
fleas and lice with a direct application but don’t expect it to do anything but annoy some of the larger critters from 
the Mort Cannibal sectors. 
 
Toolkits 
Most Thresher toolkits are specific to a particular purpose and have a lot of very good, high quality equipment 
suitable for emergency field repairs. 
An Advanced Engineers toolkit like the Armourer's is a step up above and will contain software for making equip-
ment from scratch, a micro lathe, small arc welder, plasma blowtorch and a larger variety of general tools. 
Toolkit Type      Cost Weight 
General task specific toolkit   $100 2-3kg 
Advanced Toolkit     $300 20-30kg 
 
TH Multi-Cutter Toolkit 
Cost: $20  Weight: 1kg 
Popular amongst sappers and technicians, this toolkit is a large, fold out lock-knife, flat head screwdrivers, X face 
screwdrivers, Hex spanners, pliers, wire strippers, hacksaw, gouge, wire cutter and reaming tool. While it isn’t 
meant to replace a full toolkit, they amount of utility means its better than nothing for getting a job done and is 
made of nano-hardened tungsten alloy for durability and the quality is match grade. 
 
TH.PP11 Breach Sealant 
These pressurised canisters are meant as an temporary gap sealant to fill up holes in vac suits and a ships hull. 
Containing a sticky amount of airtight polymers they are standard on most Thresher ships for the crew to use for 
the purposes of damage control. 
Once released from its canister the polymer expands and hardens rapidly and is effective in temperatures as high 
as 900C to as low as -200C, removing it after involves extensive cutting away as it wont burn. 
Spray pack: Covers 1cubic metre of surface with an ID of 10- cost $5 

Field Kit and Tools 
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Ranger Survival Kit 
Cost: $20 Weight: 3kg. 
Includes - 1 week supply of ration bars, 75 watt flashlight with 5000 hour battery, 1 red and 1 green flare, water 
purifier- 2L per day, thermal water proof blanket 2.5m square, 10 solid fuel firelighters, laser fire-lighter with a 500 
hour battery, fishing hooks and line and a compass. All of this is contained in a small, waterproof container. 
 
Ration packs  
Cost: $2 for one day Weight: 0.6kg 
The meal pack contains 3 meals consisting of a large breakfast, small lunch and large dinner and vitamin supple-
ments. There are a wide variety of meals but is subject to whatever is on base at the time in terms of availability 
and they require very little in the way of preparation. Unlike a lot of military equivalents the actual taste of the meal 
is quite good and a lot of effort has been put into making them palatable. Larger beings like Shaktars and Aegir 
may require 2 servings to keep them nourished and Supply chains take this into account when issuing the rations. 
 
Sleeping bag 
Cost: $10  Weight: 1.2kg 
A waterproof, tear resistant polymer sleeping bag that is quite compact when folded and comes in a 2-piece con-
struction for hot and cold climates. In a pinch they can also double as a way of carrying off salvage and a body 
bag. 
 
Camp Stove 
Cost: $10  Weight: 1.5kg 
A self-contained electric heating element for boiling water and cooking meals. It comes with two aluminium mess 
bowls, which can hold 1 litre each. 
Power supply is rechargeable and good for 5000 hours of continuous use 
  
Camouflage netting 
Cost: $1 per sq metre for basic netting, $3 per sq metre for reactive netting 
Weight: 0.5kg per sq metre 
Used to disguise campsites, vehicles and artillery pieces in the field from airborne enemies. Comes in a wide vari-
ety of patterns and makes it possible to 'Hide' an emplacement. Reactive camouflage netting is able to colour it-
self after being plugged into a computer and the users desired colour scheme selected to match the surrounding 
terrain with pictures taken of the site prior to anyone hiding under it. 
 
Two  Person Tent 
Cost: $15  Weight: 2kg 
A small lightweight tent that is waterproof and comes with inbuilt insect netting on the door and the ECM material 
itself works to hide the heat signature of anyone inside making it hard to detect with IR or thermographic sensors. 
 
Water purifier 
Cost: $10  Weight: 3kg 
Used in the removal of toxins, pollutants and biological contaminants from tainted water supply. It takes up to an 
hour to process 1 litre from a badly affected water supply depending on the severity of contamination. The unit 
comes with a solar panel and its own internal battery, which will last for up to 500 hours of continuous use. 
  
Auto-Injector 
Cost: $15  Weight: 500gms 
Automated drug injection system capable of holding 10doses, can be triggered by touch (one action), code word 
or neural interface (as a free action). 
 
THCPX-S System 
This is a portable scanner used primarily by customs agents to search containers and test substances, it also 
finds its way into the hands of some mechanics to assist in fault finding and engineers to determine unknown 
chemicals. The rectangular unit has 2 chip leads coming off it, one has a dedicated x-ray emitter and receiver for 
looking through bags and containers up to 6inches thick and the results are shown in a visual display on the  
scanner itself. A second holds a probe that can be inserted into liquids, solids and gasses to determine their 
chemical composition. While this will reveal the composition, Chemistry knowledge is required to make sense of it. 
Cost: $15 Weight: 2kg 
Internal power supply is good for 5000hrs of continual use. 
 
Restraints 
Handcuffs          $10  600gms  
Four-point manacles        $20  1.5kg 
Muzzle and Head covers (disposable- covers head and hands/claws) $10 x20 100gms 
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Electronics gear 
 
'Scour' THCPU/105 
Cost: $105        Size: 500mm x 340mm x 34mm Weight: 1.5kg 
Internal Power supply: 4000hrs  ID: 5 PV: 10 
The industry standard portable PC produced by Thresher and is renowned for its durability, reliability and stable 
operating system. Housed in a sleek anodised black titanium housing the build quality of this PC is immediately 
obvious as being of high quality, internal components use multiple circuit breakers and DETR circuitry to protect 
against EMP attacks and is completely waterproof to 50m of immersion. 
Has external EX ports for up to 5 WAN network ports and 5 LX ports for LAN chippy leads, 2 chip readers and 2 
hot swappable HDD caddies. Comes with a high definition 490x330mm plasma display and IO port for a neural 
control jack. Whilst more expensive in comparison to rival products none come even close to matching the quality 
of this product. 
 
'Castigate' TH-NX6CPU/205 
Cost: $340     Size: 520mm x 380mm x 45mm  Weight: 2kg 
Internal Power supply: 4000hrs  ID: 6 PV: 10 
A much more complex and powerful portable PC made for high end users like cryptographers, engineers and de-
signers. It is also armoured to some degree against heavy impacts which make it ideal for regular field use by us-
ers who require their network to keep going under harsh conditions. Uses the same redundant circuit breakers 
and DETR circuitry like the 'Scour' but is backed up by an much more powerful internal processor which has the 
OS hardwired, completely waterproof to 50m of immersion. 
Has external EX ports for up to 7 WAN network ports and 8 LX ports for LAN chippy leads, 2 chip readers and 4 
hot swappable HDD caddies. Comes with a high definition 490x330mm plasma display and dual IO ports for neu-
ral control jacks. 
 
Game notes: a very complex machine that will give a +2 bonus to users with Computer use/Computer Subterfuge 
skills with Rank 6 and above. Users with less than Rank 6 will find the machine overly complex and receive a -3 
penalty to use the machine. 
 
'Excoriate' TH- VX23CPU/305 
Cost: $690      Size: 590mm x 400mm x 55mm  Weight: 3kg 
Internal Power supply: 3500hrs  ID: 10 PV:10 
The first of the 23rd generation portable PC's to be made available to Thresher employees. Many are finding the 
machine hard to use, lacking the intuitive OS of the previous models but infinitely more flexible with multitasking 
and processing power. In addition the machine comes standard with a 5-FGN Datahammer which will mate with 
incoming and outgoing signals and convert them to a usable format. 
Has external EX ports for up to 10 WAN network ports and 10 LX ports for LAN chippy leads, 4 chip readers and 
8 hot swappable HDD caddies. Comes with a high definition 490x330mm holographic plasma display and dual IO 
ports for neural control jacks. 
Waterproof to 50m of immersion, armoured and built to withstand the harsh conditions of today’s battlefield. 
 
Game notes: This machine is so complex that users with less than rank 8 in Computer use/Computer Subterfuge 
skills will receive a -5 penalty to use the machine. Those with Rank 8 and higher receive a +4 bonus to tasks us-
ing Computer use/Computer Subterfuge skills  
 
Computer Accessories 
 
Expanded memory module                  $20  
Data Chips-                                                                $1  
Fibre optic Chippy leads-                                         $1 per metre 
External Power supply:                                                $40 
Wireless transmission unit for computer                      $30 
(Wide area network radio port) 
Wireless transmission unit for other equipment           $20 
(connects to other remote devices, computers, vehicles and surveillance devices) 
5-FGN Datahammer Multiplexer signal converter                         $30 
(Universal signal converter for communicating with different operating systems and machinery) 
Universal Pin connector                                               $5 
(connects to the Chippy lead for non-standard connections) 
Auto Lathe Waldo unit                                                  $50 
(PC-Nanowand interface that allows the user to operate hands free or on fine repairs) 
Latest computer games (hey, deep space is boring!)     $5 each 
Music/Video chip (all the greatest hits)                        $2 each 
600mm x 1200mm Holographic display  mat                $50 
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Nano Emitter Wands 
For field repairs the Nano emitter wand is an invaluable piece of equipment in the restoration of armours, vehicles 
and electronics. It is quite an art in itself to use the tool to its complete effectiveness for sewing together materials 
at a molecular level. Resembling an oversize black heavy duty flashlight this device ejects billions of tiny robots 
armed with the relevant material to patch up a hole or tear while the user jacks-in to guide their progress through 
their control rig. A portable power supply is capable of running the wand for 1 hour of continuous use before need-
ing recharging. The difficulty and time to fix something depends on how badly damaged the material is, a hole in a 
suit of armour could take as little as 5 minutes, whilst a hole in a computer could take hours or days of painstaking 
work.  
It is possible to build things with the wand but it would take hours or days hooked up to a computer, which must 
have the blueprints of the specific item. Larger devices are typically found in factories where the required energy 
and processing power is more easily available. 
Stage 1 KAD-C repair emitter     $250 
Stage 1 Tuned Metal/Polymer repair emitter   $400 
SHEL-D Emitter Wand       $450 
Power supply        $5 
 
Nano Emitter wands repair 10ID of damage every 1minute of operation, requires a relevant repair skill to use  
correctly 

Multi Purpose Monocular 
This tiny vision amplification unit fits neatly in a human hand is about the size of soft drink can. It has optical mag-
nification of up to 50x and electronic up to 100x and is housed in an anodized titanium case, which is shock  
resistant and weighing in at only 200grams.  
The basic model has standard lowlight, Thermographic sensors and magnification enhancements. For a little 
more, a recording unit can be attached which has shutter speeds of 1-25000 frames per second and a 2 hour  
recording data slug or jacked into a computer or wireless network system for continuous running of up to 500 
hours independently. Multiple units can be networked together for an impromptu security or surveillance system.  
It can also be attached to a shoulder pad or helmet. 

Basic unit $25 
Recording module $25 
Wireless transmission module $20 
Wireless transmission unit for computer $30 
Data slug $1 

 
 
Long Range Microwave Microphone   $55 
Specifically designed to be used on windowpanes to record sound vibrations caused by noise inside a building, in 
particular, conversations. It can be tuned from 7.235 Ghz to 38.988 Ghz that makes it useful in all-weather condi-
tions and next to impossible to detect unlike crude laser based devices. The 'gun' is about the size of a small sub-
machine gun or large pistol and is made of high-tensile ceramics and has uses data slugs for up to 48hours of 
recording and an internal rechargeable power supply for 800hours of continuous use, all up it weighs a mere 
1500grams. 
Range- requires a clear line of sight 
 The 7-15ghz frequency will cope with all but the worst weather conditions and can go up to 8000-15000m or  
further quite easily, the only downside is that the sound quality is generally quite bad due to the large size of the 
wave. 16-25ghz is good up to 3000m and has average recording properties and will operate in heavy rain quite 
well. 26-38ghz is useful for 500-300m and is affected by heavy rain or fog but gives the highest quality sound  
recordings. 
 
Window Trembler       $8 
A small matchbox sized device sets off a series of vibrations to the window pane it is attached to that oscillate at a 
random set of inaudible frequencies that make eavesdropping with long range laser and microwave microphones 
considerably difficult. Comes with an internal power supply for 200hours of operation and can be recharged. 
 
Long Range Boom Microphone    $35 
A high tech digital microphone used for eavesdropping at up to 450m that has inbuilt and adjustable filtering to 
squelch background noise and focus on specific vocal ranges. It is relatively light at 2500gms but is somewhat 
cumbersome being the size of a large submachine gun. Can take recording slugs and has an inbuilt power supply 
for 250 hours of continuous operation. 
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Line Tap       $45 
This is a physical attachment to an existing communications line that runs a carrier signal underneath the main 
traffic on the phone, fax or data line to copy data packets. The small unit is about the size of a personal organiser 
or large calculator and has its own inbuilt transmitter, the actual description of such diverted traffic requires com-
puter subterfuge, hooking the device up requires electronics and computer use. An internal power supply will run 
the unit for up to 900 hours of independent operation. 
Line Tap Scanner      $55 
This unit is used for the detection of data lines that may be tapped by checking for unusual carrier signals, packet 
loss or any other anomalies that may indicate that the line is being monitored. Requires the unit to be directly con-
nected to the communications line with the skills of electronics and computer subterfuge to get it working to peak 
efficiency. Comes with an internal power supply that can run for 400 hours before needing to be recharged. 
 
Broad-spectrum scanner 
This piece of radio equipment is a very high tech receiver capable of listening to all known radio and Aleph band 
frequencies by either scanning through them or entering the frequency into a keypad. Range with the standard 
antenna is good for 10 light years but the unit may pick up skipping of stronger signals from time to time, extra 
antennas can be bought to increase the range. It is about the size of a large laptop by itself and has an internal 
rechargeable power supply capable of running it for 4000hours independently.  
The device itself is simple enough to use but any decryption of signals will require another computer hooked up to 
it and a lot of computer subterfuge, mostly however they are used for receiving signals from bugging devices as 
well as monitoring of enemy comms. 
Type         Cost  Length Weight 
Basic unit and antenna 10 Light year range  $150  2m  4kg 
50million light year antenna and power amp   $45  4m  2kg 
500million light year antenna and power amp  $90  6m  5kg 
5000 million light year antenna and power amp  $200  7m  14kg 
5 billion light year antenna and power amp   $600  10m  30kgs 
Tail (connects from unit to antenna)    $2 per  1m  0.5kg  
 
ALEPH Long Range Encrypted Burst Transmission Radio 
All these particular radios use ALEPH band frequency and use considerable amounts of power to transmit.  
Sending a transmission is more like sending a fax rather than a phone conversation, too many pulses and the 
user runs the risk of being triangulated by the enemy, these are a Superfluid Helium-4 radio unit that  
communicates in faster than light transmission speeds by suspending the Helium-4 in an entangled quantum state 
that is adjusted with lasers to strip/implode the electrons off to form the signal. SLA can detect these particle 
streams with massive amounts of their highest quality, ultra expensive, planetary monitoring stations on most of 
their worlds and they have a couple of foldships outfitted for space-borne monitoring, but has not a clue as to 
where to begin deciphering what the hell Thresher are doing. Blowing these bases up tends to be fairly popular 
with Thresher employees and as a result SLA are according them some inordinate defences and Thresher has 
lured SLA into many a trap with false signals their ships latch onto looking for enemy vessels.  
These devices can also be used for real-time conversations over immense distances with very little delay in the 
signal allowing people to talk as if they where in the next room. All these radios require a mental biometric imprint 
on them which is built into the radio itself for the people using them, otherwise they slag down if the radio is turned 
on and no valid user logs in within ten seconds. 
Type    Range    Cost  Weight Power 
Hand held   50million light years  $300  0.2kg  3000hr 
Portable   500 million light years  $900  14kg  10,000hr 
Vehicle   5000 million light years  $1500  30kg  As Vehicle Power Supply 
Base Station  5 billion light years   $2500  60kg  As Base Power Supply 
 
 
Point-to-Point Encryption Circuit   $5 each 
This tiny piece of circuitry by itself has become a continual nightmare for rival companies trying to listen in on 
Thresher transmissions. Only the size of a thumbnail it attaches to existing equipment on the transmitter and re-
ceiver to encrypt signals on a synchronised and completely random pattern from one unit to another that are 
timed from an internal atomic clock. From the factory they are produced in custom ordered runs from a minimum 
of 2 units to up to 20000 and they are not interchangeable once connected, as that would require the clock in 
each one being recalibrated. The cost is minimal but there is a 3 day wait from the factory while the units are as-
sembled, the signals can eventually be decrypted individually after the circuit randomly changes the encryption, 
but it takes weeks. 
 
Chemical analysis unit     Cost: $10  Weight: 0.5kg 
For the detection and analysis of liquids, solids and gas. Recon troops use them to check for drinkable water, poi-
son gas, hostile atmosphere and radiation. They also find their way into the kit of ITSS forensics, scientists and 
field agents in the course of their duties. The device itself is very limited in what it can display on its little plasma 
screen, but the unit can be used in conjunction with a computer for a more detailed breakdown of whatever  
substance is being analysed  
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Movement Sensors 
Devices like this are used to passively supplement a defence perimeter. Thresher recommends that only regular 
active patrols and constant monitoring will be completely effective at eliminating the element of surprise.  
The first model is a small 30cm long spike which has a 180degree cover of the area its sensors are pointed at, it 
can be driven into earth or walls and uses Thermographic sensors to pick up movement for a range of 40 metres. 
It can be hooked up to a transmission module, which will relay it to a computer with monitoring software, or for a 
less discrete option it will emit a piercing whistle for 1 second at 105 decibels.   
The second model is the seismic sensor variety that is much the same in appearance as the first model except 
that it is much harder to sneak past as it detects footfalls and vibrations in a 10metre radius around the unit. Like 
the Thermographic unit it can also be used with a transmission module or whistle effect to announce an intruder. 
THSTH01- Thermographic Sensor    $30 
THSVS02- Seismic Sensor     $35 
(Both sensors have a 1000hr power supply and are rechargeable.) 
 
THMXXT- Pain Glove 
One of the less well known and highly restricted items that is not issued to anyone under SS03 ranking, for many 
good reasons because torture isn’t one of the more publicly approved purposes of information gathering. Its use is 
limited mostly to areas where agents have to break down the resolve of POW’s, enemy spies and subversives, a 
dim view by the courts of any evidence provided under coercion from this device on a company employee facing 
charges makes it more or less limited to military activities. 
The device resembles a black jumpsuit, which conforms to anyone put into it and covers the head completely, two 
leads come out of the feet and have connections to a personal computer. Software for the program is then loaded 
into a computer and fed into the suit providing all manner of unpleasant sensations directly into their mind, being 
set on fire, ants under the skin, drowning and being stuck with 100’s of pins and needles are all available along 
with several hundred other bad experiences. It doesn’t cause physical injuries but stress and mental disorders are 
the end result of extended exposure. Most people cave in after 20-30minutes, it is rumoured that the ITSS stick 
particularly hated individuals in them for months and maybe even years. 
Cost: $100 directly from the ITSS. Weight: 3kg for the suit and software files. 
Game effects: causes stress and gives a big bonus to Torture skill. GM’s discretion as to how much 
 
Bugs 
Not the insect variety, remote listening devices have been used for thousands of years to garner information on 
the enemy and what they get up to in private. Thresher prefers to use burst transmission devices rather than real 
time recorders as they are harder to find and their current level of technology makes them quite efficient units for 
their size. The bug records everything in range for a set period of time and then transmits it in a brief pulse to a 
waiting receiver, time periods can be set from 1 minute to 24 hours of recorded information. Range on the units is 
quite limited, only 1000m at best, so additional booster transmitters (THTxPA) are generally set up along a chain 
back to the main receiver. Frequencies can be set on the individual unit to change at set periods of time but it will 
require extra preparation on the booster transmitters to synchronise them. Received recordings are usually done 
either by a Broad Spectrum Scanner or a Long range encrypted burst transmission radio. The units are not re-
chargeable but alternatively they can be hooked up to a permanent power supply. 
 
Bug Type Cost Range Dimensions (mm)  Power Supply 
THTx0A $10 500m  10x10x30   500hrs 
THTx0B $15 700m  8x15x40   600hrs 
THTx0C $20 1000m 4x25x50   600hrs 
THTxPA $40 4000m 10x40x1200   1000hrs (Relay Transmitter) 
 
Bug Scanner       $55 
This is a handheld radio receiver capable of picking up any stray transmissions from inside a room or attached to 
the power supply to check for fluctuations in voltage that may indicate that there is a transmitter nearby. It also 
more often bought because it has a 100% success rate at picking up biogenetic finance chips used by both SLA 
and DN agents and operatives who may be trying to infiltrate a Thresher cell. The unit is only the size of a large 
mobile phone and has an effective range of 10 metres in front of the unit and an internal power supply for 
1000hours of use. 
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Drone Tech 
One of the most important things that a small, outnumbered force has to learn quickly is where to pick its battles 
and where to apply what force it has for greater effect. Sometimes having troops on the ground and a pair of eyes 
on the ground isn't always available, a good commander will always know that they can’t rely on their technology 
too much to do the job a trained person would do. Much was learned from the failure of such devices like the 
dreaded SLA Manchine and the clumsy Tek-Trex drones which tended to cause more problems than they ever 
solved for their ‘owners’. As such, artificial intelligence is still a dirty word for many people and even with the  
comparative higher levels of technology that Thresher possesses they don’t make much use of it as an  
independent entity. Rather, the devices and machines are used to augment the ability of a controller, make it  
easier to use with little training and cheaper to produce as it had no higher level decision making functions. 
 
Control Loom 
To save time and money on building a dedicated remote control unit Thresher development teams made a wiring 
loom and software that would mate the standard Scour compact PC with a long range ALEPH band radio. Seeing 
as most Thresher employees native to the company had a good education with computers and many of them  
undoubtedly spent their time in amusement parlours and playing computer games at home the acclimatisation is 
easy for most.  
With the Scour PC or one of its more powerful cousins there is also the capability to have a ready amount of 
memory to store recorded information from a drone in the field and then distribute it as needed. Software to con-
nect the radio to the computer is provided along with the loom, separate software is bought individually and  
includes the basic controls along with some practice simulations so that the operator can get used to the device 
before going into the field with a live unit. Operators can only control one device at a time, any extra devices have 
to be left to loiter. Range of the units is typically limited to their own onboard transceivers and there have been 
occasions that the signal has been jammed. The only way to overcome jamming is to have a bigger radio than the 
enemy does. 
 
Skill to use is Computer Use but Computer Games is also a relevant skill to control the device with initiative based 
on Diagnose rather than Dexterity. 
Having the device engage in combat (assuming it can) is Auto/Support for mounted projectile weapons and 
Power-weapon for melee weapons or unarmed combat. 
Cost of the Wiring loom is $80 
Software for the PC-Radio is $100 and will work on all standard Thresher computers and radios. 

TH 44-9/RD01  Repair Drone 
One of the more common and popular repair drones, 
the little RD as it is more frequently known, has 4 legs 
with electromagnetic pads that can grasp onto any fer-
rous metal and support up to 20times its own weight. It 
also features a compartment on its back for holding 
tools, leads for running power tools and 2 arms with fine 
manipulators on them for working on repairs. Sensors 
are simply a light amplification, standard digital and 
thermographic but the drone also carries a 100watt 
spotlight in its head. 
Roving Range- 10,000m    ID: 40 PV: 5 
Strength: 6 Dexterity: 9     
Weight: 20kg Can carry up to 100kg  
Size: 500mm tall, 600mm leg span 
Speed: 2m per phase    
Power supply: 3000hours 
Unit Cost: $400    Software cost: $20   
 
TH JU29L “Jugger” Forklift Drone 
Essentially a power-chassis/forklift that can be remotely 
controlled, they are quite common in spaceports for 
moving relatively large containers where a conventional 
forklift couldn’t operate like carrying things up stairs and 
steep ramps. It has magnetic footpads, lowlight digital 
vision sensors and two 100watt headlamps. 
Roving Range: 5000m    ID: 400 PV: 8 
Strength: 30 Dexterity: 5     
Weight: 4000kg Can carry up to 3000kg 
Size: 2.3m tall 3m wide- Has 3 legs and 2 lifting arms 
Speed: 1m per phase    
Power supply: 1000hrs 
Unit Cost: $3500    Software cost: $10 

TH 1034/RBD-AIRD Mk.VI 
Crawling about on its 6 tiny, spindly ceramic legs the 
‘RBD4’ as is more commonly known, has a history  
dating back to a toy made by an engineer 300 years 
ago to entertain his children. Even in its current high 
tech form the little mobile bug has a certain charm that 
would appeal to young boys, but its function is far more 
serious.  
Most of the tiny 30gram chassis is a compact power 
supply, listening device, two micro camera’s capable of 
seeing in low light conditions and a transceiver to relay 
information back to its owner.  
They are capable of climbing any surface, which will 
afford its limbs a surface to grip and electromagnets on 
its lower appendages allow it to climb a bare metal  
surface. They aren't smart, they couldn't hurt anyone 
physically and a 3year old kid could kill it. But the little 
RBD4 is deathly quiet, hard to see and can get into 
places that make it hard to find. 
 
Roving Range- 4000m ID: 2 PV: 0 
Weight: 32 grams Size:  40mm tall- can lower itself to 
climb through a 15mm gap 
Speed: 1m per phase Power supply: 1000hours 
Unit Cost: $200  Software cost: $20   
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TH 3499/001 Mk.1 ‘Makkie’ 
The durable if slightly unlovely and retarded ‘Makkie’ is 
a larger, 4 legged version of the ‘RBD4’ that has its 
place as a long range recording unit. Coming standard 
with a 100x monocular thermo/lowlight camera, 8000m-
laser rangefinder and long-range boom microphone it is 
the drone of choice for surveillance in an outdoor envi-
ronment. They aren't very smart and frequently get con-
fused when confronted with a difficult obstacle and send 
a request back to their operator of how to proceed. For 
this reason operators get frustrated when moving them 
about as the drones bleeping for help every 10 seconds 
drives them nuts, once in a suitable position they are 
just usually left in a single position and hide amongst 
whatever cover is available. 
 While the unit is ungainly in appearance they are actu-
ally quite nimble and fast. To keep weight down, make 
them harder to find the chassis is an all ceramic compo-
sition that is both water, electrical and shock proof as 
well as being resistant to a wide variety of temperature 
and chemical extremes. As tough as they are the Mk.1 
isn't a combat unit designed to withstand any type of 
gunfire. 
 
Roving Range- 10,000m  
ID: 20 PV: 0 
Weight: 3kg  Size:  300mm tall 600mm leg-span 
Speed: 16m per phase  
Power supply: 3000hours 
Unit Cost: $400  Software cost: $20   
 
 
 
TH 4600/02 FTLR 
The ‘Flitter’ is a small reconnaissance drone that has an 
advanced suite of 360degree IR/UV and movement 
sensors, which are coupled to some very advanced avi-
onics software. At ranges of less than a metre its tiny 
twin rotors are barely audible as it speeds around its 
dedicated patrol routes or is piloted directly by an opera-
tor. While they aren't able to carry any weaponry they 
can carry other small bugs in their landing claw or even 
a TH1034/RBD-AIRD drone and deposit them where 
they can listen in on enemy conversations. Alternatively 
they can be powered down and parked somewhere 
overlooking an enemy encampment to watch the com-
ings and goings, about the biggest drawback to the 
‘Flitter’ is its lack of loiter time in the field which limits 
how far it can go and return back to the operator. Apart 
from that they do make a good active defence around 
an encampment and are cheap enough to have a few of 
them doing it. 
Roving Range- 5,000m Ceiling: 250m  
ID: 5 PV: 0 
Weight: 0.4kg  
Size:  80mm tall body 220mm rotor width  
Speed: 12m per phase  
Power supply: 12 hours 
Unit Cost: $300  Software cost: $60  
 
Onboard Skills- Detect: 8, Fly: 6 Navigation: 5 
Initiative- 11 DEX  
 
 
 
 
 

TH 9906/HARD ‘Harbinger’ 
Thresher first deployed the HARD in some numbers in 
687SD on the war world of Charlie’s Point to find enemy 
forces hiding under the thick canopy of trees that cover 
the planet. It got its nickname ‘Harbinger’ by the enemy 
and was widely feared by SLA and DN soldiers, not be-
cause it carried any weapons but because of its unerr-
ing ability to find them and shooting at it only brought in 
highly accurate artillery strikes.  
Onboard the single turbine glider is the now legendary 
TH/PES system, a high power thermographic camera 
and a Doppler radar, which makes it invaluable as a 
reconnaissance craft. Its extended airborne loiter pe-
riod, high altitude capability and stealth coating lets the 
drone stay aloft for months if need be and they are very 
hard to find.  
Other uses for the drone include mapping of unexplored 
worlds and the location of downed aircrews. 
 
Roving Range- 15,000km Ceiling: 6250m  
ID: 200 PV: 10 
Weight: 30kg Size:  2.2m long, 3.6m wingspan 
(collapsible for storage- 1.8m x 0.3m x 0.3m)  
Speed: 150m/phase Power supply: 10,000 hours 
Unit Cost: $1100 Software cost: $90  
Onboard Skills- Detect: 18, Fly: 10 Navigation: 8 
Initiative- 10 DEX 
 
TH 0097/RSG Sentry gun  
Cost: $1800 
Weight: 15kg    Sensor Range: 500m 
PV:16 ID: 100  Power supply: 5000hrs 
ECM camouflage netting-   $200 
Skills: Detect- 13 Rifle- 10 Pistol- 10 Auto/Support 10 
Dexterity: 13 (for initiative purposes) 
 
Weapons not included- up to 10pts of recoil inbuilt, can 
accept Rifles, SMG's and Sniper rifles  
Anything moving in front of it is a valid target unless 
overridden and operated remotely. 
Valid targets can be set from mouse to tank size. 
 
TH 1099/RSG Sentry Gun Turret  
Cost $3900 
Weight: 35kg    Sensor Range: 1000m 
PV:18 ID: 150  Power supply: 5000hrs 
ECM camouflage netting-   $200 
Skills: Detect- 13 Rifle- 10 Pistol- 10 Auto/Support 15 
Dexterity: 18 (for initiative purposes) 
 
Weapons not included- up to 25pts of recoil inbuilt, can 
accept machineguns and heavy weapons. 
Anything moving in front of it is a valid target unless 
overridden and operated remotely. 
Valid targets can be set from mouse to tank size. 
 
Both the 1099 and 0097 can be networked to 
THSTH01- Thermographic Sensor and THSVS02- Seis-
mic Sensor to increase the units range and the  
Multi purpose monocular to increase a remote operators 
ability to see longer distances  
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TH 00120/HKD Mk.12 ‘Carcharodon’ 
There is no mistaking the Mk.12 as anything but an airborne killing machine which, has on more than one occa-
sion not been particularly fussy about ‘exactly whom’ it killed if left to its own devices. Earlier models in particular 
had a tendency to just keep going about their business if they got out of range or the signal back to the operator 
was broken, most where recalled or shot down but some still turn up and are banned on Thresher homeworlds. 
The Mk.12 is a slightly ‘dumber’ model than its predecessors with better target recognition software, the addition 
of a micro fusion reactor meant that at least its killing sprees would discontinue after 30 days and its overall power 
to weight ratio was better than the recycling-battery systems of earlier models. 
Propulsion is provided by three 2800kw plasma ramjet turbines, which enable it to take off and land vertically as 
well as perform extreme high G manoeuvres that would kill a human pilot. At idle the machine is whisper quiet 
with the waveform phase counter emitters making it virtually silent at all but full throttle and it has ECM coating to 
prevent detection from radar and heat sensors. Its own onboard sensors include a TH/PES system, Active Sensor 
array, a high power thermographic camera and a Doppler radar making it virtually impossible to hide from. 
 
Offensive capabilities include a ventral turret and a nose mounted ball turret which can take weapons up to  
cannon-class.  
Nose magazines (2) can carry 1400rds of cannon ammunition or 3000rds of rifle ammunition or 100 grenades or 
50 rockets each. 
 
Operators either love or hate the machine for its “Weapons free” ability to murder entire platoons of enemy forces, 
most everyone else just hates and fears them. 
 
Roving Range- 10,000km    Ceiling: 4250m  
ID: 900 PV: 18 SHEL-D   Weight: 800kg 
Size:  4.8m long, 3.4m wide    Speed: 325m/phase 
Power supply: Micro fusion reactor – 720hours  
Unit Cost: $19900 (doesn't include weapons) 
Software cost: $190     Initiative- 18 DEX 
Onboard Skills- Detect: 18, Fly: 12 Navigation: 8, Auto/Support 12, Tactics 8, Hide 10, Sneak 10 

TH 00900/HKD Mk.45 ‘Killer Can’ 
Produced in almost lemming like numbers the Mk45’s are dumped in huge numbers around high security sites 
and feature some comprehensive target identification and AI which is fairly smart and relies mostly on having 
some other units around to bring to its full potential. The military trailed them on the battlefield but wasn’t happy 
with the fact they tend to get a bit trigger happy once in awhile and tended to formulate their own battle strategies 
which don’t include self preservation. Sure they don’t miss very much and they do kill a cubic shit load of enemy, 
but cost wise, they aren’t really the solution to bulking up the small numbers of soldiers on the ground. 
They really do need numbers and a capable (live) commander to keep them on a leash to achieve results.  
Normally they are fitted with a KANG 14mm SMG with 400round bins or TEAR 11mm SMG with a 600round bin. 
They resemble at best a bipedal garbage can and at worst, a fairly ugly bipedal tin can which has a surprising 
amount of agility and comparatively tough. Sensor systems are limited to being 1mm 100m radar, Lowlight and 
Thermographic. 
 
Roving Range- 10,000km  
ID: 90  PV: 12 SHEL-D   Weight: 100kg 
Size:  1.3m tall     Speed: 25m/phase 
Power supply: 20,000hr    Unit Cost: $400 (doesn't include weapons) 
Software cost: $90     Initiative- 9 DEX 
Onboard Skills-  
Detect: 5, Auto/Support 10, Pistol 10, Tactics 5 
For every three units in communication with each other increase the Detect and Tactics skill by 1.  
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Chapter 5 
Thresher Armours and Powersuits 

Thresher KAD-C armour is rare, expensive and require the neural interface to work to their full capacity. Each is 
customised from the ground up for the wearer from a basic template used for humans. The cost is substantial but 
the production is quick and quality is assured. If a bigger race like Shaktar’s and Aegir wish to have a suit expect 
the price to climb by 10% as further modifications have to be designed into the chassis and simply more materials 
used. They do manufacture some Shaktar and Aegir armour only for these two races which are available at  
heavily subsidised prices. 
What little armour is sold outside the company is standard ceramic type armour plating which has been picked up 
and heavily analysed by SLA and Darknight who are still scratching their heads as to how it works so well.  
Because the proprietary systems in Thresher armours are heavily classified even within the company itself, suits 
are hooked up to a biometric interface which will liquidate everything down to its constituent molecules with a 
nanite bomb inside. All the nice electronics, superconductors, KAD-C, SHEL-D, software and any other hardware 
turns into a big pile of carbon, silicon, metals and organic polymers. 
You die, the suit liquidates, you have someone else try to use it, it liquidates. You want to sell it you have to have 
it taken into the ITSS and they sign the biometrics over to a new owner, fill in all the paperwork and update their 
records. There is no way around this, unless you're one of about 5-6 engineers in the company or High Command 
level of authority.   

Thresher does not sell KAD-C/SHELD armour to anyone outside the company because it could be used against 
them and secondly because the ceramic crap sells just as well because they aren't used to anything better 

SHEL-D is a spin off from Aerospace fighter technology which is lighter and slightly harder than KAD-C, with im-
mense energy dispersal properties used on the majority of all Thresher space going vessels. It has higher tem-
perature resilience, the same substantial stopping power and the added bonus- if it doesn’t PEN, then no blunt 
trauma taken. It is however more expensive than KAD-C. 
They do sell the power chassis for TH.001 and TH.002 with conventional armour plating and without any of the 
neural interfaces, nice electronics, jump jets or comm's gear, for an exorbitant price of course, to just about  
anyone. ‘Speed’ of armour is measured in m/p which is Metres per Phase (0.6sec) 

Newcastle RPG KAD-C/SHEL-D rules: 
These are a good system, you don’t have to adjust any of the armours PV's, ID's or how the bullets work with the SLA rules. 
The difference with KAD-C is, that if the bullets PEN equals or is lesser than PV it doesn’t do damage except for give you 1 
point of blunt trauma damage and some AD to your suit. This makes HESH a lot less effective against KAD-C armour and it 
actually makes the Armour Piercing rounds quite useful too. If the round penetrates the armour then full, normal damage is 
taken. 
However, to give hand to hand combat a chance we decided that the rules to them remain unchanged as KAD-C is mostly an 
anti ballistic material after all. So chopping Thresher guys to death still works as per normal, which may go a little way as to 
why SLA maintains a higher than normal level of H2H training. 

IR/UV versus Thermo and Lowlight 
Thresher doesn’t use IR/UV systems in its armour, except for the export ones and in some of the more dedicated 
sensor platforms which see into those light frequencies. Instead you have Thermographic which is a full digitally 
enhanced sensor system that reads heat sources in complete darkness and imposes no penalty to working in 
complete darkness either.  
Thermo has a range of about 500m on most suits of armour and up to several kilometres on vehicles. 
Lowlight Amplification is a much superior system than UV, provided there are a few lumens to light up an area it 
will be as clear as daylight with no penalties for working in dim light, it also displays full colour. 
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Model Cost Export STR DEX PV 
TH.000 Sidestep $200 No - - 4 

Weight Head ID Torso ID Arm ID Leg ID Speed Flight Use 
3.5kg 0 8 5 6 - No 

Features  
KADC 

Ballistic protection for the entire body except the head, can be worn under everyday 
clothing without being noticed and won’t stop a lot of calibres above CAF or Brow-
beater. 

Model Cost Export STR DEX PV 
TH.100 Aegis $400 No - - 7 

Weight Head ID Torso ID Arm ID Leg ID Speed Flight Use 
5kg 7 15 8 10 - No 

Features 
  

KADC 

Un-powered Personal Armour. 
Personal armour without the inherit costs and maintenance of a full suit of powered ar-
mour or Powersuit. The size and form of the armour can be tailored to an individual but 
can take longer to requisition a suit. Any extra customisation to the suit will cost more 
depending on what the person wants it to look like. It offers substantial protection 
against most light small arms, edged weapons and impact injuries as well as being 
flame, chemical retardant, non-conductive and waterproof. 

Model Cost Export STR DEX PV 
TH.0V1 Vacuum Suit $250 40,000u - - 5 

Weight Head ID Torso ID Arm ID Leg ID Speed Flight Use 
25kg 15 35 20 25 -1m/p when 

in 1G 
No 

Features 
  

Ceramic 

The basic, un-powered Thresher vacuum suit is not designed for a combat role but it is 
a tough and hard wearing item with full climate control, 10 hour oxygen supply, short 
range radio and inbuilt Thermographic, full anti-dazzle and Lowlight vision enhance-
ments. Used mainly for internal repairs on space going vessels, also found in low-
pressure mining environments and exploration teams in hostile atmospheres. 
There is substantial radiation shielding in the suit's construction. 

Model Cost Export STR DEX PV 
TH.V8 EVA Suit $2450 No +8 -3 8 

Weight Head ID Torso ID Arm ID Leg ID Speed Flight Use 
450kg 35 65 40 45 - Yes 

Features 
  

KADC 

20,000 hour power supply, fully sealed with air filtration and 25 hours of full life-support, 
pressure and vacuum proof, heavy radiation protection, full anti-dazzle, transceiver, 50x 
magnification, AV stalk, Thermographic and Lowlight vision enhancements, HUD (suit 
diagnostics, time & date and can load in engineering blueprints), two thigh pad storage 
compartments containing toolkits, Plasma torch with a 10 hr supply of gas,  power leads 
for running nano emitters and other power tools off the suits supply. Comes with Flight 
pack.- fits all standard accessories. 

Model Cost Export STR DEX PV 
TH.Z09 Flight Suit $1500 No - +2 8 

Weight Head ID Torso ID Arm ID Leg ID Speed Flight Use 
40kg 20 30 15 20 - No 

Features 
  
  

KADC 

Slender form fitting powered armour with full climate control, 50-hour recycling oxygen 
supply, short-range radio, inbuilt IR/UV, Thermographic and Lowlight vision enhance-
ments and digital 30,000m magnification. 
There is also substantial radiation shielding in the suit's construction, substantial Inertial 
dampening of up to 225G Rating. 
Helmet is of very strong construction and can mount an array of the standard armour 
sensor, tactical enhancements and can interface into vehicle sensors to display them on 
a HUD inside the visor or via neural control links. 
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Model Cost Export STR DEX PV 

TH.001 Endeavour $900 No +3   6 

Weight Head ID Torso ID Arm ID Leg ID Speed Flight Use 

220kg 10 25 15 20 +3m Sprint Yes 

Features 
  

KADC 

10,000 hour power supply, fully sealed with air filtration systems and 2 hours of bottled oxygen, 
full anti-dazzle, transceiver, 50x magnification, AV stalk Thermographic and Lowlight vision  
Enhancements, HUD (ammo counter, suit diagnostics, time & date). 

Model Cost Export STR DEX PV 
TH.001 EX $600 60,000u +3 -1 6 

Weight Head ID Torso ID Arm ID Leg ID Speed Flight Use 

150kg 10 25 15 20 - No 

Features 
Ceramic 

10,000 hour power supply fully sealed with air filtration and 2 hours of bottled oxygen, AV stalk and a 
short range transceiver. IR/UV vision enhancement as standard. 

Model Cost Export STR DEX 

TH.002 One Way $1500 No +5 - 

Weight Head ID Torso ID Arm ID Leg ID Speed 

470kg 30 55 35 40 +3m 
Sprint 

PV 
8 

Flight Use 

Yes 

Features 
  

KADC 

20,000 hour power supply, fully sealed with air filtration and 
5 hours of full life-support, pressure and vacuum proof,  
radiation protection, full anti-dazzle, transceiver,  
50x magnification, AV stalk, Thermographic and Lowlight 
vision enhancements,  
HUD (ammo counter, suit diagnostics, time & date),  
two thigh pad storage compartments. 
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Model Cost Export STR DEX PV 

TH.002 EX $1000 35,000u +5 - 8 

Weight Head ID Torso ID Arm ID Leg ID Speed Flight Use 

400kg 30 55 35 40 +3m Sprint No 

Features  
Ceramic 

20,000 hour power supply, fully sealed with air filtration and 5 hours of full life support, pressure 
and vacuum proof, AV stalk and a short range transceiver, two thigh pad storage  
compartments. IR/UV vision enhancement as standard. 

Model Cost Export 

TH.003 Close 
Nitt 

$6500 No 

STR DEX PV 

+6 +4 10 

Weight Head ID Torso ID Arm ID Leg ID 

520kg 30 70 40 60 

Speed Flight Use 

+12m Sprint Yes 

Features 
  

KADC 

30,000 hour power supply 
 
Fully sealed with air filtration and 10 
hours of full life-support, pressure and 
vacuum proof, radiation protection, full 
anti-dazzle 
long-range ALEPH transceiver,  
Stealth Baffling 
(passive ECM and noise dampening),  
 
100x magnification, AV stalk, IR, UV,  
Thermographic and Lowlight vision  
enhancements, 200 watt IR spotlight 
(helmet mounted), CO2 Laser Range-
finder. 
 
HUD (ammo counter, suit diagnostics, 
time & date, nava-map), two thigh pad 
storage compartments. 

Model Cost Export STR DEX PV 

TH.004 First Step $11000 No +12 +2 14 

Weight Head ID Torso ID Arm ID Leg ID Speed Flight Use 

900kg 40 90 65 75 +6m sprint Yes 

Features 
  

KADC 

20,000 hour power supply, fully sealed with air filtration and 30 hours of full life-support, pres-
sure and vacuum proof, radiation protection, full anti-dazzle, transceiver, 1000 watt spot-lamp 
(chest mounted), 50x magnification, AV stalk, Thermographic and Lowlight vision enhance-
ments, HUD (ammo counter, suit diagnostics, time & date), two forearm storage compartments, 
two leg storage compartments. 
This is a Hybrid Power armour./Power suit and wearer takes no blunt trauma 
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Model Cost Export STR DEX PV 

TH.005 Sarge $17500 No 35 15 18 

Weight Head ID Torso ID Arm ID Leg ID Speed Flight Use 

1450kg 100 240 170 200 20m/p Yes 

Features 
  

KADC 

Hybrid Power Armour/Powersuit Micro-fusion reactor, fully sealed with air filtration and 50 hours 
of full life-support, pressure and vacuum proof, radiation protection, full anti-dazzle, transceiver, 
1000 watt spot-lamp, 50x magnification, AV stalk, IR/UV, Thermographic and Lowlight vision 
enhancements, HUD (ammo counter, suit diagnostics, time & date),   
Wearer takes no blunt trauma 
Storage compartments in Back (1) Forearms (2) and Thighs (2) for carrying 300kg. 

Model Cost Export STR DEX PV 

TH.902 Occult $13,500 No +3 +3 8 

Weight Head ID Torso ID Arm ID Leg ID Speed Flight Use 

80kg 10 25 15 20 - No 

Features 
  

KADC 

15,000 hour power supply, fully sealed with air filtration and 1 hours of life-support, pressure 
and vacuum proof, radiation protection, full anti-dazzle, transceiver, 50x magnification, AV stalk, 
Thermographic and Lowlight vision enhancements, HUD (ammo counter, suit diagnostics, time 
& date), two thigh pad storage compartments, Active Camouflage polymers, passive ECM and 
Noise dampening. 
+15 Hide +10 Sneak 
Active camouflage bags for weapons cost $200 for submachine guns/carbines and $500 for 
large rifles and machineguns. A backpack and combat webbing  $300 
Aftermarket systems cost +$100 as they have to be covered with the polymers and systems as 
well to remain effective. 
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Model Cost Export STR DEX PV 
TH.006 Devoir $50,000 No +15 +5 25 

Weight Head ID Torso ID Arm ID Leg ID Speed Flight Use 

780kg 45 105 65 85 27m/p 60m/p 

Features 
  

SHELD 

Mobile Infantry Hybrid Power Armour/Powersuit 
Full Fly by Wire (+1 to piloting) 
Micro-fusion reactor Fully sealed with air filtration and 50hrs of life-support, pressure and vac-
uum proof, radiation protection, full anti-dazzle, transceiver, 1000 watt spot-lamp (shoulder 
mounted), 50x magnification, AV stalk, Thermographic and Lowlight vision enhancements, HUD 
(ammo counter, suit diagnostics, time & date) 
Plasma Ramjet Flight System. 
Storage Compartments in Thigh (2) and forearms (2) for carrying 100kg 

Model Cost Export STR DEX Speed Flight 

TH.07 Covenant $175,000 No 50 18 30m/p 60m/p 

PV Weight Head Torso Arm Leg Power 

35* 3200kg 180 320 200 280 1000hr 

Features 
  

SHELD 

*VPS System Mark II  PV:5 ID:40 Onboard Supply for 240ID of VPS shielding 
Full Fly by Wire (+1 to piloting) and is capable of sustained flight, Active ECM Circuitry, 
Combat Computers (4), Duel Micro-fusion reactors. Fully sealed with air filtration and 100 
hours of life-support, pressure and vacuum proof, radiation protection.   
Full anti-dazzle, transceiver, 1000-watt spot-lamp 50x magnification, AV stalk, IR/UV,  
Thermographic and Lowlight vision enhancements,   
HUD (ammo counter, suit diagnostics, time & date), 
Storage compartment in back (2), Legs (2) for carrying up to 500kg supplies 
Plasma Ramjet Flight System. 
Integral Weapons Systems- 
35mm Hydro Gauss Cannon with 100 round magazine (Right Arm) 
Linked 9.5mm Reaver Machineguns (2) with 3000 round magazine (left arm) 
Cyclone Rocket launcher with 120 round magazine (Right Shoulder) 
Linebacker Missile launcher with 20 round magazine (Left Shoulder) 

Model Cost Export STR DEX Speed Flight 

TH.01CIV If available Nein! 120 15 15m/p 60m/p 

PV Weight Head Torso Arm Leg Power 

85* 10,000kg 1500 3800 2800 3100 3000hr 

Features 
  

SHELD 

*VPS System Mark II  PV:5 ID:40 Plus Redundant VPS Shielding (x2) 
Onboard Supply for 1000 ID of VPS shielding 
Full Fly by Wire (+1 to piloting) and is capable of sustained flight, Active ECM, Active Sensor 
array, Fire Control System, Combat Computers (10), Duel Micro-fusion reactors.  
Fully sealed with air filtration and 500 hours of life-support, pressure and vacuum proof,  
radiation protection.  Full anti-dazzle, transceiver, 1000-watt spot-lamp 50x magnification, AV 
stalk, IR/UV, Thermographic and Lowlight vision enhancements,   
HUD (ammo counter, suit diagnostics, time & date) 
Extra heavy duty Hazardous environment shielding and Nano-Repair systems. 
Storage compartment in back (2), Legs (2) for carrying up to 1000kg supplies 
Has Co-Pilot area for Gunnery and Navigation. 
Plasma Ramjet Flight System. 
Integral Weapons Systems- 
105mm Hydro Gauss Cannon with 300 round magazines (Right Shoulder) 
Cyclone Rocket launchers (6) with 600 round magazine (Left Shoulder) 
Linked 17mm Assault Cannons (4) with 10,000 round magazine (Left Arm) 
KE101PL2K/2000KW Plasma Lance & TH/09HERF (Right Arm) 

Ceased production in 899SD once quotas where met for Industrial and Civil Defence units pro-
tecting vital assets, 1 classified private owner in command (who isn’t telling),  
9 reputedly deployed to SS9. (Who aren’t saying either!) 
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Exotic and Racial Armours 
Produced mostly by Killa Chassis and Thresher, these are alternatives for people allied with the company or as an 
option for the larger races. Most of these can be re-done in KADC or SHELD for a price. 

Model Cost Export STR DEX PV 

Ksk’Tnk $2500 never - - 16 

Weight Head ID Torso ID Arm ID Leg ID Speed Flight Use 

34kg 20 40 25 30 - No 

Features 
  

(Shaktar) 
KADC 

Un powered battle armour. 
With some negotiation and a lot of work on behalf of the Dept of Industry the Thresher managed 
to produce a design of armour that is a modern day version of an ancient design. The Shaktars 
typically rework the suits surface into a highly ornate example of metalwork and engraving after 
receiving the base unit from the company. Has no modern accruements and lacks a lot of  
durability but has considerable stopping power due to the composite of 512, 0.04mm thick  
layers of KAD-C and titanium sandwiched together. 
Glyphs are also used to increase the armours defence, resilience but more often are used to 
psychologically affect anyone looking at it. 

Model Cost Export STR DEX PV 
Cndr’nct $15,000 450,000u - - 10 

Weight Head ID Torso ID Arm ID Leg ID Speed Flight Use 

15kg 9 18 13 15 - No 

Features 
  

(Shaktar) 

The traditional Shaktar Hunting armour, is a light, un-powered suit of body armour, relying on 
the strength of the wearer to be able to carry it. The armour itself consists of special metallic 
alloy raided from the Shaktar homeworld of Kn’jff layered over environmentally sealed, thermal 
dampening bodysuit. The armour's helmet comes with IR/UV goggles as standard and a 1 hour, 
internal oxygen tank. It has peculiar radar and sensor absorbing properties. 
(+15 hide/sneak against Electronic sensors.) 

Model Cost Export STR DEX PV 

SPA-88 $10,000 400,000u +8 +4 16 

Weight Head ID Torso ID Arm ID Leg ID Speed Flight Use 

550kg 50 100 70 80 +5m sprint No 

Features 
  

(Shaktar) 
  

SHELD 

Mk88 Shaktar powered armour was the last series made by the Shaktar Empire prior to the ces-
sation of the conflict wars and the dismantling of their factories by SLA industries when they 
went into slavery under that company. Like a relic that’s crawled out of the past, these suits are 
back in mass production for sale to Shaktar privateers in Thresher as a symbol of goodwill. It 
has a special significance for them and is a savage reminder to the ‘lost ones’ who still live un-
der Slayers tyranny. 
Comes with full environmental and vacuum sealing, as well as a 14 hour, independent oxygen 
supply, C02 laser rangefinder, Lowlight, thermographic and 1mm 100m range radar as stan-
dard. +6 PEN in Melee/Unarmed attacks, +4 Climb 

Model Cost Export STR DEX PV 

TH-Styrking $1500 No +6 - 10 

Weight Head ID Torso ID Arm ID Leg ID Speed Flight Use 

600kg 40 90 45 60 +3m sprint Yes 

Features 
(Aegir) 

  
KADC 

Salvaged from Mistblind where several ancient armours that came with the Aegir when their 
ships crashed there millennia ago, while the actual armour plating was lost long ago the chassis 
survived and was redone with the latest Thresher technology to fit the large Aegir race. It is one 
of the few subsidised armours in Thresher who had to cut their prices to more or less a ‘cost’ as 
Aegir as a rule aren’t overly rich when they leave their families and join the company. 
20,000 hour power supply, fully sealed with air filtration and 5 hours of full life-support, pressure 
and vacuum proof, radiation protection, full anti-dazzle, transceiver, 50x magnification, AV stalk, 
Thermographic and Lowlight vision enhancements, HUD (ammo counter, suit diagnostics, time 
& date), two thigh pad storage compartments. Also comes with extra heavy duty hostile environ-
ment systems. 
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Model Cost Export STR DEX PV 
TH-Brynja $12,500 No +10 +6 14 

Weight Head ID Torso ID Arm ID Leg ID Speed Flight Use 
1180kg 60 160 90 100 +12m sprint Yes 

Features 
(Aegir) 

  
SHELD 

Based off a salvaged suit of assault armour chassis from Mistblind the Brynja is in every sense contempo-
rary battle armour with all the trappings of any other Thresher power armour. 
20,000 hour power supply, fully sealed with air filtration and 20 hours of full life-support, pressure and vac-
uum proof, radiation protection, full anti-dazzle, transceiver, 50x magnification, AV stalk, Thermographic 
and Lowlight vision enhancements, HUD (ammo counter, suit diagnostics, time & date), two thigh pad stor-
age compartments. Also comes with extra heavy duty hostile environment systems. 

Killa Chassis 
KC armours typically have massive construction and as a result of additional protection, users don’t take blunt 
trauma from anything that doesn't Pen the suit. 
None of these suits can be fitted with Thresher jump gear  
They can however be bought with KADC armour plating. 

Model Cost Export STR DEX PV 
KC Mk.17 Shiban $800 28,000u +2 - 10 

Weight Head ID Torso ID Arm ID Leg ID Speed Flight Use 
400kg 20 60 35 40 - No 

Features 
Ceramic 

20,000 hour power supply, air filtration, fully sealed IR/UV vision 
Popular armour amongst props because it has almost zero maintenance required for its power chassis and 
is quite comfortable to wear for long periods of time. It has simple and robust  
fittings and for the money is quite good value. 

Model Cost Export STR DEX PV 
KC Mk3 Banespike $2000 60,000u +6 - 14 

Weight Head ID Torso ID Arm ID Leg ID Speed Flight Use 
600kg 40 90 45 60 +3m Sprint No 

Features 
  

Ceramic 

+3 PEN in Melee/Unarmed attacks 
20,000 hour power supply, air filtration, fully sealed IR/UV vision, AV stalk, short range transceiver, two 
thigh pad storage compartments. 
Designed as heavy combat armour it has a massive power chassis based off their old ‘Sinner’ power ar-
mour. Popular amongst the well-equipped veterans it is almost a rarity to find one that is still unmodified by 
its owner. 

Model Cost Export STR DEX PV 
KC Mk.7 Widowmaker $5000 150,000u +6 - 16 

Weight Head ID Torso ID Arm ID Leg ID Speed Flight Use 
800kg 60 130 75 80 +6m sprint No 

Features 
  

Ceramic 

+4 PEN in Melee/Unarmed attacks, +4 Climb 
20,000 hour power supply, air filtration, fully sealed IR/UV vision, AV stalk, short range transceiver, two 
thigh pad storage compartments, 10hr bottled air supply, Retractable climbing claws on hands and feet. 
(Pen 5 Dam 4, AD2) 
Post-conflict wars suit of powered armour is capable of dishing out and taking massive amounts of punish-
ment. Most often this armour turns up in the hands of ex-veteran militia or anyone else with the money to 
get their hands on it. 
  

Model Cost Export STR DEX PV 
KC Mk.13 Shadowkiss $8000 300,000u 30 +3 18 

Weight Head ID Torso ID Arm ID Leg ID Speed Flight Use 

1200kg 80 200 90 100 +12m sprint No 

Features 
  

Ceramic 

+8 PEN in Melee/Unarmed attacks 
20,000 hour power supply, air filtration, fully sealed IR/UV vision, AV stalk, short range transceiver, two thigh pad 
storage compartments, 10hr bottled air supply, Onboard ECM system (Negates Radar, IR/UV sensors), 3mm Radar 
(300m Range), 10,000watt retractable shoulder mounted spotlight (IR),  
Retractable Vibro claws on both hands (Pen 4 Dam 4 AD 3- Unarmed/Martial arts) 
KC sell this as their premier armour and a great deal of effort is ensured that the suit is built from the finest materials 
to carry the company name into the next millennium. 
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“Go home ya noisy carnts!” 
-Annoyed neighbour at a 2am street race. 

Nothing has quite the statement of money and influence in the WOP for the simple statement of making 
yourself seen in your own powersuit short of owning your own space vessel or sports car. Killa Chassis 
and a number of other independent companies inside Thresher make these ‘civilian’ powersuits which 
are available for sale to people with the money to buy them and some sales off-world to independent 
buyers. While the big military suits like the Covenant remain a highly regulated item there are people 
who are using these things in a combat role quite successfully and making a big name for themselves 
out in the battlefields. Mostly money-ed up mercenaries working for Special Forces in both the ground 
troops and privateers and cut a swathe of destruction along the way, faster and more resilient than the 
Power-Armour.  
These are a full Exoskeleton and support system closer to a vehicle than a suit of armour with their own 
statistics; wearers take no blunt trauma while in the suits. 
 
There are usually two types, 'Thumpers' who use larger suits for off road trailblazing, combat durability 
and 'Blitzer's' who have smaller, faster urban suits built mostly for speed and low altitude flight. There is 
also a growing parts industry springing up within Thresher itself from after market parts manufacturers, 
it is being allowed to flourish for now but ITSS is keeping a very close eye on the sales to anyone  
outside the company. Military Special Forces personnel are warned not to sell equipment off their own 
suits to the general public without approval. Four manufacturers are currently competing in this market, 
all are contractors or affiliated with Thresher. 

Killa Chassis.  
Based on Nordland are probably the largest as they fled off Mort with their technology and after years 
on the run settled down inside Thresher as an affiliated manufacturer, both for protection against a 
vengeful SLA Industries and to make the most of a ready supplier of materials and technology. As a 
kind of quirk they still make and sell approved units on most large SLA owned worlds by bringing in 
their stocks and parts via Ulran Union ships. 
 
SKH 
San-Kong Hondo has probably been around the longest and mostly services the after-market demands 
of people looking for a particular bit of gear for their armour or powersuit which will give them an edge. 
Based in Sino they are renowned for the build quality of their products which tend to err on the edge of 
reliability rather than pure performance. They produce some competition grade Keshangs though which 
are premium products. 
 
Z-Flexi 
Next to KC this company is the second largest manufacturer of complete Keshangs and moves some 
small amounts of product off-world via KC, of which it has a long running, friendly sportsman’s rivalry in 
the field of racing. As if wandering around in Keshang wasn’t bad enough, the attention you get from 
people in a Z-Flexi suit is rather inordinate as they do make the premier equipment. Especially from 
SLA authorities who will want to know where you got a Thresher manufactured Keshang from, normally 
this is ‘quasi-legally’ from a local KC shop near the star port, but don’t expect them to like it. 
 
Blitz Tech 
Mostly a parts manufacturer who supplies the racing scene with ultra-high performance gear, for a 
price, usually a very large price as they don’t deliver anything less than the best in terms of  
performance. Production of the suits is still fairly small as they insist on hand building most of their  
products by hand on Nordland by highly trained and experienced technical staff. They do also sell those 
services to people who can pay the money to do the tuning, they have two outlets on Sino and Nord-
land. 

KESHANG 
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Model Cost Export STR DEX Speed Flight 

KC-010 
Club sport 

$8,000 300,000u 15 8 30m/p No 

PV Weight Head Torso Arm Leg Power 

10 420kg 30 90 40 45 10,000hr 

Features 
  

Ceramic 

Entry level powersuit designed for training and comes with a 10hr internal life support system, climate  
control, IR/UV on the export model, Low Light and Thermographic on the domestic product and two 5000w 
lights. Accelerate at 4m/phase. 100kg cargo capacity 

Model Cost Export STR DEX Speed Flight 

SKH Vixen $10,000 N/A 16 8 35m/p No 

PV Weight Head Torso Arm Leg Power 

8 390kg 25 70 35 40 1000hr 

Features 
  
SHELD 

Commuter class powersuit with 20hr internal life support, climate control, Low Light and Thermographic on 
the domestic product and two 3000w lights. Accelerate at 5m/phase. 3year non combat full warranty. 
100kg cargo capacity 

Model Cost Export STR DEX Speed Flight 

Z100 FTL $15,000 400,000u 18 9 40m/p no 

PV Weight Head Torso Arm Leg Power 

8 350kg 25 60 30 40 5,000hr 

Features 
  
SHELD 

Commuter class powersuit with, 10hr internal life support, climate control, Low Light and Thermographic 
on the domestic product and two 6000w lights. Accelerate at 6m/phase  
Export model has Ceramic armour and IR/UV. 50kg cargo capacity 

Model Cost Export STR DEX Speed Flight 

BT GTR-I $14,000 N/A 16 10 42m/p No 

PV Weight Head Torso Arm Leg Power 

10 380kg 25 70 30 40 1000hr 

Features 
  
SHELD 

Commuter class powersuit with 15hr internal life support, climate control, Low Light and Thermographic on 
the domestic product and two 6000w lights. Accelerate at 7m/phase. 30kg cargo capacity 

Model Cost Export STR DEX Speed Flight 

KC-101 
Romper 

$15,000 400,000u 18 6 20m/p No 

PV Weight Head Torso Arm Leg Power 

12 580kg 40 120 50 60 10,000hr 

Features 
  
Ceramic 

Thumper Class powersuit with 10hr internal life support system, climate control, IR/UV, 1mm 100m radar 
on the export model, Low Light and Thermographic standard on the domestic product and two 10,000w 
lights. Accellerate at 4m/phase. 200kg cargo capacity 

Model Cost Export STR DEX Speed Flight 

SKH Assail $16,000 No 18 6 21m/p No 

PV Weight Head Torso Arm Leg Power 

12 600kg 45 130 55 70 15,000hr 

Features 
  
SHELD 

Thumper class powersuit with 20hr internal life support, climate control, Low Light, Thermographic, 3mm 
300m radar and two 10,000w lights. 
Accelerate at 4m/phase. 4 year non combat full warranty. 220kg cargo capacity 

Model Cost Export STR DEX Speed Flight 

Z550 AT $20,000 600,000u 20 9 30m/p No 

PV Weight Head Torso Arm Leg Power 

14 550kg 35 110 55 65 5000hr 

Features 
  
SHELD 

Thumper class powersuit with 10hr internal life support, climate control, Low Light, Thermographic and 
2mm 200m radar on the domestic product and two 6000w lights. Accelerate at 4m/phase 
Export model has Ceramic armour and IR/UV. 150kg cargo capacity 
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Model Cost Export STR DEX Speed Flight 

KC 502 
Travesty 

$32,000 1mil uni 40 13 30m/p No 

PV Weight Head Torso Arm Leg Power 

22 2800kg 120 320 220 280 15,000hr 

Features 
  

SHELD 

Heavy Assault class powersuit with 70hr internal life support, climate control, Low Light, Thermographic, 
1mm 100m radar and 20mm 2000m radar on the domestic product and two 16,000w lights.  
Accelerate at 6m/phase 
Fully sealed with inertial dampers and capable of operating in hard vacuum or Zero-Gee environments. 
Comes with Micro-Fusion reactor. Capable of dead-lifting up to 3000kg 
Export model has Ceramic armour and IR/UV. 450kg cargo capacity 
Easily modified with any accessories.  
Neural control standard on domestic model along with HF 5000km radio. 

Model Cost Export STR DEX Speed Flight 

SKH Delta 
Nine 

$40,000 No 40 15 27m/p No 

PV Weight Head Torso Arm Leg Power 

25 3200kg 150 400 240 350 18,000hr 

Features 
  

SHELD 

Ultra Heavy Assault class powersuit with 74hr internal life support, climate control, Low Light, Thermo-
graphic, 1mm 100m radar and 20mm 2000m radar on the domestic product and two 20,000w lights.  
Accelerate at 7m/phase 
Fully sealed with inertial dampers and capable of operating in hard vacuum or Zero-Gee environments. 
Comes with twin Micro Fusion reactors. Capable of dead-lifting up to 3000kg, 350kg cargo capacity 
Easily modified with any accessories.  
Neural control standard along with HF 5000km and Aleph 70,000km radios 

Model Cost Export STR DEX Speed Flight 

Z-3GT $65,000 1.95mil uni 30 18 40m/p 30m/p 

PV Weight Head Torso Arm Leg Power 

20 2000kg 110 300 180 220 5,000hr 

Features 
  

SHELD 

Assault class powersuit with 30hr internal life support, climate control, Low Light, Thermographic, 1mm 
100m radar and 40mm 4000m radar on the domestic product and two 16,000w lights.  
Accelerate at 8m/phase 
Fully sealed with inertial dampers and capable of operating in hard vacuum or Zero-Gee environments and 
features 6000kw twin plasma ramjets with a ceiling of 300m and 320km/h top speed sustained flight.  
Capable of dead-lifting up to 1000kg, comes with a micro fusion reactor. 
Export model has Ceramic armour and IR/UV. 250kg cargo capacity. Easily modified with any accessories.  
Neural control standard on domestic model along with HF 5000km and Aleph 70,000km radios. 

Model Cost Export STR DEX Speed Flight 

KC 904 Mirage $30,000 No 25 18 75m/p 135m/p 

PV Weight Head Torso Arm Leg Power 

18 800kg 80 200 120 180 500hr 

Features 
  

SHELD 

Performance class powersuit 10hr internal life support, climate control, Low Light, Thermographic, 1mm 
100m radar and 30mm 3000m radar on the domestic product and two 1000w lights.  
Accelerate at 25m/phase (ground) and 40m/phase (flight) 
Fully sealed with inertial dampers and capable of operating in hard vacuum or Zero-Gee environments and 
features 8000kw twin plasma ramjets with a ceiling of 600m and 500km/h top speed sustained flight. 
Capable of dead-lifting up to 500kg, comes with a high performance micro fusion reactor.  
Not cheaply modified with any accessories (+100% cost).  
Neural control standard on domestic model along with HF 500km radio. 

Model Cost Export STR DEX Speed Flight 

SKH Black-
hawk 

$33,000 No 25 18 70m/p 150m/p 

PV Weight Head Torso Arm Leg Power 

18 780kg 70 190 110 170 500hr 

Features 
  

SHELD 

Performance class powersuit with 10hr internal life support, climate control, Low Light, Thermographic, 
1mm 100m radar and 25mm 2500m radar on the domestic product and two 1000w lights. Accelerates at 
26m/phase (ground) and.45m/phase (flight) Fully sealed with inertial dampers and capable of operating in 
hard vacuum or Zero-Gee environments and features 10,000kw twin plasma ramjets with a ceiling of 600m 
and 540km/h top speed sustained flight. Capable of dead-lifting up to 500kg, comes with a high perform-
ance micro fusion reactor. Not cheaply modified with any accessories (+110% cost).  
Neural control standard on domestic model along with HF 500km radio. 
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Model Cost Export STR DEX Speed Flight 

Z40-40 $40,000 No 30 18 90m/p 110m/p 

PV Weight Head Torso Arm Leg Power 

18 740kg 60 170 110 150 100hr 

Features 
  

SHELD 

Performance class powersuit with 10hr internal life support, climate control, Low Light, Thermographic, 
1mm 100m radar and 40mm 4000m radar on the domestic product and two 1000w lights.  
Accelerates at 45m/phase (ground) and 25m/phase (flight) 
Fully sealed with inertial dampers and capable of operating in hard vacuum or Zero-Gee environments and 
features 7,000kw twin plasma ramjets with a ceiling of 600m and 480km/h top speed sustained flight. 
Capable of dead-lifting up to 450kg, comes with a high performance micro fusion reactor. Not cheaply 
modified with any accessories (+150% cost).  
Neural control standard on domestic model along with HF 500km radio. 

Model Cost Export STR DEX Speed Flight 

BT GTR $36000 No 25 18 80m/p 135m/p 

PV Weight Head Torso Arm Leg Power 

18 750kg 65 180 120 170 200hr 

Features 
  

SHELD 

Performance class powersuit with 10hr internal life support, climate control, Low Light, Thermographic, 
1mm 100m radar and 40mm 4000m radar on the domestic product and two 1000w lights.  
Accelerates at 30m/phase (ground) and 35m/phase (flight) 
Fully sealed with inertial dampers and capable of operating in hard vacuum or Zero-Gee environments and 
features 8,000kw twin plasma ramjets with a ceiling of 600m and 400km/h top speed sustained flight. 
Capable of dead-lifting up to 400kg, comes with a high performance micro fusion reactor. Not cheaply 
modified with any accessories (+130% cost).  
Neural control standard on domestic model along with HF 500km radio. 
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Chapter 6 
Vehicles 

Special Forces makes a lot of use of captured SLA or Darknight ground vehicles in the course of their raiding, 
they don’t deploy a lot of dedicated heavy armoured units like main battle tanks and motorised artillery because it 
is too hard to transport lots of it and ensure its survivability once it is deployed.  
When the Thresher Army goes to war most heavy armour when it is deployed is well in the rear of any captured 
territories to defend landing zones and use their long range at best advantage. But most stay in vast underground 
bunkers awaiting the call to arms should they ever be needed for planetary defence back home on Nordland, Per-
sephone and Sino, crewed by reservists who spend their weekends shooting off ammo and mostly  
having a fairly grand time of it. Though they are cycled through the regular conflicts every now and then to bulk up 
the numbers and get some experience in the field.  
The last massed armoured cavalry charge by Thresher was in 678SD on the Warworld of Cross, it lasted 22 full 
days and resulted in hundreds of thousands, perhaps millions of enemy casualties and tens of thousands of 
wrecked vehicles, from 58 Thresher reinforced divisions with heavy armour squadrons.  
The beating was so savage that SLA tried to strike the incident from its records but too much footage made it 
back live to air. By the time SLA got back to Cross 2 months later with more reinforcements the Thresher forces 
were long gone after stealing everything, abandoning Cross to the blazing sands and Darknight, who moved in 
once everyone else had left. The incident on Cross is still celebrated with a company holiday on Veterans Day. 
 
Airpower however is something Thresher excels at, their VTOL powered craft are superb vehicles which they 
make a lot of use of to reinforce the soldiers on the ground that are capable of dishing out massive amounts of 
firepower where and when it is needed. At the top of the food chain is the HUN 1911 Fighter bomber which has no 
match for it in terms of any aerospace fighter made by any other company and more than a match for most of the 
enemy dropships. At any large deployment there's literally thousands of these hiding in the upper atmosphere 
either ripping apart incoming ships, supporting the line vessels and once in awhile dumping some rather large ex-
plosives on things. Closer to the ground though is the Frogger and Four-Tran gunships accompanied by DVT jet 
bikes which are capable of seeing off SCAF and Kilcopters quite well. This fits a lot better with the quick hit and 
run tactics of the infantry rather than protracted and dug in attrition that both SLA and Darknight favour and their 
survivability is almost guaranteed if they keep their speed up to outrun anything they cant out-fight  
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Ground Vehicles 
TPT 0010 
Orpheus 

Type Max Speed Acceleration Weight 
Car 45m/phase 5m/phase 1.2tonnes 

Dimensions Crew Passengers Skill Cost 
5m x 2.2m x 1.8m 1 3 Drive Civ $8000 

PV: Ceramic ID Cargo 

 13 225 200kg Electrical Motor Propulsion    

The first vehicle in the range for Thresher Personal Transport was the Orpheus. This model was designed for the 
workingman to move him and his family around the busy city areas.  
The standard model comes with Nava-Map and all the appointment found in a quality motor vehicle  

TPT 0011 Ion Type Max Speed Acceleration Weight 

Luxury Car 100m/phase 15m/phase 2.2tonnes 

Dimensions Crew Passengers Skill Cost 

6.5m x 2.5m x 2m 1 6 Drive Civ $17000 

PV: KAD-C ID Cargo 

18 355 300kg Electrical Motor Propulsion    

The next step up from the Orpheus is the Ion. It is the luxury model, which has a better reputation amongst 
Thresher Agents and is the chosen vehicle of important, middle ranking personnel. 

TPT 0020X 
Black Knight 

Type Max Speed Acceleration Weight 

4wd Off road 70m/phase 7m/phase 2.2tonnes 

Dimensions Crew Passengers Skill Cost 

4.5m x 3m x 3m 1 5 Drive Civ $15000 

PV: Ceramic ID Cargo 

18 350 600kg Electrical Motor Propulsion    

The military have manufactured and sold millions of this vehicle to almost every indi-world in the known universe. 
It has even been said that the SLA designed jeep is just a pale imitation of the design of this vehicle. It has a 
pintle mount that can carry a machinegun. 

TPT 0030X 
Doombringer 

Type Max Speed Acceleration Weight 

Half-Track 50m/phase 5m/phase 10 tonnes 

Dimensions Crew Passengers Skill Cost 

7.5m x 3m x 3m 2 10 Drive Mil $30,000 

PV: SHELD ID Cargo 

27 1350 6000kg   Electrical Motor Propulsion  

This huge half-track has been bouncing along ferrying pretty much everything from soldiers to schoolkids, mail to 
munitions and has a large amount of configurations to turn it into a quick medical dressing station, ambulance or 
power armour troop transport. Mostly though they get turned into the ‘lootin wagon’ of choice by Spec Forces who 
fill it up with a few tonnes of stolen hardware and sit on the roof for the ride home after. The off-road capabilities of 
this beast are enormous and it has a pintle mount on the roof which can carry either two machineguns or a  
cannon class weapon. 
They don’t have much in the way of creature comforts or special electronics gear in them unless they're kitted out 
after with radios, sensors and the like but they are roomy and do have Class 3 Radiation protection, Class 3 
HAZMAT rated protection and climate 1200man hours of internal air supply.  
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TH M450 APC 
Behemoth 

Type Max Speed Acceleration Weight 
10wheeled APC 50m/phase 5m/phase 78tonnes 

Dimensions Crew Passengers Skill Cost 

24m x 8m x 5m 3 20 Drive Mil $240,000 

PV: SHELD ID Cargo 

100 4500 25,000kg    Electrical Motor Propulsion 

Primarily designed as a mobile central command vehicle this massive armoured monster boasts an exceptional 
battlefield sensor package, long-range communications array and electronic warfare suites. There are adequate 
housing, medical and hygiene facilities for the crew and passengers, making long stays in the field quite tolerable. 
Most often they are dug into forward firebases where they form part of the bunker complex and for protection 
from artillery.  
In addition it is also able to carry 25 tons of cargo in the rear loading entrance. 
There are several variants that are produced by Thresher; the Battlefield command centre is normally restricted to 
military and corporate use due to the nature of the electronics and communications arrays. Other variants are a 
mobile field hospital, long-range scout/recon vehicle, fire fighter and cargo hauler capable of towing up to 200 
tonnes of trailers. RAMD Anti-Artillery units (2), Rating 5 Radiation shielding and Rating 5 HAZMAT along 
with 20,000man hours of internal air supply are all standard on this vehicle.  
They carry a forward turret which can mount two cannon class weapons or machineguns and a roof turret which 
can support up to 105mm cannon or 4 cannon class weapons for AA and suppression  

TH M077 IFV 
V-Vorth 

Type Max Speed Acceleration Weight 

IFV 70m/phase 5m/phase 13tonnes 

Dimensions Crew Passengers Skill Cost 

8m x 4m x 2.4m 3 6 Drive Mil $90,000 

PV: SHELD ID Cargo 

65 2500 800kg Electrical Motor Propulsion    

Often wrongly mistaken by enemy forces as being a tank in itself, the V-Vorth is a pale comparison to the real 
MBT’s but never the less fulfils its role with being well designed and relatively hard hitting for a vehicle of its size 
as an infantry fighting vehicle. About its only drawback is the relatively cramped confines within it, which comes at 
the cost of relatively thick armour, a low ground signature and considerable firepower.  
The heavy-duty tracks give the vehicle outstanding off road performance and the gearbox is designed more for 
torque and low down power rather than speed. Access to the vehicle is by top hatches or the rear fold down ramp, 
the vehicle comes with Rating 4 Radiation and Ration 4 Hazmat protection as standard along with 9000 man 
hours of internal air supply. 
Standard sensor arrays in the vehicle are Thermo/Lowlight vision enhancement and a long range targeting 100 x 
scopes in the enclosed turret. Others can be fitted like radar, ECM/ECCM systems and long range radios.  
The commander’s area comes with its own micro turret and can fit in tactical communication and surveillance 
suites as well as one machinegun. The enclosed turret on the roof can mount two machine gun weapons or one 
cannon class weapon of up to 105mm. 

TPT 0020 
Sliver 

Type Max Speed Acceleration Weight 

Dirt bike 115m/phase 20m/phase 0.4tonnes 

Dimensions Crew Passengers Skill Cost 
3m x 0.5m x 1m 1 1 Motorcycle $1500 

PV: Ceramic ID Cargo 

12 145 20kg    Electrical Motor Propulsion 

The Sliver motorcycle was the first mass produced motorcycle by TFTS and is the off-road speed lovers dream 
bike. Maximum pick up and a huge top speed in its final gears make this model extremely popular amongst the 
die-hard motocross demons. 

TPT 0021 
Paragon 

Type Max Speed Acceleration Weight 
Motorbike 145m/phase 30m/phase 0.6tonnes 

Dimensions Crew Passengers Skill Cost 
3m x 0.5m x 1m 1 1 Motorcycle $1900 

PV: Ceramic ID Cargo 
15 205 20kg Electrical Motor Propulsion 

The bad boys ultimate dream motorbike. Doesn’t have the off road ability of The Sliver but who needs that when it 
peaks at over 420km/h on the race tracks and roads. 
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Low Altitude Vehicles 
DVT 820R 

Razor 
Type Max Speed Acceleration Weight 

Bike/VTOL 110m/phase 30m/phase 0.4tonnes 

Dimensions Crew Passengers Skill Cost 

3.1m x 1m x 1m 1 1 Pilot Mil/Motorcycle $7500 
PV: Ceramic ID Ceiling Cargo 

10 150 4000m 20kg 

DVT 820BM Type Max Speed Acceleration Weight 
Bike/VTOL 90m/phase 25m/phase 0.4tonnes 

Dimensions Crew Passengers Skill Cost 
3.1m x 1m x 1m 1 1 Pilot Mil/Motorcycle $5500 

PV: Ceramic ID Ceiling Cargo Black market 

10 150 3000m 20kg 200k uni 

Movement: Single Turbine Vectored Thrust 
Armament: 1 Forward facing Hardpoint 
 
Razor’s are a fairly common vehicle on Thresher homeworlds where there isn’t a lot of paved or dirt roads, due to 
the relatively light ceramic armour and lack of protection for the rider (half-cover) they where not adopted by the 
military.  
As a civilian get-about for people who need to cover a lot of ground over open terrain they proved popular, the 
sales kept DVT running without any further financial backing from the parent company. Control of the vehicles 
various mechanical read-outs is through a helmet HUD, can also be plugged into a suit of power armour or Flight 
Suit. They can be driven around like a normal motorcycle on two wheels, airborne they are quite manoeuvrable 
and can hover without difficulty, the autopilot is a Rating 3 system designed to land the vehicle on the nearest 
hard surface should the pilot become unconscious or black out. 
The bike is designed to carry 2 people of up to 80kg each and 500kg worth of their equipment. Every additional 
100kg up to +500kg over that will knock 10% off its top speed-  
NB: this includes retro-fitted weapons and everything they carry. 
820BM Export model- Sans the Autopilot and with a smaller, low tech turbine 
The forward facing Hardpoint is capable of mounting up to two machinegun class weapons and 400rds of ammo 

DVT 1100V 
Sabre 

Type Max Speed Acceleration Weight 
Bike/VTOL 170m/phase 50m/phase 900kg 

Dimensions Crew Passengers Skill Cost 
3.1m x 1m x 1m 1 1 Pilot Mil/Bike $22000 

PV: SHELD ID Ceiling Cargo 

16 350 6000m 100kg     

Movement: Twin Plasma Ramjet Vectored Thrust engines 
Armament: 1 x 360degree Ball Turret and 2 x forward firing hard-points. 
 
This is ‘the’ VTOL bike the universe’s hardcore bikers, gangers and kids have subversively plastered all over their 
walls in posters, plastic models ever since Thresher ‘crashed’ a GoreZone™ on New Paris in late 894 with six of 
them and tore the living hell out of the participants and several city blocks before blasting out again in a blaze of 
glory into the sunset. While the 820BM is about as close as they're ever likely to come to a DVT vehicle, the  
Sabre is what made the company the ‘bad boy’ in SLA Industries eyes and of course anything that naughty was 
an instant hit with rev-heads everywhere. 
Sabre’s back up presence with KAD-C armour (3/4 covering for the pilot), two big Plasma ramjet engines capable 
of working in hard vacuum and a Waveform Pulse emitter system that makes them not much more noisy than the 
average electric car.  
The slightly more advanced Rating 4 autopilot and can mount a machinegun in the ball turret with 500rds and two 
heavy class weapons on the forward firing hard-points or four machineguns, load-out on the Hardpoints has  
internal magazines for each weapon, up to 500rd of cannon or 1000rds of machinegun or 100grenades or rockets  
They are also quite capable of carrying two people in TH.003 or equivalent armour comfortably making them a 
very popular scouting vehicle for private operators and Special Forces personnel.  
 
Considering that anything from 14-17mm cannon or even rocket pods can be fitted into the hard-points, SLA takes 
particular dislike to these vehicles turning up anywhere on their homeworlds. 
The bike is designed to carry 2 people of up to 80kg each and 800kg worth of their equipment. Every additional 
100kg up to +500kg over that will knock 10% off its top speed-  
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DVT 2005XM 
Broadsword 

Type Max Speed Acceleration Weight 
Bike/VTOL 300m/phase 70m/phase 1500kg 

Dimensions Crew Passengers Skill Cost 
4.6m x 2m x 1.2m 1 1 Pilot Mil/Bike $45000 

PV: SHELD ID Ceiling Cargo 
18 400 7000m 100kg 

Movement:  Twin Plasma Ramjet Vectored Thrust engines 
Armament:   1 x 360degree Ball Turret and 4 x forward firing hard-points. 
 
Testing for the Broadsword is still undergoing on Nordland with the 23rd Reserve Armoured battalion, expected to 
finish at the end of the last 905SD quarter and this model has attracted the eye of the Mobile infantry in a big way, 
enough for them to authorise the release of lighter SHEL-D armour to DVT to continue their development. The 
aim with the Broadsword is to have a high speed weapons platform with the ability to mount bigger weapons ca-
pable of going toe to toe with lightly armoured enemy vehicles, both on the ground and at low altitudes in support 
of the infantry and the Frogger gunship VTOL’s. If DVT get the contract for these vehicles they stand to double 
their factory size and the Mobile infantry will have a fast fire support platform capable of operating in any  
environment. 
At present the experimental models are using the power plants donated out of the Sarge flight packs, rather than 
the slightly smaller engines in the 1100V which came out of the First Step flight units to give them even heavier lift 
capabilities. The Broadsword will need them too, while the pilot and passenger is afforded 100% cover at present 
the favoured load out by test pilots seems to be twin 17.5mm cannon and two Cyclone rocket launchers in its 
stubby wings with an 9.5mm machinegun in the ball turret. 
The bike is designed to carry 2 people of up to 80kg each and 1000kg worth of their equipment. Every additional 
100kg up to +500kg over that will knock 10% off its top speed-  
NB: this includes retro-fitted weapons and everything they carry. 
 
At present it looks like a WEF generator and ECM coating will be standard on the Broadsword and a state of the 
art Autopilot (Rating 7) which will include capability to fully control the vehicle while the pilot dedicates his gunnery 
targets via a cybernetic uplink and dedicated, independent fire control for each system. 

TH M177 IFV 
R-Vorth 

Type Max Speed Acceleration Weight 
VTOL-IFV 170m/phase 55m/phase 15 tonnes 

Dimensions Crew Passengers Skill Cost 

8m x 4m x 3m 3 6 Pilot or Drive Mil $190,000 

PV: SHELD ID Ceiling Cargo 

65 2500 45m 800kg     

Propulsion: Twin Plasma Ramjets and Artificial Gravity Generators 
Armament: Micro turret capable of mounting one machinegun 
  Main Turret capable of mounting two machineguns or one cannon class up to 105mm 
 
The R-Type V-Vorth is a much more nimble and speedier version of the V-Type and while it can’t carry around 
trailers its mobility is better suited to fast, mobile warfare in support of the infantry. 
Standard sensor arrays in the vehicle are Thermo/Lowlight vision enhancement and a long range targeting 100 x 
scopes in the enclosed turret.  
Others can be fitted like radar, ECM/ECCM systems, VPS shields, waveform pulse generators and long range 
radios.  
 
RAMD Anti-Artillery unit, Full Rating 5 Hazmat and Radiation Protection are all standard on this vehicle.  
Unlike the V-Type this vehicle is capable of operating in a hard vacuum environment and has 9000man hours of 
supplies.  
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TH M877 MBT 
Caterwaul 

Type Max Speed Acceleration Weight 

Main Battle tank 150m/phase 50m/phase 150 tonnes 

Dimensions Crew Passengers Skill Cost 

16m x 8m x 3m 5 0 Pilot or Drive Mil $5.9mil 

PV: SHELD ID Ceiling Cargo 

600 15000 45m 400kg 
Shielding PV 

4500    

Propulsion: Twin Plasma Ramjets and Artificial Gravity Generators 
Armament: Micro turret mounting two 17mm Thresher cannon 
  Micro turret mounting two Linebacker Missile launchers 
  Main Turret mounting two 195mm ‘Blitz Metal’ Hydro-Gauss cannons 
 
The universes premier heavy main battle tank is the Caterwaul which while it is a relative newcomer at only 30 
years service it has made a savage impact on the battlefields and war worlds with its speed, survivability and  
firepower.  
While there are bigger tanks, Thresher are easily able to field this one in numbers that make a big difference. 
 
Standard sensor arrays in the vehicle are Thermo/Lowlight vision enhancement and a long range targeting 100 x 
scopes in the main turret. 10,000m Doppler radar, Rating 10 ECM/ECCM systems, waveform pulse generators 
and long range radios. RAMD Anti-Artillery units (2)  
Full Rating 5 Radiation and HAZMAT protection, waveform pulse generators are all standard on this vehicle.  
It has a VPS shield with 8000ID of reserve plasma for additional defence. 
This vehicle is capable of operating in a hard vacuum environment for extended periods of time and comes with 
10,000man hours of supplies.  

TH M777 MBT 
Archon MkII 

Type Max Speed Acceleration Weight 

Ultra Heavy tank 90m/phase 10m/phase 250 tonnes 

Dimensions Crew Passengers Skill Cost 

27m x 16m x 4m 5 0 Pilot/Drive Mil Exorbitant 

PV: SHELD ID Ceiling Cargo 

1000 35000 45m 1000kg 

Shielding PV 
7500    

    

Propulsion: Quad Plasma Ramjets and Artificial Gravity Generators 
Armament: Micro turret mounting four 17mm Thresher cannon 
  Micro turret mounting six Linebacker missile launchers 
  Main Turret mounting two 390mm ‘Destarland’ Hydro-Gauss cannons 
 
The old Mk1 Archon was a thing of legend mostly, a rumoured super tank built by Thresher to grind the world of 
progress under its 3metre wide tracks and despoiling everything. That’s because the damn thing was so heavy, 
so slow and ponderous it was more or less relegated to being a much-loved but sadly inefficient beast that sat in 
the rear lines with the artillery, lobbed its massive 390mm shells up to 60km away and protected bases as sort of 
a slow moving RAMD anti-artillery station.  
And the enemy never saw it. 
 
The Mk.II refit in 899 with the ramjets is an effort to get the thing into an active military role as Thresher has quite 
a lot of them more or less sitting in bunkers, being dragged out by reservists once in a blue-moon and eating up a 
lot of spare parts and expensive ammunition. Being she was a core-facility blueprint from day one there's nothing 
quite like them in terms of technology which was and is, still so far advanced it has engineers spinning off things 
like the Caterwaul to try and match it. 
 
Its fire control systems, sensor suites, VPS shielding, ECM/ECCM are the equivalent of most frigates and it wasn’t 
uncommon for well drilled reservist crews being able to drop a shell on a 5metre across target at over 55km.  
Whole divisions would rely on their single Archon being able to tell them if a militiaman so much as stuck his head 
out of a hole and about the only thing they couldn’t tell was his hair colour at 100km. The ‘Angel of Death’s’  
sensor systems where so potent they could literally cook a kilcopter crew out of the air at thirty km’s and the rest, 
is classified.  
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Flying High-Altitude Vehicles 
TH A44/000.VT 

Shoal 
Type Max Speed Acceleration Weight 

Helicopter 90m/phase 20m/phase 8 tonnes 
Dimensions Crew Passengers Skill Cost 

12m x 3.5m x 3m 2 6 Pilot Mil $195,000 
PV: SHELD ID Ceiling Cargo 

15 600 7000m 3000kg     

Propulsion: Twin counter rotating Electric props 
Armament: 2 cannon class door guns  
The Shoal has a number of disadvantages, which has kept it out of any primary combat role and relegated it to a support vehi-
cle. The most glaring problem is that it is a prop powered conventional helicopter, a very cleverly  
designed and robust craft but it is still quite slow compared to something like a SLA kilcopter. 
Speed comparisons aside the Shoal has a set of low-drag counter rotating props which when combined with the waveform 
phase counter emission generator make it whisper quiet in the air. It also comes at a price tag which the company still finds 
easy to live with and has kept it in service for the last 250 years as a medivac, spec ops  
insertion, reconnaissance craft and cargo hauler.  
 
With 10,000m Doppler radar, Passive ECM, Active ECM, Thermographic/Lowlight and PES sensor suites,  
Rating 3 Radiation and Rating 3 HAZMAT protection, 800man hours of supplies are all standard on this vehicle.  

TH.VTOL/000.9 
Frogger 

Type Max Speed Acceleration Weight 
Gunship 890m/phase 60m/phase 9 tonnes 

Dimensions Crew Passengers Skill Cost 
12m x 4.5m x 3m 2 4 Pilot Mil $750,000 

PV: SHELD ID Ceiling Cargo 
35 900 15,000m 2000kg     

Propulsion: Six Plasma Ramjets 
Armament: Nose turret capable of carrying one cannon class up to 35mm 
  6 Wing mounted forward facing hard points capable of mounting cannon class guns, 
  Missiles and rocket pods. 
 
A pure attack gunship that carries up to 4 passengers and a fair amount of cargo for its size which can be handy for quick re-
supply runs into enemy territory. Once there it can deliver a punishing amount of fire from the stubby little fold-out wings along 
its side. She is primarily a ground attack craft. They come standard with waveform phase counter emission generator make it 
whisper quiet in the air and perfect for ambushing enemy troops. 
Much loved by Thresher ground troops, the Frogger’s have a very long loiter time over a battlefield and pilots like them  
because they're tough enough to take a beating and capable of limping home on as little as four turbines, low signature, very 
manoeuvrable and faster than a scalded cat.  
Civilian models also exist for executives and anyone else who needs a fast way of getting around and are often refitted with 
luxury appointments inside. 
 
20,000m Doppler radar, Passive ECM, Active ECM, Thermographic/Lowlight and PES sensor suites, Rating 5 Radiation and 
Rating 5 HAZMAT protection, 600man hours of supplies are all standard on this vehicle.  

TH.VTOL/100.1 
Four-Tran 

Type Max Speed Acceleration Weight 
Gunship 945m/phase 70m/phase 15 tonnes 

Dimensions Crew Passengers Skill Cost 
12m x 4.5m x 3m 2+2gunner 12 Pilot Mil $1.75mil 

PV: SHELD ID Ceiling Cargo 
65 1800 15,000m 4000kg     

Propulsion: Eight Plasma Ramjets 
Armament: Nose turret capable of carrying one cannon class up to 35mm 
  2 Door guns capable of carrying a cannon class weapon each. 
  6 Wing mounted forward facing hard points capable of mounting cannon class guns, 
  Missiles and rocket pods. 
 
A much bigger animal than the Frogger, the Four-Tran boasts much bigger turbines, slightly higher speed and is used to 
mostly deploy troops behind enemy lines. While they aren’t really a dedicated combat platform the Four-Tran is quite capable 
of looking after itself in a scrap with good fields of fire on its front and sides. Most carry missiles as a way of protecting  
themselves against other airborne marauders and tend to pack cannons for close in support of troops they are deploying. They 
are typified by a very smooth ride due to extra inertial damper systems inside the cabin and waveform phase counter emission 
generator make it whisper quiet in the air. While they are a big bird, the do handle remarkably well. 
A full gunship variant has turned up once or twice that carries three Door-guns on each side and no passengers or cargo, 
these don’t tend to be very common though as the military relies on the Frogger for more close in escort of them. 
 
RAMD Anti-Artillery units (2), 20,000m Doppler radar, Passive ECM, Active ECM, Thermographic/Lowlight and PES sensor 
suites, Rating 5 Radiation and Rating 5 HAZMAT protection, 1600man hours of supplies are all standard on this vehicle.  
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Chapter 7 
Armour & Vehicle Modifications 

One of the more interesting aspects to Thresher Power Armours and Powersuits is the ability for them to be fitted 
with additional systems, components and software to increase their already formidable abilities. One for One a 
Thresher armour is better than any equivalent rival’s equipment to the point where there is no comparison, they 
could be sold with all the widgets in them straight from the factory. But to keep costs down and the fact it isn't 
needed by the consumer most of the additional equipment just throws straight in without any modification to the 
armour. Other things like increasing a suits movement rate, punching and kicking speed and so forth do require 
highly specialist technicians and are usually very expensive. 
At the end of the day, some of it does look quite over the top, but that’s Thresher’s little niche in the WOP. Conflict 
era technology that’s got a good 700 odd years of additional refinement, battle testing and always being improved.   

TH.100 Extras: 
Customisation- $20+ for simple camouflage etc.  
Passive ECM system- $70 
Regulated climate control- $30  
Respirator- $25.   
Tool harness- $10  
Combat webbing- $15  
Backpack- $15  
 
XM TH-8887/HSU ‘Chrysalis’ 
Weight- 8kg 
Cost- $6500 
PV- 0 
ID- Head: 15 Torso: 20 Arm: 15 Leg: 18  
Power supply: 10hours 
The Chrysalis stealth unit derived some of its technol-
ogy from recently excavated conflict wars technology 
that has holographic displays and micro sensors dotted 
over the suit. The software and CPU backing the display  
system is all Thresher and has achieved a better refresh 
rate of 26 cycles a second, compared to the 22.5 of the  
Occult and 23 of the Wraith suits respectively. 
It is a relatively simple looking construction that appears 
to be heavy, mesh netting that covers the entire body 
from head to toe, this refracts the surrounding imagery 
and effectively renders the wearer an outline. Provided 
that they don’t move quickly the suit has an acceptable 
refresh rate which makes it hard to see with the human 
eye, remaining motionless is still the most effective use 
of the suit.  
At the moment the mesh can’t fit over conventional 
power armour or powersuits as it is the Chrysalis fits 
over the soft body armours like TH.000 and TH.100 
quite well and combined with good ECM suit acts in 
making the user invisible to electronic sensors as well. 
  
Suit costs $5 per point of ID to repair  
Additional mesh webbing for weapons costs $200 for 
Pistols and submachine guns, $400 for rifles and  
shotguns, $600 for machineguns and large rifles.  
Combat webbing and backpack will cost $400 if it is fit-
ted with this system. 
Additional batteries for the suit will cost $50 each, are 
rechargeable and weigh 5kg each. 
 
Initial bonus to Hide is +12 provided that the character 
doesn't move. Negative modifiers to this bonus are –1 
per point of ID taken in the suit. 
Moving slowly at 1m/phase is still effective but the re-
fresh rate is still slower than the human eye so the suit 
only gives +6 to Sneak and Hide, the above modifiers 
also affect it. 
 

Trauma drug injector 
Normally activated with a tongue switch in the helmet 
the system can also be activated by a neural control link 
if the suit is controlled in such a manner. It is an airhypo 
injector mounted in the left arm of Thresher armours 
that can hold up to 15 doses of whatever chemical is put 
in it and is accessed from the outside hatch. 
Cost: +$50 
 
Passive ECM system 
This is a matt-black polymer coating applied externally 
to suppress heat, electronic signature and reduces the 
ability of lowlight, thermographic and IR systems to find 
the suit. 
Cost: +$300 
Game notes: -10 to detect or vehicle with electronic 
means 
 
Military Hardened circuitry 
The replacement of the CPU's and hardwired software 
ECU’s with a more robust multi-phased system that 
shunts over to redundant circuits. 
Cost: +$50   
Game notes: Proof against EMP, HERF, Lightning,  
Hotline, ebb attacks and shock, standard on all TH.0## 
type armours. Even very heavy attacks will at most stop 
the suit from working for 0.0001seconds as it shunts 
over to the secondary circuits and keeps going.  
No electrical or ebb attack stops it, the Primary circuit 
reboots in 0.001seconds. 
 
Combat Computers 
This is an independent SCU and software package that 
can track up to 30 individual targets on the suits HUD 
and anticipate their movements if line of sight is broken. 
Whilst it is not foolproof and always completely correct it 
does make it easier for commanders to keep track of 
their troops in the field and those of the enemy. For 
each additional combat computer slaved into it they can 
track an additional 30 targets and grants another +1 
tactics. 
Cost: $1000 each 
Game notes: +1 to tactics- upgradeable to +10 to tactics 
and 300 targets  
 
Bioshielding (optional rule) 
An internal organic shroud that has 50 hits, used to  
intercept flesh friction attacks. Regenerates 1 hit every 
10 phases unless killed outright- costs 5c a month to 
'feed' with a nutrient solution.  
It can be healed with Kickstart type drugs. 
Cost: +$1100  
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Suit Jump Pack 
One of the trademarks of the Thresher armour is the 
use of plasma ramjet jump systems that give them their  
notorious manoeuvrability, speed and the staccato howl 
of turbines. Whilst they don’t make the suit fly like a 
SCAF or Kilcopter they do surpass anything their rivals 
offer in the way of man sized armour. They also come 
with the waveform counter-emitters inside the suit to 
dampen the noise and inertial dampening systems to 
stop pilots from passing out under extreme G-forces. 
They can be test fired in close combat which will both 
deafen opponents (PHYS roll -15 or be rendered deaf.  
Armour doesn't help but cybernetic ears will stop it) and 
does some damage from the extremely hot exhaust gas 
out to two metres and 360degrees around the suit. 
(DAM 10 PEN 0 AD 10) 
For additional weight, (not including weapons and kit) 
halve the movement rate and speed if the suit has to 
carry its own weight again. 
Noise: 148db 
Skill: Pilot- Powersuit 
Top Speed: 340km/h 
Movement rate: 80m/phase for 6 phases with a 5 phase 
cool down period 
Cost: $800 and adds 25% to the suits total weight. 
 
Suit Flight pack 
A much more complex and powerful flight unit is the 
Plasma injected Ramjet system which is capable of 
unlimited flight operation but at the cost of massive 
amounts of power which requires bigger batteries inside 
the suit. It is limited to an atmospheric ceiling of 200me-
tres but can operate freely in hard vacuum as well 
unlike the jump pack. They are also frightfully expensive 
and require enormous amounts of maintenance (10hrs 
per 100hrs-flight time) which is why the military doesn’t 
use them as much. They also come with the waveform 
counter-emitters inside the suit to dampen the noise and 
inertial dampening systems to stop pilots from passing 
out under extreme G-forces. 
They can be test fired in close combat which will both 
deafen opponents (PHYS roll -15 or be rendered deaf, 
permanent. Armour doesn't help but cybernetic ears will 
stop it) and does some damage from the extremely hot 
exhaust gasses out to two metres and 360degrees 
around the suit. (DAM 10 PEN 0 AD 10) 
For additional weight, (not including weapons and kit) 
halve the movement rate and speed if the suit has to 
carry its own weight again. 
Noise: 112db 
Skill: Pilot- Powersuit 
Top Speed: 240km/h for 001-003, 210km/h for 004-005. 
Movement rate: 60m/phase continuous. 
Cost: $1200 and adds 30% to the suits total weight 
 
Active ECM System 
A high power broad range system that bombards enemy 
(and friendly) electronic sensors and radio signals with 
RF radiation and the infra red spectrum of light. Whilst it 
makes it impossible to pinpoint an active ECM systems 
source it does make the user a very large 'blip' of white 
noise in its area of effect. 
No radios, no transmissions in or out, no electronic vi-
sion enhancements work, so no IR or thermo, Lowlight 
and UV works as per normal however. No sonar, no 
radar and no motion sensors. 
 

Cost: +$600 Adds extra stalk and weighs 8kgs 
Game notes: Causes a 'white out' of communications, 
electronic sensors within a 200m radius with a success-
ful Computer Subterfuge roll, Opposed by enemy  
Computer Use rolls. 
 
Red Dot Targeting System 
This replaces the primitive laser painter system with an 
undetectable red dot (or any colour you want) on the 
users HUD. Consisting of feedback sensors on the us-
ers suit (right or left arm and hand), a small cable and 
passive sensor on the weapon. It can also be integrated 
into Waldo units and vehicle gunnery systems. 
Cost: $80 for the suit system + $5 for each weapon fit-
ted with the sensor. 
Game notes: +2 to hit 
 
DU lattice (optional rule) 
The replacement of certain internal structural compo-
nents of the armour with DU metal, it makes it harder for 
the suit and its pilot to be targeted by Ebb users and 
adds extra ID to the suit. (NB: this is optional in 
MKWoP) 
Cost: +$350 for TH.001,2 & 3 armours. Th.004 & 5 have 
it as standard. $2000 for vehicles. 
Game notes: 
+10 to target the user with an Ebb effects (Formulae roll 
at +10 to target number) 
+5 ID to each location in the suit or vehicle total ID 
Adds an extra 15% to the suits/vehicles total weight 
 
WPCG Noise Dampening 
Suppresses audible noise by dampening the sound of 
power servos and loud sources of noise like flight and 
jump packs, engines, turbines, props and even tyre with 
waveform phase counter emissions and includes soft 
rubber coating on the soles of the suits armour. 
Cost: $500 for suit, $2000 for vehicle 
Game notes: -10 vs. detect- hearing, stops the noise of 
flight and jump packs, standard on TH003 
 
Fly by Wire 
A dedicated flight computer that includes anti-collision 
software and modifications to the manoeuvring nacelles 
on the engines, up to five (5) upgrades can be per-
formed granting a total of up to +5 to Piloting. 
Cost: +$1200 each 
Game notes: +1 Pilot skill 
 
Active Sensor Array Pods 
A large sensor pod resembling an AV stalk that contains 
Doppler radar, sonar and X-ray to track moving targets 
up to 8000m away (on flat open ground with unbroken 
line of sight) 
Cost: +$1400 Adds extra stalk to suit and weighs 10kgs 
 
Game notes: +2 to detect.  
Negated by active ECM with an opposed Computer 
Subterfuge roll between users and does give a large 
electronic signature 
Up to six can be mounted on a powersuit, up to two on 
a suit of armour and up to ten on a vehicle which  
increases its range and +bonus to detect. 
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TH/PES Passive Electro Sensitivity System 
Passive electric sensitivity is found in all sharks, rays, 
sturgeons, paddlefish, lungfish and a variety of teleosts. 
Thresher has reproduced this sensor in an artificial ver-
sion that looks like an enlarged AV stalk 60cm long and 
15cm across. PES can detect fields as low as 5 mV/km. 
This is roughly equivalent to one flashlight cell 30km 
away. They can detect small dc fields from respiratory 
or heart muscles of prey but more importantly active 
powered armours, vehicles and any electrical equip-
ment which is using power. Such a sensitivity is quite 
sufficient to detect the fields arising as the PES moves 
through a planets magnetic field and will assist in navi-
gation. 
Large amounts of electrical sources can add to the sen-
sors signals but can be filtered out to certain ranges and 
strengths being discharged, which is then displayed on 
a 3D display in the suit, vehicle's HUD or even as a 
mental map in a users neural link.  
Cost- 2200c 
Game notes: Ability to detect and respond to electrical 
impulses generated by muscle contraction and  
machinery  
Range: 30km in open country, 5km in close confined 
areas, Computer Use skill roll opposed by enemy ECM  
(+1 to +10 to target number) 
 
TH/FCS Active Fire Control System 
The fire control system is usually only mounted on the 
larger armours like TH.004 and TH.005 but it can be 
fitted into any Thresher armour which has a Combat 
computer, suit servo's and a waldo unit attached to an 
automatic weapon. Whilst active the system tracks tar-
gets, adjusts for recoil, bullet drop, rate of fire and 
movement, both of the target and the firer. 
When used in combination with a Powersuit/armour's 
other sensor systems and tracking devices this system 
is particularly terrifying for anyone being targeted as the 
system tracks them while they run, hide and take cover. 
For the user it can be very disorientating if they don’t 
have a neural control jack implanted as their armour, 
weapon and arm move on their own accord. 
On a vehicle they mount up to the articulators in a turret 
or Hardpoint mounted weapon.  
The gunner who has the cybernetic link has total control 
of the system and many liken the feeling to like being in 
a simulation, which if it wasn’t for the real targets being 
blown apart it probably would be. 
Cost- $2700 
Game notes: 
Requires Waldo Unit or integral armour weapon and 
Combat Computer. Targets can be acquired at a rate of 
DIA per phase which are automatically entered as  
Enemy or friendly. Suppressive fire can be done on  
areas with friendly troops in them at no risk of being hit. 
-5 to users dexterity if not connected with neural control 
jack +6 to Auto/Support skill +3 to hit, cumulative with 
laser painters or any other aiming system  
 
XM-TH-5607-23004\VPS System ‘Void Shield’ 
This was the first release on the internal military market 
as an option for Thresher soldiers and commanders to 
refit into armour. As a man-sized version it lacks the 
refinement of the larger Void Shield systems used on 
Thresher warships and some aerospace fighter/
bombers, it is rumoured that there are new version  
coming out soon to replace this one. As is, the adoption 

has been slow, mostly due to the high expensive and 
technological adaptation for a foot soldier to learn how 
to use it. They are also very power and resource  
intensive as well which limits their usability in the field 
for long periods of time. At its simplest, the VPS con-
sists of two gauss field generators which cover the  
outside of the armour in alternating and cancelling fields 
to offset each others strength, this creates a “void” of 
hard vacuum in between the two. Attached to the  
system is a cathode generator to make helium cold 
plasma and two injectors, which extend off the  
electromagnets that create the gauss fields. Once the 
fields are in place the plasma is fed into the void  
between the two fields and held there. 
The jump pack and sending bullets through the field 
was solved relatively quickly, the engineers installed an  
oscillator to fluctuate the field rapidly to let the bullets 
through. Seeing as the ramjet jump units on Thresher  
armour have pulses in their output, that got tuned to 
their frequency as well. 
XM-TH-5607-23004\VPS System Mk.I  
Fits TH.002, .003 and .006 sized suits 
Cost: $3400 + $250 for the system to be tuned to the 
armour 
PV: +3 Shield ID: 20  
Weight: +10kg to Suit weight  
XM-TH-5607-23004\VPS System Mk.II  
Fits TH.004, .005 and .007 sized suits 
Cost: $4000 + $300 for the system to be tuned to the 
armour 
PV: +5 Shield ID: 40  
Weight: +20kg to Suit weight 
Vehicle VPS  
Weighs +30kg and gives +30PV and ID100 per ton of 
vehicle and cost $2000 per rating. 
One VPS upgrade can be mounted on the vehicle per 
ton of its total mass, rounding up or down.  
Game notes 
Explosive munitions have no effect because they  
detonate prematurely and Armour Damage is taken to 
the shield. Gas cylinders cost $10 each, weigh 3kg each 
and can hold 240 ID worth of plasma 
The +PV is totalled to the total PV, the shield takes all 
Armour Damage before the armour plates do, until it is 
destroyed. Plasma can be forced into the shield to bulk 
its ID at a rate of 10 ID per phase and is a free action for 
anyone with a neural interface  
It takes 4phases to recharge and initiate a void shield if 
it is brought down, fitting a second unit will enable it to 
be flicked back up as required but it will cancel out the 
original shield and dissipate it. 
 
Line-Locker Mirror Circuits 
These are used to link two or more weapons to fire on 
the same target, be it two weapons held in a hand,  
integral systems or turrets on a vehicle. 
Cost—$400 
game effects-  
Gives an overall -1 to hit with both weapons firing at the 
same target but offsets the 'off-hand' firing penalty of -5 
normally. Recoil is still doubled  
Cannot aim at two targets at once.  
Requires one phase to turn on/off  
High ROF may increase the chances to hit as will  
aiming systems on the primary hand, but no bonus for 
aiming systems on the off-hand.  
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Aftermarket Custom Modifications 
There are a plethora of small companies working in Thresher which provide services to the employees in both the 
military and spec forces who can do up your armour to make it look like fairly much anything you want it too. They 
also supply some of the more hardware oriented upgrades which are allowed by the parent company and can be 
found primarily on Nordland and Sino. Killa Chassis, DVT, SKH, Z-Flexi and Blitz Tech are some of the bigger 
names. 
Lay down the hard money and they're there for the hiring. 

Strength and Dexterity Amplification 
Bigger servo mechanisms, structural reinforcement of 
the chassis and better articulation in the joints. All very 
nice to have, at a price but this is major surgery on Mr 
Suit and will require hard currency, long hours of tinker-
ing and like any car tuner will tell you. Go hard or go 
home, the people who do this type of modification are 
few and far between, the ones that can actually do it 
competently are even rarer animals. 
1-5pts Strength and 1-5pts Dexterity Amplification 
$600 and three hours per level of each amplification 
being raised  
 
Enhanced Control Surfaces 
For flying movement in atmosphere, be it a powersuit 
running at full tilt or flying at its maximum speed some-
times it helps if you're not as aerodynamic as a brick 
and completely reliant on the manoeuvring nacelles. 
These wings are made of an intensely strong  
Dysprosium memory plastic which extend, retract at the 
users command and are linked into the manoeuvring 
nacelles with powerful servo motors to allow exceptional 
in-flight agility. 
Cost $2000 Adds +2 Pilot checks in atmosphere 
Weight is negligible and attach to the legs and arms of 
the suit for PV/ID purposes, in vehicles they are just part 
of the base-ID  
 
Armour Movement Rate and Striking Speed Mods 
Upping the movement rate and ability to punch holes in 
things is a very fine art indeed, requiring a large amount 
of time, tuning and expensive components to get those 
limbs moving quicker. 
Striking Rate 
This adds to the speed of melee and unarmed hits and 
ups the Penetration value of the weapon or whatever 
else is being slammed into someone/something. 
+2 Pen up to +8 Pen bought in increments of +2 for 
$1000 and four hours per increment.  
Movement Rate 
This applies to the characters Sprint Rate and not the 
walking or running rates in powersuits.. 
+3 Metres up to +15 metres bought in increments of 
3metres for $800 and three hours per increment. 
 
Increasing PV 
Keeping sharp objects out and the ones moving at high 
velocity is a good idea. A basic rule of thumb here is 
that the plates and chassis can handle about a 10% 
increase on its PV, round up to the nearest whole num-
ber.  
(ie: PV 5-10 up PV by 1, PV 11-18 up PV by 2) 
In order to re-tune the chassis this is applied to the 
WHOLE suit  
Cost $3000 Power Armour/Powersuits 
Vehicles Cost: 10% vehicles total cost 
 
 

Increasing ID 
Keeping the sharp objects and high velocity ones out for 
longer is also a worth addition to your armour. In order 
to keep this simple and maths down to a minimum, this 
is applied to the whole suit and raises the ID by 10% 
(round up) in ever area.  
Cost $2000 
Powersuits and vehicles can have additional ID  
increased by up to 10% for a total cost of 15% of the 
vehicles total cost. 
 
Armour Plating Types 
SHEL-D 
Reduces weight of the armour by 25% and stops blunt 
trauma from impacts that do not PEN the armour.  
KAD-C swap to SHELD plating traded back in brings 
the cost of the replacement back to 20% of the base 
price.  
It decreases weight by 25%  
Ceramic swap to SHELD plating traded back in brings 
the cost of the replacement back to 40% of the base 
price and increases weight by 10%. 
Ceramic to KAD-C change costs +40% of the base 
price and adds 15% to the weight. 
 
Modified Armours with integral weapons systems and 
other custom work add +$1000  
 
Onboard Nanotech repair systems. 
For the outnumbered and often outgunned Thresher 
trooper in the field it’s often a case that his armour will 
fall apart long before he does. The nanotech repair  
systems are some way of effecting emergency repairs 
to armour while the occupant can get away, they won’t 
replace a limb if it is completely disabled but in the case 
of a breach they can quickly have the hole patched  
before the occupant notices it, especially handy in a 
hard vacuum or toxic environment. 
Housed in the torso region of the suit it can repair KADC 
or SHELD in the suit at a rate of two (2) ID per phase for 
up to 30 ID in fifteen phases. The system is linked to the 
suits onboard control and monitoring systems but can 
also be fired by the user or set to any amount of pa-
rameters. It squirts a carbon based gel into the area 
which is saturated with nanites which quickly re-bond 
the broken external and internal mechanical systems to 
restore the ID. 
Cost- $500 
Game notes: Holds up to five canisters which can  
administer up to 30ID of repair each and cost an  
additional $50 per canister. 
 
Vehicles Cost– $2000 and can hold up to five canisters 
per 1ton of vehicle mass. 
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Integral Armour Weapons Systems 
There are two types of weapons systems which can be 
integrated into the suit.  
 
Internal systems which can hold a blade, pistol or sub-
machinegun sized weapon and benefit from having the 
limb’s total PV and ID and cannot be disarmed. Each 
limb can have up to two internal systems and they cost- 
Weapon going in has to be bought  
Plus any other accessories on it and $1000 per internal 
system, they have external magazines for them in the 
case of firearms.  
This takes up to ten man hours of work for each internal 
weapon and the weapon cannot be pulled out and used 
as a normal hand weapon after the modifications to it. 
 
External systems, these are full waldo articulated and 
independent systems which are controlled by a neural 
interface, unlike the internal weapons they do mount 
some of the bigger and uglier projectile weapons, rocket 
and grenade launchers, flamethrowers, plasma ejectors 
and all manner of gauss systems. Only the big armour 
have these done to them, TH004, 005, 006 and 007, 
some of these armours already have some built in  
systems some might already be in place.  
Some of the larger KC armours are also quite capable 
of mounting these larger weapons as well. 
The suit can have one on each shoulder and one on 
each arm. 
They cost the price of the weapon and its accessories 
plus an additional $3500 worth of work taking 15 hours, 
giving the extra appendage the suits PV plus 50% of the 
suits existing Arm in ID for the purposes of being  
damaged 
 
Radiation Shielding 
Most base types of Thresher armour have some Rad 
Shielding which will keep out potentially lethal or injuri-
ous radiation from the occupant. You might want to in-
vest in some of the upper tier stuff if you go running 
around in some of the more nasty industrial worlds, hard 
vacuum or read the chapter on nukes later on. This is 
mostly made up of layers of gold foil which is very effec-
tive at keeping out radiation along with protection on the 
joints which is located underneath the exterior armour 
plating and can be refitted into any other non-standard 
armour except ebb armours. 
Class 1 Costs $300 and is standard on all base-model 
Thresher armour suits. Protection +10 
Class 2 Costs $600 and is standard on 004 and 005 
hybrid powersuits. Protection +15 
Class 3 Costs $1000 and is standard on the 006, 007 
and CIV suits. Protection +20 
Class 4 Costs $2000 and is a heavy duty system.  
Protection +30 
Class 5 Costs $4000 and is extremely effective.  
Protection +40 
Protection Rates counter the amount of –hits charac-
ters will take in hot zones which are detailed in the  
nuclear weapons chapter. A characters resistance is 
equal to their PHYS stat + Protection. Protection is  
effectively a soak against –hits, eg: Protection +10 will 
diminish 10 hits of radiation damage from being in a hot 
zone. 
Each Class of protection adds 2% to the suits or vehi-
cles total weight. They are self-sealing systems. 
 

Hazardous Environment Protection 
Most Thresher armours are sealed to some degree, 
some better than others but they keep out dirt, dust, 
poison gasses and pathogens. However if a character is 
going to be running around in very hostile environments 
then they’re going to have to get some extra protection 
to keep out potentially lethal chemicals which would eat 
through the suit and then start eating through them. 
These also are a self-sealing system that kills hostile 
organisms in particularly polluted and disease riddled 
areas that might get in to sicken or kill the wearer. 
They also include thermal protection for the suit and add 
1% to the suit or vehicles total weight per class. 
Class 1 Hazmat: $100 Standard on 001 to 005 suits. 
Protection +10 Rated to –40deg and +100deg Celsius 
Class 2 Hazmat: $400 Standard on 006-007 suits. 
Protection +20 Rated to –60deg and +150deg Celsius 
Class 3 Hazmat: $1000, heavy duty– std on Vac suits 
Protection +30 Rated to –80deg and +200deg Celsius 
Class 4 Hazmat: $1500, extra heavy duty std on CIV. 
Protection +40 Rated to –100deg and +300deg Celsius 
Class 5 Hazmat: $2000, std on EVA space suits and 
some specialist clean up suits for spills. 
Protection +50 Rated to –180deg and +500deg Celsius 
Protection Rates soak up potentially damaging chemi-
cal attacks on armour, say an acid which does 15pts a 
phase would only do 5ID on Class 1 Hazmat equipped 
suit and nothing to a Class 2 or higher.  
They also soak up +5 Radiation –hits which stacks with 
standard Classes of Radiation Shielding. 
 
Life Support– Additional/replacement 
Sometimes there isn't any air to breath or what there is 
can be hazardous to your health. Some suits of armour 
and powersuits have inbuilt life support systems which 
are detailed in their features. Thresher uses a catalytic 
chemical recycling system on most of their armours to 
put oxygen back into the internal air supplies rather than 
bottled systems. 
Cost: $5 per man hour, weigh 0.1kg each. 
Fitting a life support system into a suit or vehicle adding 
extra life support to an existing system will cost $20 per 
man hour. 
 
Hard Vacuum sealing 
Most Thresher armours have this to some degree, this 
doesn't include radiation shielding, life support or 
hazmat sealing however which must be bought  
separately. Especially Life-Support if it isn't standard,  
otherwise running out of air can be particularly bad for 
your health. Just ask Adam… 
This simply ensures that the armour or vehicle cannot 
leak its onboard air out of the suit or vehicle and is able 
to sustain it in some underwater activity down to 10Bar 
(100metres).  
These are self-sealing systems which are capable of 
fixing holes or breaches. 
Cost: +$300 
 
Pressure Sealing 
Either underwater or in extra heavy atmospheres will let 
the suit survive intact, 1Bar is one normal atmosphere 
or 10metres underwater.  
10Bar is standard on most Thresher sealed armours. 
Cost per 10Bar: $100 
Adds 2% to the suits or vehicles total weight per 10Bar 
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Custom Chrome and Paint 
Cost:  $1000 per ton of vehicle/suit 
A full range of colours and chrome work on the armour 
or vehicle, buyers choice of how good/bad it looks.  
Making it easier to pick up members of the opposite sex 
and even more appealing to thieves. 
 
Biometric Security 
Cost:  $300 
Matched to the buyer’s brain functions, shuts the vehicle 
or suit down and emits an ear-destroying scream if the 
equipment is tampered with.  
Cannot be bypassed outside the factory. 
 
Xenon Spotlight 
Cost:  $50 
Guaranteed to light up several acres and burn the eyes 
out of nocturnal animals at 100m. 
 
IR spotlight 
Cost:  $50 
Increases the range of up to 500m for IR and thermo 
systems 
 
Custom Rims 
Cost:  $300 each 
Laser carved rims made of billet nanohardened alloys 
and come in over innumerable different designs, made 
to order. 
 
Racing Tyres 
Cost:  $180 each 
Extra soft, semi-slick tyres which increase the vehicles 
handling on surfaced roads by +2 to Drive rolls 
 
Off Road Tyres 
Cost   $150 each 
Heavy duty tyres which increase the vehicles handling 
off road by +2 to Drive rolls 
 
High-Flow Nacelles (Turbine and Plasma) 
Cost:  $3000 
Higher capacity ducts and nacelles on flying vehicles 
and armour that use either turbines or plasma ramjets 
Gain of +10% speed 

Induction Tuning (Turbine, Electric engine Only) 
Cost:  $2000 
Fine adjustment to the gauss drives engines of 
wheeled, turbine or tracked vehicles with bigger  
electromagnets and better bearings.  
Gain of +10% speed 
 
High Capacity Injectors (Plasma Ramjet Only) 
Cost:  $2000 per engine 
Replaces the standard Injectors on Plasma Ramjets 
with larger units and upgrades to the magnetic bottle. 
Gain of +10% speed 
 
Upgraded Turbine Blades (Turbine Only) 
Cost:  $1500 per engine 
Replaces the standard turbines and prop powered  
vehicles with stronger blades that have their pitch  
altered for higher air flow. 
Gain of +10% speed 
Chassis Weight Reduction 
Cost:   $1000 per ton altered. 
Cuts out some structural components of the chassis, 
reinforcement of the rest of it and decreases the ID of a 
vehicle or armour by 10% in each/total location. 
Gains +10% to speed. 
 
Hybrid Plasma Induction Engine 
Cost:  $12,000 per engine replaced  
These custom built power plants use a combination of 
Gauss Turbines and Plasma ramjet induction to gain a 
quicker initial acceleration that the Ramjets don’t have 
and a higher top-end speed than the Turbines.  
Downtime 1hr maintenance for every 10hrs of flight. 
However, they do let the tuner use technology from 
both the Turbine and Ramjet modifications to make 
them go faster. The military tends to dislike the Hybrid 
engines as they have way too much downtime in the 
field, very expensive and they will not work in hard  
vacuum like a Plasma Ramjet engine will. 
Gains +50% speed gain 
Only applicable to flying vehicles and armour 
 
You can sell the old engine back for spares at 10% of 
the vehicle/equipment base cost. 

Gear-head Upgrades 
Style, substance and seriously big engine(s) 

Engine Tuning 
Plasma Ramjet Engines: Feature in Thresher Flight Packs, some VTOL and Low-Altitude vehicles.  
They work in hard vacuum and in atmosphere.  
They are tuned to 1G, for every full +1G knock 10% off the vehicles speed. 
Turbine Induction, Prop Engines: Feature in Thresher Jump Packs, majority of flying atmospheric vehicles.  
They do not work in hard vacuum.  
They are tuned to 1G, for every full +1G knock 10% off the vehicles speed. 
Electrical Induction Engines: Feature in all wheeled and tracked vehicles.  
They work anywhere they have a surface to grip on and do not work in zero-gee environments. 
 

Making it go faster. 
Take the base vehicles Movement Rate and Acceleration. 

Determine its drive system (engine): Plasma, Turbine, Electrical or Hybrid Plasma/Turbine. 
Eg: Move– 100m/phase, Accelerates 10m/phase Plasma Engine 

Buy a modification for the engine. Eg one that gives a Gain of +10% speed. 
This will increase the move to 110m/phase, Accelerates 11m/phase 

Buy a second modification that gives another 10% Gain 
This will increase the move to 120m/phase, Accelerates 12m/phase 
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Chapter 8– System Mechanic 
Piloting and Vehicle Combat 

2D10 rules for vehicles are not the most complete things, these are not enough to sustain a vehicle-heavy game 
like Thresher where players will find themselves either in jet-bike, VTOL, tanks and powersuits doing battle 
against other enemy vehicles. For simplification all vehicles in this sourcebook are running on Metres/Phase, I 
kept this in the book because all generic vehicles have m/phase as their movement acceleration which is all well 
and good but in-game we don't want to be working out how many metres/second = 300km/h or what that means 
to people who are raised in a mph country. 
100km/h = 27.7m/second which in turn = 16.2 m/phase 
So you can fairly easily convert that over to any existing vehicles in this and other sourcebooks. 

Pilots 
An often neglected class in most conventional SLA 
games because PC’s there simply cannot afford a  
vehicle and they even more rarely get anything that can 
fly, SLA doesn't like its employees given anything which 
may afford them any mobility because they cannot be 
trusted with them. After all, most SLA employees are in 
a lot of cases simple street thugs, gangers and other 
scumbags you wouldn’t trust with sharp object, let alone 
a vehicle capable of going anywhere fast and probably 
crashing it into vital infrastructure. 
As a rival employee or freelancer having a hot pilot who 
can drag your arse quickly out of an escalating situation 
where you're getting hammered by ‘zergling’ like forces 
of SLA industries which never end, then either being 
able fly or drive yourself out of trouble is something to 
seriously consider if you want to get over the whole ‘two 
legs, bad attitude’ and rather mundane modes of  
transport that most slops consider just a way of life. 
 
In Thresher, you don't have too but I would recommend 
people get some vehicle piloting skills because there is 
a vehicle ownership-culture in the company and ample 
opportunities to learn while they're growing up. 
 
 

Vehicles 
An even more neglected piece of equipment in the SLA 
main rule book, mostly because most ops have no 
damn chance of ever owning any kind of vehicle unless 
they're taking one as an advantage from the start of the 
game, you can do that here too. But your chances of 
getting a hold of a vehicle are much better, you can  
either find one you like in your travels into enemy  
territory and simply steal the fucking thing and not have 
to worry about it on your criminal record, sell it later on 
and pocket the money. Or you might simply be able to 
squirrel away enough bucks, or have the whole group 
save up some money for a decent Thresher vehicle, 
usually after you’ve stolen enough enemy vehicles and 
hocked them off for their worth. 
When shopping for or stealing a nice vehicle its  
important to note down a couple of things. 
PV: Like armour this stops bullets from going through 
the sides and into occupants. 
ID: The structural strength of the vehicle before it is 
wrecked and no longer useable. 
Acceleration: How many m/phase it will go before 
reaching max speed and is also the vehicles  
deceleration (brakes) 
Max Speed: Which is important for getting the hell out 
of town. 

Handling 
It is a lot easier to drive/fly/pilot a vehicle at slower speeds than it is to be in control of a vehicle at high speeds. 
Some vehicles also have piloting bonuses which can give a +1 or more to the vehicles handling, as in the real 
world there are the equivalent of sports cars and there is just plain compact-car junk which handles like a boat. 

Control Modifiers 
Control checks are used every phase that an operator 
of a vehicle is doing something in it, for just plain driving 
around in non-combat situations there's no point in  
rolling dice, but if an operator is trying to get somewhere 
fast, through heavy traffic, cluttered airspace or even 
attempt some kind of movie-move where they do a jump 
over the old bridge, fly down an exhaust port then feel 
free to add in a Control Check to make sure they don't 
stack it. 2D10 + Skill +/- Modifiers 

0% Max Speed = 0   (Not moving) 
25% Max Speed  = +1 (Grandad speed) 
50% Max Speed = +0 (Cruising speed) 
75% Max Speed = -1  (Social miscreant speed) 
Maximum Speed = -2  (Going to die speed) 
 
Bad conditions = -1 to –5 (Poor Visibility) 
Awful conditions = -1 to -5 (Slippery roads, winds) 
Good Conditions = +1 to +5 (dry roads, clear skies) 
 
50% ID Damage = -2 Drunk/Drugged = -1/-5 
75% ID Damage = -4 Wounded   = wound –1each 

Loss of Control 
So you’ve managed to fail a control check, for whatever 
reasons and you're not as good as you thought you 
where. Well now, seeing as this is non-specific and you 
might be flying this can be a rather terminal experience. 

Whoops! 
Failed Control Check by-  
 
1-5  Vehicle is out of control, can be roped back 
into control next acting phase at a loss of 25% speed. 
 
6-10  Vehicle is out of control and loses 50% of 
its current speed before it can be brought under control 
 
11-15  Vehicle is out of control and loses 75% of 
its current speed before it can be brought under control 
 
16-20  Vehicle has lost control and stalled, if it is 
flying then it will need to be restarted, quickly! 
 
21+  Vehicle has hit something hard and consult 
the ‘hitting things’ guide on the next page.  
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Hitting Things 
Hitting things in vehicles is either a deliberate action to make someone very miserable by ramming them with your 
vehicle or as a result of losing it and stacking the vehicle into something hard. This isn't something you want to be 
doing in a flying vehicle deliberately but the possibility of the latter is always improving depending on how silly you 
want to be in a fast flying vehicle and how much you value your character and anyone else in it. 

Becoming a Statutory Write off 
Vehicles are relatively tough things in the WOP universe, they have 
lots of armour, relatively high ID’s on them that take a lot more  
punishment, but it is possible to wreck them by hitting enough 
things, enough times. I don't want to make things overly complicated 
but the physics of ramming the living shit out of two objects has kept 
scientists and engineers amused for years. 
This is not conducive to making good game system mechanics any-
one can use however so we’re going to keep it simple. 
 
Vehicle PV: 
Normally this is used to keep out objects from penetrating the  
Vehicle and messing up people inside it, when you ram another  
object. 
Speed and ID: 
Vehicles have speed and they have a certain amount of tons  
backing up their velocity which makes them dangerous beasts to 
man and possessions alike, ID is a good indication of how robust a 
vehicle is rather than just its sheer tonnage. 

Material PV ID per Metre 
Plasterboard 0 2 

House door 5 20 

Fire door 12 30 

Bulkhead door 25 50 

Timber fence 3 10 

Interior Wall 5 20 

Corrugated Iron 8 10 

Sheet metal/glass (thin) 4 10 

Sheet Metal/glass (thick 12 15 

Brick wall 10 150 
Steel Beam 25 300 

Construction Girder 25 500 

Concrete 20 1000 

Reinforced Concrete 20 1500 

Earthen Rampart 10 1000 

Blast Door 300 500 

Speed, ID and PV combined 
PV: If the vehicle has this then it can attempt to Penetrate through harder objects, having no armour on a vehicle 
just means its going to be doing some damage to the object it just hit but its also not going to be able to soak up 
some damage to itself from the armour. 
PV = PEN on vehicles as well as its Armour value. 
 
ID: The vehicles structure which allows it to soak up damage in its travels, be it bullets or hitting things. It is also 
how much damage it will do to other structures/objects/people/pets and vehicles.  
Take 10% of the vehicles remaining ID and that is how much DAM it will do to something at 5m/phase. 
Why 5m/phase? Because that’s kind of close to acceleration from 1G which we can also use for falling damage. 
 
Speed: This is what makes object hitting other objects an unpleasant experience, even if the other object is  
stationary which is usually what happens when you crash into something.  
For every 10m/phase increase the DAM the vehicle does. 
Eg: a 800ID vehicle with PV25 at 5m/phase will do PEN 25, DAM 80 to whatever its running over. 
Same vehicle moving at 10m/phase will do PEN 25, DAM 160 to whatever it hits. 
In the case of people or other living creatures PEN to do damage through their armour (if any) and DAM to their 
Hits if their CHEST ID armour is depleted to 0. 

Hitting Inanimate Objects (Crashing) 
 
Pepe owns an APC, he’s currently playing chicken with a Brick wall because he lost control and is slamming into it 
at 10m/phase because he was being a hooligan on a wet road, drunk with the lights out. 
Brick Wall has PV 10 and ID of 150 
Pepe’s APC has PV 25 and ID of 800 
Pepe is going to be hitting the wall with PEN 25 which will go clean through the walls PV of 10 
Because he is doing 20m/phase the APC will be doing 160pts of ID damage to the brick wall, the brick wall has 
only got 150ID and depending on how bad/well Pepe recovers from the stack he might be stuck in there not  
moving or he could continue through the wall, probably hit something else very hard and maybe have enough  
m/phase to wipe that out as well. 
 
Pepe decides to play chicken with a harder object, say a blast wall that’s at the gates between suburbia and up-
town then he’s up for a much greater challenge. Blast doors are tough. 
Blast door has PV 300 and ID of 500 
Pepe’s APC has PV 25 and ID of 800 
Hitting the Blast door at 20m/phase, not good. He’ll get 25 of his PEN into the door which will deduct some  
damage from his vehicle and he would have done 160pts of damage to the door but its remaining PV will soak 
that easily. 
He’s simply not going to get the rest of the damage done because its PV is still 275, so the APC is going to come 
out the loser and have its total ID reduced by 160-25 = 135pts of ID because he bent it on something hard.  
Door 1, Pepe 0.  
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Hitting Inanimate objects that are moving (Ramming) 
Here we have to deal with different types of physics.  
Are the vehicles moving in parallel to one another or are they moving head on or at an angle? 
Hitting things parallel to one another is the preferred means of getting them out of control as you're simply both 
moving in the same direction which will have both vehicles speeds calculated and force control checks for them 
both which is based on an opposed piloting/driving check. 

Parallel Ramming 
In this case we can ram people with opposed Control Checks, if the 
vehicles are travelling at the same speed there will be no damage if 
they are identical, otherwise if they are different types then we’ll 
need to work out how much damage a larger, tougher vehicle will 
molest a smaller one for. 
Forcing a control check. 
In this case we’ll use identical APC’s which are trying to ram each 
other off the road. They're both going the same speed which is 
10m/phase and driven by people of equivalent skill. 
 
Grey Rams Black 
Opposed Piloting test between the two– equal = miss 
Higher rolling attacker gets to add the difference to the opponents 
next control roll (ie: Grey rolls 20, Black rolls 15, Black will get a –5 
to his next control roll from being hit by the other vehicle.) 

Hitting on an Angle 
This is done not so much as to cause a lot of damage, which it will do any 
way but it will force a much higher control check for the pilot being hit on 
their flanks. 
 
T-Boning someone in the side can cause immense damage to another  
vehicle in addition to forcing a much more lethal control check that has their 
vehicle spinning out of control. 
 
The attacking vehicle gets all its velocity to damage the other vehicle  
regardless of how fast the other vehicle is moving though it can be quite 
hard to set up and requires a great deal of skill on behalf of the attacker to 
pull off without losing control of their vehicle and timing to make sure they 
hit at the right time. 
Missing the attack results in the attacker gets to have control checks on the 
next level up! 

Head on Accidents and Ramming 
There's a reason why you see on the news the utter carnage on the 
roads from head on accidents, the physics involved are utterly  
devastating to both parties concerned. Having a much larger, tougher 
vehicle in this case is all that really stops the occupants from being 
slaughtered if they hit a smaller vehicle, hitting a vehicle the same size or 
larger is almost inevitably a much more terminal experience. 
That’s because we have two vehicles which combine their inertia to do 
damage to one another. 
 
Grey is moving at 20m/phase 
Black is moving at 20m/phase the other way. 
Both vehicles will eat 40m/phase in damage if they're the same PV/ID 
So, an APC travelling at 20m/phase has the potential to do 25PEN and  
240ID of damage. Combined that will cancel out the PV of each, but they 
will be both taking 480ID damage. 
In the case of Higher PV vehicle hitting Lowe PV vehicle the higher PV 
overcomes the lower. Some damage may still be sustained to the higher 
PV vehicle at the GM’s discretion. 
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Vehicle Combat– Shooting one another 
This is a much easier solution to seriously disliking each other in vehicles than ramming which is only really done 
when someone has run out of ammo or just plain angry. This is where you get to see who is the much better pilot 
but not necessarily the winner being in a faster vehicle is much better if you don't want to get shot but it also works 
both ways by making it harder to shoot the other guy and a lot of it comes down to positioning. A lot of vehicles 
have turrets which will allow them to shoot in various arcs of fire around themselves but a few mount their  
weapons only forward or have limited arcs of fire such as out one side. 
Manoeuvring your vehicle so you have a better chance of hitting is one way of getting rid of your enemy, as doing 
the same from the receiving end if you don't want to get hit! 
However, flying/driving a vehicle is a dedicated action each phase, so its why most combat vehicles usually have 
a gunner(s) in them to deliver fire while the pilot controls the vehicle. About the only exception to this is if the guns 
are fixed forward and the pilot can simply aim the guns by aiming the vehicle at what they want to hit or they have 
some clever neural control link like in Thresher which lets them aim/fire them remotely. 
Firing weapons and driving is effectively splitting two skills. 
You can pilot the vehicle or you can fire. If you want to do both at the same time then its going to require you to 
spend more on one or the other up to the maximum of the pilots skill level. 
Eg– Bob has Pilot Mil at 8 and Autosupport at 6. 
Bob could elect to throw only 2pts of his piloting that phase and elect to use his 6pts of Autosupport to hit. 
Or alternatively throw 4pts into piloting and 4pts into Autosupport. 
Piloting is a limiting factor to any other skill which is being used at the same time in a vehicle. 
This include Computer Use/Subterfuge on sensors and gunnery skills such as Autosupport or Artillery. 

Dog fighting and Evasion 
 
When two or more pilots are sledging it out in combat there is an opposed roll to determine who has the edge in 
combat. 
2D10 + Pilot Skill +/- Modifiers 
Pilots can elect to do two things with their roll- 

Evasion 
Because being hit by vehicle-scale weapons is usually terminal, especially if you're the little guy in a fight you 
might want to elect to avoid being hit or hit a lot less. 
Eg– Bob is being chased by a dropship in his small jet-bike, which has no hope in hell of denting a much bigger 
vehicle so he’ll use the better part of discretion to avoid being blown to smithereens by the big guns. 
At the start of the phase there is the control check. 
 
Bob gets a 2D10 + 8 (his skill) +2 (for the bikes handling) and ends up with a 24 on the roll 
Dropship chasing him rolls 2D10 + 5 (skill) -2 (for the ships handling) and ends up with a 14 on the roll. 
 
Bob is electing to evade as much as possible, as a result he can have the dropship gunner (s) attempt to hit him 
but with a –10 to the attack roll.  

Attack Bonus 
Manoeuvring your vehicle so the guns can get better aim or to 
give your gunners a better chance of hitting the enemy vehicle 
in combat with you is one of the big advantages to being a pilot 
in this type of scenario. 
Eg– Bob makes it clear of the dropship but picks up a Shiver on 
a SCAF bike, something he can finally deal with one on one so 
he decides to make a point of getting a kill logo on the side of 
the bike. 
 
Bob gets a 2D10 + 8 (his skill) +2 (for the bikes handling) and 
ends up with a 18 on the roll 
SCAF attacking him rolls 2D10 + 7 (skill) +0 (for the ships han-
dling) and ends up with a 15 on the roll. 
 
Bob wins the manoeuvring as they joust for position ending up 
with +3 bonus over the enemy pilot. 

Splitting Manoeuvring Bonus 
If a pilot manages to jockey himself into a better position than 
the other guy then he can elect to split whatever winning bonus 
they have between giving a bonus to gunnery or a bonus to 
avoiding being hit. 
Eg– Winning a roll by 10, Bob could throw +5 into his gunnery 
to hit and +5 to avoid being hit. 

Gunnery Modifiers 
ROF 3      +2 
ROF 5      +3 
ROF 10      +4 
Additional +5 ROF     +1 
Per Aim (up to +7 aims)    +1 
 
Point Blank (under 50% Weapon Range)  +3 
Short Range      +0 
Medium Range  (2 x Weapon Range) -1 
Long Range    (4 x Weapon Range) -2 
Extreme Range   (8 x Weapon Range) -4 
 
Target speed- For every 5m/phase faster -1 
Fire Control on Weapon   +1 to +# 
Shooting blind     -5 
No Active Sensors (radar etc)   -2 
 
Aiming at Specific area    -4 
Tiny (football sized)          -5 
Small (human/bike sized)    -2 
Medium (car sized)    +0 
Large (truck/VTOL sized)    +2 
Huge (house)     +5 
Enormous (Shuttle/large building)  +8 
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Strafing/Racking runs 
Essentially suppressive fire on a moving vehicle, be it flying or simply driving past very fast and area and dumping 
as much firepower as the vehicle can muster into that area, being vehicles can mount a staggering amount of 
large ordinance on them people should be very afraid. Gunships, dropships and even just up-gunned APC’s with 
a couple of machineguns hanging off them can rip shit down and stomp on it so hard the enemy wont even have 
time to kiss their arse goodbye. 
Basically work out how many Metres/Phase the vehicle is doing and when the gunner suppresses that area it will 
dump their weapon (s) ROF over that many metres in that phase in a path approximately 2metres wide. 
Work out the Autosupport roll- 
2D10 + Autosupport + ROF +/- Range –Cover +/- Vehicle Manoeuvring Bonus 
= Every point above 11 means a bullet is hitting home. 
If being attacked with a strafing run from above there is no cover. Potential targets will have to hide in something if 
they want cover. 
If being raked out in the open by a vehicle potential targets can find conventional cover but the driver will often 
position his vehicle to give the gunners the best possibility to hit for the attack run. 

g-Forces 
People are relatively tough buggers when it comes to resisting gravitational effects of acceleration and  
deceleration. In SLA we’re using 5m/phase as pulling 1G or one Gravity as we would know it on earth, which is 
fairly close to the 9.7m/second of terminal velocity acceleration. People have survived up to 45G acceleration  
during rocket sled tests and in car crashes as high as 180G from hitting a wall in a formula one car. 
But the important thing is staying awake as too many g’s will cause a person to lose blood from their brain, unless 
they're wearing some kind of special suit to keep blood in their head or have some kind of implants to keep them 
going. 
SLA and Darknight use G-Suits which are rated to about +5G and will keep a person conscious as they accelerate 
from 0-50m/phase without any worried and cost about 300c/3000u to buy. 
Thresher use cybernetics which are rated anywhere between 15-150G depending on the level of inertial dampers, 
they also have inbuilt inertial dampening in most of their power armours and power suits which are equipped with 
flight or jump packs simply to keep the pilot in one piece when they go from 0-60 or 80m/phase!  
Heavier G-Force protection for pilots is available up to 200G in the form of specialist flight suits. 
 
So what does this have to do with my character? 
Well my fine feathered munchkin, people pass out at around 5-6G without a G-suit and that’s only about 25-30m a 
phase and many of the vehicles are quite capable of that and more. Slamming into something really hard or a 
rapid change of direction also exerts these gee forces and your PHYS stat will only let you resist up to half/round 
up your PHYS stat. Passing out under gee forces is also usually for 2D10phases. 
Eg– Bob the pilot has a PHYS of 10, he can resist 5G of acceleration or deceleration or he will pass out. 
Put Bob in a G-Suit which is rated to 200G and he could theoretically remain conscious of doing up to 0-1000 m/
phase in standard gravity which is quite fast by anyone's stretch of the imagination. 
 
When people go to other planets that have higher (or lower gravity) adjust the amount of gee forces they are  
sustaining when they manoeuvre their vehicle. Going to some horrible planet with 5G would mean that anything 
over 1m/phase is going to make them very, very uncomfortable as they already have to contend with the fact 
they're 5x their body weight. A hundred kilo man in 5G would weigh 500kg and even more if they are accelerating 
fast so you see, G-Forces are not your friend as a pilot. Most vehicles are designed to operate in 1G, putting them 
in a higher or lower gee environment will cause them to have all kinds of issues but mostly the weakness is  
always in the pilot. 
 
Pancaking 
So when you stack that fine vehicle of yours into something hard and come to a sudden stop you're going to  
experience –gee forces and they're as unpleasant as the + ones. That’s when your g-suit or implants will come in 
handy to keep yourself awake and in one piece by not having all the blood rush out of your head and internal  
organs scrambled and rearranged. Luckily most vehicles come with some kind of protection for the occupants, 
unless you're too cool to wear seatbelts or riding a bike of some sort– re Falling below. 
Per 5G, people will take 1pt of damage to their total hits. So, they can hit things at 25-0m/phase and be alright 
apart from some whip lash and probably mostly intact if unconscious and uncomfortable when they crawl out of 
the wreck. If they have some kind of inertial dampening, g-suit, implants or a Thresher flight suit then they can 
take up to that suits rating in gee without any ill effects. 
 
Falling 
Falling isn't fun but its not covered in the MRB so I’ll cover it here quickly while we’re on the subject. 
People accelerate at 5m/phase when they fall off something. 
So, we get dropped from up high. First phase we’re moving at 5m/phase, 2nd phase 10m/phase and so on until 
we run out of room to fall or reach around 200km/h or about 55m/phase where the stop accelerating. 
Which is all fun and games until we land and take 1pt of damage to our total hits for every 1m/phase we where 
falling which wont get soaked up by your UV or anything else. Just flat damage, in the face. 
Why is falling or stopping in a vehicle so much easier? A: Because the chassis absorbs the shock. 
(Maybe it’s a not completely realistic but its easy and wont necessarily mean you're giblets when you crash) 
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Chapter 9 Ether Firmament  
 
While this equipment makes it into the hands of Agents in Thresher controlled worlds for cut rate prices and  
heavily subsidised by the Navy, but it is never sold openly on the common free trade market. Always rare and 
cherished by the owner of these items as they are handcrafted and have something peculiar about them that a 
mass-produced item never has. Some Ebons claim they can feel what the artisan was thinking when they made a 
certain piece of ebb gear. 
 
Ebbs on Persephone have managed to reproduce the effects of the Dark Lament equipment but there are also 
some considerable differences in its appearance, effects and occasionally in the case of the Eidolonar a lot of 
changes that make it different to a Deathsuit. Most of the items will work with science friction equipment without 
any noticeable difference.  
Science friction materials tend to be slightly heavier and have a texture and feel reminiscent of flesh, the material 
is completely alien to anyone but an Ebon or Waster who can some degree control its consistency from either a 
liquid-gel to something equivalent to bone or metal.  
But its main advantage is that the ebb user can use an item independent from having to wear a Deathsuit or  
Eidolonar to use and learn Ebb abilities specific to the item with the matrix contained within it. Thresher and in-
deed the artisans on Persephone make every effort to see that it gets to the Ebons and Brainwasters in their  
employ at a reasonable cost as they understand that they face a severe disadvantage against SLA opponents 
who have Necanthropes.  
 
Indeed the 'scourge' as the Ebons call the Necanthropes is the main reason that they make this equipment and 
pass it on to their brethren inside the company. Also one of the reasons they will happily back the DU using ar-
mies that are probably one of the few forces left in the universe that a Necanthrope genuinely fears and the last 
line of defence against their influence. 

Why Eidolonar exists? 
It is a little known fact inside SLA industries and indeed, 
the rest of the universe about the control mechanisms in 
the Deathsuit produced by Dark Lament. However, it 
didn’t take too long for people in Thresher to figure out 
that someone in a Deathsuit was a BIG security risk.  
At first SLA where kind of coy about how they used this 
information, but after awhile they couldn’t help  
themselves and took advantage of the fact that they 
knew everything an ebon in a rival company saw, heard 
and thought. 
Ever wonder where that point of flux went every  
morning eh? 
 
Ebons joining Thresher from outside have two 
choices. 
They can hand in their old Deathsuit and receive a 
Thresher Eidolonar for free. Most are reluctant to do this 
so ‘surgery’ has to be performed on their Deathsuits 
which will take out a number of control parameters and 
secret flux matrixes in it. Thresher charge no money for 
this and do it to encourage more to join them and as a 
gesture of goodwill to the ebb community.  
This type of information will get you very, very dead on 
a SLA homeworld and Thresher ebbs are warned that 
the knowledge they have, is something SLA can afford 
to send down the toilet quicker than a turd. SLA will hunt 
down and annihilate Thresher Ebbs with a vengeance 
not normally inflicted on anything less than a rogue Ne-
canthrope and for all the same reasons. 
 
Eidolonar 
To some degree the Eidolonar fulfils the same purpose 
as a Deathsuit but has some different set of abilities that 
distinguish it from its counterpart as it is a much more 
ancient design which was used by ebon soldiers around 
the time of the conflict wars. These baroque, beautiful 
pieces of armour are more like a work of art than a 
mass produced product, each is made by an artisan to 
differentiate it from another.  
Colour, texture and the ornamentation can be changed 

as the wearer wishes, from plate armour to a ball gown.  
Eidolonar is a very personal thing, it is not a mass  
produced product and it will need to be tailored to the 
user by the artist who makes it. Given that Thresher has 
a lot of ebbs in service which are highly community 
minded, this isn’t a problem.  
Normally an order is put in close to graduation by the 
ebon or waster prior to them leaving their final year of 
school along with a holographic of their physical shape 
and it will be delivered 1-2weeks later in a ceremony 
akin to an arranged marriage. 
 
Game effects: Flux Matrix’s onboard for all Ebb skills  
1-20, stops ebbs being killed as easily. 
Cost: $1000 
 
Protect Changes  
 
Protection Value Increase 
ID is a set amount and doesn't change when bulked 
Light   PV8   Bulked  PV13  
ID:   Head 55 Torso 80 Limbs 60   
Medium  PV9   Bulked  PV14 
ID:   Head 55 Torso 90 Limbs 65  
Heavy  PV11   Bulked  PV16 
ID:   Head 60 Torso 100 Limbs 75   
Super  PV15  Bulked PV20 
ID:   Head 65 Torso 120 Limbs 80  
Angel  PV19  Bulked PV24 
ID:   Head 75 Torso 140 Limbs 90  
 
Rank 18: Super to Angel Graft for PV and ID 
 
Rank 20: Soul Bind 
Suit Interdermalised and will not come out again, ebon 
takes no wounds, unaffected by Fear or Stress. 
In addition–  
The Ebon adds their Hits with the Armour ID  
Regenerates at a rate of 1Hit every 4 phases. 
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Demon Harness 
This set of straps fits over the Eidolonar or bare skin 
and is finely embodied with glyphs in its thin, silk-like  
material. Many Ebbs wear this under their armour to 
protect it, kind of like Science Friction underpants. Over 
a period of a week it will merge with an Eidolonar and 
become one with it, once that happens it won’t come 
back out but it can be interdermalised. 
Game effects:  
Doubles duration of Enhancement  Abilities, Flux Matrix 
for Enhancement 1-20 
Weighs: 2.5kg 
Cost: $1200 
 
Force Rifle 
A relatively uncommon hunting rifle on Persephone it 
has a number of differences between itself and a  
Science Friction flintlock. Rather than amplify Blast ebb 
kinetics it focuses the effect for range and is capable of 
working without assistance from a Deathsuit or eidolon 
Armour as the matrix is self-contained in the device. It 
resembles a large dark grey, elegant rifle. 5 to 6 feet 
long of primitive construction and has no external  
moving parts. It comes with internal gems that are good 
for 30 flux every 24 hours. Many are also decorated with 
ornate engraving.  
Game effects:  
Triples the range of Ebb-Blast, can store 30 flux. 
Weight: 3.5kg 
Cost: $900 
 
Ether Firmament  
This cloak is armouring in of itself, containing matrixes 
for Detect, Communication, Telekinesis and Senses. 
Being a comparatively rare item it maintains the same 
beautiful attention to detail and craftsmanship that goes 
into Eidolonar. While it can’t be interdermalised, these 
cloaks are treasured items that few Ebons would be 
willing to hide anyway. 
Game Effects:  
Contains the matrices and doubles the effect, range and 
duration of Detect, Communication, Telekinesis and 
Senses.  
Also functions as armour, stacking with PV gained from 
other ebb armour or personal body armour (not power 
armour) 
PV: 4 ID:  Head 12 Torso 20 
Can be repaired with the same skill used with Protect/
Eidolonar Rank 2 
Weight: 3kg 
Cost: $3000 
 
Arthamae 
Created by Ebon artisans, these practical and  
extraordinary looking short swords are potent weapons 
in of themselves if used in combat. Primarily they are 
used for cutting sheets of raw science friction but they 
can also focus the energies involved in channelling  
Illumination, Red and Blue Thermal.  
Carrying the Matrix’s involved for all three arts in a set 
of sigils built into the blade itself. 
Game Effects: +2 Ranks Illumination, Red and Blue 
Thermal. Can also channel the touch delivered attacks 
and effects of all three in addition to a melee attack. 
Blade 1H  DAM 4 PEN 3 AD1 
Weight: 2kg 
Cost: $2000  

Ley Focus 
Ornate bracers that fit up to the elbows of the user, the 
come in a multitude of designs which carry the matrix of 
Reality folding, assisting the user in focusing on the 
area around them and where they intend to teleport. 
One of the more common and heavily subsidised pieces 
of ebb equipment, the Navy likes to train as many ebbs 
as it can in this skill. 
Game Effects: +2 Ranks Reality fold, Double range. 
Weight: 1kg 
Cost: $600 
 
Medicine Pouch 
Worn as a necklace by its owner, this heavily subsidised 
piece of equipment is quite common and contains the 
matrix for Ebb Healing, it also can store 30 Flux and 
focus in that area of expertise. 
Game Effects: +3 ranks Ebb Healing, 30 flux battery. 
Weight: 0.5kg 
Cost: $400 
 
Glyphs 
Apart from a few set variables, most of the glyphs tend 
to be a ‘fuzzy’ logic which will require the GM’s  
interpretation of how it would work. One definite thing 
about glyphs is that they do not work in the presence of 
DU, meaning if you have DU as part of your armour or 
ammunition it will deplete the flux and render the glyph 
useless for 24hours. If you leave the glyph around the 
presence of DU for more than 24hours it will deplete the 
glyph and destroy it completely. 
Short list of things that have DU as a component- 
Missile re-entry warheads 
Nuclear bombs 
Some Thresher armours have some DU in their chassis. 
Some type of Ammunition 
Some vehicles also have it as part of their armour and 
re-entry surfaces. 
See the section in the GM’s guide as to what has and 
hasn't got DU in it. 
 
Artisans ply their trade mostly on Persephone where 
they aren’t exactly common but will do the work for 
trade goods or hard dollars and there isn’t really any 
way to convince them with bullying or intimidation to do 
what you want. (Plus they can quite happily smoke your 
arse into a steaming puddle of broken meat, not to men-
tion the ITSS usually assigns protective personnel to 
such important folks who don’t mind shooting trouble 
makers.) 
Offers of services might be accepted and things like 
captured ebb gear they will take and quite happily pull 
to bits to salvage the science friction, assuming it isn’t 
tainted by DU or off a Necanthrope. 
There are also two small communities of ebbs on  
Nordland and Sino which live in their own Little Static 
areas in the two capital cities that will do this work for 
hard currency. They usually have a backlog though of 
orders to chew through so it can take some time to get 
this done.  
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Base costs 
Rank of Ebb ability x $1000 or trade goods. (One use 
per 24hr period) 
This covers the standard ebb abilities that could theo-
retically be operated by anyone and put on jewellery, 
clothes or more or less anything that has some solid 
surface to work on. 
GM’s, use a lot of discretion here. This is a permanent 
function that costs an additional $5000 per use and the 
duration of an effect is up to the GM.  
 
Armour 
If a complete area destroyed then it takes the glyphs 
with it. 
 
PV Increase. 
PV costs $3000 per 1 increment, it can be worked over 
the top of other existing glyphs that raise an armours PV 
or ID. 
This works on normal, traditional armours, armoured 
clothing, soft personal body armours and ebb equip-
ment like Eidolonar. It doesn't contribute any mass or 
bulk to what its applied too and can usually be  
Increased up to Five (+5) points. 
 
ID increase 
ID costs $250 per point of ID 
This has to be done to separate areas and while it does-
n't contribute any mass or bulk to what its applied too 
and can usually be increased up to 20 (+20) points per 
location. This works on normal, traditional armours,  
armoured clothing, soft personal body armours and ebb 
equipment like Eidolonar. 
 
Melee weapons 
Just in case someone has a cubic shit load of money.  
 
DAM increase  
DAM costs $1000 per plus one (+1) on a weapon. 
They can be applied up to eight times for a total of +8 to 
damage. 
 
PEN increase  
PEN costs $1200 per plus one (+1) on a weapon. 
They can be applied up to ten times for a total of +10 to 
penetration. 
 
AD increase  
AD costs $1000 per plus one (+1) on a weapon. 
They can be applied up to eight times for a total of +8 to 
Armour Damage. 
 
Other effects 
Like Blast, Thermal and TK 
Rank of Ebb ability x $1000 or trade goods. (One use 
per 24hr period) 
This is a permanent function that costs an additional 
$5000 per use and the duration of an effect is up to the 
GM 
 
Glyph Cards 
These draw on the personal flux of the user and while 
they can only be used by ebons, the manufacture of 
these things is a slight worry to the ITSS and they keep 
records of what is sold and to whom. They contain a 
matrix on a small piece of science friction tablet that 
only does one effect; they do not reproduce things like 

Protect. 
Preparing a glyph card requires it to be read, taking one 
phase to draw it, one to formulate it and the effect 
comes off as per normal the phase after. Having a bun-
dle of these things which aren’t sorted properly means it 
takes one extra phase for every glyph card you have in 
a stack. Buying a nice, cheap plastic wallet that has 
room in it for ID cards and licences if probably the best 
way to store them or you can pocket them with Rank1 
Reality Fold for the ‘Palming’. 
Rank of Ebb ability x $100 or trade goods.  
Up to Rank 10 
Rank of Ebb ability x $500 or trade goods.  
From ranks 11-15 
Rank of Ebb ability x $1000 or trade goods.  
From ranks 16-20 
These are very handy mostly for high ranking Healing 
abilities.  
The 16-20’s are regarded as being almost military se-
crets and some background checking is warranted be-
fore they are sold and to whom and why. 
 
The Formulae Glyph cards are not sold.  
Should a PC find one as part of their booty the company 
is assured of a very, very nice reward for handing it in 
and will make all possible efforts if they're ebb to get 
them trained in Formulae. It will also win you big 
brownie points with ITSS and the ebon guard within the 
company, which is something money really can’t buy. 
 
Flux Gems 
These don’t have the huge mark up that SLA puts on 
them. Thresher treats them as ammunition and a by 
product of the ship building industry which tends to trim 
bits of crystal matrix down off captured vessels as well 
that are too badly damaged to put into a new ship. Burn 
gems no one really manufactures as it’s easier to get 
the Eternal ones a lot quicker by just raiding a SLA  
facility or having the navy knock over a few enemy  
foldships. 
 
Basically, there’s a lot of these and not a lot of people to 
use them and no one else can. 
About the only problem is quality.  
Ones stolen by raiders tend to have a set-value, sal-
vage and home built chunks tend to have about a 10% 
+/- value to them. The corporate watchdogs have their 
own assessors go over the quality fairly regularly but 
sometimes what you pay for might be a little less or 
once in awhile you get a rock that has a bit more. Then 
there’s always the trouble that someone might not have 
a ten-pointer and only has 14’s or 8’s. So sometimes 
this might mean you end up having to spend a little 
more or less depending on what’s around. 
SLA produced Eternal Gem.  
Set Containment   $70 per point.     
Salvaged Eternal Gem.  
Variable Containment  $50 per point 
 
These are also one of the pieces of ebb gear that ITSS 
doesn't really care if you sell on black-markets outside 
the company either. Feel free to mark them up through 
the roof to anyone who’ll pay you're horrific fees! 
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Thresher Ebb Recon Helmet  
TH.E001/R1 ‘Clover-dyne’ 
 
This piece of equipment is a hybrid of conflict era  
technology, nanotech and science friction which is 
unlike any other product which would have been  
produced by SLA or Darknight. The sheer audacity for 
Thresher scientists and artisans to construct something 
like this shows just how far they can push the envelope 
with their ability to meld high tech and ebb together.  
Most SLA Ebons regard it as something of an  
abomination because the Preceptor said so when he 
heard about it. 
Quite a deal of training is required to use one of these 
helmets, not only to get used to the ebb-communication  
required to interface with the parallel processors but 
also to get used to the HUD which displays itself in the 
Ebons mind as a product of the machine interface. 
Some Ebons and wasters refuse to use them, being 
slightly  
intimidated with being able to talk to a machine and 
have it ‘respond’ to their thoughts in a very cold and 
clinical way. Talks are undergoing with the development 
teams working out if they can produce an interface 
which will be slightly more ‘ebon’ in its behaviour and 
such a product would be available as a flash-memory 
for the helmets neural interface for free. 
At its core, the E001 is a communications flux matrix 
with some additional work done to it to manipulate the  
processors which control the signals from a set of sen-
sors mounted on two shoulder plates. The matrix  
controls the flash memory interface which is constantly 
running and updating via the parallel processors and 
pages this memory back to the ebb via the matrix in full 
duplex capacity.  
 
As for protection, the helmet can interface  
completely with a Deathsuit or Eidolonar and at present 
the actual headgear resembles a small metal/science  
friction tiara inlaid with fine flux gems on its baroque 
surface. A small connection of wires runs down from the 
back of the tiara off each ear to two shoulder pad  
platforms which contain the sensor packages mounted 
in two short pods. It cannot be interdermalised safely 
and the shoulder pads simply strap into the exterior of 
any ebb armour they are applied too. 
Thresher will not sell this equipment to anyone that  
hasn’t done the training, which takes 3 weeks of  
intensive use and a further 7weeks of acclimatisation.  
 
User also requires at least 1 Rank Ebb Communication 
and the matrix draws 1 point of flux per day. 
 
Cost-   $4800 
Weight-   3kgs 
Mil-Spec THS10 standards.  
Rated to 200G impact, 50m submersion, dust sealed 
and hardened circuitry 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The E001 is unable to mount any other systems but 
comes with the following- 
 
Communications and Detect Matrix granting +2 Ranks 
Ebb Communicate and Doubles the duration and range 
of Ebb Communicate and Detect. 
1mm Tight band Radar 100m range 
80mm long range radar 8000m range 
100x Digital magnification 
Lowlight and Thermographic sensors 
Long Range 3800km Aleph Transceiver with full neural 
interface 
Short Range 10km Tactical Transceiver with full neural 
interface 
Onboard navigation software capable of holding up to 
30,000 individual maps 
Red-Dot wireless weapon interface 
Integral AV recording system capable of saving 2000hrs 
worth of footage of everything the ebb sees and hears. 
Two AV stalks. 
1000hr rechargeable power supply  
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There isn’t a lot in the way of drugs available to Thresher agents and soldiers and the company takes a very dim 
view of their regular use as mentioned before in other texts. What usually happens when the ITSS finds a regular 
user is assessed in several ways: 
Is it affecting the user performance in a negative way? 
Is it going to open a potential for the user to be blackmailed by rivals? 
Is it a threat to the company and society? 
Is it going to cost the user more than they can afford? 
Is it going to cost the company more that it’s worth to rehabilitate them? 
 
Once this initial assessment is done the ITSS will decide if the user is going to need rehabilitation or corrective 
mental therapy to get them off the dependency, this is subject to what the user is addicted too. Drugs such as 
SLA recreational stimulants are going to get them dragged over the coals and they will be forcibly put in detox 
programs of Ex-Punge that they will have to complete. But otherwise there will be no further action taken except 
for an investigation as to 'where' they got the drugs. 
 Particularly nasty combat drugs like UV, Rush and Shatter are going to be much more thoroughly investigated 
and the user will find themselves in a detox clinic. Until they confess to whom provided the drugs and they won’t 
be let out until they have both given up the drugs and the supplier! 
That is for a first offence, which is not usually noted on a permanent employment record, unless they happen to 
be a drooling UV freak. 
For a second offence the penalties are much more severe. The user can expect to serve up to 100 days in prison, 
maybe demoted and/or some heavy fines to pay for their new liver and genetic correction.  
After that any type of drug abuse is out of the question except for some medical anaesthetics and Kickstart. They 
get a biogenetic liver to extract any identified foreign chemicals or genetic correction which will remove the  
Patients addictive desire to get bent on drugs and there will be no capability to be absorbed into their tissues. 
There isn’t any real problem with alcohol consumption, smoking either tobacco or certain non-addictive strains of 
hemp, provided that they don’t do it on duty, piloting a vehicle or hurt anyone else in the process. Getting drunk 
and ploughing your Keshang into a building will probably land the DUI in prison for awhile and they will have to 
pay for anything broken, they may also just be fined on a first offence. 
 Getting bent and ploughing your Keshang into someone is a different matter, charges of assault, manslaughter or 
murder could be levelled and the punishments can involve some fines, time in a minimum security prison, being 
sent to serve in the 7th Battalion, the prison planet of Tyne B122-C or maybe they will just have the easy way out 
and be executed by firing squad. 
 
 Why is this so different to the SLA and Darknight Company policies on drug use?  
It was decided that the company would be compromised eventually by its own citizens seeking out and using  
rivals products so the legislation was put in place to stop money and goods leaving the company.  
It’s half monetary and half sociological; the society found its life better off without the rampant drug abuse that the 
other two have. 
  
For Thresher, the cost of cleaning up the shit left behind is more than its simply worth in profits from the sale of 
drugs. Selling nasty drugs to other people outside the company they simply don't care about because they don't 
have to deal with it. 
 
Another thing to consider, you can be an insanely tough bastard when you're loaded up in KAD-C armours, full of 
incredibly potent cybernetics, biogenetic, nanotech implants which will let you live through all manner of bad news 
thrown your way. GM’s would have kittens in fear of PC’s loaded up like that so I’m also using the old game-
balance excuse that they little fuckers would become even more un-killable. 
 
Lastly, people in Thresher live a long time. They aren't the burnt out, street smart gangers from the ghettos of SLA 
planets that grow up with this culture and need it to survive. Throwing a lifespan away which could span thou-
sands of years just to get stoned? Doesn’t happen, Thresher ’humans’ simply aren't human the way SLA or Real-
world humans are ’human’. Shaktars don't tend to like drugs as a whole aside from a medical standpoint, most 
would rather stand on their own two feet in a fight. Aegir and Wraiths simply don't need them and don't come from 
a drug culture either, which just leaves the ebons and wasters, who are usually too introspective or extroverted 
and need a clear head to formulate properly anyway. 
 
But don’t worry my little chemical enthusiasts, they do make some drugs, just not a lot of the SLA ones and most 
have had their addictive properties removed in the manufacturing process. This makes them more expensive but 
there are export versions, which are exactly the same as the ones SLA makes which budding traders can buy for 
sale to a universe full of people who’ll stick anything in themselves.  

Chapter 10 Drugs 

Winners don't use drugs, they sell them 
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JC-TH0 ‘Joe Cool’ 
Cost: $15 a dose 
Effects:  
+1 Action/round, no PHYS rolls, damage cut by 25%, 
+1cool 
Duration: 6 hours    
Dosage: Continuous 
Addiction:  
-2 to Conc per 10 doses to avoid becoming mentally 
addicted to the stimulation of the drug. 
Black market: 1000u   
Detox effects: -1 STR, -1 PHYS, -1 COOL 
 
Constructed chemically like the original Rush it has a 
similar effect to its predecessor but has had an added 
calmative added to the mix. Nicknamed 'Joe Cool' by 
soldiers and addicts it hasn’t found a huge market out-
side Thresher with most of the hardcore combat drug 
fans preferring the SLA and DN products. 
It is administered by injection and takes 6 phases to 
come into effect, only the export version is addictive. 
 
VA-RL9 ‘Cloud Nine’ 
Cost: $20 a dose 
Effects: No pain, unconsciousness 
Duration: 1 hour    
Dosage: Continuous 
Addiction: - to Conc per 25 doses to avoid becoming 
mentally addicted to the effects of the drug. (export 
class of the drug only) 
Export cost:  
$9 Black market resale: 400u 
same effects, -2 to Phys per 15 doses,  
Detox effects: -1STR, -1 Phys, Rank 1 Bad Sleeper 
 
'Cloud Nine' as it is more commonly known is a strong 
medical anaesthetic used in surgery and triage to knock 
a patient out. -9 to Phys to avoid the effects, cumulative 
with additional doses. The drug is a well-manufactured 
chemical, which has little chance of causing death by 
overdose; this has made it popular with Skin Traders. 
There is also a secondary strain of the drug, VA-RL90 
that is the same but can be used on people who may be 
allergic to the original drug. 
It is administered by injection and takes 3 phases to 
come into effect 
 
Ex-Punge 
Cost: $5 a dose 
Effects:  
Prevents other drugs effects and stops Detox  
Duration: 30-day cycle 
Dosage: 2 per day      
Addiction: Non addictive 
Export Cost  
$5 a dose, non addictive    
Black market resale: 70u 
 
A detoxifying user on this is warned that other medical 
drugs like Kickstart won’t work while they are on a cycle 
of this drug. This is a popular choice for medics to carry 
in their kit as the drug removes poisons and can assist 
in the treatment of blood infections. 
It is administered by injection 
 
 

TX-0  
Cost: $10/Free with prescription for personal use. 
Effects: Stops Dream Demon’s, ebb communication 
Duration: 12 hours    
Detox: None 
Dosage: 2 per day    
Black market resale: 1200u 
 
Ebbs aren't affected by dream demons if they work with 
Thresher and have their deathsuits modified by the 
company, TX-0 is a highly complex Theta-Blocker which 
stops ebb communication and other forms of psychic 
assault which can come from other sources, including 
gore cannons (though it will not stop any other physical 
ebb effects). 
 
 Ex-AB10-A 
Cost: $2 a dose 
Effects: Antibiotic / Antiviral 
Duration: Length of disease being treated  
Dosage: 2-6 per day 
Addiction: Non addictive   
Black market resale: 25u a dose, non addictive 
 
Used in the treatment of diseases, this drug will not 
counter some of the more horrific bio weapons but it has 
saved the lives of many a civilian to cure some of the 
more generic life threatening, debilitating diseases and 
infections. It is administered in pill or injection  
 
TH-DC 
Cost: $15 
Effects: 2 Hits regained, closes 2 Wounds 3 phases 
after injection, continues to heal 2hits and close 2 
wounds for four additional phases. 
Addiction: Non addictive    
Duration: 5 phases 
Export Cost:  
$6 a dose -Same as SLA Kickstart for Detox and effects 
Black market resale: 300u 
 
Thresher don’t have a lot in the way of technology for 
healing drugs, Kickstart has been around in the com-
pany for quite some time so they refined it back to its 
pure form. The export quality product is the same for all 
intents and purposes but is unrefined. TH-DC is the 
standard trauma drug found in Thresher Agents Medical 
Kits. 
It is administered by injection 
 

Soft Drugs 
The use of tobacco, alcohol and marijuana by people is 
probably as old as time antiquity. Characters will be 
able to find in their travels a great variety of these from 
other Homeworlds, non aligned planets and other free 
traders. Average quality packet of cigarettes or a beer 
will cost anywhere between 5 and 10u, bottles of wine, 
spirits and liquors cost anywhere from 15u and up, pot 
costs about 20u for a wee baggie. 
The important thing to remember is that most of these 
are actually natural produce, in a universe run by SLA 
such luxuries are often synthetic and as a result organ-
ics fetch a premium price on SLA worlds to black market 
traders with a massive mark-up. 
We all know about how these drugs eventually kill you. 
I'll leave it up to GM's how they kill your characters.  
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Heavy Duty Medical Drugs 
 
VRI-IL 
Cost: $80 
Effects: Bio regeneration 1 Hit or 1 Wound per 5 
phases, No PHYS or COOL rolls 
Addiction: -5 PHYS per dose 
Duration: 12 hours    
Detox: -1 All STATS plus effects of Cerebral Palsy 
Export Cost: $80 
Black market resale: 2000u 
 
 A hybrid of Nanotechnology and chemical engineering, 
this devastating combat drug is rarely used and even 
more rarely sold to employees and soldiers due to the  
destructive effects on the nervous system if the dosage 
is stopped. It was originally manufactured as a way of 
treating battlefield trauma that required immediate  
attention, but the effects of the drug where too slow so it 
was hesitantly tested as a combat drug.  
Whilst it made powered infantry nigh un-killable, the 
after effects of continued use where proving too  
expensive to heal. Ex-Punge wouldn’t stop detox and 
the repair to the central nervous system took up to a 
week of intensive Genetic Correction.  
Should a character wish to use the 'drug' they must  
submit a genetic sample to the company and sign a  
waver that they know what they are getting into and the 
company wont have to pay for any self inflicted damage. 
 
They still do sell it on the open market to anyone stupid 
enough to use it outside the company though. 
It is administered by pill and takes 5 minutes to come to 
full effect. Does not work on Aegir  
 
TH-XPAN 
 
Comes in it own 1-shot injector, which resembles an 
oversize metal syringe with a 10cm long titanium nee-
dle. Containing 5cc of pure adrenaline, 3cc’s of highly 
refined TH-DC and a number of unidentified hyper-
metabolic chemicals and nanites. It is well known that 
Thresher have stolen large amounts of LAD facilities 
and the chemical drugs used in them, this is a by-
product of that medical technology which they have 
adapted for field use and tweaked to suit. 
Used by field surgeons, medics and corps men as a 
‘last resort’ it is injected into the jugular or brain of a 
dead or dying patient.  
If someone at 0 or -10 total hits with an intact head is 
injected with XPAN within 60seconds of going down it 
will give the medic another 5minutes to try and repair 
the major injuries that ‘killed’ them. While it isn’t exactly 
a second chance and very rare on the street markets, 
XPAN is proving to have some use in the hands of 
someone with first aid or surgical skills in getting the 
victim to ‘1hit’ and stabilised. 
No head, it doesn't work. 
 
Effects: 1 Hits regained from 0 to –total hits. Allowing 
time for Paramedic skill to stabilise patient and repair 
wounds. (See Paramedic rules where I actually made 
this skill do something.) 
Addiction: Non-Addictive 
Duration: 5 minutes 
Cost: $200 
Not for sale on Black markets 

TH-XBC 
 
Due to the rather nasty habit of people throwing  
Biological and Chemical weapons at each other in the 
course of killing one another there only needs to be a 
tiny hole in a suit, out of date filter and you're going to 
be proper fucked in a very short amount of time. The 
standard issue XMBC is updated as regularly as people 
come into contact or develop these kind of chemicals 
and bugs to be 100% proof but even if there is a chance 
of something weird you caught off someone at the last 
spaceport or Darknight lab, XNBC has a pretty good 
chance of killing it. It kicks in fast, but even so if you get 
a sniff of some of the more savage neurotoxins out 
there it might not be fast enough to stop all the damage 
but its better than nothing. 
 
Effects: 1phase after injection it continues to fight and 
cleanse the body of harmful chemicals, bacteria and 
viruses for up to four hours. It does exact a heavy toll on 
the user with dehydration and lethargy being a problem 
as the nanites in the drug use up a lot of energy  
(-4 DEX for eight hours.)  
Addiction: Non-Addictive 
Duration: 5 minutes 
Cost: $50 
Not for sale on Black markets 
 
TH-XN9 
 
This heavy duty stabilisation drug is injected into people 
who have caught a dose of radiation and experiencing 
the effects of that poisoning. It has been known to pull-
back people who have been exposed to extreme doses 
of radiation of over 8000REM (which will knock them 
unconscious immediately) and begin repairing their  
tissues which are in the processes of dying from having 
their cells functions disrupted. Made from potassium 
iodide and also includes a set of nanites which will  
remove residual particles of material and repair the 
damage along with some extra potent TH-DC knitters. 
 
After effects such as cell mutations which cause cancer 
will have to be knocked out with genetic correction after 
the immediate danger period has passed. XN9 simply 
stops them from dying in the meantime. 
This is a very important drug in Thresher, it can remove 
the harmful effects of DU poisoning as well from any 
species and as a result is heavily subsidised by the 
company but they don't sell it to outside sources. 
 
Effects: 1phase after injection it begins removing the 
lethal radioactive material from the persons system and 
repairing the cellular damage. 
Replaces the users PHYS stat as both DEX and STR 
drop to 0 each and instead gives them a hit point pool of 
100hits which is constantly regenerating at 10hits a 
phase while the drug is active. There is no way anyone 
will be moving around while under the effects, though a 
neural control link to pilot a suit or vehicle or even a 
sentient ebb armour to drag them to safety could be 
used. 
Addiction: Non-Addictive 
Duration: 1hour 
Cost: $50 (Species Specific– bought for individual spe-
cies use ie: shaktar, human, ebon etc) 
Not for sale on Black markets 
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Chapter 11– System Mechanic 
Healing 

Hit points really aren't the issue with this system, wounds are the real problem because that means that the fun 
has gone past the point of CAF rounds tickling your armour and has escalated to having something more  
importantly breaching your skin and damaging something.  
Fresh out of kickstart and not a friendly ebb healer in sight, the injured is going to be bleeding until such time as 
they run out of hit points and fall down dead right?  
This is where that much neglected skill Paramedic comes to the fore.  

Application of immediate first aid 
Paramedic skill + 2D10  
Modifiers 
+1 using a proper med-kit 
+3 using a field surgery kit 
+5 in a stocked medical centre 
-1 bad lighting 
-2 bad conditions (high wind, rain, snowing etc) 
-3 no med kit and using suitable ‘at hand’ components 
(uniforms as bandages etc) 
-5 under fire 
- Current wound level to oneself  
 
Of course to access the wound it will require the victim 
to be out of their armour or partially out of their armour 
so the medic can get to the wound. 
It will take 5 full active phases (phases that the charac-
ter acts) in terms of time for a medic to successfully ap-
ply treatment to one wound whereby the bleeding is 
stopped. This does not remove the wound and the 
negative modifiers still apply for the victim, but they are 
no longer bleeding away hit points.  
For each attempt at closing a wound the medic can try 
again if he fails a roll, a catastrophic failure of a ‘double 
1’ means that the medic has inadvertently caused an 
extra wound.  
 
Recovery 
Battlefields are not clean places and typically PC’s won’t 
always be shooting it out in sterile conditions, more 
likely they will be shooting it out in some god-awful 
sewer or dingy back street and if they're really (un)lucky 
they might end up somewhere worse like a war world. 
Adrenaline and fear can be used to get them out of the 
war zone or fire fight under their own power but later on 
things like infection, blood loss and shock can still be 
just, if not more deadly than bullets, bombs and blades. 

Regaining Hit points and healing wounds out of 
combat 
The important factor in recovering hits (hit points) is to 
make sure that the injured are in clean conditions, out of 
the elements and resting. This can be as simple as a 
tent or vehicle, provided of course it meets the  
requirements and a medic or someone suitably trained 
is attending to them, changing dressings, booster shots 
of antibiotics and in some cases anaesthetics. Physical 
activity during this time is required to be low so wounds 
are not opened again.    
 
Hit points regained per day of rest- ½ PHYS stat in 
points round up  
 
ie: PHYS 10 will regain 5HP’s per 24 hours of complete 
rest 
 
 
Modifiers 
+4 hits recovered if in intensive medical care (hospital, 
MASH)   
+3 hits recovered on first day if given a blood transfu-
sion- loss due to bleeding/bruises 
-1 hits recovered if casualty has has light duties 
-3 hits recovered if casualty has to perform normal daily 
activities 
No hits regained if combat or heavy activity undertaken 
 
 

Infection 
The chances of getting an infection from a wound are 
quite good, whilst the story’s of ‘dirty’ bullets are a myth 
dating back to when firearms where first invented by the 
physicians of the day.  
We know enough now that bacterium are everywhere in 
the atmosphere and surrounding objects.  
Dipping bullets in poop in an attempt to cause an infec-
tion is unlikely cause sickness in enemy soldiers.  
Organic materials have problems surviving being  
chambered through a firearm, heated to several  
thousand degrees Celsius and then hurled through the 
air at several times the speed of sound.  
Covering your ammunition in crap is just a good way to 
cause a weapon malfunction and have the armoury  
sergeant either laugh at you or slap you about. 
Melee weapons however can support biological toxins 
and infectious agents. 

Resist infection 
PHYS + 2D10 – Per wound sustained 
Modifiers (Aegir and Biogenetics do not have to roll due 
to their physiology) 
+10 Used Antibiotics 
+8 Used Kickstart or TH-DC in the last 24hours 
+6 Surgery used to clean out a wound 
+4 Paramedic skill used to clean out a wound 
-4 Hostile conditions (rain, sleet, mud etc) 
-6 Filthy conditions  
(Back streets, heavy industrial areas) 
-8 disgusting conditions (sewers, rubbish dumps etc) 
-10 War world 
 
Infections won’t always be prevalent amongst healthy, 
fit people but they can happen and usually set in 1D10 
hours of the injury. 
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Surgery 
Being wounded is considerably serious matter as this means that the character has taken enough damage to  
disable some part of their anatomy, to such a point that it is hampering their ability to function. The repair of 
wounds requires Surgery before they can be regained and in the case of multiple wounds may indicate that some-
thing is broken or damaged beyond repair, this may call for a prosthetic, transplant or biogenetic replacement or a 
bone to be reset and heal. This of course assumes that the character has their current wounds treated with Para-
medic skill before undergoing surgery. 
 
Surgery skill + 2D10, time taken for each wound is 15 minutes of uninterrupted work  
 
Modifiers 
+1 using a proper med-kit 
+3 using a field surgery kit 
+5 in a stocked medical centre 
+7 in an intensive care unit 
-1 bad lighting 
-5 bad conditions (high wind, rain, snowing, dirty etc) 
-6 no field surgery kit and using suitable ‘at hand’ components (pen knife & sewing thread!) 
-8 no anaesthetic (feel free to add some mental trauma, hehe!) 
 
Recovery after surgery means that the character has no wounds and will require as many days as they had 
wounds to be fully recovered. An interruption to this convalescence period means that they will only recover as 
many wounds as they had rested for previously. 
A failure on any of the surgery rolls or if the character takes more than PHYS halved (round up) in wounds, then 
there is a complication, a ‘double 1’ on the operating table means that something went wrong and an extra wound 
is created, gushing fluids everywhere! 
 
Complications 
Life is full of complications, then you run into a raging fire fight or back street knife fight and wonder afterwards 
why it just became a tangled knot of misery? That’s because you probably deserve it, but hey, here are a few  
reasons why you shouldn't get shot, stabbed or blown up. It’s also the reason why a top flight surgeon or ebon 
healer is worth their weight in KAD-C. 
Characters can take half their PHYS stat in wounds (round up) before something gets badly damaged and will 
need urgent medical attention to remedy and bring them back to full health. Using the above modifiers have the 
surgeon roll to fix their wounds and if they fail any of them then there is going to be a complication that may  
involve organ, limb loss or a broken bone that will take extensive medical care to repair or replace. 
I will leave it up to GM’s discretion as to what is missing/broken after this. 
(New uses for all those nice new replacement limbs and organs on the next page) 
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Uses and Abuses of Kickstart and TH-DC 
The use of combat drugs to heal characters in combat has always been a long term gripe of GM’s because it  
allowed players to effectively go out and buy a lot of ‘healing potions’ and use them indiscriminately after being 
shot, stabbed or blown up in the course of their activities. It does encourage PC’s to become very hard to stop 
and eager to engage the enemy at a whim, rather than methodically devise plans that would mean that they don’t 
get shot in the first place. What can be done if this happens in a game is not to ‘nerf’ the drugs or make them 
more expensive or uncommon, but to define what the drug does. 
 
The healing drugs:  
-Cause clotting to stop bleeding 
-They also knit tissue back together  
-Probably contain a spectrum of antibiotics 
-Contain enough endorphins to get the victim through the initial shock of being wounded 
 
What the healing drugs probably don’t: 
-Fix and set a broken bone 
-Replace lost blood 
-Remove any foreign particulate or objects from a wound cavity  
  
Broken bones are a common effect from bullets going through someone, falling off high places onto hard surfaces 
and melee weapons are good for it too. Even a good punch up can be a way of getting something broken, rather 
than go into explicit details of why, type and where a fracture happens. It would be a good assumption that if an 
area has taken more than ¾ of its total hits (round up) then there’s a good chance that there’s something broken. 
Broken bones can be fixed using a Thresher Stage 2 Bone Density patch injection after the bone has been set, or 
the bone can be set and left to heal normally, they also hurt a LOT! 
 
It usually takes 3-4 weeks for a small bone like a finger or nose to heal completely, larger bones like femurs and 
the like can take up to 3 months. Though the larger bones can have pins and plates used to hold them together 
and give some use (light support) back to the limb while they knit themselves back together.  
Putting in pins and plates requires surgery. 
 
Blood loss, sudden blood loss of more than a 1/3 of a persons total blood can be fatal and the effects of loss of 
blood can cause dizziness, confusion and increased heart rate amongst other things. Lost blood can be replaced 
by transfusion or supplemented with blood plasma transfusions.  
Obviously you can’t stick Shaktar blood in humans or even amongst individuals where their blood type differs, well 
you can, but they will die. 
 
There are several ways to help someone with blood loss- 
 
Blood Plasma expanders can be used to get the blood pressure back up and the patient provided with more  
oxygen in a mask they can breathe in. 
 
Blood Transfusion, it may well be worth characters to spend some time donating a quart here and there to a stock 
that is stashed away in a refrigerator, for those times when it may be needed. This could be very important if the 
patient is bleeding out and requires some more to keep them alive for just that little bit longer so the doc can close 
the hole up. 
 
 
Foreign objects are things like dirt, bullets, shrapnel, rocks and the like which can enter a body and stay behind 
after the wound has healed. Apart from the risk of secondary infections later on it is not recommended that an ob-
ject be left to float around in someone because the body doesn't take well to such things and can form dangerous 
lumps of scar tissue which may block nerves and impede blood flow later on. In the case of something like DU, 
even in non-ebbs, it is very important that the material is taken out, otherwise it will poison the victim and they will 
die from radiation and the toxicity of the metal.  
Most offending objects are taken out during surgery when the patient is being patched up, sometimes a doctor will 
wait until the patient is stabilised before going back in to dig around. Hollow point and explosive rounds are deadly 
primarily because they disintegrate and cause large wound cavities from shrapnel damage, if someone survives a 
hit from one, there’s a better than average chance that there’s something still floating around in there afterward 
which may have to be picked out later.  
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Hearing Amplifiers 
TH Zenker    Rating 1-5  
$1200 Each Rating  
TH Maestri    Rating 6-10  
$1800 Each Rating  
Visual Acuity Systems 
TH Sulky    Rating 1-5   
$2300 Each Rating 
TH Crag    Rating 6-10   
$4600 Each Rating 
 
Each Rating of implant gives a +1 to either good-vision 
or good-hearing, they do to some extent replace the 
users own attributes so are not cumulative with any 
natural good vision or hearing. Both come with Anti-
Dazzle compensators in the eyes and automatic 110db 
cut-out systems in the ears to prevent damage. These 
replace the natural organs (both) with a lifelike  
biogenetic covering or alternatively can be left as raw 
carbon and chrome replacement. 
 
Machine Sensory Systems 
 
TH Zimmer Antidazzle   $500 
Zimmer is rated to 1/10000th of a second to cut in avoid-
ing blindness from bright lights.  
TH 20-20 Lowlight   $500 
TH Thermo 90    $500 
The Thresher Thermo and Lowlight systems are highly 
refined variations of IR and UV neither of which incurs 
any penalty for use in darkness but the Lowlight will 
need a few lumens to be functional and has an  
unlimited range as well as being full colour.  
Thermo is good for about 1000m 
TH Sub-7     $1000 
Sub-7’s are hearing implants that increase the spectrum 
of noise that would be beyond a species ability to hear, 
from sub bass rumbles to the high pitched whine of 
electronics and turbines. 
TH Black-light 18    $1800  
The Blacklight is a multi spectrum Doppler radar and 
sonar system with a range of 100m and 1000m  
respectively. 
TH Macro 40    $600 
Macro 40 is a 40x magnification system and has the 
ability to be used as a microscope with up to 40x image 
enhancement for close up viewing. 
TH Sun EM-High Band 70  $1000  
These give the user the ability to see into the high  
frequency electromagnetic spectrum, X and Gamma 
Rays as well as the Ultraviolet spectrums. Handy if you 
work around nuclear facilities. 
TH Sun EM-Low Band 110  $1000 
These give the user the ability to see into the low  
frequency electromagnetic spectrum, HF, AM and FM 
frequencies and Microwave as well as the Infrared 
spectrums. Handy if you work around comms gear. 
 
 
 

Neural Rebuild 
TH White Zeta 33x   Rating 1-5  
$15,000 Each Rating 
 
An invasive and drastic replacement of the complete 
motor nervous system with ultra fast signals,  
superconductors and reflex recorders based off instincts 
Flight or Fight. 
These add a flat +1 to initiative per Rating of implant. 
In a situation requiring the user to react to opponents 
and friendly personnel in a surprise situation, the user 
has to make a successful CONC (11+CONC) roll with a 
modifier of +1 over their natural dexterity otherwise they 
don’t discriminate between targets.  
Modifiable by wounds, drug use, ranks in psychosis, 
levels of DEX augmentation and player behaviour.  
They get ONE CONC roll every full combat round of five 
phases. 

 
Prosthetic Limbs and Organs 
 
These are medical grade replacements, either put on 
temporarily to a person while they go get a new missing 
bit grown in a biogenetic facility at a later date. Some 
people elect to keep the cybernetic limb but most opt for 
a naturally grown one or biogenetic replacement. These 
are not combat oriented replacements so no STR or 
DEX articulation here but they are relatively tough. 
 
Small sensory organs (eyes, ears)   $100 
Large internal organs (liver, pancreas)   $80 
Complex internal organ (heart, lung)   $200 
Small limb (finger, toe)     $10 
Partial limb (foot, hand)     $300 
Full limb (arm, leg, tail)     $450 
 
Limbs have the ID of the part they are replacing, they 
have some neural feedback but otherwise ignore 
wounds to that area and only inflict AD and not DAM. 
Partial Limbs have half the ID of a full limb and occupy 
50% of the total limb to determine if it or the original 
stump is hit. 

eg: Bob has Dex 10, he get three levels of TT33x, he 
now Reacts in combat at 13 with all normal bonus  
actions in phases granted as if he had Dexterity 13, if 
Bob has to discriminate between targets he might be 
shooting at then he would have to roll a 14 to pick.  
Otherwise he’s going to kill everyone in the room.  
(GM’s choice who gets it) 
These do not add to skills which are based off dexterity 
and they can thankfully be turned off, needless to say 
these can be awesome but also mean occasionally you 
have a few less friends 

Chapter 12– Bloodwork and Implants 
Cybernetics 
Cybernetics is fairly common in Thresher, mostly because the company supports it with good materials, spare 
parts and unlike more primitive systems it runs off of a small catalytic device inside the implant hooked up to the 
blood supply which turns glucose into power for the implants. All Thresher cybernetics conform to Mil-Spec 
THS10 standards. Rated to 200G impact, 500m submersion, sealed and hardened circuitry 
You buy the rating you want, want a higher rated one later you pay for it all over again. 
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Neural interface 
A full man-machine interface and Implantation includes the jack control port and duplex Biometric Processing 
Unit’s that convert machine code into thoughts and back the other way. Ports can be located anywhere on the 
body but they are typically behind the right ear and temple and relatively obvious at close inspection. These are 
more or less essential for using the bigger suits of armour, vehicles and more complex computers. 
Cost: $500 
Game notes:  
Can interface with any Thresher machine with an input/output device which grants a free action to use it in  
combat. (pilot & drive skills, remote turrets, computers, drug injectors, communications both verbal and written, 
eject a magazine, turn on a sensor etc) Otherwise decreases the amount of time for more complex tasks like  
writing software, using computers by a factor of ten. The system requires a graceful log-off and a sudden  
disconnection results in sensory disorientation for 2D10 phases where the user is both blind and uncoordinated. 
      Rating  x  Price 
Trauma Dampers 
TH Mariah 7X    1-5   $800  
TH Elijah 10x5    6-10   $1000 
Add to the PHY roll to resist, shock, stun, physical wound penalties and stay conscious. Users ignore wound pen-
alties up to the rating of the Damper (ie: Rating 2 ignores 2 wounds) and pain modifiers to their actions, can be 
turned off. 
 
Ebb Dampers 
TH Carmella JA    1-5   $650 
TH JA 99x4     6-10   $1300 
Add their Rating to CONC and Cool rolls to resist ebb attacks on the mind, these cannot be turned off. 
 
Inertial Dampers 
TH Jaci-5     1-5   $200 
TH Kruger 66x4    6-10   $400 
Add to PHYS rolls to stay conscious under high G-forces for ever +1 rating the user is unaffected by 15G up to 
150G.  
Memory Buffers 
TH Raton 12x5    1-5   $2300 
TH Halcyon 717x4    6-10   $3600 
These expensive and tiny little devices are a mix of Biotechnology, Nanotech and Cybernetics mixed in with a 
very state of the art micro computers, each rating of the buffers gives the owner a +1 to the DIA stat directly that 
will affect the KNOW stat. 
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Biogenetics 
Thresher doesn’t have a lot in the way of Biotech, as it requires huge amounts of chemicals, power, specialised 
technicians to run it. As a result they are slightly behind the likes of SLA, Darknight and even many smaller soft 
companies in this area, though the chance to snap up any new experienced personnel or designs is never turned 
down. Most employees opt for Nanotech or Cybernetics finding more confidence in that technology unless it is for 
the organ or limb replacement which is where Biotech really shines. 

Replacement Limbs and Organs 
Small sensory organs (eyes, ears)   $150 
Large internal organs (liver, pancreas)   $250 
Complex internal organ (heart, lung)   $400 
Small limb (finger, toe)     $120 
Partial limb (foot, hand)     $200 
Full limb (arm, leg, tail)     $500 
 
Preferred by most people if they have a choice, the  
replacement is as good as the old part it replaces and 
for a little bit more money it can be made even better. 
They slightly more expensive than a cybernetic but not 
immediately obvious without blood work that the limb or 
organs are even there. 
 
Organ Work 
Sometimes a customer will want a better heart, lungs or 
any of the other larger internal organs that filter toxins 
from the bloodstream. Others sometimes want one that 
can do a little more for them in a pinch and this costs a 
pretty uni. But you might want to consider just how this 
might save your life. 
 
Visual Acuity 
+1 to +10 Good Vision 
$1000 per rank 
Requires the replacement of both eyes 
Hearing Acuity 
+1 to +10 Good Hearing 
$800 per rank 
Requires the replacement of both ears. 
 
Toxin Filters 
+1 to +15 PHYS vs. poisons 
$200 per rank 
Requires replacement of Lungs for the removal of  
airborne toxins and replacement of kidneys, liver for the 
removal of ingested and injected toxins. These also add 
to the PHYS rolls against succumbing to addictions and 
make it very hard for most drugs to work unless they are 
a medical grade knitter. 
They reduce the effects of drugs by 1hr per rank and 
add to PHYS rolls to resist damage from radiation. 
 
Bone Marrow Replacement 
+1 to +15 PHYS vs. disease 
$100 per rank 
Removal of all bone marrow into the skeletal structure, 
originally a medical procedure to help combat cancers, 
these particular marrows do that and produce especially 
virile blood cells that combat virus and bacterial  
infections. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Articulation and Augmentation 
Probably the thing everyone thinks of when biogenetics 
are mentioned in conversation. Images of 900years of 
TV showing ‘well hard’ boys and girls beating the piss 
out of people that don’t have the implants tended to in-
grain and endear it to the population. 
 
Class 1 Implants 
Standard implants that can raise a STR or DEX stat by 
three points up to the racial maximum. While they do 
not increase the PHYS score, the STR ones can raise 
hits. They aren’t immediately as they just replace the 
muscle and ligaments with the normal bulk of the own-
ers natural structure  
 
C1 Strength   1-3 to STR stat  
$2400 per rank 
C1 Dexterity   1-3 to DEX stat   
$2800 per rank 
 
Class 2 Implants 
Stronger and with a higher density than the Class 1  
implants, these can raise STR or DEX above the racial 
maximum. These include bracing, stronger tendons and 
bones and do increase the PHYS score and raise hits. 
They aren’t immediately as they just replace the muscle 
and ligaments with the normal bulk of the owners  
natural structure but they do appear a lot more toned. 
. 
C2 Strength   1-5 to STR stat   
$3200 per rank 
C2 Dexterity   1-5 to DEX stat   
$3600 per rank 
 
Cosmetic Work 
Sometimes, mostly when you’ve done something truly 
terrible to a lot of people it pays to get a new face and 
avoid the hounds for a little longer. Also a favourite for 
anyone with the dollars that’s just sick of looking like a 
hatful of smashed cat arseholes, or to cover up a  
multitude of sins and scars.  
 
Biogenetic Skin 
Cost: $1000 
Mostly used to treat burn injuries and only normally 
grown as a whole body covering, including the face. 
Pick the colour, look, hair colour and even the texture. 
 
Armoured Biogenetic Skin 
PV1 
Cost: $2000 
Covers the entire body and the bonus to PV is  
cumulative with any other body armour worn  
(not powersuits or vehicles!).  
It’s rough, tough and takes a beating, also feels like  
normal skin and has some additional defence against 
contact poisons (+1PHYS rolls), UV light and the user 
always counts as being armoured. 
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Biogenetic Teeth 
Cost: $20 each 
Because sometimes a punch in the head gets you this 
or you don’t brush your teeth! 
 
Biogenetic Hair/Fur 
Normal: $500  Full Body: $1200 
Some people always wanted to be blonde or any other 
colour you can imagine. Some people just want their 
hair back.  
Others always wanted to be or are Wraith Raiders.  
Grows at a phenomenal rate to a pre-determined length 
after 12hrs.   
 
Facial Reconstruction 
+1 to +12 Good Looks 
$1000 per Rank 
Join the beautiful crowd, want to join the ugly gang, a 
box cutter costs $2. 
 
Full Body Sculpture 
+1 to +12 Good Figure 
$1500 per Rank 
Make friends and neighbours happy in the pants when 
you take yours off. Beer + TV = Going the other way. 

Inadequacy Implants 
$1000 
Better shaped or bigger ‘bits’. Because not everyone is 
created equal, popular with the boys and girls who 
make movies, the types of movies where people get 
naked and fuck. 
 
Reconditioned Motor 
Sex Change   $5000 
Him into Her, Her into Him. Includes glands to produce 
hormones to the complete the change along with  
functional in/out bits.  
Doesn't change physical stats and won’t allow you to 
have kids and no, you can’t have both… 
 
Disguise 
$200 per rank  
(-1 to -10 to be recognised by people who know you.) 
Disguise is only a physical alteration to your original hair 
and face, doesn't include changes to physical stats, sex 
and blood work will reveal your DNA. 
 
 
 

Nanotechnology 
Main Entry: nano•tech•nol•o•gy 
Function: noun 
: the art of manipulating materials on an atomic or molecular scale especially to build microscopic devices  
(as robots)  
 
Stage 1 Nanotech. Produces a specific result or task before it stops functioning 
Stage 2 Nanotech. Produces a specific result or task for an set period of time before it stops functioning 
Stage 3 Nanotech. Produces and regulates a specific result or task for an indefinite period of time 
Stage 4 Nanotech. Produces, regulates and evolves to perform a specific result or task under changing conditions 
for an indefinite period of time. 
 
Darknight having stolen some Thresher prototypes nanotech several hundred years ago to use in the  
manufacture of the now infamous Zero Assassin Mk.2’s which where a plague bearing infiltration unit used on 
SLA. Since that particular incident Thresher are keeping a lot more of its research closer to home and more secret 
than ever, its use now more toward the production of better chemicals, improvements on armour and micro  
engineering projects. SLA knows about nanotech but so far their results at replicating the technology haven’t met 
with much success and it is horrendously time consuming and expensive requiring a certain amount of genius, a 
core-facility grade nanolathe, so they stick with what works, drugs, trillions of bullet-stoppers, stormers and  
biotech. 
Some of it is sold on the internal market to Agents but none issued for commercial sale. Its advantages over any-
thing else are that it is extremely discrete and highly effective when tailored to a specific task.  
Enhancement applications will not work on Ebons as their bodies flush it out with flux but they are capable of us-
ing the short duration drugs which heal normally  

Bone Density Patch 
Medics in the repair of broken bones commonly use this mostly discrete use of medical Nanotechnology but it can 
be used as a semi permanent or permanent application to an individual, which will increase their bone strength.  
Stage 2 is usually a 'quick fix' for a broken bone to assist in the healing, lasts 10 minutes and restores full strength 
to the bone. It comes in a fluid medium that requires a syringe to administer directly into the damaged area, quite 
painful without anaesthetic.  
Costs 10c per application. 
 
Stage 3 is a permanent and invasive procedure which increases the tensile strength of bones. It comes in several 
levels of improvement and a previous level doesn't have to be removed before a higher or lower level is used. 
Rating 1-5 costs $300 a level and adds +2hits to each location. 
Additional improvements can be made over time.  
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Soft Tissue Patch (Stage 3) 
An active, invasive, tailored medical procedure that is 
an expensive procedure that mimics the healing abilities 
of Aegir. Considered a lifesaver by those who have the 
patch laid in and repairs tissues, replaces lost blood 
cells. It is not passed on to offspring or any other means 
like bleeding on someone. 
Repairs 1 wound or hit point every 5 phases in that or-
der until completely healed. 
Aegir cannot use this particular nanotech. 
Cost: $9500  
 
Genetic correction (Stage 2) 
An invasive procedure whereby the individual is literally 
built from the bones up to resemble a desired replace-
ment, who is usually either abducted or has a tissue 
sample stolen. SLA and DN don’t know about this pro-
cedure and even if they did they would be powerless to 
stop it except through rigorous mental interrogation from 
either Ebb or torture on the target.  
The procedure takes a full 15 days to complete and is 
monitored constantly during this time by a team of  
medics, surgeons and Nano-engineers.  
 
Replicating someone else- 
It is limited by species and even the most highly  
advanced means of detecting this process are fruitless, 
the person is literally a new body. Other finishing 
touches like tattoos and scars will are achieved by  
conventional plastic surgery, physically it can take two 
weeks to get used to new height, weight and  
characteristics of their new shape as the person has to 
virtually learn all over again their coordination. 
 
Replicating yourself- 
Often used as a way of perpetuating life, healing  
massive damage and clearing up some particularly  
vicious disease or genetic defect. While most people 
are very long lived in Thresher with Eugenics this can 
set the clock back to usually the late teens or early 
twenties. 
 
Cost- For anyone tempted to acquire another 'body' to 
throw off bounty hunters or get your face off "SLA's 
most (un)wanted" this procedure is subject to the  
discretion of the ITSS, medical authorities and a damn 
awful lot of paper work..  
Expect to pay at least $12000 and be laid up for the 
next 10 days after the operation and it can take up to 1 
month to process all the paperwork. 
 
Deep cover Field Agents get this as part of the disguise 
before infiltrating rival companies as an employee. They 
also get a completely new body after the mission for 
free which can be look whatever they want it too,  
surviving the mission though is usually more luck than 
management. 
 
It is also given to Bond Legion soldiers at the end of 
their ten year service with the company as an option if 
they wish to either conceal their identity or simply start 
over again.  
 
 
 
 
 

Spectrum Immunisation (Stage 3) 
A tailored, active replacement for the bodies’ immune 
system that is also capable of seeking out and destroy 
chemicals, cancer, mutations and foreign elements in 
the bloodstream. 
 Expensive but a relatively safe procedure that takes 
two full days to reach maximum effectiveness but once 
it is in, it is permanent resident in the lymphatic system 
and bloodstream.  
There are some drawbacks to this 'vaccine', drug use is 
limited to only Kickstart derivatives and some general 
anaesthetics; everything else gets neutralized quickly 
before it can cause any damage and its pretty much a 
superhuman effort to get a buzz from things like soft 
drugs and drinking.  
It also works with other types of toxin filters and 
screens. 
 
The upside to this implant is that the recipient gets a 
permanent +15 to PHYS rolls versus any diseases or 
toxins and at least a full 50% more life expectancy as it 
slows down the aging process to next to nil once the 
person with it has reached maturity of around 20 or so.  
 
It is standard issue to all Thresher combat troops serv-
ing on war worlds. 
Cost- $5000 
 
Motile Enhancement (Stage 2) 
The enhancement of the muscle cells so that they are 
capable of increased strength and stamina. There is 
also some augmentation to the tendons and bones  
during this procedure so that the skeleton can support 
the extra stresses placed upon it. Each level raises the 
STR of the recipient by +1 and may exceed the racial 
maximum, increased STR also counts toward PHYS, 
total hits and location hits.  
The implantation can be done over a period of time but 
there is a 5 day recuperation and physiotherapy period. 
Can be combined with Ligament Enhancement, but not 
compatible with biogenetic implants. 
These Add to the PHYS stat and modify hits 
Cost: $4500 per level up to 5 levels 
 
Ligament Enhancement (Stage 2) 
Considerably more complex than Motile Enhancement, 
this procedure works on the fibrous tissues, tendons 
and synapses to increase the reaction speed of the 
large muscle groups. Each level raises the DEX of the 
recipient by +1 and may exceed the racial maximum, 
increased DEX also counts toward PHYS, total hits and 
location hits. The implantation can be done over a pe-
riod of time but there is a 5 day recuperation and 
physiotherapy period.  
Can be combined with Motile Enhancement, not com-
patible with biogenetic implants. 
These Add to the PHYS stat and modify hits 
Cost: $5000 per level up to 5 levels 
 
Biogenetic Articulation and Augmentation are not com-
patible with this procedure, the biogenetic muscle mass 
will have to be removed as even nanohardened bones 
will not support the massive amounts of strength and 
would literally tear the user apart. No, for that we need 
something else… 
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Full Shell Replacement 
 
Living bodies are marvels of engineering in of themselves, which is why the replacement of the complete ‘chassis’ 
so to speak of a human, shaktar or anyone else is something which is very, very involved and requires massive 
amounts of nanotechnology, biogenetics and cybernetic systems of the first order and premium construction.  
This isn’t something you can knock out in a few days in a back shed with a boiling cauldron of biogenetic soup, 
hammer, and some electronics from the local Slayer-Shack. It’s something of a contested debate inside the  
company why this was included in line up of products considering nanolathes where able to regrow a lost limb, 
biogenetics could do the same for most parts and they have the best armour in the universe. The military though, 
prior to the Shadowmaker project was doing it tough, really tough in terms of keeping its personnel alive when 
faced with the contemporary battlefield  
conditions. 
 
As marvellous as the body is as a physical machine it has some weaknesses that the enemy had exploited for 
some time, over 85% of Thresher is human, well for all intents and purposes they look human but they're so far 
evolved with Eugenics that it’s more or less debatable. Humans aren’t tough, they sometimes aren’t as quick and 
they certainly won’t cut it in a straight up fight against the innumerable hordes of biogenetics, frothers, wraithraid-
ers, shaktars and combat drug laden troops the enemy can throw at them. 
Even the most talented of Thresher soldiers will admit, even with the augmentation, eugenics, implants, the mas-
sive guns and armour. There just isn’t much you can do as a simple human, outnumbered by thousands upon 
thousands of the enemy. 
Unless you're both smarter than them and a lot tougher just to make it home. 
Shadowmaker has give Thresher a lot more confidence on the battlefield and as a result the Shell replacement for 
badly wounded is going out of style, there's still a lot of people using it but even they're finding it a case of having 
their DNA made into a new body and discarding their high tech chassis in favour of having a ‘real’ body again. 
(But that wont happen until 900SD in Thresher) 
 
Shell Replacements will probably be going out of  
fashion for human beings within a decade or two,  
instead their bodies regrown and AI’s implanted into the housings instead to bulk up the numbers.  
Which in a way is a pity as Shell’s as they're called are the masterpiece pinnacle of both artistic design and func-
tionality, for anything comparable to what Thresher has created. Fully tactile with biogenetic skin they aren’t 
merely ugly robotic chassis with skin like a manchine and unless they tear a stormers arm off, or giggle as a 
HESH round does cosmetic damage you’d probably never tell.  
 
The last vestiges of their former self are housed in an armoured brain-case deep in the chest of an cybernetic 
body made immensely strong, capable of taking massive amounts of punishment, fast and immune to pretty much 
damn near anything the enemy can throw at them. 

 
Shell Casing 
PV: 30 SHELD Armour ID: 20   
Weight 20kg Life support: 100hr internal  
Cost: $20,000 Battery life: 100,000hr rechargeable  
The brain is removed completely from the body and placed in a SHEL-D, Mil-Spec THS11 standards casing rated 
to 200G impact, 500m submersion, sealed, hardened circuitry, +300 to -150 degrees celsius, vacuum and  
radiation shielded.  
 
For breathing an external atmosphere the casing relies on internal biogenetic tissue and comes with a full NBC 
filter system. Along with the brain are a number of specially grown biogenetic organs for life support which look 
after nutrition, heating and oxygenation. At this point the only means of communication or interaction with the out-
side world is with the neural interface. 
 
Shell Casing’s are able to be hooked up to computers, vehicles, powersuits or inside a completely cybernetic 
body where they are buried in the chest cavity. 
 
All physical stats are reduced to 0, for initiative purposes use either the powersuit DEX stat or DIA stat in the case 
of non-bipedal vehicles. 
 
All Physical based skills (STR, DEX, PHYS) are now based on CONC. 
For the purposes of damage the Shell Casing and whatever it is plugged into takes Armour Damage and no 
wounds. If the ID of the casing is reduced to 0 the person’s brain dies  
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TH.CBN108 KREIG  Cybernetic body chassis 
(Requires Shell-Casing) 
 
PV: 5 KAD-C Armour Weight: 70-90kg Height: 160-180cm tall. 
Cost: $40,000  Battery Life: 500hr rechargeable 
ID: Head- 40 Torso- 120 Arm- 55 Leg- 65 
STR: 24 DEX: 15  PHYS: N/A 
 
Movement: Walk 2m/phase Run: 5m/phase  Sprint 15m/phase 
Encumbrance:  Move= STR x 50kg Half Move= x3   No Move= x4 
Appearance: 0-12 Good Looks 0-12 Good Figure 
 
Sensor Systems:  
Taste, smell, touch and temperature  
TH Maestri Good Hearing 10, TH Crag Good Vision 10, Thermographic, lowlight. 
Comes standard with an external neural interfaces behind the right and left ears, ALEPH 3000km radio. 
Mil-Spec THS11 standards casing rated to 200G impact, 500m submersion, sealed, hardened circuitry, +300 to -
150 degrees celsius, vacuum and radiation shielded.  
Damage to the biogenetic skin heals in 10phases. 
For the purposes of taking damage, the chassis takes Armour Damage and no wounds, once the chest area is 
destroyed there is a risk the Shell Casing takes any additional damage and the suit is powered down. 
 
The Mk.108 CBN chassis was the last produced by Thresher and is above state of the art, considering it was a 
core-unit salvage its unlikely to ever be refined any further than it is now. Complete with a biogenetic skin with full 
tactile senses and the best visual and hearing systems available it even comes with simulated breathing, full vocal 
ability and organs of either male or female depending on the type (Type M, male, Type F, female) and is virtually 
indistinguishable from any other human being from just looking at the chassis. The Type M is slightly larger than 
the Type F but there is no real difference between the two. Powered by high-discharge batteries and with most of 
the main muscle drivers being memory plastic they are capable of phenomenal strength and agility. Able to jump 
9metres straight up or 15metres diagonally from a standing position the chassis is also built to withstand falls of 
up to 50metres without taking any damage. 
 
About the only drawbacks to the chassis is the short battery life which was only operational for a few weeks but 
considering they can recharge themselves off pretty much any standard DC power supply they don’t tend to have 
a problem in the field. They aren’t heavily armoured, like the batteries the weight had to be kept down so the 
chassis could operate anything a normal human being could fit into and use. 
 
Mk.108’s also come with a variety of upgrades and they can take any standard Cybernetic upgrades a normal 
person can in terms of sensor and implant tech at half the price as fitting machines into a machine is a lot easier 
than it is to integrate it into a living body. Integral weapons systems however aren’t able to be fitted as there  
simply isn’t any room in a chassis this compact. 
 
Polymorphic Exterior       $3000 
Originally designed as an infiltration upgrade they where not successful for long term missions undercover but the 
advanced biogenetics used here could mimic people’s appearance with changes to the hair colour, length, skin 
colour and facial features completely in less than ten seconds. They are also able to increase the chassis  
appearance of weight by -10/+50% but there isn’t any ability to adjust the height or mimic another species. 
Damage to the skin heals in 10 phases, includes software for biometric identification appearance replication and 
voice mimicry. 
 
Muscle Enhancement       $9000 
Increases the strength and dexterity of the suit by +6, there is a slight bulk increase due to more muscle being 
packed in, +10kg to both the Type F and Type M. 
 
Nano Repair system       $5000 
Similar to the armour repair systems in Thresher armour, these are tailored to repair any damage to the chassis 
while in combat, they can repair 10ID, at 2ID per phase even to completely destroyed sections. 
Capable of carrying up to five canisters of 10ID each worth of nanites and cost $100 each. 
 
Maintenance 
CBN 108’s are fairly expensive units to keep going, mostly because repair work to them requires highly skilled 
engineers and it isn't uncommon for owners of such a body to pick up the Cybernetics Engineer skill so they can 
cut down on costs and the use of Nano-Rep systems. 
ID Damage costs $10 per point and requires Cybernetics Engineer skill to use.  
Otherwise it will cost around $5 per point of ID in raw materials and parts to keep going. 
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Shadowmaker 
In 899SD Rachael Ansted a deep cover field agent working for the ITSS along with a half dozen members of the 
7th Division stole a mostly complete Karma LAD facility which was brought back and pieced together. While the 
process behind LAD reanimation of dead SLA operatives was beyond what Thresher medical experts could use, 
they did manage to get some small use out of it and the rest of the machinery, computers and gear lay fallow for a 
year until it ended up in the hands of a woman called Lucina on Persephone who was probably the only person in 
the company capable of making it work. A few months later she emerged from the secret R&D bunker there and 
professed she couldn’t make it work but had made something else. 
Shadowmaker 
A huge complex of nanolathes, immense computing power and the ability to download a Human, Shaktar,  
Wraithraider or Aegir mind and with a small amount of genetic sample she could rebuild them from scratch on a 
nanolathe. Download the memory, personality on computer (or from a soul-cage from a particularly powerful ebon 
which has stored it on computer memory) and squirt it into the new body on the nanolathe complete with the  
neural paths in the brain.  
 
It had a number of applications. 
 
Personality Disguise. 
Used on Deep cover field agents who could have the memories of their target replacement patched in to give a 
complete mental resource base of everything their target knows for a bullet proof disguise. Unfortunately this is a 
permanent replacement and unless there is an existing personality stored somewhere they can overwrite it with. 
Typically the targets memories are stolen with an ebb soul-cage prior to their implanting and loaded onto a 
computer to be taken back to the company. 
 
Recovery. 
People die in the course of their duties. It’s a fact that’s all too real to the underpopulated and small forces of 
Thresher outnumbered everywhere they go. 
 
$1000 stores your memories.  
Updates cost $100 every time you want to remember something if you fall in the line of duty. If you die say a 
month after the last update then you won’t remember anything you have learned so it is important to track XP and 
where it is spent as you’ll have to wind back the clock. 
 
Being brought back takes 12 days and you won’t have any implants which you might have done previously, you’ll 
just be the bog-stock DNA sample you submitted when you signed up.  
Free every 12 standard months and you're alive at least, most people understandably don’t go out of their way to 
get slaughtered and see if it will work. 
 
Extra casualties along the way will require $8000 in power fees, base resources or having done something  
notable to offset the cost to the company for your clumsiness in the course of your death (dragging kids out of a 
burning school bus, mooning Mr Slayer on camera etc).  
This can be loaned. However if you don’t pay it back in two months then they will drag you off and put you to work 
doing tasks behind the lines where you’ll stay safe, out of trouble and there until you pay it off or pony up the 
bucks.  
Look on the bright side, you don’t remember dying and you don’t have to stick drugs in yourself to stay alive like 
LAD. 
 
Death-Squads 
There is one way to get all this insurance for free.  
Sometimes talented individuals or a unit will get an offer of Shadowmaker recovery, usually for commensurate 
monetary payment, to pay off a really big debt and will get replacement of lost gear and other stuff.  
If they do something for the company, something they wouldn’t normally survive. 
So, the enemy is presented with a Thresher employee, who is usually a hard bastard by and large, equipped with 
suburb raping big guns, more explosives than a munitions factory and absolutely no fear of death. Darknight don’t 
know this exists and SLA kind of has some idea but doesn’t know what it is exactly, because for some odd reason 
they can’t get to Persephone to find out and if they did, they certainly wouldn’t come back. 
Especially if Lucina has a say in it and she has the final word on everything on Persephone, it’s her planet and if 
she doesn’t like it, ‘it’ leaves. 
 
GM Notes:  
I wasn't going to include Shadowmaker originally but death rates for Thresher employees are very, very high if 
you're running it properly. This can be fairly heartbreaking for established PC’s and doesn't make it ‘fun’ and we’re 
only playing it because its fun. Use it, don't use it. Up to you. 
While it’s a fairly simple system unlike LAD which brings with it drugs, trauma and other problems due to time con-
straints, Shadowmaker doesn't have the ability to pull back XP points like LAD which should keep people from 
enjoying the process overly much if they actually want to get anywhere. 
It also has some peculiar properties in regard to ‘Soul Binding’ which I’ve detailed in the GM’s section for you. 
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Chapter 13 Guns 
At this point, things get ugly. 

There are no new seasons colours. 
There are no pseudo innovations marketed as being ground breaking technology. 

It just does what it says on the can. 
 
Welcome to 9th century SD warfare from the point of view of people who set the state of the art in making their 
enemies die as efficiently and ruthlessly as possible. From this point you will see weapons of such levels of mass 
destruction you might be wondering why there's a WOP left at all. For the most part PC’s who are veterans of the 
SLA universe will have spent most of it trudging around the sewers of (that is) Mort in their own little closed world 
that rarely sees past its myopic and piggy outlook of rolling up another ‘hard man’ who came up from the streets 
(yo!) and spends their days in and out being something of a privatised cop with cop guns and a cop’s outlook on 
the society they're paid in hard credits to defend for Mr Slayer and the weapons he loans them. 
 
This is all the stuff that real soldiers use in the WOP universe that cop-operatives never have anything to do with 
and much less on Mort because its simply so immensely destructive it will make most veterans of SLA-Op type 
games put a huge steaming shit in their underpants just thinking about facing someone with a Thresher weapon. 
It will go through their ghetto ceramic armour as simply as you could push a biro through a sheet of paper. 
Sometimes, when the gloves come off their armour wont save them and running will only mean they’ll die tired. 
 
Most Thresher activity on places like Mort and pretty much all the SLA homeworlds is done by privateer operators 
or undercover operatives so they will rarely see the Thresher war-machine at its full ‘arms reach’ in terms of  
destructive potential. Those guys are either innocuous nobodies waging a data war or simple snatch and grab in 
whatever armour and weapons they can afford, they rarely have a lot of the heavy stuff as it weighs too much to 
easily move onto a planet and maintain once its there. Up until now, PC-Operatives who would have come up 
against Thresher in the MRB versions might have had a better than average chance of surviving a Black BPN 
against some Thresher employees. 

Yep its been pretty cruisy up to this point as a SLA operative. 
Get a bigger gun than some CAF civilian shit, get some pretty ‘kewl’ looking armour and you get to kick around 
civies like they're nothing more than just a soccer ball. Lash out with your shock, brace and nuke tendons, snap 
em in half like they where made of balsa and go hang out at the pit after thinking you're a hard bastard huh? 

 
You pull a black BPN against Thresher Armed Forces as an operative now there will only be one result. 

You die 
It will be a genuine Black BPN, Suicide, they’ll even shoot down the LAD chopper just to make sure. 

 
They will EMP your armour so it doesn't work, then they will gas you with nerve agents when you get out of it,  
simply wipe the suburb you where hiding in off the map with artillery and if you're running around in a nice big fat 
APC or kilcopter then you're just a bigger target. Your radio will not work, they will jam your vision enhancements 
and you will be slaughtered just like the civilians you used to kick around at SCL10.  
They already know where you are, everything on your armour, equipment and firearm is being downloaded and 
analysed by their combat computers.  
They know where you're going, they know why you're coming because they’ve already been listening in to your 
radio and been dogging you with drones. 
They're just waiting for you to walk on the mines, wander into an explosives kill zone or to get in range of one of 
their cannons that can shoot the cock off a fly at 8000metres. 
 

Putting it simply. 
Everything Thresher has in terms of warfare and weaponry is better than a SLA OP’s. 

Everything they’re trained to do is so much better than a SLA OP’s 
You're out of your league. 

Go home. 
 
This is judgement day for all the times a SLA op or Shiver pushed around a civie, tortured a pissant Darknight 
agent, beat up a black marketeer or just simply slapped around the whores and junkies so they could prove how 
tough and loyal they where to the company. 

 
This section is the sharp end of a company who took brutality, ruthlessness, cruelty and murder to new heights by 

only one law after crawling their way up by the boot straps. 
 

That law is the law of the gun. You use this stuff on normal bog-stock SLA op PC’s and they will be as dead as a 
fucking doornail quicker than you can roll those 2D10 and say “suck shit you corporate bitch”. There are no holds 
barred for Thresher, they're few in number and they have to make sure everything in front of that gun is going to 
die. The don't care about some planetary law that doesn't let the police force carry flamethrowers and grenade 
launchers, this section is simply to detail how efficiently they can wipe out a large section of the enemy and  
destroy their ability to resist as quickly as possible. 
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Conventional Firearms 
Thresher manufactures some of the more conventional firearms for sale to their employees that are basic weap-
ons that have a cartridge full of explosive that sends another explosive down a long tube and probably kills what-
ever it’s shot at. These are war-world grade weapons, they aren’t fancy, they do what they say on the can but 
unlike the rivals products these are ‘the’ definitive state of the art.  
Tolerances are so match-grade due to them being made in completely robotic factories that there is unequivocal 
guarantees that you will never find better down to the atomic structure. Anywhere at any price.  
Even the finest custom gunsmiths in the universe will pale in comparison to these build qualities, there are 50,000 
credit watches made by SLA that have worse precision machining than a $300 Thresher gun. 
 
Thresher makes conventional ammunition, in 11.15mm and 10guage magnum flavours for its chemical propellent 
type of firearms. That’s it. 

CHAP 1515/WPP 11mm pistol 
Calibre   11.15mm Pistol 
ROF   1 
Recoil  4 
Magazine   8 round spring fed box 
Weight   1.5 kg 
Range  12m 
Cost   $295 
 
The CHAP is intended to be a pistol for use instead of 
the FLAY by people that are not in powered armour.  It 
has been designed to minimise recoil and has become 
popular as a dress sidearm, or as a pistol for civilians 
that are not as strong as trained soldiers.  It has two 
points of integral recoil baffling already built into it and is 
capable of fitting all weapon accessories. 
 
FLAY AUTO 1701/C6 
Calibre   11.15mm Pistol 
ROF    2 
Recoil   9 
Magazine   14 round spring fed box. 
Weight  2kg 
Range   15m 
Cost    $200 
 
This big lump of nanohardened ceramic 11mm death 
spitting pistol has been around for decades and  
probably killed more people than cancer.  
It is capable of fitting all weapon accessories. 
 
DRAUG 090/RVP Revolver 
Calibre  11.15mm Pistol 
ROF   1 
Recoil   10 
Capacity  6 
Weight  1.8kg 
Range  5m 
Cost   $180 
 
Becoming a popular hold out pistol for many agents this 
reliable single action revolver is sold in its basic, 11mm 
form with a short 4inch barrel which makes it a potent 
and deadly short ranger weapon Speed loaders cost $5 
and allow the whole cylinder to be reloaded in one 
phase. It is capable all standard weapon accessories 
except due to the open-breach design of the revolver it 
cannot accept a silencer.  
 
Cylinders and Barrels for Enemy ammunition can be 
bought for $50 for each new calibre and can be 
switched out in under 20 seconds with a Wep-Maint roll. 
 
 

 
 
THCA 0401/ACCR Armoured Cavalry Carbine 
Calibre   11.15mm Rifle 
ROF    1/3/5 
Recoil    8/11/13 
Magazine   40 rounds spring fed box 
Weight   4.5kg 
Range   15 metres 
Cost    $440 
Skill- Pistol or Rifle, technically a large submachine gun 
 
A popular weapon with rear echelon troops and home 
defence units for their compact size and ease of use. 
The THCA is an all-ceramic weapon with minimal mov-
ing parts and renowned reliability. The 11.15mm rifle 
round has excellent ballistic properties against light and 
medium armours and the short 400mm barrel gives it 
acceptable accuracy though it has some particularly 
savage recoil on full automatic. 
Can fit any other weapon accessories and grenade 
launchers. 
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TEAR 0176/M3 Submachine gun 
Calibre   11.15mm Pistol 
ROF    5/10 
Recoil   8/12 
Magazine  80 Drum 
Weight  4.5kg 
Range  18m 
Cost   $380 
 
A powerful submachine gun that has considerable  
firepower. Has great reliability and but only average  
accuracy. It was the weapon SLA based the FEN  
Warmonger off and has some similarities in  
appearance. Can be fitted with all standard accessories 
and grenade launchers 
 
THERA 103/M11 Machine Pistol 
Calibre  11.15mm Pistol   
ROF    1/3/5   
Recoil   3/5/7 
Magazine  30 round spring fed box 
Weight  3.5kg    
Range  10 metres  
Cost:   $220 
 
The THERA, through no fault of its own ended up being 
more or less a redundant weapon and only sold in large 
numbers to pilots and the Special Forces personnel who 
liked its compact size. Most of the reservists who this 
weapon was marketed for preferred their SHEER or 
TEAR weapons.  
Comes with three points of recoil baffling inbuilt and can 
accept all other accessories except a grenade launcher. 
It is manufactured out of a solid block of high impact, 
nanohardened ceramic with a reinforced tungsten  
barrel, bolt mechanism and a recoil blowback  
mechanism.  
 
They are a superbly reliable weapon capable of  
withstanding an immense amount of punishment in the 
field and still keep firing, also sold in large numbers on 
the black markets for around 10-20,000uni. 
 
 
 
 
 

BAR 0010/C1 Assault Rifle 
Calibre   11.15mm Rifle 
ROF    1/3 
Recoil   3/5 
Magazine   24 round spring fed box 
Weight   5 kg 
Range   25 m 
Cost    $380 
Comes with 2 points of integral recoil baffling.  Can take 
another 3 points of baffling and a laser painter and 
scope may be fitted.  
This is the standard issue training rifle everyone knows 
from basic training.  
They can accept all weapon accessories. 
 
SHEER 0023/B1 Assault Rifle 
Calibre   11.15mm Rifle 
ROF    5 
Recoil  12 
Magazine   40 round spring fed box 
Weight   5 kg 
Range   30 m 
Cost    $450 
 
SHEER 0023/B2 Accurised Rifle    
Calibre  11.15mm Rifle 
ROF   1/3 
Recoil   7/9 
Magazine  40round Spring fed box 
Weight  7.5kg 
Range  150 metres 
Cost   $550 
 
This model of the SHEER assault rifle usually serves as 
a spotter’s rifle or section sniper rifle.  
It differs mechanically to the B1 model by the large 
heavy 720mm ceramic barrel and a more refined, light 
trigger, both of which help to make this an exceptionally 
accurate rifle straight out of the box. Whilst the weapon 
cannot be unassembled easily or quickly for portability it 
is a popular choice for the rifleman in the urban  
environment as it is considerably smaller than the THAR 
14mm. It comes standard with a 3000m TFTS scope, 
bipod and tactical stock. 
  
Both models accept all weapon accessories. 
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TH-R 005/SN10 M23 Sniper Rifle ‘Black Patty’ 
Calibre  11.15mm Rifle 
ROF   1/2 
Recoil   7/8 
Magazine  15 round spring fed box 
Weight  4.5kg 
Range 450 metres 
Cost   $350 
 
This weapon is probably the same one many practice 
with when making their way through advanced rifle 
training and in its current form is one of the longest 
serving rifles in the Thresher arsenal. The weapon is 
sold as a basic unit that has a customisable Tactical rifle 
stock as standard but no other accessories and uses a 
gas blowback, semiautomatic mechanism.  
It is a perennial favourite amongst new recruits and  
veterans alike, as it is comparatively cheap to buy,  
accurate, compact and has a very hard hitting round.    
 
The M23 has been around longer than anyone would 
care to remember and has its roots in a long forgotten 
and no longer used SLA battle rifle known as the M1, 
carried by the first Thresher soldiers. Snipers now pick 
up the weapon when they don’t quite know what they 
might be coming across when heading off into enemy 
territory on reconnaissance missions as it is rugged 
enough to go anywhere. It also gets used a lot as a 
spotters rifle to back up a heavier or longer ranged 
weapon, soldiers like it as it has mild recoil, doesn't 
weigh very much and is comfortable to shoot for long 
periods of time. 
Most get modified with a scope and suppressors to 
keep their presence hidden.  
There are also a few soldiers that fit a grenade launcher 
to it but this eliminates any bonuses from the tactical 
stock. 
 
VAPH I 0100/A6 “Scythe” SSW 
Calibre 11.15mm Rifle 
ROF  5/15 
Recoil  8/18 
Magazine Gauss Fed Drum 
Weight 18 kg 
Range 55m 
Cost  $1,650 
 
A section support weapon for the lighter armour types.  
It is a large and particularly vicious weapon when used 
against infantry. It is a very popular weapon with gun-
ners who like the comparatively low recoil and weight 
which makes it and its ammunition easy to live with for 
long periods of time.  
The five ceramic barrels are air cooled and have a  
tendency to overheat badly after 1000 rounds of  
sustained fire and requires a 5 phase cool-down period. 
 
The barrel assembly can be swapped out in 3 phases 
by a trained operator and cost $230 each, each barrel is 
good for 5000 rounds of ammunition put through it  
before the weapons accuracy degrades..  
 
Weapon can fit all standard accessories  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

MAUL 1009/CSG Shotgun 
Calibre   10 gauge magnum 
ROF    1/3 
Recoil    8/11 
Magazine   40 rd drum or 10 rd Internal 
Weight   4.5kg 
Range   15m 
Cost:    $300 
 
A full sized combat shotgun with fearsome firepower 
and uses a pump slide action or gas operated blowback 
to cycle shells and comes with a folding stock. Can be 
fitted with a laser painter and recoil baffling. About its 
only drawback is the magazine which has to be manu-
ally reloaded and isn’t detachable (2 shells per phase), 
the drum magazine is a much better choice for  
protracted fighting as it can be switched out quicker but 
adds another 2kg to the weapons weight. 
 
MAUM 1009/ASG Shotgun 
Calibre    10 gauge magnum 
ROF     5 
Recoil    13 
Magazine   Linked belt. 
Weight    6 kg 
Range    10m 
Cost     $485 
 
The MAUM is a fully automatic shotgun fed by a belt of 
ammunition. The ASG is designed for use primarily by 
Aegir and other equally strong close assault troops.   
 
It has a very simple design with a reinforced and  
armoured housing that is incapable of accepting any 
accessories. This rugged simplicity leads to the gun 
being virtually unbreakable in field conditions, even 
when used as a club (Dam 2, AD 2, Pen 0).  
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Hydro-Gauss Weapons 
“These are not a ‘mans gun’, these are weapons of war.” 
 
The technology behind the Hydro-Gauss weapons is something that only SLA or Darknight could dream of  
equipping their troops with in the numbers that Thresher does. Insanely high muzzle velocities, runs off a fuel cell, 
water and all they have to do is keep pouring ammunition into the damn things to keep spewing out massive 
amounts of firepower. At its simplest, the weapon is a small catalytic fuel cell which is integral with the magazine 
holding the bullets, you put water and the ammunition in it and the fuel cell produces oxygen and hydrogen which 
provide the initial explosive charge injected behind the bullet and the excess power is used to propel the projectile 
down the set of superconductor magnets in the barrel. 
Worry about the water freezing or evaporating? Not likely, these have been in the field from Polo to Dante, to the 
deserts of Cross, hard vacuum of deep space and still kept winning the battles for over 700 years because of  
integral management systems. 
 
They will fire in temperatures as high as 300degrees to as low as -200 degrees below Celsius. 
Heck if you have too you can piss in one to keep it running. 
 
Ammunition comes in 9.5mm, 14.4mm, 17.5mm, 35mm and up to howitzer sized rounds. 
There is no difference between the different types, pistol, rifle and cannon projectiles. That is defined by the 
weapon itself which can be fed the same 9.5mm bullets as what would go in a pistol will fit in a rifle or a cannon 
which is the same calibre. 

TH 0905/HGP 14mm pistol 
Calibre   14.4mm Pistol 
Magazine:   15 Hydro-Gauss fed box. 
ROF    1/3 
Recoil   15/17 
Range   25m 
Weight   3.5kg 
Cost    $600 
 
Nothing says quite like ‘fuck off’ when you haul one of 
these things out, this huge block of carbon-black  
nanohardened ceramic and tungsten hand cannon with 
a 30cm long barrel. No bullshit, low capacity, slow firing 
revolvers or pump-actions here, this is a fully automatic 
and state of the art killing machine capable of knocking 
the head off an armoured chagrin stormer at fifty  
metres. 
Can fit all normal weapon accessories. 
 

 
 
SANN 0020/M1 Machine Pistol 
Calibre:    8.95mm Pistol 
ROF:     3/5/10  
Recoil:    7/9/14 
Magazine:    60 Hydro-Gauss fed box 
Weight:    3.5kg 
Range:    27metres  
Cost:     $500 
 

A relative newcomer to the Thresher armoury this pistol 
was designed for covert operations with the field agent 
in mind that requires a lot of compact firepower and so 
far over the last 300 years of testing has proven to be a 
real killer. It uses three, 300mm gauss barrels set at 90 
degrees next to one another fed from a gauss box 
magazine there is a noticeable cracking of the sound 
barrier that gives it a distinctive tearing sound and has 
proven to be completely murderous on light enemy  
armour with good penetration qualities and leaving a 
large wound cavity. 
Can fit all normal weapon accessories. 

 
CETT 001/PP 8.95mm pistol 
Calibre:   8.95mm Pistol 
Magazine:   18 Hydro-Gauss fed box. 
ROF    1/3 
Recoil   5/8 
Range   22m 
Weight   750gm 
Cost    $400 
 
An older pistol still popular with some civilians and  
Special Forces teams, the high muzzle velocity and 
quite good penetration against armours make this little 
firearm a lot more lethal than its appearance would  
suggest. Small, light, compact and finished in plain 
blued steel. Elegantly simple, reliable and in the hands 
of an expert the weapon is to be respected. 
Can fit all normal weapon accessories. 
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SANC 0655/GSR Marine Gauss Carbine 
Magazine:   Hydro-gauss fed 100rd box 
Calibre:   8.95mm Rifle 
ROF:    5/10  
Recoil:    10/15 
Range:   30m  
Cost:    $1100  
Weight:   11kg 
 
Utilising the same technology as the SANN Machine 
pistol this weapon is a complete step up in terms of  
lethality. Designed for use in tight confines of star ships 
with three, 500mm gauss barrels fixed at 120 degrees 
next to one another fed from a gauss assisted large ca-
pacity magazine. 
Popular with boarding parties and ground forces as a 
weapon for infantry, it is also being used in limited 
amounts with reserve home defence units who some-
times carry it as the section support machinegun. 
Can fit all normal weapon accessories. 
 
 
SANM 016/GCA Marine Gauss Cannon 
Magazine:   Hydro-Gauss fed drums  
Calibre:   8.95mm Cannon 
ROF:    10/15/20  
Recoil:   15/20/25 
Range:   60m  
Cost:    $4500  
Weight:   40kg 
 
This massive weapon usually replaces the 0600/C12 
and 0000/A0 cannons on TH.004 and 005 armours for 
close combat and hard vacuum work. While it lacks a 
little of the punch and range of 14 and 17mm the 
weapon is to be feared in its own right for the sheer 
amount of sustained firepower it can deliver from its 10 
barrels. In testing this weapon was regarded as being 
one of the highest performing firearms in terms of  
reliability and accuracy.  
 
So much so it tends to scare the people using it, just 
aim, squirt and whoever it was pointed at disintegrates 
into a red mist. 
It has a very distinctive and loud tearing sound that has 
made many enemy crews and pirates capitulate rather 
than face the owner of such a weapon in close confines. 
Can fit all normal weapon accessories  
 
 

VAPH II 0300/B9 SSW "Reaver" 
Magazine   Hydro-gauss fed drums 
Cal    8.95mm Rifle 
Range   105m 
ROF    10/25 
RCL    14/24 
Weight   24kg 
Cost    $2800 
 
A more technical version of the VAPH that many new 
operators are often critical of before using a lot in action. 
Many claim that the weapon is overly complicated and 
far heavier than its predecessor. The weapon is both 
that but it does have a better history of reliability under 
sustained fire and an excellent range. 
The weapon exceptional reliability and a devastating 
rate of fire to surpass any other SSW in production. 
It has 5 ceramic barrels fixed at 72 degrees to each 
other in a silicon gel armoured shroud to manage a high 
rate of fire for up to 2500 rounds at a time before a cool 
down phase of 10 phases.  
Or alternatively, changing the barrels as the entire  
assembly is held in with a 5-point lug and can be done 
in 2phases in the field by a trained operator.  
Each barrel assembly is good for 5000 rounds cost 
$930 each.  
Can fit all normal weapon accessories  
 
THHMR 14/14PSA ‘Kang’ Submachinegun 
Calibre   14.4mm Pistol   
ROF     10/20   
Recoil    18/28 
Magazine    Hydro-Gauss fed 100rd box 
Weight   10.5kg    
Range-    15 metres  
Cost:     $820 
 
The Kang is a monstrously large, oversize twin barrelled 
SMG. Outside of a powersuit or suit of (large) power 
armour it is notoriously hard to control as the recoil kick 
from both barrels tends to swing it from side to side like 
an angry snake. For anyone capable of holding down 
the huge beast of a gun its firepower is devastating in 
close confines.  
Designed on Sino by an independent small team of en-
gineers, it was extensively tested in 804 and came into 
service 805SD, constructed mostly of high impact ce-
ramics with a gauss feed mechanism and  
nano-hardened titanium alloy. It fits all modifications and 
accessories but not a grenade launcher. 

Section Support Weapons 
 
The VAPH I SSW (top) was first deployed in 
300SD and is gauss fed 11.15mm calibre 
weapon that is capable of over 1500rds per 
minute and uses five air-cooled barrels. 
 
The VAPH II (bottom) was first deployed in 
340SD and is a full Hydro-Gauss fed machine-
gun that holds the record for man-portable 
ROF of over 2500 rounds per minute from five 
liquid cooled barrels. 
 
The VAPH III (2pages over) was first deployed 
in 298SD and while it has a slower ROF of 
only 1000rds per minute is using the larger 
14.4mm cannon round whereas the other 
smaller version of it use a rifle round from its 
five air cooled barrels. 
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HAZE 905/D1 Assault Rifle 
Calibre    8.95mm Rifle  
ROF      5/10   
Recoil     12/17 
Magazine    100rd Hydro-Gauss box 
Weight    8kg    
Range    130 metres  
Cost:     $1250 
 
The D1 is designed for one purpose only, to get enough 
lead in the air between the solider and his enemies. At 
first glance it appears to be a very no-frills weapon 
made of stock high impact ceramic frame with a nano-
hardened tungsten alloy barrel and gauss feed system, 
no recoil baffling, very heavy and a rudimentary set of 
iron sights. Underneath the ceramic cowling is a set of 
aluminium sinks in a gel coolant sleeve off the four bar-
rels surface that allow for incredibly high heat dispersal 
and higher rates of fire for a sustained period of time 
than a normal conventional weapon could handle. 
Company rivals are took particular note of this weapon’s 
presence on the battlefield as it quickly proved to be 
able to ‘out-gun’ any equivalent manufacturer’s assault 
rifle. 
Can fit all normal weapon accessories 
 
STURM 905/DA9 Battle Rifle  
Calibre   14.4mm Rifle   
ROF     1/5    
Recoil    15/20 
Magazine   30 Hydro-Gauss fed Box 
Calibre   55mm Grenade  
ROF 1 / 2   Recoil- 7/8  
Magazine   6 round Hydro-Gauss 
Weight   15kg    
Range  300m (Rifle)  
Range   40m (Launcher) 
Cost:    $2850 
 
The DA9 is slow to gain widespread use amongst the 
mobile infantry due to its price, but was accepted in 
large amounts by the Special Forces who where quick 
to recognise such a weapon as a heavy power armour 
killer. Nordland Armaments got the whole build down to 
5 micron tolerance and 4 moving parts using a  
combination of gauss feed and magnetic bolts, for both 
the rifle and its integral grenade launcher. 
Features THFS integral 3000m scope 
Can fit all normal weapon accessories 
  
If any rival company tells you they make a better 
‘assault rifle’, they're full of shit, most couldn’t get within 
30microns of it on one of their best custom built sniper 
rifles. 

MNHR 0945/SN5 Sniper Rifle “Man hunter”  
Calibre    8.95mm Cannon 
ROF      1 
Recoil    17 
Magazine   25 Hydro-Gauss Helical feed box 
Weight    12.5kg 
Range    2000 metres 
Cost     $1900 
 
This weapon is sold as a basic unit that has a tactical 
rifle stock and customisable trigger system as standard 
but no other accessories.  
Technically this weapon rivals the Thresher cannon in 
terms of both advanced construction and the amount of 
fear the enemy has when deployed. Of particular note is 
the 2.3m long cerami-metallic barrel with Teflon coated 
tungsten alloy bore that enables the projectile to reach 
muzzle velocities of 3500m/s and the massive bolt  
action with its secondary magnetic locks to handle the 
pressure. Indeed the entire weapons specifications are 
measured to 5 microns and it is so over-engineered as 
to be possibly the most robust and accurate weapon 
ever made. 
This elegant looking weapon first made its debut in the 
deserts of the war world Cross in 644SD and was  
responsible for more enemy officers being killed that 
SLA would care to remember except for the fact its still 
slaughtering them like pigs and one reason why most 
never leave their APC’s. 
Can fit all normal weapon accessories  
  
 
THAR 0501/ZA Sniper Cannon ‘Necro’ 
Calibre   14.4mm Rifle 
ROF     1 
Recoil    20 
Magazine   15 Hydro-Gauss box 
Weight    17kg 
Range    910 metres 
Cost:    $1400 
 
Known and feared by the SLA militia on war worlds for 
its capability to inflict untold acts of evil on even heavy 
infantry and light vehicles alike. It has impressive range 
and substantial firepower provided by the 14mm round 
fired from its 135cm barrel. By no means a small 
weapon its weight and length make it unwieldy in urban 
environments but it is reliable and well constructed. It is 
sold as a standard rifle with no accessories. 
At its basic level the weapon has only 2 moving parts. 
Metal fatigue is next to zero on this weapons action and 
it has no estimated field lifespan. 
Can fit all normal weapon accessories  
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Heavy Weapons 
 
The stuff that is usually hanging off one of the more obscenely big and ugly powerarmour’s, powersuits and  
vehicles to make the bad men go away, this is the real edge Thresher have in that they can deploy a lot of these 
types of weapons and their firepower is devastating.  
 

VAPH III 0600/C12 Assault Cannon 
Calibre   14.4mm Cannon 
ROF    5/10 
Recoil    21/26 
Magazine    100 Hydro-Gauss Box fed or Drum 
Weight    25kg 
Range    80 metres 
Cost:    $3200 
The perennial favourite of heavy troops, vehicle crews 
everywhere for its ability to liquidate a lot of people that 
would normally be bothersome, massive amounts of 
heat shrouding on the five barrels and the type of rock 
solid reliability which would make a ball peen hammer 
proud. This gun is one of the oldest weapons in the 
Thresher arsenal, deployed over hundreds of years to 
kill heavily armoured enemies and vehicles alike. Unlike 
its smaller cousins the VAPHIII never needs a cool 
down period.  
Can fit all normal weapon accessories. 

THRESHER CANNON 0000/A0 
Calibre   17.5mm Cannon 
ROF    10 
Recoil    34 
Magazine    Hydro-Gauss drum fed 
Weight    70kg 
Range    90 metres 
Cost:    $4600 
Thresher is here. If the howl from the magnetic  
induction rotary bolt mechanism, two metre long muzzle 
flash, thunderstorm of hypersonic 17mm rounds doesn’t 
make every SLA and Darknight weenie run for whatever 
excuse for a home they have when you let rip, your 
money back.  
Anyone that stays in front of this thing is going to die. 

The legend aside, this grotesque beast has a number of 
things which make it difficult to use, mostly because it 
can only be fitted on enormous suits of armour, vehicles 
or bunkers and requires massive amounts of ammo to 
keep it going. They also have a slight problem with the 
barrel burning out if it fires more than 500 rounds in one 
go without a cool down. The barrel can be ejected re-
motely and a new one clicked in place in less than 1.2 
seconds though so its hardly a drawback considering 
you’ve just let rip 500 rounds and whatever you where 
shooting at is undoubtedly ‘proper fucked’. 
They cost $300 for a new barrel and weigh 15kg each, 
TH005 and 007 have leg compartments to hold 5 of 
them inbuilt. 
Can fit all normal weapon accessories  
 
THOR 1701/ZA anti-material cannon 
‘Anschlaghammer’ 
Calibre   17.5mm Cannon 
ROF     1 
Recoil    24 
Magazine    15 Hydro-Gauss fed Box Type 
Weight    30kg 
Range    2650 metres 
Cost:    $3500 
The development of this weapon was one of the most 
unusual and perhaps bitterly debated events in recent 
times between Thresher armaments and the military.  
By 789SD the 1701 rolled off the production line for the 
first time in an experimental run of 10,000 units, the  
military snaffled them up so quickly even before they 
could be packaged properly and sent them off to the 
front lines within hours.  
It wasn’t enough that 14mm rounds from the THAR rifle 
made the average infantryman just as dead and could 
go through any personal armour or powersuit the enemy 
had. No, it was the fact SLA came up with a 17mm rifle 
and was using it made someone jealous along the line 
and ‘was affecting morale’. 
It comes with only a tactical match grade stock and cus-
tom trigger assembly as standard. 
 
Accessories wise a Waldo unit and or recoil baffling are 
a must unless this weapon is set up on a tripod or in a 
vehicle turret and can fit all normal weapon accessories.  
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TH-RW IV 035/AVM Anti-tank rifle 
Calibre   35mm Cannon 
ROF    1 
Recoil    28 
Magazine   25 Hydro-gauss fed box 
Weight    90kg 
Range    2450 metres 
Cost:    $8700  
The largest man portable Hydro-Gauss weapon in the 
Thresher arsenal it is primarily used as an antitank, anti-
aircraft or bunker buster from well behind the lines of 
combat. Due to its weight, size and relatively slow rate 
of fire, it is usually crewed by a 2-man team or carried 
by one of the heavier armour classes like TH004 or 
TH005. 
 From the muzzle the weapon can propel the 1.8kg pro-
jectile at 8350km/h which gives the distinct sound of a 
peel of thunder, as the sound barrier is broken multiple 
times.  
The use of the inbuilt tripod effectively negates any  
recoil once set up and is notorious for red-misting 
stormers at up to 8km.  
(which undoubtedly makes Intruder cry a bit more) 
Skill to use is Auto/Support but Marksman skill can also 
be used to increase aim. 
Can fit all normal weapon accessories. 
 
Grenade Launchers 
At its simplest, grenade thrown out the end of tube,  
either with a chemical charge or gauss propulsion  
further than you could normally hurl it. At its worst, belt 
fed monsters mounted out the side of a vehicle or in a  
pillbox that can hammer out these horrible bundles of 
death at a very high rate of fire. 
Grenade launchers use Auto/Support skill. 
They can fit all standard weapons accessories but gain 
no benefit from red-dot or laser painters. 

PZHG 2409/GL Grenade Launcher 
Calibre    55mm    
ROF     1 / 2  
Recoil     8/9 
Magazine      8 Gauss fed helical Internal 
Weight      8kg    
Range    40 metres  
Cost    $900 
 
Sold as either an under barrel accessory or collapsible 
stock as an infantry support weapon. It delivers a  
serious amount of firepower and can be loaded with a 
variety of munitions.  
This Thresher manufactured monster of a launcher is 
feared for good reason, large ammunition capacity, high 
rate of fire and variety of truly nasty grenades for every 
type of party. They are a tad expensive though. 
 
PZAG 9707/GL Grenade Launcher 
Calibre   55mm    
ROF    1 / 5   
Recoil    1 /6 
Magazine    Gauss fed belts 
Weight    36kg    
Range    60 metres  
Cost-    $4500 
 
This terrible weapon doesn't take too long for people to 
know about it when it opens up. While not exactly  
portable or designed to be fired by a single soldier due 
to its heavy weight, they make a formidable weapons 
platform in a vehicle, bunker or anywhere it can be set 
up for defence ahead of time. 
Thresher has been known to retro-fit them into their 
powersuits like the 005 and 007 for suppression use in 
a shoulder mount. 
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Chapter 14– Munitions 
 
There isn't the huge diversity of guns in Thresher that SLA has, what there is though is cheap and readily  
available, not surprising really considering that most Thresher planets are little more than staging points for war.  
Ammunition though comes in a fair amount of different types that are as advanced as the weapons that fire them. 
Bullet Tax? 
Its employee’s responsibility to kill as many of the enemy as possible should they find themselves in a situation 
requiring them to fire to defend the company. Thresher doesn't care if the agent doesn't ‘look cool’ on TV because 
they're using a gun instead of a knife. This is a situation of survival, just kill them all.  

Chemical Explosive Armour Piercing (CEAP) 
A projectile that hits the target and explodes from hav-
ing an enclosed mercury filled cavity in the tip of the 
Bismuth bullet that explodes under pressure making a 
large hole in whatever it hits. Despite being a poisonous 
and technically ‘explosive’ round the Thresher CEAP 
round is designed to withstand rough handling and will 
not accidentally detonate if dropped or exposed to large 
amounts of heat and is often mistaken by the enemy for 
a HEAP round which is commonly used by SLA and 
DN. It is a general purpose military spec munition. 

Granular Chemical Incendiary (GCI) 
Developed as a counter to large amounts of combat 
drug use and biogenetics amongst enemy troops that 
where largely resilient to Ball and CEAP rounds, the 
GCI is an advanced Phosphorus and Magnesium  
projectile encased in a thin stainless steel shell which 
causes severe tissue damage to anyone hit by it and 
comparatively poor anti-armour capabilities. They also 
set things on fire which causes a lot of collateral  
damage. Causes 3 wounds instead of 1 due to burning 
phosphorus if the round completely penetrates armour. 

Fin Stabilised Ball or ‘Regular’ 
Ball ammunition is often used in target practice and has 
better stability over longer ranges than some of the 
other projectiles. It is Nickel plated with Bismuth core 
and is an aerodynamic projectile with a small set of fins 
on a little tail behind the bullet head  
reminiscent of an arrow that reduces penalties to hit 
beyond medium range (2x Weapon Range) by 1. 
 

Shotgun Rounds 
Thresher makes 10gauge magnum rounds that shoot 
4mm nickel and DU Flechette rounds. In addition to this 
they also have a solid slug which is either pure swaged 
lead with Iron or a Depleted Uranium sabot. Enemy 10G 
ammunition can be cycled through Thresher shotguns; 
they do not however allow magnum rounds to be cycled 
through enemy weapons due to a much higher chamber 
pressure and longer shell.  

Hollow Point Armour Piercing Sabot (HPFE) 
A deadly and quite common round in widespread use 
that has a spun Nickel plated round over a Bismuth core 
with the tip exposed in a cavity. Inside is a nano-
hardened iron spike which if it connects with any hard 
surface, pressure from the impact turns this into plasma 
state which burns its way through. On lightly armoured 
targets the round is still quite devastating due to the 
large wound cavity the hollow point causes.  
Primarily Anti material/vehicle round. 

Hollow Point Armour Piercing Mass Sabot (HPDU) 
Same construction as the HPFE round but uses a  
Depleted Uranium sabot instead of an iron core, has 
much more destructive potential as the DU heats up to 
much hotter plasma states and as it is well documented, 
causes massive damage to ebb using races.  
If they live through the round hitting them, DU is also 
very toxic to living things, in a sabot form it is safe to 
handle as it is buried underneath a covering of Bismuth 
and Nickel. Primarily an anti-material/vehicle round. 

Delayed High Explosive Armour Piercing (D-HEAP) 
After a lot of considerable work to get the design out of 
the core-systems the D-HEAP was finally tested after 
some extensive trials for mass production. It is similar to 
the CEAP in that it uses a smaller mercury cap to both 
defeat the enemy armour and a function as a fuse for a 
larger charge behind the initial detonation. 
The principle is that the bullet penetrates a soldiers 
body armour and carries through far enough for the 
main charge to go off and causes catastrophic wounds 
to the target which will incapacitate them by leaving a 
large wound cavity, shock and blood loss. It is highly 
effective on enemy personnel, not so good on vehicles. 

Match-Grade Fin Stabilised Discarding Sabot (MGS) 
Matches as they're more commonly known as are a 
high quality round that is balanced for aerodynamic  
stability over long ranges and ultra high velocity flight 
through the air. Distinct from other ammunition types 
they are built to the finest tolerances available and are 
the most uniform, flattest shooting round straight out of 
the factory. Popular with marksmen, sharpshooters and 
snipers they deduct Two (2) from penalties to hit beyond 
medium range (2x) and extends weapon range by 50% 
They are Ferrous Sabot with excellent armour piercing  
properties, average tissue damage and armour  
depletion properties.  
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Calibre Dam Pen AD 10rds 
8.95mm Hydro-Gauss Pistol ammunition 
Ball 7 12 3 $1 

CEAP 9 14 6 $3 
HPFE 12 15 7 $4 
HPDU 12 16 9 $5 
GCI 15 7 9 $6 
D-HEAP 16 12 1 $10 
MGS 7 15 3 $15 
8.95mm Hydro-Gauss Rifle ammunition 
Ball 12 17 3 $1 
CEAP 14 19 6 $3 
HPFE 17 20 7 $4 
HPDU 17 21 9 $5 
GCI 20 13 9 $6 
D-HEAP 21 17 1 $10 
MGS 12 20 3 $15 
8.95mm Hydro-Gauss Cannon ammunition 
Ball 15 20 3 $1 
CEAP 17 22 6 $3 
HPFE 20 23 7 $4 
HPDU 20 24 9 $5 
GCI 23 16 9 $6 
D-HEAP 24 20 1 $10 
MGS 15 23 3 $15 
11.15mm Conventional Pistol ammunition 
Ball 6 6 2 $3 
CEAP 8 8 3 $5 
HPFE 10 10 4 $5 
HPDU 10 11 5 $6 
GCI 13 5 5 $7 
D-HEAP 14 6 2 $11 
MGS 6 10 2 $18 
11.15mm Conventional Rifle ammunition 
Ball 11 11 2 $4 
CEAP 13 13 3 $6 
HPFE 15 14 4 $6 
HPDU 15 15 5 $7 
GCI 18 10 5 $8 
D-HEAP 19 11 2 $12 
MGS 11 14 2 $20 

Calibre Dam Pen AD 10rds 
14.4mm Hydro Gauss Pistol ammunition 
Ball 12 9 3 $2 
CEAP 14 11 4 $4 
HPFE 17 12 6 $5 
HPDU 17 13 7 $6 
GCI 20 6 7 $7 
D-HEAP 21 9 2 $12 
MGS 12 12 3 $20 
14.4mm Hydro-Gauss Rifle ammunition 
Ball 17 14 3 $2 
CEAP 19 16 4 $4 
HPFE 22 17 6 $5 
HPDU 22 18 7 $6 
GCI 25 11 7 $7 
D-HEAP 26 14 2 $12 
MGS 17 17 3 $20 
14.4mm Hydro-Gauss Cannon ammunition 
Ball 20 17 3 $2 
CEAP 22 19 4 $4 
HPFE 25 20 6 $5 
HPDU 25 21 7 $6 
GCI 28 14 7 $7 
D-HEAP 29 17 2 $12 
MGS 20 20 3 $20 
17.5mm Hydro-Gauss Cannon ammunition 
Ball 35 24 4 $4 
CEAP 37 26 5 $5 
HPFE 41 29 12 $6 
HPDU 45 31 14 $7 
GCI 67 19 14 $8 
D-HEAP 71 24 3 $15 
MGS 35 29 4 $30 
35mm Hydro-Gauss Cannon ammunition 
MGS 65 46 15 $180 
HPDU 130 93 45 $90 
10G Magnum Conventional  ammunition 
10G Flechette 15 9 9 $4 
10G DU Flechette 18 10 10 $6 
10G FE Sabot Slug 13 12 6 $5 
10G DU Sabot Slug 15 15 7 $7 

Silencing Shots-  
Anything travelling over 360metres/second will make a very loud ‘crack’ as the round breaks the sound barrier. 11.15mm 
pistol, & 10gu Magnum conventional rounds are subsonic. Everything that is Hydro-Gauss is supersonic, (usually many 
times!). However, using an electrical propulsion and complex charge the Hydro-Gauss weapons can use less inertia from 
their rails and less charge in the chamber by flicking a switch. 
Doing this will lower a pistols PEN by 3, a rifles by 5 and a cannons by 8. 
11mm Rifle rounds will need their powder charge reduced and in turn reduce their PEN by 5 

Ammunition Charts 
Ball = Fin Stabilised Regular Ammunition, Reduces range modifiers by One (1) over Med Range (2x) 
CEAP= Chemical Explosive Armour Piercing General Purpose Anti-Personnel Round    
HPFE= Hollow Point Ferrous Sabot Anti-Armour/Anti-Material/Anti-Personnel 
HPDU= Hollow Point Depleted Uranium Sabot Anti Armour/Anti-Material/Anti-Personnel/Anti-Ebb 
GCI= Granulated Chemical Incendiary Anti-Material/Anti-Personnel 
D-HEAP= Delayed High Explosive Armour Piercing Anti-Personnel 
MGS= Match Grade Fin Stabilised Discarding Sabot, Reduces range modifier by Two (2) over Med Range (2x) 
and increase of weapons firing range by +50%   
Flechette= 4mm x 50mm DU or Nickel darts that have a +2 to hit at Point-Blank to Short Range 
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Grenades 
Thresher makes one format of grenade, the 55mm which can be loaded into grenade launchers to be spat out 
with a gauss rail, linked into belts or simply hurled at the enemy.  
It has several settings after priming the detonator, impact, where it goes off on hard contact which is automatically 
set in grenade launcher, manually by hand set for a timer of 1-10seconds or you can use the neural interface on 
your weapons via the grenade launcher to air-burst them. Normally the 1-2 second timer is used for booby-trap 
applications with a cut wire as it is usually too short to actually hurl the thing. 
 
The actual contents of these devices however, are savage to say the least, Thresher makes some very potent 
high explosives and because they're so far along the tech-curve when it comes to chemical and nanotech  
engineering, the payload is usually quite lethal. Like a lot of companies struggling to survive they have no qualms 
about letting loose with some of the more particularly savage chemical weapons at their disposal and the 
nanotech stuff is from the darkest of players nightmares. They do not come in designer’s colours, they don’t have 
a guarantee and the company prefers them to be used only in designated training grounds, SLA homeworlds and 
war worlds where they can be freely thrown with much abandon.  
With the exception KA-SIM XI, all the gas grenades are highly restricted items and on Thresher populated worlds 
are to be left on base or in secure storage (unless in times of attack). Sealed armour is the only protection against 
Thresher Neurotoxins, which are potent contact poisons capable of causing de-habilitating effects on anyone they 
come in contact with. You have been warned. 
Hand Grenades weigh 0.25kg each, resemble a thin tin soft drink can and are designated in colours for quick rec-
ognition of what type, they are sold in crates of six (6).  

High Ex– Black with Red Stripe 
Packed with high explosives and very little in the way of 
fragmentation effects, these are primarily used on  
structures, vehicles and generally wrecking stuff. 
Blast rating 20  Radius 3 metres 
Cost: $20 
 
Fragmentation– Black with Yellow Stripe 
A tightly woven wrap of nanohardened steel wire three 
hundred metres long and bound around a small  
explosive change, this is the standard anti-personnel 
grenade. 
Blast rating 10 Pen 10 Radius 5 metres 
Cost: $25 
 
Smoke- Black with White Stripe 
This is a White phosphorus device which burns  
intensely for up to 30 seconds, sending out a lot of  
poisonous white smoke and used mostly for marking 
targets, either for an evacuation or artillery strike. They 
do start fires and anyone caught in the small radius 
when it goes off gets burnt, which is its secondary  
function of clearing bunkers and vehicles. 
Blast rating 5  Radius 5 metres 
Cost: $10 
 
Makes IR and visible smoke, burns for 50 phases, sets 
things on fire, people breathing the smoke suffer uncon-
sciousness in 10 phases unless equipped with a respi-
rator or gas mask. 
 
EMP- Blue with White Stripe 
HERF discharge that destroys all electronic equipment 
and machinery within the radius even if they aren’t on. 
Radius 10metres Cost: $30  
 
Concussion-   
Black with Blue Stripe 
Primarily a Policing weapon used by the ITSS HWAT 
teams which has a large, slow burning explosive and a 
lot of magnesium packed in a plastic shell. Detonates 
with an eardrum splitting bang and bright flash which 
knocks people out and temporarily blinds them for up to 
2D10 phases. 
Blast Rating 30*  
Radius 3 metres  Cost: $15 

*Not a physical damage, Armour will reduce this by its 
PV and take no AD. PHYS roll adjusted by PV or be 
knocked unconscious and unless flash and sound  
suppressors are equipped in armour/cybernetics the 
person will also be blinded and deafened for 2D10 
phases. 
 
KA-SIM XI Green with Yellow Stripe 
Fast acting nerve agent which is technically non-lethal 
but it isn’t recommended that people with weak  
constitutions get too much of it in their system as it can 
paralyse muscles. Derived from one of the more potent 
Thresher C-9 type anaesthetics it does primarily target 
the synaptic responses of people and has been used by 
field surgeons in the past for this in an emergency. Only 
sealed environmental sealed suits or armour can protect 
from the effects as it is absorbed in through the skin, 
otherwise it is colourless and odourless. 
Radius 10 metres  Cost $20 
PHYS roll of -15 or suffer -8 CONC and -10DIA for 
every phase the target stays in the cloud. If either DIA 
or CONC reach 0 the target will be unconscious for 
twenty minutes. 
 
TOR-M8 Yellow with Red Stripe 
Known amongst SLA troops as ‘Horror Gas’ this is 
widely feared for its effects on crippling morale of troops 
and ensuing chaos after it is released. With a pleasant 
smell, reminiscent of apple pie it’s usually the last thing 
they smell before the hallucinations and voices kick in. 
Survivors have been reported to say it was the closest 
thing to hell on earth, many suffer lingering after effects 
for years after repeated exposure and there are docu-
mented reports of sufferers clawing their own eyes out 
or removing their ears.  
It is however able to be defended against with a gas 
mask or sealed armour. 
Radius 10 metres  Cost: $30 
PHYS roll of -20 or suffer Rank 10 Schizophrenia for 
two hours after exposure. 
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Nano-San XII   
Yellow with Black Stripe 
Nothing fancy about the effects of SAN XII, it kills  
people stone cold dead within seconds using a highly 
aggressive nanite that begins a savage assault on the 
central nervous system, colourless, odourless and after 
hallucinations from the dying brain cells, death.  
The nanites cease their attack less than three seconds 
after reaching the bloodstream, multiplying on the  
plentiful iron and glucose by a factor of 10-9 for their 
brief existence. 
Only environmental sealed suits or armour can protect 
from the effects. 
Radius 10 metres  Cost: $60 
 
PHYS roll of -20 for 15 phases, each phase or loose -1 
DIA permanently.  
Once DIA reaches 0 the person dies. 
 

Nano-San III   
Yellow with Black and Red Stripe 
There are militia wards full of survivors of this weapon, 
others wandering the streets stuttering and shuffling 
along in rags with limbs that don’t work properly like 
shivering corpses. Colourless and Odourless, possibly 
one of the more controversial deployments of SAN-III 
was in Charlies Point when Thresher withdrew, where it 
destroyed entire elite Nitro Legion battalion strength 
armies overnight. It has no other application but to 
weaken the enemy by having their company support 
hundreds of thousands of maimed soldiers with that 
SLA calls ‘tremors’. It lasts two minutes in the vicinity 
where it was deployed before going inert and only 
sealed environmental sealed suits or armour can protect 
from the effects. 
Radius 10 metres  Cost: $60 
PHYS roll of -18 or suffer -5CONC and -5DEX  
permanently.  

Landmines 
A particularly nasty weapon of war Thresher has great delight in producing large amounts of (excess of 1.5 billion 
a year) knowing most of its opponents will be on foot or in vehicles that lack the ability to fly. One might even say 
that they have the design of such items down to a fine art, the use of such items on the battlefield is of much ire to 
both SLA and Darknight who find it more trouble than its worth to locate them and remove them which requires 
highly skilled operators and expensive equipment. 
Thresher sells it to Agents for a couple of dollars, SLA usually spends at least 5000 credits removing it with  
artillery strikes or high explosives and training militia sappers for 4 months to remove them manually, DN just  
usually runs POW's through the field. 
 
The successful deployment of a minefield requires the use of the Tactics skill, planting it requires Demolitions or 
Covert Engineering skill and obscuring them requires the Hide skill. The success of the field based on all these 
skills is up to GM's discretion, more mines in an area will increase the percentage chance of them being triggered. 

Type Primary 
Blast 

Radius Secondary 
Blast 

Radius Weight 
(Each) 

Cost 
  

FELL XII/APM 20 1m 10 1m 150gm $150 
Sold in Crates of 100 and pressure switch is set to detonate at 10kg mass. 

FANG IX/APM 150 1m 30 2m 700gm $200 
Sold in crates of 50 and pressure switch is set to detonate at 45kg mass. 

MTAD II/APM 50 5m 15 10m 2kg $100 
Sold in crates of 10 and pressure switch set to detonate at 35kg mass, explodes at one metre off the ground and contains a 
large shrapnel charge. 

STREK V/APM 170 10m 35 20m 5kg $100 
Sold in crates of 5, detonated by cut-wire, fuse or remote detonator.  
Frontal arc of 35degrees which sprays 10mm ball bearings. ‘Point Toward Enemy’ 

STREK X/APM 350 10m 70 20m 10kg $250 
Sold in crates of 5, detonated by cut-wire, fuse or remote detonator.  
Frontal arc of 35degrees which sprays 10mm ball bearings. ‘Point Toward Enemy’ 

RAID VII/AVM 1000 2m 250 4m 5kg $70 
HEAT Anti-vehicle mine with a 250kg mass trigger or remote detonator. Single unit 

TH-AT V1/ATM 4000 2m 1000 4m 15kg $150 
HEAT Anti-Tank mine with 400kg mass trigger or remote detonator. Single unit 

Primary Blast Radius- Targets in this area take this much Primary Blast ID damage. In the case of landmines- 
Armour takes ID first off the legs, if that is depleted- take DAM in HITS.  
Vehicles take damage to their belly armour, tracks and wheels. 
Secondary Blast Radius- Targets in this area take this much Primary Blast ID damage. In the case of land-
mines- Armour takes ID first off the legs, if that is depleted- take DAM in HITS.  
Vehicles take damage to their belly armour, tracks and wheels. 

Spider TH-NN9 40 1metre 10 1metre 200gm $300 

Six legged suicide drone with all known SLA and Darknight power armour signatures registered in its small CPU. Sold in 
crates of 100, capable of running at 8m/phase with a 20metre detection radius. Comes with ECM coating, lies hidden buried 
in dirt, rocks or garbage before running at the enemy’s legs and exploding. Has 10ID for the purposes of being destroyed, 
damaging it causes the drone to explode and has Hide & Sneak Skills of 12 for the purposes of being detected. 
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Chapter 15- System Mechanics: Explosives 
“What the fuck is that ticking?” 

-Famous last words 
 
The sale of explosives to Thresher Agents and the black-market is a constant source of ire to SLA, probably  
because a lot of it turns up on the streets of places like Mort and in the hands of people only too willing to use it. 
SLA reports indicate that chemical analysis of 70% of all bombings reveal that the source is from Thresher made 
compounds. Running explosives is a very lucrative business. Despite the hazards involved in transporting explo-
sives many privateers still keep doing it because of the massive mark-up of prices for civil and military grade  
explosives on the black-market. Demand far outstrips supply and it is a seller’s market. 

Item Cost Amount 
Remote detonator $10 Each 

A remote radio activated detonator, range 1000m 

Timer detonator $3 Each 

Electronic, tamper proof detonator which can be set from 0 seconds to 30days. 

FuseWire $2 Metre 

Burn rate of anywhere from 0.001 seconds to 60seconds a metre 

Detonator caps $2 Each 

General rule of thumb 1 pre-charge per 1kg of explosives for optimal burn. Triggered by DC current or fuse. 
CDA-08 $15 1kg 

Civil engineering plastique 150ID of damage per kg 

CDM-18 $25 1kg 

Civil engineering Plastique 300ID of damage per kg 

MXD-2 $45 1kg 

Military grade propellent 400ID of damage per kg 

HBX-7 $60 1kg 

Military grade Plastique 600ID of damage per kg 

White Phosphorous $30 1kg 

1kg will burn for 15 seconds doing 5ID of damage per phase. WP also generates toxic white smoke.– see grenades 

Thermite T9 $15 1kg 

Does 300ID of damage to a localised area per kg where it is applied. 

Blast Rules 
I will try to make these as simple as I can so that it won’t interfere with game play, be realistic and hopefully make 
sense by the time I’m finished. Explosives are highly dangerous. PC's should take this into account when using 
such material and if they are careless or appear 'haphazard' or casual in their treatment of explosives be sure to 
punish them. Don’t make any exceptions, make them really sweat when they touch it and make them physically 
wince every time they have to roll dice and maybe a 'Cool' check. Luck might be a good advantage to take when 
dealing with this stuff on a regular basis if you character is a Demolitions Sapper. 
As you will have noticed this is a lot different to the SLA MRB rules for grenades, I have done away with the 5 x 
damage at ground zero. These rules are designed primarily as a guide to destroying structures and vehicles, not 
people.  
I leave GM's to use their own discretion in this respect  

Demolitions Skill 
The actual level of skill that a character has is a good indication of their ability for them not to blow themselves up.  
However, on an exceptional roll of 20+ for every 1 point over 20 increase the damage by 10%.  
As for modifiers a +1 to the roll can be gained by spending 1 hour extra (up to +10) planning and designing a 
bomb or series of charges in the field. 
 
Explosives Weight, Damage and Blast zones 
This is simple mathematics based on one kilogram of explosive being the basic weight.  
2kg will double the Damage and Blast radius 3kg will treble, 100grams will be 1 tenth.  
The Primary Blast Zone has a Radius of Ten Metres per One kilogram of explosive. 
The Secondary Blast Zone is an additional Ten Metres per One kilogram of explosive  
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Primary Blast Zone 
For just the explosive by itself the actual damage around the centre of detonation is quite severe. This is the blast 
radius where everything takes the maximum amount of damage.  
There is no penetration as such. For the interests of blowing things up like people and vehicles that have armour, 
the armour value (PV) takes off the top of the total damage its worth, then any extra is taken on the hull/suit ID 
and if that area is reduced to 0 then the flesh starts taking Total Hits and a wound. 

Example: - 
Operative Jones is wearing PP10 Powercell and has managed to be standing near a can 1 metre away containing 
250grams or ¼ kilo of CDA-08 when it goes off. 
It sucks to be Operative Jones today, but at least it isn’t a full kilo and he is wearing armour. (for now) 
250gms of CDM-18 will do 300 divided by ¼ which equals 75 blast damage. 
For the ease of simplicity- 
Targets in this area take this much Primary Blast ID damage, after ID is depleted the Vehicle/Structure is  
destroyed.  
In the case of People: Armour takes ID first off the chest, if that is depleted- take Total HITS. 
Powercell has 10PV which reduces this to 75 minus 10 which equals 65damage  
Which will transfer onto his chest area reducing the ID of the chest (50) down to -15 which means its is destroyed. 
The remaining 15 points go into Operative Jones total hits and gives him 1 wound. 
GM’s may elect to have this dealt to certain area’s of a person, building or vehicle if the explosive is placed in a 
certain area to do so (i.e. Designated height, on a wheel or load bearing member) and its up to them really to  
decide if combat drugs will reduce the damage from explosives. My first inclination is to say no. 

Secondary Blast Zone 
The secondary blast zone is where most of the damage in this area will be the concussion wave from the  
displaced atmosphere, particulate and debris being thrown about.  
For anything caught in this range takes a quarter (25%) of the blast zone damage. 
Targets in this area take this much Blast ID damage, after ID is depleted the Vehicle/Structure is destroyed.  
In the case of People: Armour takes ID first off the chest, if that is depleted- take Total HITS and a wound.  

Bob Civilian is wandering along behind Operative Jones when he kicks the explosive. 
Our 250gms of CDM-18 is reduced to a quarter (25%) of its Primary Blast which was 75 = 19 
Bob wears it on his Total hits as he’s not wearing any armour and takes a wound (if he’s still alive!) 

Shrapnel 
Sooner or later either the GM or a Player will decide to pack material around an explosive charge to improve the 
antipersonnel capability of a bomb. Popular choices of shrapnel often include nails, ball bearings, nuts and bolts, 
all of which will do horrible things to unarmoured and lightly armoured opponents. 
For the purposes of blast range, only increase the Secondary Blast zone out 50% 
Increase the PEN of the explosive by One (1) for every 1kg of Shrapnel packed around the charge. 
 
Q: So why do Grenades that have a small charge do so much more than raw explosive? 
A: Because an engineer spent many man-hours of work designing it to do it that way. 

Taking Cover. 
For the people and things in the vicinity of an explosive there are a 
number of things that can contribute to their survival. Getting the 
heck out of there is always the best option but sometimes the only 
other alternative is to just get behind something or someone to avoid 
being blasted and punctured by flying debris. 
Putting enough material between the blast and themselves might 
mean that the object (or person! Hide behind the stormer) will take 
the punishment before they do. Things like brick walls, vehicles and 
guys wearing heaps of armour are always good as they take a lot of 
damage and anything left behind them will take the remaining  
damage. 
Of course this is only a rough guide and one of those areas best left 
up to the GM's discretion and how much they like your character at 
the time. The best idea is to jump into a foxhole, deep gutter, man-
hole or trench as this will break the direct line of trajectory of any-
thing flying their way. 
These are also handy if you're just shooting at someone with a gun 
and want to know how much ‘sting’ will be taken out of the round. 

Material PV ID per Metre 
Plasterboard 0 2 

House door 5 20 

Fire door 12 30 

Bulkhead door 25 50 

Timber fence 3 10 

Interior Wall 5 20 

Corrugated Iron 8 10 

Sheet metal (thin) 4 10 

Sheet Metal (thick 12 15 

Brick wall 10 150 

Steel Beam 25 300 

Construction Girder 25 500 

Concrete 20 1000 

Reinforced Concrete 20 1500 

Earthen Rampart 10 1000 

Blast Door 300 500 

Hitting the deck.  
Flying objects travel parallel to whatever has set them in motion but it does mean that only the parts of the body 
that are exposed directly to the blasts epicentre will get hit. If a person lies down away from the blast then that will 
mean that only their legs will get hit, facing towards it might mean that they get hit in the head and torso. 
Primary blast zone- 100% chance of being hit Secondary blast zone- 25% chance of being hit 
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Chapter 16 Firearm Modifications and Accessories 
TH-MTASECU  
This is a combination of a tight beam 10mm radar,  
targeting software and computer processor that only 
works with the TH-MFS scopes. The soldier makes the 
computer track up to 30 targets at once, which are then 
locked into the system as a series of cursors in the 
scope indicating direction and speed of the targets. 
Whilst it does not make a shooter more accurate it does 
make for rapid, multiple target acquisition, especially if a 
neural control link is used. 
 
Game notes- 
No penalty for changing target, but no bonus to hit or 
marksman skill can be used after the first shot  
Cost: $900  
Weight: 2.5kg 
Range 10000 metres 
 
TH-MFS Scopes 
These are the Thresher series of scopes that are made 
specifically for sniper rifles and long range support 
weapons. Each comes with 10 pre-set ranges that can 
be configured by the soldier to suit their use in the field 
and come in several versions with different maximum 
ranges. The magnification systems are a combination of 
optical and digital enhancement buffers that help reduce 
distortion like glare and mirage.  
Standard features on all models include Low Light and 
Thermographic enhancements and anti-dazzle. 
 
Scope  Cost Weight Range 
TH-MFS 01  $90 1.5kg  3000m 
TH-MFS 02  $110 2kg  5000m 
TH-MFS 03  $160 2.5kg  8000m 
TH-MFS 04  $220 3kg  12000m 
TH-MFS 05  $280 4kg  18000m 
These scopes reduce normal penalties for bad lighting 
to 0 
 
TH-WEFS  
A combination Waveform phase counter emitter and 
flash suppressor that comes in a variety of sizes to fit 
Thresher firearms. Whilst it is a more complicated  
device than the primitive ‘baffle’ type silencer used by 
other rival companies.  
The main advantage is that it has a far stronger  
tolerance for fully automatic fire and ultra high velocity 
ammunition. With the added advantage that there is 
nothing to wear or be burnt out and is relatively  
compact. The waveform pulse will counter the initial 
muzzle blast of propellant but if the bullet passes 
through the sound barrier there will be a sonic boom, 
(Thresher rounds always break the sound barrier) 
unless subsonic rounds are used. 
Flash suppression is 99% effective and the Waveform 
pulse is 99.7% effective at eliminating muzzle blast. The 
WEFS is a permanent fixture to the weapon barrel and 
has an internal power supply for 10,000 shots. 
 
WEFS type    Cost Weight 
Pistol    $10 200gm 
Submachinegun   $15 500gm 
Rifle    $20 700gm 
Sniper Rifle   $25 700gm 
Cannon   $40 2kg 

TH-IDS Recoil Compensators 
These high tech little units fit on a firearm with some 
work needed to integrate themselves. Small enough to 
even fit on the tiniest pistols they are a bit of technology 
that came about using the same principle that is used in 
high speed powersuits, jet fighters and jump pack units 
which stop pilots from passing out. Consisting of a 
highly advanced set of computers which activate when 
the weapon is fired by a set of sensors in the firing 
mechanism of most weapons, this in turn activates the 
inertial damper units.  
Using the artificial gravity wells this eliminates the 
‘gyroscopic’ effects of some of the more primitive recoil 
dampers used by most rival companies which tend to 
fight the users gun hand when their weapon is moved. 
The IDS System is added to the closest centre of gravity 
on the weapon as a ‘bolt on’ attachment, they do not 
mount on the barrel and they do work in Zero-Gee. 
 
Model  Cost Weight Recoil 
TH-IDS 01  $80 100gm   -3 
TH-IDS 02  $100 140gm   -5 
TH-IDS 03  $120 200gm   -7 
TH-IDS 04  $150 250gm   -9 
Each comes with a 3000hr rechargeable power supply. 
 
The IDS W1/C is a heavy duty servo arm unit capable of 
supporting 100kg of weaponry mounted on them. Its 
bigger brother the W3/C is able to hold up to 200kg of 
mounted weaponry on powersuit or power armours. 
These utilise a permanent gravity suspensor system in 
them to completely negate the weapons weight. 
 
Model  Cost Weight Recoil 
TH-IDS W1/C  $200 4kg    -9 
TH-IDS W3/C $300 10kg    -15 
 
Each comes with an independent 3000hr power  
rechargeable supply and PV18 KADC armour and 40ID 
for the purposes of them being targeted. They can be 
combined with the smaller IDS units though and neither 
type can work in conjunction with Gyroscopic recoil 
compensators 
 
Bayonet mount 
The standard Thresher field knife is the J-BAR combat 
knife which isn't fitted to rifles. The T-BAR is a 230mm 
long, triangular edged blade with a switch mechanism 
allowing it to be folded inside its housing when not in 
use on a rifle barrel the pistol version is slightly smaller 
at 110mm. It is a vibro-type weapon, which has excel-
lent penetration qualities and comes with rechargeable 
4000hr battery. They are a very compact unit and allow 
it to fit alongside other barrel mounted accessories 
 
Skill: Two Handed. 
Cost: $200 fitted to Rifle 
Damage   2  
Penetration   6  
Armour Damage  1 
Skill: One Handed 
Cost: $100 fitted to SMG or Pistol 
Damage   3  
Penetration   3  
Armour Damage  1 
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Magazines 
 
Because having somewhere to stick your bullets is  
important. Thresher magazines are ultra light weight, 
incredibly strong with environmental sealing and most 
are made of high impact, memory plastics and  
ceramics. 
Standard Magazines are for conventional firearms that 
do not have a Hydro gauss feed system and rely on 
simpler methods of getting bullets into them like a spring 
belt fed or standard Gauss magnets. Hi-cap magazines 
have a larger capacity to hold more ammunition by 
+50% over what a normal magazine can hold.  
(i.e. Normal mag holds 10, Hi-cap can hold up to 15) 
They do make it slightly heavier and less concealable in 
the case of pistols and submachineguns. 
 
Conventional         Cost   Weight  
Pistol    $1  50gm  
SMG    $2  100gm 
Rifle    $3  150gm 
Hi-cap Pistol   $3  75gm 
Hi-cap SMG   $5  150gm 
Hi-cap Rifle   $5  250gm 
Belt Drum (x50rds)  $5  500gm 
Thresher make Belt Drums can hold up to 5000rds and 
are important to protect the ammunition from breakage, 
wear and tear from field activities. 
 
Hydro-Gauss magazines are simply projectile holders 
and carry the catalytic fuel cell which provides power 
and propulsion to the weapon. They cannot be used to 
carry standard chemical powered ammunition. 
 
Type                  Cost   Weight  
Pistol    $2  20gm  
SMG    $4  50gm 
Rifle    $6  100gm 
Hi-cap Pistol   $5  50gm 
Hi-cap SMG   $8  80gm 
Hi-cap Rifle   $10  150gm 
Drum or bin (x100rds) $5  200gm 
Thresher makes Hydro-Gauss drums that can hold up 
to 10,000rds. 
 
 
Red-Dot Independent Targeting system 
 
Because not everyone uses a suit of powered armour to 
fire their weapon which the standard Red-Dot system 
uses there is a smaller system which can run through 
either a visor or neural interface. 
This replaces the primitive laser painter system with a 
much less detectable red dot on the users HUD in a set 
of glasses, visor or plugs directly into the neural  
interface to be displayed on the retina. 
 
Cost: $40 for the suit system  
Weighs 100gm for the interface system including the 
panel which can fit in any set of glasses or other eye 
guard. 
 
$5 for each weapon fitted with the sensor. 
Weighs 10gms for the sensor on the weapons, any 
number can be fitted. 
Game notes: +2 to hit with direct neural interface or +1 
with a visor display. 

Tactical Stock and Custom Trigger 
 
While all due care is given to the manufacture of 
Thresher Sniper rifles and some of them come fitted 
with a tactical stock as standard some of the other ones 
or even captured enemy weapons don’t.  
This is essentially a new and improved replacement for 
the basic stock and can be tailored for the user’s  
individual size, shape, whatever the armour they are 
wearing and firing comfort. Some people swear by them 
and wouldn’t shoot without them and others can’t be 
bothered pulling the weapon down. 
 
Cost an additional $100 and do not add any appreciable 
weight to the weapon. 
 
They take 15minutes to set up to a new user and grant 
an additional +1 to hit for aimed shots only which is  
cumulative with other aiming systems in place.  
The addition of heavy accessories like grenade  
launchers and bayonets removes the advantages of a 
tactical stock. 
 
 
Combat Webbing 
 
Thresher doesn’t use mag-hold technology to attach 
weapons to armour, it is problematic in a number of 
ways, getting hung up on metal surfaces, has an  
additional power supply for enemy sensors to lock onto 
and the weapons slip off especially if you're using a 
jump pack. Made from non-flammable, lightweight  
carbon ceramic cloth and straps to more or less  
anything it is a much easier way of carrying your kit 
around in the field without having to worry about it  
slipping off or running out of power. 
 
Bigger and more cumbersome weapons are usually 
carried on the IDS servo arms anyway and all Thresher 
armours have built in magazine storage. 
 
Type           Cost 
Pistol Holster          $2 
Submachinegun holster         $4 
Rifle Sling           $2 
Melee weapon sheath         $2 
Quiver           $4 
Grenade holster (holds 6)       $2 
Magazine (Pistol, SMG or rifle)        $1 
Magazine (Drum or belt bin)        $2 
Suspensor units (negate weight) $4 each 
Have 4000hr power supplies. 
 
Hardened Circuitry 
 
Some Thresher weapons are complicated things which 
have some computers and other delicate sensor  
systems in them. Needless to say, being belted with an 
EMP, hotline, jolt glove or nuke going off could seriously 
ruin the party. All Thresher weaponry and accessories 
are made to resist this from the factory at no extra cost. 
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Firearm Custom Work 
Common sense will tell most people that having a bright florescent lime green gun or chrome pistol that glows in 
the dark and can be seen 5miles away by anyone who isn't blind, is just a good way to get shot. PC’s and  
especially SLA operatives seem to be immune to this sort of rational thinking but that’s their prerogative, Thresher 
make their guns as drab and relatively innocuous as possible, don't stick sponsors all over their armour (because 
they don't have any!) for the simple reason. It gets you shot by snipers a lot more, most Thresher snipers enjoy 
shooting enemy company logo’s as it gives them a nice bright bead to aim at and they can guarantee that some 
operative is going to always have it visible. 
 
However if you must for whatever reason paint your gun in lurid colours, cover the handle in rare whale penis 
leather or chagrin tusk ivory, then someone will be able to do it for you.  
Costing anywhere between $10 and $1000 or more depending on what you want. 
Wank-factor aside, lets look at serious mods. You know, the ones that actually kill people instead of the owner. 

8.95mm, 11.15mm, 14.4mm Magnum Conversion (Conventional Firearms Only) 
This work involves replacing the barrel, feed mechanism, chamber, extra reinforcement for the weapon and will 
require new magazines for the firearm. Basically there isn't a lot left of it once its all worked on! 
11.15mm Mag has been around for some time, simply because people wanted it in enough amounts for the  
company to bother manufacturing it for some limited mass production. The 8.95mm and 14.4mm Magnum rounds 
are only in existence to the fact gunsmiths make the brass casing for it and the projectiles themselves are easily 
gotten hold of from Hydro-Gauss weapons that don't use a case. They are however a much more expensive 
proposition for someone wanting to re-chamber their 11.15mm conventional firearm and there is no easy way of 
getting more ammunition for it (of either 11.15, 8.95 or 14.4mm magnums) out of company field stocks, it will have 
to be brought in from either Nordland, Persephone or Old-Saigon. 14.4mm Mag is also only available in pistol or 
Rifle as re-chambering it into a SMG is pushing even the tough-tolerances of Thresher weaponry to the limits. 
 
These are hyper-sonic rounds, they can have the muzzle blast and flash dampened by WEFS but not the ‘crack’ 
of the projectile breaking the sound barrier a couple of times. 
Magazines/ Revolver Cylinders cost $10 each. 
 
Conversion Costs + Labour from 11.15mm to- 
8.95mm Magnum:  Pistol:  +$700  SMG: +$1200  Rifle: +$1700 
Increases the Range of the Weapon by 50% and Increases the Recoil of the Weapon by 25% (round up) 
11.15mm Magnum: Pistol:  +$400  SMG: +$800   Rifle: +1200 
Increases the Range of the Weapon by 50% and Increases the Recoil of the Weapon by 50% (round up) 
14.4mm Magnum:  Pistol: +$1000  Rifle: +$2000 
Increases the Range of the Weapon by 50% and Increases the Recoil of the Weapon by 100% (round up) 

Calibre Dam Pen AD 10rds 
8.95mm Magnum Pistol ammunition 
Ball 8 13 3 $25 
CEAP 10 15 6 $28 
HPFE 13 16 7 $32 
HPDU 13 17 9 $35 
GCI 16 8 9 $36 
D-HEAP 17 13 1 $40 
MGS 8 16 3 $45 
8.95mm Magnum Rifle ammunition 
Ball 14 19 3 $26 
CEAP 16 21 6 $29 
HPFE 19 22 7 $36 
HPDU 19 23 9 $37 
GCI 22 15 9 $42 
D-HEAP 23 19 1 $50 
MGS 14 22 3 $55 

Calibre Dam PEN AD 10rds 

Ball 10 10 2 $25 
CEAP 12 12 3 $28 
HPFE 14 14 4 $32 
HGDU 14 15 5 $35 
GCI 17 9 5 $36 
D-HEAP 18 10 2 $40 
MGS 10 14 2 $45 
11.15mm Magnum Rifle ammunition 
Ball 17 17 2 $26 
CEAP 19 19 3 $29 
HPFE 21 20 4 $36 
HPDU 21 21 5 $37 
GCI 24 16 5 $42 
D-HEAP 25 19 2 $50 
MGS 17 20 2 $55 

11.15mm Magnum Pistol ammunition 

14.4mm Magnum Pistol ammunition 
Ball 13 10 3 $25 
CEAP 15 12 4 $28 
HPFE 18 13 6 $32 
HPDU 18 14 7 $35 
GCI 21 7 7 $36 
D-HEAP 22 10 2 $40 
MGS 13 13 3 $45 

14.4mm Magnum Rifle ammunition 
Ball 19 16 3 $26 
CEAP 21 18 4 $29 
HPFE 24 19 6 $36 
HPDU 24 20 7 $37 
GCI 27 13 7 $42 
D-HEAP 28 16 2 $50 
MGS 19 19 3 $55 
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Carbines 
Sometimes it isn't practical to carry a full sized rifle in 
some conditions, long weapons get caught up on  
obstructions and can be a hindrance to the owner  
getting out of vehicles. The disadvantage to having a 
shorter barrel is that it reduces its effective range  
because the bullet has less barrel to keep it straight and 
develops less power because the propellant hasn't had 
time to expand fully behind it and there may be less 
Gauss rails on a HG weapon. For the urban sniper who 
rarely has visibility past 500m or the undercover agent 
looking to pack a compact weapon, the shorter barrel is 
a viable option. There are some Carbines in the 
Thresher armory, this process has already been done to 
them, but it can also be done to captured enemy  
weapons and existing machineguns and cannons. 
 
Weapons can have their barrel length reduced by 50%, 
weight is reduced by 25% and range is reduced by 
50%. Cost: 25% of weapons original value 
 
Accurised Assault Rifles 
For sometimes it isn't viable to have a section outfitted 
with a dedicated sniper rifle as it reduces the overall  
firepower of the unit. A simpler and more cost effective 
solution is to use the standard assault rifle, (which uses 
the same ammunition and magazines as the rest of the 
unit) and re-tool the weapon.  
The SHEER B2 is one example of this which is  
manufactured by Thresher and it can be done to  
captured gear. 
The weapon’s ROF is lower with a 1 and 3 round burst 
selector on the firing mechanism with a heavier and 
more accurate barrel. They are not ‘true’ sniper rifles in 
the sense that they have an extreme range but can use 
normal sniper and assault rifle attachments making 
them something of a hybrid. They are also popular with 
urban snipers who don't need the weapon to have long 
ranges, heavy rounds and the added ROF can be a  
lifesaver if they are detected. More normally though a 
sniper team will have a dedicated sniper rifle marksman 
and a spotter who is there to defend from infantry 
rushes and designate targets for them. For this purpose 
the accurised rifle is perfect as a spotter’s weapon and 
still allows an infantry unit to defend themselves with 
counter-sniper weapon. 
 
Assault Rifles only- 
50% longer barrel and new firing mechanism, adds 25% 
to weapons original weight 
Increases weapons range by 5x normal,  
ROF becomes 1/3 
Cost: 50% of original weapon price. 

Gauss Assist 
These are superconductor magnets fitted to  
conventional weapons or in the case of a Hydro-Gauss 
weapon they are additional magnets fitted on the barrel 
to accelerate a round faster out of the tube. They do 
require additional power supply to keep up with the  
increased output which is a set of high output batteries 
that are inserted into the  
magazine of conventional and HG weapons as a round 
the same size as one of the conventional bullets in the 
magazine. Note: This ‘round’ reduces the magazine 
capacity by 1 as it cannot be fired and only holds 
enough power for the rest of the bullets in the magazine 
before it is either recharged or thrown away. 
Revolvers use barrel mounted power supply that is 
good for around 100shots and can be recharged or  
reloaded.  
 
Blank– Power supply: $5  
GA-Pistols and SMG’s have a 25% range increase  
+1 to PEN and DAM, +1Recoil  Cost +$500 
GA-Rifles and Cannon have a 50% range increase  
+2 to PEN and DAM, +2 Recoil  Cost +$1000 
  
Re-Chambering (Conventional Firearms Only) 
Helpful for running scavenged ammunition through a 
Thresher firearm or for converting over a captured  
enemy weapon to more commonly available 11.15mm 
ammunition.  
Where and how much players pay for ammunition is up 
to circumstance and what is on the free market or ‘at 
hand’ in their travels. This is an extensive modification 
to a captured weapon that replaces the barrel, receiver 
and magazine to accept 11.15mm and is a permanent  
fixture. On Thresher weapons it is a modification to the 
frame to accept different magazines, different receiver 
and barrel, this assembly can be switched out in the 
field in about 15phases with a successful Weapon-
Maintenance roll. 
 
Enemy Weapons to 11.15mm 
Pistol: $100  SMG: $200  Rifle: $300 
Magazines from stock components 
 
Thresher 11.15mm to Enemy Calibre 
Pistol: $150  SMG: $300  Rifle: $400 
Magazines from Custom components- +100% price 
 
Note: Barrel mounted accessories will have to be 
bought for interchangeable components individually 
 
Gauss Assist cannot be put on enemy ammunition as it 
isn't made with Bismuth and wont work. 

Calibre  Recoil Weight 
8mm +2 +20% 
9mm +4 +20% 

10mm +3 +10% 
11.35mm +1 0 

12mm 0 0 
12.7mm -2 -10% 
17mm -10 -30% 

Enemy ammunition to 11.15mm 
Calibre  Recoil Weight 

8mm -2 -20% 
9mm -4 -20% 

10mm -3 -10% 
11.35mm -1 0 

12mm 0 0 
12.7mm +2 +10% 

17mm Pistol* +4 +20% 

11.15mm to Enemy ammunition 

*17mm Pistol can only be run through a rifle, the 11.15mm rifle frames cannot be (cheaply) built to support 17mm Rifle ammo 
and the range of any 11.15mm Rifle cycling 17mm Pistol ammunition will be only half its range.  
If you want a hard hitting pistol or SMG with expensive, hard to get ammunition use 14.4mm magnum 
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Chapter 17 Melee and Species Weapons 
There isn't a lot of melee weapons compared to say SLA and Darknight who are fairly heavily reliant on having a 
sharp object to back up their generally piss-poor firearms, 1000% more expensive ammunition and shithouse  
armour. What there is however draws a lot of influence off the Thresher’s allies, the shaktars and Aegir who are 
naturally better at smacking things around with melee weapons. The company as a whole doesn't invest very 
much into melee weapons and their development as by and large a melee weapon is an inefficient way of killing a 
lot of people and what they do have is good enough to do the job against enemies in close combat. 

Thresher MP Shock Baton 
Cost - $110 Weight - 1.5kg 
Damage: 2 Penetration: 0 Armour Damage : 1 
 
Strikes using the jolt glove rules. 100 charges in power 
supply, this is the preferred problem solver of Thresher 
ITSS when they don’t want someone to die but still let 
them know they aren’t messing around either. 
 
Thresher RP Vibro Shock Baton Mk.II 
Cost - $290 Weight - 3kg 
Damage: 5 Penetration: 0  Armour Damage: 7 
 
Strikes using the jolt glove rules- 100 charges in power 
supply 
An advanced stun baton used mostly by HWAT and 
Detention teams that are capable of causing severe 
damage to both flesh and armour alike. It is a full vibro 
weapon in its own right but the stun has two settings, 
the first functions like the smaller MP baton and the  
second has a much more vicious discharge which is 
technically lethal to unarmoured targets (three times the 
effect and duration of a jolt glove, No PHYS save) 
 
J-Bar Nano-sharpened combat knife. 
Cost - $105 Weight - 1kg 
Damage: 2 Penetration: 4 Armour Damage: 1 
 
This sharpening procedure produces an incredibly 
strong crystal lattice that has a single atom width as its 
leading edge.  The knife also has a wire cutter notch 
and a saw-back for use as a field saw.  The hilt also 
holds a nano-sharpener that should be used on the 
knife regularly to ensure optimal performance. 
 
Aegir Thunder hammer 
Cost: - $300  Weight 8kgs 
If you have only a hammer, everything else starts  
looking like a nail.  -Old Aegir saying 
 
This heavy powered sledgehammer was originally  
designed as a mining tool and has since evolved into a 
weapon. A 60cm carbon fibre shaft backs up the 5kg 
hammerhead that can be wielded in 1 or 2 hands and is 
suitable for knocking down apartment blocks and  
making big dents and holes in other things. A plasma 
discharge from and internal emitter is ejected on contact 
with being belted into something-someone. The internal, 
rechargeable power supply is good for about 1000 belt-
ings. (Eye and ear protection recommended) 

Style Damage PEN AD 

One Handed 5 3 10 

Two Handed 8 3 15 

Aegir Lightning Sword 
Cost: $250 Weight: 5kg Skill: 1 Handed Melee 
 
An antiquated design with a 100cm long broad, double 
edged is made out of nanohardened tungsten alloys 
and backed by carbon fibre handle and fittings. Quite 
heavy but also very sharp giving it effective penetrating 
power and damage, it gains its name from the  
continuous sparks of static electricity that this highly 
tuned weapon sets off from the neighbouring air.  
Internal power supply is good for 8000 hours. 
Style Damage PEN AD 

Powered 5 5 3 

Un-powered 4 2 2 

Ancient Shaktar Weapons 
Most ancient Shaktar weapons are made with high  
carbon steel and never powered by conventional  
oscillation techniques to increase their damage or  
cutting ability. Normally weaponry of such materials are 
prone to rust if not carefully cleaned but this is not the 
case with the blades of a Persephone weapon which is 
made using some art of removing all the residual  
oxygen during the forging processes.  
Sharpening most of them will require a whetstone and a 
great deal of skill to keep their edge but most if not all 
are also glyphed by Ebons after the rituals carried out 
on them by Shaktar priests to bless the weapon. 

Grd'kll'r – Shaktar combat knife 
Skill- 1 Handed Weight: 2kg  Cost: $650  
Damage 4  Penetration: 3  Armour Damage: 3 
Fifty centimetre long chisel pointed blade with hand 
guard and usually finished with leather binding around 
the handle. They are nightmarishly sharp and  
immensely strong, unlike a lot of contemporary knives 
which usually sacrifice some things for appearance or 
utility, this doesn’t.  
From point to tang this is all business and it only has 
one purpose. 

Brk'rnt - Shaktar hunting bow 
Skill- Archery 
Made completely out of laminated thin strips of  
tempered steel and wood from the Tyll tree which has 
been prepared for over eight years, they require at least 
9 STR to draw properly and user adds STR bonus to 
DAM and PEN for this weapon. 

DAM PEN AD Range 

4 7 2 30m 

ROF Weight Cost 

1-3phases 12kg $400 

Arrows cost $20 each. 
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Contemporary Shaktar Weapons 
Young Shaktar from Persephone are eager to use the masses of advanced resources available to them 
in Thresher employment and have produced some variations on old ideas with better technology. 
Unlike the more ancient methods of production these are much easier to reproduce on mass, being a 
fickle race they take a great deal of pride to make sure the weapon is of the highest standard possible 
in its design and finished product. 
 
Sh'krrk - Shaktar Hunting Lance 
Skill- 2 Handed / Rifle 
 
This metre long metal tube extends to a 2.5 metre long lance complete with an ultra high frequency, 
nanohardened Tungsten alloy blade and a 14mm Hydro-Gauss submachinegun built into the other end 
with helical fed magazine running parallel to the barrel. While the gun can’t accept any accessories the 
Sh’krrk is quickly becoming popular despite its high price. Folded in on itself it is one metre long and 
weighs 10kg with the battery capable of running the weapon for 3000hrs.  

Shaktar Crossbows 
Skill- Archery 
Start to finish what would appear to  
probably be the biggest backward step in 
marketing a product. Kind of like trying to 
sell slingshots to replace a rifle, which it 
would be. But for a number of engineering 
marvels in its construction to make it the 
fastest firing, flattest shooting and hardest 
hitting crossbow ever constructed. Inertial 
dampers to iron out vibrations, WEFS to 
remove the last sound of the string  
snapping forward and its own custom 
scopes with built in fire control measuring 
wind speed and velocity for over 3000 
metres. 
 
The string is cocked in under 1/100th of a 
second with a gauss system and capable 
of a completely dead silent, high rate of 
fire. Power supply is good for over 
2000hours of operation with a 100% money 
back guarantee on all moving and  
electronic parts for ten years. It is sold as a 
complete unit, no other accessories 
needed. 

Ft’Ryl – 1 handed Crossbow Range Magazine Bolts 
Cost $400 20m 8 $3 each 

DAM PEN AD Recoil ROF 
5 10 1 1 2 

Polearm Blade DAM 7 PEN 11 AD 4   
 Submachinegun Range ROF Recoil Magazine 
Calibre 14.4mm HG Pistol 10m 5 11 20 

Ft’Gyl – Heavy Crossbow Range Magazine Bolts 
Cost $950 100m 14 $4 each 

DAM PEN AD Recoil ROF 
7 15 2 4 2 

Ft’Kryl – Arbalest Range Magazine Bolts 
Cost $1100 300m 10 $6 each 

DAM PEN AD Recoil ROF 
10 19 2 6 2 
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Chapter 18 Support Weapons 
It’s not unusual for Thresher employees to be chased across the universe by thousands of enemy which are hell 
bent and incensed at having some handful of mad bastard mercenaries in KAD-C steal all their stuff, kill all their 
friends and family, knock down large parts of their city and pretty much laugh at most of the handheld weaponry 
fired at them. Aside from having a ‘better than average’ chance of being buried under dozens upon dozens of soft 
cock operatives wanting to be seen dying on TV, there's other threats out there which Thresher employees have 
to deal with. The biggest hazards are mostly things like APC’s, Kilcopters and Dropships which mount big guns 
and have thick armour which will in turn bounce off most things Mr Thresher has easily at hand. Mechanised  
Infantry with support vehicles does comparatively well against most Thresher employees and to counter that 
threat they have a few things of their own which will certainly make the enemy think twice about chasing them. 
 
Of course, the real downside of actually getting your hands on one of these weapons is. Yes, you will kill everyone 
and that will draw a lot of attention to yourself which in turn will usually mean that the enemy goes and finds them-
selves a big hammer to crack a hard nut. So if you do decide to deploy a support weapon, be secure in the  
Knowledge that the enemy probably has them too and they've probably got more of them than you do. 
The negative aside, that just presents a challenge to Thresher employees, to steal the enemy support guns :) 

Rockets and Missiles 
A quick rundown of how they work. 
Missile and Rocket launchers use Auto/Support skill to fire. Firers gain no benefits from any aiming system. 
Some Missiles have their own AI Pilot to guide them and a ‘Missile Skill level’.  
Rockets do not have a guidance system. 
Guided Missiles use the Firers Auto/Support Skill to hit, hitting with one of these opposed by Pilot/Drive skill to 
avoid being hit. If the Pilot or Driver beats the attack roll- the missile misses.  
The Firer can attempt a second or multiple attacks if it has enough fuel left. Breaking Line of sight will cause the 
missile to miss unless the Missile Skill manages to hit the target instead.  
Primary Blast Radius- Targets in this area take this much Primary Blast ID damage, after ID is depleted the  
Vehicle/Structure is destroyed.  
In the case of People, Armour takes ID first off the chest, if that is depleted- take DAM in HITS. 
Secondary Blast Radius- Targets in this area take this much Blast ID damage, after ID is depleted the Vehicle/
Structure is destroyed.  
In the case of People, Armour takes ID first off the chest, if that is depleted- take DAM in HITS. 
Arming Range- Munition arm after travelling this distance to avoid blowing up the user. 
Burn Range- Munition carry enough fuel to run their engine for this distance after that they blow up or go inert. 

TH ARP-5 ‘Cyclone’  
Calibre:  45mm    ROF:   1/5 
Magazine:  30 rockets, Gauss fed Weight:  35kg 
Range:  150 m    Cost:   $6500 
 
It’s a bit hard to describe the Cyclone going off, first there’s a terrible howling and screaming of rockets and then 
the area around where they land is reduced to pebbles, broken glass, charred meat and shattered dreams. This 
monster of a weapons system is a full 2.5metres long with five barrels that spit out rockets at a frightening rate 
which has to be seen to be believed. Too heavy to really be used easily by anyone out of powered armour and 
fully laden it weighs in at 100kg, but it doesn't take long for it to shed that when it lets fly. Normally mounted on a 
vehicle or one of their more monstrous suits of armour like 004 or 005 class.  

Primary 
Blast 

Radius Secondary 
Blast 

Radius Warhead Weight 
(Each) 

Cost 
(each) 

100 1m 25 3m HEAT* 1.5kg $20 
50 10m 15 20m Fragmentation 1.5kg $25 
- 30m Gas Warheads 

-See Grenades for effects 
TOR-M8 1.8kg $20 

- 30m Nano-SAN III 1.8kg $30 
- 30m Nano-SAN XII 1.8kg $40 
- 40m - - EMP** 2kg $25 

20 25m 20 20m MIRV*** 2kg $30 

Safe Arming Range- 50metres  Burn Range- 6000m Rocket moves 3000m/phase 
* HEAT- High Explosive Anti-Tank rounds. 
**HERF discharge that destroys all electronic equipment and machinery within the radius 
** MIRV rounds are individual bombs from a warhead which are dispersed over a wide area  
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Flame Throwers 
Skill to fire is 'Auto/Support' with a +3 bonus to hit.  
Scores above 20+ indicate more than one body area or person is covered with burning fuel, up to 6 locations per 
person doing damage to the first thing they hit per phase for 3 phases, additional applications increase burn  
duration for 3 phases. One wound per area covered that causes damage but it does not cause bleeding. 
Flamethrowers do not accept normal weapon accessories. 
It also sets on fire- ammunition, explosives and surrounding areas at the GM's discretion. 
Flamethrowers do not have PEN; they just burn the first thing they hit, armour, meat, metal, whatever. 
Flamethrowers do not have range; the fire only goes as far as it says. 
Combat drugs are not effective against being roasted alive. 
Being targeted is a Fear roll of 8, being hit is a Fear roll of 13 
Damage is not modified for 20+ 
They make dark areas really bright. 
Jumping in water will help. 
You have the IR/Thermo signature of a bonfire.  

Primary Blast Radius Secondary Blast Radius Warhead Weight 

1200 4metres 100 5 metres HEAT* 25kg 

- 120metres - - EMP** 25kg 

THUXX901M Missile has a Pilot Skill of ‘10’ and cost $600 each 
THUXX899M Missile has a Pilot Skill of ‘4’ and cost $150 each 
Safe Arming Range- 100metres  Burn Range- 20,000m Missile moves 4000m/phase 
* HEAT- High Explosive Anti-Tank rounds. 
**HERF discharge that destroys all electronic equipment and machinery within the radius 

TH- LB20M ‘Linebacker’ 
Calibre –    180mm   ROF -   1 
Magazine -   1 Takes 5 phases to reload Weight -    45kg   
Range -     4000 m   Cost -   $8,000 

CREA-3 0018/F1 Incinerator ‘Stinky’ 
ROF –   1/3     
Magazine-   35 shots worth of fuel 
Weight-   12.5kg     
Range-   15 metres  
Cost-   $500     
Damage:   7 
This weapon is always an unpopular detail for Thresher 
troops, not because of reliability or danger of explosion, 
but simply because of the inordinate amount of enemy 
fire the soldier attracts when they are spotted. In fact the 
weapon is possibly one of the most simple, rugged and 
reliable weapons in the Thresher arsenal, capable of 
firing under the most adverse conditions with an  
electronic ignition system and liquid methane/Naphtha 
gel propellant fuel mix.  
It resembles a very ‘bulky’ shotgun. 
Fuel canister: $30  
(PV 15 ID 15 weigh 4kg each full)  
 
Refills cost $5 per canister.   
DIY:Feel free to blow your house up with a failed 
Weapon Maintenance roll. 

CREA 0001/BB2 Incinerator ‘BBQ’ 
ROF –    1/5/10   
Magazine-    50 shots worth of fuel 
Weight-    48kg    
Range-    30 metres  
Cost-    $1500 
Damage:    10 
This twin barrelled holocaust comes with a massive 
supply of Naphtha gel injected at 480kPa into two  
electrical induction turbines and blasted out at over 
400km/h.  
Capable of deep frying a Blocker clad militia or SHIVER 
in under a second, someone in heavier armour tends to 
run around a little longer before being reduced to a 
crisp. There’s probably easier ways of burning down a 
suburb, but probably not nearly as much fun. 
Fuel canister: $60 
(PV 18 ID 35 weigh 30kg each full)  
 
Refills cost $8 per canister.  
DIY: Feel free to blow your suburb up with a failed 
Weapon Maintenance roll. 
Priceless. 

Thresher rarely sells this system on the open markets. 
Once in awhile a high profile person meets their fate on 
the end of one of these things and there really are very 
few places to hide once it’s on your vehicle. More often 
though it’s the first thing on most pilots minds going over 
Thresher territory and more often the last thing that 
goes through their mind, literally.  
The THUXX901M pilot is fiendishly cunning, the multi-
engine liquid fuelled missiles are equipped with a duel 
band Doppler radar and coated in an ECM coating that 
makes them very hard to pick up. Running in on the 
vehicles engine electronic signature with the launchers 
PES system makes them nigh impossible to detect until 

the radar kicks in at about 400m for a ‘hard lock’ and 
then it’s all over.  
Thresher mounts Linebackers on its jeeps, IFV’s and 
Sarge power armour, usually with a gunner and loader 
team that can get the reload time down to two phases. 
Linebacker comes with a 20km PES sensor suite, Ther-
mographic and Low light amplification with a 15000m 
digital Acquisition system. These are also reported to be 
networked occasionally into special defence grids. Line 
of sight is not guaranteed protection against this missile 
either, the PES system will simply tell it to fly up and 
then come down from above. 
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Mortars 
A quick rundown of how they work 
The skill for such a weapon is Artillery, as it is technically a support weapon but a basic understanding of  
Mathematics probably wouldn't go astray either and its up to GM’s if this should provide a bonus to hit.  
Mortars can only be fired accurately when stationary, very heavy and they aren't quick to aim. 
(4 phases setup– 8 phases to aim) 
The weapon must be aimed to fire, un-aimed firing or a miss will result in a loose shell landing with 6 x the normal 
deviation used in hand grenade scatter. Mortars are always considered shooting without Line of Sight (-5hit)  
Once aimed it can be continuously fired on that area with normal grenade scatter rules. 
It takes 4 phases for a shell to hit the ground after it is fired. 
Primary Blast Radius- Targets in this area take this much Primary Blast ID damage, after ID is depleted the  
Vehicle/Structure is destroyed.  
In the case of People, Armour takes ID first off the chest, if that is depleted- take DAM in HITS. 
Secondary Blast Radius- Targets in this area take this much Blast ID damage, after ID is depleted the  
Vehicle/Structure is destroyed.  
In the case of People, Armour takes ID first off the chest, if that is depleted- take DAM in HITS. 
Mortars do not make any use of any normal weapon accessories apart from Rangefinder. 

TH 058/LFM  
Calibre - 58mm  ROF - 1   
Weight -   30kg  Range - 400m 
Cost - $500 
 
The 58mm mortar is designed to be carried and  
deployed by a single person as a field weapon to  
support platoon sized units in battle. It comes with a 
2000m radar rangefinder. 
More or less an antiquated, outmoded field artillery 
piece in 870SD and being relegated to reservist units, 
Thresher also seems intent on dropping them in the lap 
of anyone with the bucks to spare on the open market.  
While they aren’t exactly the biggest mortar in the  
universe, they are portable enough to be carried easily 
by a 2-man fire team and deliver a punishing barrage up 
to 4km away. They are also a relatively common 
weapon and ammunition is plentiful, about its only real 
gripe is that the solid ceramic and heavy steel tube 
tends to overheat every 40 rounds that go through it 
and requires cooling for 10phases. 

TH 090/LFM  
Calibre - 90mm  ROF - 1    
Weight -   30kg  Range - 1000m 
Cost – $3000 
 
This is a complete step up in technology, a much more 
dangerous weapon system capable of lobbing a large 
charge of explosive up to 10km away and its  
construction is a combination of high impact ceramics, 
nano-hardened titanium and capable of extended fire 
support delivery. Unlike the old 058, this animal doesn't 
need cooling with water as it has excellent heat disper-
sal properties. 
Features a computerised set of servos in the firing plate 
that can remotely target, aim the mortar tube in half the 
time it would take to do it manually, it can also be  
networked with a remote spotter for more accurate  
bombardment and comes with a 10000m radar  
rangefinder. 

Ilesha LWL L09/-LPS Laser Designator Rangefinder system 
Weight:  1kg  Range:  16000m  Cost:  $100 
A compact, variable frequency CO2 Laser used to precisely guide artillery munitions on a battlefield; it is invisible to the human 
eye and comes with a 3000-hour power supply built in. The necessary transmission equipment to tell the gunners and bombar-
diers behind the lines what  frequency and range to set their munitions too is also included. 
Mortars, bombs and artillery rounds using this system cost an additional 50% more in price due to the addition of guidance 
equipment but can be fired as per normal if lacking a spotter. 
System adds a +2 to hit over all ranges, requires an unobstructed line of sight to aim. 

Primary Blast Radius Secondary Blast Radius Warhead Weight 
(Each) 

Cost 
(x5) 

90 2m 25 6m 58mm High Explosive 1.5kg $35 
50 10m 15 30m 58mm Fragmentation 1.5kg $40 
- 40m Gas Warheads 

-See Grenades for effects 
58mm TOR-M8 1.8kg $100 

- 40m 58mm Nano-SAN III 1.8kg $150 
- 40m 58mm Nano-SAN XII 1.8kg $150 
- 60m - - 58mm EMP** 2kg $125 

20 25m 20 20m 58mm MIRV*** 2kg $100 

200 4m 50 10m 90mm High Explosive 3.5kg $70 
80 15m 20 45m 90mm Fragmentation 3.5kg $80 
- 60m Gas Warheads 

-See Grenades for effects 
90mm TOR-M8 3.8kg $300 

- 60m 90mm Nano-SAN III 3.8kg $300 
- 60m 90mm Nano-SAN XII 3.8kg $400 
- 80m - - 90mm EMP** 4kg $150 

20 35m 20 35m 90mm MIRV*** 4kg $100 
**HERF discharge that destroys all electronic equipment and machinery within the radius 
*** MIRV rounds are individual bombs from a warhead which are dispersed over a wide area 
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Artillery Pieces (AKA: Real ‘Guns’) 
The skill for these weapons is Artillery, but a basic understanding of Mathematics probably wouldn't go astray  
either to work out parabolic arcs and its up to GM’s if this should provide a bonus to hit. Field guns can only be 
fired accurately when stationary, very heavy and they aren't quick to aim.  
Once they're set up though, pretty much anyone can load and fire them. 
(10 phases setup– 8 phases to aim) Artillery are always considered shooting without Line of Sight (-5hit)  
The weapon must be aimed to fire, un-aimed firing or a miss will result in a loose shell landing with 20 x the  
normal deviation used in hand grenade scatter. (Unless it is mounted on a vehicle and using Firecontrol) 
Once aimed it can be continuously fired on that area with normal grenade scatter rules. 
Primary Blast Radius- Targets in this area take this much Primary Blast ID damage, after ID is depleted the  
Vehicle/Structure is destroyed.  
In the case of People, Armour takes ID first off the chest, if that is depleted- take DAM in HITS. 
Secondary Blast Radius- Targets in this area take this much Blast ID damage, after ID is depleted the Vehicle/
Structure is destroyed.  
In the case of People, Armour takes ID first off the chest, if that is depleted- take DAM in HITS. 
Artillery does not make any use of any normal weapon accessories apart from Rangefinder. 

TH.105HG-HVFG ‘Stubby’ Field Gun 
Calibre - 105mm Hydro-Gauss  ROF -   2 every phase 
Magazine- 10 Gauss fed box.    Weight -    900kg with trailer, 400kg without 
Range -  1000m (short range)  Cost –   $10,000 with trailer, $8500 gun only 
It takes 1 phase for a shell to travel 2000metres to hit the ground after it is fired. 
 
Designed in 400SD as a towed artillery piece for fast moving mobile infantry support the 105mm gun has served 
Thresher well over the years in being able to deploy very quickly on the battlefield. In its dozens of applications 
from being mounted in vehicles, dragged behind vehicles or powersuits and even mounted on some of the bigger 
and uglier ones, deployed in field firebases and pretty much every large conflict the company has ever been in. 
Capable of decent anti-vehicle defence and multi role infantry destruction it’s collected more than a fair share of 
kills over the years and is a very popular weapon 500 years later amongst troops. 
 
TH.195HG-UHVFG ‘Blitz Metal’ Heavy Field Gun 
Calibre - 195mm Hydro-Gauss  ROF -   2 every phase 
Magazine- 30 Gauss fed box.    Weight -    3000kg with trailer, 1200kg without. 
Range -  4000m (short range)  Cost –   $40,000 with trailer, 35k without. 
It takes 1 phase for a shell to travel 6000metres to hit the ground after it is fired. 
 
The Blitz is slightly more expensive proposition as it is a heavy ultra high velocity field gun primarily deployed for 
AA and Anti-tank defence. SLA hates these things as they seem to always hit and capable of wiping out their 
main battle tanks with a single shot and blowing the crap out of anything smaller with a near miss. While it doesn’t 
have the user-friendliness of the Stubby in terms of portability, she is capable of pretty much wrecking anything its 
pointed at and a sure deterrent for keeping SLA kilcopters and dropships away if they come poking around.  
Capable of lobbing a shell into the air over 40km up means they usually keep to themselves if they know what’s 
good for them. 

Primary 
Blast 

Radius Secondary 
Blast 

Radius Warhead Weight 
(Each) 

Cost 
(Each) 

200 10m 50 15m 105mm High Explosive 3.5kg $35 
1100 1m 150 1m 105mm HEAT 3.5kg $40 

- 40m Gas Warheads 
-See Grenades for effects 

105mm TOR-M8 3.8kg $100 
- 40m 105mm Nano-SAN III 3.8kg $150 
- 40m 105mm Nano-SAN XII 3.8kg $150 
- 60m - - 105mm EMP** 4kg $125 

20 25m 20 20m 105mm MIRV*** 4kg $100 
20 10m 20 20m 105mm WP-Smoke 3.8kg $40 

500 10m 150 15m 195mm High Explosive 7.5kg $70 
250 30m 40 35m 195mm Flack 7.8kg $70 

5000 0.5m 100 0.5m 195mm APDU 8kg $90 
3000 1m 200 1m 195mm HEAT 7.5kg $80 

- 60m Gas Warheads 
-See Grenades for effects 

195mm TOR-M8 7.8kg $300 
- 60m 195mm Nano-SAN III 7.8kg $300 
- 60m 195mm Nano-SAN XII 7.8kg $400 
- 80m - - 195mm EMP** 8kg $150 

20 35m 20 35m 195mm MIRV*** 8kg $100 
30 10m 20 20m 195mm WP-Smoke 7.8kg $80 

**HERF discharge that destroys all electronic equipment and machinery within the radius 
** MIRV rounds are individual bombs from a warhead which are dispersed over a wide area. 
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Chapter 19 Energy Weapons 
Pros for using Energy Weapons 
There's a lot of reasons to include energy weapons in this source book, mostly because there aren't any in any 
other SLA material and I think Thresher are more than capable of making them as are SLA and Darknight.  
 
First and foremost, power supplies in the WOP are tiny things which have either an immense power output or they 
have extremely efficient electronics in them. It might be easy to look at say a suit of armour with a 10,000hr power 
supply and not really think much more of it. Considering that suit of armour has to support its own weight and  
usually that of the person wearing it that is a lot of power in a very compact area which can do that for 416days 
straight full-time, non stop use! 
 
That’s pretty damn fine power use there, secondly, Energy Weapons are fairly good utility because they will- 
Work in Hard vacuum and can be recharged off any existing power supply, be it a fusion generator or even  
something as simple as mains power or a set of solar cells. This would make commanders overjoyed with the 
prospect of not having to get endless supply lines of ammunition to their troops and cut down on the amount of 
support personnel in the rear they have to look after as well. Worst comes to worst, just hook it up to your armour. 
 
Cost effectiveness, electronics when you look at them, from armour to general gear is dirt cheap all through the 
MRB and I have kept it in line competitively in this source material which is one good reason to have it. 
 
Cons for not using Energy Weapons 
Company Doctrine, put simply the company you work for may not want to sell your character an energy weapon 
on the basis of it simply being too efficient, they cant sell you as many spares, accessories and they certainly cant 
sell you bullets for it when you can simply buy/borrow a power supply and recharge the thing out of a wall. 
Control, the company may decide that the weaponry is just too damn dangerous to put in the hands of a bunch of  
toe rag, no-good employees who might decide to run off with them and aren't bound to the company supply line.  
This is especially true in SLA because Mr Slayer wants to know pretty much everything you're fucking, taking, 
sticking up your bottom or otherwise consuming, not so much a problem in Thresher because they HAVE to trust 
their employees to do the job or they wouldn’t exist and for the most part are actually fairly contented critters. 
 
Expense, the actual product of making an energy weapon is fairly low. Developing it in a plasma or light-wave lab 
however takes time, money, smart people (which are a rare animal in SLA) and you have to convince 900yrs 
worth of gun-bunnies that the weapon is worth buying to get your investment back. 
 
Heat, you can keep most of the heat down simply by the use of the superconductors in the weapon but there will 
always be some kind of emitter or magnetic bottle to generate a finished product that comes blasting out the 
sharp end of the gun. It can be cooled in several ways- 
Gas Refrigeration systems, these are heavy and while they keep running forever do have some problems working 
when they're not the right way up, not suitable for a weapon that gets lugged around. 
Direct liquid/gas cooling, the main problem with these is weight and finding liquid or gas to constantly be pumped 
through and then expelled when it gets too hot, thermodynamics of liquids tend to be good up until a point when 
they can absorb only so much heat and then take a long time to cool down. 
Electronic cooling systems, Peltier modules are the best way of doing this, by having a semiconductor that cools 
on one side and heats on the other– fairly easy to use and what I will be using in this section because they could 
be made very efficient and compact, drawing power off an existing power supply. 
However, whichever way you look at it, there will be heat and that might not make them the stealthy weapons in 
terms of an IR/Thermographic signature. 
 
Atmospheric problems getting in the way of a beam? 
Not really a problem, bullets have to contend with atmosphere getting in front of them and we get around that 
problem by simply making a bigger charge behind the bullet, same for an energy weapon. Plus not all of these are 
a ‘ray-gun’ type of energy weapon. 
Ceramic armours, aren't they normally very heat resistant? 
Yes, but there's ‘ceramics’ and there's ‘ceramics’ and there is no clearly defined material in all the SLA source 
material to say that they are a specially heat-resistant type of ceramic. I’m inclined to think that they aren't  
because they mostly seem to be made to keep out bullets, blades and blunt trauma. Which would indicate they 
have a tensile resistance to kinetic energy rather than radiation, heat based energy. As with atmosphere, if you 
have a hard nut to crack, you just use a bigger hammer. 
Fit into the WOP? 
As much as Gauss guns and all the rest fit into the WOP, just because SLA aren't using it on a widespread 
amount doesn't mean other people aren't. SLA aren't the be-all and end-all of the WOP, simply the most influence 
on a large amount of the universe, besides, this is about Thresher = fuck SLA. Fuck em hard! 
 
 
Lastly, if you haven't guessed it by now, this entire sourcebook is written by a howling mad signals engineer and 
network administrator who likes this kind of stuff so you’ll take it (and fucking like it too!) 
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Plasma Weapons 
Kronig & Eisen currently hold the patent to produce the PP40, RP80, LPE180, VAPE & PL2K weapons in 
Thresher for sale to employees. Most are made on order from reserves of parts as the market for them is quite 
small so they don’t ship out to regular distributors and there is no permit for them to be sold on open markets. Roll 
up on the day with the money to the factory and they will happily throw it together for you, or finding a contact on 
Nordland who can get it made and shipped is another way of getting one. 
 
Plasma does damage to the first thing it hits, armour, flesh doors, walls etc as either Hits or ID. It doesn’t have 
PEN, relying on the massive amounts of energy to sear and burn its way though things. 
They cause wounds but not bleeding 
Plasma Firearms fit all normal weapon accessories in terms of recoil dampers, aiming mechanisms but unable to 
use flash or sound suppression devices, plasma bolts travel at roughly 1200m/s from the barrel and are a bright 
white orb of insanely hot plasma over 8000degrees celsius. 

KE 00PP40/40KW Plasma Pistol 
Cost $1000   Weight: 2kg 
Range: 25m  
ROF: 2   
Reservoir: 10shots  
Damage: 24 
Magazine Capacity: 100shots 
Magazine Cost: $20 Refill: $5 
Recoil: 7 

KE 00RP80/80KW Plasma Rifle 
Cost: $1500  Weight: 5kg 
Range: 50m  
ROF: 1/3    
Reservoir: 25shots   
Damage: 24 
Magazine Capacity: 200shots 
Magazine Cost: $30 Refill: $10 
Recoil 8/11 

KE LPE180/200KW Plasma Ejector 
Cost: $1900  Weight: 10kg 
Range: 80m  
ROF: 1/3/5   
Reservoir: 50shots   
Damage: 24 
Magazine Capacity: 300shots 
Magazine Cost: $40 Refill: $15 
Recoil 10/13/15 

To keep the weapons size down the weapons mount the battery, hydrogen cylinder on a pack which functions 
much like a magazine in a conventional weapon. From there the gas is put into a Reservoir and blasted into a 
plasma state to be held there until its ready to be shot out of the barrel, much like a gauss weapon.  
Charging a plasma reservoir takes 3 phases for the gun to be able to fire.  
Once it is empty more gas has to be loaded and charged again. 
Most regular armed forces and infantry soldiers tend to view them as being a ‘terror’ weapon as they don’t have a 
high rate of fire and much prefer a high velocity, large magazine and high cyclic rate of fire slug thrower as being 
a true weapon of war. Still, few would disagree that the KE weapons are very high quality, rugged construction 
and do an impressive amount of damage and in hard vacuum increase the range by a factor of ten (10x). 

KE101PL2K/2000KW Plasma Lance ‘Gas Axe’ 
Cost $1800      Weight: 17kg  
Range: 1m (Tight Focus)   Damage: 40   
Range: 5m (45degrees dispersal) Damage: 10  
Reservoir: 20phases of operation  Charging Reservoir: Takes 5phases   
Magazine Capacity: 200phases   Magazine Cost: $80    Refill: $30    
 
This weapon started life as an innocent mining tool. In its much more uglier form it functions as a rather  
murderous high tech flame thrower which can cut through anything given enough time or a dispersal setting which 
winds back the magnetic choke inside the barrel (effectively +3hit– no range past 5metres) 
Spewing out a stream on intensely white hot plasma isn’t recommended to be operated by anyone outside armour 
and much less pointed at anything you don’t want carbonised in a split second. 
The it uses the same rules as flamethrowers for the purposes of burning things (Autosupport) and One Handed in 
the tight focus setting as a hand weapon. (Forget blocking or parrying it though) 
Marines use them for boarding actions on stubborn doors quite a lot and they are used on the D-Sarge Power-
suits for riot control in prisons like Tyne on people that misbehave and Spec Forces finds all sorts of somewhat 
illegal and anti-social uses for them when raiding. 

KE VAPE/4000KW Plasma Cannon 
Cost   $9500    Weight:   45kg  
ROF:   5/10    Range:   100m    
Damage:  60    Blast Radius  2metres   
Reservoir:  100    Charging Reservoir: Takes 10phases   
Magazine Capacity: 300shots  Magazine Cost: $80  Refill: $30 
Recoil  15/20   
 
While the smaller KE firearms are either not highly regarded by most soldiers or have their die hard fans, there is 
little doubt in anyone's mind that the VAPE is head and shoulders over most projectile and Hydro-Gauss weapons 
for just sheer destructive power. Very few people know the weapon exists outside of catalogues but it has been 
used by a few Special Forces teams and some Reservist armoured cavalry units who have been running them on 
R-Vorth and V-Vorth IFV’s mostly as a support weapon and report that it is an immensely potent weapon against 
vehicles and infantry. About its only drawbacks seem to be the small reservoir, recharge time and the range has 
been described as ‘could be better’ but KE are seriously thinking about building a dedicated vehicle weapon which 
would be much larger, the infantry are going to buy it in bulk if it turns out to be what they want. 
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Ilesha LWL are a small lightwave lab in Thresher that manufactures primarily scientific instruments, vehicle  
Sensors, cutting tools, precision welders and rangefinders in Thresher and are based on Sino. On the side though 
they are increasing their public image with the production of three Laser’s for military use. 
Both are Q-Switching, External Cavity Semiconductor lasers with very good field reliability and high power outputs 
that appeal to people that want a relatively cost effective solution to making other people die without spending a 
lot of money on bullets over a long period of time. Initially they are quite expensive but soon make up for that cost 
by the zero maintenance and fact there's no bullets, gas or explosives to buy. 
Lasers fit all standard weapon accessories but cannot make any use of Flash or Sound suppression because 
there isn't any sound to suppress, flash suppression is like sticking your hand over a flashlight and no recoil on 
them. 
 
Lasers suffer from signal degradation over long distances:  
–2 DAM at Long Range and –4 DAM at Extreme range 
Additional –1 for ever 100m of bad visibility due to rain/sleet/snow/dust or other heavy atmospheric pollutants. 
Magazines are rechargeable off standard mains power or any DC power supply. 
Lasers do two (2) wounds instead of one when they hit, cauterisation of the wounds does not cause bleeding. 

Ilesha LWL THL-10 Aurora 
Range:  40metres  ROF:   1/10 
Weight:  3kg   Magazine: 150shots 
Skill:  Pistol/Autosupport Magazine Cost: $10 
Cost:   $900 
DAM: 6 PEN: 12 AD: 1 
 
Aurora’s have been around for quite some time and it was the companies first tentative toe dip into the military 
weapons division back in 603SD. Priced low enough people could trail it without fear of spending great wads of 
cash on something they where unsure of they didn't get any returns from the first 1000 sold and kept selling them. 
There's not much to be said really about the Aurora, tactically it’s a sound weapon in the right  
situations, if slightly heavy, tends to get a bit hot and about the size of a very large automatic pistol. 
A lot of marines carry them as a backup piece once word got around on its performance and high capacity but the 
navy at the moment hasn't signed a contract to buy them in bulk. 
 
Ilesha LWL THL00172 Paraselena 
Range:  30metres  ROF:   1/3 
Weight:  3kg   Magazine: 100shots 
Skill:  Pistol/Autosupport Magazine Cost: $10 
Cost:   $1100 
DAM: 15 PEN: 25 AD: 2 
 
The Paraselena has only been around for about 50 years and is slow to gain widespread acceptance amongst 
potential buyers. Most of whom would have bought a 14.4mm HG pistol for the big hits or an Aurora for the better 
ROF. Which is a slight shame really as the  00172 or ‘Heater’ as she’s known by people who use them a lot is a 
much better all-round pistol than both of those weapons. 
Ilesha managed to get a lot more gain out of the weapon with better quality semiconductors and much better heat 
management for the weapon which is very low compared to its faster firing cousins. 
Better marketing will probably get it into widespread use a lot quicker than just the gun selling itself. 
 
Ilesha LWL THL-25 Halo 
Range:  90metres  ROF:  30 (+8 to hit)Weight:  15kg   Magazine: 3000shots 
Skill:  Rifle/Autosupport Magazine Cost: $10 
Cost:   $4000 
DAM: 8 PEN: 18 AD: 1 
 
The Halo is a weapon designed almost as much for  
intimidation as it is for practical use, a full 1.8metres long with a large heavy duty protective heat shield on its 6 
barrels and the eerie plasma effect from them when it opens up is a nightmare for anyone caught in front of this 
thing. The wounds it creates are horrible indeed, literally cutting limbs, faces, external organs and skin off like a 
red hot cat of nine tails is about the only way to describe it. 
It was built to replace the smaller VAPH series of support weapons in some situations and has had some success 
in making its way into the hearts and arsenals of some machine gunners because it is so beautifully low/no  
maintenance, light and the amount of holes they can put in things is amazing. 
About the only real gripe is the weapon gets uncomfortably hot to use for long periods of time giving them an IR 
signature of a bonfire and it could use a little more tissue damage. 

Exotics– LASERS 
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High Energy Radio Frequency weaponry has been used for some time by Thresher, it is used to knock out and 
destroy permanently electrically powered devices by generating high energy radio waves through a row of 20 
Marx9 capacitors set in parallel and discharging them in series. In layman’s terms, everything run by electricity 
that doesn’t have considerable surge  
protection (35,000amps+) is fried, up close on humans (0-100m) it can cause radiation burns on exposed skin and 
knock them out as the synapses are literally shorted out. To give you some idea of the raw power of these weap-
ons, 22,000amps is roughly the same size as a big lightning strike, 35,000amps is a standard power transformer 
which would run a big suburb, you get hit by that and...  
In layman’s terms, everything run by electricity that doesn’t have considerable surge protection is fried, up close 
on humans it can cause radiation burns on exposed skin. Most enemy armour and vehicles are not proofed 
against this attack and are left twitching on the ground, more importantly it destroys utterly, comms  
systems, computer and data recordings even if they aren’t turned on. 
HERF weapons use no additional weapon accessories and get no bonus’s from 20+ to hit 
 
 

TH/09HERF 
The now venerable 09 model is used to knock out and 
destroy permanently electrically powered devices by 
generating high energy radio waves through a row of 20 
Marx9 capacitors set in parallel and discharging them in 
series. Its potential charge is 965Kv, 35000 ampere, 
and 21.4-nanosecond negative-polarity output pulse 
through an angle of 12 degrees from the barrel. 
Except for the noisy whine of charging capacitors the 
weapon is silent, on an audible level, to sensors a 
snowstorm of static is created. Much like an enormous 
shotgun with no recoil, you point it in the area you want 
to destroy and pull the trigger.  
Anything in a 12degree arc is cooked. 
Cost: $1400 Spare Batteries: $10 Weight 15kg 
ROF– 1 every 5phases   
Hit Bonus +10 
Range: 200metres   
Skill: Autosupport 
Magazine: 15shots 

TH/909 HERF 
A much more refined and compact HERF with a  
focused,  less indiscriminate RF attack that resembles 
an over-sized grenade launcher but cannot be mounted 
under firearms in much the same manner. 
Its potential charge is 1000Kv, 45000 ampere, and 
19.4-nanosecond negative-polarity output pulse through 
an angle of 2 degrees from the barrel. 
Like the 09 model this weapon is much the same in its 
effects but with an additional –3 to equipment saves. 
 
Cost: $2000 Spare Batteries: $10 Weight 12kg 
ROF– 1 every 3phases   
Hit Bonus +3 
Range: 400metres   
Skill: Autosupport 
Magazine: 15shots 

Exotics– HERF 
High Energy Radio Frequency  

Domestic Equipment Destroyed 

Televisions, toasters, light bulbs, radios, computers 
Domestic Vehicles Destroyed 
Anything with a civilian/drive civilian description 
Domestic Structures Until Repaired 
Civilian buildings, stores– Note equipment inside may be destroyed 

High Tech Equipment -9 
Company-grade computers, magholds, motion sensors etc 
Mil-Spec Equipment -6 
Sensor systems, combat computers, fire contol, scopes 

Help, I’ve been HERF’ed! 
People get a save against having their synapses toasted, if they're in a building or armour: PHYS roll –25 which is 
reduced by –5 for every 100metres away from the source. No armour, out in the open, no save.  
Unconscious for 2D10 x 3seconds if the roll is failed. Combat drugs are ineffective even if they say, no PHYS rolls 
Equipment is basically destroyed if it fails its 2D10 roll, some bits are tougher than others and might be able to 
come back online especially if it has Radiation Shielding or hardened Circuitry which is effective against these 
attacks and are cumulative in their resistances. It will be noted in equipment descriptions in this book if it is 
proofed against electronic attacks, for equipment on people, just use their armour save. 

Commercial Power Armour -6 

SLA, DN and TT armours. 

Mil Spec Vehicles -4 
Kilcopters, APC’s and Jeeps 
Hardened structures -4 

Military bunkers, comms towers, ground based sensor arrays 
Radiation Shielded +6 
Thresher armours and vehicles, space going vessels 
Hardened circuitry +4 
Thresher equipment, armour vehicles and firearms, KC armours 
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Masers are mostly a different type of laser weapon which uses a broader range of the electromagnetic spectrum 
than the light based weapons, however they are very highly refined weapons due to the Darknight, Thresher and 
Tek Trex Navy’s respectively dumping big money and lots of research into them. While the weapons are reliable, 
low maintenance and don’t weigh a lot, they do use considerable amounts of power and are very expensive to 
manufacture. They aren’t the best for atmospheric warfare as the beam tends to disperse in gaseous environ-
ments but they do hit very hard. 
Masers fit all standard weapon accessories but cannot make any use of Flash or Sound suppression because 
there isn't any sound to suppress, flash suppression is like sticking your hand over a flashlight and no recoil on 
them. Thresher only makes two masers in the parent company which are deployed to some marine units which do 
a lot of fighting in hard vacuum and are considering allowing the patent to be produced by a contracted  
independent manufacturer for further research. 
Masers suffer from signal degradation over long distances:  
 
–3 DAM at Long Range and –5 DAM at Extreme range 
Additional –2 for ever 100m of bad visibility due to rain/sleet/snow/dust or other heavy atmospheric pollutants. 
Magazines are rechargeable off standard mains power or any DC power supply 
Maser’s do hideous wounds that cauterise with no bleeding and cause two (2) wounds instead of one. 

Exotics– MASERS 
Electromagnetic Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation.  

TH00U/E-MAG III 
Range:  20metres  ROF:   1/10 
Weight:  2.5kg   Magazine: 50shots 
Skill:  Pistol/Autosupport Magazine Cost: $10 
Cost:   $500 (if available) 
DAM: 15 PEN: 9 AD: 15 
 
An all-round excellent weapon which has been in ser-
vice of the Marines for over 200 years and uses a wide-
attenuation on its signal for a larger amount of damage 
to both targets and materials making it versatile for  
cutting down hardened targets. This limits its range to 
only about 100m at most but the scatter effect on the 
signal makes it a much easier weapon to use in close 
confines and the E-MAG III was only ever designed as a 
backup pistol rather than a primary armament. 
Heat dispersal from the weapon is quite good, though it 
does have a much heavier power draw than say a Laser 
of similar size, they are a popular weapon but most of 
the sales are directly on commission to the navy so not 
a lot of them hit the shelves of regular outlets. 

TH00U/U-MAG Ultramarine Carbine 
Range:  30metres ROF:   1/15 
Weight:  10.5kg Magazine: 150shots 
Skill:  Rifle/Pistol/Autosupport  
Magazine Cost: $10 
Cost:   $4500 (if available) 
DAM: 20 PEN: 12 AD: 15 
Bayonet-  
DAM:  2 PEN: 6 AD: 1 
Over-Under 55mm Grenade Launcher (Integral) 
ROF: 2/3 Recoil : 7/8 Range: 50m   
Magazine: 10 (integral) 
 
This complete weapons system is one of the most  
personally vicious weapons on the market and  
designed by a team of ex-marine sappers and combat 
veterans to fill a role when it was asked.  
“What do you need for boarding actions?” 
About the size of a very compact, short barrelled  
assault rifle, the weapon has massive amounts of in-
built armour casing, redundant circuits, heavy duty 
electronic cooling sleeves a purpose built grenade 
launcher and bayonet. About the only way to break 
one is to run it over with a tank, its literally been buried 
in a swamp, glacier and salt water for up to five years, 
picked up, the crap scraped off and will fire provided 
there is juice in the battery pack. Like the E-MAG little 
brother, this weapon has an attenuated signal splitter 
which causes it to split its beam to cause larger 
wounds and material damage. 
 

TH.34M RAMD Anti-Artillery defence MASER 
Weight: 100kg   Cost: $5000 
Hits with 90% accuracy ANY shell moving through the 
hemisphere, if multiple units are deployed they must 
tune their radar to a different band. Normally with two in 
an area one will be on overwatch at 500metres on the 
5mm and the secondary set to a shorter distance to pick 
up any the first misses. The 1mm band is susceptible to 
heavy rain and snow. 

The RAMD is a small MASER array which is capable of intercepting incoming missiles and artillery shells which 
are so devastating against Thresher infantry, buildings and vehicles. This has caused more than one Darknight or 
SLA commander to tear their hair out in frustration that their barrage did nothing of any appreciable effect and the 
infantry and vehicles sent in to mop up found themselves on the sharp end of a full Thresher fighting force, which 
where probably only warned that the enemy was serious with the RAMD firing up. These are a dedicated platform 
that extends a hemisphere over an area from 100-500metres and consists of a 2kw MASER hooked up to 1, 2, 3, 
4 and 5mm Doppler radar array which basically denies any missile or shell larger than 40mm coming through that 
zone with its highly advanced fire control systems. The integral power supply is good for 100shots before needing 
to be recharged so most end up being hooked up to a fusion power supply or vehicle. Larger static versions with 
longer range exist but the 34M is probably the smallest portable one and isn’t bothered by being belted around in 
the field. 
Standard fitting on Thresher MBT’s, field bases, dropships and often refitted into smaller vehicles like IFV’s, 
APC’s and powersuits as an aftermarket option. 
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Exotics– PBW 
Particle Beam Weapons 

A Particle Beam weapon produces a beam of light-speed-neutral atomic particles by subjecting hydrogen gas to 
an enormous electrical charge. The electrical charge produces negatively charged ions that are accelerated 
through a modified gauss barrel normally associated with Mass drivers and gauss guns. At the end of the barrel, 
electrons are stripped from the negative ions, forming the high-speed neutral atomic particles that are the neutral 
particle beam. The PBW delivers its kinetic energy directly into the atomic and subatomic structure of the target, 
literally tearing the target apart from deep within. 
Unlike MASER and LASER weapons the PBW has some recoil, though not as heavy as conventional slug  
throwers and typically the man-portable versions are slower firing weapons, however there is no signal  
degradation in atmosphere which tends to plague those two types of energy weapons. Partly this is because the 
weapons are relying on banks of capacitors to supplement their power supply by delivering waves of high energy 
on demand, which in turn makes them heavier to lug around and very, very expensive to manufacture. 
These are a proprietary technology which is only manufactured by the parent company Thresher and there is no 
word as to if they will be outsourcing the patent to their trusted contractors any time soon for more releases. 
 
Primarily an anti-material, anti-vehicle weapon with the capability to reduce armour plating to a ‘chalk’ like  
consistency which soon crumbles and turns to dust if any pressure or tension is put on it. 
As an anti-personnel weapon they have some terrible effects on living creatures, PBW’s cause massive cellular 
damage leaving huge parts of a person’s tissues with much the same consistency which soon rolls out of the hole 
where the beam struck. Necrosis of the tissues and intense numbing pain which cant be healed by normal ‘knitter’ 
type drugs (Kickstart, TH-DC) will result in blood infections and poisoning within 2D10 hours on a healthy person. 
Bio-regeneration and ebb healing works as normal to grow back the damage and offset the poisoning but combat 
drugs are completely ineffective at reducing the initial damage, advanced treatment is required for any survivors 
hit by a PBW or they will die within a day or two. Healing drugs will stop bleeding from the surrounding tissue but 
not ‘fill the hole left behind. 
PBW’s accept normal weapon accessories except for flash and sound suppression. 
These weapons turn bone into chalk and tissue into jelly, they do two (2) wounds instead of one and cause  
massive haemorrhaging from the surrounding tissues. 

TH 00N/12PPBW ‘N-Type’ 
Cost    $12,500   Weight:   90kg  
ROF:    5   Range:   400m    
Blast Radius  0.5 metres  DAM: 20 PEN: 80 AD: 100   
Magazine Capacity: 1500shots  Magazine Cost: $80 
Recoil  20    Skill: Rifle/Autosupport 
 
These are a popular re-fit on some suits of Sarge armour in place of the 17.5mm cannon due to the comparatively 
large magazine and decent ROF which is capable of dealing out immense structural damage to vehicles. Along 
with a very good range, crippling damage is unfortunately a very big ticket price item, regardless the buyer gets a 
very robust and intimidating weapon capable of dealing out some serious damage to enemy personnel and  
equipment. In the field they are more commonly found in base defences or carried by two man teams as an anti-
vehicle weapon which has some good anti-personnel properties. 
 
 
TH 00N/100VPBW ‘V-Type’ 
Cost    $25,000   Weight:   400kg  
ROF:    5   Range:   3000m    
Blast Radius  1 metre  DAM: 50 PEN: 350 AD: 500   
Magazine Capacity: 500shots  Magazine Cost: $400 (or vehicle power supply– unlimited) 
Recoil : (vehicle or artillery mounted only) Skill: Artillery/Autosupport   
 
A premier vehicle killer with immense power and an expensive replacement for vehicles which use a 105mm field 
gun in their turrets and can be fitted up to a towed trailer for an extra $1500. It does untold evil to both structures 
and personnel alike, mostly preferred by commanders in the field for AA support as it does have considerable 
range to hit aircraft from a long way away and takes to a number of aiming enhancements which are commonly 
found on most Thresher vehicles. 
The price keeps it out of the hands of most special forces mercenaries unless they're particularly rich but many 
consider it a worthwhile investment simply because it can run forever off the vehicles power supply and it is  
capable of wrecking most light enemy vehicles in short order, getting rid of annoying kilcopters and cracking  
heavily defended military targets. About the only complaint is that it really doesn't leave a lot of salvage from what 
it hits. 
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Section 2 

Thin Air 
Space Combat and Travel 

The Universe-  
Distance and Time, Micro and Macro acceleration 
 
It’s a big place, as big as you want it. 
For most of us living out our contemporary lives as working slobs, the bored unemployed, students and part time 
role-players the universe is a pretty small place which even with the great distances around our planet that are 
almost inconceivably large compared to a single footstep. Considering the relative size of you or me we’re not 
much more than a grain of sand in a desert, given enough inertia though and that little grain of sand can travel a 
long way on a breeze or even in the wheel arch of a vehicle of some kind. And that’s where this little adventure 
starts. 
People for some reason or another needed to get somewhere quicker than our little feet could carry us or across 
something we couldn’t physically do ourselves. So, we walk, ride a horse, motorbike or drive a vehicle down to 
where we want to go and reach a shore. For us to go across the water we have a number of options, being the 
clever opposable thumb tool wielding monkeys we are, come up with a way of getting from one side of the water 
to another. We can swim it, use a boat or even fly an aeroplane to get to the other side and there we are. 
100 years ago people didn't think that going into space was even remotely conceivable, the horse and cart where 
still pretty swanky ways of visiting your girlfriend/boyfriend over the other side of town and that’s pretty much the 
limits of most of the average thinkers universe back then. 60 or so years on from that point we’re seeing rockets 
throwing little balls into space that go ‘bleep’ and a few years after that the Russians are throwing dogs and  
astronauts around up there.  
 
A few more years after that effort the US lands people on the moon which opened up a lot of people’s eyes to the 
possibility we could do damn near anything being the clever little buggers we are, that and the fact the mass  
media made it possible to see those first brave explorers running around up there. 
Some day in my lifetime I would like to think I’d live long enough to see mankind make it into the stars.  
 
Technology is a funny thing and to be honest I wouldn’t write it off as being ‘impossible’, 100 years ago people 
couldn’t fly, it was a bullshit pipe dream thought up by mad inventers, then the Wright brothers a few years later 
came up with something that would fly. Everyone then took a step back and thought, “well, bugger me that’s pretty 
clever.” Admittedly it is a different set of problems getting a plane off the ground and getting a spaceship to either 
fly really fast or even fold space around it to get somewhere.  
Undoubtedly someone will be standing around sometime in the future shaking his or her head and saying its  
bullshit too, then some clever bugger cracks the speed of light.     
 But until then, we can escape in the virtual flights of fancy in funny little games like this to imagine we’re Han 
Solo, Buck Rodgers, Captain Picard or any of the other characters that dot the media romping around the uni-
verse. That’s the joy of having an imagination. 
 
Q How big is the SLA universe then? 
A:I dunno, its pretty big I guess. 
 
Q How am I supposed to know how big the SLA universe is if you don’t give me a few numbers to go off then? 
A: You make it up. 
 
Q: Your just being a lazy shit writing this and not giving me the distance between Mort and Static, my PC’s want 
answers. 
A: So give them a number, weeks, days, hours, months, whatever you think would be the distance suitable to your 
campaign.  
 
Asking me to design a universe is a big ask especially seeing as it’s YOUR imaginary universe and your group 
has to live in it. 
 
That said, I better give you some numbers for the mechanics 
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Distance and Time 
Distance and time for such things as a solar system, a 
galaxy and a universe are pretty bloody big numbers if 
we where to apply them to our own universe. It’s a scale 
that even troubles me to think about for any length of 
time, however like I said, someone will want a number 
eventually if they are going to make a trip and that’s a 
fair enough call. What I will not do though is apply my 
own ideas over any factual or imaginary distances, that 
is going to be left back to the GM to decide. Ifs not too 
much trouble I suggest you grab a big bit of paper right 
now or draw on a wall the planets in your universe, 
then, draw a line between them from where your PC’s 
are wanting to go, be sent and then, stick a time in  
between A and B which suits your campaign. 
 
It can be as long or as short as you want.  
Hours, Days, Weeks, Months, Years or even decades if 
you think it would suit you. 
Ok, got your distance between Planet A and Planet B? 
Good. 
Now how the heck are the PC’s getting there? 
In a ship of some sort is usually the first place to start, 
how and where they got it is up to you. There are 3 
types of ships in the SLA universe:  
 
The Foldship that uses Ebb to blip from one point to 
another and is very popular with the SLA people and 
anyone else who can blip their own way there with a lot 
of skill in Space Navigation and Reality Fold. It doesn’t 
take very long at all, just long enough for the navigator 
to work it all out in their head and then, hey presto, 
magic happens they're there with the ship. Pretty neat, 
pretty quick and for the most part inaccessible to most 
players to actually acquire one and do their own  
operation of the vessel, if they're just part of the luggage 
then about the only travelling they do is on the shuttle 
down from orbit. 
 
The Ion Drive vessel is a more ‘conventional’ way of 
getting from one end of the universe to the other. It has 
big engines that make it go damn fast and they work on 
the principle that something going fast will eventually 
get there assuming it doesn't hit something along the 
way. Travelling on an Ion Drive is an adventure in  
itself, like loading up a car full of bags, grabbing your 
friends and taking a road trip to somewhere else.  
Unfortunately they are slower than going ‘blip’ in a fold-
ship but they do serve a purpose for PC’s because you 
don’t have to be a freaky ebb user with bullshit  
levels of fold to run one. 
 
Ion drive ships use a multiplier on their engines to work 
out how long it takes to travel. 
Back to your map you’ve made, assume that distance 
you’ve just written down between A and B is at a speed 
one (1) vessels velocity. 
A speed 2 vessel will do that distance in space at half 
the time, a speed 3 will do it at a third and so on all the 
way up to whatever output you assign the ships engines 
to be. 
The ion drive ship enters a ‘hyperspace’ as to the effect 
of Star Wars/Star Trek travel.  
By this you could have the time the ship takes to enter 
FTL being the vessels engine multiplier divided by 100 
being the time in combat phases. 
  

(ie: speed 5 engine takes 100/5 = 20 phases to enter 
FTL mode) 
 
And finally, there is wormhole technology which is fairly 
complicated and requires a gravity well in front of the 
ship to drag it forward into an artificial black hole. 
 
However before you can do that, you need to be able to 
plot where you want the wormhole to end and you need 
all kinds of inertial dampening and stabilisation to hold 
the ship together in-flight and stop it being torn into  
tinfoil by gravity. 
That’s a lot of tech and a lot of computing power which 
has to be used, invented and deployed, needless to say 
at the top of the tech food chain is Thresher. 
Having a ship that can bend space, essentially like  
folding space is as close as the tech-based ships can 
travel and it is quite fast. They also use Ion drive  
engines for their sub-light speeds and manoeuvring  
because as wonderful as being able to make a black 
hole is, it’s not the most neighbourly thing to have  
running next to your friends when all you want to do is 
park the thing. 
Gravity Well ships use a multiplier as well to travel  
between A-B, however they are much higher speed 
beasts of engineering and have the added advantage 
that you can daisy-chain a fleet of like-equipped ships  
together behind one big one which creates the hole and 
rest sit on its tail along for the ride.  
 
The wells themselves take the number of combat 
phases to get the hole formed the same way an ion 
drive does and this uses a lot of power. 
Take the engine multiplier divided by 100 and that’s how 
many phases it takes you to get one formed and get the 
heck out of dodge so to speak. 
 
That’s the nice easy macro scale of looking at the  
universe on an Ion drive ship. It’s easy because it takes 
very little time to work out rather than do long and  
complex calculations at the gaming table.  
 
Micro and Macro distances in Space 
 
We’ve just looked at the ‘Macro’ distance, the big long 
distances in space where ships travel through and that’s 
relatively easy enough to do.  
For actual space combat I'm still not keen on the idea 
that people will be engaging at faster than light speeds. 
That brings about all sorts of problems with reaction 
times, weapon projectiles and ray velocities that may 
not exceed the speed of light and so forth. I would also 
like to keep the action to a scale most of us would feel 
comfortable understanding so let’s start on the ‘Micro’ 
scale of moving around in space. 
Moving at ‘ludicrous speed’ across the universe at some 
unknown rate of knots is all well and good but vessels 
will need to slow down and position for things like  
accepting a shuttlecraft, docking on a station and in 
some cases, blowing the crap out of each other. Big 
space going ships rarely enter atmosphere, this is  
especially true of the large ion ships and I daresay the 
larger foldships for a number of reasons. 
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It takes a lot of fuel to get out of gravity well. 
It also puts the ship under structural strain. 
It can get really hot going through an atmosphere. 
 
You could build a ship to both survive the stress of  
taking off in gravity and giving it enough structural 
strength to not ‘bend’ under its own weight but that  
incurs a great deal more cost both in terms of ship  
construction, engineering and fuel. It’s a much better 
idea to just build it in hard vacuum from pre-assembled 
pieces where things like a lack of gravity make it easy to 
move the components and just leave the thing there. If 
you want to bring stuff up to it then use the plethora of 
vehicles that are smaller and designed specifically for 
the purpose of lugging nuts, bolts and people into 
space. 
 
The Atmosphere of a planet like our own earth extends 
up above the surface to about 30km (about 93,000ft for 
our non metric system readers), some MIG fighter jets 
can get up that high and so can some helium balloons.  
Determining the depth of a planets atmosphere I will 
leave up to GM’s to decide. 
Moving about in vacuum without gravity is considerably 
easier than moving around in a liquid or gas, you don’t 
have to worry about friction, aero-aqua dynamics and 
once you reach a velocity you can stay indefinitely at 
that speed until you either slow down or hit something. 
In the case of Foldships they use an ebb telekinesis 
focus to move and accelerate, I will detail that piece of 
equipment later on. 
For Ion drive ships, remember that multiplier number I 
asked that you assign to the ships engines? That is how 
quickly you accelerate 1 unit of movement and will keep 
moving at until braking or accelerating faster. 
 
1 Unit of distance at a sub-light speed is 10,000metres 
per phase. (10km per 0.6sec) 
A ship with a multiplier of say ‘5’ engines will move 
50km per phase it accelerates. 
(You can choose to move slower as well, recommended 
so as to not careen off the side of someone’s space 
station.) 
 
Q: So how long does it take to reach the ships terminal 
velocity through space? 
A: There is no terminal velocity for the purposes of san-
ity and book keeping. 
 
Q: What about the speed of light and the theory of rela-
tivity? 
A: For starters, this is an imaginary universe and to 
avoid problems with reference to Einstein I think we can 
sacrifice both to keep the game within the limits of  
playability by the majority of players and GM’s that don’t 
have a PHD in physics. I'm just trying to make an easy 
system here, not solve the problems of travel in our uni-
verse. Someone else has solved that problem in the 
SLA universe  
 
Ships Crew 
 
Without her crew, a ship is nothing but a cold, inanimate 
lump. To make everything work requires a team of  
dedicated personnel that maintain it, operate the  
controls, man the guns and to fix it when it breaks. 
Ships in the SLA universe are quite technologically  

advanced but even so there are some areas that require 
people to be at a station at all occasions, especially in 
battle. 
Firstly, running a ship is an around the clock affair which 
is why crews tend to be two to 3 times what you expect, 
after all its not exactly impressing anyone if the pilot 
decides he’s going to take a nap, have a smoke or run 
off to the toilet and the ship ends up flying though an 
asteroid belt.  
You can of course run a ship on a minimum of people, 
but by doing that you’re risking leaving a station  
unmanned and not being able to maintain the vessel 
over time. Even new ships will require a full time job of 
keeping the systems running.  
Checking the reactor, making sure the engines are 
working correctly, cleaning out the life support filters and 
scrubbers, changing light bulbs, mopping the floors so 
that grime doesn't build up.  
No one should ever be able to complain that they are 
bored onboard a ship. There's always something to do, 
even if it’s just the rudimentary things that make living in 
an enclosed environment easier. 
 
Heres a brief list of what needs to be done on a ship- 
 
Commanding Officer (CO) 
The ships captain, their word is law and they make the 
final decisions regarding on all facets of ships  
operations. They are drawn from the ranks of highly 
experienced officer personnel who have spent the better 
part of their lives onboard ships. On foldships this is 
often the navigator of the vessel. 
 
Executive Officer (XO, 2IC, 1st Mate) 
The second in command is acting relief for the captain 
and runs the ship should the captain be resting,  
incapacitated or otherwise unavailable. They tend to be 
drawn from officers who are waiting for their own  
commission and are still learning the art of command. 
Many are extremely capable officers in their own right. 
On foldships they are often a junior navigator still  
learning the trade. 
 
Company Officer (Commissar) 
While they rarely involve themselves in the day-day  
running of ships activities, the ships commissar is  
essentially an advisor to the captain and 2IC to make 
sure they operate the vessel within the guidelines of the 
company policy. In the cases of the vessel having to 
launch weapons of mass destruction they also control 
part of that particular weapons system launch keys. 
Thresher use ITSS agents, SLA use Cloak Division and 
Darknight use their Polit to fill this role and they are 
most often despised by the ships officers for their right 
to countermand an order that would violate company 
policy. 
 
2nd Mate 
Reports to the CO and 2IC and is responsible for  
plotting the ships course through space and the piloting 
of the ship. Sometimes the role of navigator is a  
separate position on foldships. 
 
3rd Mate 
Responsible for day-to-day running of the ships crew to 
maintain the ships surfaces and damage control if the 
ship enters combat. 
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Bosun 
The Bosun is responsible for the ‘unlicensed’ crew  
running around the ship and answers to the 3rd mate for 
the ships general equipment and fittings. 
 
Able Crewmate 
An Able bodied crewmate answers to the Bosun’s  
orders of maintaining the ship and is considered quali-
fied to work unsupervised. Ordinary Crewmates are en-
try level members of the ships crew that also answer to 
the Bosun but are inexperienced. 
 
Chief Engineer 
While the Chief engineer’s role is mostly that of an  
administration officer they do have an in depth  
knowledge of the ships engines and power supplies. 
Most don’t mind getting their hands dirty working on the 
equipment. They answer to the CO or 2IC. 
 
Assistant Engineer 
Supervises the running and maintenance of the ships 
engines and reactor by the QMED and Wipers. They 
answer to the Chief Engineer. 
 
QMED 
Qualified Member of the Engine Dept, they are skilled 
hands that do most of the work associated with repair 
and maintenance but are qualified to stand watch alone. 
 
Wiper 
The entry-level position of engine room crewmembers 
that are learning the skills of engineering and  
maintenance, they are responsible for the cleanliness of 
the engines and reactor rooms. 
 
Chief Steward 
Depending on the size of the ship the Chief Steward 
may also be the ships cook or he may be managing a 
veritable platoon of cooks and cleaning personnel. They 
are responsible for the provisioning of the ships stores. 
 
2nd Cook 
A qualified cook who operates under the orders of the 
Chief Steward, often they are also responsible for  
baking and meal preparations. 
 
Stewards Utility 
An entry-level position for crewmembers that often  
involves washing dishes, bed linen and gopher for the 
cooks to collect stores. 
 
Senior Ops Officer 
Often this role is filled by the 2IC but the position is that 
of overseeing the firecontrol of the ships guns as di-
rected by the CO. 
 
Gunnery Officer 
A position that requires the crewmember to operate the 
ships guns and often supervise the loading in tactical 
munitions like missiles and fitting of bombs into fighters. 
 
Armourer 
A technical position that requires the crewmember to 
maintain the ships guns, power armours, personal 
weapons, ammunition and supplying the ships stores. 
 
 

Comms Officer 
Communications specialists that run the ships HF and 
sometimes faster than light radios and relaying  
information to the ships senior officers. 
 
Sensor Operator 
Mans the ships sensors and electronic warfare systems, 
they also on occasion run the ships stealth technology if 
the vessel is equipped with it. 
 
Ships Doctor 
A relatively self explanatory role, their responsibility is 
for the crew’s physical and mental health, often they are 
drawn from the ranks of surgeons and supervise the 
medical centres nursing staff and other medics. 
 
 
Ships Watch 
 
Now that you’ve got an idea of what goes on in a ship 
you might want to consider which areas will be  
controlled by a crew and how many you will devote to 
that section. On smaller ships you can get away with 
people assuming multiple roles, but remember, combat 
in SLA is a very fast paced affair where you can perform 
one action every 0.6 of a second. If a crewmember has 
to run from their post to operate another system then its 
going to take time to move and time to press buttons, 
pull triggers, plug up holes and give orders. 
 
To make a ship more efficient so that when an officer 
gives an order, they will want people responsible for the 
said actions being able to do it immediately. For a small 
ship like a light freighter or even a fighter craft you can 
get away with 2 people manning the essentials. 
In the case of fighters there is a pilot, who fly’s the ship 
and operates the weapons systems, he will usually 
have, but not in all designs someone who will be a  
navigator, comms and sensors operator.  
 
You could do it all yourself, but it puts more pressure on 
the pilot to operate all the fighters systems. Most  
fighters aren’t capable of long distance flights for more 
than a day or 2 at a time so maintenance is usually 
done when the craft lands. 
For something like a light freighter it’s much the same 
except one or both of the occupants will have other  
responsibilities like carrying our maintenance and taking 
turns running the ship in flight.  
Most freighters aren’t active combat vessels so they 
don’t tend to have a weapons system of much note and 
rely on their speed to get them out of trouble. 
 
Larger ships like the medium-heavy freighters, scout 
ships and gunboats need a full time crew to keep them 
operating at peak efficiency. For the light warships like 
scout ships and gunboats the crew usually ranges  
between 6-12 people needed to operate every single 
area at one time but this may vary depending on how 
many weapons systems they have. During out of  
combat situations the crew is split into shifts to man the 
ships basic systems- Piloting, Navigation, Engineering, 
maintenance and support like food preparation and 
cleaning. While the other half of the crew takes a break, 
this is a gruelling schedule that requires a great deal of 
physical stamina and leaves little time for things like 
hobbies or a ‘day off’ so to speak.  
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Large warships, from frigates to the heaviest  
dreadnaughts need a lot of crew, both to allow for 
‘redundancy’ (people injured or killed) and to rotate the 
crew through the watches. Unlike a freighter these ships 
are always needed to be ready for battle, so a post is 
never left unmanned, as it would only let an enemy gain 
an edge. They also boast a lot larger and more  
complicated weapons systems that require more people 
to operate and due to the chances of taking a hit they 
need more people able to do damage control.    
 
There is one benefit to being on a larger ship, they can 
usually rotate their personnel through shorter shifts and 
this is done to keep people at physical and mental battle 
readiness, though in actual battle there will never be 
people lying around snoozing. 
Crews for these ships usually start at 30-40 for a frigate 
and for cruisers they easily number in the hundreds. For 
something like a battleship or carrier the crew is usually 
measured into the thousands as they have a lot of 
equipment, support ships and weapons that need 
around the clock maintenance. Not to mention, all the 
feeding, cleaning and medical attention the crew need 
themselves. 
 
Life onboard 
 
By now GM’s should have a fairly good idea of what a 
foldship or ion drive in this universe comprises of, what 
might be worth explaining to the PC’s is the life onboard 
in some more detail. Unless they have somehow ended 
up on some luxury floating barge on a holiday there 
lives onboard a military vessel or freighter will be  
nothing like what their conceptions may be from con-
temporary TV shows (Star Trek, Babylon 5) or movies 
like Star Wars. 
 
For starters, in most cases the ships interior will not be 
large enough to walk down 4 abreast a corridor, at best 
2 people will be able to squeeze past each other and 
only one at a time through an internal airlock. Along 
these corridors are rows of plumbing carrying water or 
waste, ventilation tubes carrying recycled atmosphere 
and other conduits which often contain high voltage  
cables or data-lines for the internal systems. Running in 
such an environment carries a good chance of beaning 
your skull open on a low lying ventilation grill or  
bulkhead. Wearing large powered armour is almost  
impossible except on the very big ships that carry ma-
rines and troops specifically will probably be the only 
place they can tromp around in the stuff. 
 
Lighting, is generally fairly dim in most situations as 
power is conserved to run other things like life support, 
engines and the rest. Temperature is more or less  
constant but it does run toward the ‘cooler’ side of 
around 15-20° to keep the mechanical systems colder, 
computers particularly and high power cables tend to 
run better under cold conditions as the conductivity of 
metal is better, you lose conductivity then the ship is 
bleeding out power which could be otherwise better 
spent. 
 
Living quarters, like I mentioned in the construction  
details are a hap-hazard affair and almost seem an af-
terthought, they get squeezed in wherever they will fit. It 
is not uncommon on military ships to have the living 

quarters tucked away under a gunnery station or missile 
tube in a small bunk that can be folded up to minimise 
space. To make it even more impersonal the crew 
probably share a bunk between shifts, known in the 
trade as ‘hot bunking’ where one shift comes off watch 
and the next shift is already on their way to their posts. 
Personal hygiene doesn't suffer too much, the toilet is 
probably the only place where you could be alone for a 
few minutes and bathrooms are more or less reduced to 
a small washroom. To conserve water it’s a case of 
standing toe deep in a basin and hand washing away 
the sweat and grime. 
 
Recreation areas? Well most ships crew are either 
working very hard or what little time they have is spent 
eating and then sleeping when they can get it, sleeping 
on watch is one of the highest crimes on the ship. The 
gross neglect of duty places the ship and the crew at 
risk of accidents, or worse, surprise attack and most 
military vessels impose harsh punishments on those 
caught nodding off. For those who still have the urge to 
run around in open spaces the ships cargo bays are 
probably the only room large enough to run anywhere. 
Still, most ships, even military ones rarely leave the 
dock with an empty hold anywhere, someone always 
needs something taken somewhere and overall it 
makes shipping more efficient and most people don’t 
care how their goods arrive as long as they are intact 
and get there. 
 
Maybe that doesn't fit your idea of space travel and you 
don’t have to subscribe to it, but to give the game  
character and to impose a completely different view on 
a game like SLA. I still prefer to have it as  
claustrophobic, confined and smells like a mix of ozone, 
sweat and fear as the crew huddle down in their battle 
stations waiting for a hit they will never hear or see  
coming, while all that separates them from certain death 
is a few feet of metal and armour. 
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Combat 
 
Life onboard a naval vessel has often been said to be 
‘days of mind numbing boredom interrupted by  
moments of screaming terror.’ Planetary governments 
can capitulate in mere hours at the threat of orbital  
bombardment as a fleet surrounds their planet and  
targets their capital cities.  
Nothing land based can compare to the sheer hell that 
can with such frightening accuracy, gratuitous  
destruction and rate of fire of a single Thresher  
battleship or SLA foldship unleashed upon them from 
above, there is nowhere to hide from the sensors and 
no hole deep enough to protect you from their weapons. 
In deep space there are very few places to hide and 
even fewer to run too, all that stands between the crew 
and the massive armaments aimed at them is the hull of 
their ship and even the most massive warship armour 

can look painfully thin. A torn hull and entire sections of 
men and women can be exposed to hard, silent vacuum 
only to die horribly and painfully within seconds.  
 
Carelessly leaving an airlock open during battle  
conditions means that whole sections of the ship can be 
consumed in fiery infernos and the atmosphere flashed 
out from a single shell. The survivors left gasping for air 
and screaming wordlessly from hideous burns from a 
ruptured reactor or the horror of losing life support and 
facing a slow lingering death from suffocation over a 
period of hours. 
 
Ship based weaponry is not designed to kill people  
directly, it is made to tear apart inanimate objects. Even 
the smallest of these weapons can turn the biggest, 
toughest, bug ugly stormer, wearing MAL Shock, full of 
UV, into a pale red mist.  

Weapons in space have 2 values to remember- 
Penetration (Pen) and Armour Damage (AD)    
 
Deduct the AD from the PEN to work out how much damage a hit does to the ship. 
ie: A weapon that has Pen50 AD 200 hits a ship with PV100 ID12,000 
The Shot does 100 - 50 =50 reducing the total AD to 150 and the ship takes 150 off its total ID 
  
In the case of Shielding (TK or Void) add the PV of the shield to the ship and AD is done to the shield first. 
ie: A weapon that has Pen 200 AD 400 hits a ship with PV150armour + PV100sheild with 1000ID has a 
total of  PV of 250. The shot does 250 – 200 =50 reducing the total AD to 350 and the ship takes 350 damage to 
the shields ID 
 
In the case of Thresher ships, reduce the battery capacity by 10% for every full 10% of ID damage the ship has 
taken 

Penetrating shots 
A shot that penetrates the ships armour has a chance to decompress an area and possibly do damage to a vital 
system. Airlocks and bulkheads reduce the amount of atmosphere that escapes but to seal the hole the crew of 
an Ion drive will have to plug it with a polymer sealant or weld the hole over before re-pressurising the area. 
Repairs can be done in hard vacuum on most systems but it will mean working in an EVA suit and there is every 
chance the area may be hit again if battle is still going. 
 
For a shot to penetrate, the PEN of the shot has to exceed the PV of the Armour 
Roll 2D10 

2D10% Location 2D10% Location 
1-25 Engine 81-85 Living quarters 
26-36 Battery 86-90 Antenna 
37-50 Cargo Bay 91-93 Special Equipment 
51-65 Hanger 94-96 Artificial Gravity 
66-75 Weapons System 98-99 Comms/Sensor conduit 
76-80 Engineering 00 Bridge 

For the purposes of damaging internal equipment just have the remaining AD that the shot has remaining transfer 
through to it. While it may not destroy a system outright, there will be a reduction of how effective it is. I suggest 
working this out on a percentile basis. Feel free to add dramatic effect as you see fit. 
ie: Reactor takes 10% damage, reduce its output by 10% due to severed cables and coolant pipes being broken 
etc. Likewise, if an area is reduced to 0ID or there isn’t that area to be hit in a ship, re-roll.    
 
GM’s, play this by ear as you go.  
Sometimes it’s not exactly cohesive to a game if all the players get scrubbed out from a lucky bridge hit and I’ll 
leave it up to your discretion to have them heroically drag their comrades back from a hole in the ship trying to 
suck them out or sprinting for their lives through a closing airlock. 
Likewise for your favourite NPC’s that you don’t want being dead just yet. 
Don’t hold back too much though, if the PC’s are expecting to be running around shooting big guns and causing 
chaos then let them know occasionally that they aren’t the only ones doing this trick.  
If they’re playing for keeps with the big kids, expect some big falls. 
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Hitting other Ships 
It is important to remember that space is a 3 dimensional environment that is often hard for people to adjust to 
considering most of the combat PC’s would have dealt with is more or less on a ‘flat’ terrain. There is virtually no 
where to hide or take cover in space, short of putting yourself in between a larger mass but the manageability of 
other ships just means that they in a different axis and attack from a different angle. 
Distance is another factor, which they will have to have to get used too.  
 
Ranges are measured in 10’s of thousands of kilometres and to actual see another ship, even a very large one 
they will have to be within 50-100km and even then it will be just another black dot on a black, star lined backdrop 
with maybe the flare of ion engines or weapons fire once in awhile that they may be able to see. 
A ships pilot is perhaps the vessels greatest attribute to survival, if a pilot can manoeuvre and put down enough 
speed then it can be far harder to hit them. 

Dog fighting and Evasion 
 
When two or more pilots are sledging it out in combat there is an opposed roll to determine who has the edge in 
combat. 
2D10 + Pilot Skill +/- Modifiers 
Pilots can elect to do two things with their roll- 

Evasion 
Because being hit by vehicle-scale weapons is usually terminal, especially if you're the little guy in a fight you 
might want to elect to avoid being hit or hit a lot less. 
-As Vehicle rules 
Bob gets a 2D10 + 8 (his skill) +2 (for the ships handling) and ends up with a 24 on the roll 
Dr Evil chasing him rolls 2D10 + 5 (skill) -2 (for the ships handling) and ends up with a 14 on the roll. 
Bob is electing to evade as much as possible, as a result he can have the dropship gunner (s) attempt to hit him 
but with a –10 to the attack roll.  

Attack Bonus 
Manoeuvring your vehicle so the guns can get better aim or to give your gunners a better chance of hitting the 
enemy vehicle in combat with you is one of the big advantages to being a pilot in this type of scenario. 
-As Vehicle rules 
Bob gets a 2D10 + 8 (his skill) +2 (for the ships handling) and ends up with a 18 on the roll 
Dr Evil attacking him rolls 2D10 + 7 (skill) +0 (for the ships handling) and ends up with a 15 on the roll. 
Bob wins the manoeuvring as they joust for position ending up with +3 bonus over the enemy pilot. 
He can elect to give himself a +3 to attack with his guns next phase or if he has a dedicated gunner then they 
would be getting a +3 to hit the other ship. 

Splitting Manoeuvring Bonus 
If a pilot manages to jockey himself into a better position than the other guy then he can elect to split whatever 
winning bonus they have between giving a bonus to gunnery or a bonus to avoiding being hit. 
Eg– Winning a roll by 10, Bob could throw +5 into his gunnery to hit and +5 to avoid being hit. 

Control Modifiers 
Control checks are used every phase that an operator 
of a vehicle is doing something in it, for just plain driving 
around in non-combat situations there's no point in  
rolling dice, but if an operator is trying to get somewhere 
fast, through heavy traffic, cluttered airspace or even 
attempt some kind of movie-move where they fly down 
an exhaust port then feel free to add in a Control Check 
to make sure they don't stack it.  
2D10 + Skill +/- Modifiers 

0% Max Speed = 0   (Not moving) 
25% Max Speed  = +1 (Grandad speed) 
50% Max Speed = +0 (Cruising speed) 
75% Max Speed = -1  (Social miscreant speed) 
Maximum Speed = -2  (Going to die speed) 
 
Bad conditions = -1 to –5 (Poor sensor Visibility) 
Awful conditions = -1 to –10 (stuff in the way!)  
(Good Conditions = +1 to +5 (atmosphere-clear skies) 
 
50% ID Damage = -2 Drunk/Drugged = -1/-5 
75% ID Damage = -4 Wounded   = wound –1each 

Loss of Control 
So you’ve managed to fail a control check, for whatever 
reasons and you're not as good as you thought you 
where. Well now, space is a relatively empty place at 
least so hitting things is unlikely, however you might be 
flying in atmosphere where you can plough into hard 
objects like a planet, this is a rather terminal experience. 

Whoops! 
Failed Control Check by-  
 
1-5  Vehicle is out of control, can be roped back 
into control next acting phase at a loss of 25% speed. 
 
6-10  Vehicle is out of control and loses 50% of 
its current speed before it can be brought under control 
 
11-15  Vehicle is out of control and loses 75% of 
its current speed before it can be brought under control 
 
16-20  Vehicle has lost control and stalled, if it is 
flying then it will need to be restarted, quickly! 
 
21+  Vehicle has hit something hard, at these 
speeds, vehicle destroyed.      
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Firing a ships gun 
Target of 11, not modified for damage over 20+  
2D10 + Artillery skill (or Autosupport) + Weapons Rate of Fire +/- Modifiers   
If the shot hits and the weapon is an Automatic (ROF +3 or higher) 20+ determines how many hit. 
Eg- hit with a 23, three shots would hit. 

Gunnery Modifiers 
ROF 3      +2 
ROF 5      +3 
ROF 10      +4 
Additional +5 ROF     +1 
Per Aim (up to +7 aims)    +1 
 
Point Blank (under 50% Weapon Range)  +3 
Short Range      +0 
Medium Range  (2 x Weapon Range) -1 
Long Range    (4 x Weapon Range) -2 
Extreme Range   (8 x Weapon Range) -4 

Target speed- For every 5units/phase faster -1 
Fire Control on Weapon   +1 to +# 
No Active Sensors     -2 
No Passive Sensors    -3 
Aiming at Specific area    -4 
 
Signature (power output)     
 
Kilowatt      -6 
Megawatt      -3 
Gigawatt      0 
Terawatt      +6 

Recap on Power supplies and big numbers. 
A refresher course on Prefix’s before we go any further- 

Kilo 1,0E+3 103 1,000 

Mega 1,0E+6 106 1,000,000 

Giga 1,0E+9 109 1,000,000,000 

Tera 1,0E+12 1012 1,000,000,000,000 

Working out Space Speed 
A 1 kilowatt engine will move a 1 ton mass at 1 unit per phase 
A 1 kilowatt engine will move a 1 ton mass at 10metres per phase in atmosphere 
A 1 megawatt engine will move a 1000 ton mass at 1 unit per phase 
A 1 megawatt engine will move a 1000 ton mass at 10metres per phase in atmosphere 
A 1 gigawatt engine will move a 100,000 ton mass at 1 unit per phase 
A 1 gigawatt engine will move a 100,000 ton mass at 10metres per phase in atmosphere 
A 1 terawatt engine will move a 1,000,000 ton mass at 1unit per phase 
A 1 terawatt engine will move a 1,000,000 ton mass at 10metres per phase in atmosphere 
 
In the case of foldships, this is the cost in FLUX to move a vessel- 1000 flux or 1kiloflux will move a 1ton mass at 
1unit per phase in space and 10m per phase in atmosphere. When folding space they also burn the same amount 
of flux to port from one part of the universe to another.  
eg- A foldship weighing 100,000tons mass will need 1 gigaflux to port it and another 1gigaflux to move at 1unit per 
phase in space if it wants to accelerate anywhere. 

Throttle and Energy Consumption 
Reactors are very expensive things and in some cases a ship may not have all the power available to run every 
single system at once. Batteries can offset the slack but they will still need a surplus of power at some stage to 
recharge, the first place to look for finding a surplus of power to use another system is to cut the ships  
acceleration. 
For simplicity I'm using a throttle system of 1 through to 10, with 10 being 100% of an engines output. So, instead 
of using 100% or 10, I can throttle a ship back to say 5 and free up 50% of that engines power consumption and 
use it for another engine, radio, weapon or even another engine that’s facing in another direction. 
 
Each 1 uses 10% of the ships acceleration and only 10% of the engines power draw. 
 
Engines in this case also involve TK amplifiers which move foldships and you don’t want to be burning flux  
constantly to accelerating all the time. 
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Constructing your ship 
This is where you drag out your wallet, hock some family heirlooms, probably a kidney and sell a few unwanted 
siblings to skin traders. Provided you don’t really want much from a ship it is slightly less horrendously expensive 
so at this point it might be a good idea to work out just what the ship is going to do. It its going to do just a couple 
of things then that will keep it to a minimum, if its going to do a lot of things and take a few hits in combat then its 
going to get frighteningly expensive, if its going to have guns, shields, sensors and actually go fast then you're 
looking at saving up for awhile or steal it. 

Ship Terminology 
 
Shuttles- this type of ship is used for short hops to and from a planet mostly but a few of them are capable of 
longer journeys inter-system or a couple of light years. This includes troop transports, cargo barges, dropships, 
assault ships and they typically weigh anywhere between 50 to 5000tons, they aren’t really meant to be lived in as 
such and life support is fairly basic. 
 
Fighters- also including some of the more ugly and vicious bombers, the thing with fighters is they are short hop 
combat craft and most are capable of atmospheric entry. Life support is rudimentary (you're wearing it usually) 
and some are capable of long distance runs but most are short ranged like shuttles. Unlike shuttles they tend to 
be expensive because their components are lighter and they weigh anywhere between 50 and 200 tons normally. 
 
Cargo Haulers- An unglamorous and usually rudimentary ship that gets beat up by pirates. However hauling 
cargo, be it from surface to space or planet to planet pays big money, someone, somewhere will always be in 
short supply of something and if you're someone who’s selling it, things can pay for themselves in short order. 
Haulers weigh in between 250tons to several million tons and are capable of long distance trips in most cases. 
 
Picket Vessels- These smaller line ships, the scout ships, frigates and destroyers are usually first into the breech 
when there's a fight, first to see the enemy and usually the first one to take a hit. Typically they have a high speed, 
long range sensors and comms gear, decent guns and have a multi-role ability to deploy troops and smaller  
vessels to some degree. Scout ships tend to weigh around 10-50 thousand tons, frigates 80-120 thousand tons 
and destroyers around 150-200thousand tons. 
 
Line Vessels- The backbone of any military fleet are its cruisers, these are the big, heavy hitters with thick  
armour, fast engines and huge guns. They are a dedicated weapons platform with a limited ability to deploy some 
other ships, carry troops but mostly they just blow things up. Weighing in usually between 250 to 500 thousand 
tons they are capable of wrecking most things smaller than them in short order. 
 
Support ships- These are the dedicated ships which service larger vessels, tugs, pilot ships, munitions, spares, 
workshops and all manner of repairs are deployed off these and they are invaluable after a fight in picking up the 
pieces or running a long campaign of warfare. Unlike a hauler they are usually heavily armoured, carry some 
forms of defence and have better engines, but they come in more or less the same sizes as cargo haulers. 
 
Battleships- By definition this is a fleet’s biggest ship. It has the biggest guns and the thickest armour. However 
some companies have different sized ships in their other line vessels so a Darknight Battleship may be smaller 
than a SLA one and which in turn might be smaller than a Thresher one. What they do have in common though is 
that they are all rare, very destructive, terrifyingly expensive and the ultimate weapons platform for ship to ship 
and ship to planet warfare. 
 
Carriers- Because Fighter-sized ships are relatively uncommon in both the SLA and Darknight fleet doctrine only 
Thresher tends to use them for that purpose, the other two tend to use their carriers as massive staging points for 
unloading millions of troops and hundreds of transports. They, like the battleship are expensive things, big, tough 
and usually have a whole fleet to defend them, Thresher has two types, a Fleet Carrier which is massive and an 
Escort Carrier which is closer to a cruiser in terms of size and firepower, plus it has fighters. 
 
Dreadnoughts- No longer manufactured, these are conflict wars relics. SLA has about 18 of their Angelfury  
foldships which are up to 20km long and Thresher has 20 Arc-Light dreadnoughts which are 32km long.  
Combination of being an immense battleship/carrier/troop transport, possess immense firepower and capable of 
annihilating most enemy fleets by themselves. The fact that Thresher has the Arc-Lights is one of the only  
reasons they have been able to defend their territories  
Most of the Angelfury ships however are decommissioned, even SLA finds them too expensive to maintain. 
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Component Terminology 
All the individual bits which go into your ship, welcome to manufacturing from the lowest bidder.  
We’ll go into detail on these very shortly. 
 
Chassis-  
the hull, houses all your other components, made of different types of metals, some of these are more expensive 
than others and some are better in terms of durability. The structural limits of a spaceship’s chassis in atmosphere 
are limited to 5000tons. After that gravity tends to bend them into a pretzel.  
Also included in the chassis is the artificial gravity for the crew, the ray shielding to keep out radiation so they 
don’t get cooked and computers to run it all. 
 
Armour-  
like its name sake it’s there to keep out high speed moving objects like rocks and dust mainly but higher levels of 
it also keep out enemy weapons. There are a number of different types of armour, some of which are better than 
others and some that are more expensive. 
 
Reactors- 
these provide the power to ship for its engines and other systems, foldships make some little use of these but 
they're essential for Ion Drive and Gravity well ships. They come in several types, fast breeders which use more 
fuel, weigh less and recycler which are more conservative with a lower power output.  
Batteries are a separate component but they provide some additional reserve power. 
 
Engines-  
there are a number of different manufacturers. Quality is the primary selling point here along with reliability, while 
they are very expensive things you aren’t going anywhere without them. 
 
Sensors-  
Vary widely from manufacturer in terms of price and ability but are essential for being able to see further than your 
nose. Range is the primary seller here along with the different types of sensor, they are a passive/active system 
which can either send or receive incoming signals from their environment around the ship. 
 
Radio-  
in hard vacuum no one can hear you holler. Being able to talk to people is a handy thing to have and these also 
include the antennas which will improve their range. There are a number of different types of radios. 
 
Life support-  
All the water, atmosphere, food and waste management that keeps the crew going. Unlike in the movies where 
everyone gets their own room, this isn’t happening here, bunk beds, shared facilities and closer to a submarine 
rather than some ultimate pussy, floating luxury barge exploring the universe bringing goodwill to all races, these 
are warships or budget freighters. This also includes things like galleys, medical bays and life pods, if the crew 
feel like an afterthought; it’s probably because they are. 
 
Weapons systems-  
for shooting things that you want blown up. There are many types of these and they're all quite lethal to anyone 
they hit, they are meant to rip other ships and wide areas of land apart. Also included here are the turrets the 
weapon is mounted in and firecontrol which lets the gunners hit things via the ships sensor systems. 
 
Vehicle bays-  
a system of airlocks that allow smaller ships to board bigger ships internally, they are quite  
expensive but when you're a very big ship they're the only way you're getting off and moving large amounts of 
cargo onboard because they can’t enter atmosphere. Docking on a hull mounted airlock is a more risky but 
cheaper proposition. 
 
Cargo Space-  
even the most dedicated warships will have some of this. It’s handy as it gives the crew extra room to store 
spares, loot and other fun things. 
 
Ebb Gear-  
amplifiers for everything that burns flux. Mostly they mimic the technology or in some cases the technology  
mimics them and there are some unique abilities associated with them. 
 
Specials-  
Specific company manufactured gear like cloaking units, Void shields, matter transmission, gravity wells and so 
forth that are proprietary to the company that made the ship. 
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Shown here is a small Thresher warship, you don’t have to jot down a visual representation of the ship but it helps 
when you're describing a ship or have PC’s crawling around and in the things, even if they don’t have any idea of 
where they are you had better because you're the GM! 
 
The little Tiger here has engines at the stern and bow which are there for redundancy and manoeuvring, aside 
from the fact this is a Thresher sourcebook the company does make very good ships that are utilitarian things 
which have no real bells and whistles apart from being tough, fast and comparatively hard hitting.  
 
At this point you’ll go mad unless you have a CAD program to detail the individual components so just have  
associated areas where things will be. 
 
Engineering areas will have the reactors and engines. 
Habitat areas are where the crew and passengers live. 
Bridge is where the command crew and captain run the ship. 
Cargo is where you throw the loot and spares in. 
And so forth. 
 
It is completely reasonable that some components may be sharing an area, detailing each and every individual 
airlock and passageway however isn’t necessary. Just like it isn’t necessary to detail every individual deck level in 
the ship in full 3D. 
 
To give you some idea of size- 
 
A Russian Mk941-U Typhoon submarine is 172metres long, weighs 50,000tons and has 150 crew. 
This is a good idea of how a self contained ship is in terms of size, amount of people that run them and its general 
dimensions. With computerisation and high tech gear found in space-age civilisations the crew can be one tenth 
of the Typhoons which will run two battle-ready 12 hour shifts. 
 
Space Time: One space day is 20standard hours (100 minutes, 100seconds) and this is done to keep uniform 
time in an environment which has no elements like sun or planets rotational axis. 
Local Time: Depends on the planet itself, some companies will base their ships rostered time off their leading 
planet where their command is located. 
Zulu Time: This is the local time of the companies primary planet, handy when you might need to call the boss 
and might not want to do it at 3am in the morning. 
 
Now let’s get down to the dirty business of the individual components. 
$1 Thresher = 1 SLA credit = 10 Uni 
 

Pull out your wallets! 
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Chassis 
Before we go into the configuration of the ship in terms of where everything is and how big it is, let’s have a look 
at what you can make them out of. 
Material- What it’s made of 
Cost per ton- a percentage of what it costs when you design a chassis based on the size of the ship 
ID- how much ID the material contributes to the chassis based off the size of the ship. 
Interior space- how much interior space will be left due to the bulk of the materials where you can put the other 
components.  
It is a % of the chassis total tonnage- eg 10,000ton ship with 60% interior space has 6000tons. 
 Material Cost per ton ID Interior space 

Titanium Cobalt 100% 100% 60% 

Used mostly by SLA, Shaktars and other premium, independently made ships for ion drives, it is the basic alloy others are 
compared against which is abundant and has uniform quality. 
Molybdenum Aluminium 130% 110% 70% 

Used by Darknight in their ships, it is a light, strong alloy with excellent heat dispersal properties and very expensive. 

Science Friction 500% 100% 80% 

Used in the construction of foldships where it is grown to form their jump port matrix and has the ability to grow-back at 1ID 
per point of flux spent by the navigator to repair it. 
Ferro-Magnesium 80% 90% 60% 

A cheap alloy which tends to be used in the less expensive haulers, it has average heat dispersal properties but suffers 
+10% damage when hit by plasma weapons. 
Nano hardened Nickel Titanium $180% 150% 70% 

A light, hard wearing and treated metal which is grown from Thresher nano-emitters. While it is horrendously expensive and 
uses massive amounts of power in its construction it is very tough. 

Ship chassis size and production costs 
As a rule, larger projects tend to less per ton but cost more in the long run because frequently parts have to be 
brought in and up from factories making the components. Smaller ships tend to be built on the slips from  
pre-manufactured components as well but are expensive due to their compact nature. 

Size in Tons ID per ton Cost per ton Max PV supported 
10-50 60 $2000 150 

51-100 70 $3000 200 
101-250 70 $3500 350 
251-500 60 $4000 700 

501-1000 70 $3500 1000 
1001-5000 80 $3000 2000 

5500-10,000 80 $2500 4000 
10,500-20,000 90 $2500 6000 
21,000-50,000 90 $2000 9000 

55,000-150,000 100 $2000 13,000 
155,000-250,000 110 $1900 16,500 
255,000-500,000 120 $1800 20,000 
550,000-800,000 130 $1700 25,000 
850,000-1.5mil 140 $1600 32,000 

2mil+ 140 $1500 35k per 2mil tons 

Engine and TK amplifier placement 
While more engines in different locations will give a ship better manoeuvrability they do cost more for that extra bit 
of engineering. 

Location Chassis Price Handling Interior capacity 

Stern mounted - - - 

Bow-Stern mounted +10% +2 -10% 

Bow-stern-side mounted (4 engines) +20% +4 -20% 

Wing mounted (2 engines) +30% +2 - 

Wing mounted (3 engines) +40% +3 -5% 

Wing mounted (4 engines) +50% +4 -10% 
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Armour 
To keep out unwanted nastiness you’ll want some of this, while it is possible to load up your ship with as much PV 
as you can that will eventually start cutting into a couple of other things, mostly the wallet but also weight which 
will start killing off your space speed because it weighs a lot. You can spend a lot more and have more expensive 
armour that weighs less. 
Armour Type- its composition 
Cost per ton- what it says on the can 
Weight- some armours weigh less than the basic types, while they are more expensive you get more armour per 
ton.  
Eg- Ferro-ceramic costs $3000 per ton, SHELD costs $25,000 but for the same amount of coverage it weighs less 
by the given %. 

Armour Type Cost per ton/1000kg Weight 

Ferro-Ceramic Composite $3000 100% 
Made from layers of high impact ceramics with a mesh of steel to reinforce the plates, this is the standard armour made by 
SLA and a number of other smaller soft companies. It is not used by DN or TH. 
Titanium-Ceramic Composite $5000 90% 
Manufactured the same as Ferro-C, this uses titanium instead of steel which cuts its weight down considerably, it has some 
substantial heat dispersal properties and is made by a number of soft companies, it isn’t used by DN or TH. 
Moly-Aluminium Alloy ceramic composite $8000 80% 

High tech armour composite with excellent heat dispersal, manufactured by DN and a number of soft companies, its price 
usually means it’s fairly rare. 
Di-Nickel Alloy composite $10,000 75% 

Shaktar designed armour that has super light weight and excellent ablative and heat dispersal properties, no longer made by 
shaktars but a few small soft companies make it for the open markets. 
Science Friction $50,000 100% 

Like the science friction chassis it is able to self-repair at a rate of 1ID per point of flux used by the navigator to heal it, in 
addition it adds 10ID to the ships chassis for every ton of it put on. 
DN HN-1080 $15,000 60% 

A premier armour made by Darknight that they don’t sell very often on the open markets, it is a ceramic composite with a 
honeycombed aluminium and titanium alloy with good all round protection. 
SHEL-D $25000 30% 
The ultra lightweight material made with nanotech that Thresher slops on pretty much everything it doesn’t want broken in 
terms of vehicles with extremely high density and massive heat dispersal. 

How to work out how much your armour weighs? 
Weight = 1kg per 10PV x Ships total tonnage. 
 
Eg- I have a ship that weighs 10,000tons and want to stick 4000PV on it because it’s tough and make it out of 
SHEL-D because I’m filthy rich. 
4000PV divided by 10 = 400 
400 x Ships tonnage of 10,000 which comes to a grand total of 4million kg = 4000tons 
Made of SHEL-D it only actually weighs 30% of that 4000tons = 1200tons 
1200tons of SHEL-D is going to cost me 1200 x $25,000 = $30million  
 
Somewhere an accountant is having a minor palpitation about that much money and I’m thinking its going to need 
some monster size engines to actually move it… 
 
Supposing we aim for a more realistic PV for a 10,000ton ship of about 1000 which will keep the riff-raff out and 
we make it out of Di-Ni Alloy instead. 
1000PV divided by 10 =100 
100 x ships tonnage of 10,000 comes to 1mil kilos or 1000tons 
1000tons of Di-Ni Alloy costs 1000 x $10,000 = $10milion 
 
It’s up to you how much armour you want to strap on, armour = decrease speed though and sometimes speed is 
more important. But more importantly, so are realistic budgets, no one makes haulers with Warship PV because 
no one would buy them as they're too expensive. The military brain however tends to think in lots of different 
ways, but we’ll detail corporate doctrine later on. 
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Power Supplies 
Ships run on power, lots of power, be it flux or electrical or a combination of both they need it to run all the things 
you're about to ram into that chassis. 
Type- The actual type of machine, device or crystal  
Output- peak output of the device measured in watts or flux  
Interior weight- how much room the device will take up inside the ship  
ID- for the purposes of it being hit  
Running costs- they don’t run on happy thoughts, unless it’s a flux crystal. 

Type Output Weight ID Running costs Cost 
Reactor- Recycler 1kilowatt 5kg 2 $1 per 1000hrs $200 

Reactor- Recycler 1megawatt 50kg 10 $5 per 1000hrs $3000 

Reactor- Recycler 1gigawatt 200kg 20 $10 per 1000hrs $20,000 

Reactor- Recycler 1terawatt 20tons 500 $100 per 1000hrs $1mil 

Reactor- Fast Breeder 1megawatt 5kg 2 $10 per 1000hrs $10,000 

Reactor- Fast Breeder 1gigawatt 50kg 10 $100 per 1000hrs $100,000 

Flux Crystal 1kf 10kg 30 Recharges in 20hrs $50,000 

Flux Crystal 1mf 100kg 300 Recharges in 20hrs $5mil 

Flux Crystal 1gf 1ton 3000 Recharges in 20hrs $50mil 

Flux Crystal 1tf 10tons 10,000 Recharges in 20hrs $500mil 

Battery 1kilowatt 1kg 10 - $10 

Battery 1megawatt 100kg 100 - $100 

Battery 1gigawatt 500kg 500 - $5000 

Battery 1terawatt 2000kg 2000 - $20,000 

Additional Fuel Supply 

Reactor- Recycler 1kilowatt 1kg 1 $1 per 1000hrs $20 

Reactor- Recycler 1megawatt 5kg 5 $5 per 1000hrs $40 

Reactor- Recycler 1gigawatt 10kg 8 $10 per 1000hrs $100 

Reactor- Recycler 1terawatt 50kg 10 $100 per 1000hrs $1000 

Reactor- Fast Breeder 1megawatt 10kg 1 $10 per 1000hrs $100 

Reactor- Fast Breeder 1gigawatt 50kg 5 $100 per 1000hrs $1000 

Normally ships built on a budget will only have one reactor but some run two in tandem, having the second one 
kick in when power draw becomes too much for just one. The advantage there is if your engines on cruising 
speed are just using say, 50megawatt and to use weapons would require another 20megawatt you can bring up 
them and the active sensors, though they second doesn’t have to be as big as the first it is also there for  
redundancy to add power to the ships electrical rails. 
 
The size of the reactor can get quite big when you include the fuel to run it. When you buy a reactor you pick the 
size of it eg-  
100gigawatt jot down the details-  
100gw recycler reactor: 100x100kg = 10tons and has 100 x 20ID = 2000ID 
Running cost $10 per 1000hours x 100gw = $1000 
It will cost 100 x $20,000 = $2mil 
 
The reactor comes with 1000hrs of de-ionised water, if I want to run it for 50,000hrs straight I need to buy a fuel 
supply which will keep it running for that long. 
So my 100gw reactor will need- 50(1000hrs) x 40kg = 2tons and has 50 x 15ID = 750ID 
 
Reactors can share a fuel supply but if it is destroyed they lose their ability to generate power. 
Batteries are there for other reasons, should you lose a reactor, have it damaged or your weapons systems need 
more power they can act like a magazine, in worse case scenario’s they can also be the only things keeping a 
radio or life support going if there's been serious, unrepairable damage. 
Batteries recharge immediately off surplus power as soon as it is available. 
Darknight and shaktars place them around the reactors to cut down on wiring and give the reactor extra  
protection. However in the case of a big hit, you might lose everything, but you're probably a goner anyway. 
Thresher puts them between the outer and inner hulls where they contribute directly to the ships ID, however ever 
10% of the total hull damage received reduces battery power by 10% and can cost more to fix. SLA and most 
everyone else just packs them in wherever they will fit. 
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Engines 
So you want to turn that hulk of chassis, armour into something more than a space station then you’ll need some-
thing to move it. The engine and the reactor will need to get along, those power outputs you might consider  
buying will probably need some tweaking so you can get some speed. Needless to say, you can’t power higher 
power drain engines with low power reactors, however you can power lower power drain engines with a high 
power output reactor. 
 
Not to be left out are the ebbs with the telekinesis amplifiers which have a flux drain as they accelerate and come 
in different ratings. For a time SLA used to have its foldships as being hybrids which used ion engines and  
reactors but that has since fallen by the wayside due to their massive economy which is able to support the  
demands of a pure-flux driven ships. Thresher and Darknight still mostly have hybrids in their navy’s, mostly  
because they're older ships and secondly because they don’t have access to the huge ebb slips and factories that 
produce that much flux crystal. They will however quite happily steal it off SLA.  
This buys an engine facing 1 direction, putting them elsewhere to face another direction like a bow-stern  
configuration means you have to buy another set. 

Type Weight ID Cost Notes- 

Ion Engine 1 kilowatt 50kg 50 $1000 You can combine multiple engines  
together and you can mix and match 
different types of engines provided you 
can power them. 
 
Eg- 4x 1gw engines and 8mw 
However the maths will be a bit more 
complicated to work out. 
 
-Same with TK Amplifiers 

Ion Engine 1 megawatt 10tons 1000 $10,000 

Ion Engine 1 gigawatt 100tons 10,000 $500,000 

Ion Engine 1 terawatt 1000tons 100,000 $15mil 

TK Amp 1kiloflux 100kg 100 $5000 

TK Amp 1 megaflux 5tons 500 $100,000 

TK Amp 1gigaflux 50tons 5000 $10mil 

TK Amp 1teraflux 500tons 50,000 $100mil 

Manufacturers Equipment 
Individual manufacturers have all their different quirks, production quality and technology base for ion engines. 
SLA manufactures nearly all of all the ebb gear so there really isn’t any comparison. 
Manufacturer Weight ID Cost 
SLA 100% 100% 100% 

SLA manufactures all their ion engines in old shaktar factories with shaktar workmanship that is uniform and of high quality. 

Darknight 90% 80% 100% 

Darknight cut corners in their engine production to make them weigh less, however they are not as durable. 

Tek Trex 90% 100% 120% 

Tek Trex make good engines that are light, durable and have very high quality standards. In addition they have Overdrive capabilities.  
They make engines up to the gigawatt output capacity for sale on free markets. 
Thresher 150% 200% 200% 

Thresher engines incorporate conflict era technology, nanohardened materials that makes them tough, very expensive but also include the 
Gravity Well generators and Overdrive capabilities. 
Soft Company Generic 100% 80% 90% 

Kind of like buying a 2nd hand car, there's all sorts of things available on free markets, usually reconditioned DN engines and the odd TT 
model which has been copied by a small soft company. 

Overdrive capabilities- For a small period of time the engine can improve a ships speed by 50% by dumping an 
additional 50% power into it. While it doesn’t make any difference in FTL speed this can be used for one combat 
phase for every one full unit of output power the engine has  
(eg- 10gw can run on overdrive for 10phases, 100 for 100 phases) and requires a cool-down period for double the 
amount of phases it was used for  
(10phases = 20phase cool-down, 100phases = 100phase cool-down). 
Most often used for being chased or to close your guns attack distance. 
Only TT and Thresher make engines with Overdrives. 
 
Gravity Well Generators- Rather than using the Ion engines standard modifier to get them into FTL speed, these 
form a wormhole in front of the ship which multiplies that by a factor of 100. 
Eg- 10,000hours between A and B planets at FTL speed 1 
A standard ion drive with multiplier 20 would take 10,000/20 = 500hours 
A Gravity Well ship to cover the same distance- 20 x 100 = 2000. 10,000/2000 = 5hours 
 
Not exactly fold-speed but it’s certainly better than being on a ship for 500hours! 
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Sensor Suites 
Essentially they are the eyes and ears of a ship in space, considering the distances involved looking out a window 
is not a guaranteed way of seeing anything, more like an early computer game or a flight controller’s display which 
shows objects size, mass and velocity. 
Sensors come in a variety of types. 
 
(Rx) Passive systems that just Receive and (Tx) Active systems that transmit 
 
Passive sensors will read off whatever belt off their receivers if it’s a strong enough source, essentially this relies 
on luck that you pick up anything at all. If that happens to be a big rock that has no transmissions then you’ll 
probably crash into it. 
 
Active sensors rely on being able to transmit and have the passive systems pick up their returning signals, the 
downside of this is anyone else with passive sensors will see you coming when you get into range. However, not 
crashing into a big rock that bounces back your signal is a good thing 
 
Photonic (Rx)- The amount of visual light being generated 
 
IR/UV (Rx)- The amount of Infrared and Ultraviolet radiation being generated 
 
Mass Spectrum (Tx)- The type and amount of gas in an atmosphere measured with a variety of different types of 
laser 
 
Ionizing Radiation (Rx)- Strength and source of X-Ray, Alpha, Beta and Gamma radiation 
 
Non-Ionizing Radiation (Rx)- strength and source of radio (RF) and microwave radiation 
 
PES (Rx)- Passive Electromagnetic Spectrum is a Thresher proprietary broad receiver that is exceedingly sensi-
tive for all radiation, which is mainly used to pinpoint power sources 
 
Radar (Tx)- A sensor system that transmits microwaves from a central point to be bounced off objects and their 
distance calculated by the time it takes to come back and its strength 
 
Laser (Tx)- A sensor system that uses a laser in the IR or UV spectrum rather than a microwave beam to be 
bounced off objects 
 
Thermographic (Rx)- measures the heat output of a source, -proprietary Thresher tech. 
 
Lowlight (Rx)- used in conjunction with Photonic sensors to give them greater sensitivity, -proprietary Thresher 
tech. 
 
Ebb gear (Tx)- proprietary SLA tech that lets ebbs detect flux use, true track and find foldships and boost the 
range of things like Detect and Communication, it is sometimes captured by the enemy. It cannot be jammed by 
electronics. 
 
 
To successful locate an object within range the operator must roll a successful Computer Use skill, modified by 
environmental or artificial effects. 
 
Basic Sensor Suites- used by most everyone in space include: 
Photonic, IR/UV, Ionizing Radiation, Non-Ionizing Radiation and Radar 
 
Military Sensor Suites- used by Darknight, SLA, Tek Trex and some large soft companies include: 
Photonic, IR/UV, Ionizing Radiation, Non-Ionizing Radiation, Radar, Mass Spectrum and Laser 
 
Thresher Sensor Suites- use their proprietary conflict era technology which isn’t able to be reproduced by other 
companies and includes: 
Photonic, IR/UV, Ionizing Radiation, Non-Ionizing Radiation, Radar, Mass Spectrum, Laser, Thermo, Lowlight and 
PES. 
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Radio Gear 
There are the generic Variable Frequency units that have a comparatively small range that are fairly common to 
all space going craft for communicating to each other and space stations which is cheap and easy to use. Then 
there is encrypted burst transmissions which have FTL capacity on the signal using a number of bands. These 
proprietary radios are made by four companies. 
SLA- Use an FTL transmission called Station and their ebb communication amplifiers. 
Darknight- uses an FTL transmission called Darkmoon which is remarkably good. 
Thresher- uses their Aleph-band radios which have extraordinary range. 
Tek Trex- currently uses their Theta-band radios which have the fastest transmission rates and range. 
 
Electronic warfare 
You can launch and defend against Electronic attacks but having software will give you a bonus, likewise having a 
bigger system than the enemy will make it easier to both attack and defend. 
A successful attack and the enemy is blinded and unable to communicate with anyone outside the ship for that 
combat round. Both sides may resist and attack each other every combat round, starting at the initiative phase of 
each attacker. Being blind, deaf and mute is not something you want in combat, you thought being a computer 
geek would never get you anywhere? Think again. 
 
Electronic Countermeasures (Active Tx System) 
ECM is used to attack other ships, missiles, satellites and disrupt communications. This is software and com-
puters hooked up to the Active Sensors and radio transmission array that is specially designed to attack signals 
by bombarding an enemy’s receiver with radio waves so that they cant get anything back to their own systems.  
ECM Rating 1-10 
Each Rating gives a +1 to Computer Use skill rolls to attempt to jam an area. 
 
Electronic Counter-Countermeasures (Passive Rx System) 
ECCM is used to resist attacks from ECM systems by the use of filters on the receiver array on sensors and com-
munications antennas. It also uses advanced computers and software to adjust their signals to get through the 
interferences.  
ECCM Rating 1-10 
Each Rating gives a +3 to Computer Subterfuge skill rolls to avoid being jammed. 

Modifiers: For every step of power used in a sensor or radio array add +10 to the target number. 
For every +10 of power output difference add +1/-1 to the target number 
 
Eg- megawatt systems receive a plus +10 to jam a kilowatt system, a gigawatt jamming kilowatt would get a +20, 
terawatt vs kilowatt would be a +30.  
 
Same with ECCM, kilowatt system with R10 ECCM would get a +30 to resist attack vs anything but the power-
step would diminish its effectiveness vs a higher output system. 
 
For every +10 power a system has over another add another +1 to the target or -1 to the defender 
Eg- 20gw radio attacking a 1gw system with ECM add +2 
1gw radio attacking a 20gw system gets a -2 to attack it 

Encryption 
It’s all well and good to have your signal being sent off into the universe but you might want to consider who’s lis-
tening apart from the people who its intended for. This is why military’s, smugglers and pirates encrypt their sig-
nals. Provided the listener is using the same level of encryption as you it all goes smoothly, provided you want to 
decode an encryption it can take a long time and often the use of dedicated equipment. Computer Subterfuge is 
used to decode an encryption. 
 
Grey Grade 1-10: +1 to +10 to resist decoding 
Costs $1000 per rating of encryption, mostly used by soft companies and mercenary groups. 
Black Grade 1-10: +20 to +40 to resist decoding 
Costs $5000 per rating of encryption, used by larger soft companies and is quite a robust crypt. 
Suppressor Company Grade 1-10: +30 to +60 to resist decoding 
Not sold, used mostly for low level, low importance transmissions inter-company. These are worth about $10,000 
per rating if sold to a rival intelligence as they still carry useful info. 
Military/Black ops Grade 1-10: +50 to +100 to resist decoding  
Not sold, selling a captured enemy crypt which is still active and the enemy doesn’t know you have it will net you 
about $50,000+ a level of its rating to a rival intelligence, these contain the stuff which will win a battle or at least 
let you know what they're up too. 
 
Point to Point time crypt- no rating- cost $10 for each system 
These use a tiny atomic clock which encodes the signal randomly and for all intents and purposes it isn’t able to 
be cracked, at least not within a year or so of the message being sent. 
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Radio and Sensor Gear prices and details 
Type Output Range Cost ID Weight 

Ships Sensor Control Panels and Computers 

Basic sensors n/a +0% $30,000 30 300kg 

Military sensors n/a +20% gain $250,000 100 1ton 

Thresher sensors n/a +50% gain $400,000 50 500kg 

Ships Radio Control Panels and Computers 

SLA FTL Radio n/a +0% gain $30,000 100 500kg 

DN Darkmoon n/a +10% gain $6000 10 100kg 

Thresher Aleph Band n/a +50% gain $3000 50 50kg 

TT Theta Band n/a +60% gain $10,000 50 100kg 

VF Radio n/a +0% gain $2,000 10 100kg 

Power Amplifiers and Antennas- increases signal strength and reception of Radio and Sensors- For each x1 power output 

Kilowatt 1kw 10units $1000 5 50kg 

Megawatt 1mw 10,000units $10,000 10 100kg 

Gigawatt 1gw 100,000units $100,000 20 200kg 

Terawatt 1tw 1million units $2mil 500 1ton 

FTL Radio Range As above x100mil Light years As above As above As above 

Towed Array As above +50% gain + $100,000 1000 +5tons 

-Used as an ancillary antenna system which is a long whip array behind the ship for better reception and often used in conjunction with 
cloaking devices so the ship can actually see while it is hidden. 
ECM Software 

Rating 1-10 n/a n/a $100,000 x1 Rating n/a n/a 

ECCM Software 

Rating 1-10 n/a n/a $100,000 x1 Rating n/a n/a 

Ebb Specific Gear 

Communication Gain 1kf 100 light years $20,000 300 300kg 

Used to increase the range of 
ebb communication 

1mf 1mil light years $300,000 3000 3tons 

1gf 10mil light years $5mil 4000 4tons 

1tf 100mil light yrs $50mil 5000 5tons 

Detector Pod 1kf 10units $100,000 100 100kg 

Used to increase the range of 
Ebb Detection 

1mf 10k units $1mil 300 300kg 

1gf 100k units $10mil 500 1ton 

1tf 1million units $50mil 3000 5tons 

Sensor detection Modifiers 
Space is mostly devoid of anything remotely interesting like gas or large objects, however being in proximity to 
clouds of dust and gas will affect how well your sensors and radios work.  
Space is full of all kinds of radiation though, especially if you're near something like a black hole, sun, quasar or 
nebula which produces more radiation on every spectrum than is really healthy for soft bodied critters and even 
less so for the sensitive gear they have on their ships. 
Computer Use will let you transmit; Computer subterfuge will let you receive in such environments. 
Source Distance Modifier Source Distance Modifier 
Hard Radiation 
emitter – Sun, 
nebular, black 
hole or quasar 

5 million kilometres -100 Debris- wrecks, 
asteroids, dust 
and gas clouds 

Point Blank -30 
10 million kilometres -50 100,000 km -20 
25 million kilometres -25 500,000 km -10 
50 million kilometres -10 1million km -5 
100 million kilometres -5 2million km -1 
150 million kilometres 0 3million km 0 

Power Source being looked for Modifier 

Kilowatt -6 
Megawatt -3 
Gigawatt 0 
Terawatt +6 
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Utilising interior space 
Because after you’ve fitted in pretty much everything else you're going to need to get by there might be some  
room left over, or if you're making a transport or cargo hauler this is where you’ll work out how much you can pack 
in people and cargo.  
Interior space used = how much room it takes up inside the ship 
Mass added = how much extra tons the ship will weigh after you convert an area. 
 
Extra Supplies 
As is, the ship’s chassis will have enough room for the crew plus 1000hrs of supplies; however they will need  
supplies for a longer trip if your power supply is used for more than 1000hrs. This includes modifications to the life 
support and waste management onboard. 
Per person, per 1000hrs you will need to devote one ton to the ships mass and one ton interior space  
being used. Cost $1000 
Restocking- this costs $250 per 1000man hours. 
 
Extra Passengers 
Be they paying passengers, troops, prisoners or whatever you want to lug around in this floating tin can, they're 
going to need somewhere to stay, atmosphere, food and water as well as their waste taken care of. 
You will also need to spend $250 per 1000man hours on supplies. 

Type per person Cost Interior space used Mass added 
Basic- bunk beds $2000 2tons 1ton 

Private Cabin $6000 10tons 5tons 

Prison cell $3000 5tons 2tons 

Luxury cabin and facilities $15,000 20tons 10tons 

Cargo is fairly important, even if it’s just to store extra ammunition, fuel, supplies for a longer trip than your ship 
has onboard. In the case of haulers, it’s what they're for and in warships it is used for all the above and carrying 
off captured equipment. 
 
Each ton of interior space used here nets 1ton of cargo space you can carry onboard inside the ship. 
 
Engineering areas are standard on most large ships where people can make and repair spare parts for the ship 
itself, however if you're going to carry vehicles, smaller ships or even set up as a factory of sorts this space will be 
needed to effect maintenance and repairs. 
 
Every two tons of interior space used here devoted to engineering can make 1000ID of repairs or 1ton of  
materials in a 20hr period 
 
Hangers, these are where you store other vehicles and can be quite expensive as they need airlocks and fuel for 
the vehicles.  
 
Every three tons here of interior space converted to hangers will hold 1ton of vehicle. 
 
External locks where ships dock against space stations or other ships to transport cargo, people and so forth 
where they won’t be exposed to hard vacuum. 
 
These are measured as being 1x1m; they increase the mass of the ship and use some interior space 

Converted Interior space Cost Interior Space 
Used 

Mass added 

Basic cargo- pressurised with gravity $100 1 ton - 

Engineering area + machines $5000 2 tons 500kg 

Hanger + Airlocks/Void shield & mounts for  
vehicles. 

$8000 3 ton 1 ton 

External Airlock 1x1metre $2000 1 ton 2 tons 
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Proprietary Company Tech 
 
Up until now things have been relatively balanced in favour of everyone in space having their own particular  
advantages and disadvantages. At this point the material begins to swing away from SLA and into the seedy  
underbelly of what their competitors use to keep the SLA at bay. These are the definitive edges Darknight, 
Thresher, Tek Trex and others use to even the score, so if you're a hardcore SLA fan boy you might want to save 
yourself the tears or not subscribe to it. 
 
Interior space used =  how much room it takes up inside the ship 
Mass added =   how much extra tons the ship will weigh after you convert an area  

Cloaking units 
These where originally used by Darknight who managed through some feat of luck managed to re-engineer some 
old conflict era tech they found into workable units. These devices absorb enemy sensor transmissions by  
covering the ship in cold Xenon-Argon gas plasma and holding it in place with a modulated drift current produced 
by several antennas on the ship. 
They don’t work in atmosphere, use a lot of power and they certainly aren’t cheap. 
 
You can use engines inside them but the trail of ions tends to give it away and makes it easier for the enemy to 
find the ship (reduces effectiveness by giving enemy a +10 to find on sensors)  
 
Using sensors inside the cloaked ship is only possible if you have a Towed Array, using active sensors as normal 
will work but give away the location.  
 
You can use non-energy weapons out of the cloak as well but targeting without active sensors isn’t easy (-4 to hit) 
so missiles are more often used as they have their own guidance systems. 
 
Thresher VPS shields do not work in conjunction with Cloaking units at the same time. 
 
Cloaks are bought according to the amount of power output you're going to conceal which is your reactor(s) rating 
in either Kilowatts, Megawatts or Gigawatts, they don’t make cloaks for Terawatt class ships, they're simply too 
big.  
 
Round UP when purchasing a cloaking unit.  
(eg- hiding 55gw with a DN499G-44 which is sold in 20gw stages buy 3 x 20gw sets) 
 
Only Darknight, Thresher and Tek Trex make these and they don’t sell them to independent buyers. 

Make Power Con-
cealment 

Cost Power 
Use 

Interior 
Space Used 

Mass 
Added 

ID 

DN 499K-17 1000kw $1000 100kw 50kg 50kg 5 

DN 499M-23 50mw $20,000 5mw 2 tons 2.5 tons 100 

DN 499G-44 20gw $300,000 2gw 10 tons 12 tons 500 

Darknight Cloaks impose a -30 on sensor checks to find a hidden ship and include a 20shot reservoir of gas 
which costs $100 (kw), $500 (mw) and $1000 (gw) to refill each time it is used. 
TT K Series Mk85 4000kw $3000 100kw 30kg 30kg 10 

TT M Series Mk12 100mw $40,000 10mw 1ton 1ton 150 

TT G Series Mk80 40gw $500,000 10gw 8tons 8tons 600 

Tek Trex Cloaks impose a -25 on sensor checks to find a hidden ship and include a 10shot reservoir of gas 
which costs $150 (kw), $600 (mw) and $1500 (gw) to refill each time it is used. 
TH XK-Class 5000kw $10,000 50kw 20kg 20kg 10 

TH XM-Class 250mw $80,000 5mw 500kg 500kg 100 

TH XG- Class 100gw $1mil 1gw 1ton 1ton 200 

Thresher Cloaks impose a -30 on sensor checks to find a hidden ship and include a 20shot reservoir of gas 
which costs $50 (kw), $100 (mw) and $500 (gw) to refill each time it is used. 
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TK Shield Amplifiers 
Made mostly by SLA a few exist on the other rogue foldships running around the universe and are what makes 
foldships so damn tough and durable. Far preferable to taking hits on the hull like everyone else has to deal with, 
the foldship can use its TK shields to protect itself, intercepting energy weapons and missiles as the field exists a 
few millimetres off the hull. 
TK shields are operated by glyphs which minimises the amount of skilled TK users in navies, any ebb who reads 
off the glyph can activate a TK shield 1 or 2. 
They last 10minutes or until destroyed, after which flux must be spent to bring them back up.  
Damage being taken on the shield first unless a shot Pens and then it does full damage on the hull 

Shield Type Shield PV Shield ID Flux 
Use 

Cost Interior 
Space 

Mass 
Added 

Equipment 
ID 

Kiloflux TK Shield 1 150 300 20kf $50,000 1ton 1ton 1000 
               TK Shield 2 300 600 40kf         
Megaflux TK Shield 1 2000 4000 20mf $400,000 3tons 3tons 2000 
               TK Shield 2 4000 8,000 40mf         
Gigaflux TK Shield 1 9000 18,000 20gf $10mil 6tons 6tons 3000 
               TK Shield 2 36,000 72,000 40gf         
Teraflux TK Shield 1 16,000 32,000 20tf $80mil 10tons 10tons 5000 
               TK Shield 2 64,000 128,000 40tf         

Thresher Void Plasma Shields 
The technological answer to Ebb TK shields. 
At its simplest, the VPS consists of gauss generators which cover the outside of the hull in alternating and  
cancelling fields to offset each others strength, this creates a “void” of hard vacuum in between the two. Attached 
to the system is a cathode generator to make helium cold plasma and injectors, which extend off the  
electromagnets that create the gauss fields. Once the fields are in place the plasma is fed into the void between 
the two fields and held there. 
Life is never simple for engineers though, once they made the field’s stable enough, testing the unit soon found 
that they couldn't use their weapons or ion engines. The engine emissions and sending weapons fire through the 
field was solved relatively quickly, the engineers installed an oscillator to fluctuate the field rapidly to let the  
projectiles and energy bursts through. Weapons, engines and sensors on the ships are tuned to allow them to 
work through the shield without a towed array. 

Shield Power Rating Shield PV Shield ID Power 
Use 

Cost Interior 
Space 

Mass 
Added 

Equipment 
ID 

Kilowatt 50 200 1000k
w 

$15,000 500kg 500kg 100 

Megawatt 500 2000 100mw $100,000 5tons 5tons 1000 

Gigawatt 5,000 20,000 10gw $1mil 15tons 15tons 3000 

Terawatt 20,000 80,000 5tw $10mil 40tons 40tons 10,000 

Sold in their various outputs and power drains, the shields can be bought up to the power rating up to five times 
(5x) their base output. This increases their PV and ID exponentially. 
Eg-  Kilowatt VPS at strength 2 will have 100PV and 400ID  
 Kilowatt VPS at strength 5 will have 250PV and 1000ID 
 
Damage being taken on the shield first unless a shot Pens and then it does full damage on the hull 
Once a shield is brought down from taking damage it takes 20combat phases to bring up enough charge and can 
be deployed again at full strength, it is not possible to dump power into them to repair ID damage to the shield. 
You can have more than one set of shields, though they do not work together at the same time and it is quite 
pricey. If one shield is battered down or badly damaged the operator can switch over to another set, they do cover 
all of the ship and cannot be shot through by tuning or fucking around with any ‘star trek’ bullshit to a weapons 
array. They already tried that stuff and threw in frequency modulation which can be changed. 
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Stealth Coatings 
These have been around for some time in various forms and compounds and as a result most everyone has them 
even on the free market to absorb energy directed at the ship from other sensors. At its simplest it’s just paint, a 
very expensive paint which is slopped over whatever you want to cover with it and a damn sight cheaper than 
Cloaking for smaller ships. 
It does work in conjunction with cloaking for a little extra protection against being detected and it will work in  
atmosphere which makes it popular for blockade runners and smugglers. 
Using your basic Chassis Tonnage you worked out earlier this paint is bought to cover that much. 

Manufacturer Cost per ton covered Sensor Detection 
Darknight $10 -6 
SLA $50 -4 
Thresher $5 -5 
Tek Trex $5 -5 
Soft Company $10 -4 

Anti-Missile Systems 
Wearing a missile in the backside of your ship isn’t recommended for a long and healthy life and given that  
missiles in space tend to be one of the nastier things to run across due to their speed, AI systems and massive 
warheads. Most of these systems are fairly comprehensive, they send a shower of powdered metal and a short 
duration ion engine with a huge output of energy and heat which will hopefully help a pilot be able to dodge a few 
for a bit longer. Drones weigh 50kg each, the more that are dropped add to the piloting bonus to avoid being hit. 
The Launcher ROF is 1, adding more increases the amount carried and can increase the ROF. 

Manufacturer Drone 
Duration 

Cost 
per 

Drone 

Pilot  
Bonus 

Launcher 
cost (each) 

Launcher 
ID 

Interior 
Space 

Mass 
Added 

Magazine 

Darknight 10phases $20 +3 $2000 200 3tons 4tons 20 

SLA 20phases $100 +3 $4000 550 5tons 6tons 20 

Thresher 25phases $40 +5 $1000 300 1ton 2tons 15 

Tek Trex 30phases $20 +5 $2000 300 2tons 3tons 15 

Soft Company 10phases $20 +3 $2000 200 3tons 4tons 10 

Matter Transmission 
This was stolen off SLA by Thresher several hundred years ago and while SLA was intent to find a way of  
deploying living creatures with this old conflict era technology they never succeeded and neither did Thresher. 
However Thresher instead of wasting copious amounts of time trying to teleport a stormer down to some mud ball, 
decided to take it for what it was, refine it with their technology and used it to boost their production rates through 
the roof by cutting out a lot of transportation by conventional means. SLA has scramblers which have a radius of a 
few hundred kilometres to stop this transmission from happening over areas they really don’t want a large nuke 
arriving on their doorstep. 
You can run anything through it as long as it isn’t alive, armour, food, bombs, vehicles, nano weapons, etc. But it 
cannot pick up anything from the surface; it’s a transmitter, not a receiver. 
Using the device involves a Computer Use skill roll, modified by standard environmental and artificial conditions 
that affect sensors and radios. 
To move more material through will use more room in the ship, drain more power but it will increase the range of 
the unit, most of its mass is HF radiation shielding, computers and it uses the antennas on the ship. Missing the 
target of where the object(s) where going to be put down destroys them utterly 

Power Rating Mass Trans-
ported 

Power 
Use 

Cost Interior 
Space 

Mass 
Added 

Equipment 
ID 

Range 

Megawatt 100kg 10mw $1mil 3 tons 2 tons 200 100km 

Gigawatt 1ton 1gw $4mil 5 tons 3 tons 300 10,000km 

Terawatt 10tons 1tw $10mil 10tons 4 tons 1000 100,000km 

Targeting Transmitters 
Assist the operator in putting down an object. By giving them a signal they can lock onto. 
+10 to Computer Use, weigh 1kg and cost $50 each, up to three for a +30 bonus can be used. 
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Automation 
While star ships are usually fairly heavily computerised vehicles there are additional things you can put into them 
to make them even more efficient and durable. This is a modification to the ships chassis when it is first  
constructed, only Tek Trex and Thresher currently have the technology and drones to do this and it does add up 
to quite a lot after awhile. However it does cut required crew onboard a ship, enable it to quickly repair damage 
and keep the vehicle in working order even with only rudimentary maintenance by the crew. By decentralising the 
ships computers, networking hundreds of little individual repair drones even large parts of the vessel can keep 
working in the case of a bridge hit and in worst case scenario’s where the vessel might be captured they can be 
commanded to scuttle the ship by her officers. 
It is standard on all Thresher ships above 200tons and on Tek Trex ships larger than 150tons. 
Thresher systems are slightly more efficient than the Tek Trex ones due to nanotechnology but apart from that 
they work on the same principle. They aren’t really available as a retro-fit to existing vessels unless the ship is 
torn down and re-made from the chassis up which is usually more expensive than its worth. 

Manufacturer ID Repaired per 
combat round 

Additional Cost per 
ton of chassis 

Crew Reduction 

Tek Trex Stage 1 Automat 100 + $50 -60% 
Thresher Stage 1 Auto nanite 250 + $100 -50% 
Tek Trex Stage 2 Automat 200 + $100 -60% 
Thresher Stage 2 Auto nanite 400 + $200 -50% 
Tek Trex Stage 3 Automat 300 + $300 -70% 
Thresher Stage 3 Auto nanite 600 + $400 -60% 

Internal Defence Grid 
Due to their ships having less people onboard them, if Thresher or Tek Trex ships are boarded by the enemy 
there are additional defence systems to make the ship a living hell for anyone that gets onboard and starts poking 
around without permission. These things are a nightmare for enemy troops as the ship literally comes alive with 
hundreds, sometimes thousands or hundreds of thousands of normally placid little drones which would normally 
repair the ship get ‘angry’. Most SLA or Darknight marines and pirates would sooner stick their hand in a food 
processor than actually board a Thresher or Tek Trex ship, it’s probably less painful and you might live.  
The damage the ship can do inside isn’t a lot from the individual drones, there is just simply so damn many of the 
things and tactically very hard to defeat. 

Manufacturer Additional Cost per 
ton of chassis 

Tactics Skill 
+2D10 

Ranged Melee 

Tek Trex Stage 1 + $30 15 PEN 3 DAM 5 AD 2 PEN 6 DAM 2 AD 4 

Thresher Stage 1 + $50 18 PEN 1 DAM 8 AD 4 PEN 4 DAM 2 AD 8 

Tek Trex Stage 2 + $100 20 Hotline effect on drone Chassis 

Thresher Stage 2 + $130 25 ECM attack- neutralises IR/UV and radios 

It requires at least Stage 1 Automation in place and gives 1 drone in every ton of ships chassis this weapons  
upgrade along with the computerised control system upgrade. 
Neither system allows the drones to leave the ship. 
 
Tek Trex Drones have PV5 ceramic armour and 15ID move at 5m/phase with IR/UV, vibration sensors and radar. 
Initiative of 15 Acting in all 5 combat phases 
They repair each other at a rate of 2 ID a combat round and have the following skills individually- 
Tek Trex: Autosupport 5, Pistol 5, Melee 8, Hide 12, Sneak 10, Detect 30 
- Equipped with MASER welder with ROF3 range 4 metres + Circular Grinder 
 
Thresher Drones have PV10 SHELD armour and 12ID move at 4m/phase with Thermo/lowlight, vibration sensors 
and radar. Initiative at 18 Acting in all 5 combat phases and twice in the 3rd phase. 
They repair each other at a rate of 5 ID a combat round and have the following skills individually- 
Thresher: Autosupport 8, Pistol 5, Melee 5, Hide 15, Sneak 10, Detect 30 
- Equipped with Plasma cutter with ROF5 range 5metres + Nano Emitter 
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Weapons Systems 
Before you go cramming guns into spaceships there's got to be a place to put the thing and sometimes room for 
things like ammunition, not to mention the huge amounts of power they draw so that’s something else to consider 
when buying a reactor(s) and weapons. 
You also need something to mount them on- 
 
Turret, an enclosed, articulated firing platform that protects the weapon under the ships armour belts and its 
magazines which aren’t something you want hit. They also afford good fields of fire, they mount most types of 
weapons systems except bombs. 
 
Bomb bays, like the turret they protect he weapons in them from damage but only tend to be put on smaller  
aero-space capable craft like bombers and dropships. You can drop bombs and launch missiles from these, they 
also can have internal magazines. 
 
Hardpoint mounts are external racks where typically missiles and bombs are stored, they only have a few degrees 
of articulation but are cheap and don’t weigh very much. They also don’t protect the weapons and magazines that 
are mounted on them and cannot be reloaded in flight. But in terms of versatility they can accept fairly much what-
ever is put on them which sometimes is important, typically only mounted on lighter craft like fighters and shuttles. 

Ships Chassis Tons A-Turret B-Turret C-Turret Hardpoints Bomb Bays 

10-50 1 1 0 8 1 

51-100 1 1 0 8 1 

101-250 1 2 0 8 2 

251-500 2 2 2 8 2 

501-1000 2 4 2 6 4 

1001-5000 4 4 4 4 6 

5500-10,000 4 4 6 0 0 

10,500-20,000 4 4 8 0 0 

21,000-50,000 4 6 8 0 0 

55,000-150,000 4 6 10 0 0 

155,000-250,000 6 6 10 0 0 

255,000-500,000 6 6 12 0 0 

550,000-800,000 8 8 14 0 0 

850,000-1.5mil 8 8 16 0 0 

2mil+ 10 10 18 0 0 

Turret Type Interior Space Mass ID Cost 

Per ton of weapon(s) and munitions mounted 

A-Turret- 360° X Axis- 180° Y Axis 0.5tons 1ton 300 $10,000 

B-Turret- 270° X Axis- 90° Y Axis 0.5tons 1ton 300 $5000 

C-Turret- 180° X Axis- 180° Y Axis 0.5tons 1ton 300 $3000 

Hardpoint- 10° X Axis- 10° Y Axis 0 tons 0.5 tons 100 $1500 

Bomb bay- 90° X Axis- 90° Y Axis 2 tons 1ton 300 $2000 

Magazine 1ton 0 tons 300 $500 

Turret Arc (field of fire) 
X Axis is the horizontal transversal Y Axis is the vertical transversal 
ID is for the purposes of the weapons system being targeted, its PV is the same as the ship 
 
You can add multiple weapons of the same type into a turret, it doesn’t cost any extra, except for the extra tons 
and simply increases the Rate of Fire of that turret by for each weapon, up to 5 can be mounted and grants a  
standard bonus to hit for every weapon in that turret. This is called a Battery 
(two ROF5 weapons would give ROF10 for a +4, 5 of ROF 5 would give ROF 25 and a +7 to hit.)  
Weapons added increase the ships mass. 
Magazines can be shared, however if it is destroyed it means those weapons cannot fire. 
 
Adding a turret to a ship that doesn’t have one as standard, multiply the cost of the turret and magazine by x5 
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Fire Control Systems 
Because of the immense distances involved in space combat and the fact people don’t actually have a portal to 
look out of most of the time, gunners are reliant on the computers and sensors of the ship to be able to see and 
hit anything. Fire control systems, depending on who makes them feature all the ships sensors and articulate the 
weapons in their mounting, they also include the most important component which is the software and computer 
relevant to that weapon and its particular physics. 
While it might seem to be able to hit something the size of a proverbial barn door, not when its moving at several 
tens or hundreds of thousands of metres a second many hundreds or thousands of kilometres away. It is beyond 
human or alien reflexes to work out. 
Artillery or Autosupport skill is used in conjunction with fire control and it grants a bonus to hit in some cases. 
Fire control systems have to be bought for each individual weapon unless they are linked together in a turret, 
bomb bay or Hardpoint and you cannot transfer firecontrol between weapons unless they are exactly the same 
manufacturer, type and power output. 

Manufacturer Bonus to hit Cost 

FEN 00-50 +1 $3000 

FEN 00-10 +3 $10,000 

Dark Lament Holocron-9 (Ebb interface only) +4 $20,000 

SLA are not currently selling these outside the company to private owners 

DN MY-0/40 +2 $2000 

DN MY-0/120 +3 $3000 

DN XY-0/120 +5 $10,000 

Darknight sell their surplus 0/40 and 0/120 FC’s on the open market 

TT-Manticore +4 $10,000 

TT-Hydra +6 $15,000 

Both the Manticore and Hydra systems are available for sale on the open market, they feature independent tracking systems 
for up to 10 targets- no penalty for gunner to change target. 
Soft Company Generic +1 to +3 $1200 per +1 

Available most everywhere, repeat sales though can be hard to come by as are parts 

TH100/C1 +5 $500 

TH200/C2 +5 $1500 

TH200/M1 +7 $2000 

TH300/M2 +7 $3000 

TH300/X3 +9 $4000 

Thresher tech is not for sale, the first number indicates the number of targets the system can track at once –no penalty for 
gunner to change target. They fit onto any weapon system. 

Gunnery Stations 
A gunnery station is where the Senior Operations Officer(s) delegate targets to the gunners, basically this is a  
battle overview which draws its information of the ships sensors and can be transferred down to the individual  
batteries of weapons. Some ships have these; all warships will have them if they're frigate sized or larger as there 
is simply too many guns for just the individual officer to manage without something like this. Larger warships have 
multiple stations, usually to designate targets in a 360degree arc around the ship and 4 or more are responsible 
for their respective fields of fire or type of weapons in those arcs. Even Tek Trex won’t sell these on the open  
market. 

Manufacturer Targets  
traceable 

Tactics Evaluate 
Opponent 

Weapons 
Managed 

Cost 

FEN-Tyrant 100 +5 +1 20 $30,000 

DN Foresight 9000 90 +4 +4 15 $15,000 

TT Cyber-Dynamic M55 400 +5 +4 30 $45,000 

TT Cyber-Sys 301.67 4000 +7 +6 1045 $600,000 

TH-AHN/Hilo 1000 +5 +5 100 $10,000 

TH-800.1 10,000 +8 +8 3000 $100,000 

Both the TT Cyber-Sys and TH-800.1 are capable of networking into other friendly ships with an M55 or AHN/Hilo 
system onboard to designate targets but they do require a neural interface to work. They are also able to be fitted 
into ground vehicles and work with armies and artillery. 
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Weapons and Company Doctrine 
 

Some operatives wave around a 12.7mm or 17mm pistol on the street and call it a big gun, Thresher have some 
fairly big guns too and artillery is pretty much about as big as most people will ever see fired and that’s a big gun. 
Battleships can crack the crust of a planet with mass drivers, incinerate the atmosphere off with plasma, masers 
or blast bomb. Missiles can flatten cities, nuclear, biological, chemical and nanotech warheads will make sure no 
one ever lives there again either. 
We’re talking the biggest, nastiest and amounts of firepower the universe has ever seen and weapons of mass 
destruction in the truest sense. Actually having something like this shot at your ship should probably be a fear roll 
of some sort but I’ll leave that up to GM’s. 
 
SLA, definite edge in ebb weaponry which is expensive but has practically zero maintenance over a half of  
forever, only needs flux to keep going and some dumb waster to aim and mash a glyph. It doesn’t have a lot of 
long ranged firepower, hence SLA is heavily reliant on its missiles for delivering damage. Unlike complicated and 
expensive energy weapons there is little training involved for the crew, they load it in the tubes and spew them at 
the enemy, mostly fire and forget. With the economics, logistics and resource base getting a lot of missiles isn’t 
usually a problem. Foldships do not have much of a loiter time though when it comes to a protracted fight. 
 
Darknight make some very good MASER and missile systems, but not much else. They seem to have directed 
their energy, resources into this area to stick with what works and they have ships officers which are of high  
quality and professionalism, unlike the rest of the company which is mostly just the apathetic, fanatical or at best 
idealistic. 
 
Thresher, particle cannon, plasma, MASER, mass drivers and missiles are the staple ways of blowing up their 
enemy and like the excellent ships and highly trained crews behind them, these do a lot of damage from a long 
way away and there's always the (good) chance of a couple of nukes in their arsenal.  
Their primary specialisations however are mostly electronic warfare, surprise and terror, its bad enough for enemy 
crews to know there's a Thresher ship nearby and even more intimidating to know they're probably waiting under 
a cloak lining you up with something which will ream your ship from bow to stern. 
Dirty tricks like fake distress calls, minefields, feigning power output by running on batteries or redundant reactors 
so they look smaller and nuking someone when they least expect it are all fairly common tactics for the ‘smallest’ 
suppressor company navy. 
 
Tek Trex, mostly want to be left alone to trade without engaging in some kind of protracted, expensive shit fight 
with SLA or Darknight, Thresher mostly leaves them alone unless they're being particularly annoying.  
When cornered however they will give a first hand account of the excellent MASER, Plasma, mass drivers and 
missile systems, not to mention they're almost as good as Thresher when it comes to electronic warfare. While 
their ships might just be old bulk freighters, stolen SLA space stations with ion engines and the odd Darknight ship 
taken as a prize, despite their bedraggled appearance they are much, much tougher than they look. TT is usually 
second on the list close behind Thresher of things people don’t want to be shot at in hard vacuum. 
 
For the open market, independent planets and soft companies they make the most of what the big 3 leave in their 
wake, either through theft or salvage and try to knock out their own in their weapons factories. Most walk a fine 
line, trying to make a profit and trying not to get a hostile takeover from one of the 3 that will swoop down and take 
all their research and engineers off into the sunset.  
Quality and quantity is highly variable depending on who’s raised a navy, backwater planets might have a couple 
of defence stations or satellites with a few missiles or MASER hanging off them, to mercenary groups that are 
mostly knocking around in converted freighters as is most everyone else, finding a warship outside the ‘Big Three’ 
and Tek Trex is practically unheard of. Smaller soft companies and organisations who could afford a warship  
simply aren’t sold one by anyone capable of making them. About the only ‘private’ warships are the privateer 
fleets from SLA in their frigates, oath bonded shaktars who set out hunting their counterparts in Thresher 
equipped ships and the interspecies warfare between the two is some of the most brutal ever seen  
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MASER 
Darknight make the most use of Microwave Amplification by Stimulation Emission of Radiation as the  
weapons don’t need ammunition and can keep firing as long as they have power. Targeting and firing these 
weapons is also considerably easier than using a projectile from a mass driver or plasma ejector, once the gunner 
selects their target, the fire control locks it in and tracks while a continuous stream of charged photons begin  
cutting it apart. 
While the weapons are reliable, low maintenance and don’t weigh a lot, they do use considerable amounts of 
power and are very expensive to manufacture. They aren’t the best for orbital bombardment as the beam tends to 
disperse in gaseous environments unless the planet doesn't have an atmosphere but they don’t really have a 
blast radius which is what you want for levelling a lot of countryside. As an anti-shipping weapon they are still one 
of the premier choices. 
A coveted piece of technology that Darknight and Thresher don’t sell on the open markets, SLA is not known to 
manufacture them and Tek Trex sells them to anyone with the money. 

Minimum Output- Smallest size made by the manufacturer 
Maximum Output- Largest size made by the manufacturer in that class, they are sold in increments of the  
minimum output.  
 
Increases the AD, Mass, ID, Cost, Ranges and Blast Radius for every increment.  
(eg- 1500kw TT Maser, increase the Min Output PEN, AD, Weight, ID, Cost, Ranges and Blast radius x 10 as it is 
sold in 150kw increments of power output) 

Manufacturer Min Output PEN AD Max Output ROF Mass 
Added 

ID Cost 

Tek Trex 150kw 15 50 1500kw 3 50kg 5 $15000 

  10mw 150 500 100mw 3 250kg 15 $140,000 

  10gw 500 1000 50gw 3 1ton 150 $290,000 

  5tw 2000 5000 35tw 3 7tons 800 $4mil 

Darknight 100kw 15 60 1000kw 5 100kg 10 $10,000 

  15mw 150 600 150mw 5 500kg 50 $60,000 

  10gw 500 1500 60gw 5 1.5tons 150 $120,000 

  5tw 2000 6000 40tw 5 10tons 1000 $3mil 

Thresher 250kw 20 100 1500kw 3 50kg 10 $4000 

  20mw 300 1200 160mw 3 250kg 30 $20,000 

  15gw 1500 3000 75gw 3 1ton 300 $40,000 

  10tw 4000 12,00
0 

50tw 3 5tons 1500 $450,000 

Manufacturer Output Range- 
Space Units 

Blast Radius 
Space 

Range-
Atmosphere 

Blast Radius 
Atmosphere 

Tek Trex Kilowatt 10 Nil 100m - 

  Megawatt 1000   500m 1m 

  Gigawatt 10,000   1km 10m 

  Terawatt 80,000   10km 50m 

Darknight Kilowatt 20   200m - 

  Megawatt 1500   1km 1m 

  Gigawatt 15,000   2km 10m 

  Terawatt 150,000   20km 50m 

Thresher Kilowatt 20   200m - 

  Megawatt 2000   500m 1m 

  Gigawatt 20,000   2km 10m 

  Terawatt 200,000   20km 50m 
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Plasma 
Plasma ejectors have been around for many hundreds and perhaps thousands of years, no one really remembers 
or cares where they come from as long as they don’t have to put up with someone shooting at them with it. There 
is a thriving open market in some areas of deep space selling these things, the big 3 would like to know ‘who’  
exactly keeps making them and nuke them. Even Darknight don’t bother with them much anymore, the fateful 
‘catastrophic malfunction’ from the cheap and nasties floating around the markets has cost them ships in the past. 
Thresher still has some on its ships but they seem to have managed to refine the weapon so it doesn't blow up as 
has SLA for equipping their ion-drive privateers with. 
When it does work, it cooks things real toasty and they do work in atmospheres so there is some utility to them. 
The weapon heats up volatile gasses (usually hydrogen) into a plasma state and then ejects it out the end of a 
long magnetic bottle at whatever it’s pointed at. Sometimes this doesn't go to plan and the bottle weakens at the 
base of the guns fusion chamber due to a power fluctuation or other strong magnetic influence dumping a wave of 
destruction into the ship. 

Soft Company natural Double 1 to hit malfunction- 
No roll to hit, ship just takes a hit under its armour belts and in the resulting chaos, weapon destroyed. 
 
Plasma just blows the absolute shit out of the first thing it hits doing AD and it has no PEN. 
 
Minimum Output- Smallest size made by the manufacturer 
Maximum Output- Largest size made by the manufacturer in that class, they are sold in increments of the  
minimum output.  
Increases the AD, Mass, ID, Cost, Ranges and Blast Radius for every increment. 

Manufacturer Min Output AD Max Output ROF Mass 
Added 

ID Cost 

Soft Company 100kw 70 500kw 1 500kg 50 $4000 

  10mw 800 50mw 1 5tons 500 $30,000 

  10gw 8000 20gw 1 10tons 1000 $100,000 

SLA 10mw 800 70mw 1 500kg 100 $10,000 

  10gw 9000 40gw 1 3tons 600 $50,000 

Thresher 20mw 1500 80mw 3 3tons 500 $5000 

  20gw 20,000 40gw 3 10tons 1500 $25,000 

  10tw 40,000 30tw 3 20tons 6000 $250,000 

Manufacturer Output Range- 
Space Units 

Blast Radius 
Space 

Range-
Atmosphere 

Blast Radius 
Atmosphere 

Soft Company Kilowatt 10 5m 1km 10m 

  Megawatt 100 20m 10km 40m 

  Gigawatt 1000 40m 100km 80m 

SLA Megawatt 100 20m 10km 40m 

  Gigawatt 1000 40m 100km 80m 

Thresher Megawatt 200 40m 20km 80m 

  Gigawatt 2000 80m 200km 160m 

  Terawatt 20,000 150m 1000km 300m 

Particle Cannons 
A Particle Beam weapon produces a beam of light-speed-neutral atomic particles by subjecting hydrogen gas to 
an enormous electrical charge. The electrical charge produces negatively charged ions that are accelerated 
through a modified gauss barrel normally associated with Mass drivers. At the end of the barrel, electrons are 
stripped from the negative ions, forming the high-speed neutral atomic particles that are the neutral particle beam. 
The PBW delivers its kinetic energy directly into the atomic and subatomic structure of the target, literally tearing 
the target apart from deep within. 
There are few individual engineering corporations outside the dominant 3 powers that can devote the resources 
and technological knowledge to make the weapons and as a result they only really turn up on the open market as 
salvage or custom-built items. 
Currently only Thresher uses them in any numbers, SLA has them on their orbital defence batteries but isn’t  
running them as naval weapons for use on ships. 
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PBW Cont- 
Minimum Output- Smallest size made by the manufacturer 
Maximum Output- Largest size made by the manufacturer in that class, they are sold in increments of the  
minimum output.  
Increases the AD, Mass, ID, Cost, Ranges and Blast Radius for every increment. 

Manufacturer Min Output PEN AD Max Output ROF Mass 
Added 

ID Cost 

Thresher 200kw 50 50 2000kw 3 50kg 5 $5000 

  15mw 350 350 90mw 3 250kg 15 $25,000 

  10gw 1250 1250 60gw 3 1ton 150 $150,000 

  5tw 5000 5000 30tw 3 5tons 800 $950,000 

SLA 10gw 1200 1200 50gw 1 3tons 400 $200,000 

Manufacturer Output Range- 
Space Units 

Blast Radius 
Space 

Range-
Atmosphere 

Blast Radius 
Atmosphere 

Thresher Kilowatt 250 Nil 100m 5m 

  Megawatt 2500   1000m 10m 

  Gigawatt 25,000   10km 25m 

  Terawatt 250,000   100km 50m 

SLA Gigawatt 25,000   10km 25m 

Mass Drivers 
One of the few kinetic energy weapons that is still used by spacecraft it is still worth the effort to use because of 
the low power drain, high rates of fire, rugged construction and relatively cheap ammunition. They are the  
weapons of choice for orbital bombardment as its range in space even with an ultra high muzzle velocity is quite 
short compared to energy weapons, making up for the lack of range is its insane rate of fire that is often used for 
anti-missile defence. At it’s most basic the weapon consists of a tube lined with thousands of gauss rails powered 
by a series of capacitors and a computer to control the rate at which the rails cycle. Solid iron shells are fed in one 
end and spat out the other, sometimes Thresher loads in sabot rounds in their own weapons that have a core of 
depleted uranium which melts its way through the hull of enemy ships and causes devastating damage to  
foldships which are crippled by the substance.  
Only Thresher and Tek Trex still bother deploying these in any numbers, mostly the smaller versions for anti-
missile defence and Thresher still uses them for orbital bombardment where the destruction they can cause is 
truly immense.  

Manufacturer Min  
Output 

PEN AD Max  
Output 

ROF Mass 
Added 

ID Cost 

Tek Trex 1kw 50 200 10kw 20 500kg 200 $3000 

  1mw 500 2000 10mw 10 5tons 2000 $20,000 

  1gw 5000 20,000 5gw 5 30tons 12,000 $200,000 

Thresher 1kw 50 200 10kw 20 300kg 150 $1500 

  1mw 500 2000 10mw 10 3tons 1500 $15,000 

  1gw 5000 20,000 5gw 5 25tons 10,000 $90,000 

  1tw 50,000 200,000 5tw 3 50tons 20,000 $250,000 

Manufacturer Output Range- 
Space Units 

Blast Radius 
Space 

Range-
Atmosphere 

Blast Radius 
Atmosphere 

Tek Trex Kilowatt 10 5m 10km 40m 
  Megawatt 100 50m 100km 400m 
  Gigawatt 1000 500m 1000km 2km 
Thresher Kilowatt 10 5m 10km 40m 
  Megawatt 100 50m 100km 400m 
  Gigawatt 1000 500m 1000km 1km 
  Terawatt 10,000 5000m 10,000km 3km 

Ammunition Output Type Weight Cost DU 
Mass Round Kilowatt 1kg $1 for 10 $3 for 10 

Megawatt 10kg $1 for 1 $3 for 1 
Gigawatt 100kg $5 for 1 $8 for 1 
Terawatt 1000kg $20 for 1 $30 for 1 
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Missiles 
Due to their considerable expense, weight and somewhat ‘limited’ role in space the guided missiles tend to find 
few adherents amongst Darknight, privateers and pirates where supply of the ammunition can be difficult. But 
SLA, Tek Trex and Thresher still use them. Mostly because SLA can afford lots of them, Tek Trex and Thresher 
make them quite vicious. They can deliver quite accurately some particularly large payloads of high explosives 
and in the case of Thresher, occasionally nuclear warheads. 
The biggest advantage to missiles is the ability to shoot them off and more or less forget about them, once a  
target is locked in the missile fly’s off after it and with any luck blows up on whatever it was supposed to hit. While 
the missiles are expensive, the launch systems aren’t and they can use the parent ship’s sensors to guide them 
along the way in some cases. 

Missiles just blow the absolute shit out of the first thing they hit doing AD and it has no PEN 
Missiles have a megawatt power signature for the purposes of detection (-3 sensor checks) 
* Has Stealth coating giving the missile an additional -5 to sensor checks 
# has a Kilowatt power signature for the purposes of detection (-6 to sensor checks) 
ID- for the purposes of the missile being targeted, hit or otherwise being destroyed 
AI- this is the missiles piloting skill rating +2D10 to hit things it’s locked onto 
Mass- this is how much the missile weighs and useful for working out how much your launcher and its magazines 
will cost. 

Manufacturer Mass AI AD Blast 
Radius 

Speed 
Per Phase 

Range 
units 

Sensor 
Range 

Cost ID 

SLA Missiles 

GA M503AAM 500kg 4 9000 100m 100units 20,000 10,000 $15,000 100 

FEN M055HST 4tons 6 30,000 350m 150units 45,000 20,000 $30,000 300 

FEN M0044HST 10tons 8 50,000 500m 200units 100,000 40,000 $100,000 1000 

GA M1010AAM 20tons 8 60,000 600m 40units 300,000 50,000 $2mil 3000 

Darknight Missiles 

DN 10CAAM 1ton 5 10,000 100m 150units 18,000 10,000 $18,000 150 

DN TTT* 5tons 7 20,000 200m 200units 60,000 50,000 $45,000 600 

DN 4T-44* 15tons 7 35,000 300m 400units 250,000 50,000 $950,000 1500 

Tek Trex Missiles 

TT T905-F20* # 250kg 9 5000 50m 400units 35,000 20,000 $12,000 50 

TT T887-M50 1ton 10 20,000 200m 500units 140,000 50,000 $40,000 200 

TT T889-M100* 10ton 12 50,000 500m 500units 450,000 100,000 $90,000 1000 

Thresher Missiles 

TH939 ASLASM* # 1000kg 10 10,000 100m 500units 400,000 100,000 $15,000 200 

TH939 V4* 5tons 12 25,000 250m 600units 800,000 200,000 $45,000 1000 

TH X-MT300Z* 15tons 15 70,000 700m 600units 2.2mil 1mil $2mil 3000 

Launch Tubes 
Unless you’re going to be launching from a Hardpoint or Bomb Bay then you’re going to need a launcher to fit into 
a turret section of your ship to spit these out of. They do work in tandem with fire control to guide the missile, if 
this is not included then the missile simply uses its AI. 
Eg- 2D10 + Missile AI + Fire control (no gunnery skill used-unguided missile susceptible to losing track of the  
target it is locked onto if the enemy uses anti-missile devices) 
Or- 2D10 +Artillery Skill + Fire Control (Opposed Guided Missile Piloting vs Targets Piloting and the missile  
ignores anti-missile distractions as the gunner guides it in) 
You can fit more than one missile tube in a turret which will increase its Rate of Fire 

Manufacturer Cost ROF Mass Added 

Per ton of ordinance being launched out of the system 

SLA $3000 1 500kg 

Darknight $2000 1 1ton 

Thresher $2000 1 250kg 

Tek Trex $4000 1 250kg 

Soft Company $3000 1 1ton 
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Bombs 
Yes the art of dropping high explosive on people from a plane, VTOL or any other flying machine is not lost in the 
fun game of 9th century warfare. They are very effective at blowing the shit out of things on the ground and can 
deploy a wide variety of things like large lumps of conventional explosives, chemical and biological weapons  
inside them. Aside from that they come in a wide variety of shapes and sizes. For the sake of simplicity I will not 
be detailing the individual Chemical or Biological agents and simply giving a dispersal area for those. 
SLA, Darknight and Thresher make bombs, so do various soft companies around the universe as well. 
 
Dropping a bomb on someone involves using- 2D10 + Artillery Skill + Firecontrol (if any) 
Guided bombs are targeted by the bombardier who uses his 2D10 + Artillery skill + Bombs AI 
 
If they miss, roll the scatter table and add 2D10 x 100metres 

2D10 Scatter 2-4 Behind 5-6 Behind and left 7-9 Front and left 
10-12 Front 13-15 Front and Right 16-17 Behind and right 18-20 Behind 

Primary Blast Radius- Targets in this area take this much Primary Blast ID damage, after ID is depleted the  
Vehicle/Structure is destroyed. In the case of People, Armour takes ID first off the chest, if that is depleted-  
take DAM in HITS. 
 
Secondary Blast Radius- Targets in this area take this much Primary Blast ID damage, after ID is depleted the 
Vehicle/Structure is destroyed. In the case of People, Armour takes ID first off the chest, if that is depleted-  
take DAM in HITS. 
 
You buy bombs by weight increments, bigger bombs have incremental steps on their effects and cost. 
Eg- 500kg SLA High Ex bomb will have 5x the blast, radius, 2nd radius and 2nd blast, it will weigh 5x more and cost 
5x as much. 
 
Dropping more bombs at the same time gives a bonus to hit with the ROF tables. 

Primary 
Blast 

Radius Secondary 
Blast 

Radius Warhead Weight Max 
Weight 

Cost 

SLA Munitions 

300 20m 75 20m High Explosive 100kg 2tons $3000 

100 100m 25 50m MIRV 150kg 1.5tons $7000 

- 500m - - Gas/Bio 100kg 1ton $5000 

100 30m 100 20m Incendiary 150kg 1ton $4000 

Guided Munition- AI 7 and add 20% to munition cost 

Darknight Munitions 

700 20m 75 20m High Explosive 250kg 1tons $5000 

200 100m 50 50m MIRV 300kg 1.5tons $10,000 

- 500m - - Gas/Bio 100kg 1ton $5000 

100 30m 100 20m Incendiary 150kg 1ton $4000 

Guided Munition- AI 5 and add 25% to munition cost 

Soft Company Generic 

300 20m 75 20m High Explosive 100kg 1tons $7000 

100 100m 25 50m MIRV 150kg 1tons $12,000 

- 500m - - Gas/Bio 100kg 1ton $10,000 

100 30m 100 20m Incendiary 150kg 1ton $6000 

Guided Munition AI 5 and add 30% to munition cost 

Thresher Munitions 

700 20m 75 20m High Explosive 250kg 2tons $1000 

200 100m 50 50m MIRV 300kg 2tons $2000 

- 1100m - - Gas/Bio 250kg 2tons $3000 

1000 100m 250 80m Plasma 500kg 2tons $5000 

Guided Munition AI 10 and add 10% to munition cost 
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Nuclear Warheads and Bombs 
 
Thresher has often been accused in the past of relying very heavily on nukes as a way of evening the score 
rather than diverting their energies into something more productive like raising bigger armies. This is true to some 
extent because Thresher would do a lot better to expand their employee numbers rather than relying on  
mercenaries or ‘Bondsmen’ to fill in their numbers on places like war worlds where they don’t want to waste their 
regular troops for simply a show of force. Currently Thresher uses Fission technology bombs and has centuries of 
experience making and deploying them. 
 
SLA has the capability to make nukes but only the slightly less effecting Fusion types and not normally likely to 
deploy them unless there’s an immense threat to company security that needs some kind of permanent  
annihilation. For everything else they’ve got conventional means and people with a particular talent (like Stigmata 
and Intruder) in a huge surplus and they don’t tend to deploy anything that will have a long term detrimental effect. 
 
Darknight doesn’t have nukes in its arsenals apart from a couple of low-yield fusion types which aren’t very  
effective and mostly a terror weapon the other companies put a lot of effort into stopping them from being  
deployed. Being the sneaky bastards they are they do manage to get a few off once in awhile much to the shock 
of anyone on the receiving end of them. The most feared are the tiny suitcase sized nukes which are mostly a 
legend but it’s rumoured they have a few on most SLA planets. Either this is an urban myth to scare slops with or 
reality, there’s only one way to find out. 
 
Tek Trex and other companies don’t devote a lot of effort into nukes, the time, materials and effort are generally 
too great for them to support. TT could roll out a fusion nuke if it had too in a couple of hours without much effort. 
Needless to say, if one comes on the market, it’s very expensive. 

Primary Blast Radius- Targets in this area take this much Primary Blast ID damage, after ID is depleted the  
Vehicle/Structure is destroyed. In the case of People, Armour takes ID first off the chest, if that is depleted-  
take DAM in HITS. If not killed immediately, death in 1-2hrs from radiation sickness 
 
Secondary Blast Radius- Targets in this area take this much Blast ID damage, after ID is depleted the  
Vehicle/Structure is destroyed. In the case of People, Armour takes ID first off the chest, if that is depleted-  
take DAM in HITS. If not killed immediately, death in 1-7 days from radiation sickness 
 
Tertiary Shockwave Blast Radius- Targets in this area take this much Blast ID damage, after ID is depleted the 
Vehicle/Structure is destroyed. In the case of People, Armour takes ID first off the chest, if that is depleted-  
take DAM in HITS. Residual Radiation will kill people anywhere from after a month to several years in this area. 
 
Residual Duration- How long the area is contaminated. (See Radiation Sickness) 

Radiation Sickness and hot zones  
Primary -100hits  Secondary -50hits  Tertiary -20hits 
The only modifier being the PHYS Stat or protection which will reduce this by its total, it will not heal back  
(No healing with ebb, drugs, regeneration or otherwise) and accumulates for every 1hr of exposure in a hot zone 
where the person will take another dose of damage. Hits are regained at a total of 2 per day until they manage to 
get back to their full total or they get decontamination and treatment from specialists. Flux cannot be regenerated 
in a hot zone and ebb will not work, it is drained at 100, 50 and 20 points per hour depending on the zone the ebb 
is in, nothing will stop that. 

Protection from radiation 
Armour isn’t enough unless it has radiation shielding built into it and in the Primary Blast Radius this usually isn’t 
enough either, Thresher and SLA have very effective and advanced radiation sickness treatments for people who 
are exposed. Being behind or in something very solid increase a persons chance of not dying immediately from 
the blast and can help absorb some of the radiation.  
 
Sealed powerarmour/powersuit or vehicle +5, Radiation Protection in armour +10, Extra Heavy duty  
environmental protection +20, Bunker, similar structure or vehicle with lots of earth, steel, lead or gold +40,  
Space Ship, purpose built vehicle, structure to resist nuclear attack +80 
They are cumulative (eg- sealed, radiation protected armour has +15) 
EMP Effects- the electromagnetic pulse from a warhead extends to double its Tertiary radius for a low or ground 
detonation, an airborne or space detonation increases this to 10 times. Hardened circuitry will need to reboot, 
everything else is permanently fucked even if it isn’t on. 
MIRV- Thresher favours the use of a multiple warheads for attacking rather than one large warhead as they're 
typically cheaper, have a much larger area of effect and much more successful as there are multiple detonations 
and it is harder to shoot down or otherwise eliminate. 
Suitcase or Artillery rounds- These are usually sub-kiloton (0.25 to 0.75kt) warheads that are extremely  
compact. Darknight use them as a terror weapon as they aren’t very effective. 
Flux- Nukes destroy 100 times their Blast rating in flux across all three ranges. 
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Type Base Yield Maximum Yield Cost 

Kiloton Fusion 1 kiloton 30 kilotons $900,000 

Primary Secondary Tertiary Weight 

40,000 10,000 500 105kg 

Radius Radius Radius Made by SLA and Darknight for 
use in portable devices and 
other delivery systems 
They can be made as small as 
0.1kilotons (1/10th size) 

500m 1500m 6000m 

Residual Duration Residual Duration Residual Duration 

72hrs 36hrs 10hrs 

Type Base Yield Maximum Yield Cost 

Kiloton Fission 1kiloton 20 kilotons $1million 

Primary Secondary Tertiary Weight 

60,000 15,000 750 40kg 

Radius Radius Radius Standard Thresher warhead 
used in most types small mis-
siles and bombs is around 10kt 
single or MIRV 

500m 2000m 6000m 

Residual Duration Residual Duration Residual Duration 

100hrs 50hrs 15hrs 

Type Base Yield Maximum Yield Cost 

Megaton Fusion 1 megaton 100 megatons $9million 

Primary Secondary Tertiary Weight 

400,000 100,000 1500 300kg 

Radius Radius Radius Rarely deployed SLA bomb used 
to wipe out things they really 
don’t like. 2,000m 6000m 24,000m 

Residual Duration Residual Duration Residual Duration 

7days 72hrs 10hrs 

Type Base Yield Maximum Yield Cost 

Megaton Fission 1 megaton 100megatons $10million 

Primary Secondary Tertiary Weight 

600,000 150,000 2000 100kg 

Radius Radius Radius Deployed on fleets and  
atmospheric attacks in a MIRV 
device by Thresher. Either as the 
base Fission device or the SALT 
or ERF devices for tactical ops. 

2000m 8000m 32,000m 

Residual Duration Residual Duration Residual Duration 

10days 5days 24hrs 

Type Base Yield Maximum Yield Cost 

SALT Cobalt-59 Fission 1 megaton 100 megatons $12million 

Residual Duration Residual Duration Residual Duration Cobalt enriched device that is 
used to destroy planets. 

500years 10,000years 20,000years 

Type Base Yield Maximum Yield Cost 

Enhanced Radiation Fission 1 megatons 100 megatons $12million 

Residual Duration Residual Duration Residual Duration Neutron weapon- protection 
halved during initial blast. 36hrs 10hrs 5hrs 

Type Base Yield Maximum Yield Cost 

Gigaton Fission 1 gigaton 10 gigatons $50million 

Primary Secondary Tertiary Weight 

60,000,000 2,500,000 20,000 500kg 

Radius Radius Radius Dropped on Darknight city  
Hamstarda in 803SD by 
Thresher.  
Unknown how many devices 
exist. 

20,000m 80,000m 240,000m 

Residual Duration Residual Duration Residual Duration 

300years 1000 years 5000 years 
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Ebb Weapons 
These alien weapons are primarily deployed on pure foldships where they can make the most out of the flux-rich 
environment. They can be put on an ion drive ship but room will be needed to fit in flux gems to run them which 
are detailed earlier in power supplies. The main advantage of an ebb-weapon is that they require virtually no 
maintenance and can be repaired with flux by the gunner simply dumping flux into it, 1 flux will repair 1ID of  
damage. 
Aside from that, they are hideously expensive, comparatively inefficient and they do require the operator to be 
next to be in close proximity, however they need not be skilled in the actual activation of the weapon as they come 
pre-glyphed with the weapons abilities.  
 
They do require the artillery skill to aim with them though. 
1 phase to aim, 1phase to formulate the glyph, 1 phase to activate the weapon 
With such a comparatively slow rate of fire SLA typically loads a lot of weapons into individual turrets as they  
cannot be linked together for multi-fire capabilities.  
However, it is possible to put several different types in an individual turret if it’s big enough along with different 
type of fire control for each different type of weapon. 

Blast Amplifiers 
Comes with maximum glyphs for both Blast and Blast Bomb, the latter of which is used mostly for anti-missile  
defence or saturation of an area to uncover cloaked ships, it increase the range and power of Blast by many  
magnitudes. 
While the range is fairly short they are unaffected by atmospheric conditions making them a superb orbital  
bombardment weapon. SLA produces most of these, Darknight and Thresher are capable of producing very few 
of them as what ebb resources they have are usually tied up in other areas far more important. 
 
Increasing the output of the weapon increases its PEN, AD, Mass, ID and Cost, not range or radius.  

Output Min  
Output 

PEN AD Max  
Output 

ROF Mass 
Added 

ID Cost 

Kiloflux- 
Blast 
             -
Bomb 

10kf 2000 1000 100kf 1/3 1ton 100 $10mil 

1000 500 

Megaflux- 
Blast 
             -
Bomb 

10mf 10,000 5000 100mf 1/3 10tons 1000 $80mil 

5000 1000 

Gigaflux- 
Blast 
             -
Bomb 

1gf 20,000 10,000 10gf 1/3 30tons 3000 $500mil 

10,000 5000 

Teraflux- 
Blast 
             -
Bomb 

1tf 40,000 20,000 10tf 1/3 100tons 10,000 $950mil 

20,000 10,000 

Blast/Bomb Output Range- 
Space Units 

Blast Radius 
Space 

Range-
Atmosphere 

Blast Radius 
Atmosphere 

Blast 10kf 4 - 40km - 

Bomb 10kf 4 1 40km 500m 

Blast 10mf 20 - 200km   

Bomb 10mf 20 5 200km 2500m 

Blast 1gf 100 - 1000km - 

Bomb 1gf 100 20 1000km 5000m 

Blast 1tf 1000   10,000km   

Bomb 1tf 1000 40 10,000km 10,000m 
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Tractor-Repulser 
 Used mostly to move cargo and other things in hard vacuum or an atmosphere there are a number of other uses 
for this type of telekinesis amplifier, grabbing missiles, asteroids and other ships, they do have a force-intrusion 
setting as well for making holes in things. 
Increasing the output of the weapon increases its PEN, AD, Mass, ID, weight it can move and Cost, not range. 
The TK effect lasts 15phases, the Force Intrusion is instantaneous 

Output Min  
Output 

PEN AD Max  
Output 

ROF Mass 
Added 

ID Cost 

Kiloflux 10kf 1500 1000 100kf 1/3 10tons 600 $20mil 

Megaflux 10mf 9000 4000 100mf 1/3 50tons 6,000 $40mil 

Gigaflux 5gf 15,0
00 

10,000 50gf 1/3 200tons 25,000 $100mil 

Teraflux 1tf 35,0
00 

25,000 10tf 1/3 500tons 50,000 $250mil 

Output Range- 
Space Units 

Mass Moved Range-Atmosphere Metres/phase 

Kiloflux 5 10tons 10km 10m/p 

Megaflux 25 100tons 100km 100m/p 

Gigaflux 125 1000tons 1000km 1000m/p 

Teraflux 1250 10,000tons 10,000km 10,000m/p 

Inferno Cannon 
A fairly popular addition to contemporary foldships in recent years it is a combination of plasma cannon and mass 
driver to some degree, able to hurl huge balls of freezing ice and plasma at enemy ships. They are quite heavy on 
flux use though compared to other weapons. 
Increasing the output of the weapon increases its PEN, AD, Mass, ID and Cost, not range or radius 
Red Thermal just blows the absolute shit out of the first thing it hits doing AD and it has no PEN 

Output Min  
Output 

PEN AD Max  
Output 

ROF Mass 
Added 

ID Cost 

Kiloflux- 
Red 

30kf - 60 300kf 1/3 5tons 300 $40mil 

              -
Blue 

40 100 

Megaflux- 
Red 

25mf - 600 250mf 1/3 25tons 1500 $80mil 

              -
Blue 

400 500 

Gigaflux- 
Red 

15gf - 3000 105gf 1/3 100tons 6000 $200mil 

              -
Blue 

2000 2500 

Teraflux- 
Red 

10tf - 10,000 40tf 1/3 250tons 15000 $500mil 

              -
Blue 

10,000 12,500 

Output Range- 
Space Units 

Blast Radius 
Space 

Range-
Atmosphere 

Blast Radius 
Atmosphere 

Kiloflux Red 5 50m 1km 40m 

Kiloflux Blue 5m 5km 10m 

Megaflux Red 50 250m 10km 400m 

Megaflux Blue 25m 50km 40m 

Gigaflux Red 500 1000m 100km 800m 

Gigaflux Blue 100m 500km 80m 

Teraflux Red 5000 5000m 1000km 1600m 

Teraflux Blue 400m 5000km 160m 
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Ship Construction Template 

Manufacturer Type Total 
Mass 

Interior 
Space 

Cost 

Chassis Material Tonnage       

ID Maximum PV Cost Per Ton 

Engine Loca-
tion 

  Handling 
Bonus 

        

Armour Material Cost PV       

Armour Weight = 1kg per 10PV x Ships total tonnage. 

Power Source Output Weight ID       

Fuel Supply Duration Weight ID       

Batteries Output Weight ID       

Engine Output Weight ID       

Engine Location: Engine Location: 

Engine Location: Engine Location 

Space Speed: Aerospace Speed: 

FTL Rating: Overdrive: 

Total Power Use: 
  
Sensors Type Output Range Weight ID       

Radios Type Gain % Range FTL Weight ID       

Power Amps Type Gain % Range Weight ID       

Total Power Use: 

ECM Software ECCM Software Encryption: 

Crew Compli-
ment 

  Passengers   

Extra Sup-
plies 

Living Conditions Weight 1000’s of hours       

Extra Sup-
plies 

Living Conditions Weight 1000’s of hours       

Cargo   Cost         

Engineering 
  
  

Type Cost Weight       

Hanger Bay Type Cost Vehicle Tonnage       
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Special Equipment Total 
Mass 

Interior 
Space 

Cost 

System Effect Power Use       

System Effect Power Use       

System Effect Power Use       

System Effect Power Use       

System Effect Power Use       

System Effect Power Use       

Total Power Use: 

Weapons Systems Total 
Mass 

Interior 
Space 

Cost 

Turret Degrees Weight Facing       

        

Weapon Output Weight Firecontrol       

        

Details     

Turret Degrees Weight Facing       

        

Weapon Output Weight Firecontrol       

        

Details     

Turret Degrees Weight Facing       

        

Weapon Output Weight Firecontrol       

        

Details     

Turret Degrees Weight Facing       

        

Weapon Output Weight Firecontrol       

        

Details     

Total Power Use: 
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Guide to building your own ship 
I found it was easiest to build a ship around the actual devices in it rather than aiming for a straight tonnage and 
PV off the bat. By this I mean that you should pick the sensor ranges, weapons systems and other special  
equipment you want the vessel to consist of before putting them in and then you’ve got a better idea of what 
power output you will need for engines, how much armour you can pack on and whatever is left over can be  
devoted towards armour. Or at least that’s the easiest way I found to make a warship, for cargo ships you might 
want to reverse that, allocate a large amount of space for cargo, then add on your chassis, then finally the  
engines, reactor, power output it will need for those and anything else going into it. 
 
With that in mind you should as I mentioned at the start have a good idea of what you want your ship to do before 
you start making it.  
 
As an example I’m going to make the Tiger Scout ship up as a Thresher navy ship. These are the patrol vessels 
out on long range recon of friendly systems and often end up being used by Privateers as a light attack ship for 
raiding. 
 
Most importantly for a ship this size we’re looking something that has a lot of speed and its going to need a lot of 
sensor range for its duties. Being a warship it will also have some guns which are a lot more potent than a cargo 
haulers but we’re not looking for something that attacks anything much bigger than a pirate vessel. 
 
Being a Thresher ship, it’ll be tougher than nails so I’ll put a VPS shield in as well. Right now it might need to be 
capable of going into atmosphere so we’ll make it larger than 5000tons which is the limit you can lift a ship out of 
planets gravity. 
 
So let’s start with the basics to get an idea of how much power I’ll use. 

  
Total 
Mass 

Interior 
Space 

Cost 
  

Sensors 
Thresher 

Type 
Military 

Output 
Gigawatt 

Range 
50%gain 

Weight 
500kg 

ID 
50 

500kg -500kg $400,000 

Radios Type 
Aleph and 
HF 

Gain % 
+50% 
gain 

Range FTL 
1million yrs 
+100% gain 
= 2mil L yrs 

Weight 
150kg 

ID 
50 & 10 

150kg -150kg $5000 

Power 
Amps 
10gigawatt 

Type 
Gigawatt 
Towed 
array 

Gain % 
+50% 
gain 

Range 
1million 
units 
+100% 
gain= 2mil 
units 

Weight 
10x200k
g 
  

ID 
10x20ID 
= 200ID 

2tons -2tons 10 x $100k 
=$1mil 

ECM Software Rating 10 ECCM Software: Rating 10 Cost- ECM + ECCM 

Encryption:  Suppressor grade 10 = $2million 

Special Equipment Total 
Mass 

Interior 
Space 

Cost 

System 
VPS Shield 
Gigawatt 

Effect: +15,000PV 
Shield ID: 60,000 

Power Use 
30gigawatt 

45tons -45tons $3mil 

Total Power Use:  10gigawatts from the power amplifiers 
   30gigawatts from the shield 
So even before we’re rolling we’re looking at having a ship that is going to use at peak power a minimum of  
40gigawatts. Considering you can light up a city of about 10million people with 5-6000kw, that’s a lot of juice! 

Strapping some guns onto this bitch, she’s mostly just an anti-shipping vessel so I’m not going to bother with 
mass drivers or missiles for bombardment, so we’ll throw a Particle Cannon for some long range thump and a  
Maser for some mid-range destruction. 
Being I’m already making this a gigawatt output ship they may as well be gigawatt as well, if I was short on 
power I could throw them in megawatts and save a whole heap of money and they would have a very negligible 
drain on power.  
But meh, it’s a warship, a small one but still a warship so it’ll get two A-Type turrets and a butt load of firecontrol 
and it’ll have good fields of fire up there. 

Step 1– Systems 

Step 2– Weapons 
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Weapons Systems Total 
Mass 

Interior 
Space 

Cost 

Turret Degrees Weight Facing 4tons 2tons $40,000 

A type 360° X Axis- 180° 
Y Axis 

4tons Dorsal 

Weap-
ons 

Output Weight Firecontrol +7 4tons - $902,000 

P Can-
non 

40gw 4tons TH200/M1 

Details 
PEN 5000, AD 5000, range 100,000units, 40km atmosphere 

    

Turret Degrees Weight Facing 4tons 2tons $40,000 

A type 360° X Axis- 180° 
Y Axis 

4tons Ventral 

Weap-
ons 

Output Weight Firecontrol +7 4tons - $82,000 

MASER 60gw 4tons TH200/M1 

Details 
PEN 6000 AD 12,000, range 80,000units 8km atmosphere 

    

16 tons -4 tons $1.604mil     

Ok so now it’s got something it can molest people with. We better figure out how big it’s going to be, because I 
wanted it atmosphere capable I will keep that chassis at 5000tons. 

Manufacturer Thresher Type Tiger Shark 
Patrol-Scout ship 

Total 
Mass 

Interior 
Space 

Cost 

Chassis 
  

Material Nickel  
Titanium (180% ID) 

Tonnage 
5000ton 

5000tons 70% of 
5000tons 
= 3500 

5000x 
$5400 
  
= $27mil ID 5000x 

120= 
600,000 

Maximum PV 
2000 

Cost Per Ton 
($3k + 180%) = $5400 
  

Engine Lo-
cation 

Bow-Stern Handling 
Bonus 

+2 - -10% 
= 3000 

+10% 
= $2.7mil 

Armour Material 
SHEL-D 

Cost 
$25k ton 

PV: 2000 
  

300tons - 300 x 
$25k= 
$7.5mil 

Armour Weight = 1kg per 10PV x Ships total tonnage 
2000pv = 200kg x 5000ton ship = 1000tons x 0.3 SHELD modifier = 300tons 

System 
L2 Autonanite 
L2 Internal 
Defence Grid 

Effect 
Repairs 400ID per combat round  
-50% crew reduction and has  
internal defence system 

Power Use 
none 

- - 5000ton x 
($200+ 
$130) 
= $165,000 

AMS Anti Missile Defence System - 1 2 $1000 

Step 3 - Chassis 

Threw a few extra bits and pieces in there like the defence system and the auto-nanite repair systems so it’ll be a 
tougher little customer, as well as an AMS, we don't want to be torn apart by missiles. 
She’s also carrying as much armour as I can pack on the thing which is 2000ID. 
It might sound like a lot, it isn't. 
Which is why its got VPS shields. 
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Step 4 - Engines 
Right now we’d better throw some engines on this tin can, being I’ve stuck with gigawatt stuff so far and I want it 
to go fast, there's no point to stopping with just a megawatt system, couple of gigs in her nose and arse and it’ll 
really hammer. While I cant use both sets of engines to direct thrust in one direction, if she gets her engines shot 
out in one area it’ll have a spare set which can get it out of trouble, plus it gives a handling bonus of +2 which is 
nice for any ship. Or if we want to have a rapid change of direction in space, going from full thrust on the nose will 
slow you down quick. Rather than having to pull a ‘bootlegger turn’ and spin it 180degrees. 
 
Bearing in mind- 
A 1 gigawatt engine will move a 100,000 ton mass at 1 unit per phase 
A 1 gigawatt engine will move a 100,000 ton mass at 10metres per phase in atmosphere 
We don’t need that much up there and gigawatt engines are big things… 

  
Total 
Mass 

Interior 
Space 

Cost 
  

Engine 
1 stern 1 
bow 

Output 
2 x 3 gigawatt 

Weight 
2 x 450tons 

ID 
2 x 
60k 

900 -900 2x 3mil 
= $6mil 

Engine Location: Bow 3gigawatt Engine Location: Stern 3 gigawatt 
Total Power Use:    3gigawatts 

Step 5 - Interior Space and Speed 
Before we can work out space speed we’ll need to work out the rest of the ship, namely the cargo, perhaps a 
hanger, extra living areas, the actual reactor, fuel and battery weights. 
I’d like to carry a couple of 200ton shuttles in the thing for boarding actions and have a bit of room left over to fit in 
a couple of armoured vehicles of around 100tons. Being she’s a warship I think it should be able to carry a half 
platoon of Thresher Marines if needed (12). 
 
A ship this size will have as crew- 1 captain, 1 2nd in command, 2 sensor ops, 2 comms ops, 2 gunners, 1 doctor, 
1 cook and 2 engineers. Which is the minimum a warship like this will have, giving all-hour battle readiness so the 
auto-nanite will pretty much clean up anything else as far as general crewmen are concerned.  
 
Total of 12 crew, plus I would like 12 more to run the ships and do boarding actions. = 24 
 
Per person, per 1000hrs you will need to devote one ton to the ships mass and one ton interior space  
being used. Cost $1000 

Extra  
Supplies 

Living Conditions 
24 people- basic 

Weight- 20,000hrs 
each = 24 x 20tons 

  480 -480 $480,000 

Cargo 420tons Cost 420 x $100   - -420 $42,000 

Engineering 
  
  

Type Vehicle Cost: 20 x $5000 Weight 
20ton 

10tons -40 $100,000 

Hanger Bay Type Space Vehicle Cost 500tons x 
$8000 

Vehicle 
Tonnage 
500 ton 

500ton
s 

-1500 $4mil 

Power 
Source 
Recycler Re-
actor 

Output 144gw Weight 144 x 200kg 
= 29tons 

ID 
144 x 20 
= 2880 

29 29 144 x 
$20k= 
$2.88mil 

Fuel Supply Duration 20,000hr Weight 10kg x 144 x 
20 
= 29tons 

8ID x 144 
x20= 
23,000 

29 29 20 x 144 x 
$100= 
$288,000 

Batteries 
TH ship adds 
to ship ID 

Output 64gw Weight 64 x 500kg 
= 32 tons 

ID 32x 
500= 
16,000 

25 25 50 x 
$5000= 
$320,000 

Total ships mass- 
7008tons 

Total interior space used 
2993 

Total cost 
$114,616,000 

Space Speed: 300,000/7000tons = 43units phase Aerospace Speed: 430m/phase 

FTL Rating: 43 x 100 (Gravity Well Drive) Overdrive: 3phases +50% speed 
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Step 6– Presentation of finished product 
Ok that’s the upper tier of the scale, which judging by its price delivers a fair bit of bang for the buck and I did 
manage to crank a lot of speed out of it. If it was a pure gunboat you could remove the hangers, engineering and 
other things and stick in a lot more reactor, more guns and have a serious arse kicking machine as well.  
 
But it’s fairly rare that Thresher make ships purely for that in this class, the scout ships are fairly ubiquitous things 
that have to do a lot of multi-role missions. Which this one is capable of, with her 5000ton chassis she can land on 
atmosphere which has some uses and it’s got room onboard for people and a fair few vehicles, if you where not 
carrying any vehicles you could pack in a lot of extra cargo there as well. 
 
A ship this size, you're looking at it only being about 100-120metres long and fairly thin, its also got a few things 
like the batteries contributing their ID to the ships chassis, its got a lot of armour and those VPS shields make it 
very tough. So let’s put this into a perspective for gaming and I’ll throw a few more quick and dirty examples in the 
back of the book later. 

Thresher Tiger 905SD Patrol/Scout ship 
Cost: $115 million  Weight: 7000tons   Cargo: 420tons 
Space Speed- 43     Overdrive: 3phases at 64  FTL: 43x100 
Atmosphere: 430m/phase   Overdrive: 3phases at 640m/phase 
 
PV: 2000    PV VPS:  15,000 
Hull ID: 616,000   ID-VPS Shield: 60,000 
Crew: 12   Passengers: 12   
Output Signature- Gigawatt 
Vehicle Bay: 500ton  Engineering Bay: 50ton 
 
Armament:  Dorsal 40gw Particle Cannon on A-Type Turret 360° X Axis- 180° Y Axis    
  PEN 5000, AD 5000, Range 100,000units, 40km atmosphere, +7 Firecontrol 
   
  Ventral 60gw MASER on A-Type Turret 360° X Axis- 180° Y Axis 
  PEN 6000 AD 12,000, Range 80,000units, 8km atmosphere, +7 Firecontrol 
   
Features: Rating 10ECM/ECCM, Suppressor-Grade Encryption 
  10 gigawatt VF and Aleph Radio- 1million Light year range  
  10gigawatt towed Sensor array- 2million Space units 
  20,000 hour range, SHEL-D Armour plating 
  Stern Mounted 3Gw Ion Engines, Bow Mounted 3Gw Ion Engines (+2 Piloting) 
  144gigawatt Reactor,  
  64gigawatt battery back-up 
  Level 2- Auto-nanite Repair System- fixes 400ID per combat round 
  Level 2- internal defence grid 
  Anti Missile System – 15 shot (+5piloting bonus) 
 
Running costs: $148,000 ($7400 per 1000hrs) 

Individual Component Hit ID 
Reactor Fuel Tank Turret V Turret D Antennas Engine B Engine S 

2880 23,000 1200 1200 200 60,000 60,000 

    
VPS Shield AMS MASER P-Cannon Batteries Radio 

12,000 300 1200 600 10% hull 60     

Well that’s the nuts, guts and every single fucking bolts of it in detail, (at least it’s simpler than the first draft) as 
always, just use this as a rough guide if you want to make something on the fly. 
Quick and dirty, just give something ID, PV, guns and a rough space speed and you’ve got something that can 
just be blown up or molested in game fairly easily. 
 
This is just for specifics. 
If you don’t need specifics then by all means ignore it and just use whatever works easiest. 
Likewise, expect a few warts in the space combat thing like an engine or something having more ID in a chassis 
than the chassis, that’s normally because they aren’t meant to fit in something so small! 
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Dark Entries 

GM’s Guide to Thresher 
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While this particular part of the Thresher Sourcebook was being written it occurred to me that the other soft  
companies and particularly the other two suppressor powers in the SLA universe would need to survive. SLA 
owns, lock stock and barrel roughly 96% of the known universe and that’s an enormous resource base, so  
enormous in fact that there is no reason for Darknight or Thresher to have any say in what goes on, especially in 
space. 
Unless they had an edge the others didn’t. With ownership of 96% of the known universe this means the  
remaining 3% are either hidden and can’t be found or incredibly hard mother fuckers no one will mess with, which 
is the tack I concluded if I was either being on the 96% wielding a big resource bat or the last 4% who’s copping it 
on the chin and spitting teeth. 

Relations with other companies 
9th Century warfare, corporate doctrine and the Balance of power 

SLA Industries 
 

SLA, makes the most of its large force and is dangerous for the sheer fact that they can get anywhere in an  
instant or call up reinforcements if in trouble. The SLA navy has a particularly chequered past of some sometimes 
distinct successes and most notably some terribly punishing defeats which they never mention openly to their 
public. Even if they do win a battle and lose thousands of ships through sheer attrition against a vastly  
outnumbered Darknight or Thresher force, their media will find some way of beating it into some great success 
story. What they do make up for in lack of talent and tactics is easily overshadowed by their vast amounts of  
shipping, endless supply lines and inexhaustible industrial might to just keep churning out more if something gets 
broken. Only a fool would take them for being anything else but the number one threat in the universe, the fact 
that they haven’t completely obliterated the enemy. Even with that massive resource base however reeks of  
incompetence at every level within the company itself because as cunning as their enemy is, it is still like taking 
on two or three guys, with you and 96 of your mates however you look at it. Sure the playing field might be very 
big, but it’s not like you could lose unless you’re paralytic drunk. 
 
By far the largest company with the most resources, personnel and owns pretty much everything. Thresher don’t 
like SLA at all because it poses the largest threat to their survival and way of life, due to their small size Thresher 
are not much more than an annoying thorn in SLA's side that is next to impossible to remove. They had several 
good shots at trying to remove Thresher over the years but failed on all accounts, they’ve tried subtle infiltration, 
assassination, massed fleet and army battles, biogenetic warfare and even a massive press campaign to attempt 
to destroy employee morale. Someone probably should have told them SLA TV doesn’t reach out into the  
backwaters of the universe and if/when it does several years late, by that stage no one out that way cares and 
assassination is largely ineffective now due to shadowmaker. 
SLA regards Thresher as a threat mainly due to its military prowess and technology and as a result accords 
Thresher an inordinate amount of overkill whenever they show up. 
Thresher regards SLA as a tyrannical power that takes away peoples lives and fills their pockets with baubles. 
They also have lots of equipment worth stealing; wrecking and SLA struck the first blows against Thresher's  
independence.  
 
The war has gone on ever since. 
 
By this stage of the game, most people will have played SLA ops and are fully aware of what a meat popsicle their 
characters are, no one works for SLA unless they have no other choice and that’s fairly much how their  
productivity reflects it.  
People work for SLA because they have too  
They go to work, because they have too 
They produce shit products in factories, because they have too.  
 
Very few players and GM’s will have explored what’s on the other side of the fence, aside from being moving  
targets, how the other 4% live. 
 
Heres a hint, its nowhere near as bad as SLA makes it out. 
If it was any different they would be taking the easy way out and throwing their lot in with SLA so this is an  
analysis of what lures that last 4% into effectively ‘open-game’ season in SLA’s gun barrels. 
 
SLA is a good place to work if you don’t want to think, have no real ambitions, like being told what to do, work for 
shit money and if you really like drugs, they’ve got plenty of all that. Which suits the shit for brains 96% of the  
universes myopic, fuck-knuckle population down to a tee aside from the usual malcontents who will piss and 
whine about anything. But basically, if you only ever want to be a no-hoper corporate slave with no prospects 
aside from a guaranteed early death, either from drug abuse or in-company politics, then by all means, join SLA. 
You’ll amount to nothing, achieve nothing of note, die and be forgotten by an un-adoring public. 

Section 3 
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Darknight 
 

Darknight are the guys no one can find, they're like cockroaches that scuttle off into the dark when you flick on the 
torch and have the can of spray full of chemicals that are so lethal they're banned in most third world countries. 
When you’re a little guy who’s 2% the size of the other guy with the can, you get pretty good at not being found  
and sneaking out to grab some crumbs when his back is turned. Otherwise you’ll get pounded like a prison bitch. 
Lacking reliable logistics and frequently outnumbered in space have been relying on energy weapons to keep  
going with what they have. What foldships they do have retain their ebb weapons but frequently end up refitting 
them with energy weapons as well to make for some dangerous hybrids. Often noted for their ability to turn tail 
and run when a battle looks to not have even started, many an impetuous captain has ended up losing their ship, 
life and crew to only run blindly after some ‘Darknight pirates’. Then find themselves in the middle of a fleet that 
was hiding under their cloaking devices and been torn to pieces by massed barrages of energy weapons or in the 
middle of a minefield. Darknight are taken very seriously by both SLA and Thresher for their habit of being rat-
bastards and their captains possessed of unnatural cunning who know their particular piece of space very well. 
 
Much larger than Thresher again by a magnitude of 75 times, the relationship could be described as 'interesting'. 
DN has a bigger navy and more armed forces but lacks the technology and firepower to match Thresher in all  
areas of battle one on one. Their troops don’t have weapons that are very effective against Thresher armours and 
what armours they do have don’t stop Thresher firearms. Their Foldships don’t have the size of Thresher vessels 
and they make a point of not messing with the Thresher Ion fleet's nuclear weapons and advanced gunnery  
platforms. 
 
Darknight do have one thing going for them, they fight a guerrilla war like Thresher does but have a lot more  
personnel and resources to do so and keep doing so for quite some time now they are a truly independent entity. 
It may very well take 1000 line infantry to take down a Suit of TH.005 and its pilot but 1000 grunts can be written 
off as 'acceptable' losses, for Thresher, the loss of that one unit is not usually immediately replaceable within a 
short period of time, even with their industrial might and shadowmaker.  
 
Eventually though the losses all round don’t work out and it turns into mutual destruction, Darknight has in the 
past made Thresher's nose very bloody in their acquisition of territory and seizure of Thresher space. Both sides 
reached a mutual non-aggression treaty in 803SD after hundreds of years of constant warfare and competition. 
This "Cold War" came about after the attacks in the 800’s and is on very shaky terms in the early 900’s, about the 
only thing holding it together is the fact that SLA is a bigger, uglier company that poses a much greater threat to 
both of them. Competition is mostly bragging rights as to who can rip off the biggest chunk of SLA industries. 
As an employee, Darknight isn’t much fun to work for once you get back to one of their homeworlds, their security 
is tight, ultra paranoid and they split everyone up in some backwards, all fucked up socialist system where  
everyone gets treated equally badly. Unless you're at the top of the pecking order in which case as always, they 
get the best cuts of everything, pretty much like everywhere else but overall it’s pretty horrible. 
 
Darknight is a great place for the universes malcontents and whiners that actually bothered to get of their arse 
and try to kick against the system, however upon finding themselves there they end up whining about how shit it is 
on the other side. The quality of Darknight products overall is fairly fucking awful, mostly because there's no  
incentive to produce more or less than turn up, crank the wheels in motion and go home at the end of the day to 
shit TV, shit food, shitty booze and probably a shitty partner that the company picked out for you to marry and 
breed shitty kids with.  
 
They have castes, Worker, Soldier, Manager and Polit.  
 
Supposedly they're all equal in the eyes of their high command, who no one knows who the hell they are but the 
reality is much more obvious. Polit, Manager, Soldier and Worker in that order with their own rank structure in 
place. 
 
SLA used to ‘own’ Darknight as basically a place to put all their miscreants really and to have someone to blame 
when everything went to shit. Well, things did eventually go to shit as things do in SLA and Darknight slipped their 
leash and allied with some particularly nasty forces ol’ Slayer probably wished they didn’t and are causing  
genuine damage to SLA Industries and anyone else in the way. 
Darknight as a company isn't much fun to work for, at least SLA bothers to fund their employees with massive 
amounts of resources which in turn make up for any downfalls in their performance and the fact they’ve got no 
initiative or brains. There is no safety net like that in Darknight, they can provide some goods and services but not 
to the degree SLA does, their training of their employees is about on par with SLA and natural selection makes 
sure that only the best and toughest get anywhere. Alls said and done, they are capable of making a difference in 
the universe through the efforts of individual employees, backed up by a massive network of intelligence gathering 
and some of their upper tier employees are very, very clever individuals. 
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Tek Trex 
Tek Trex have and odd situation where they aren’t big enough or aggressive enough to be counted as a  
suppressor power company and have much the same situation as Darknight except with even less manpower, no 
planets and wander around like gypsies. They do have a number of large factory ships and their technological 
edge is quite good, obviously enough to avoid being smashed by SLA and being absorbed by Darknight or 
Thresher. Better known by Joe ‘shit for brains’ Public who rots his brain in front of SLA TV for making angry little 
drones with guns and chainsaws it is just one of many things they make. TT make some of the best energy  
weapons, missiles, AI’s, cybernetic interfaces, ion engines and radio gear in the game which isn’t conflict era  
replication.  
 
They’re also known to successfully replicate Darknight proprietary tech as well once in awhile, they also sell most 
of it to anyone with something to trade or hard currency, which keeps a lot of independent operators and planets 
in quality gear, plus it gives them somewhere to hide when SLA really draws out the long knives and goes hunting 
for TV ratings. 
 
A tiny company compared to the 'Big Three' it still ply’s a healthy trade on the open market for people looking for 
high-tech manufactured items and sells some equipment to Thresher in the way of the ubiquitous robots that 
sometimes end up as disarmed kids toys. While lacking the complexity of Thresher equivalent devices they still 
get buyers and collectors of the funny little robots because they are cheap and 'cute'. Like all imports these units 
are thoroughly screened for surveillance devices before being allowed into Thresher controlled areas. The current 
fad amongst TT and Thresher employees is to pit their 'tin warriors' against each other with chain axes for a high 
tech form of pit dog fighting on a number of neutral worlds and played on the Free Net TTTV.  
Thresher and TT actually get along in an odd way, TT appreciates their cutting edge and Thresher don’t really 
consider them a threat militarily, though they do compete fairly heavily in the free-market cybernetics with limited 
impact on either company. Tek Trex have been offered a merger deal in the past but have decided to stand on 
their own two (wibbly-wobbly) feet for now and are exploring their new venture of Free Net TTTV receivers, sale of 
radios to private operators and it is making SLA very pissed. 
 
Thresher actually helped Darknight set up TTTV by taking the Tek Trex transmitters into SLA space via cloaking 
ion drive ships and cutting them loose, in addition they provide a lot of logistical support to TT in the form of  
advanced AI’s on the transmitter drones. The transmitters roam around under their own cloaking devices, sending 
the free-TV into SLA systems and are a nightmare to track down because they shut down if anything gets close 
and transmission runs off another set of drones a few light years away. Thresher in return for logistical support 
gets 12hrs a day on TTTV to show its own programs, mostly powersuit and jet bike races which are proving to be 
immensely popular, but occasionally the odd bit of war-world or news it shown to people SLA would rather not 
have seen.  The real ‘killer’ programs are the Tek-Trex documentaries on how to make explosives, electronics 
and all sorts of nasty material which can be made by anyone and has caused SLA to deem the use of the 500uni 
TTTV receivers found on any television set to be a Class 1 offence and shot without a warrant.  
(Not that it stops anyone! Any good downtown bar will have TTTV playing and betting on the races.) 
 
The continuing sale and use of privately owned radio transmitters being used by ‘subversives’ is becoming a huge 
problem for SLA on all its worlds where the ham operators can talk without being censured by SLA is having the 
company throw down a very heavy hand on the operators.  
Mostly because anyone with a cheap HF crystal receiver can pick up these messages and the better operators 
are getting harder to find than a needle in a haystack with repeaters, moving transmitters on drones or vehicles, 
even if the ops have no political or company motivations they are Class 1 subversives in SLA industries eyes and 
accorded no mercy by Cloak if they're caught, even being caught with a receiver to listen in will get someone 
killed on the spot. Despite the threat of being executed, it hasn’t dampened the enthusiasm of the ham operators 
who grow in number every year, if anything it’s just given the whole scene a kick in the arse because now it’s  
dangerously naughty and lots of wannabes want to jump on the bandwagon. 
 
Very little is known about Tek Trex employees except for the fact they're extraordinarily smart, well educated and 
boast massive amounts of cybernetics, full shell replacements in some cases and much, much tougher than they 
look. What little info Thresher have gleaned from visiting them in treaties is that they are also very quietly  
ambitious and dedicated to their company with the zeal that would put a stormer to shame. 
Because TT is such a small company with good resources and technical base its employees are like Thresher in 
many regards because they're well equipped, smart and used to thinking before they act, unlike Thresher they 
come from mostly purely human stock, no ebb support, very few alien races and generally employees are  
recruited from outside the company from street-savvy operators. 
They are your classic cyber-punk, low life, high tech. Stripping out SLA databases, carrying the loot back home to 
the factory ships and knocking out a couple of working examples of what they just stole for sale into the free-
market economy of who ever will buy them.  
If they where to gain another 20-30million members from their current estimated 5million or so now then they 
could be genuinely classed as a suppressor power in their own right but SLA tends to enjoy weeding out the  
mischievous members and they have no permanent base of operations outside the ships. A few good economic 
hits and they would probably retreat and throw their lot in with Thresher. 
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Shaktars and Pirates 
Most Shaktars would resent the fact of being lumped in with pirates, except for the fact that there are an awful lot 
of Shaktar pirates and they are very good at what they do. Not all pirates are Shaktars though; it just seems that 
the best ones seem to end up at the top of their respective food chain in the universe. The Shaktar Empire has 
yielded to SLA and the company has some remnants of its slips produce excellent ion drive warships based on 
Shaktar designs and armed with some particularly vicious plasma weapons to match their equally vicious  
boarding crews who hunt down other shaktars who are in service of Thresher as privateers or independent  
pirates. Aside from the species in-fighting, some captains are possessed of levels of surprising empathy for their 
‘prizes’ and will let them go after stealing their cargo, but more often than not the encounter ends in bloodshed 
and a drifting hulk somewhere in deep space. Pirate clans get very big and very powerful after awhile that become  
serious threats to even suppressor sized company interests. 
 
A few even dally into the life of mercenaries, guns and ships for hire which is about as semi-honest a living as 
most of the pirates can ask for. Others sell their stolen wares on the free markets but if it’s from SLA or DN it’s 
usually just a good way to get themselves hunted down with extreme prejudice as Thresher often trades quite 
openly with pirate clans and seems to be one of the few that has enough muscle and respect in space to keep 
them at arms length. This has caused something of fallout with the Ulran Union who both hates the pirates and 
anyone who deals with them, while the UU won’t turn away Thresher traders from selling and buying on Ulran it 
won’t move any commerce for them, which suits Thresher just fine it seems as they maintain their own contractors 
and traders in-company where they can keep an eye on them better. 
 
Most pirates’ stay well away from Thresher shipping. Unlike SLA, Darknight and soft companies the Thresher 
ships tend to be well armoured, fast, well armed and full of Marines wearing heavy armour with huge guns that 
are just looking for an excuse to relieve some boredom by filling the corridors of enemy ships with DU riddled 
corpses. And that’s just their cargo transports, the military ships are just a complete fucking nightmare for a pirate 
to even consider. Occasionally a truly desperate (or dog-stupid) pirate captain will try to take out a lone Thresher 
ship but most find it too much bother and bloodshed to get easily with their internal defence systems, it also leads 
to the perpetrator of the hijacking being hunted down and exterminated horribly by the Thresher Navy, who tend 
to enjoy doing it. 
There is an unwritten and unspoken rule in the deep space between Thresher and Pirates, "Don’t annoy us or go 
near our Homeworlds we won’t kill you." Some employees have contacts with pirates, mostly for trade and infor-
mation gathering, particularly the Doktetcomast shaktar privateers inside Thresher who have some measure of 
respect mostly because they wipe out SLA shaktar privateers who nobody is particularly fond of. 

Independents 
Most of the remaining independent worlds have signed a contract with one of the three suppressor powers and 
there are very few that maintain their own sovereignty. SLA usually approaches them first to offer a 3P’s contract 
which the planetary leadership would be wise to take up. Darknight, due to a history of deals they welched on will 
try to offer the planet their version of the 3P’s and neither are very much fun for the inhabitants as it effectively 
removes any governing body off-world and things tend to either decay into shit in the case of SLA who forgets 
about them or Darknight who seem to deliberately run it into the ground. About the only real recourse and a 
dreadful one it is, is to hire Thresher mercenaries from the Spec-Forces and Privateering who will literally cost the 
earth. They're honest and they’ll stick by their contract to the letter but it’s so expensive that many planets can’t 
afford them for too long and if they run out of money then they’ll leave, if they run up a debt the Thresher will take 
everything they own by force leaving the planet even worse off as the other two work out who’s going to claim the 
planet. At best they get conquered by Darknight or SLA, at worst, the planet becomes a holocaust of fighting  
between Darknight and SLA. 
 
One of the few who’ve stuck by their independent status is the Ulran Union, its economic might is probably 
equivalent to Darknight and a bit more as they have literally billions of ships and trillions of associated members. 
They print the free market trade hard universal currency the Uni which is recognised pretty much everywhere.  
 
While 1uni = $0.10 Thresher dollar or 0.10 of a SLA credit it is stable, the UU who is guaranteed neutrality and 
moves everyone’s commerce except Thresher’s and pirates who they don’t really have any discernable  
difference. 
 
There are still a lot of planets out there that haven’t been contracted to the Three P's SLA contract or aligned with 
Thresher or Darknight. Approaching these can sometimes be extremely hazardous for small groups of Thresher 
agents as they will have to conform to local customs and laws before being allowed to trade. The main threat 
most often comes from old enemies, pirates lurking on the edge of system, SLA and Darknight representatives 
and other soft companies who may have gotten there first. Thresher maintains a neutral stance on low volume 
trade but will not tolerate other companies setting up bases of operations on planets near Thresher controlled 
worlds and responds with sudden and violent action. Many worlds usually roll over and give in to Thresher after 
one of these 'Blitzkrieg' attacks which only last 2-6 hours and leave the enemy base a complete ruin. Very few 
worlds have a technology level which can match Thresher to detect them approaching so there is never a chance 
for many, should the planets governing body begin availing SLA or DN for assistance or stupidly decide to make a 
fight of it Thresher will send in the fleet.  
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Past actions have shown that the scorched earth policy of Thresher does more to keep planetary systems in line 
than anything else. SLA and DN put down troops to control worlds as they have the manpower to do so, Thresher 
doesn’t like maintaining such large amounts of troops away from secure Homeworlds unless there is something 
worth defending.  
 
If they can’t take what they want immediately or the native population causes too many problems then that planet 
can expect with 6-40 hours two battle groups of Thresher's conflict wars era Ion drive fleet to turn up and strip the 
atmosphere off with mass drivers and plasma, making extinct everything in under an hour. SLA doesn’t find it  
expedient or economically viable to defend these worlds, they loose too many Foldships to the Thresher fleets 
weapons every time they have tried. 
Fortunately this doesn’t happen too often as its not good for ‘the business’ which is Threshers stock and trade as 
mercenaries who will quite happily work for the planet or person who hires them, be it suppressing civil  
insurrection, kicking Darknight or SLA off or even just simple assassination and extradition. No one will save them 
though if they don’t pay up or run out of money, the mercs and privateers go home and if you owe them money 
they’ll take everything of value and leave you to the dogs. Breaking a contract halfway through the hiring of 
Thresher Special Forces will just end up ugly. Real ugly. 
Over 80% of the Bond Legion members are from neutral planets as well so they are a resource that Thresher ac-
tively head-hunts in so much as they don’t go around wrecking anything that their hirelings come from, which in 
turn has put them in quite a few good-books as well. 

NGK Slave Lords and the Trade 
 

Fairly much pirates, with even less scruples. As disgusting and loathed as they are there always seems to be 
someone that needs an extra set of hands around the place that they don’t have to pay, set up a pension for and 
can work them into the ground. Darknight, SLA and a few independent worlds buy slaves off these shady  
operators and everyone else makes a point of keeping away from them as much as possible. If SLA and 
Darknight where to stop buying people off them they would probably fade away and lose what power they have as 
their customer base dried up. As it is, they're probably only second to the UU in terms of economic and naval 
strength. 
 
Originally they where the royalty from a planet called New Guinea who rose to the status of soft-company about 
800 years ago in the turbulent times after the conflict wars remaining mostly intact with their ships, soldiers and 
went picking on the many worlds that where defenceless. The employees of the New Guinea slave company live 
in luxury which makes even the heights of decadence and moral depravity of the SLA elite blush. Despite their  
no-holds bared lifestyle at home they are scrupulous traders, hardened soldiers with exceptional equipment and 
training who have spent the last 800 years both raiding for ‘fresh blood’ and also raised their own captive human-
ity into bondage which is compliant, healthy and in some cases, trained.  
For a time they cast a beady eye on the Thresher employees with all their eugenics, long lifespan as potential 
breeding stock before Thresher put an end to that by rolling in their regular navy, their marines and entered into 
some gunboat diplomacy down the barrel of mass drivers and nuclear missiles.  
 
Since then they're fairly careful not to tread on any of the sharks children because it cost them (a lot of) money 
last time to make Thresher go away and it was bad for business. 
Darknight buy the bulk of the NGK trained bonds slave market which is mostly soldiers and skilled labourers,  
affording them company employee status once they’ve worked off their debt to their benefactors. SLA however 
just buys people who aren’t very expensive, aren’t trained in anything and ships them off to Artery where they're 
never heard from again. According to both Darknight and Thresher who rarely agree on anything, they are  
rendered down into a biological soup to provide material for the stormer vats. 
 
SLA however denies any activity or trading with the NGK and they have fairly good press which keeps anyone in 
the SLA circle of influence in the dark about NGK. They simply do not exist as far as SLA employees are  
concerned. Skin traders associated with NGK still ply their wickedness on the streets of all SLA owned worlds with 
hardly any reproach so it would appear a bargain has been struck or they're a black-book sub-company under  
SLA. (The truth is far more horrible) 
 
No one likes skin traders, not even other skin traders or their customers. Thresher won’t tolerate any type of this 
activity on its Homeworlds or allied worlds, rather than encourage it like DN has been known to do or throw a  
token effort at it like SLA does. Considering that the average Thresher citizen has some military training, probably 
a pistol on their person and a rifle or submachine gun at home with their family, they are quite capable of doing 
something about it without the local militia and ITSS. It is not uncommon for agents in the field to attack Skin  
Traders, sometimes it is for the simple reason alone that they find it morally repulsive but more often than not it is 
to rescue feral ebon and waster children to send back home. Breaking a skin trade open on an enemy world is 
also a good way of getting local support with the residents, who will in their own way be able to repay the act with 
providing shelter, a place to hide and an escape route when SLA comes knocking. A wise field agent should  
always make sure they have a good local backing, people act differently to kind deeds more so than shallow 
promises. 
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Killa Chassis 
A long time ally, the company sells at least 50% of its gross product to Thresher in the form of civilian, military and 
industrial Powersuits. SLA snubbed the sale of KC Powersuits on their market and DN found them 'too pricey' but 
ever since they have found Thresher to be almost as lucrative a market anyway. On a lot of occasions Thresher 
has stepped in to assist KC fight off hostile takeovers from SLA, DN and up and coming soft companies looking to 
steal their manufacturing plants and technology. The current CEO of Killa Chassis, John C Woodhead has a long 
memory for such favours and has instructed his employees to assist Thresher agents when they can within  
reasonable means. In 850SD KC sold 50% of their shares to Thresher in a mutual defence and research treaty 
which has come to the benefit of both parties and KC manufacturing is now housed on both Sino and Nordland. 
KC also moves a lot of Thresher products on the SLA markets and the open markets in their outlets which are for 
sale to the general public with hard uni’s, the now infamous DVT jet bikes, Keshangs and even powerarmour  
being cut loose on the universe cause SLA a lot of headaches and it is only a matter of time before they get shut 
down permanently. 
 

Soft Companies 
Thresher looks upon them in several ways. 
Some have a good product or design team that may be 'coerced' into joining the company with the lure of  
resources, money and safety. Of particular interest are chemical and biogenetic engineers and their products. 
Should the soft company turn them down and wish to remain independent then sometimes a hostile takeover is 
attempted with Thresher forces arriving, killing anyone who resists, seizing notes, materials, products, designs 
and talented staff. Soft company representatives are very wary of dealing with Thresher agents for this very  
reason, they don’t want a death squad of heavily armoured soldiers kicking the crap out of them at 3am and  
stealing everything that isn’t nailed down  

Thresher History 
One of the nice things about when you conquer a universe and have almost all of the population under an iron fist 
of information is that you can write pretty much anything you want as being canon truth. This includes things like 
history, actually, especially history because it hides a multitude of sins. SLA will tell you the Shaktar put down their 
weapons and went open arms into the embrace of company life and happily gave up a long history of raiding,  
warfare and colonisation. Throwing away a perfectly good empire that was doing quite well prior to SLA  
wandering in and killing everything with stormers, admittedly they may have faced annihilation but universes are 
big places. Seven Clans went into SLA at literally gunpoint from ships in orbit after they had 99% of their fleet  
annihilated over Kn’nth. 
 
The Eighth Clan of Doktetcomast, remnants of that great fleet where almost wiped out to a ship in defence of 
Kn’nth except for a handful which where are Static, desperately trying to get aid from the Ebons. With their Ion 
drive transports loaded full of ebon warriors they found they had nothing to go back too and a huge war fleet 
headed up to finish off the job they decided to make a run for it and hide, biding their time until they where strong 
enough to confront SLA and wrest their ancestors homeworlds out of slavery. 
 
They ran and they hid for ten years as the universe’s guns eventually fell silent and there was nothing left but 
planets full of ashes where only a dim memory remained of the species and races that once lived in them. Out of 
fuel, supplies and deep in uncharted space at literally the edge of the known universe the Doktetcomast put down 
on Persephone and began colonising the small system and the one planet there capable of supporting life. The 
ebons didn’t want to go back, being allied with the 8th moon clan was now a death sentence and tears of blood 
are said to have been shed by the shaktar clan on hearing that they no longer existed according to the Shahanti 
and often called the ‘Cut of Injustice’ from what they saw as ungrateful, pragmatic and cowardly shaktars. Indeed 
it is why the members of the other seven clans are still trying to iron out some kind of racial memory of that day by 
proving they’re honest, trustworthy and loyal people. Penance for a day where an eighth of their people ‘died’ and 
never came back. 
Not that the ebons had anything to go back too either, the warrior traditions where squashed, the population  
disarmed and reduced to simple peasants not allowed to practice their ebb skills without permission. Soldiers 
without a war, people without homes to go back too. 
 
Persephone had one inhabitant who met the first shuttles and dropships coming down, a small human woman 
dressed in homespun woollen clothes and welcomed them to her planet, for a time the shaktars where quick to 
dismiss her as a mad hermit who’d probably ended up here for much the same reasons they did. Realising that 
they where not going to get rid of the funny little human who seemed to be dogging their footsteps and sticking 
her nose into their equipment and ships a few shaktar warriors tried to remove her from the dropship and found 
themselves hurled aside with a slight flick of her fingers and their ebon warriors fell back feeling the sheer power 
behind the woman called Lucina... 
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Jy’ffyr first oracle of Doktetcomast took it upon himself to meet with her rather than have anyone injured or killed 
and approached Lucina outside the dropship as the others thundered down around them. 
 
“Your god sent you here to hide you from SLA industries, it is not fate that has brought you here.” 
“What would a human woman know of Doktetcomast and my race?” 
“I know enough that you have only one choice but to hide until your ships in orbit can be repaired and refuelled, 
even know their fingers are reaching out across the universe looking for you and you're in no fit condition to fight.” 
“It is true enough, but we’ll die if it comes to that.” 
“So eager to die? No, bide your time and wait, others will come and bring with them the materials and ken to fix 
your ships, until then you must hide and wait, SLA is rising to the pinnacle of their power. In time they will become 
weaker and complacent where you can begin taking back your rightful place. They will not find you here, not in the 
shadowlands here and I have much to teach your ebons.” 
“What will we do for places to live? How do we prepare?” 
“Persephone is a rich place, you will survive and prosper but you will have to be patient as things take time and 
there are darker forces at work which I must tell you about...” 
 
The Thresher fleet two hundred odd years later put in orbit over Persephone, battered from being on the run for 
so long. Chased by both SLA and Darknight these handful of mercenaries put down to find an odd mix of ebons 
and shaktars living happily enough in rough conditions light years from anywhere. If it wasn’t for a bit of luck and 
diplomacy from other ebons in Thresher, the company itself could have quite easily been ended then and there. 
Lucina, was quite capable of wiping the battered fleet from orbit in a single thought, so (wisely!) instead they 
traded. Thresher needed a place to hide and mend its wounds and the population on Persephone needed  
technology to keep going, plus they had no way of contact with the outside world as the ion drives where long 
since abandoned and would need repairs. After a few months of watching each other the C&C of the Thresher 
Navy, Admiral Josual and one of their few remaining commanders accepted training with Lucina and the alliance 
was strengthened as a new leader emerged to take Thresher into the next step of their quest for independence 
and self rule. With new ideas, manpower to crew their conflict era ion drives Persephone became a base of  
operations for Thresher as they consolidated their materials, technology and formed their first proper board of  
directors. Josual is often called something of a messiah by the other employees in Thresher, a title he dislikes 
intensely but continues these centuries later down the track still working for the company he helped form, a  
humble and honest man.  
 
The nanotechnology and conflict era tech of Thresher got the ancient Arc-Light dreadnoughts of the Doktetcomast 
fleet back in action within a few months and they began building the first city of L’ndnfr’ll for people to live in and 
factories to produce the new armour and weapons that would guard them in the coming challenges ahead.  
Provided the new company maintained its independence, didn’t devolve into in-fighting Lucina promised that they 
could use Persephone and would provide them with technology to defeat their enemies as it was required. 
It wouldn’t be a completely selfless act on Lucina’s part, she explained that Persephone was just one part of a 
larger universe adjoining this one and as its representative here had a vested interest in making sure it was  
helping to protect this universe from something which threatened to cross into it once the SLA universe was 
turned into entropy, then once it was done would move onto others. The Thresher, shaktars and ebons would be 
helping in that conflict in their own way. Being they where so few in number they would need to increase their em-
ployees quickly to stand a chance of doing anything against SLA, Darknight and other depredations. 
They’d have to drag themselves up by the bootstraps every step of the way. 
 
Sino, a verdant world covered mostly by oceans and located far out on the fringe galaxy’s which where mostly 
barren and lifeless was a small jewel which had been fought over and for centuries had endured one occupation 
after another. Its people, humans who had time after time resisted occupation where desperately fighting off 
Darknight occupation when they secretly got an offer of alliance from a rag-tag collection of shaktars and ebons, 
along with a handful of humans. Wary at first that the offer was too good to refuse the Thresher gave them guns, 
armour and equipment in such amounts they could barely believe their eyes, up until then they’d been fighting 
with captured Darknight arms and armour in small resistance cells that where on the verge of being wiped out.  
 
So for a month the equipment kept coming and their leader General Cam tore the Darknight forces out of the 
northern part of the continent in a series of bloody assaults and in response Darknight moved their fleet into  
bombardment range, threatening to blast the atmosphere off it if they didn’t stop immediately.  
He asked to join Thresher on condition his people could retain their culture, be a part of the republic structure in 
the company with their own representative and in return they would provide what they could to furbish employees 
and supplies. General Cam was wary of the ebons but the shaktars he sensed held a duty of honour which he 
could understand and they sent in the fleet. The slaughter of the Darknight forces in orbit and on the ground was 
so complete they never dared to come back, Cam was killed but the Shaktars kept their word and Sino brought 
into the fold. Its people to this day are some of the most loyal and intensely proud member of the company it has 
at its disposal, having spent centuries fighting they're also some of its most hardened. 
Soldiering for Thresher isn’t merely seen as some occupation by people from Sino, it is seen as a civic duty and 
pays respect to their ancestors who fought and died for their independence, ensuring their next generations enjoy 
that small but treasured luxury- choice. 
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Nordland and ERY-Despair in the Sino galaxy where a hard won struggle that took the better part of two years to 
tame with Darknight finally being kicked out in 250SD being hunted like animals from the terrible Thresher fleet 
which chased them from planet to planet and system to system. While they where few in number the effects of 
conflict-era vessels on what was little more than a collection of freighters, beat up old foldships and a few out 
dated ion drive warships put the message home. The people of Nordland and Despair where every bit as proud 
and independent as the people from Sino and took a bit more convincing that Thresher would honour their word. 
Only helped by the fact that the company reps from Sino managed to eventually talk them into joining and 
Thresher was well on the way to having a plentiful resource base and ready number of employees to start crank-
ing up their industry to unheard of levels of production. 
Which was just as well. 
In the mid third century SLA Date their long time enemies, SLA and Darknight came marauding having travelled 
light years to find the Thresher and hoping to find their hidden stash of core-nanotech lathes and replication gear 
which kept their edge. They where in no way prepared to deal with what they found out in the fringes of the uni-
verse. Dozens of ancient warships and terrible weapons the like of which hadn’t been seen in centuries, planets 
defended by millions of mines, defence stations, Darknight bowed out early. What they came across they where 
woefully unable to deal with and SLA, incensed at the fact they’d not been able to wipe them out started what was 
known as the hundred years war. 
 
For 103 years SLA kept launching massive assaults into the Sino system, billions of SLA soldiers, spacers and 
navigators died to the new fission weapons being deployed by Thresher and generations grew up under the 
shadow of the massive dreadnoughts that plied the skies and space above their planets. What neither SLA nor 
Darknight knew was that the dreadnoughts where being rotated out and seemed indestructible, Thresher would 
have ten in the Nordland system and ten in the Sino system. If any of them where damaged they sent them back 
to Persephone to be repaired and the 12 stationed there where rotated in as required. In 363SD Thresher  
released a nano warfare device into the atmospheres of several dozen SLA and Darknight worlds which attacked 
their superconductor production facilities and effectively ground them both to a halt as electronics basically  
disappeared for a few years and neither could figure out how to stop it. SLA belligerently launched a massive  
attack on Sino with a short term biogenetic warfare weapon successfully and Thresher took the gloves off. It 
dumped a stage 2 nanovirus into the SLA planet Centra and killed over 200 billion people in howling agony as the 
resulting plague which swept through another half dozen worlds for two years before it wore itself out and stopped 
functioning. 
 
Thresher intercepted another two attacks seeking to launch more biogenetic weapons in their atmosphere above 
Nordland and responded by killing another 100billion people in counter attacks that where less successful than 
the first including a near miss on Mort and finally talks ensued to cease the use of such weapons on inhabited 
systems. 
Which was probably well as Thresher was on the ropes and running out of resources, its people weary of the  
constant warfare and even though the weapon launched into Sino only killed a few hundred people before they 
stamped it out with their advanced medicines it did produce some odd sociological effects regarding touching and 
affection. 
 
Up until 500SD things remained fairly constant with the cities being rebuilt, the fleet increased to the point where 
they had a large surplus and raiding began in earnest to keep their supplies up, it was also at this point around 
410SD that Thresher began their eugenics program. With the bulk of their employees being human it was decided 
that they should improve their condition and soon new children where being born from the spin offs of nanite 
medical technology, smarter, healthier, longer lived and healthier as they applied it to everyone. Except the ebons 
who where unable to be re-spun in the lathes, shaktars avoided it for religious reasons but it didn’t take long  
before the next generations where taking and making their place in society. Free of warfare and children born 
straight and strong it was probably the heyday of peace for the besieged company which was still largely  
isolationist and outside contact limited to the privateer and naval assaults that periodically brought back news and 
wonderful things from the outside universe. The eagerness to rejoin the universe eventually heralded a new era of 
open warfare, one Thresher soon found itself more than matched. 
 
Mistblind joined Thresher in 503SD bringing with it the Aegir humans who had been living there ever since or  
possibly before the conflict wars and where possibly the original descendants of the nanotech manufacturers of 
Thresher equipment. Having inherited in their DNA a particularly large amount of biogenetics and nanite healing 
abilities from their ancestors they where very keen to join the rest of the universe as well, having been there for so 
long they’d gone back to a hunter gatherer lifestyle and any technology they once possessed had slipped from 
their grasp. The tall, white skinned humans proved formidable warriors if slightly backward and uncommon, most 
choosing to stay on Mistblind or integrate themselves into other areas of the company rather than join the military. 
Those few that did leave ended up in the Special Forces as raiders and pirates, something they apparently had a 
history of prior to being stuck on the cold hell hole that is Mistblind. Still, any extra set of hands they brought with 
them was welcome in the comparatively under-staffed company, that and Mistblind was relatively easy to defend 
from space being a rogue Sol with its lone planet close to Persephone. 
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In 510SD the first full scale wars started between Darknight, SLA and anyone else who got in the way, arguments 
broke out over planets which soon prove to be the testing of the limits for Thresher, not only did they face the 
prospect of long distances to go fight anywhere but when they arrived they where so horrendously outnumbered 
even their technology was of very little use against the massed attrition armies of their enemy. Matched time and 
again on the battlefield was proving disastrous to company morale, logistics trains spanning light years took too 
long even with a wormhole drive or foldship to support a long term campaign anywhere but close to home. 
This quickly had a re-think of what they where doing as full scale wars with SLA or Darknight cost them more  
personnel than they could afford and a battered Thresher returned from their forays bitter and disenchanted.  
Instead they went back to what they knew, hiring themselves out as mercenaries to independent planets with  
social problems or under threat from another suppressor power and soon found themselves a niche where they 
could operate. Raiding increased to the point where it was actually doing some considerable damage to SLA and 
Darknight and the money began pouring back into the company, bolstering its position in the company pecking 
order considerably to the third most powerful. Thresher needed to expand its personnel but had nothing to hold 
anything it managed to wrest off the enemy for more than a week at most so another way had to be found to  
increase its numbers without splitting its impregnable defences on what mattered most- Sino, Nordland, Despair, 
Mistblind and Persephone.  
 
All of which had ample room for settlement but no one to move in, with their factories and nanotech production 
cores all being automated the company was simply capable of outstripping any enemy equivalent one but no one 
to use what was made. Something had to be done and quickly before their enemy realised they where that weak 
and put the screws on a planet they did own and literally grind them down from attrition because they had no 
counter to the biogenetic armies grown by SLA and the massive conscript forces of Darknight. 
 
In 514SD the Bond Legion was formed. 
They would basically take anyone who wasn’t an enemy agent, wanted work and to paid good money being a  
soldier in the Thresher army. Technically they where recruited by Spec Forces, screened by ITSS, given to the 
Thresher Army command once their training was done and from there they would be equipped, given state of the 
art armour, weapons and further training. It didn’t take long for people to find out that what was being offered by 
Thresher was a chance to get them out of trouble locally, maybe make a fortune as a soldier or even just a sense 
of adventure brought in thousands of eager recruits. While they wouldn’t be offered full time employment and  
citizenship inside Thresher until their ten years of service in the legion was up, it was the only chance many had to 
escape an otherwise bleak and impoverished life with no future. 
They could stay with the company when their ten years was up, usually amassing a small fortune in money along 
the way or they could be turned out, given a new body, face and DNA, their earnings turned into Uni’s and  
delivered anywhere they wanted back in the outside universe to their own devices. That was written in stone in 
their contracts and never broken, but the legionnaire had to fight long and hard to get there as they ended up in 
some of the most savage conflicts in the universe had ever seen. 
Aside from the fact the Legion gave Thresher the muscle to take and hold worlds it was and still is a huge  
expenditure of money, equipment and supplies. To make sure they don’t go running off anything the legion is  
deployed into is backed up with small forces of conventional Thresher regular forces who act mostly as the  
tactical and special services. Failing that there is the marines and navy ships who the legion are completely  
dependant on for transportation and engineering, lastly there is the ITSS who keep a close leash on their  
mercenaries backed up by their savage discipline. Outwardly it would seem the Legion is under a massive boot 
heel and at any moment could turn into a serious problem for Thresher. Where it not for a couple of factors, 
mostly the simple fact that they have nanites which can slag-down the electronics and KAD-C in their equipment 
with a simple command signal and from day one they understand what they signed up for. They're there to fight, 
nothing else but to fight, obey orders and the company will look after them through thick and thin and that’s all 
that’s asked of them. 
 
Which brings back the question of how Thresher keeps quite a few million hired guns paid? 
Their Special Forces and Privateers, there is a small amount of free-market trading in Thresher manufactured 
goods like medicine, food, export arms and armour, lots of explosives which turns a tidy profit. But mostly their 
stock and trade is what it’s always been, soldiering and protection.  
Privateers in particular buy their ships off in a loan-lease arrangement with the company, what they bring back 
has a percentage taken off the top which pays for the ships subsidised running costs and another part goes back 
to pay for the actual vessel. Unlike the Bond Legion, the Privateers are heavily investigated before any  
commission is granted, only come from company born employees and normally they will have to foot up a fair 
amount of collateral before being sent off to raid, usually as a fleet to select targets and backed up by the odd 
Thresher navy ship or two for extra protection. SF brings in huge amounts of money, maybe not as much as  
Privateering sometimes (which also has higher overheads), but their job as mercenaries, guns for hire usually 
brings in enough to have a fairly big surplus. People pay big money for Thresher Special Forces, for the simple 
reason that they're insanely good soldiers, guaranteed they will not be bought out by SLA or Darknight and they 
get the job done. 
If an independent planet is feeling the pressure from the other two it can always hire Thresher SF to keep them 
out, provided of course they have the money or supplies to make it worth their while, once that runs out they sim-
ply leave or ask for the next lot of money. If its not forthcoming then they walk, often leaving the rebellious planet 
to whatever pity their enemy is prepared to give them and sometimes this has them much worse off than they 
where before. 
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Special Forces allows the people under them a fair amount of freedom, usually this involves existing groups hiring 
new people inside the company with the skills, aptitude and training they need to get the job done. Some of these 
mercenary groups are simply soldiers who do the contracts provided by the SF command who negotiate  
everything and divvy out the protection contracts to the leaders of the groups. Other groups specialise in other 
areas, free-trading goods, planetary law enforcement, assassination and extractions of people who need to get 
somewhere, for Thresher employees who don’t feel like they’d want to be part of the mother companies existing 
departments there is the opportunity to travel, see the universe and make a fair bit of money. Of course, not  
everyone in SF is a soldier; they too need the support trained personnel, pilots, medical staff, engineers of all 
sorts and technical experts. 
 
Finding work in Thresher is comparatively easy if you're a company born employee, unlike the bun-fight that most 
players will be used too in SLA where there are trillions of people there literally waiting to step into your shoes 
there is a distinct demand for people with the right skills. That doesn’t mean they’ll take just anyone and the high 
end market is competitive and people still have to sell themselves hard to get the choice spots. One part of the 
problem is the longevity of humans and shaktars who may have spent the last couple of hundred years doing 
what they do and it’s hard to compete against that kind of experience, connections, money and skill set. So rather 
than the ‘flash in the pan’ going up against the multitudes of Johnny-come lately crew in SLA all bucking against 
the top order to get themselves seen for ten seconds on the television, a new employee has to compete against 
the old order. The company is sympathetic to this but the Department of Contracting does its best to make sure 
people with the right skills get a place, there simply isn’t the set of hands to waste and Thresher wastes nothing. 
Compared to the amount of training that a Thresher employee gets it makes Darknight employees look like 7th 
grade drop-outs and SLA employees who graduate from Meny are literally kids with guns and barely a clue. 
Thresher can afford to invest in its personnel base a lot more time and effort than either of their rivals for two  
reasons, there's not as many of them and a long time ago they realised that the company was more than just its 
product. Quality employees turn the tide in situations which would otherwise be hopeless if they where using 
someone of equivalent training in SLA or Darknight. Both of which rely heavily on attrition and in-fighting to get the 
cream of the crop, Thresher produces that quality by investing in empowered, educated, highly motivated and  
disciplined employees straight off the bat. 
Indeed their upbringing from Day One is normally a comparatively caring and healthy one, employees are born 
with refined genetics, comfortable society with a good health and social care. There is none of the drug culture 
and none of the excessive violence that their rivals equivalents ingrain and have massive social problems with 
such as suicide, psychopaths, theft and materialism that is unachievable. That’s not to say there isn’t any wanton 
materialism in Thresher, actually there's quite a lot of it compared to say SLA, however they do have something 
neither SLA nor Darknight offers. 

Ownership 
 

Not a ‘lease’ or paid-for loan from the company, but you can actually own something you’ve worked for an in turn 
you own a part of Thresher for every single dollar in your pocket and unless you commit a capital crime, that 
money and materials will always be yours. 
 
You can stop working whenever you want, still keep everything. While you can’t actually ‘quit’ Thresher and 
leave off-planet with proprietary gear and sell it to the highest bidder because that would be a breech of your  
citizen status, you can quite happily kick back with what you’ve got and do some sweet fuck-all if it suits you. 
In a house you actually own, the car, bike, chopper or Keshang in the garage is actually yours. 
You earn enough medals or service bars and an income in your retirement will probably be enough to live on 
very comfortably and it is indexed with inflation, think of it as ‘sponsorship’ which is actually earned by working 
hard and they do apply to people who are in a non-combat role as well. 
 
If you work even harder you can found your own sub-company inside Thresher and sell your product back to the 
company if they get enough interest in it, if a player has a good idea for a piece of equipment and they have the 
skills to actually make it they can apply for a patent from Thresher. Once it’s tested and proved to be a working 
product that the company can use, the person who invented it can either sell the patent to another company  
inside Thresher, or have it made for a commission with part of the sales going back into their pocket or even 
found their own little backyard industry which can make it and hire other people. 
That’s not a small thing. 
 
Thresher employees look at people like operatives and circuit killers with derision, they're simply small people 
with two-bit ambitions in a big universe fighting over chump-change and risking their lives to do it. Maybe they 
don’t have the opportunity that Thresher employees have, ‘tough shit bitches’ seems to be the general  
consensus. 

“I don’t like it sir, senator. It doesn’t rest easily on my conscience but right now it’s going to come down to survival. Guess if I make 
that choice between generations of starving Darknight and SLA kids and seeing ours with swollen bellies of malnutrition it’s not 
much of a choice. Not while I am able to make a difference.”- R Ansted 902SD CEO Privateering 
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The 600’s and 700’s where something of a glory days for Thresher, they made big inroads into gaining more 
ground, occupying the planet Terwen in 630SD and began exploiting the whole galaxy after wresting it out of SLA 
occupation and soon began stockpiling massive reserves of materials. At anyone's guess except the department 
of finance, Thresher has enough raw materials socked away from this expedition squirreled away to last over 500 
years without needing resupply. Occasionally during a lean time they will still dip into it to make ends meet but 
primarily it is kept to have the Thresher Dollar a stable universal currency. 
Anything else that gets dragged in is simply reinforcing the value of the Thresher dollar which is currently worth 
one SLA credit and ten Uni currency if there was an exchange between SLA and Thresher but there isn’t. The fact 
a Thresher dollar buys an actual product is what makes it so strong, it isn’t a ‘pseudo’ corporate script like the SLA 
credit which only exists in electronic format. Most Thresher currency is electronic as well but it also comes in hard 
form if people want it. 
The newly liberated people on Terwen enjoyed the luxury for centuries of having a decent owner that allowed 
them to own their stuff and not doing them in the arse like SLA was. 

The Cold War era 
800-900SD held new challenges for the company, jealous eyes and eager hands where ready to take what 
Thresher had worked so hard for and moved in for the kill. Thresher lost the galaxy Terwen in 802SD to DN in a 
surprise attack, costing them 15 million dead civilians, 20 million refugees, destroyed industrial facilities and 760 
000 battlefield casualties. It cost DN 130.7million battlefield casualties, 3 full battle fleets and countless vehicles, 
but by the end of late 802 the galaxy was theirs and worth barely anything. Thresher retreated and bade their time 
while DN began directing their resources back to war world activities and holding their own against SLA  
incursions.  
 
Incensed at the loss of Terwen, entire Corps of company citizen militia formed up at the Thresher star ports  
demanding the right to grind the Darknight cowards into dust. It was almost a company wide mutiny and it had a 
lot of people in the company very worried, General Kenneth Rhodes, the C&C of Thresher’s army made a public 
announcement from Nordland that something would be done, the groups of militia demanded their leaders do 
something, Rhodes told them "wait 3 months, the wheels are turning". They waited until New Years Eve 803SD 
before sending in their next offensive, 8 Darknight planets, 8 Zone Control assault troops and 8 nuclear weapons 
each in the vicinity of 250 megatons. Come new years day 803SD the wheels turned, Darknight had 8 less cities, 
45-60 million dead, 100-200 million wounded civilians and an ultimatum from Thresher that they would continue 
this until the entire company and its allies were ashes on the wind.  
 
Darknight was not prepared to play Threshers game like this, they had a good idea that they probably didn’t have 
a lot of nuclear weapons that size in stores, but they probably did have a lot of smaller devices and maybe some 
larger ones left that could hurt them badly. Worse yet were the rumours that Thresher was mobilising all its  
reserve forces and navy for a full-scale invasion of every known DN world. Even before the ash had settled from 
the 8 other blasts, the very next day a device in excess of 10 Gigatons, the largest ever nuclear device recorded 
went off over the Darknight city of Hamstarda killing 240 million in a split second and about as many others over 
again from radiation poisoning. Darknight responded in kind with fleet actions to assault Sino which killed twenty 
thousand with orbital bombardment before they where annihilated to a man and ship 
 
The final blow was centred on the DN Homeworld of Carsten the day after the Hamstarda bomb went off, 15 Delta 
shuttles carrying the Rv0L.020 Nanovirus in cruise missiles where shot down, but not before delivering the  
payload. Sixty billion died in screaming agony within 12 hours and damned the planets they hit to be lifeless rocks 
forever. Even SLA industries went to full lockdown after that attack, for a whole day the universe held its breath 
fearing the return of the conflict wars, Darknight was crippled terribly and everyone knew the shark had plenty 
more of the nanites, even if they where running a few nukes short. 
Because memories where short for some of their enemy Thresher had to remind them, that while they where 
small, they had big teeth that hurt and left wounds that would never heal. Even SLA, who was used to losing a few 
million here and there thought the measures where excessive and send an envoy to ask that the attacks cease 
and desist. Wars if they where going to be fought where only to be on war worlds. Thresher told them quite bluntly 
to “fuck off” unless they wanted some as well, SLA backed off wary that the little suppressor was liable to start on 
them and they had much more to lose and Thresher never played by their rules of war anyway ever since SLA 
had used biogenetic weapons on them in the past. People in Thresher have long lives and long memories.  
 
Talks where started between both side’s high command and the Non-aggression treaty of 803 was hammered out 
over 3 days of negotiation. Neither side would openly attack the others property and military resources and there 
would be an immediate halt to hostilities across all fronts, Thresher came out slightly ahead in a huge payment of 
resources and except the odd pot-shots at each other the treaty held. This has worked out for the betterment of 
both companies in the long run, rather than fight a war on three fronts each is able to direct their attention to  
acquiring new territory and hurting SLA.  
There is a huge amount of spying going on between both to steal each others secrets but rarely at the level where 
people are getting murdered for it (and found out), SLA knows this and is hurting a lot from the 803 treaty and 
constantly looking to inflame the situation. Both DN and Thresher know this and so far it has been stamped out 
effectively as both are far better at the game of espionage than SLA is. If anything was achieved it made Thresher 
a lot more isolationist again and since Terwen hasn’t seen fit to expand their territories rather than risk another 
bloodbath. 
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New Wave 
Shadowmaker in 900SD was an important coup for company morale overall, not only could they resurrect people 
that died completely healthy and fit, it was something which enabled command to feel a lot more confident in the 
field knowing they wouldn’t have to waste good, experienced troops on missions that where effectively suicide. It 
was simple, comparatively cheap and the only real side effect of Lucina’s invention was that anyone brought back 
tended to not remember anything since the last update loaded into the machine. While it didn’t bring back ebons, 
they have other alternatives to death and shaktars tended to want to only be brought back on their birthdays for 
religious reasons; it effectively meant Thresher had finally conquered death and old age. 
Shadowmaker, it does what it says on the can. Nothing else, nothing less. 
The only real disadvantage Shadowmaker has over something like LAD is that players can lose experience  
between the period they last update and the time they come back, meaning that they won’t want to do that too 
often. Given that Thresher has very few advantages in the field being so far away from support, supply lines and 
the fact they're outnumbered thousands to one will mean you’ll get PC casualties fairly often and sometimes this 
can be detrimental to fun and a long running storyline. 
Unlike Deathwake which can drag a soul in anywhere, Lucina’s machine can only drag back the soul which it has 
a material link too, so Thresher wont be making stormers anytime soon with it and you don’t have to include it in 
your game if you don’t think it will fit in with your WOP. It isn’t in some big randy robot running around mauling 
people either, it fills an entire complex buried deep under the ground on Persephone. There is only one of them 
too, regardless of where a person dies, they always end up back on Persephone, though they won’t be waking 
up in the actual facility and they can always choose as well not to come back. 

In 901SD Darknight buy the stolen LAD facility off Thresher, trading them a massive amount of core-production 
facilities that they where unable to get working and the fact they steal a nano warfare sample called Howler 1-707 
from a remote Thresher research facility brings to an end the cold war or at least makes the non-aggression treaty 
of 803SD rather rocky to say the least. Thresher suspected for a long time their enemy Darknight was on a long, 
tenuous leash from SLA, either as a public enemy #1, constructed menace to give SLA employees something to 
shoot at aside from each other or the rare-animal that is Thresher. 
If they where ever on a leash, they’d certainly slipped it and where taking no time in establishing themselves as an 
independent entity with some unusual backing, Thresher watched as massive dreadnoughts showed up around 
Tontine, bigger and nastier than anything they had and from the few records they kept of such vessels on the 
Doktetcomast ships, they where dating back to around the time of the Deathwake’s construction. Intelligence was 
sparse but quite a few people in the know suspected House of the Black Church had returned and hammered out 
an alliance with Darknight, or seized it by force. When Darknight soldiers started turning up on battlefields with 
massive amounts of biogenetic implants in their systems and taking a serious chomp out of SLA assets it fairly 
much convinced the command of Thresher that they where going to do something with Howler and inoculated the 
population against its effects. 
 
Thresher quickly had their newly acquired core-facilities pumping out replications of their ancient nanolathes and 
the worm had proverbially turned, manufacturing in combination with their stolen matter-transmission gear 
reached unprecedented heights as they watched Darknight move in for the kill with their new allies. Rather than 
interfere they stood back and abided by their treaty as the Zero Assassin Mk2’s, with a new strain of shatter 
pumping through their veins and seemingly unstoppable where sent into a number of SLA worlds, Dante and 
Charlies point in 902.  
On a direct order, SLA media didn’t cover the carnage that ensued. Also loaded into the veins of the Mk2’s was 
the Howler nanovirus which was being spread by an airborne vector from the carriers which where highly resistant 
to its effects. SLA shot down the ships carrying the Mk2’s coming into Mort, Artery and half a dozen other worlds 
but they didn’t get them all. Howler attacked the nervous system in a particularly ugly way, re-wiring the brain for 
nothing else but aggression so that its sufferers where only able to attack, unable to eat, drink and pretty much 
either just killed each other or died from lack of thirst a week later. 
 
It wiped out all SLA forces on Dante, Charlies point and killed over 5 billion SLA employees on several dozen 
other worlds and once the virus went inert Darknight moved in. 
Darknight where going to win. Easily and with barely a shot fired as Howler continued its rampage for months, 
effectively grounding all SLA employees in quarantine so they didn’t carry the virus back with them, massive news 
black-outs and a huge dent in their production ability. Twenty times the amount that where actually killed by the 
nanovirus starved to death around the universe because no ships or shuttle flew outside their regular, safe routes 
to bring supplies and nary a soul employed by SLA or dependant on its news for information ever found out.  

“Let me make one thing clear, in this company you know where everything comes from, it comes from the blood, death and  
oppression we inflict on other people, other companies and their employees. 
We are not some slag SLA employee that walks into a store and buys a plate of meat, not caring about the beast that it came from or 
its condition before it ended up on a polystyrene tray dressed in shrink wrap and cooked without consideration. Oh no my fellow 
employees, when you work for me you know where that suit of armour came from, the people that built it, the gun you carry, ship 
you fly in, hot water in the house, fuel in your car and the house over your head all came from somewhere else. 
Someone, somewhere is going without because we tread on them, slaughter them like animals, steal everything they own and bring 
it back to the company so that your children will never go without. You enjoy that freedom to chose, freedom to enjoy a good life 
without undue harassment because we just trod on the necks of someone less fortunate to take it as our own.  
We are Thresher, this is what we are.”- E Winters 900SD CEO Special Forces 
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In desperation, SLA turned to Thresher in 903SD. 
Thresher sold them an inoculation for Howler, in return they got another ten core-production nanotech facilities 
SLA had captured long ago and couldn’t get to work, a foldship production facility and an unspecified but  
enormous amount of raw materials in five mass-haulers rumoured to be close to 10billion tons. The inoculation 
worked, mostly through good luck more than SLA management as most of the Zero Assassin carriers had long 
since died or the virus went inert months ago and was simply having its last throes before disappearing  
altogether. SLA never found out that last part but unleashed its full wrath on Darknight in return in 905SD, but like 
the proverbial cockroaches they are, weathered the fury and where unable to be brought to heel again, slightly 
bloodied but unbowed, meaner and looking to pay back SLA a hundred times over. 
Thresher in the meantime was in a frenzy of production to bring its new found resources into place and used the 
lull in conflict to re-equip their entire armed forces with new designs of combat armour, weapons and vehicles, 
pumped out a huge fleet of hybrid ion drive-fold warships as the dawn of 906SD began to rise.  
The enemy does no longer have to contend with a mere mercenary force of rag-tag soldiers hitting and running 
from them, they have the finest technology, training and equipment in the entire universe and the means to  
sustain it, many in Thresher, the other Suppressor powers believe that they will make their play for power  
sometime in the first decade.  
 
No one doubts though that they will actually be able to be stopped once the fearsome military machine gets up to 
full speed and is looking for ways to counter them. If there's one thing Thresher has learnt over the centuries, it is 
to be patient, fight smarter, not harder and they will be looking for those counters. More than likely though, 
Thresher’s assault on SLA’s supremacy of the universe will come under attack economically in conjunction with a 
military campaign, civil insurrection on SLA planets, something that has people in SLA more than a little worried 
due to the fact their economic specialists live in a closed-market which hasn’t encouraged genuine competition for 
many years with people that don’t necessarily play by the rules.  
 
Thresher is also making big inroads with Tek-Trex to make TTTV a lot more customer friendly and are introducing 
some advertising for their various products which are available on the open market for both companies during 
their air time. After close to a thousand years of being kicked around by SLA there is beginning to have a slight 
groundswell of support from mostly humans who are tired of being impoverished and neglected by their overlord. 
There's a limit where even the most placid can be kicked enough to the point where they bite back. 

Player in the Free Market economy 
Thresher is the last bastion of true capitalism. 
Getting famous on SLA TV? 
Screw that small-beer bullshit, own an industry which produces millions of dollars a year in YOUR pocket and buy 
your own TV station channel if you really feel the need.  
We aren’t talking about 50credits a day change stomping around a sewer here kids. 
We’re talking big fucking money in a universe that has lots of things worth something to someone.  
Not some scrote financier or Mr Slayers pocket dancing to the tune of your sponsors. 
No one is sitting around some mouldering BPN hall to take a ticket or spend hours waiting for a financier who’ll 
screw them for every credit and pick up a shit job no one else will do. 
Run a mercenary group with dozens or even hundreds of soldiers and a ship that can take over a planet, if it’s a 
good planet and you manage to hang onto it long enough you could end up being the ruler of it if Thresher  
decides its worth hanging onto. 
Failing that, strip it of all that it’s worth and sell it on the open market if you think you’ll lose it. 
Steal a ship full of billions of dollars worth of cargo or a battalion of enemy armour and manage to drag it back into 
Thresher space, it’s yours.  
In Thresher there is room for infinite growth of the economy, all you have to do is go get it. 

BE AMBITIOUS! 
(This isn’t SLA-ops)  

 
PC’s should be more involved than the GM for making their fortunes. They’re just there to adjudicate how well 
they do in their plans, there’s a place for people who just want to be led by the nose, the Thresher military or  
corporate sectors where you’ll just do what you're given and expected to do it to the best of your abilities. If GM’s 
just want to run Thresher that way, it’s their choice but in reality it’s just a case of SLA-Ops with better armour, 
better guns and no bullet tax, the problem here is the games tend to repeat on themselves and have a fairly high 
casualty rate. It can also be fairly exhausting especially if you're new to GM’ing or you're still trying to figure out 
how exactly all this information fits into your own WoP. 
Some of it may not, in which case ignore it, price it out of the game or whatever as you’ll be hard pressed to find 
a bigger lump of data on Rival Companies in one piece of material and I don’t expect it to agree 100% with  
everyone’s ideas. Originally back in 2002 it was meant to just simply to make Thresher a bit tougher as NPC’s 
but it since got a bit out of hand… 
Back to PC’s, you're best bet is to simply have them in Special Forces where they can make their own choices or 
join a mercenary group there which will help them get started, that way you don’t have to bother too much with 
missions and their gear wont have to be issued out of a field base, they’ll simply buy what they need. 
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Playing on the other side of the fence, out of that closed market economy and away from the distractions of  
rubbish like television is a different world, out here people aren’t concerned about being famous or owning a big 
suit of armour. There's a lot more that goes on in a characters mind than just accumulation of material objects 
under a SLA lease system that get operatives all excited. 
They have to feed and clothe themselves, sometimes they have to provide for a family as well. 
Many are idealists that only want the best for themselves and their family, friends. 
Material objects are only a means to an end ultimately. 
Some are just after power, which can mean they will have a motivation that takes them high, it can also mean the 
fall from the top is quite painful, but you’ve got to try. 
 
In Thresher, people live longer. Small term goals are quite fine, long term goals require patience, use the fact 
you’ll be around for centuries to dictate how your character behaves when aiming for those. 
By the time most humans stop growing is around 20 years of age, after that in Thresher with eugenics then you're 
only looking like you’ve added maybe five years every hundred or so, the idea of giving up that age for simple 
things and pleasures like drugs and so forth that will shorten or cripple the enjoyment of a long youth is a  
horrendous idea.  
It isn’t how you’ve been raised! In short, you aren’t a SLA or even contemporary human being. You're a long lived, 
highly intelligent and very well educated being and that, is possibly one of the more dangerous things in the SLA 
universe. Someone who isn't an idiot, someone who knows what they want. 
 

SLA makes things dumb, strong and disposable.  
Thresher makes them to be smarter, tougher and forever. 

How to run a Thresher Campaign 
 

Most of this depends a lot on the GM and their players, I’ve tried at length to avoid turning this type of setting into 
a "guns r us" of combat gore fest but I think a lot of that might depend on the maturity and outlook of the  
participants themselves. Obviously the gun bunnies in the group will have a field day with some of this stuff, if you 
let them, some of the others will have a look at the other scenarios and begin their own machinations towards a 
good role-playing session. 
 
The people who are in Thresher are very human, both literally and metaphorically. They have been spared most 
of the depredations that make life on SLA planets so terrible to live on but realise that they stand to lose this small 
piece of sanctuary and that makes them very determined fighters. Like a cornered predator that has been set 
upon by the hounds of Hell, a Thresher PC will soon realise how terrible a SLA Stormer is and the other assorted 
Biogenetic and Ebb monsters that SLA unleashes. 
 
Every job on a SLA world is the equivalent of a continuous Black BPN, the PC's themselves may be the target of 
a SLA Black BPN which attracts the very best and most suicidal of SLA's own operatives who will be just as well 
equipped as they are, or better. 
Unlike the SLA Op's who hunt them a Thresher Agent is on foreign soil- 
 

No doctor who will sell them pharmaceuticals to fix them. 
No one to fix his or her gear. 

No way of getting home when the going gets tough. 
No SHIVER’s to help find the clues. 

No nice safe security blanket of extra support from SLA's other services. 
No home to go to after the nice fight on TV. 

No sponsorship. 
No one outside the company can be trusted. 

No hope of rescue if they get caught. 
No mercy if they do. 

All that, they have to provide for themselves, either bring it with them or steal it 
Isn’t no, lead em by the nose BPN here! 

 
All they are to the enemies is a huge bounty, some TV coverage and a target of FEN rifle. After all the entire 
Thresher Inc is on the rare species list with a pretty KAD-C coat that fetches the highest price and can make a 
SLA Op's name amongst the other hunters from a nobody to a somebody. To some degree I have made the 
Thresher PC a much more self reliant and independent character than his counterparts in other companies, this is 
by and large offset by their high mortality rates and need to carry a lot of secondary skills with them just to survive. 
Now let’s look at what you can do with Thresher PC's- 
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Run, gun, kill everything that moves. 
Works for parties that are short on character ideas and have a tendency to just tool up with the most hardware 
they can afford to cause hours of tedious dice rolling as they get into fights. If that’s what floats your boat and  
entertains you then by all means feel free to do that, but to be honest I find this type of activity dull and the SLA 
combat system wont reward it with anything but lots of dead PC's. Don’t ask me to make up another dozen guns 
and suits of power armour because I just couldn’t be buggered catering to the 'new toy' fad.  
What’s there will suffice quite capably as it has done for the last 850 years. There's more than enough material in 
this to have anyone tooled up to the point where most everything in the SLA rulebook will simply ping off it, 
Thresher isn’t quite so much about big single-threat NPC type baddies. More than likely they will be buried under 
hordes of low-tech, shitty nobodies with crap gear and simply run out of ammo and armour trying to kill them all. 
Heres a hint, the rest of the universe has more people in it than they have ammo, they will lose! 
 
Suggested Party makeup’s- 
Grunts, all of them plus Demolitions or Pilot- Any 

High adventure 
There is a lot of room for this type of campaign, Thresher are mobile, the PC's can end up travelling to many  
distant and interesting places to explore and find new technology, species and planets. I’m not sure if SLA-
universe suits a classical 'space opera' like Star Wars or Star Trek but if some of you are old enough you may 
remember the TV series 'Blake 7' which was produced by the BBC in the late 70's and 80's. That scenario could 
fit in well with the SLA theme of having the PC's being chased like escaped criminals around the universe by an 
evil despot, the show was quite dark in its outlook and most of the main characters got killed off by the time the 
series finished.  
There is also the chance to go 'treasure hunting' on old worlds decimated by the end of the conflict wars,  
searching for relics of the past and taking them back home. The fun part of this is for the PC's is that they get to 
find some really nifty trinkets, for the GM it’s always fun to have them chewed on by native fauna and uncover 
nasty things best left undiscovered! Don’t forget to add the weird old NPC archaeologist just to pester them on 
long and gruelling Ion drive voyages and a particularly nasty NPC bad guy with the equivalent of a fleet of star 
destroyers that keeps coming back held together with biogenetics, cyber and LAD. 
 
Suggested Party makeup’s- 
Pilot, Mil Recon, Engineer, Medic, Infantry-any 

Dark urban terrorism 
For starting PC's the mean streets of Mort and just about any of the large SLA planets are some of the most  
dangerous and threatening places to be. Everything is out to get them, the civvies will dob them in and steal their 
stuff, DN will snipe them, Slop’s will shoot them, SHIVER’s will chase them, War criminals will have violent 
flashbacks, cognates will murder them in their sleep and then there’s the Carrien’s, gangs and underworld  
organisation’s that will want a go at them too! 
 
It’s tough, gritty and will bring out the will to survive against hopelessly overwhelming odds. They will have to be 
very pre-meditated in their actions to remain undetected and achieve their missions, be it wrecking sewer pipes 
and factories SLA will notice and send in the goons turning the would be vandals into the pursued. Run it well, 
tough and ruthless and you should see the PC's sweating by the end of every session fearing that their every 
move will get them killed or dragged off to a torture chamber somewhere if they get caught. 
Thresher have a relatively hard time getting a lot of heavy equipment onto SLA worlds so PC's wont be able to 
use a lot of their heavier armours or weapons, in most cases they will not want to because it will be more a visible 
liability more than a physical asset. 
Suggested Party makeup’s- 
Small: Field Ops Financier, ITSS Sheriff, Field Recon, Engineer, grunts 

Bond Legionnaires 
For those who are thinking they're hard enough. While technically they are and aren’t Thresher employees as 
such and won’t ever be allowed onto Thresher homeworlds until they’ve finished their term or gain the status of 
‘trusted’, the bonded soldiers of Thresher are immensely tough. Attracting criminals, fugitives, lunatics or just  
simple folks looking to make a buck and dreamers looking for adventure, they have no idea of the challenges  
facing them and stand to make an immense amount of money if they actually survive. 
If you're a pussy, the legion will kill you. If you're not tough enough they’ll make you. If you're not disciplined they’ll 
beat the fuck out of you until all you can say is yes sir. You will fight or die. 
Make no mistake, these are some of the hardest bastards in the entire universe and they fight in the nastiest,  
dirtiest and worst nightmares imaginable. Each one fights for his section which is his family, his section fights for 
the platoon and the platoon fights for the Legion and its honour. The legion has sometimes been partially wiped 
out, but it has never retreated without orders and it has never, ever surrendered Rolling out after 12months  
training in TH.004 armour, not much smaller than 14.4mm weapons and stuffed with enough nanotech and  
biogenetics you can pack in and an ITSS Commissar ready to liquidate them and their gear with the slightest 
thought if they even think about fucking off with it or disobeying an order. 
Suggested Part makeup-  
Any + 1 NPC ITSS Commissar from hell 
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Cops 
There's probably more good/bad cop shows on television you can shake a stick at for ideas, which is handy  
because Thresher society at a local level is fairly much the same as most contemporary democratic countries if 
slightly cleaner as far as drug use goes. The high tech might be there, but people never really change, admittedly 
they are slightly better paid than most anyone else in the galaxy and the ITSS is respected if nothing else. They 
have real armour, real guns and some fairly comprehensive training packages in their MOS which makes them 
half-cop, half-special forces so they're defiantly no pushover even if they do operate in a relatively clean and safe 
society. 
The ITSS has two primary functions. 
Protecting people in the company from internal threats and if need be, protecting them from themselves as a  
barrier between the military and employees, which is why they actually get some respect (if not always liked) from 
other employees. The guy in the ITSS who’ll book you for doing something dumb in a vehicle or throw you in the 
drunk-tank overnight to cool off is also the same guy who’ll put his or her body in the line of fire between your 
sorry arse and the military taking over and conscripting people or initiating a coup. Given that most Thresher  
employees are usually heavily armed, quite a few have some armour and know how to use it, arresting some  
rambunctious employee who decides to do something bad can be quite a handful. Frequently they're also the first 
guys on the scene if something really nasty shows up like an infiltrator from SLA, Darknight or any number of  
rivals and factions in the universe, something they take very seriously as corporate espionage can hurt Thresher 
quite badly. 
 
Suggested Part makeup-  
Any ITSS MOS packages and any Engineering or TAF which are currently employed by ITSS 

Freedom Fighters 
Slightly different to the dark urban terrorism setting which is primarily counter-corporate asset destruction, the 
freedom fighter is someone from a local area who finds themselves under occupation from another element in the 
SLA universe, usually SLA, Darknight or even the NGK which are muscling an independent world. This is political 
more than economical, though both have some element of influence and Thresher isn’t beyond backing an  
independent world which may have some location, material value to them and would rather have it as a free-trade 
party or ally in the future. 
 
For the freedom fighter it’s all very much personal. 
 
It’s their planet, their friends, family and life at stake and they’ll be damned if they’ll let anyone take it away. PC’s 
here will have to be very, very careful if they want to live very long, their enemies will be many and varied, some 
not always as they seem and they wont get much from Thresher at first until they can be trusted to use it. One 
way of getting trust from Thresher would be to have a Field Recon agent or other innocuous and subtle Thresher 
full time employee disguised as one of the freedom fighters and has the radio and necessary authority to request 
supplies. Even then at first they won’t get much more than guns, explosives and maybe some light, un-powered 
armour which may or may not be of Thresher manufacture. They will however get some training in some hidden 
facility which may prove to be more important than the equipment as they're essentially civilian conscript militia 
who come from all walks of life, cops, soldiers, office workers, factory hands and unemployed or black-market  
underground. The nice thing here is you get a diverse range of genuine hero’s which is rare in the WOP, people 
that actually give a fuck for once about things that are genuinely important (at least genuinely important to them) 
and prepared to fight tooth and nail for a cause. 
 
 Once they start achieving results, two things happen. 
They get hunted by the occupying force’s counter-intelligence services which has the upper hand in everything 
and normally completely ruthless. 
They get additional support from Thresher, access to spy satellites, drones, bugs, money and maybe even some 
of the more high-tech gear which can be spared for the cause. 
 
Party makeup should be mostly human unless it’s an alien occupied world in which case they will be from the 
majority population, aliens stick out like dogs balls and killed fairly quickly on human worlds. Make them up as a 
300pt character using standard humans with no training packages, except if you're adding a Thresher field agent 
who will be of the majority species and trained in that MOS.  
 
Add on some training from Thresher-  
Sneak Hide, Demolitions, Company Info (Rival), Pistol, Rifle, maybe a melee skill or Autosupport 
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Threats 
PC’s, from either side of the fence, be they Thresher, SLA or whatever are going to need something to use all that 
hardware and training on, otherwise we’d be playing bored students, workers and unemployed folks in an RPG 
and that’s no fun! These guys are your generic bullet sponges, some of which are usually a bit tougher than  
others but essentially the faceless hordes that PC’s will end up slaughtering or being slaughtered by in the course 
of a game. 
 
The real nasties, big bad important guys are your responsibility. 
 
Material Threats- 
Enemy Arms and Armour 
Most of this is fairly easy as the SLA MRB will have a rather larger section on it to pick from and will be divided 
into two simple types. People who don’t know Thresher is running around and people who do, the people that do 
tend to go running for the big guns depot if its available and if that’s not available just keep running if they know 
what’s good for them. However, some have to stay and fight, otherwise their officers and corporate commissars 
will shoot them and there's a few things they’ve usually got going for them in the way of guns. 
They usually have a lot of them and a lot of people shooting them which will whittle through KAD-C armour  
eventually, just keep them coming! Sure the attrition will be truly fucking awful but they get the job done, if you're 
not sure of how many NPC’s will make for a good fight against a Thresher equipped force, double it. If they waste 
them too easily, just triple it next time. These are handy when PC’s also kill the enemy and want to sell their stuff 
(no cheap-ass hand it into SLA stuff here!) 

Rival Company firearms 
 
TT-5 ‘Quad-train’  Submachinegun 
Calibre –  CAF (Pistol) ROF -   10 Recoil -  7 
Magazine -  250 drum magazine 
Weight -   4.5kg  Range -  10 m Cost -   15,000u 
The TT5 has been around for some years now, mostly fitted to the VITO and Scarab drones as part of their stan-
dard armament but some models exist for people to use as well. While it does only fire CAF ammunition, it does 
so at a rate which is truly frightening through those five little barrels and the noise is reminiscent of someone tear-
ing apart a huge sheet of cardboard. In the hands of a skilled operator this weapon is to be feared for its ability to 
rip through lightly armoured targets with ease. 
 
 
TT-25 ‘Scream Feeder’ Machinegun 
Calibre –  CAF (Rifle) ROF -   15 Recoil -  15 
Magazine -  500 drum magazine 
Weight -   9.5kg  Range -  25 m Cost -   55,000u 
More often fitted to automated point defence systems and some of the larger, uglier robots TT manufacture, this 
monster of a weapon has ten barrels spun up to speed with an onboard, rechargeable 4000hr power supply and 
spits out a hideous amount of lead from them. Not at all a common weapon but it has been known to turn up once 
in a while on the streets and popular amongst some of the more well equipped gangs for drive-by shootings. 
Its not the greatest being backed up by CAF rounds but they are cheap and will turn some lighter SLA armours 
into powder in a matter of seconds and highly intimidating when wound up to full speed. 
 
 
TT-Zip  Pistol 
Calibre –  10mm  ROF -   1 Recoil -  3 
Magazine -  5 box magazine 
Weight -   0.5kg  Range -  5 m Cost -   1000u 
A nasty holdout pistol made of pressed steel and about its only redeeming features does its compact size and 
price, which makes it popular with prostitutes and anyone else who might need a concealed weapon about their 
person. 
 
 
TT Tech-10  Submachinegun 
Calibre –  10mm  ROF -   3/5 Recoil -  3/5 
Magazine -  20 box magazine 
Weight -   1.5kg  Range -  10 m Cost -   4000u 
 
Probably more aptly, a machine-pistol, TT have priced it quite competitively for the markets, its compact frame, 
light recoil and good rate of fire will keep it in the hands of gang members, props and most anyone else wanting a 
decent firearm of this type for some time to come. 
The Tech-10 often refitted into the TT drones to replace the CAF SMG and a 100round bin magazine is available 
for them that will also mate-up to the man portable version. 
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TT Tech 12  Submachinegun 
Calibre –  12mm  ROF -   1/3 Recoil -  6/9 
Magazine -  30 box magazine 
Weight -   2kg  Range -  10 m Cost -   5000u 
 
Considerable ‘thump’ for the price, backing up a 12mm round in a compact steel frame, simple, reliable spring 
loading mechanism this weapon is starting to make itself felt on the streets, particularly against SHIVER and op-
eratives who are beginning to dread its presence. While it doesn't manage the high rate of fire like the Tech-10, 
the 12mm round makes it a good armour killer for those that can handle the recoil. 
 
TT Tech AR  Assault Rifle 
Calibre –  12mm  ROF -   2/3 Recoil -  4/6 
Magazine -  30 box magazine 
Weight -   4kg  Range -  25 m Cost -   9000u 
 
While production of the Tech AR hasn’t reached the point where the streets are littered with them, it is posing to 
be a serious challenger to the FEN AR, Darknight assault rifles and other weapons normally in 10mm. It comes 
with 3pts of inbuilt recoil suppression and a 1000m scope making it a bargain. Reliability for this weapon is also 
excellent. 
 
DN12    Semiautomatic Pistol 
Calibre –  12mm  ROF -   2 Recoil -  5 
Magazine -  10 box magazine 
Weight -   1.5kg  Range -  10 m Cost -   4000u 
 
Popping up more commonly in the hands of trained Darknight assassins, who prefer its compact size and high 
rate of fire. The 12mm round is devastating against light and moderately unarmoured targets and not surprisingly 
it often is fitted with a silencer. While it doesn't boast a large magazine capacity in its standard format the ceramic 
construction keeps its weight down and it is quite concealable. 
Fits all standard weapons accessories. 
 
DN800M ‘Candlemas’   Submachinegun 
Calibre –  10mm  ROF -   5/10 Recoil -  5/8 
Magazine -  50 box magazine 
Weight -   4.5kg  Range -  15 m Cost -   14000u 
 
This big mil-spec monster of a submachinegun is uncommon on the streets but has been known to turn up once 
in awhile in the hands of off-world operators on tour of Mort. Every now and then DN will manage to smuggle a 
few of these down for its agents and most are loathe to part with them because it is a truly excellent weapon for 
street fights and house to house work. 
Reliability suffers due to its extreme ROF means it will jam occasionally (Double 1 on Auto support rolls) and re-
quire maintenance to clear the blocked round (11 on Wep Maint roll- takes 1 phase). Most owners are willing to 
ignore this problem for the fact that once it’s rolling, targets dropping. 
 
DN13MR1 ‘R1’   Assault Rifle 
Calibre –  13mm  ROF -   1/3 Recoil -  7/12 
Magazine -  40 box magazine 
Weight -   4.5kg  Range -  35 m Cost -   45000u 
 
Very rare, very expensive, very dangerous. 
This is the standard issue Reaver Marine assault rifle which has won infamy on war worlds, boarding actions and 
assaults for hundreds of years. Long years of service in some of the most hostile actions and conditions have  
refined this weapon to be both reliable and elegantly simple. Leading many to think that it may have had the  
design contract bought off Thresher or stolen from FEN labs, whatever its history is now somewhat irrelevant.  
Capable of punching through the heavier SLA armours and completely destroying lighter ones with the heavy 
13mm ammunition, it does have heavy recoil as it was designed to be used by power armoured troops. 
In a pinch, this weapon uses the same case size as SLA 12.7mm ammunition and can cycle it through the  
magazine and mechanism with slight penalty to hit. (-1 to hit)  
Fits all standard weapon accessories, including a 40mm under barrel grenade launcher (not fitted as standard). 

13mm Regular Dam: 12 Pen: 9 AD: 2 Cost: 100u for 1 round 

13mm HP Dam: 17 Pen: 4 AD: 3 Cost: 120u for 1 round 

13mm AP Dam: 7 Pen: 14 AD: 1 Cost: 120u for 1 round 

13mm HEAP Dam: 15 Pen: 11 AD: 4 Cost: 140u for 1 round 
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DN10G ‘Riot 10’   Shotgun 
Calibre –  10g  ROF -   2 Recoil -  7 
Magazine -  10 shot Helical feed detachable magazine 
Weight -   4kg  Range -  10 m Cost -   4500u 
 
Full sized, gas blowback operated shotgun, favoured by the DN Polit riot police for crowd control but it also finds 
its way into the hands of more or less anyone else looking for a decent, semi auto shotgun. 
Fits all standard weapon accessories, drum magazines, except silencers and under-barrel accessories. 
 
DN120-08 ‘Holler’  Sniper Rifle 
Calibre –  12mm  ROF -   1 Recoil -  7 
Magazine -  10 box magazine 
Weight -   5.5kg  Range -  300 m Cost -   15000u 
 
The Holler is made for the assassin on the go, it disassembles into a small, innocuous briefcase for travel and can 
be assembled on the spot within ten phases by most trained operators. While the 12mm round might not be the 
best sniper round in the universe, it does pack a considerable punch at close range. It is a simple bolt action rifle 
with very few moving parts, those of which are coated with Teflon for silent and smooth action. 
Comes with a cleaning kit, 1000m IR/UV scope and tools for assembly.  
Fits all standard accessories. 

Enemy Heavy Weapons 
For use by Military forces, just throw a FEN or GA in front of it if they're SLA, DN if Darknight and TT if they're Tek 
Trex, they all have equivalents of each other in use that have some differences but not a lot. 
 
Rifle Launched Grenade 
Calibre –  10mm  ROF -   1 Recoil -  As rifle 
Magazine -  1 reload time 2 phases 
Weight -   0.5kg  Range -  30 m Cost -   1500u 
Mounted on the end of a 10mm rifle barrel, this sleeve includes a second set of iron sights that are used when 
launching the 60mm grenade which has a ‘bullet catcher’ built into its fin-stabilised tail. A round travels up the  
barrel and its momentum carries the grenade off the end of the barrel. The grenade detonates as soon as it hits 
something hard, often best used as an impromptu mortar this simple launcher has been around for hundreds of 
years.  
The biggest drawback is that the rifle cannot fit any- Silencers, Barrel mounted recoil baffling or Flash suppression 
and can only be launched with Regular, non-explosive ammunition. 

60mm High Ex Blast Rating 15 Pen 5 900u 
60mm Frag Blast Rating 10 Pen 10 1100u 

Gauss Grenade launcher 
Calibre –  40mm  ROF -   1 Recoil -  6 
Magazine -  4 Underbarrel  
Weight -   2.5kg  Range -  40 m Cost -   5500u 

40mm High Ex Blast Rating 15 Pen 0 900u 
40mm Frag Blast Rating 9 Pen 7 1100u 

90mm Disposable Rocket launcher 
Calibre –  90mm  ROF -   1 Recoil -  4 
Magazine -  None, disposable system, one shot, throw it away 
Weight -   4kg  Range -  90 m Cost -   4500u 
Safe Arming Range- 20metres 
Rocket Moves at 180m/phase 

Primary Blast Radius Secondary Blast Radius Type Weight Cost 
100 2m 25 8m High Ex 4kg 4500u 

Advanced 90mm Rocket launcher 
Calibre –  90mm  ROF -   1 Recoil -  4 
Magazine -  1 Takes 3phases to arm a new rocket 
Weight -   8kg  Range -  100 m Cost -   35,000u 
Safe Arming Range- 20metres Rocket moves at 180m/phase 
Designed for more protracted bothering with rocket propelled grenades, this weapon system uses the same  
warhead as the disposable launcher and is usually dedicated to one soldier in a platoon strength unit. They also 
come with 1000m optical sights and require some basic training to use well. 

Primary Blast Radius Secondary Blast Radius Type Weight Cost 
100 2m 25 8m High Ex 2kg 3000u 
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Heavy rocket Launcher 
Calibre –  125mm  ROF -   1 Recoil -  5 
Magazine -  1 Takes 5phases to arm a new rocket 
Weight -   12kg  Range -  300 m Cost -   65,000u 
Safe Arming Range- 40metres  Rocket moves at 600m/phase 

Primary Blast Radius Secondary Blast Radius Type Weight Cost 
400 4m 100 10m High Ex 5kg 9000u 
100 15m 25 35m Fragment 5kg 12,000u 

155mm Missile Launcher 
Calibre –  155mm  ROF -   1 Recoil -  2 
Magazine -  1 Takes 6 phases to arm a new Missile 
Weight -   15kg  Range -     1000 m Cost -   265,000u 
Safe Arming Range- 100metres 
Burn Range- 6000m  Missile moves 1000m/phase 
Quite a good weapons system that is ruggedly built from spun-aluminium and high impact plastics it comes with a 
8000m Digital IR/UV scope, 12,000m UV laser Rangefinder and tight band 6mm radar for aiming the guided muni-
tions. The UV laser is easy enough to see with the relevant sensor systems which are about this weapons only 
real drawback, allowing the operator to be seen. Experienced users tend to turn it off and ‘guess’ the range.  
The HEAT warhead on the 155A and 155B missiles is quite potent and effective against a number of larger ar-
moured vehicles and commonly encountered flying ones. The AI in the 155A is average but usually more than 
enough to seriously bother most Militia pilots and drivers if they get the drop on them  
155A has a Pilot Skill of ‘5’ and costs 45,000u 
155B has no pilot skill and is a Radar guided munition costing 36,000u 

Primary Blast Radius Secondary Blast Radius Type Weight 
700 2m 20 5m HEAT 6.5kg 

200mm Heavy Missile Launcher 
Calibre –  200mm  ROF -   1 Recoil -  5 
Magazine -  1 Takes 3 phases to arm a new Missile 
Weight -   20kg  Range -     2000 m Cost -   955,000u 
Safe Arming Range- 150metres 
Burn Range- 9000m 
Missile moves 1500m/phase 
Made completely from high impact plastics, titanium and finished in anodised black aluminium with a fast loading 
system. A very professional looking and highly resilient launcher for all environments. 
It comes with 10mm radar targeting system and rangefinder with a very high quality IR/UV 15000m digital scope. 
This does make it very expensive and slightly ‘over-engineered’ for the job. But the results are impressive, it 
makes shit very broken. 
200A missile has a Pilot Skill of ‘8’ and costs 195,000u 
200B missile has no pilot skill and is a Radar guided munition costing 85,000u 
Primary Blast Radius Secondary Blast Radius Type Weight 
1400 4m 100 10m HEAT 10.5kg 

120mm Mortar 
Calibre - 120mm  ROF -  1 every 2 phases  Weight -   40kg 
Range - 500m (short range) Cost – 130,000u 

Primary Blast Radius Secondary Blast Radius Type Weight Cost 

350 5m 75 10m High Ex 5kg 2000u 
120 25m 30 50m Fragment 5kg 3500u 
20 10m 4 25m WPS* 5kg 1000u 

200mm Mortar 
Calibre - 200mm  ROF -  1 every 2 phases  Weight -   90kg 
Range - 800m (short range) Cost – 310,000u 

Primary Blast Radius Secondary Blast Radius Type Weight Cost 
850 10m 150 20m High Ex 10kg 4000u 
120 45m 30 90m Fragment 10kg 7500u 
40 20m 10 25m WPS* 10kg 3000u 
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Enemy Armour 
Use the generic SLA ones for that company, heres a few more exotic ones from TT and DN. 
 
TTA-90 Armalite 
A light and relatively cheap suit of armour that comes standard with some nice features, which make it well worth 
the money. It does lack durability but makes up for it by being quick, very hard to detect and reliable. 
+3 DEX 
10,000hr power supply, fully sealed with Air filtration, AV stalk, IR/UV helmet, Surface coated with ECM material 
adding +5 to Hide rolls, Dampened Servo systems adding +5 to Sneak rolls. 
Cost 15,000u 
PV: 5 
ID: Head 10 Torso 20 Arms 15 Legs 15 
 
TTA-770 Sphinx 
A beautiful suit of armour with some features to kill for, lightning fast, decent protection and comes with a turbine 
system that make it a unique suit on the streets. Highly prized and sadly very rare, most tend to be snaffled up by 
collectors, elite mercenaries and scouts. 
+3 Dexterity +3 strength +6m Sprint  
Jet turbine system gives this suit a 4 phase flight capability at 20m/phase and 2 phase cool down period after 
every 4 phases of flight. 
10,000hr power supply, fully sealed with Air filtration, Gyroscopic stabilisers, 1mm Radar (range 100m) AV stalk, 
IR/UV helmet, Surface coated with ECM material adding +5 to Hide rolls, Dampened Servo systems adding +5 to 
Sneak rolls. 
Cost 80,000u 
PV: 8 
ID: Head 20 Torso 45 Arms 20 Legs 25 
 
DN 57M ‘Vanquish’ 
A heavier duty suit of powered armour that is standard issue to Darknight soldiers on War Worlds, it offers  
substantial protection at a price it has an excellent power chassis and some basic features. Durable and reliable, 
this suit is beginning to filter down to the streets in higher numbers yearly. 
+2STR -1DEX 
5,000 hour power supply, fully sealed with air filtration and 2 hours of bottled oxygen. IR/UV vision, Drug injector 
(holds 5 doses) 
Cost 30,000u 
PV: 7 
ID: Head 20 Torso 50 Arms 25 Legs 35 
 
DN 015 ‘Counterpoint’ 
Built specifically to be issued in areas where there is a high threat from heavily armed opponents, the Counter-
point is a robust and very potent suit of armour capable of deflecting a great deal of enemy firearms and melee 
weapons. Popular with Darknight Interceptor crews who prefer to hit their targets hard and fast before getting 
away. It boasts a massive power chassis borrowed off the ‘Destiny’ series of powerarmour and re-designed on a 
smaller set of ceramic plates. 
+5STR +6metre Sprint 
10,000 hour power supply, fully sealed with air filtration and 2 hours of bottled oxygen. IR/UV vision, Drug injector 
(holds 5 doses) 
Cost 90,000u 
PV: 12 
ID: Head 30 Torso 65 Arms 30 Legs 45 
 
DN 900M ‘Destiny’ 
Perhaps the pinnacle of Darknight armour technology issued to their Reaver marine units and is built to withstand 
sustained action for long periods of time. Comparable to SLA Dogybone armour this suit has a number of features 
in it which makes it at least equal or better than SLA and perhaps second to a lot of the Killachassis suits. Once in 
awhile a suit will turn up for sale on the streets as a very hot set of property for anyone with the cash or trade for 
mil-spec power armour. 
+5STR +3metre Sprint 
15,000 hour power supply, fully sealed against hard vacuum with air filtration and 10 hours of bottled oxygen. IR/
UV vision, Drug injector (holds 15 doses), AV stalk, Short range HF radio, Inbuilt ECM system (Negates Radar, 
IR/UV sensors), 3mm Radar (300m Range), 5000watt retractable shoulder mounted spotlight (IR) 
Cost 250,000u 
PV: 16 
ID: Head 40 Torso 100 Arms 60 Legs 65 
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Generic Vehicles 
Variety of non-Thresher manufactured vehicles which may be encountered fairly much anywhere  
Civilian Road Car Type Max Speed Acceleration Weight 

Compact Car 20m/phase 5m/phase 1200kg 
Dimensions Crew Passengers Skill Cost 
3.5m x 2.5m x 1.8m 1 3 Drive Civ 15-17,000u 
PV ID Ceiling Cargo 
5 50 - 200kg 
Movement 4wheel electrical induction 
Armament none 

        

Civilian Road Car Type Max Speed Acceleration Weight 
Large Van 18m/phase 4m/phase 1800kg 

Dimensions Crew Passengers Skill Cost 
5m x 3m x 2.2m 1 2 Drive Civ 18-20,000u 
PV ID Ceiling Cargo 
5 100 - 1500kg 
Movement 4wheel electrical induction 
Armament none 

        

Civilian Jeep Type Max Speed Acceleration Weight 
4wd Offroader 18m/phase 2m/phase 1800kg 

Dimensions Crew Passengers Skill Cost 
4m x 3m x 2m 1 4 Drive Civ 40-50,000u 
PV ID Ceiling Cargo 
7 200 - 500kg 
Movement 4wheel electrical induction 
Armament none 

        

Military Jeep Type Max Speed Acceleration Weight 
4wd Offroader 35m/phase 1.8m/phase 2000kg 

Dimensions Crew Passengers Skill Cost 
4.5m x 3m x 2.2m 1 5 Drive Civ 100-140,000u 
PV ID Ceiling Cargo 
15 300 - 500kg 
Movement 4wheel electrical induction 
Armament none 

        

APC Type Max Speed Acceleration Weight 
Armoured transport 29m/phase 1.8m/phase 10,000kg 

Dimensions Crew Passengers Skill Cost 
9m x 4m x 2.6m 1 Driver 1 Gunner 10 Drive Mil 1-1.25mil uni 
PV ID Ceiling Cargo 
25 750 - 3000kg 
Movement 4wheel electrical induction 
Armament 1 pintle mount 

        

Civilian Bike Type Max Speed Acceleration Weight 
Motorcycle 40m/phase 5m/phase 250kg 

Dimensions Crew Passengers Skill Cost 
2m x 0.5m x 0.9m 1 1 Motorcycle 500-750u 
PV ID Ceiling Cargo 
1 10 - 10kg 
Movement 2 wheel electronic induction 
Armament none 

        

Military Bike Type Max Speed Acceleration Weight 
Motorcycle 55m/phase 5m/phase 750kg 

Dimensions Crew Passengers Skill Cost 
2.2m x 0.5m x 0.9m 1 1 Motorcycle 8-10,000u 
PV ID Ceiling Cargo 
10 100 - 20kg 
Movement 2 wheel electronic induction 
Armament none 
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Light Tank Type Max Speed Acceleration Weight 
Armoured Vehicle 20m/phase 2m/phase 30,000kg 

Dimensions Crew Passengers Skill Cost 
10m x 5m x 2m 1 Drive 3 support None Drive Mil 100-150mil uni 
PV ID Ceiling Cargo 
250 3000 - 800kg 
Movement Twin Tracked- electrical induction 
Armament 1 x 100mm gun (Blast 400 Radius 4m ROF 1-2phases) 

1 x 12mm machinegun (ROF 5/10) 

        

MBT Type Max Speed Acceleration Weight 
Armoured Vehicle 18m/phase 1m/phase 70,000kg 

Dimensions Crew Passengers Skill Cost 
15m x 6m x 3m 1 Drive 4 Support None Drive Mil 250-300mil uni 
PV ID Ceiling Cargo 
600 6000 - 1000kg 
Movement Twin Tracked- electrical induction 
Armament 1x 150mm gun (Blast 900 Radius 4m ROF 1) 

1 x 12.7mm machinegun (ROF 5/10- in turret) 
1 x 17mm machinegun (ROF 5- Pintle mount) 

        

FEN Bulldog MBT 
LAV 

Type Max Speed Acceleration Weight 
Armoured Vehicle 40m/phase 6m/phase 50,000kg 

Dimensions Crew Passengers Skill Cost 
15m x 6m x 2.5m 1 Drive 4 Support None Drive/Pilot Mil 350mil uni 
PV ID Ceiling Cargo 
400 5000 20metres 500kg 
Movement Twin Turbine electrical induction 
Armament 1x 150mm gun (Blast 900 Radius 4m ROF 1) 

1 x 12.7mm machinegun (ROF 5/10- in turret) 
1 x 17mm machinegun (ROF 5- Pintle mount) 

        

DN Manticore MBT Type Max Speed Acceleration Weight 
Armoured Vehicle 18m/phase 2m/phase 60,000kg 

Dimensions Crew Passengers Skill Cost 
14m x 6m x 3m 1 Drive 4 Support None Drive Mil 300mil uni 
PV ID Ceiling Cargo 
550 7000 - 1000kg 
Movement Twin Tracked Electrical induction 
Armament 2 x 60mm linked Chain guns (Blast 300 Radius 3m ROF 10) 

1 x 12.7mm machinegun (ROF 5/10 – Pintle mount) 

        

Truck Type Max Speed Acceleration Weight 
Articulated mover 20m/phase 1m/phase 30,000kg 

Dimensions Crew Passengers Skill Cost 
25m x 4m x 4m 1 2 Drive Civ 400,000uni 
PV ID Ceiling Cargo 
15 3000 - 30,000tons 
Movement 8 x Electrical Induction (Truck) 4 Dual Rim bogey axels (trailer) 
Armament None 

        

Helicopter Type Max Speed Acceleration Weight 
Transport 40m/phase 10m/phase 6000kg 

Dimensions Crew Passengers Skill Cost 
10m x 3m x 3m 2 6 Pilot Mil 1mil uni 
PV ID Ceiling Cargo 
10 300 7000m 2000kg 
Movement Single electrical induction prop 
Armament None- can fit two door machineguns 

        

FEN Kilcopter 
Mk 3497 

Type Max Speed Acceleration Weight 
VTOL Gunship 160m/phase 22m/phase 4500kg 

Dimensions Crew Passengers Skill Cost 
6m x 2m x 2.4m 2 4 Pilot Mil 4.5mil uni 
PV ID Ceiling Cargo 
19 550 20,000m 1000kg 
Movement Quad electrical induction turbines 
Armament Ball Turret capable of fitting 3x machineguns 
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FEN Kilcopter 
Mk 3500 

Type Max Speed Acceleration Weight 
VTOL Gunship 190m/phase 25m/phase 5000kg 

Dimensions Crew Passengers Skill Cost 
6m x 4m x 2.4m 2 4 Pilot Mil 5mil uni 
PV ID Ceiling Cargo 
22 600 20,000m 300kg 
Movement Quad electrical induction turbines 
Armament Ball Turret capable of fitting 3x machineguns or 1x cannon 

2 wing Hardpoints capable of fitting 3x machineguns 
2 wing Hardpoints capable of fitting 1x cannon or Rocket pod each 

        

SCAF Type Max Speed Acceleration Weight 
Bike/VTOL 64m/phase 6m/phase 750kg 

Dimensions Crew Passengers Skill Cost 
2.5m x 1.5m x 1.2m 1 1 Pilot Mil/Motorcycle 1.25mil uni 
PV ID Ceiling Cargo 
15 250 20,000m 30kg 
Movement Twin electrical induction turbines or two wheeled 
Armament 1 ball turret capable of fitting 1 x machinegun 

        

Dropship 
-Small 

Type Max Speed Acceleration Weight 
Shuttle 400m/phase 20units 10m/phase 3units 250tons 

Dimensions Crew Passengers Skill Cost 
40m x 25m x 15m 5 100 Pilot Mil 240mil uni 
PV ID Ceiling Cargo 
100 5000 Space capable 100tons 
Movement Twin Ion engines- Kilowatt 
Armament 1 x 60mm chain gun turret (Blast 300 Radius 3m ROF 5) 

2 x 40mm chain gun turrets (Blast 100 Radius 1m ROF 5) 

        

Dropship 
-Large 

Type Max Speed Acceleration Weight 
Shuttle 300m/phase 15units 8m/phase 2.5units 1000tons 

Dimensions Crew Passengers Skill Cost 
100m x 30m x 20m 6 1200 Pilot Mil 1000mil uni 
PV ID Ceiling Cargo 
250 20,000 Space Capable 800tons 
Movement Quad Ion Engines- Megawatt 
Armament 4 x 60mm chain gun turret (Blast 300 Radius 3m ROF 5) 

2 x 10mw Plasma turrets 

        

Chemical Threats- 
Enemy Drugs 
Because the enemy often loads their soldiers up with this to stop them from running away and there's always the 
regular street varieties used by generic scumbags which pose a threat. 
While many small soft companies out there spend their time dodging the ‘big 3’ from walking in and taking their 
own research, most spend their time synthesising knock-offs of either SLA, Darknight or Thresher drugs. These 
alternatives are sometimes good, something excellent and mostly just plain bad. Backyard chemistry, while it is 
fun has the joy taken out of it when you whip up a batch of gear and kill the people you're trying to sell too.  
 
Many thousands of soft companies disappear like this overnight, another will take up the flag, usually within hours 
and continue the march, until they blow it, blow themselves up or someone comes in and blows them up. 
Soft company drugs is like betting, for hardcore punters that don’t mind taking the odd fall into brain damage, 
heart-lung failure and psychosis if they think it will get them off. 
You’d be truly amazed at what people will stick inside themselves. 
Ask any medical person working in an emergency ward. 

Spin that Wheel bitch. 
Variables for street drugs and ‘copies’ of existing market drugs. 
Effects: Add a 5 to 10% chance it causes immediate overdose. User reduced to 0 hits and will require someone 
with First aid skill to get them breathing again within 5minutes. 
Duration: Increase or Decrease this by 10-50% 
Dosage: Variable by Duration 
Detox: Get creative here and twist the numbers a bit to be cruel.  
Addiction: Add +0 to +3 to PHYS rolls here. We like customers… 
Cost: Subjective, work out when the local labs been done over and how good supply is 
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Crank 
Origins: New Amsterdam 
A very addictive and potent Methamphetamine which 
has usually been cut with some neutral chemicals to 
assist in transportation and injection, in its purest form it 
is highly toxic to most anything drawing breath and will 
cause a heart attack within seconds of injection. Made 
from a combination of other highly toxic chemicals 
which are capable of killing a healthy person from their 
merest touch or inhalation. 
 
Administered: Injected 
Effects: +1 Action Phase per Round, complete lack of 
sleep for duration, -3CONC 
Duration: 2hours 
Detox: Acute Fatigue, -3CONC permanent, +2 ranks 
Paranoia. +1 Rank Bad Sleeper  
Addiction: -1PHYS per 10 doses 
Cost: 15u 
 
Bloo 
Origins: New Amsterdam 
Popular Party drug that induces a feeling of happiness, 
euphoria and lack of sleep, often cut with some traces 
of Crank which makes for a more aggressive party. 
 
Administered: Eaten 
Effects: Removes Depression, complete lack of sleep, -
2 DIA 
Duration: 6hours 
Detox: -2DIA, +1 rank of Psychosis  
Addiction: -1PHYS per 20 doses 
Cost: 10u 
 
Pentafine 
Origins: Orienta 
Highly addictive neural suppressant that induces  
feelings of euphoria, happiness and sleep, there are at 
least a hundred different variations on Pentafine that all 
do much that same and made by a few hundred  
manufacturers. Made from a number of highly  
concentrated plant extracts (which can be rare at times) 
and common chemicals it is a relatively simple process 
to make. 
 
Administered: Smoked 
Effects: Removes Depression, Euphoria, sleep, -5 DIA, 
+4 CONC 
Duration: 6hours 
Detox: -2DIA  
Addiction: -1PHYS per 10 doses 
Cost: 10u 
 
Char 
Origins: Orienta 
A more refined version of Pentafine that lasts longer 
and has a powerful hallucinogenic effect on the mind, it 
also makes users liable to act out their wildest fantasies. 
Most of which are truly disturbing and probably best left 
in the subconscious. 
 
Administered: Injected 
Effects: +5CONC -5DIA, extreme hallucinogen. 
Duration: 12hours 
Detox: -2DIA -2 CONC +4 ranks Psychosis  
Addiction: -1PHYS per 5 doses 
Cost: 15u 

Gammamphentine (aka Gamma) 
Origins: Mort 
A potent and highly destructive amphetamine substance 
made from some truly dangerous chemicals, it makes 
users highly aggressive, fast and not particularly smart. 
Probably responsible for more homicides and has filled 
more lunatic asylums than many other street drugs 
combined. It’s also common as dirt, as are its users. 
 
Administered: Injected 
Effects: +2 phases per round, No Cool Rolls. -3CONC 
Duration: 4hours 
Detox: -3CONC +5 ranks Psychosis, +4 Ranks bad 
sleeper  
Addiction: -1PHYS per 5 doses, +1 rank Psychosis 
Cost: 20u 
 
Lucy 
Origins: Mort 
Probably more commonly used on people by skin trad-
ers to sedate units, it still has its aficionado’s in the 
population of most worlds as a mild aphrodisiac and 
sedative which induces feelings of euphoria. 
 
Administered: Injection/Ingestion 
Effects: Euphoria, -5 DIA, +5 COOL 
Duration: 12hours 
Detox: -2DIA, +5 ranks Bad Sleeper  
Addiction: -1PHYS per 20 doses 
Cost: 5u 
 
White Ice (aka Sugar) 
Origins: Mort 
If someone on Mort asks you if you want some sugar, 
say no. Probably closer to a poison than a pleasure 
drug, it does deck people quite well by lowering their 
blood pressure and blocking neurotransmitters.  
Abductions, murder, date rape, organ legging, this stuff 
is used for them all and probably some others which 
you don’t want to know about. Doses are cumulative, if 
a second dose is given it doubles duration and PHYS 
roll to resist the effects. Three doses usually kills damn 
near anything. 
 
Administered: Injection/Injestion 
Effects: Paralysis, unconsciousness. (PHYS roll -12 to 
resist), no pain. 
Duration: 12hours 
Detox: -1 PHYS  
Addiction: -1PHYS per 10 doses 
Cost: 5u 
 
Honeymoon 
Origins: Unknown 
Most users flip between heaven and hell, experience 
intense hallucinations and tend to be overly aggressive 
as the pure form of this drug is often cut with Crank and 
given the lack of pain most users feel can often injure 
themselves horribly and not even notice. 
 
Administered: Injected 
Effects: -3DIA, extreme hallucinogen, complete lack of 
pain in all extremities. 
Duration: 12hours 
Detox: -3DIA –3 CONC +2 ranks Psychosis  
Addiction: -1PHYS per 5 doses 
Cost: 10u 
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Shatter 
There’s probably more myths about this baby than there 
are stars in the sky. SLA will tell you it will mutate your 
body over time, Thresher thinks it’s the closest thing to 
hell on earth and to be honest, neither are lying either. 
Shatter is full of things that no one else has manage to 
synthesise in a lab, suspecting many to believe its got 
some kind of rare organic or ebb manufactured  
component in it that they’ll never tell.  
 
Shatter Strain 0 
Almost never sold on the street as a pure combat drug, 
when it is, it’s only to be watered down with something 
else so they can sell more of it. Should you be ‘lucky’ 
enough to lay your hands on this gear it will probably kill 
you after the first hit, because no one else is likely to do 
it short of running you over with a tank. While they are 
very rare, some regular users are also known as ‘Zero 
Assassins’ and are quite capable in some cases of kill-
ing entire squads of SHIVER and lightly armed ops with 
little more than a 10mm pistol or knife and no armour. 
 
Effects: Bio regeneration 1 Hit or 1 Wound per 2 
phases, No PHYS or COOL rolls, 
-50% damage taken, +2 Actions per round, +5 STR 
+4 ranks Sociopathic 
Addiction: Immediate. 
Duration: 48 hours 
Detox: Death in 24hours 
Cost: 25,000u dose 
 
Shatter Strain M0 
M0 is far more common as Shatter combat drug, it is 
essentially a watered down version of Strain 0 which 
mimics UV or Rush in some respects.  
Usually administered to DN troops prior to combat 
enough of it filters down to the streets to be quite readily 
available to users. 
 
Effects: No PHYS or COOL rolls, -50% damage taken, 
+3STR.  
Addiction: -2 PHYS per dose, 4 doses per day, kills user 
1year after becoming addicted 
Duration: 8 hours 
Detox: -5 DIA, -2 all physical STATS 
Cost: 500u dose 
 
Shatter Strain 12 
‘One-Two’ as it is more commonly known is a very  
dangerous combat drug that is more often than not, 
used in conjunction with one of the others to produce 
some truly vicious effects on the user as it combines 
well with other drugs. Not the least of which is the  
physical toll on the body after as it is a hyper-metabolic 
enhancement, it’s easy to spot a user, they are rake thin 
after a few months of use. 
 
Effects: +3 actions a round, +2 DIA, +2 DEX 
Addiction: -2 PHYS per 12 doses, 4 doses per day, kills 
user 6months after becoming addicted. 
Duration: 4 hours, User loses two actions and moves at 
half speed for 2hours due to extreme fatigue. Unless 
they take another dose. 
Detox: -5 DIA, -2 all physical STATS 
Cost: 300u dose 
 
 

Shatter Strain 9 
‘Nine-er’ is a frightening cocktail of cut down Strain 0, a 
number of very potent anaesthetics, some hyper-
metabolic enhancers and probably the most common 
form of ‘high powered’ Shatter on the streets next to M0. 
SLA fears ‘Nine-er’ users probably more than the others 
combined, mostly because of they're immense ability to 
soak up a horrendous amount of punishment and feel 
absolutely no pain. Eventually after prolonged use an 
addict will lose all their physical feelings in their hands, 
feet and face. 
 
Effects: No PHYS or COOL rolls, -50% damage taken. 
-2 to hit with melee or firearms due to lack of feeling in 
limbs. Ignore wound penalties. 
Addiction: -4 PHYS per 2 doses, Constant. 
Duration: 12 hours 
Detox: -5 DIA, -4 all physical STATS 
Cost: 400u dose 
 
Shatter Strain 8 
Called by some the best combat healing drug around, 
Strain 8 or ‘Blackball’ as it is more commonly called is a 
mixed blessing. It will heal a phenomenal amount of 
damage very quickly upon injection and its mix of anti-
coagulants, anaesthetics and ability to keep healing for 
some time after it is injected make it standard kit for 
most Darknight soldiers and agents. Cut with a powerful 
amount of anti-depressants it also functions to leave the 
user in a euphoric state for some time, many users are 
reluctant to go without it. 
 
Effects: Takes effect 2 phases after injection, No Cool 
rolls, heals 4 wounds/4hits (Wounds first) and continues 
to heal 5wounds/5hits at the end of every combat round 
for one hour. 
-2 to hit with melee or firearms due to lack of feeling in 
limbs. Ignore wound penalties 
Addiction: -4 PHYS per 10 doses, 4 doses per day. 
Duration: 1 hour 
Detox: -5 DIA, -4 all physical STATS 
Cost: 100u dose 
 
Shatter Strain 7 
The cheapest and possibly the most nasty of the  
Shatter strains, ‘Seven’ is also the most common form 
of street combat drug available. Used to dose up large 
amounts of ‘trash troops’, penal legions and other ex-
pendables it serves this function quite well. Being very 
heavily cut means that it is also highly addictive due to 
the massive amounts of ‘filler’ in its final production, 
consisting mostly of an anaesthetic and euphoric  
chemicals. Darknight ships millions of doses annually of 
this drug, seeming to care little for the destruction it 
wreaks on the societies that buy it. 
 
Effects: No PHYS rolls, -25% damage taken. -2 to hit 
with melee or firearms due to lack of feeling in limbs. 
Ignore wound penalties 
Addiction: -4 PHYS per 12 doses, Constant, kills users 
within 5years of addiction. 
Duration: 4 hours 
Detox: -5 DIA, -4 all physical STATS 
Cost: 50u dose 
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Biological Threats- Enemy Personnel 
Because we’re not interested in talking to them very often and this is a quick way of resolving combat which can 
otherwise drag out and get bogged down in details. 
Melee Damage- How much strength bonus they get when whacking away 
Hits- The targets total hits, you do this much damage and they die 
PV- Armour, if the target is wearing any 
Skills- Relevant combat skills 
Equipment- Generic equipment found on most of these personnel 
Morale- How quickly they break and run, surrender or otherwise rendered impotent, you do this many hits and 
they throw in the towel. This may be affected by drugs, if they're stoned off their tits on combat drugs then they 
rarely notice how badly injured they are or their friends nearby. 
Walk, Run, Sprint- Movement rate in metres/phase when being chased or chasing someone 
Initiative- Which Combat Phases the person acts in, Bold Type (1) indicates a combat drug phase 

SLA Personnel 
I’ll briefly detail some of the more common SLA people that Thresher agents will meet and waste, while they 
aren’t as well trained or equipped as Thresher employees, they are trained, equipped and most importantly, come 
in prolific numbers which should scare anyone. 

Personnel SLA Conscript Militia 
Melee Damage PV Hits Morale- Awful 

+1 5 10 Cool 4, take 3-4hits damage and generally 
give up. They don’t want to be in the army 
in the first place! 

Walk Run Sprint 
1 2 4 

Skills Pistol 3 Rifle 3, Unarmed 3, 1Handed 3, Athletics 3, Detect 3, Throw 3 
Equipment Blocker Armour, FENAR 10mm rifle, dozen magazines of ammunition 

2 Fragmentation grenades, SLA-Blade, 5 doses of Kickstart- sometimes dosed on  
combat drugs such as UV or Rush. 

Initiative DEX 5 (2) (4) 

Personnel SLA Company Militia- Green Troops 
Melee Damage PV Hits Morale- Poor 

+2 5 12 Cool 5, trained troops that haven’t been 
exposed to genuine fire, take 6hits and 
give up. 

Walk Run Sprint 
1 2 5 

Skills Pistol 3 Rifle 4, Unarmed 3, 1Handed 4, Athletics 3, Detect 3, Throw 3 
Autosupport 4 

Equipment Blocker Armour, FENAR 10mm rifle, dozen magazines of ammunition 
2 Fragmentation grenades, MAC Knife, 5 doses of Kickstart- dosed on combat drugs 
such as UV or Rush in a combat ready situation. 

Initiative DEX 7 (1) (3) (5) 

Personnel SLA Company Militia- Veterans 
Melee Damage PV Hits Morale- Good 

+3 10 16 Cool 8, take 12hits and give up, they are 
hardened troopers and not afraid to fire or 
be fired upon 

Walk Run Sprint 
1 2 6 

Skills Pistol 5, Rifle 5, Unarmed 5, 1Handed 5, Athletics 3, Detect 5, Throw 4 
Autosupport 5, Tactics 5 

Equipment PP HARD Armour, FENAR 10mm rifle or FEN Warmonger SMG, dozen magazines of 
ammunition, 6 Fragmentation grenades, MAC Knife, 5 doses of Kickstart- dosed on  
combat drugs such as UV or Rush in a combat ready situation. 

Initiative DEX 10 (1) (2) (4) (5) 
Personnel SLA Biogenetic Shock Troops 
Melee Damage PV Hits Morale- Fanatical 

+7 9 30 Stormer 313 Militia Drones 
Fight until destroyed- cool 15 and dosed on 
UV continuously 

Walk Run Sprint 
1 3 7 

Skills Unarmed 6, 1Handed 6, Athletics 5, Pistol 5, Detect 2, Throw 4, Autosupport 5 
Equipment EXO-Stormer Armour, 4 Fragmentation grenades, KK30 12mm SMG, 10 magazines of 

ammunition, 5 doses of Kickstart, Gash Fist 
Initiative DEX 15 (1) (2)+(2) (3) (4)+(4) (5) 
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Personnel SLA Company Militia- Rear Echelon Support 
Melee Damage PV Hits Morale- Poor 

+1 5 10 Medical, Vehicle and logistics personnel 
Cool 4, take 5hits and give up. Walk Run Sprint 

1 2 3 
Skills Pistol 3, Detect 3, unarmed various non-combat skill specialities 

Equipment Body Blocker Armour, FEN 10mm SMG, various skill trappings 
Initiative DEX 4 (2) (4) 

Personnel Nitro Legion- Green Troops 
Melee Damage PV Hits Morale- Good 

+3 15 20 Well trained, Cool 9 but have little combat 
experience, take 12 hits and give up, fre-
quently on combat drugs 

Walk Run Sprint 
1 2 6 

Skills Pistol 5, Rifle 5, Unarmed 5, 1Handed 5, Athletics 3, Detect 5, Throw 4 
Autosupport 5 

Equipment Crackshot Armour, MAL AR 12.7mm rifle or FEN 808 12mm power reaper 
6 frag grenades, Vibro Sabre, 10doses of Kickstart, lots of ammo. 

Initiative DEX 13 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Personnel Nitro Legion- Veterans 
Melee Damage PV Hits Morale- Excellent 

+4 16 24 Well trained, Cool 10 with lots of combat 
experience, take 20 hits and give up, fre-
quently on combat drugs 

Walk Run Sprint 
1 2 6 

Skills Pistol 5, Rifle 7, Unarmed 7, 1Handed 7, Athletics 5, Detect 7, Throw 5 
Autosupport 8, Tactics 3 

Equipment Dogeybone Armour, MAL AR 12.7mm rifle or FEN 808 12mm power reaper 
Some heavy weapons such as grenade and rocket launchers in support troops. 
6 frag grenades, Vibro Sabre, 10doses of Kickstart, lots of ammo. 

Initiative DEX 15 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Personnel Nitro Legion- Assault Veterans 
Melee Damage PV Hits Morale- Exceptional 

+6 18 24 Well trained, Cool 10 with lots of combat 
experience, take 22 hits and give up, fre-
quently on combat drugs 

Walk Run Sprint 
1 2 6 

Skills Pistol 5, Rifle 7, Unarmed 7, 1Handed 7, Athletics 5, Detect 7, Throw 5 
Autosupport 8, Tactics 6 

Equipment MAL shock Armour, MAL AR 12.7mm rifle or FEN 808 12mm power reaper 
Lots of heavy weapons such as grenade and rocket launchers 
6 frag grenades, Vibro Sabre, 10doses of Kickstart, lots of ammo. 

Initiative DEX 15 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Darknight Personnel 
Like SLA, they have multitudes of plebs for military duty but their specialist trained troops tend to be fewer in  
number and more cunning than a shithouse rat. 

Personnel Darknight Conscript Levy 
Melee Damage PV Hits Morale- Good 

+1 5 10 Cool 4, take 7hits damage and generally 
give up but are highly motivated if poorly 
trained 

Walk Run Sprint 
1 2 4 

Skills Pistol 3 Rifle 3, Unarmed 3 Athletics 3, Detect 3, Throw 3 
Equipment DN00985 Armour, 10mm rifle, 5 magazines of ammunition, rarely have heavy weapons, 

1 Frag grenade, 2 doses of Blackball, normally dosed up on ‘Seven’ Shatter prior to a 
fight 

Initiative DEX 5 (2) (4) 
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Personnel Darknight Army 
Melee Damage PV Hits Morale- Good 

+2 7 12 Cool 5, trained troops that haven’t been 
exposed to genuine fire, take 6hits and 
give up. 

Walk Run Sprint 
1 2 5 

Skills Pistol 3 Rifle 4, Unarmed 3, 1Handed 4, Athletics 3, Detect 3, Throw 3 
Autosupport 4 

Equipment DN 57M Armour, 10mm rifle or SMG, 10 magazines of ammunition 
6 Frag grenades, some heavy weapons like grenade launchers and rocket launchers 4 
doses of Blackball, normally dosed up on ‘One-Two’ Shatter. 

Initiative DEX 7 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Personnel Darknight Army- Veterans 
Melee Damage PV Hits Morale- Good 

+3 11 15 Cool 8, take 12hits and give up, they are 
hardened troopers and not afraid to fire or 
be fired upon 

Walk Run Sprint 
1 2 6 

Skills Pistol 5, Rifle 5, Unarmed 5, 1Handed 5, Athletics 3, Detect 5, Throw 4 
Autosupport 5, Tactics 3 

Equipment DN01000 Armour, 10mm rifle or SMG, 10 magazines of ammunition 
6 Frag grenades, frequently have heavy weapons like grenade launchers and rocket 
launchers 4 doses of Blackball, normally dosed up on ‘One-Two’ Shatter. 

Initiative DEX 9 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Personnel Darknight Trancer Shock Trooper 
Melee Damage PV Hits Morale- Exceptional 

+6 12 25 Cool 15, take 22 hits before giving up and 
insanely ferocious in close combat Walk Run Sprint 

1 2 12 
Skills Pistol 7, Autosupport 7, Unarmed 7, 1 Handed 8, Athletics 6, Detect 5, Throw 5 

Equipment DN015 Armour, 10mm Candlemas SMG with 40mm Grenade Launcher, Vibro sword, 
8magazines of ammunition, 10 frag grenades, 10 doses of Blackball and always doped 
up on ‘One-Two’ Shatter 

Initiative DEX 13 (1) (2)+(2) (3) (4)+(4) (5) 

Personnel Darknight Reaver Marine 
Melee Damage PV Hits Morale- Fanatical 

+6 16 26 Cool 10, fight to the death, very highly 
trained troops with a wealth of combat ex-
perience 

Walk Run Sprint 
1 2 9 

Skills Pistol 7, Rifle 8 Autosupport 10, Unarmed 6, 1 Handed 8, Athletics 6, Detect 8, Throw 5, 
Sneak 8, Hide 8, Zero Gee 6, Tactics 5 

Equipment DN900M Destiny Power Armour, 13mm R1 Assault rifle with 40mm GL, frequently armed 
with heavy automatic weapons, rocket and missile launchers, 12 magazines, 20 frag  
grenades, DN12 12mm pistol, 6 magazines, Vibro sword. 
10 Doses of Blackball and 10 doses of ‘One-Two’ Shatter 

Initiative DEX 15 (1) (2)+(2) (3) (4)+(4) (5) 

Personnel Darknight Specialist- Sniper 
Melee Damage PV Hits Morale- Excellent 

+3 7 20 Cool 8, highly disciplined soldiers which 
take 18hits before giving up Walk Run Sprint 

1 2 5 
Skills Pistol 5, Rifle 8, Marksman 6, Sneak 10, Hide 10, 1Handed 3, Unarmed 4, Detect 10, 

Tactics 5, Company Info (rival) 5 
Equipment DN 57M Armour with ECM coating, 12mm Hollander Sniper rifle, DN12 12mm Pistol, 8 

magazines, ECM Cape, 2000m scope. Long range radio, Rangefinder. 
10 doses of Blackball, extended field kit with extra food and water. Knife 

Initiative DEX 10 (1) (2) (4) (5) 
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Personnel Darknight Specialist- Infiltrator 
Melee Damage PV Hits Morale- Exceptional 

+3 6 20 Cool 10, will fight until dead in most cases, 
take 18 hits before giving up. Superbly 
trained and experienced 

Walk Run Sprint 
1 2 6 

Skills Pistol 7, 1Handed 8, Sneak 10, Hide 10, Unarmed 8, Company Info (rival) 5, Detect 7, 
Tactics 5, Demolitions 8 

Equipment DN00875 ECM Bodysuit/Armour, ECM cape, IR/UV goggles, Gas Mask, Vibro Knife, 
DN12 12mm Silenced Pistol, Explosives, detonators, 5 doses of Blackball 
5 doses of ‘One-Two’ Shatter 

Initiative DEX 10 (1) (2) (4) (5) 
Personnel Darknight Specialist- Zero Assassin 
Melee Damage PV Hits Morale- Fanatical 

+6 6 30 Cool- NA, loaded up with Strain 0 Shatter 
24-7, the best of the best DN have trained 
and fight until dead 

Walk Run Sprint 
1 2 10 

Skills Pistol 15, Rifle 12, Autosupport 15, Detect 10, Sneak 15, Hide 15, Tactics 8, Company 
Info (rival) 8, Unarmed 15, 1Handed 12, Athletics 8 

Equipment DN00875 ECM Bodysuit/Armour, ECM cape, IR/UV goggles, 7 doses of Strain0 Shatter, 
pretty much anything else for killing people, lots of people. 

Initiative DEX 18 (1) (2)+(2) (3) (4)+(4) (5) 

Thresher Personnel 
Just in case GM’s need some quick and nasty troops for killing off SLA PC’s so you can get on with running a 
Thresher game, right? 

Personnel Thresher Reservist Mechanised Infantry 
Melee Damage PV Hits Morale- Good 

+3 8 15 Cool 6, take 12 hits before giving up, 
changes to Fanatical if defending home 
ground. 

Walk Run Sprint 
1 2 3 

Skills Drive Mil/Pilot Mil 6, Pistol 4, Autosupport 7, Artillery 7, Unarmed 3, Detect 5 
Navigation 5, Tactics 3, Mechanics repair 4, Computer use 5, Computer Sub 5 

Equipment TH002, THCA 11.5mm SMG, CHAP 11.5mm Pistol, 12 magazines, 10 doses of THDC, 
Medical kit, APC, IFV, MBT or Ultra heavy tank, fucking huge guns and loads of  
ammunition 

Initiative DEX 7 (1) (3) (5) 

Personnel Thresher Power Infantry 
Melee Damage PV Hits Morale- Excellent 

+9 25 24 Cool 10-15, take 20 hits before retreating, 
highly trained and motivated troops Walk Run Sprint 

1 2 27/60 (fly) 
Skills Pilot Powersuit 7, Rifle 7 Autosupport 8, Pistol 6, Hide 5, Sneak 5, Navigation 6 

Tactics 5, Computer use 4, Computer Sub 4, Athletics 4, Detect 8, Unarmed 5, 1Handed 
5, Evaluate opponent 6 

Equipment TH006 Armour, VAPH Assault cannon with 800rds, Grenade Launcher with 40 assorted 
grenades, 10 doses of THDC, Medical kit, normally lots of other heavier weapons in tacti-
cal units. 

Initiative DEX 15 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
Personnel Thresher Power Marine 
Melee Damage PV Hits Morale- Fanatical 

+9 25 24 Cool 10-15, fight until dead. 
Walk Run Sprint 

1 2 27/60 (fly 
Skills Pilot Powersuit 7, Rifle 7 Autosupport 8, Pistol 6, Hide 5, Sneak 5, Navigation 6 

Tactics 3, Computer use 4, Computer Sub 4, Athletics 4, Detect 8, Unarmed 5, 1Handed 
7, Zero Gee 8, Evaluate opponent 6 

Equipment TH006 Armour, SANN 9.5mm Assault cannon with 6000rounds and an assortment of 
other nasty big killing things, Lightning Sword, assorted grenades, 10 doses of THDC, 
Medical kit 

Initiative DEX 15 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
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Personnel Thresher Powersuit Infantry 
Melee Damage PV Hits Morale- Excellent 

+16 40 24 Cool 10-12, take 20 hits before retreating, 
highly trained and motivated troops Walk Run Sprint 

1 2 30/60(fly) 
Skills Pilot Powersuit 10, Rifle 8 Autosupport 10, Pistol 6, Hide 5, Navigation 6 

Tactics 8, Computer use 8, Computer Sub 8, Athletics 5, Detect 10, Unarmed 7, 
1Handed 8, Zero Gee 8 Evaluate opponent 9 

Equipment TH007 Covenant Powersuit- 35mm Cannon with 100 rounds, 
Linked 9.5mm Machineguns (2) with 3000 rounds, Cyclone Rocket launcher with 120 
round magazine, Linebacker Missile launcher with 20 round magazine, 10 doses of 
THDC, Medical kit, various other odds and sods. 

Initiative DEX 18 (1) (2) (3)+(3) (4) (5) 
Personnel Thresher Bond Legion- Recruits 
Melee Damage PV Hits Morale- Exceptional 

+8 14 20 Well trained, Cool 10 with some combat 
experience, take 19 hits and give up, nor-
mally fight until dead 

Walk Run Sprint 
1 2 12/80 (jump) 

Skills Pistol 5, Rifle 5, Unarmed 5, 1Handed 5, Athletics 5, Detect 5, Autosupport 6, Tactics 3, 
Computer Use 3, Pilot Powersuit 5 

Equipment TH.004 Power Armour, VAPH Assault cannon with 800 rounds also carry larger/different 
weapons in tactical deployments. Lightning Sword, assorted grenades, 20 doses of 
THDC, Medical kit 

Initiative DEX 10 (1) (2) (4) (5) 
Personnel Thresher Bond Legion- Veterans 
Melee Damage PV Hits Morale- Fanatical 

+11 18 24 Cool 10, fight until dead. 
Walk Run Sprint 

1 2 20/80 (jump) 
Skills Pistol 5, Rifle 9, Unarmed 9, 1Handed 9, Athletics 5, Detect 10, Autosupport 12, Tactics 

6, Computer Use 7, Pilot Powersuit 7, Evaluate opponent 5 
Equipment TH.005 SARGE, 17mm Assault cannon with 3000 rounds also carry larger/different 

weapons in tactical deployments. Lightning Sword, assorted grenades, 20 doses of 
THDC, Medical kit 

Initiative DEX 15 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
Personnel Thresher Privateers- Doktetcomast Shaktars 
Melee Damage PV Hits Morale- Fanatical 

+8 16 30 Cool 12, fight until dead. 
Walk Run Sprint 

1 3 12 
Skills Rifle 7 Autosupport 8, Pistol 6, Hide 5, Sneak 5, Navigation 6, Tactics 5, Computer use 6, 

Computer Sub 6, Athletics 4, Detect 8, Unarmed 5, 1Handed 7, Zero Gee 8, Pilot Mil 6, 
Evaluate opponent 5 

Equipment SPA-88 Power armour, Assortment of various Thresher and Shaktar weapons and  
healing drugs usually in a Thresher Scout ship or frigate. 

Initiative DEX 13 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
Personnel ITSS Military Commissar 
Melee Damage PV Hits Morale- Fanatical 

+7 10 26 Cool 14-15, fight until dead 
Walk Run Sprint 

1 2 18/60 (fly) 
Skills Leadership 8, Evaluate Opponent 10, Rival Company Info 10, Detect 13, Streetwise 8, 

Pistol 10, Autosupport 5, Tactics 9, Sneak 12, Hide 12, Computer use 6, computer sub-
terfuge 6, Intimidate 10, Willpower 10, Pilot Powersuit 5 

Equipment TH003 14.4mm HG Pistol with 6 magazines, bugging devices, scanners and drones. 
Sometimes issued much heavier armours and weapons as required along with additional 
equipment. 

Initiative DEX 18 (1) (2) (3)+(3) (4) (5) 
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Tek Trex Personnel 
While they aren’t very common, a few pop up from time to time to sell their wares and don’t actively involve  
themselves in open warfare with other companies it not unknown for them to throw around more than just dinky 
robots for security and they do make good use of their cybernetics which may or may not be obvious. 

Personnel Tek Trex Trader 

Melee Damage PV Hits Morale- Good 

+2 5 15 Cool 8, trained agents who put up with a lot 
of intimidation and run when they take 
more than 10hits. Walk Run Sprint 

1 2 5 

Skills Company Info (Rival) 7, Intimidate 7, Persuasion 9, Willpower 8, Pistol 5, Autosupport 5, 
Sneak 5, Hide 5(10), Detect 9, Most tech-skills 5+, Streetwise 10 

Equipment TT-Armalite Armour, TT-Tech12 12mm SMG, 4 magazines, 2 fragmentation grenades, 
small stealthy freighter, several million uni’s, couple of dozen TT-Drones and a few  
enforcer bodyguards. 5-10 doses of Kickstart+ 

Initiative DEX12 (1) (2) (4) (5) 

Personnel Tek Trex Enforcer 

Melee Damage PV Hits Morale- Exceptional 

+5 9 20 Cool 10, trained body-
guards who will fight to 
the death to protect their 
employer and full of  
cybernetics 

Walk Run Sprint 

1 2 11/20 (jump) 

Skills Company Info (Rival) 8, Intimidate 8, Pistol 7, Rifle 7, Streetwise 7, Autosupport 8, 
Sneak 6, Hide 6(11), Detect 10, Most tech-skills 5+, Unarmed 7, 1Handed 6, Evalu-
ate opponent 6, Tactics 6 

Equipment TTA-770 Sphinx Armour, Reflex enhancers, dermal armour (PV1) TT-Tech AR 
12mm assault rifle with 40mm grenade launcher, 6 magazines and 10 frag  
grenades, 10 doses of Kickstart, Jolt Glove, possibly heavy weapons as well. 

Initiative DEX13 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Personnel Tek Trex Depetris Class Cyborg enforcer 

Melee Damage PV Hits Morale- Fanatical 
+10 12 120ID Full shell replacement, Cool N/A, takes ID/

Armour damage and no wounds, looks 
‘human-ish’ Walk Run Sprint 

2 4 30 

Skills Company Info (Rival) 8, Intimidate 10, Pistol 8, Rifle 12 Autosupport 12, Sneak 10, Hide 
10, Detect 15, Most tech-skills 7+, Unarmed 15, 1Handed 12, Demolitions 10, Streetwise 
9. Evaluate opponent 7, Tactics 8 

Equipment Depetris Class cybernetic body shell, equipment as required.- tend to be rare 

Initiative DEX 15 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Personnel Tek Trex Data Miner 

Melee Damage PV Hits Morale- Poor 

1 5 10 Cool 4, takes 5 hits and gives up 

Walk Run Sprint 

1 2 3 

Skills Computer use 10, Computer Sub 10, Hide 5(10), Sneak 5, Pistol 3 

Equipment TT-Armalite Armour, Tech 12 12mm pistol and two magazines, electronics kit and custom 
built computer with neural interface and uplink cybernetics 

Initiative DEX 7 (1) (3) (5) 
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Scum and Villainy 
Nasty types you meet in dark, nasty places and generally low life shitbags, scotes and no-goods 

Personnel Ganger 
Melee Damage PV Hits Morale- Awful 

+1 3 8 Cool 4, tend to buckle and run when takes 
more than 3-4hits or has a lot of their 
mates killed 

Walk Run Sprint 
1 2 5 

Skills Unarmed 3, Pistol 2, Sneak 4, Hide 4, Streetwise 4, Intimidate 3, 1Handed 2 
Equipment Knife, CAF or stolen 10mm pistol, few dozen rounds of ammo and a flack vest, handful of 

uni’s, some street drugs of various sorts 
Initiative DEX 4 (2) (4) 

Personnel Gangland Enforcer 
Melee Damage PV Hits Morale- Good 

+3 3 16 Cool 7, looks after number one and runs 
when takes more than 10hits Walk Run Sprint 

1 2 5 
Skills Unarmed 5, Pistol 3, Sneak 4, Hide 4, Streetwise 5, Intimidate 5, 1Handed 4,  

Autosupport 3, Rifle 3 
Equipment Knife, CAF or stolen 10mm pistol, few dozen rounds of ammo and a flack vest, handful of 

uni’s, some street drugs of various sorts, couple of hits of kickstart and may have access 
to a CAF, 10mm rifle or SMG 

Initiative DEX 9 (1) (2) (3) 

Personnel Prop- gun for hire 
Melee Damage PV Hits Morale- Excellent 

+3 5-12 18 Cool 9, Hardened street soldiers and as-
sassins, tend to take up to 15 hits before 
buggering off. 

Walk Run Sprint 
1 2 6 

Skills Unarmed 5, Pistol 6, Sneak 7, Hide 7, Streetwise 8, Intimidate 8, One melee skill at 8, 
Autosupport 5, Rifle 5 

Equipment Random light power armour from any manufacturer, 10-12mm weapon, a powered melee 
weapon or two. 4-10 hits of kickstart, some combat or street drugs, 30-40 rounds of am-
munition, 3000-4000uni 

Initiative DEX 10 (1) (2) (4) (5) 

Personnel Skin Trader- Bagman 
Melee Damage PV Hits Morale- Good 

+2 3 16 Cool 10, hardened but with a strong self 
preservation instinct and no regard for life, 
runs when takes 10 hits 

Walk Run Sprint 
1 2 7 

Skills Unarmed 6, Streetwise 7, Detect 7, Persuasion 8, Pistol 4, 1Handed 6, Seduction 5, In-
terview 5, Evaluate opponent 5, Drive Civ 5 

Equipment 10mm Pistol, Flack Vest, Jolt glove, 3 mags of ammunition, club, Grey Van, 500uni, 
street drugs (sedatives), several doses of kickstart, Air Hypodermic 

Initiative DEX 9 (1) (3) (5) 

Personnel UU Free-Trader Captain 
Melee Damage PV Hits Morale- Excellent 

+2 5 18 Cool 9, highly trained ships captain, will 
give up at losing 15hits, unless protecting 
ship- fight to the death 

Walk Run Sprint 
1 2 3 

Skills Navigation 8, Pilot Mil 8, Leadership 6, Intimidation 6, Persuasion 6, Gamble 8 
Pistol 6, Autosupport 3, Artillery 5, Computer Use 7, Computer Subterfuge 7 
Streetwise 8, Tactics 5, Evaluate Opponent 7, Most tech skills at 6+ Zero Gee 6 
Detect 7, Interview 7 

Equipment 10-12mm Pistol, 4 mags, Armoured Space Suit, Space Freighter, a cargo, 30-40k uni’s 
and sometimes heavier weapons like shotguns and SMG’s 

Initiative DEX 9 (1) (3) (5) 
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Personnel UU Ships crew 
Melee Damage PV Hits Morale- Good 

+2 5 15 Cool 6, trained spacers, tend to fight until 
losing 10hits Walk Run Sprint 

1 2 3 
Skills Most tech skills at 5+, Pilot Military 4, Navigation 4, Pistol 4, Autosupport 4, Artillery 5, 

Computer use 5, Computer Sub 5, Unarmed 3, Gamble 4, Zero Gee 5 
Equipment 10-12mm Pistol, 4 mags, Armoured Space Suit, 3-4000 uni’s and sometimes heavier 

weapons like shotguns and SMG’s 
Initiative DEX 7 (1) (3) (5) 

Personnel UU Merchant Marine 
Melee Damage PV Hits Morale- Excellent 

+4 6-12 20 Cool 9, highly trained sol-
diers, will give up at los-
ing 15hits, unless protect-
ing ship- fight to the death 

Walk Run Sprint 
1 2 5 

Skills Pistol 6, Autosupport 7, Rifle 6, Zero Gee 7, Unarmed or Melee skill 7, Detect 6 
Streetwise 6, Intimidate 6, Evaluate Opponent 6, Tactics 4 

Equipment Sealed Power Armour, Assault Rifle or Auto-shotgun, 10mm SMG, 10 mags, 2 frag 
grenades, 4 doses of Kickstart +, 2-3000uni. Melee weapon 

Initiative DEX 10 (1) (2) (4) (5) 

Personnel Pirate Captain 
Melee Damage PV Hits Morale- Excellent 

+3 6-12 20 Cool 9, highly trained ships captain, will 
give up at losing 15hits, unless protecting 
ship- fight to the death 

Walk Run Sprint 
1 2 3 

Skills Navigation 8, Pilot Mil 8, Leadership 6, Intimidation 9, Persuasion 9, Gamble 9 
Pistol 6, Autosupport 5, Artillery 7, Computer Use 7, Computer Subterfuge 7 
Streetwise 9, Tactics 7, Evaluate Opponent 9, Most tech skills at 6+ Zero Gee 6 
Detect 7, Interview 7, 1Handed 7 

Equipment Sealed Power Armour, Assault Rifle or Auto-shotgun, 10mm SMG, 10 mags, 2 frag gre-
nades, 4 doses of Kickstart +, 20-30,000uni. Powered Melee weapon, modified cargo 
hauler with extra guns and armour, fair few street drugs 

Initiative DEX 10 (1) (2) (4) (5) 

Personnel Pirate Crew 
Melee Damage PV Hits Morale- Good 

+3 5-8 18 Cool 8, fight until losing 14hits before giv-
ing up Walk Run Sprint 

1 2 4 
Skills Most tech skills at 5+, Pilot Military 4, Navigation 4, Pistol 5, Autosupport 5, Artillery 5, 

Computer use 5, Computer Sub 5, Unarmed 3, Gamble 4, Zero Gee 5 
Melee or unarmed 5, Streetwise 4 

Equipment Sealed Power armour or armoured vac-suit, varied firearms of 10-12mm, a powered me-
lee weapon, 2-3 hits of Kickstart, 1000-3000uni, frag grenade, street drugs. 

Initiative DEX 9 (1) (3) (5) 

Personnel NGK Slave Lord 
Melee Damage PV Hits Morale- Excellent 

+5 16 20 Cool 10, Brutal tyrant who will fight up until 
losing 18hits, despite their soft appearance 
are hardened troops 

Walk Run Sprint 
1 2 10 

Skills Company Info (All) 7, Intimidate 9, Persuasion 9, Willpower 8, Pistol 5, Rifle 5, Autosup-
port 5, Sneak 5, Hide 5(10), Detect 9, Melee skill 5, Streetwise 10 
Several other various skills of 5+, Martial Arts 8, Drive Civ 5, Evaluate Opp 9 

Equipment KC Widowmaker Armour (export), MAL AR 12.7mm rifle, 4 mags, power weapon of some 
sort, 12mm DN 12 Pistol 6 mags, 10 doses of kickstart, 2 frag grenades, 200-300k unis, 
possibly a small spaceship and crew, expensive clothes and jewellery worth about 30-
40k uni. Shock-Whip (as jolt glove), luxury civilian car, large estate back home with an-
other 5-10mil uni and lots of slaves 

Initiative DEX 10 (1) (2) (4) (5) 
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Personnel NGK Enforcer 
Melee Damage PV Hits Morale- Excellent 

+4 14 18 Cool 9, extremely brutal and well trained 
troops with no compassion, fight until los-
ing 16 hits 

Walk Run Sprint 
1 2 8 

Skills Pistol 6, Autosupport 7, Rifle 7, any Melee skill 7, Detect 6, martial arts 7 
Streetwise 6, Intimidate 6, Evaluate Opponent 6, Tactics 4, Drive Civ 5 

Equipment KC Mk.17 Banespike Armour (Export), Mangler 10G Auto-shotgun, 5 mags, 10mm SMG 
with 5 mags, 20 frag grenades, Shock-Whip (as jolt glove) 6 doses of kickstart, street 
drugs, 20-30k uni, 40mm grenade launcher, 4wd jeep 

Initiative DEX 9 (1) (3) (5) 

Personnel NGK Catch-Crew 
Melee Damage PV Hits Morale- Excellent 

+3 10 18 Cool 9, extremely brutal and well trained 
troops with no compassion, fight until  
losing 16 hits 

Walk Run Sprint 
1 2 5 

Skills Pistol 5, Autosupport 5, Rifle 5, any Melee skill 6, Detect 5, martial arts 5 
Streetwise 5, Intimidate 5, Evaluate Opponent 5, Tactics 3, Sneak 4, Hide 4 
Drive Civ 4, Drive Mil 4 

Equipment KC Shiban armour (Export), Shock-Whip (as jolt glove), 10mm rifle with 4 mags, 12mm 
DN12 pistol with 6mags, 4 doses of kickstart, sedatives, manacles 
Large van or APC, possibly a 10-12mm machinegun and 100-500rds 

Initiative DEX 9 (1) (3) (5) 

Personnel NGK Overseer 
Melee Damage PV Hits Morale- Excellent 

+3 5 16 Cool 10, insanely brutal slave masters, 
fight until losing 14hits Walk Run Sprint 

1 2 5 
Skills Martial Arts 7, Evaluate opponent 6, Detect 6, Streetwise 6, Intimidate 10, Pistol 5 

Rifle 5, Drive Civilian 5 

Equipment Shock-Whip (as jolt glove), 10guage SLA or DN shotgun with 40 rounds, 12mm DN12 
pistol with 6mags, 4 doses of kickstart, sedatives, manacles, Body Blocker or other light 
powerarmour and extra power packs for the whip, owns a civilian Jeep. 

Initiative DEX 7 (1) (3) (5) 

Personnel NGK Bond-Slave militia 
Melee Damage PV Hits Morale- Excellent 

+2 5 10 Cool 4, tend to buckle and run at first sign 
of danger if no overseer around, otherwise 
fight until dead. 

Walk Run Sprint 
1 2 4 

Skills Various trade skills 2-4ranks, Rifle 3, Pistol 3, Detect 3, Streetwise 4, Hide 3, Sneak 3, 
Throw 3, Unarmed 3 

Equipment Body Blocker or other light powerarmour, 10mm SMG or Rifle, 4 mags of regular  
ammunition, 2 fragmentation grenades, 2 doses of kickstart or Blackball. 

Initiative DEX 4 (2) (4) 
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The Short Sharp List 
List of commonly shot, hurled and hacking items and ammo that get thrown at Thresher troops (P) Pistol (R) Rifle 

Weapon DAM PEN AD Weapon DAM PEN AD 

10mm Reg (P) 5 4 2 12.7mm Reg (P) 8 8 3 

10mm AP (P) 1 7 1 12.7mm AP (P) 4 12 2 

10mm HP (P) 9 1 4 12.7mm HP (P) 12 5 7 

10mm HEAP (P) 7 6 3 12.7mm HEAP (P) 10 10 6 

10mm Reg (R) 8 5 2 12.7mm HESH (P) 16 3 6 

10mm AP (R) 4 8 1 12.7mm Reg (R) 13 9 3 

10mm HP (R) 12 2 4 12.7mm AP (R) 9 12 2 

10mm HEAP (R) 10 7 3 12.7mm HP (R) 17 6 7 

10mm HESH (R) 16 0 4 12.7mm HEAP (R) 15 11 6 

12mm Reg (P) 6 7 2 12.7mm HESH (R) 26 4 6 

12mm AP (P) 2 10 1 17mm Reg (P) 16 11 4 

12mm HP (P) 10 4 4 17mm AP (P) 14 12 3 

12mm HEAP (P) 8 9 3 17mm HP (P) 18 9 6 

12mm HESH (P) 12 2 4 17mm HEAP (P) 17 11 5 

12mm Reg (R) 9 8 2 17mm HESH (P) 32 8 8 

12mm AP (R) 5 11 1 17mm Reg (R) 32 21 4 

12mm HP (R) 13 3 4 17mm AP (R) 28 24 3 

12mm HEAP (R) 11 10 3 17mm HP (R) 36 18 6 

12mm HESH (R) 18 3 4 17mm HEAP (R) 34 23 5 

8mm Reg (R) 8 10 1 17mm HESH (R) 64 16 8 

8mm AP (R) 4 11 1 13mm Reg (R) 12 9 2 

8mm HEAP (R) 10 12 2 13mm AP (R) 7 14 1 

10G Shot (R) 9 7 7 13mm HP (R) 17 4 3 

10G Slug (R) 10 4 4 13mm HEAP (R) 15 11 4 

Vibro Disk 8 12 2 Grenade- Blast PHYS-8 -5 10 

Chopper Pack 15 8 6 Grenade-  Fragmenta-
tion 

10 6 10 

Ball Bearing 3 0 1 Grenade- Riot Gas PHYS-
10 

- - 

5mm CAF (P) 2 2 1 Knife 1 0 0 

5mm CAF (R) 3 3 1 Knife (Powered) 3 3 1 

Club/Bat 2 -1 0 Knife MAC 4 1 1 

Sledgehammer 3 -1 1 Chain Axe/Sword 5 4 3 

Sword 2 1 1 Knife Large (powered) 4 4 2 

Mutilator Glove 5 3 3 Sword 2H (powered) 6 4 3 

Power Disk 4 4 1 Polearm/Scythe 
(powered) 

5 5 2 

Throwing Knife 1 0 0 Riot Baton (powered) 5 0 5 
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High Threat Index 
 
 
There are a number of movers and shakers in the WOP which Thresher as a company is quite capable of dealing 
with for a few reasons, mostly though it’s because these threats tend to be going for the jugular so to speak on 
SLA Industries and ignore a bunch of back-water rebels who don’t really amount to much. Darknight however is a 
much nicer haven for some of these disruptive elements to reside and get a toehold in on this universe. Thresher 
for that reason always likes to keep DN on arms length when either negotiating or fighting them, there's all  
manner of nasty stuff running around in DN which they and assuming SLA is quite well aware of, they don’t make 
it public but then again if a player has a genuine problem with some of these elements the company isn’t going to 
abandon them either. 
 
SS9 and the Ebon Guard are usually the first line of defence against assaults from White Earth or other places, 
given their territories are fairly much a long way from White Earth they don’t usually have too much to contend 
with but things have a way of popping up when least wanted and they're eternally vigilant. 
Should SS9 or Ebb Guard find itself unable to deal with these types of threats they can call on the El-Wraith  
members of Thresher or even Lucina herself to handle the problem but both are usually more than enough to deal 
with them or members of Stigmatyr from SLA who might decide to cause some havoc while chasing down a high 
threat enemy while they think its funny and might cause some harm. SS9 and Stig have something akin to an  
alliance with each other as both have bigger problems than just some petty company rivalry, younger member of 
SS9 and Stig however don’t tend to like each other very much and usually need some reining in by their superiors 
when in close proximity. Ebb Guard and the El-Wraiths however rarely get along with their necanthrope  
counterparts on the other side of the fence and this can get particularly vicious, though it is encouraged by both 
Preceptor and Lucina that they don’t wipe each other out because basically they're the few who are capable of 
dealing with the universe’s bigger threats. Duels, face slapping and a lot of bickering and name calling are usually 
the order of insults which have gone on for centuries but neither will get in each others way when it comes to  
doing a job. 
 
I would suggest PC’s are kept well away from SS9, which if anyone asks is a group of analysts that determine 
things like public health and safety of technology, though the ebbs in a group might once in awhile have dealings 
with the public-face of Ebb Guard which is a learning centre for them. Here they can get training for their ebb skills 
and most everyone else who isn’t an ebb tends to keep away because they're a bit weird. 
 
Straight out of the blocks though, human and alien PC’s from Thresher are better equipped than say, Mr SCL10 
slop who wont have much more than a 10-12mm firearm, shitty armour and maybe a melee weapon. At least in 
Thresher they have access to DU, which is very effective against some of the more ethereal threats and  
ebb-abominations as it is a real-world metal. It doesn’t lend itself well to making melee weapons however, so 
there are other alternatives, melee weapons and armour can be blessed by the shaktar priests on Persephone 
which will cost a small token amount of money or trade goods.  
 
It doesn’t give it any additional gain for hurting anyone with it but it will let the user be protected by some physical 
assaults and be able to damage things normally. The other option if they're moneyed up is to get their armour and 
weapons glyphed by ebbs which will afford the same protection and offensive abilities as well as some other  
tangible bonuses.  
DU components in most of the Thresher primary ‘TH’ type armours also give the user some normal protection, if 
the suit contains a DU lattice in it then it gains a +10 to its PV to resist melee attacks and a +10 bonus to CONC 
or Cool rolls against a mental attack. 
 
Another alternative for PC’s is Ebb-Dampers which are in the book which will confer their bonus to supernatural 
mental attacks on a user’s CONC, Science Friction Eidolonar armour as standard gives its normal protection but 
deathsuits unless they’ve been modified by the Ebb Guard to take out some of the SLA bugs do not.  
 
Lastly if any of the PC’s have had Shadowmaker used on them then they will be fairly resilient against  
supernatural mental and physical attacks as the latent soul which has been brought into the person is able to  
withstand some assaults better giving them a +10 to CONC and their PV. However it doesn’t make the person 
aware they have a soul which would bring about all sorts of problems which Lucina is not planning to bring up with 
the public until she’s had time to figure out how to make it work on everyone without them knowing and then  
introduce it gradually along the lines of a ‘new technology’ which will stop a lot of people melting on the spot. 
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The Herd 
At some stage the Root Dogs are going to start venturing a little further out of the Black Stump and once they’ve 
mustered enough power will begin their assaults on SLA Industries, they’ve already begun the first step by selling 
compounds to Darknight agents which are being processed into Shatter and its many variants. Any Thresher em-
ployee who gets hold of Shatter is implicitly told not to take it and to hand it into the ITSS where they will get a 
small finders fee and it will be passed on for research purposes to other departments or destroyed. If they do end 
up with a load of it in them (either deliberately or accidentally) then they're going to have to go to the ITSS as well, 
but for different reasons. First they’ll get lots of painful probing and tests done on their body for about a week and 
then they’ll be carted off to Persephone for a full body rebuild from the cellular level up. If it was an accident then 
they don’t have to pay, if the dumb fucks stuck it in themselves then they're going to have to pony up about ten 
grands worth of money to pay for it. Either up front or they’ll cart you off to some rear-echelon deployment where 
they’ll make you work it off for about three-four months until you’ve worked off the debt, if you're going to be  
difficult or a fucking idiot about it, they’ll simply shoot you. 
 
Thresher are currently looking at introducing Blocker nanites which will stop the mutation effects of Shatter long 
chain bio-synthetic mutagens which will better protect their employees against the other applications of the  
Shatter synthetic but for now it’s a work in progress. The more examples of the rare Strain-0 pure Shatter will help 
them a lot and they will pay big money for this stuff. 
 
Other nasty weapons the Root Dogs have at hand are the dreaded Chromosome Bombs or ‘Chrome Rape 
bombs’ as they are more commonly known as which are a kind of enhanced radiation nuke which has been  
specially treated by the Root Dogs to emit a number of odd frequencies of radiation that attack the RNA binders in 
cells, these dissolve into enzymes which in turn run around in the body of plants, animals, aliens and people 
which results in the complete cellular breakdown of the victim. Reducing everything to a grey-sludge biomass 
which they can seed with biogenetic spores which grow quickly and if there's enough of the planet which is  
covered in the chromo-bombs then they can convert it completely. New plants and animals grow there from the 
remains of the liquefied biomass soup and at the top of the food chain is the ‘herd’. 
 
The effects of the chromo-bomb are instantaneous with only a small amount of residual radiation from the device 
itself which typically air-bursts anywhere from 1-30km above the surface of the planet and can penetrate up to 
10metres below ground. Big bombs have a radius of about 50 km and the smaller ones around 10km, regardless 
of that, anything under it is going to become soup, painfully over a period of about 3-5 hours where they are  
rendered down to their constituent components. Once the spores are released from a separate device it takes a 
month or two for the eco-system there to begin getting started again and within six months the herd starts to take 
hold and the Root Dogs go down and collect the mature specimens for their armies. 
 
If you're familiar with the Zerg in Starcraft computer games, Tyranids in Warhammer 40k or the ‘Bugs’ in Starship 
Troopers than GM’s know what to do, massive assaults of alien monstrosities intent and hell bent of ripping apart 
everything in front of them.  
 
Needless to say, Thresher is quite intent on not becoming a part of the herd. 
The Root Dogs are quite keen to get their smelly little brown fingers on any bit of Thresher tech they can, aside 
from fact they would make a useful addition to the herd’s biomass but have a number of problems doing so. Firstly 
Thresher armours and vehicles have extensive radiation shielding which renders a Chromo-Bomb pretty much 
useless (which annoys them greatly), they have planetary shielding over their planets which can be brought up to 
bounce the bombs off, (which is even more annoying!) and secondly the Thresher fleet is quite capable of raping 
stupid the Root Dogs dreadnoughts, (which they really don’t want to happen). 
For now, Thresher is in the ‘too far to go and too hard to kill’ category for the Root Dogs which have a bigger,  
fatter fish to batter and fry, SLA Industries and they have their other assets which are Darknight. 
 
PC’s in the field might find themselves in the firing line one day if they come as the Root Dogs start a night of the 
long knives on SLA planets as agents begin detonating man-portable Chromo-Bombs in vital SLA defence areas 
before launching their fleet assaults with the backing of the Darknight Navy to protect the massive dreadnoughts 
loaded with chromo-bombs. 

Root Dog Core Engineer 
These are the real brains behind the Herd who make all the devices like Chromo-Bombs, toxins and weapons for 
their armies, they have a translucent skull which is able to communicate with other members of the herd which 
can see the colours which flash through it, so far it is indecipherable to other races. The stand approximately  
2-2.2metres tall, smell like a dead rat which has been left in sour milk and exude a grease from their hairless, 
brown-orange skin which makes them only look like one thing really. Aside from that they aren’t much of a threat 
in combat and comparatively easily killed if one can be found, normally they don’t leave the dreadnoughts and rely 
on their muscle or the females to deal with things that could threaten them. 
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Personnel Root Dog Core Engineer 
Melee Damage PV Hits Morale- Awful 

+5 0 20 Cool 10, prefers to run at any sign of dan-
ger, retreats after taking more than 4 hits, 
will only fight if cornered 

Walk Run Sprint 
2 4 8 

Skills Unarmed 5, Biogenetic Engineering 35, Sneak 10, Hide 10, Detect 25 
Equipment Sharp Nails- Pen 1, Dam 1, AD 0, spurs Pen 3, Dam 3, AD1 

Skin and natural weapons coated in toxic, mutagenic grease 
Initiative DEX 10 (1) (2) (4) (5)  Heals 1hit/1wound every 3 phases 

Root Dog Darrol 
The real muscle in the Root Dog army is the Darrol, 2.8metres of sexless bipedal killing machine which is  
responsible for keeping the army in check and only answer to the Brood Mother. While they are capable of  
independent action to achieve their mothers wishes they don’t really have any personal objectives or ambitions 
apart for the task they’ve been given. Darrol cannot communicate visually but they are capable of understanding 
it, they are capable of verbal communication and able to speak their own battle-tongue and in most existing  
human and alien dialects. 

Personnel Root Dog Darrol 
Melee Damage PV Hits Morale- Fanatical 

+11 20 45 Utterly fearless, will fight until dead. 
Walk Run Sprint 

2 4 12 

Skills Unarmed 25, Leadership 5, Tactics 10, Detect 10 Evaluate Opp 10, Intimidate 10 
Rifle 15, Autosupport 15 

Equipment Sharp Nails- Pen 3, Dam 5, AD 1, Heavy-Carapace biogenetic power armour 
Skin and natural weapons coated in toxic, mutagenic grease, Shiv-Cannon or other 
heavy weapon. 

Initiative DEX 15 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) , Heals 1hit/1wound every 3 phases 
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Root Dog Brood Mother 
Similar to the Core Engineer in appearance, the female of the species is responsible for gestating the spores in 
her abdomen until they're ready to be laid into a collective vat onboard the dreadnoughts where they can be 
loaded into the spore mines and sent in after the Chromo-bomb has gone off. Each female can produce up to 
14billion spores every six months tailored to the biogenetic soup where they grow into new eco systems once they 
reach the surface. Young females tend to stay onboard the dreadnoughts producing the spores, molesting the 
males and are a much more aggressive creature, though it is unknown if they are in charge to outsiders. Older 
females sometimes leave the ship to go down and lead their ‘children’ directly from the field if the Darrol’s are too 
stupid to achieve something complex. They can communicate verbally in any dialect. 

Personnel Root Dog Brood Mother 

Melee Damage PV Hits Morale- Fanatical 
+7 15 30 Utterly fearless, will fight until dead. 

Walk Run Sprint 
2 4 8 

Skills Unarmed 15, Leadership 15-20, Tactics 15-20 Sneak 15, Hide 15, Detect 25 
Evaluate Opp 15-20, Intimidate 15, Rifle 15, Autosupport 10 

Equipment Sharp Nails- Pen 3, Dam 3, AD 1, Medium-Carapace biogenetic power armour 
Skin and natural weapons coated in toxic, mutagenic grease, Shiv-Rifle and grenade 
launcher 

Initiative DEX 15 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)  Heals 1hit/1wound every 3 phases 

Herd Soldier 
Making up the bulk of the lemming-like numbers of a Root Dog Army are the soldiers, they aren’t particularly 
smart but they are savage and provided a Darrol or Brood Mother is around are dedicated fighters, aside from that 
if they don’t have any particular purpose they go feed, scrap amongst themselves and generally quite dangerous 
to be around. 

Personnel Root Dog Soldier 

Melee Damage PV Hits Morale- Poor 

+7 10 35 Utterly fearless, will fight until dead if a 
Darrol or mother is around otherwise run if 
take more than 10hits Walk Run Sprint 

2 4 12 

Skills Unarmed 10, Rifle 5, Autosupport 5, Detect 3 

Equipment Sharp Nails- Pen 3, Dam 3, AD 1, Light-Carapace biogenetic power armour 
Skin and natural weapons coated in toxic, mutagenic grease, Shiv-Rifle 

Initiative DEX 15 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) - Heals 1hit/1wound every 3 phases 

Root Dog Convert 
What happens to people that get hit by the grease or the Shiv weapons, they mutate painfully and over a little  
under a minute turn into the hideous converts that can come from any base-human, biogenetic, shaktar or wraith-
raider stock. The process renders them psychotic, unable to regain any of their lost personality though they do 
retain some memories and skills, which makes them a useful source of intelligence and pool of talented  
individuals that only act under the orders of Engineers, Brood mothers or Darrol’s in whatever capacity they  
possess. The more useless ones end up as food and Ebbs get off lucky, they just die. 

Personnel Root Dog Convert 

Melee Damage PV Hits Morale- Fanatical 

+6 Strength +2 Armour Skin +15 Additional Utterly fearless, will fight until dead 

Walk Run Sprint 

As base Species 

Skills As Base Archetype 

Equipment Whatever they had before the poisoning, if none, add Shiv Rifle 

Initiative As Base Archetype-  Heals 1hit/1wound every 3 phases 
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Herd Drone 
Little more than a food supply for soldiers, general dogs-body (literally) for menial tasks and tend to lead short, 
violent lives as either being fodder, for armies and enemy guns, then probably fodder after the battle is over if 
they're dead. Not very smart and existing in a state of panic for their short and tragic lives they can only usually be 
pressed into some semblance of service by their superiors as they wont take orders from Soldiers, who they view 
as more or less a mortal enemy. Pathetic as they are, they are not even remotely cute and resemble a large dog 
sized, skinned rat that stinks. 

Personnel Root Dog Drone 

Melee Damage PV Hits Morale- Awful 

+5 5 15 Utterly fearless, will fight until dead if a 
Darrol or Mother is around otherwise run if 
take more than 2hits Walk Run Sprint 

2 4 8 

Skills Unarmed 3, Detect 3 

Equipment Sharp Nails- Pen 3, Dam 3, AD 1, Light-Carapace natural armour 
Skin and natural weapons coated in toxic, mutagenic grease 

Initiative DEX 5 (2) (4)  Heals 1hit/1wound every 3 phases 

Carapace Armour, a living creature which has been mutated into a shell of muscle and armour 

Type Head Torso Arm Leg 
Light PV10 20 60 30 45 
Medium PV15 40 130 60 80 
Heavy PV20 80 170 95 120 

Shiv Weapons, these horrible devices use a combination of biogenic compounds to grow 12cm long bone spikes 
covered in mutagenic grease to poison people from a distance by launching it from a set of ‘lungs’ built into the 
weapon. They re-grow the Shiv spikes at a rate of 1 ever 3 phases and require some ‘feeding’ by the owner. The 
internal magazine cannot be re-loaded. 
Shiv Grenades have to be grown prior to battle on special plants, they resemble a large brown seed and explode 
with a radius of 10metres when they hit something hard or hurled out of the launcher 

Type Range ROF Recoil PEN DAM AD Magazine Weight 
Shiv Rifle 30m 1/5 3/8 15 12 2 30 10kg 
Shiv Cannon 60m 1/10 10/20 22 20 3 300 50kg 
Shiv grenade Thrown 1 - 10 10 10 1 1kg 
Grenade Launcher 20m 2 12 “ “ “ 10 12kg 
Shiv Shotgun 10m 3 14 10 5 5 20 14kg 
Shiv Long-arm 200m 1 15 30 25 5 10 12kg 

Type Base Yield Maximum Yield Cost 
Kiloton Chromo 1 kiloton 25 kilotons $900,000 

Primary Secondary Tertiary Weight 
5,000 100 5 55kg 

Radius Radius Radius Root Dog base yield fission 
Chromo-Bomb 100m 500m 2000m 

Residual Duration Residual Duration Residual Duration 
2 hours 1hr 30mins 

For a fusion based device the chromo-bomb is a remarkably refined and compact piece of technology which has a 
very high radiation yield and does very little blast damage, the larger units though are quite devastating and have 
to be airburst higher over the target to get the most out of them. Most of the weapons effects are short-term  
ionisation radiation which dislodges RNA strands and causes them to mutate into aggressive enzymes which 
break down biological matter. In addition to this effect the bomb also causes the destruction of electronic systems 
that aren’t hardened against an electromagnetic attack even if they aren’t switched on. 
Radiation shielding and bunker cover is very effective against these devices however and can be resisted with 
personal body armours and EVA suits which has it inbuilt, there is virtually no fallout from a Chromo unless it 
ground-bursts where it will cause the area to become irradiated for longer periods of time. Effects are the same as 
a nuclear weapon except for the ‘after effects’ of anyone exposed to the initial blast and doesn’t die will soon find 
themselves in a great deal of trouble if they didn’t have any protection as their body chemically rips itself to pieces 
in 3-5 hours. The mutation effect carries across all three blast zones. Thresher and SLA anti-radiation drugs in 
conjunction with other therapies have proven to be successful in combating the effects of the RNA destruction. 
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Root Dog Grease 
This excretion from their enlarged skin pores functions in a number of ways to ensure the creatures survival. It 
contains massive amounts of antibiotics and healing agents which quickly patch up even major injuries making 
Root Dogs incredibly robust creatures. A second function of this is that it makes them incredibly hard to catch hold 
of, not that many people want to grab hold of something that smells like off milk and rotten meat very often but 
sometimes they quite happily latch onto other people.  
Wrestling holds simply cannot be applied to root dogs and unarmed, melee blows are at a -2hit as they simply 
glance off the mark. Lastly, the stuff is toxic. It contains potent enzymes and miniature biogenetic creatures in it 
which will cause fairly much anything it touches to mutate the same way as if it was hit with a chromo bomb into a 
‘Convert’ if they fail a PHYS roll of -20. Aegir are the only race that are completely immune to this effect and  
anyone else will require a full body cellular rebuild in a nanolathe if Thresher haven’t concocted a cure. Root dogs 
stick it on their weapons and any attack from them that will PEN a users armour will result in exposure. 
Darknight make Shatter out of this stuff (yuck!) and if sticking dog-juice in yourself won’t put you off taking shatter, 
nothing will. 
 
Deploying Root Dogs 
If nothing else, root dogs are clever little bastards at least at the upper tiers of their society, which really has the 
only say in things while the rest are either hyperactive, mad or generally fucking stupid as well, puppy dogs really. 
They prefer to fight on their terms or not at all, recon teams will begin investigating an site for possible attack a 
few weeks or months prior to the dreadnoughts pulling up at the edge of system and sending in their  
chromo-bombs to ‘soften’ up the target which they can do with surprising accuracy. Root Dog Dreadnoughts are 
over 64km long and boast massive armour belts but their weaponry is fairly mediocre for ships that size and use 
plasma weapons. After Chromo bombs rattle the enemy defences they deploy hundreds of drop-pods containing 
the soldiers and their commanders down to the surface and bury their disabled opponents under the herd and 
wipe out any remaining defences so the dreadnoughts can move closer and saturate the rest of the planet. Once 
any survivors are converted or killed off they send down troop carriers to pick up the herd and simply leave off to 
the next target, Brood mothers, Darrol and Engineers possess some latent telepathy between each other as no 
one has found a signal from them and they certainly co-ordinate in the field extremely effectively  

Blood Cults 
Few things PC’s will forget are running across a group of cultists, not the harmless fruity ones that use organised 
religion for some meagre human influence selling paper flowers at spaceports, but a genuine, full blown cult which 
is capable of real and terrifying power. Who trains these people and where they find the knowledge to do this  
activity is often blamed on Darknight by SLA, a few who think they know figure it comes from White Earth while 
others believe its from renegade ebons or feral ebons. 
 
Actually its none of those things, it is a uniquely human art which is heavily steeped in darker learning’s they gain 
elsewhere, most of the frontline soldiers, Stigmatyr and SS9 don’t usually investigate more than simply wiping out 
the spot-fires of the cult infestation to investigate too much further as to where it comes from. Making sure it dies 
out quickly, quietly and without too much damage being done is their first priority. For SLA they're an immense 
problem, humans wielding the equivalent (some would say, greater) power than ebons and of course the methods 
they utilise are anti-social to say the least, even for SLA. For Thresher they're not a problem at home, few people 
have the inclination to bother with such an ancient art that’s completely alien to the high-tech Thresher employee 
and wouldn’t know where to look even if they wanted too. Anyone who does drag it home with them faces being 
ostracised and turned into the ITSS by their neighbours and the Ebb Guard and SS9 pick them up almost  
immediately upon entering Thresher space or before performing their first ritual. They do seem to exist on fairly 
much any major planet they intend to do raiding on however have some kind of cult operating on them and on 
some of the more backwater trading posts, independent worlds and have some foothold in the larger pirate clans. 
 
So what’s all the fuss about? 
Couple of loonies slashing up and causing a lot of pain to people in the name of some dark, probably non-existent 
god or evil deity, not really any difference to a cognate or any number of atrocities that go on in the WOP every 
day. The fact they dress up in funny robes, wave around old exotic daggers and talk in funny voices while slicing 
up some other like minded lunatic isn’t really that much different to the contract circuit which has plenty of them 
doing stupid bogus shit like that every hour of the day for a dollar, hit of drugs and many more pathetic, mundane 
reasons. 
Blood Cultists also known as Cutters, Chien, Shian or Chian (all pronounced: She-ann) have the ability to bridge a 
gap in reality by causing massive amounts of pain, to themselves, other people and bringing over powerful entities 
from another universe. For power, pleasure, kill their enemies or in the most nihilistic cases, simply because they 
can. 
The actual mechanics of it are irrelevant as they're simply a case of the human mind finding that small amount of 
variable in the universe which allows them to lure the Chien entity in on the promise of blood, pain and suffering. If 
the Chien likes the person that summoned it and might even do them some small favours, especially if its got a 
‘mount’ to stay and possess, otherwise it will probably rip them to pieces and go back home. Chien have a variety 
of dispositions, all of them vile, all of them cruel and about the best you’ll find are just ‘sweet’ like the smell of 
burning flesh is sweet.  
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For summoning, the only real difficult part of this process is being mad enough in the first place to see that factor 
in the universe (usually a Rank 7+ psychosis is a good start), knowing the actual ritual and convincing some other 
people that doing this is a good idea. Using people that are willing to (not strangely enough) hurt themselves for 
the person conducting the ritual in the first place, using unwilling people hurting and cutting themselves tend to 
attract the meaner and nastier Chien that are much more difficult to control. Not that it stops some people and 
let’s face it, there's human beings in the world who’ll stick a vegetable up their arse if they think it’ll feel good,  
regardless of the consequences of what might happen if something goes wrong. 
In particular, the NGK, over hundreds of years they have kept the darkest of secrets exactly that, a very covert 
organisation amongst the planets more influential and powerful members of the slaver kingdom that maintain their 
stranglehold and position by wiping out their enemies with Chien demons. They have launched attacks on 
Thresher in the past which SS9 wiped out before they could do any real harm to the companies VIP staff or  
anyone else in the way and ever since have been looking for whoever started it. Should Thresher or SLA find out 
that the NGK is behind the distribution of cult material, training people in its use, they will annihilate the planet to a 
molten rock, which is why the secret is kept so quiet and the users of it never speak. They know full well they 
have some considerable power but if they piss off the wrong people they stand to be wiped out relatively quickly, 
instead it’s much easier to bully and destroy much weaker enemies which don’t have any chance of effective  
retaliation. 
The NGK has a massive amount of trained, willing slaves at their disposal who’ve been conditioned to provide 
their bodies, blood and pain to this purpose, not that their only other alternative in that position is to argue the 
point but never the less it does make the NGK quite a frightening force. 
 
Making friends and influencing people 
Normally the erstwhile cult leader will be offering more than just a lot of pain into the deal, the more charismatic 
will be offering their followers deluded ideas of any number of things, hope, salvation, love, penance for past sins, 
which basically achieves nothing but to convince them they're doing something good for themselves. The better 
resourced ones are providing drugs, sex, money or any of a multitude of carnal desires for their followers which 
will make them better disposed to letting themselves be given a good thrashing and lots of bleeding. At the point 
of the ritual peer pressure from faithful lieutenants are essential from weeding out the unfaithful and anyone else 
that just turned up for the fun or where bored. Any real recalcitrants can normally be either tortured to death or 
tortured into thinking they want to be hurt some more. 
The stock and trade of a (good) cult leader is a high Charisma stat, Leadership and Torture. A good collection of 
high level Charisma based skills like Intimidation and Negotiation are also useful. 
Actually knowing what the heck they're doing is Conjure (KNOW) skill. 

Conjuring (Know) 
Unlike Ebb skills which can be done on the fly, a cultist has to prepare and once they have one or two Chien demons around 
they're a lot more dangerous, once the Chien arrive it’s a matter of how well the summoner has done to dispose the entity into 
not kicking the shit out of them and how well disposed it is by their efforts. 
Conjuring Skill Rank + 2D10 roll modified by the following- 
Conjuring is not negatively modified by any wounds sustained by the summoner  

Modifier Disposition Bonus Modifier Disposition Bonus 
Every 5 Participants - +1 Painful wound - +1 
Willing participant +1 - Agonising wound +1 +2 
Unwilling Participant -1 - Unwilling sacrifice +1 +1 
Summoned with mount +5 +1 Willing Suicide +3 +4 
Summoned as free entity -5 - Summoner wounded +1 +2 
Entity’s name known +10 +1 Entity unknown -10 -1 

Disposition- is how hard the Chien Demon is disposed to the summoner and their ability to influence the demon 
to get it to do things is a (Negotiation Skill Rank + 2D10) roll with the disposition modifier, they aren’t able to be 
intimidated. Doing so will just get the Summoner pasted. 
Chien Demons like the offer particularly of having a mount they can possess while they are manifested in the 
WOP, this means they aren’t put at risk of being damaged themselves while in the WOP and can simply go home 
once their mount is destroyed. 
Knowing their actual name is also almost a guaranteed way of having the Chien to like the summoner and nothing 
annoys them more than being dragged in by some clown who doesn’t know their name. 
Convincing followers to commit suicide, preferably painfully is also very appealing to them and greatly reduces the 
meniscus between the shadowlands and the WOP, mass murder of even unwilling participants in this manner  
during a ritual reduces its effect slightly but allows the conjurer to normally get what they want. 
For every +1 over a roll of 20 the conjurer can ask the Chien to perform additional tasks. 
Failing a Disposition roll when the Chien manifests usually results in a very dead summoner and sometimes some 
of their followers, they don’t hang around though and disappear after teaching the puny humans a lesson. Most 
Chien usually have something better to do than hang around in the WOP, though a particularly powerful entity 
might sometimes attempt to possess a mount unwillingly and go cause mischief for a time until its mount is  
destroyed. 
Bonus to summoning- is +/- modifier to the (2D10+Conjure skill) roll which may allow a more powerful Chien to 
be brought through into the WOP. Dealing with it once its there all comes down to how well disposed it is to being 
brought through. 
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Say Hello to my little friend… 
So our erstwhile and mad summoner has landed himself something and managed to drag a Chien through the 
meniscus between the shadowlands and into the WOP. They appear as a physical manifestation of shadow itself, 
vaguely human shaped and with only hollow black pits for eyes which seem to suck light in around them. They 
cannot be accidentally or inadvertently summoned. Summoning a Chien takes 1hour. 
For larger, tougher Chien entities simply multiply everything about them by x2, x3, x4, (Type 2, Type 3, Type 4) 
etc. 
This will also decrease their Resistance to being summoned and their Disposition to summoner exponentially 
by the same multiplication. 
Eg- a Chien twice (x2) the potency of a base demon will be at a -20 to being successfully summoned and  
immensely pissed with the summoner at -20 to their disposition. Its physical, mental stats will be doubled and it 
will have double its hits. PV increases by double, (though it functions as conventional normal armour, not KAD-C 
or anything special) as does its movement rate. It will take 2hours to summon. Its claws will do DAM 10, PEN 10 
and AD 10 
Actual physical size however does not increase when manifested. 
Base Chien Demon (Type 1) 

STR DEX DIA CONC KNOW CHAR 
12 12 10 10 10 10 

Skills As Stat rank to attempt anything, Chien do not have a Cool stat and are effectively  
unshakable in terms of morale. 

Hits 44 PV 8 Melee Damage +4 
Walk 1 Run 3 Sprint 10 

Resistance to being summoned -10 Disposition to summoner -10 
Physical 
Resistances 

Chien take half damage against normal melee, projectile and energy attacks, they take full 
damage from Depleted Uranium and Ebb attacks (either as an ebb ability or glyph on a 
weapon) and blessed shaktar weapons. They ignore anything that requires them to make a 
PHYS roll. They don’t need to breath so can exist in hard vacuum, underwater or in hostile, 
toxic environments, however they can be damaged by cold, heat, radiation based attacks for 
half-damage even if it doesn’t affect them in an environment. They regenerate 1hit ever 2 
phases and do not take wounds. 

Physical 
Attacks 

Armour which contains DU, made of science friction, glyphed or blessed by a shaktar priest 
functions as normal. Normal armour is ineffective from the claws of a Chien which do DAM 5, 
PEN 5 and AD 5. 

Terms of Service 
So we’ve got a Chien that isn’t disposed to rip the summoners face off just yet, let’s have a look at what they're 
able to do for the cultist. Aside from be hunted down like a dog by Stig and SS9… 
 
Rider: Normally this is the first and longest lasting service the cultist can do, which is to have the Chien stay  
inside them and confer its benefits onto the ‘mount’. Having a Chien rider gives the cultist its PV, Hits, STR and 
DEX as a bonus to his own. While his physical shell can be shot, hacked and blown to pieces, they won’t take 
wounds, ignore PHYS rolls, use the Chien’s movement rate, gain the physical damage reduction, regeneration but 
cannot exist in the hostile environments like the Chien, though undoubtedly they're considerably tougher. This 
bond is a permanent one, (at least until the cultist dies or the demon gets the shits with backing a loser and runs 
away) and they can draw on the Chien’s other powers. 
If the physical shell of the mount is destroyed the Chien is briefly exposed for one phase where it can either run 
off back home or attack as a manifested form. Most chose to leave. 
Mounts have no obvious signs they have a rider, apart from the skin crawling, feeling that you just don’t want to 
be around them. (And trust me, you don’t want to be around them…) 
 
Ethereal Walker: Similar to self-jump port ebb abilities the Chien can merge into shadows and reappear at will in 
another shadow anywhere else in the WOP, even other planets if they know where they want to go. For someone 
that has a rider in them they can come along too but it isn’t a pleasant experience going through the shadowlands 
to get to another point and is a Rating 8 Fear roll for the first three times they do it. This takes 3phases, one to 
enter, one to walk and one to exit. 
 
Agony Transmission: This psychic assault is particularly devastating to anyone that’s hit with it. The Chien must 
have line of sight to a target and it rolls a 2D10+Chien’s CONC stat which is resisted by the enemies 2D10 + Cool 
(+ willpower skill or cool modifiers against fear like Hardened, Ebb Damper cybernetics or drugs confer their  
normal bonus to resist), any additional points give the target phantom wounds which disappear at a rate of 1 per 
phase. It can be applied once per phase to a single target who generally finds it about as much fun as sliding 
down a slippery dip covered in razorblades and lemon juice. If they resist the assault then they aren’t affected, 
needless to say after a few phases of having this done to them they're in no position to really do anything. Once 
the total phantom wounds exceed their PHYS stat they tend to pass out or be left a dribbling, screaming mess. 
Trauma Damper cybernetics will work as normal to soak up wound modifiers as are heavy duty anaesthetics, 
combat drugs which remove Cool checks are also effective as are Theta Blockers (TX-0). 
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Scanner: An insidious psychic assault that rifles through a victim’s memories without their consent. Specific 
memories take longer to pick out requiring a sustained attack and a simple 1phase assault will only net surface 
thoughts and doesn’t tip off the victim that its happening. This requires line of sight, though it doesn’t require a 
physical line of sight- Cameras, mirrors or even television can be used, however still photos and drawings do not 
work. 
Digging around deeper, longer than five phases will tip the victim off that they're being scanned and can trigger a 
defensive response. At this point the Chien rolls 2D10+Conc, resisted by the victims 2D10+Conc (+willpower skill 
or modifiers like Ebb Dampers) and can stop the Chien from digging around deeper. If the Chien succeeds in 
completely dominating three, uninterrupted combat rounds then they can posses the victim and do what they want 
with the shell as the victims mind is pushed aside and the Chien takes over the major muscle functions. This can 
be resisted every combat round but the victim will need to roll three consecutive resists against the Chien to get 
the demon out and possession lasts as long as the Chien can remain in control.  
They typically like to stay as long as they can, enjoying the genuine pleasure and pain they can feel in a mortal 
body which is denied them normally, about the only benefit to the victim is that they gain the same physical  
benefits as if they had a rider. Though, generally that’s the only benefit, suffering at the whims of a Chien pretty 
much outweighs any form of suffering generally thought to be conceivable and lingering mental problems usually 
result as the victim is fully conscious and completely powerless when the Chien is in control. 
Even Necanthropes are not immune, though TX-0 Theta blockers work as normal. 
 
Infernal: There is no chance of mistaking this vulgar display of power as being anything but something from a 
stygian void or confused with ebb ability. Rather than killing outright these terrifying blasts main, injure and inflict 
terrible wounds as well as being able to destroy things or people. 
Infernal Blast- Range 40m, DAM 15, PEN 12, AD 10 
Infernal Bomb- Range 30m DAM 10, PEN 8, AD 8- Radius 10metres 
Chien rolls a 2D10+CONC roll to hit requiring an 11+, 20+ rolls result in additional wounds and AD. 
Larger Chien increase the range, DAM, PEN, AD and radius by their power increment exponentially. 
(eg: a potency 2 Chien Demon (2x base creature) would do Blast range 80m, DAM 30, PEN 24, AD20) 
They can do one of either Blast or Bomb per combat phase. Infernal has no flux use, Chien don’t use it. 
 
Telepathy: Provided the Chien or its mount know a target or can see it they can communicate telepathically  
without any duration or range. It can be resisted with the targets CONC+2D10+ Willpower and ebb damper  
cybernetics work as normal. TX-0 Theta blockers work as normal. 
    
Service: Chien are unnaturally hard workers, deviously clever and knowledgeable about a great many things, 
they can add their own skill ranks (in fairly much anything except the very high tech and exotic sciences like  
biogenic or nanite construction) to that of the target they're assisting. Resulting in huge breakthroughs, advances 
and master works of art and design for the engineer, artist or other creative person wanting to make a name for 
them self. 
Eg- Bob has 9 in Literacy and has a Chien assisting him in writing a novel. A base-type Chien would have it’s 
KNOW stat added to Bob’s work for the duration of the assistance. So when Bob finishes his novel he would roll a 
2D10 + 9 for his literacy stat and adding +10 for the demons assistance. 
Left to their own devices Chien can create wondrously horrific artwork and ornamentation, mostly to fill out some 
spare time or lacking anyone to terrorise at the time. 
 
Baubles: Chien can summon material goods in the form of gems, precious metals, rare materials or even flux 
gems and science friction material to ply mortals with at a rate of around 10,000u a day per level of the demon 
summoning them. Most Chien look on this as a fairly mundane chore but it is often essential for keeping a cult in 
economic security. They can’t summon complicated machines, weapons, money, chemicals or drugs, just simple 
big lumps of raw material and the flux materials tend to have a slightly ‘bitter’ taste to them which most ebbs  
require a cool check of 5 to use without vomiting. They also leave a very distinct and tainted ebb trace when used 
that is easily picked up by Ebb-Detect. 
 
Imbue: Not a popular choice of service amongst Chien and some of the larger, meaner ones (type 3+) will flat out 
refuse to do it unless they can be monstered into doing it by an even bigger and uglier Chien or summoner.  
Taking up residence in an object if you can convince them to do so will make the object considerably more  
dangerous, vehicles, weapons, armour, ebb equipment are acceptable to them, particularly if it has a lot of  
science friction material in them which they find slightly less annoying. 
 
The Chien adds its regeneration ability to anything it is inhabiting, able to heal the object at a rate of one ID per 
two phases and adds its PV to the object for the purposes of it being destroyed. 
For weapons the add +10 to the DAM (either on projectile, melee or energy weapons only) per Type of Chien  
inside it, for vehicles they add +10% to the vehicles movement rate and the vehicle no longer has to use power. 
They can occupy vehicles as large as a main battle tank but after that it tends to get too complicated for them, 
Chien can run the vehicle from inside it as a pilot but they won’t be able to fire the weapons or anything else like 
computer gear. 
Regardless of the object possessed it always appears to be in the shade and has a meniscus of what looks like oil 
over it. 
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Servitor: Unless pressed with some very important matter most Chien will not summon an ally to help, especially 
if it’s just for some mundane purpose like saving lives of the cult that summoned it. The type summoned will  
always be one type lower than the Chien bringing it through and it takes 5phases to complete (uninterrupted) so 
this is only available to Type 2 Chien. Mostly this is done to drag through some miscreant Type 1 to go live out its 
life in a weapon, suit of armour, vehicle as some kind of punishment for a slight on the other side. This can only 
be done once a day, if it is for a normal ‘service’ then the summoned Chien will depart once the task is done to the 
best of its ability, they don’t really want to be hanging around unless the job is particularly fun to do. It is not un-
known for a very high level Chien to pull through a slightly lesser but still very powerful Chien which will in turn 
summon some more to do the task, then they in turn summon some more, needless to say, they can have a fairly 
large force brought through in short order with the relevant pecking orders. 

Deploying Chien entities 
Chien first and foremost aren’t a critter which pops up randomly like a lucky 1uni note someone might find on the 
streets, if one pops up its going to be there for a reason. Unless it is a particularly potent beast which has slipped 
a tether and decided to holiday it up in the WOP for a time enjoying the ‘sweet meats’ of humanity and anyone 
else it can molest along the way. Rogues are generally discrete in their activities, as perverse and disgusting as 
they are they do enjoy disguising and walking around with humanity and some for a sense of adventure might 
seek to pervert a few more people over to forming a cult of worshippers of it for fun. So they stick to backwater 
places away from prying eyes, lose tongues and gather their followers (for what purpose aside from their sick  
desires can be many and varied) from the simple folk they can convince will be quiet and suit their purposes.  
Cultists on the other hand are just as secretive but will strive to maintain control over the Chien, or invariably die 
trying as very few people are capable of defeating even a single small Chien one on one without specialist  
training, weapons and armour which aren’t typically very common or available. Even unprepared, experienced 
groups are going to be practically fodder for even a base Chien which will wade through fairly much anything they 
can throw at it. Prepared, well experienced PC’s should be able to do one of them in if they're well equipped. 
Taking on a whole cult, that’s a different story. PC’s will be up against a completely different animal, starter-cults 
without a Chien bound to someone in service will be a pushover as unless they're particularly influential or well 
equipped are just basically bullet stoppers and something to bury a power-weapon into for an average fight. If 
they’ve got one Chien in service or bound in someone as a rider then they're in deep shit already, not only do they 
have lots of crazies running around causing all manner of havoc, they’ll also have to deal with the Chien which is 
a formidable opponent as it is and no guarantee they’ll win. 
 
Established cults are a nightmare. Not only do they have probably a couple of members with a rider in them but 
they will probably also be influential members of the society they're in as having a Chien is usually a fairly quick 
way to the top in anything they do. This means people who will have eyes out looking for trouble like PC’s or tip-
offs from anyone that group of PC’s interact with who will either warn their members they're coming or send them 
on wild goose chases.  
 
Once that happens the PC’s are well on the way to damnation. A prepared cult can either gather its strength 
which is considerable and try to take out their antagonists in a showdown but that tends to be fairly public, cultists 
aren’t stupid, mad maybe but rarely stupid and that sort of thing attracts attention from Stigmatyr and SS9 who 
they know full well can wipe the floor with them. What they will do is go about their normal lives, they aren’t  
spending every waking moment slashing themselves and their followers up, conjuring demons and so forth. 
They’ll just blend into society as best they can and counterattack when it suits them, or set up their lemming  
followers and maybe a junior lieutenant to take the hits as some kind of proof of membership and loyalty. PC’s will 
probably wipe them out without too many problems and call it a day, go home and polish their guns thinking 
they're pretty hardcore. 
 
No where is safe from senior cult members who have Chien riders, maybe an extra one or two summoned to do 
the recon and once they find out where whatever holes the PC’s crawled into, how deep they crawled and how 
safe they think they are. These bastards are going to crash it and they’ll rip the mind apart of the first one they 
catch to find out where the rest are, if they're really annoyed they’ll just simply load a Chien demon into one of the 
lug-nut’s who took death squad or some other physically violent training package, maybe even one of the PC’s 
trusted friends, contacts or loved ones and send them in to do the dirty work. They’ll wipe out the smarter, weaker 
combat oriented PC’s first who might figure out what’s happening and then move onto the stronger members in 
force, if they're particularly nasty they’ll just wipe out all the PC’s loved ones, set them up for crimes they didn’t 
commit and turn their lives into complete shit. Remember, these guys are pure fucking evil, there is no level too 
low they won’t stoop too to exact revenge. They’ll possess PC’s, their friends and allies, have them commit the 
most abominable crimes in public, messy examples and sit back and watch the state-justice system the PC’s  
belong to, turn on them and do the rest. 
 
 
Even if they do somehow manage to survive, their suffering will be legendary, everyone they know will be dead or 
insane, their reps will be ruined and they’ll always have the trauma and stigma of what they’ve seen and done 
under the rider burning away in dreams for years to come. 
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House of the Black Church 
 
Cadaver, once a great general, scientist and tactician leading the most dangerous and effective mercenary force 
ever to walk through the conflict wars and survive, left the employ of SLA industries early on prior to the Stormers 
finishing everyone off. Like a lot of the disenchanted and scarred survivors of the wars and anyone who’s had 
anything to do with Slayer on a personal level he had to run long and far to get away from Slayer. Leaving into the 
realm known as the Black Stump, which is close to White Earth and the realm of Bitterness. Followed years later 
by Mandrake the ebon navigator in his foldship fleeing Slayer’s wrath and many others who had nowhere else left 
to run too and they both have a similar goal but Cadaver got his start a lot earlier than the ebon. 
 
They may well be both looking for the Blood bound book which is rumoured to be able to destroy the world of  
progress or another equally potent levels of power, neither are in agreement about who should get it first and they 
have fought in the past over it. The road to achieving the downfall of SLA, getting the book to pay off his debt to 
Bitterness and they fact he hasn’t got a lot to start anew with has led Cadaver to take a different approach to  
wiping out SLA as he firmly believes that either Slayer or Intruder has the book. In any case, they know about it 
too and will thwart his efforts to get it back and that means he’s going to need to take them on all levels. He didn’t 
have to look far before finding something suitable for his purposes, a ready made, equipped and motivated group 
of scoundrels that where made to stick a knife in SLA. 
 
Darknight. 
 
The HOBC never did successfully manage to get biogenetic bodies to have life as Cadaver always wanted them 
to do and took it personally when Senti pipped him on that prize of having vast armies of replaceable, faithful  
killers as one might expect in a professional and highly complicated scientific research field. He stole her backup 
notes and began work over the centuries on his own version of stormers, Deathwake wasn’t accessible to him, 
but since he’d signed the contract with Bitterness and had access to Chien demons without any of the normal 
problems associated with summoning them there was an easier solution. Indeed, over the years he’d become 
more demon than man, fiendishly cunning with an ancient wisdom in the arts of war and biotechnology. In the 
shells of the biogenetic Storm Rider 088 men and women he’d created in his laboratory out of Senti’s hundreds of 
initial designs for the SLA Stormers, they found themselves a ready made mount five times as powerful as a  
normal human being and backed by the formidable powers of the demons. 
 
Most of the older members of the Cadaverous had passed away from old age or where slaughtered in the endless 
conflicts of the black stump so the Riders where the last thing between Cadaver and the Root Dogs which where 
rampaging all through the region. He managed to capture several of the Root Dogs and slaughter the rest before 
deciding to leave before they built up their numbers again and decided to enact some revenge. Piling onboard 
their last ship, the Typhoon class ion drive which measured over 50km long and had enough range to make it out, 
leaving the Black Stump while Mandrake was having his own problems with the Root Dogs. The trip back into the 
world of progress gave him time to rebuild and summon his army, equip them with the remnants of the conflict era 
technology still capable of being reproduced in the ships factories and their first stop was New Guinea in 380SD. 
Turning them from being merely malignant slave traders into a full scale economic power in but a few years with 
his teachings, of blood, pain and suffering, but most importantly, how to keep quiet.  
 
For a time Cadaver lost himself in the debauchery of the place and woke up one day to find his ship had broken 
down, the facilities onboard where more or less defunct from lack of repair and the ship was towed to deep space 
nearby in the New Guinea system where it could be gutted for the remaining biogenetic and armament factories. 
Its engines no longer working properly he sent it into the sun because didn’t really need it giving away his location 
and noticing the Darknight ships coming in to pick up people he was selling, plus the NGK ships where  
everywhere carrying out his orders. His first run in with Thresher was not a pleasant one as they tried to capture a 
few Thresher soldiers to investigate their genetic makeup as they where no longer human and might be useful for 
breeding healthier slaves. Unfortunately it was an SS9 section which literally tore the heart out of the NGK, 
slaughtering thousands before he found himself looking down the barrels of the most technologically advanced 
war machine in the universe. 
 
Ever the negotiator he managed to have his subordinates in the remaining NGK command bribe Thresher to go 
away with over 800 billion uni’s and that set back his efforts hundreds of years, so he had to fast track it with 
Darknight, selling them doses of the root dog excretions from the few dozen captive specimens he’d kept, purified 
and in a refined form that they could turn into potent combat drugs, soon began making his money back with  
repeat sales that Darknight simply couldn’t stop buying. 
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However, to get any real control of Darknight he needed to get rid of their controlling factions, which at the time 
where run by Slayer through a series of intermediaries on Carsten, he couldn’t get that done by just having SLA 
industries let loose on them because they’d be stopped at the highest level before they achieved what he wanted. 
That meant getting help from somewhere else, he helped orchestrate the attack on Terwen, the heavily defended 
Thresher galaxy which incensed the company to no end, so much so he didn’t expect them to react as savagely 
and violently as they did. Realising he’d lose what gains he’d made in Darknight by selling them the Shatter  
components, training their troops properly and faced with wholesale annihilation by the very angry ‘shark people’ 
as he called them he managed to pull them up in time with a treaty and took over the reins from there. Cadaver 
wants nothing to do with Thresher, they can just stay out there on the edge of the known universe and rot as far 
as he’s concerned and there aren’t enough of them to do anything useful with, they do have useful technology for 
making war.  
But obtaining it through their heavily defended and well prepared forces, forces he doesn’t want to risk their  
insane fury again because they are easily capable of wiping out everything he’s rebuilt so far and realises they 
have another backer themselves which is just as powerful as his and he knows nothing about or her considerable 
power. He’s well aware fighting a war with Thresher and a war with SLA would only lead to his complete  
destruction and there more than enough to do fighting SLA.  
 
The NGK slave lords, a powerful and much nastier organisation than even Darknight or maybe even Thresher in 
numbers, through them he is making some gains in actually bringing in resources through them and to fund 
Darknight, for now he is keeping them separate organisations simply out of redundancy, if anyone wipes out 
Darknight or he is needing a lot of manpower he can bring in the NGK as his reserve forces while he brings back 
the Cadaverous military forces to full strength. 
 
With the SLA command removed from Darknight he took the reins and soon steered them into being a force far 
more destructive and potent than ever before, chuckling all the way while he sold slaves to SLA industries Karma 
facilities that where rendered down for their biological components, each year slipping more and more root dog 
derived long chain polymers into the slaves which would eventually make Stormers a lot more mentally unstable 
and eventually break free from their loyalty conditioning. Another customer who couldn’t say no to him, a  
customer which one day would wake up to find they’d done a deal with the devil to get those chemicals just like 
Darknight had done.  
 
And the devil would get his due... 

The Return of Darkness and Evil 
 
Its been known for quite some time by both Stigmatyr and SS9 that there's something distinctly ‘wrong’ with New 
Guinea, something that is not quite right but its economic worth to SLA has kept Stig’s nose out of the place and 
SS9 simply cannot afford to go in there guns blazing because they’d be wiped out. 
Plus there's plenty of other woes closer to both their homes that need to be looked after first, the Cadaverous are 
only number about 50,000 but they are a superbly equipped force of soldiers, made even more destructive by the 
rider within that has virtually unlimited capacity to inflict suffering, death and misery on anyone they come in  
contact with. 
 
Technologically they're about the same as SLA or Darknight in terms equipment as Cadaver was only at the cusp 
of SLA’s wave of universal domination and it isn’t as spectacular as even some of the more modern suits of  
armour, their weapons however are pure conflict era. They mostly rely on their plasma ejectors and their innate 
psychic assaults to deal with people that become bothersome, easily wiping the floor with anyone they come into 
conflict with from SLA, they do have big problems dealing with Thresher on equal terms simply because as fine as 
the HOBC weapons and armour are, they are no match for the intense firepower of Thresher weapons and their 
armour is highly resilient to demonic powers and ebb dampers in some Thresher troops render their psychic  
attacks completely useless.  
Plus, Thresher has a lot of ebons and shaktar, shaktars also present some problems for the HOBC because of 
their mental fortitude, training, blessed armour and weapons, but shaktars and Thresher are not the main enemy 
they have to contend with. SLA on the other hand suffers terribly, weak willed Stormers while they are formidable 
and implacable enemies are little more than a pushover for most Chien, humans suffering much the same and 
about the only real heavy defence against them is the ebon race. 
 
Cadaver aims to split the ebons and the Shaktars off SLA industries before he strikes, which would save him an 
awful lot of bother in the end when he pushes for Mort, plus if he can get rid of the ebons then it will also cost 
Slayer his powerful navy, these are long term goals and he has a lot to get done first before moving in on SLA for 
the killing blow. More worrisome is that he has enough of the Root Dogs technology to do it with as well from his 
captured specimens and is tailoring biogenetic weapons to begin slaughtering entire worlds with. The stolen 
Howler nanovirus from Thresher carried by the Mk2 Zero Assassins was just the start, there's a lot worse to come 
yet… much worse. 
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Possessed Storm Rider 088 biogenetic shell (Type 1 Chien) 
STR DEX DIA CONC KNOW CHAR 
36 18 10 10 10 10 

Skills As Stat rank to attempt anything, including PHYS skills which are limited to 12, do not have a Cool stat and are  
effectively unshakable in terms of morale. 

Hits 110 PV 8 Melee Damage +12 
Walk 1 Run 3 Sprint 10 

Physical 
Resistances 

Take half damage against normal melee, projectile and energy attacks, they take full damage from Depleted  
Uranium and Ebb attacks (either as an ebb ability or glyph on a weapon) and blessed shaktar weapons. 
They ignore anything that requires them to make a PHYS roll. 
They regenerate 1hit ever 2 phases and do not take wounds. 

Physical 
Attacks 

Armour which contains DU, made of science friction, glyphed or blessed by a shaktar priest functions as normal. 
Normal armour is ineffective from the claws of a Chien-669 which do DAM 5, PEN 5 and AD 5. 

Psychic Attacks As Chien Demon- 
Ethereal Walker, Agony Transmission, Scanner, Infernal and Telepathy 

Initiative Dex 18 (1) (2) (3) (3) (4) (5) 

Advanced Storm Rider 088 biogenetics tend to be loaded in with a larger, more cunning demon than the stock 
trooper, however they all just look like a moderately attractive human male or female with no real discerning  
outside features except they’re just a little ‘too’ perfect in their appearance and can grow a set of supernatural 
black claws over a 30cm long which do hideous wounds, plus they're just plain scary to be anywhere near. 
 
Type 2’s have Mental stats of 20 and gain an additional +12 to their physical stats along with another 44 hit points, 
physical skills can be up to 24, mental skills up to 20 and PV is +16. Claws do +5 PEN, DAM and AD. 
Type 3’s are rare but a much more formidable officer in the ranks of the Cadaverous. They have Mental stats of 
30 and gain an additional +24 to their physical stats along with another 88 hit points, physical skills can be up to 
36, mental skills up to 30 and PV is +24. Claws do +10 PEN, DAM and AD. 
 
Cadaver is loathe to let more than a handful of Type 4, 5 and 6’s running around as they tend to want to  
overthrow him if he’s not careful, though it is well within his capacity to have Bitterness send him a type 10 or 
even higher if it was required to get the job done. Such creatures are things of nightmares, so unholy and  
immensely powerful as to be almost unstoppable even by Stigmatyr or SS9 and usually an excuse to deploy a few 
nukes or a fleet to liquidate the planet the beast is on, though, that’s no guarantee that the beast will simply  
Ethereal Walk somewhere else unless its nailed down. 

Warlock (Type2 Chien) 
STR DEX DIA CONC KNOW CHAR 
30 29 20 20 20 20 

Skills As Stat rank to attempt anything, including PHYS skills which are limited to 24, do not have a Cool stat and are  
effectively unshakable in terms of morale. 

Hits 94 PV 16 Melee Damage +10 
Walk 1 Run 3 Sprint 10 

Physical 
Resistances 

Take half damage against normal melee, projectile and energy attacks, they take full damage from Depleted  
Uranium and Ebb attacks (either as an ebb ability or glyph on a weapon) and blessed shaktar weapons. 
They ignore anything that requires them to make a PHYS roll. 
They regenerate 1hit ever 2 phases and do not take wounds. 

Physical 
Attacks 

Armour which contains DU, made of science friction, glyphed or blessed by a shaktar priest functions as normal. 
Normal armour is ineffective from the claws of a Warlock which do DAM 10, PEN 10 and AD 10. 

Psychic Attacks As Chien Demon- Ethereal Walker, Agony Transmission, Scanner, Infernal and Telepathy. All ebb skills (except 
protect and gore cannon) 20. 

Initiative (1) (1) (2) (2) (3) (3) (3) (4) (4) (5) (5) 

Brainwasters are one of the few races that Cadaver actively hunts down and throws into the breeding programs 
inside the NGK, they are highly susceptible to the effects of Chien demons due to the curse of Bitterness  
(-5 vs saves against Psychic assaults) but he has little need of ebons which are much more unmanageable. 
 
Once the rider is in place inside a Brainwaster they take on a much more distinctly malevolent appearance more 
so than other wasters, discarding their deathsuits and relying on the knowledge of the Chien to fuel their ebb  
abilities which in turn over time tends to rip their minds apart to the point where they are simply a vessel to  
channel flux.  
 
Warlocks are some of the most insanely dangerous creatures around, given they have 20 in all their ebb skills 
(bar protect and gore cannon) and a large supply of flux in the form of gems in their armour they take great delight 
in levelling large tracts of land wherever they go. Cadaver tends to put them into slightly more useful tasks under 
a Type 3 or tougher demon where they glyph the armour, weapons and support his troops in the field under a tight 
leash as a barely control bipedal artillery piece. 
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Up to the point where HOBC engages the enemy they're normally fairly disciplined but tend to indulge in orgies of 
mindless violence and have to be roped in by their commanders to have any sense of cohesion, most tend to only 
be found in small numbers of 2-3 individuals running a small amount of Darknight forces in the field of battle.  
Like most Chien they will buckle and run if the situation looks to be un-winnable or they face a chance of losing 
their lives to a force capable of genuinely banishing them. They have access to all the Darknight arms and armour 
but tend to be distinguished by their own equipment in the field which is a lot more potent and better suited to 
slaughtering waves of SLA hordes of militia and nitro troops which are their most commonly faced enemies. When 
not on duty they tend to be off indulging themselves on prisoners, slaves and anything else that takes their fancy 
living, dead or inanimate, but preferably capable of feeling pain. Stormers in particular they enjoy terrorising into 
insanity and they have a higher capability to withstand the immense amounts of physical misery which keeps 
Chien entertained a lot longer. 

Equipment 
For generic field kit the Cadaverous tend to just use Darknight manufactured gear, stolen SLA or anything else 
they can get their hands on, much the same with vehicles. But dislike anything of Thresher manufacture because 
it often requires a man-machine interface which they do not have or is too alien to even the Chien to comprehend 
and the vehicles contain DU in their construction which they will not use including the guns, armour and  
ammunition. They do go out of their way to avoid any Thresher carrying DU, even the lowliest ones are probably 
more than capable of doing serious harm to a Chien and they aren’t their primary enemy. 
 
HOBC manufactured gear is a much nastier version of most of the SLA counterparts in terms of armour, mostly 
because its heavily worked on by the Warlocks with their glyphs to make it tougher and much more potent, then 
they imbue it with a demon and it gets much, much tougher.  
Their plasma gear in particular is immensely destructive. 

Peacemaker Pistol 
Calibre –  20mm  ROF - 1   Recoil -  30 
Magazine -  10 box magazine    Skill-   Pistol 
Weight -   12.5kg     Range -  10 m 
20mm EX-  DAM 40 PEN 10 AD 15 
Chain-Blade  DAM 6  PEN 4  AD 5 
 
Standard side arm on fairly much all the HOBC soldiers which is a massive pistol firing short, heavy slugs that do 
immense tissue damage at close range, due to the small powder charge behind them they don’t tend to have the 
range of small calibres and it appears to be of a design which dates back to pre-conflict wars. Most 088/Chien can 
fire these without too much effort in one hand but for anyone else it’s at best a huge cannon which would need a 
large powersuit to just hold.  
Running between the pistol butt and the end of the barrel is a triangular chain-blade which can be used in close 
combat to cause grievous injuries. They don’t appear have anything else in the way of aiming mechanisms or  
features available, rudimentary sights on the top of the gun, no recoil compensation, simple gas blowback feed 
and about as rugged as you can make it. 
 
Most tend to be glyphed by warlocks and increase the chain blades potential- DAM 15 PEN 8, AD 5 and will only 
function for the owner. There only seems to be one kind of ammunition for them, the EX explosive round and 
there is typically around 10-20,000 uni’s worth of precious metals and gems worked into them along with fine  
engravings, a sense of irony seems to not have been lost on the HOBC in naming this weapon. A few are even 
imbued with a demon which makes them hit considerably harder. 

Sacrament Sword 
1 Handed - DAM: 10 PEN: 10 AD: 10 
2 Handed-  DAM: 20 PEN: 10 AD: 10 
Skill: 1 or 2 Handed Weight: 12kg 
 
At first appearance the sacrament swords aren’t much more than rather large, probably unwieldy weapons that is 
only for intimidation or a highly decorated heirloom that probably wouldn’t look out of place above a mantelpiece 
somewhere. Pushing the glyphed button near the quillons however will deploy several hundred sharp, triangular 
tungsten teeth which howl and scream down one edge of the blade and powered by ebb telekineses.  
 
Each of the teeth is glyphed by a Warlock as well as the actual blade itself which gives them immense cutting 
power and does terrible injuries on anyone coming in contact with a metre long blade of whirling death. Easily 
wielded in one or two hands by anyone in power armour or a 669, Warlock or other Chien entity they are always 
heavily worked on with ornamentation and anywhere between 100-200,000uni’s worth of rare metals and gems 
depending on how bored the Chien is to devote decorating it. 
 
Most of the really nice ones are imbued with a demon which makes them hit considerably harder. 
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Thunderlord Launcher 
Calibre –  75mm  ROF -   2  Recoil -  18 
Magazine -  10 Helical       Skill-  Rifle/Autosupport    
Weight -   20kg  Range-  80m 
 
75mm Grenades 
Plasma  Weight 2kg  Blast:  DAM 30     Radius: 5m 
Neutron  Weight 2.5kg Blast:  DAM 10 PEN 15 AD 30   Radius: 8m 
EMP   Weight 2kg  Blast:  N/A destroys electronics   Radius: 20m 
Fragmentation Weight 2kg  Blast:  DAM 10 PEN 10 AD 10   Radius: 10m 
Canister  Weight 2.5kg Range 10m DAM 5  PEN 12  AD 5  (5 wounds instead of 1)  
 
The Thunderlord is a massive pump action, gauss grenade launcher with a variety of munitions including the 
dreaded canister rounds that turn it into just a really big, evil shotgun. They don’t have any features, fittings or  
niceties about them and have a rugged simplicity that makes them a tough weapon with a very good range but 
are never fitted under-barrel like some companies launchers as they're simply too huge, weighing in at over 40kg 
fully loaded. 
They are also never imbued with demons as they tend to just be a dedicated support weapon rather than a main 
armament, most tend to be fancily decorated like most HOBC weapons with 20-30,000 uni’s worth of precious 
materials making them slightly less ugly. The under-barrel helical feed mechanism requires grenades to be indi-
vidually loaded and is not detachable (1 round per phase reload) but grenades can be individually thrown if 
needed with timers of 2-10phases. 

Warlord Carbine 
Calibre –  20mm Pistol  ROF -   1/5 Recoil -  25/30 
Magazine -  60 box magazine     Skill-   Pistol or Rifle/Autosupport 
Weight -   27kg   Range -  15 m 
20mm EX-  DAM 40 PEN 10  AD 15 
 
Underslung pump action gauss 75mm Integral grenade launcher  
ROF- 1   Recoil- 15 Range- 30m  Magazine- 4 helical internal  
Damage- as grenades     (1 round per phase reload) 
 
These massive submachineguns are standard issue on all HOBC troops and despite their savage recoil which is 
slightly offset by their immense weight are easily maintained, gas blowback operated weapons with a vicious rate 
of fire and do considerable damage. The range, ammunition and features could be better but most things they're 
shot at rarely live through one round, let alone a burst unless they're in KAD-C armour, a vehicle or dosed up on 
UV. 
Over 90% of these weapons are imbued with a demon which just makes them all the more terrifying to be shot at 
by and are highly coveted by their owners who lavish more than normal attention on them. 

Holocaust Cannon 
Calibre –  PLASMA ROF -   1/10   Recoil -  10/20 
Resevoir -  500 shot       Skill-   Rifle/Autosupport 
Weight -   55kg        Range -  200 m 
DAM: 250 (Single shot- uses 10 shots of reservoir ammunition) Blast Radius: 2 metres 
DAM: 30 (Rapid Fire- uses one shot of reservoir ammunition per shot) 
Plasma does damage to the first thing it hits, no PEN 
 
Normally mounted over the shoulder of HOBC soldiers it is their signature weapon in combat capable of delivering 
withering amounts of fire from the massive reservoir of plasma stored in a cylinder which runs down half the 
length of the two metre long weapon. This is a semi ebb-powered weapon, the neighbouring atmosphere is stored 
in the cylinder where it is superheated using Red Thermal to a plasma state and accelerated out of the charging 
cylinder using conventional gauss rails and most of the cooling done with electronic coils.  
 
Operation of the cannon is done via a set of glyphs on the handle, to charge which takes 60 phases to fill the  
cannon with atmosphere and heat it to a plasma state, the other is just a 2-stage trigger are for the Single shot 
and Rapid fire settings. 
 
Aside from that, it only has simple iron sights, no real additional recoil compensation and the power supplies are 
good for about 20,000 shots of continuous firing. The glyphs on the handle are turned so that anyone can charge 
them and the weapons are ornately worked with precious metals, sculptures of dragon or demon heads and en-
gravings to make them appear ferocious and probably worth 30,000uni’s alone in just materials, sometimes a 
great deal more if the owner really wants to show off. 
A few are even imbued with a demon which makes them hit considerably harder and there are a few rare ones 
which use ebb-TK instead of gauss rails. 
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Vendetta Cannon 
Calibre –  75mm  ROF -   1   Recoil -  25 
Magazine -  10 box        Skill-  Rifle/Autosupport    
Weight -   92kg   
75mm Hellfire-  DAM 100 PEN 250 AD 400 Blast Radius 3metres  Range -   2000 m 
75mm Canister DAM 5 PEN 12 AD 5  (5 wounds instead of 1)  Range -  10m 
 
A shoulder mounted anti-vehicle cannon that runs along a 2m long gyroscopic recoil damper and used to punch 
holes at extremely long ranges, they come standard with flash baffling, 8000m UV laser rangefinder and targeting 
system which is advanced enough to automatically adjust for range and velocity of targets making the whole  
system exceptionally accurate. (No range penalty) 
 
They can fire two type of shells-  
The Hellfire is large anti-vehicle shell that has a powerful power supply hooked up to a helium plasma  
containment unit in the shell that breaks apart on contact with anything hard, usually with messy results. 
 
The Canister is a bee-hive round that packs 60mm long Flechettes that have an effective range of 50m from the 
barrel and cover an area approximately 10m across. (+3 to hit) It is highly effective at clearing out corridors and 
massed infantry assaults, but the individual munitions are rarely dangerous past 80metres to armoured targets. 
Being a support weapon they are rarely imbued with a demon but some operators lavish them in precious metals 
and ornamentation anyway. 

Stripper Gun 
Calibre –  PBW   ROF -   5  Recoil -  Nil 
Resevoir -  300 shot       Skill-   Rifle/Autosupport 
Weight -   15kg   Range -  10 m (no med, long or extreme range- +3 to hit) 
DAM: 5 PEN: 10 AD: 25 
 
A popular weapon with the HOBC troops that is usually carried for close range support or anti-material duty to 
blast down doors and bulkheads, they are a short range Particle Beam Weapon which doesn’t extend past ten 
metres due to the ultra high frequency of the neutron strippers, instead it has a large, wide area ‘throw’ which  
covers a circular area around one metre across.  
 
They have no other accessories and are normally highly decorated side-arms that often get loaded up with an 
imbued demon to increase their damage. Neutron strippers cause massive cellular damage leaving huge parts of 
a person’s tissues with much the same consistency which soon rolls out of the hole where the beam struck.  
Necrosis of the tissues and intense numbing pain which can’t be healed by normal ‘knitter’ type drugs (Kickstart, 
TH-DC) will result in blood infections and poisoning within 2D10 hours on a healthy person. Bio-regeneration and 
ebb healing works as normal to grow back the damage and offset the poisoning but combat drugs are completely 
ineffective at reducing the initial damage, advanced treatment is required for any survivors hit by a PBW or they 
will die within a day or two. Healing drugs will stop bleeding from the surrounding tissue but not ‘fill the hole left 
behind. These weapons turn bone into chalk and tissue into jelly, they do two (2) wounds instead of one and 
cause massive haemorrhaging from the surrounding tissues.  

Holocaust Cannon 
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Bell of Damnation 
PV: 40   ID: 100   Weight: Nil 
Range: Hearing 
These horrific weapons are only usually carried by Warlocks and some upper-tier soldiers of the HOBC and act as 
a massive amplifier for their Agony Transmission Chien ability over a wide area. Soldiers on Dante often bring 
back stories that if you hear the bell it means something bad is going to happen and has led to a great deal of  
superstition and supposition amongst SLA militia which is vigorously suppressed by SLA and blamed on artillery 
ringing the crust of the earth. 
It isn’t. 
Depending on environmental conditions the bell can ring out up to several kilometres or only a few hundred  
metres if underground. They resemble a highly ornate metal ball one metre across made of some unknown metal, 
suspended off the shoulders of the owner by a series of cables, artificial gravity suspensors and houses a lesser 
Chien Demon inside them gated in directly from White Earth, when provoked by the owner the demon smashes 
itself against the sides of the chamber in an effort to get out sending out its displeasure for anyone to hear and 
feel. If the chamber is breached or destroyed the Chien usually gets unleashed in a blast of energy temporarily 
ripping apart a hole in the area which will suck in the owner or anyone else who fails a strength check  
(20+ difficulty, 2D10 + STR, modified by wounds) within about twenty metres. The more aggravated the demon 
becomes the more insane its anger and the more painful the toll, demon can only be aggravated once a toll ends 
and after the 3rd toll will need to wait another 15 phases so the chamber can repair itself and re-initialise its  
containment. 
 
1st toll: Duration 10 phases-  2D10 + 5 attack  
2nd Toll: Duration 15 phases- 2D10 + 10 attack 
3rd Toll: Duration 20 phases- 2D10 + 15 attack 
4th Toll: Bell explodes after causing a 2D10 + 20 attack for 30 phases. 
Attacks are resisted by the enemies 2D10 + Cool (+ willpower skill or cool modifiers against fear like Hardened, 
Ebb Damper cybernetics confer their normal bonus to resist), any additional points give the target phantom 
wounds which disappear at a rate of 1 per phase after the tolling ends. 
 
Eg- the bell tolls rolling a 2D10 + 5 attack for a total of 15, anyone hearing it, say Joe Militia rolls his 2D10 + Cool 
of 5 and gets a 13, he would be under the effects of two wounds until the bell toll ends. 
Tolls are not subjective as to who hears them, they make other Chien rather irritated or amused depending if 
they’ve ever been in a bell as punishment, friendly and enemy forces alike are affected by them. 

Heresy Class Armour 
 
PV: 30 
ID: Head 80   Torso 225   Arms 130   Legs 185 
+6 Strength  Flux- 300-400pt Eternal gems  
Biogenetic Re-breather with unlimited sealed atmosphere, re-grows ID dam-
age 1 ID per 2 phases.  
 
Worn by Warlocks it is a large suit of combat armour about the size of SLA 
Crackshot which at first resembles a highly ornate and heavily glyphed suit 
worth around 200-300,000uni worth of flux gems and precious metals woven 
into the heavy duty Science Friction plates and actuators which give the suit 
the ability to support its own weight and confer a slight bonus to strength to 
the owner. 
Sealed in the armours make-up is one very angry Chien which is only there 
as punishment and not exactly a willing passenger, unless a good (several 
sound thrashings usually) relationship is developed  
between the suit and its wearer, they don’t willingly let themselves be worn.  
 
There is no flux matrixes in the Heresy suits and all the ebb manipulation is 
done by the Chien possessed Waster. They do feature a highly complicated 
biogenetic entity in the suit which reprocesses the atmosphere inside to keep 
the mount alive. 
Heresy suits and their wearers take half damage against normal melee, pro-
jectile and energy attacks, they take full damage from Depleted Uranium and 
Ebb attacks (either as an ebb ability or glyph on a weapon) and blessed 
shaktar weapons.  
PV bonus from glyphs and the soul is factored into the suit’s total PV. 

Bell of Damnation 
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Bethel Class Armour 
PV: 48 
ID: Head 300 Torso 750 Arms 450 Legs 555 
+15 Strength 
Biogenetic Re-breather with unlimited sealed atmosphere, re-grows ID damage 1 ID per 2 phases.  
 
There is no real way of saying that a Bethel class suit of armour is anything but from the most horrific nightmares 
imaginable by mortal men, the surface of the ancient armour plates scarred from countless blows writhes with a 
meniscus of oil, briefly flashing with the glyphs carved in its surface. HOBC soldiers spend quite a bit of time 
decorating the outside with elaborate metalwork, skins or bodily organs of fallen enemies they fondly remember 
and could probably be salvaged by an unscrupulous and particularly fearless person for about 400-500,000uni 
worth of metal alone. They stand around three metres tall and weigh in excess of over 1000-1200kg.  
No sane person would willingly wear it, indeed if you're not the owner it simply will not let you inside.  
Like the Heresy class armours they are imbued with a Chien for punishment and feature biogenetic filtration  
systems to keep the shell alive in hard vacuum or hostile environments. 
 
Bethel suits and their wearers take half damage against normal melee, projectile and energy attacks, they take full 
damage from Depleted Uranium and Ebb attacks (either as an ebb ability or glyph on a weapon) and blessed 
shaktar weapons.  
PV bonus from glyphs and the demon is factored into the suit’s total PV. 

Implant Tech 
Cadaver mostly abandoned his research of implant 
technology long ago when he started devoting re-
sources into just churning out the 088 biogenetic chas-
sis as mounts for his Chien. However he still makes 
some of them available for the mundane grunts in 
Darknight to enhance their ability on the field of battle. 
 
Bone Work 
This makes the basic skeletal structure more resistant 
to both physical and torsion stress, increasing the mass 
of bone, making it tougher and nearly impossible to 
break. 
Adds: 4hits to all locations. Cost: 16000u+ 
 50hr recovery period 
 
Dermal Plating 
Thick layer of bone that covers the large areas of the 
chest, face, arms legs and abdomen making the user 
look like a black, armoured beetle. Softer areas like 
joints have a thick layer of gristle growing over them 
which is flexible and doesn’t detract from the articula-
tion. This horrific looking procedure is unpopular 
amongst most people and has a fear rating of 5 on any-
one looking at them. 
Adds: 5hits per location, +4 PV cumulative with armour 
worn 
Reduces any looks to -10 bad looks, -10 bad physique.
  60hr recovery period 
Cost: 22,000u+ 
 
C4 Implants 
These massive blocks of pure muscle, sinew and bone 
are woven into the patients body increasing their mass, 
bulk, speed and strength by almost double the human 
maximum. They are a very obvious implant which prac-
tically replaces ever major muscle group and where one 
of HOBC’s first implants used in battle. They are stan-
dard on most of the 088 chassis. 
Adds: hits per location from increased STR, DEX and 
PHYS increases  
Increases STR and DEX by 9 and increases body mass 
by double and height by 50%. 
80hr recovery period 
Cost: 180,000u+ 
 

Lymphatic Pumpers 
Mostly these are only put into Darknight military units as 
it would kill sales of their drugs on the open markets, 
these ‘glands’ replace some major organs like a kidney, 
pancreas or are implanted under the skin and close to 
the heart and stand alone units that constantly pump 
the drug through the implanted patient. In addition there 
are some modifications to the implant patient which  
enhances their longevity by a factor of ten times a nor-
mal drug users due to the 100% purity and the drugs 
replacing certain bodily chemical functions. Up until they 
burn out and die most implant carriers enjoy a relatively 
healthy life free of most niggling physical problems. 
AXE-90 and Strain 9 are standard on some Reaver  
marine units and most combat units have the AXE-90 
as standard. These are permanent implants that cannot 
be removed by conventional surgery, though they may 
be able to be removed by high levels of ebb healing + 
surgery to regrow organs along with a massive ebb-
detox to stop the body from dying almost immediately 
from the lack of drugs in the system.  
 
Shatter Strain M0 
Effects: No PHYS or COOL rolls, -50% damage taken, 
+3STR.  
Kills implanted user after 10years   
Cost: 70,000u 
Shatter Strain 8 
Effects: No Cool rolls, heals 5wounds/5hits at the end of 
every combat round, -1 to hit with melee or firearms due 
to lack of feeling in limbs. Ignore wound penalties.  
Can be combined with any other implant. 
Kills implanted user after 15 years   
Cost: 50,000u 
Shatter Strain 9 
Effects: No PHYS or COOL rolls, -50% damage taken.  
-1 to hit with melee or firearms due to lack of feeling in 
limbs. Ignore wound penalties. Can not be combined 
with M0 Implant. 
Kills implanted user after 20 years   
Cost: 60,000u 
AXE-90 
Effects: Replaces bone marrow, produces super-white 
blood cells, no infection rolls. +15 PHYS rolls to resist 
effects of poisons.  
Can be combined with any other implant  
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Personnel HOBC Scav-Troopers 
Melee Damage PV Hits Morale- Excellent 

+6 12 35 Cool 9, highly cunning and well trained 
Break and run at 30hits 
 

Walk Run Sprint 
1 2 7 

Skills Pistol 5, Autosupport 5, Rifle 6, One Handed 5, Detect 7, martial arts 5, Streetwise 5, Intimidate 5, 
Evaluate Opponent 5, Tactics 3, Sneak 8, Hide 8 Marksman 5, Survival 8, First Aid 5, Forensics 5 
Swimming 5, Various technical and Drive skills 4-5 

Equipment SHEM-98 SCAV armour, Long range radio, MAU10-08 Rifle, 8 magazines of ammo, DN or SLA 
10mm Pistol 3x 75mm grenades, Toolkits, survival gear, water purification kit, possibility of some 
heavy weapons like a disposable Rocket launcher or captured enemy weapons and kit. Powered 
hand weaponMedical kit, various Darknight and SLA drugs and whatever they’ve stolen lately. 

Initiative DEX 15 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Scav troopers are the long reaching, hard working arm of the House of the Black Church, while they lack the 
Chien demons in them (except for some officers) they are drawn from the best slave-stock the NGK can train and 
produce. Then given to the HOBC to load up with C4 and AXE-90 implants and cut loose on SLA planets to begin 
scavenging what they can, information, equipment and materials. They want to know exactly what SLA uses,  
everything from the drugs, weapons, vehicles and particularly the implants, biogenetic developments and how the 
society at large uses them. To do this, the HOBC sends them in with a variety of fairly simple, rugged and com-
paratively advanced gear which can handle these tasks, the average Scav looks like the moving jumble sale of 
half a dozen companies after they’ve been in the field for long enough, picking up huge varieties of gear. Primarily 
they come from human stock which is modified immensely with HOBC biogenetic implants, they aren't a combat 
troop but well trained enough to get in anywhere the enemy leaves a hole in their security.  
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Deploying Scav Troopers 
Normally the HOBC will send in about platoon strength numbers (30-32) of Scav’s down to a planet, usually far 
out into some uninhabited area that is far from civilisation, they’ll set up a base camp where the lieutenant will  
deploy the long range radio, a small camp and stay their with the radio operator. The rest of the platoon then splits 
up to five sections of 6 personnel led by a sergeant and they will head in to the cities to poke around looking for 
equipment, manufacturing sectors, transportation and discretely begin analysing it for information to send back to 
the lieutenant who in turn shoots it back up the line and eventually finds itself into the HOBC databases for further 
evaluation. 
While they mostly try to avoid combat and being detected they will on occasion ambush a particularly juicy target 
that has a lot of equipment on it, sometimes calling in other sections in the area to assist while they monitor and 
find a decent spot to set up a hit. Once they have the targets where they want them they pummel them  
mercilessly with long range fire before moving in to finish them off with hand weapons, grab what they can and 
leave as quickly as possible. If resistance proves to be too much they will pull back to a secondary ambush spot 
where another section of troops is usually waiting with something much bigger and uglier like an RPG or machine-
gun to finish off the pursuers. They where told long ago not to deviate from their objectives, they just want SLA 
equipment and materials for their mission, this has brought them into conflict in the past with many soft  
companies, Tek Trex, Thresher and even Darknight (which has no knowledge of Scav’s or the HOBC at a low 
level) who might be after the same gear. Most of the time though they don't come into conflict with third parties, 
particularly Thresher which is quite capable of going toe to toe with them and coming out on top so they tend to 
stay away unless they outnumber them 5-1. SLA is still bewildered by their presence, not knowing where the hell 
the come from or why and frustrated by the lack of data, they're obviously well trained, very heavily augmented 
(STR 18, DEX 15 on average) and they obviously have some agenda which concerns their company.  
Scav Lieutenants ‘pull the plug’ on Scav soldiers that look like they might be captured by remotely detonating 
sacks of fast acting neurotoxins in them which liquidate their biogenetic muscles and prevent them from talking.  
Most Scav’s understand a little Killian, enough to read and speak it to get by, but they are raised to speak Gotik 
which is an old, dead language from the conflict era that isn't spoken by anyone and its written form is even 
harder to understand. The average Scav is a superb soldier and recon unit, much like a Real-Time SAS soldier, 
extremely fit, highly trained, adaptable, survive anywhere in the worst conditions, hardships and intelligent. It only 
takes a year or two of active service in the field before they reach their peak potential of being hardened troops- 
Add +5 to most skills, the lieutenant is a veteran and add +6 to all skills but they are rarely found.  

SHEM-98 SCAV Power Armour 
PV: 12  ID: Head 30   Torso 120   Arms 60   Legs 70 
Biogenetic Re-breather with unlimited sealed atmosphere, Extra heavy duty environment sealing (+10 to PHYS 
rolls to resit poisons and radiation), IR/UV and 1mm 100metre range Radar. Passive ECM system (-10 Detect vs 
electronic sensors) and Active terrain Camouflage (+5 to Hide) polymer coating. 
 
While the SHEM isn't backed by a large power chassis this tends to keep the weight down on the ceramic and 
carbon fibre plates to a minimum and allows for exceptional freedom of movement. It has a highly effective ECM 
system to keep the electronic signature down to a minimum and a state of the art polymer coating on the outside 
which can be set for a wide variety of environments allowing the user to pick from a selection and adjust it to the 
surrounding colour scheme they're in very quickly (2phases). 
It is built very ruggedly and contains heavy duty environmental shielding and has quite good durability under fire. 
Captured suits tend to sell for around 70-90,000uni’s on the black markets but they are exceedingly rare. 

MAU10/2-08 Carbine 
Calibre –  8mm  ROF -  1/3 Recoil -  7/10  Range -  80 m 
Calibre –  10mm  ROF -  1/5 Recoil -  5/10  Range -  25 m 
Calibre –  12mm  ROF -  1/3 Recoil -  10/13  Range -  30 m 
Magazine -  30rd spring fed box (Come in 8, 10 & 12mm– cost 120u each)   
Cost -  15000u+  Different calibres cost 2000u each and include barrel and bolt (3kg each) 
Weight -   5.5kg  Skill - Rifle 
 
The MAU is an excellent weapon, simple, robust and has no complicated components on it that would affect its 
performance in the field even under extreme duress. It has a folding stock which allows it to be used in confined 
spaces that folds up against the body of the weapon and a simple 1000m IR/UV scope which has pre-set  
adjustments for depending on what is being thrown down the barrel. It has no recoil baffling and will not accept 
any other barrel mounted accessories, however it does come with a very large flash suppressor that is almost 
100% effective and integral with each calibre assembly. 
Barrel and bolt assemblies can be switched out in less than 5phases with a successful weapon maintenance roll 
and require no tools whatsoever, the entire weapon can be stripped down to its individual components by  
unlatching them off the stock with inbuilt keys on the scope which undo everything.  
Scav’s can pull the entire weapon down in the dark with no vision enhancements and reassemble it again in under 
15phases, complete and ready to fire whatever ammo they can get their hands on. At less than a metre long 
(70cm with stock folded) the MAU carbine is an extremely compact and ’average’ accuracy that has a burst fire 
and single shot setting next to the trigger. Captured examples of the weapon have found their way into the  
markets on occasion but like the armour are exceedingly rare and highly sought after by Prop’s and mercenaries. 
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Axiomartyr 
 
Aside from the conflict era armour, ships, weapons, DU and nanotechnology which makes up Thresher there is 
the Elder ebb or ‘El-Wraiths’ as they are known to most people who have heard of them and also called  
Axiomartyr by ebons. When an ebon dies (either by natural or other causes) or choses too give up this existence 
by will alone when their formulae is high enough, the will strong enough they come back from the shadowlands to 
walk again in a second coming. SLA uses coercion, terror and using deliberate rituals to symbolically and literally 
end the life of an ebon or brainwaster, El-Wraiths are a result of the natural process of death and a willingness to 
survive. There is no ‘white’ or other such fanciful manufactured myths which where created by Slayer to  
manufacture necanthropes, indeed there is also no coercion, either they come back if they really want too and 
bend the laws of nature to return, driven back to finish something they never got around to doing or simply out of 
love for family and friends. Unlike necanthropes they don’t come back as hideous monsters or hell bent on  
inflicting suffering and misery on the living, technically the El-Wraith is dead, unaffected by age, ailments,  
physically deformed or mentally ill though most at the very least are quite ‘odd’ in their own ways. 
They are sustained on their own will to live as enlightened beings, the Eidolonar is consumed within them and 
they emerge having subsumed all the characteristics of it in a final bonding. Those that lose themselves to  
violence, anger and mental insanities get carried off by the Chien in the shadowlands and don’t return or just have 
their soul’s returns to wheel of creation. Most reappear as ebons that they once where before being reborn, there 
has only ever been a few Brainwaster known to have reached this level of ability and they came back without the 
charring typical of their species from around their eyes. Most Wasters get carried off by Bitterness’s minions in the 
shadowlands as he seeks to reclaim his own and it can be a real struggle for any brainwasters to truly evolve 
without assistance from SLA who literally wrench them back as necanthropes. Though there is help for the  
brainwasters from Lucina and other Axiomartyr who can do all they can to help them with the journey with mental 
training and some ‘attitude adjustment’ so to speak but this is as far as they will tamper with the process. They 
know all too well the horror that awaits brainwasters on the other side when Big B decides to bring them back to 
the nest and its not something you’d wish on anyone, (even brainwasters well, ok some brainwasters probably 
deserve it!). 
 
Some emerge as physically idealised, superior versions of their race, others just look much like they where before 
they died and if there's one thing they all share is a smell of flux itself burning with the raw power of the ebb.  
Mentally they remain secretive and aloof, choosing only to reveal information about what they choose and to 
whom they choose and very rarely about themselves, but are quite open and friendly to others of their kind. Often 
an older one will appear to guide them through the last few years of life if they haven’t already started hanging 
around before the change as ebbs tend to get slightly unstable the more formulae they learn and once they hit 
around rank 10 or 11 and formulae higher than 12 or 13 tends to put some severe stress on living creatures every 
time they use it. 
Dream Demons which the SLA ebbs get affected by isn’t a problem for Thresher ebbs, they either have the bugs 
and control matrix’s removed from their deathsuits when they joined, hence there is no mental connection at all to 
the Necanthropes who use this to control their churls or they have the Eidolonar which is made by the company 
from their own artisans also has no control or monitoring devices in it. Indeed, if SLA ebons removed their  
deathsuits when they got to the point of seeing Dream Demons then they would stop, most however are very 
alone and frightened by this stage and feel they need the deathsuit as much as a junkie would need a fix, even 
though they know the deathsuit is killing them, the soothing touch of its presence is enough to keep them going 
even though they loathe everything about it. 
 
Lucina is seen as something of a patron and sponsor of the Axiomartyr who are descendants of the original ebon 
warriors that settled down on Persephone, helping them build the beacon underneath the city in the underground 
chambers of the ebb guard to guide returning souls from the shadowlands rather than just having them pop up 
randomly around the universe. It is a place that is physically repulsive to denizens of the shadowlands, both the 
Chien and Necanthropes who respond like a magnet does, being driven away or the polarity changes.  
Necanthropes hate Axiomartyr with a passion and the felling is somewhat mutual from the other end as they  
represent basically evolution of the species with free will that didn’t have to commit themselves to slavery for what 
they are. Also largely because they're one of the few things capable of destroying both necanthropes and Chien 
without any fear what so ever of their normal, destructive mental abilities that both entities are heavily reliant on in 
combat. 
 
While the chance of a higher ranked formulae ebb coming back is less than the ritual created by necanthropes 
and SLA it does have a way of as the ebons put it, “Keeping the riff-raff out of the trade” and building a better  
society by actually having members that want to come back rather than those that only come back because they 
sell themselves into slavery or for common and base reasons such as base instincts. That’s not to say Axiomartyr 
are beyond running around terrorising people they meet, indeed they are truly frightening when they adopt their 
‘true nature’ but by and large they aren’t a malignant presence like necanthropes, just a benign presence of power 
which can be overwhelming to the weak willed. Admiral Josual of the CEO of the Thresher navy was one of the 
first Axiomartyr to come from outside sources and is their only political representative, most people consider him 
‘a nice old guy’ who doesn’t flaunt his true nature and just looks like an old ebon of some 70 years of age, no one 
outside the other Axiomartyr has even seen him under than change  
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Life, Death, the universe and everything 
 
The journey to an enlightened state is best described as, if you where in a battle of wits against yourself, who 
would win? 
By the time a PC has played a character from being just a little wee tiny ebon or waster up until the point they 
manage to garner experience and over time they will have accumulated enough ideas on how that character  
behaves, what he or she wanted more than anything and what their weaknesses are. We aren’t talking about 
stats on a piece of paper but the actual makeup of what your character thinks, how they tick and who they truly 
are, if players can manufacture enough of that for the GM to take them as a genuine ‘entity’ then they are onto the 
first step of becoming enlightened. If they don’t offer up enough evidence to warrant enough structure to their 
character, dead is dead, tell them to make another character. Wanting the ‘free points’ and wanting to become an 
Axiomartyr is not enough, sure it’s big its rough it’s tough and it’ll kick arse but that’s not generally enough to turn 
anyone into anything but just another narcissistic arsehole and they're a dime a dozen in the WOP. 
Here’s a real chance to be something more than another lemming. 
 
Necanthropes are only one side of the coin, the one which says, ‘Legal Currency of the state of ugly bastards’ 
with a big guy with teeth on it and that’s all they are, there is no enlightenment to becoming a necanthrope. It is a 
rigorously policed and ritualised formula which consistently churns out monstrous, easily controlled and led killing 
machines that traded their soul and one big shot at genuine advancement for eternal service of licking Mr Slayers 
arse. Hey great you're another unique little fucking snowflake, just like all the other unique little fucking  
snowflakes, start licking, bitch. 
They're just stormers in Science Friction undies with a new type of gun that bites people. If you really wanted 
something like that I could sell you an assault rifle from Thresher that goes clean through armour as well and has 
a bayonet for $1000 and I’ll even throw in an t-shirt, because everyone likes a free t-shirt, even if it does say ‘I got 
to Rank 10 formulae and all I got was this fucking t-shirt’. 
They're just the angry side of being an ebb user. 
No wonder they're angry, they get to live for eternity being a bum licker and the only way up is to advancement to 
being graded into SCL one cocksucker. Given nothing ever moves at the top of SLA industries in the way of  
advancement many could only dream of being cocksucker’s and that’s why they're cranky, go around treading on 
kittens and molesting lesser ebb users because it makes them feel slightly better the next morning when they 
wake up, scratch their bum, feed the gore cannon and think to themselves; 
“Gee great, another day of being an ugly arse licker. Oh well, better go floss the teeth and get some more breath 
mints ‘cause eternity is an awful long time and that taste never quite goes away. I think I might go into work,  
torture some ebons and pick up another bucket of kittens to pull apart for lunch” 
While you're at work they might send you down to do something they can’t really send anyone else to go do,  
because you got that free 1rank of SCL and some free 50xp so you’ve got to work off that debt to the corporation. 
So you get the shit jobs. The ones that grind up normal people like peanut butter, ah yes, every job a black, every 
pay check a pittance, every meal something that was grown in a vat. 
Another wonderful day working for the corp, yes sir, when all you really wanted to do was be a tyrannical ruler of 
the universe with all these cheaty ebb skills and that job is currently taken.  
There's also the other diabolical ruler of the universe you could aspire too, but that jobs taken as well. In reality 
you could jump the fence and join the B-Team but he’s not much to work for either social benefits of being used 
as a butt-slut for Big B isn’t much fun, the job overall sucks because Stigmatyr will kick your arse if those bastards 
with DU don’t get you first and at least working for Preceptor Teeth you know there's a dental plan somewhere in 
the contract. 
You where offered the choice between the tossed salad with dressing and the chocolate biscuit, even though you 
knew the chocolate biscuit was just too damn good to be true didn’t you? Even though you knew the chocolate 
would just make you constipated, give you a fat arse and no one cool ate tossed salad because they're a bit bland 
and too much bother to get around even if they're much nicer to live with in the long run and won’t clog you up.  
There was also the offer of the ham sandwich from Big B on white bread, but the meat didn’t look quite right and 
the white stuff on it didn’t look quite like mayo either, you never could trust a guy like that who smiled all the time. 
He’s either a real estate agent or a diabolical ruler of the universe and neither of which are worth your time. 
 
In short, you took the chocolate biscuit didn’t you? That’s ok, at least you know what you're getting with a  
chocolate biscuit don’t you, yep, you enjoy that biscuit while it lasts, bitch. 
 
Axiomartyr status is about as close to divinity that you can get in-game. 
You have a soul, you have the capability of seeing things from the perspective of an angel or devil, you are a 
complete balance between good and evil, at peace with yourself and the final driving secret is that of the uni-
verses and your place in them. It is perhaps best to compare them to the elemental and basic forces of nature 
itself, sometimes cruel and uncaring, sometimes benevolent like a mother or father looking after her young and 
sometimes they are deliverer’s death themselves as part of the natural process of living. 
Most retain parts of their personality as being much the same as before they left, remembering friends, enemies 
and allies alike, most even continue to maintain relationships with families left behind and having a relative that 
came back is a huge mark of honour for the ebb family but few of the El-Wraiths would consider themselves  
bragging rights. The crude and base instincts in them are much reduced to the point there they remember them 
but no longer have the problem of being led by hormones, or crude needs in making decisions, they simply do  
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what they have too. That doesn’t make them ‘pragmatic’ as such, they have their loyalties firmly in place with 
Thresher because to do otherwise would lead them into complete annihilation. Not only are they going to be 
hunted by SLA’s necanthropes but they also have to contend with the Chien which will try their hand at taking 
them down as well, survival necessitates that they stay where they are and with the people that protect them as 
much as they protect each other.  
Putting it in the simplest terms even the most brain dead, dumb mother fucker will understand- 
If SLA breaks through then they will lose Persephone and the universe behind it to Slayers world of ‘progress’ and 
the horrors it brings with his leadership, if Darknight breaks through, everything is annihilated by Bitterness and 
nothing will exist. They either stand behind Lucina their only real defence or they lose it all. Welcome to the game 
of big-kids ball, there is no half-time and winning isn’t as easy as who crosses the line first. 
 
How GM’s deal with this, you can do it the hard way with roleplaying or you can blunder through it with dice and 
take your chances but it isn’t really a ‘gamble’, if it comes down to a game of dice like craps then just deal with it in 
the way which best suits your own style and that the players find comfortable with. As for the rest of the group, 
you will have to bear in mind that it will not be entirely ‘fair’ for the rest of the group to have one or two of them 
with extra xp and nifty abilities, I would suggest that the Ebb characters idle for a time on a backup character while 
the rest catch up on xp. After all, they might not come back. It would also be probably a good time to soul-bind the 
remaining party at least at a lower level so they will be resilient to effects of real-time, Chien and white earth  
effects during this period. 
Regardless of how you want to deal with it the best way you think, don’t make it too disruptive to your group or 
campaigning. 

Coming back 
So you're not cut out for a happy afterlife, you’ll get a lot of new things to play with soon enough but to keep things 
in line you’ll also have to spend some of these free points to buy off any mental and physical disadvantages,  
being the paragon animal of your species the deadbeats don’t come back, if you’ve ended up with more than 
50points of disadvantages however you might need to buy them off with some other disadvantages or write off 
some of your other current advantages at the GM’s choice. Perhaps being dead there was a bureaucratic  
oversight and someone liquidated your bank account, vehicle license or something to that effect. 
*Soul binding benefits, these can apply to anyone who is soul-bound. 

50pts of xp: Which must be spent buying off physical and mental disadvantages before you go spending them on 
other things. 
 
Soul-Bound*: This you get for free, it allows you to regenerate 1hit every 3phases, you can grow back limbs, 
heads and torso which will be painful but you're no longer capable of being severely worried by minor things like 
bullets and blades. Big things like an artillery round, enough explosives or a nuclear device however will wipe you 
out completely if every trace of you is reduced to zero (0 hits in every location). 
 
Wounds*: No longer affected by wounds, though they do hurt up until a limb falls off it about the only real  
decrease in any combat effectiveness. 
 
Fear/Terror/Stress*: No longer affected by these, indeed your mental fortitude is such that you will never gain 
insanities, have to deal with stress and you can willingly shut out any mental communication or telepathy and the 
enemy user will have their roll modified by -10. You cannot be possessed by Chien or advanced Ebb abilities, only 
room for one in here and your cool stat is effectively unlimited. 
 
Ebb Creature: being a creature of pure flux you are permanently bound with your Deathsuit or Eidolonar which is 
consumed in the process with your physical body. Add your hits in each location to those of the ebb-armours hits 
in each location and those are you total hits now in each location, they can increase in amount by higher levels of 
Protect, Healing or increasing physical stats. PV is as normal for Deathsuit and Eidolonar. Ebb Creatures take 
Armour Damage instead of Damage. 
 
Resilience: Age, time, poison (ebb or physical) or drugs do not weary you anymore. You no longer need to sleep, 
but doing so will regain flux faster, you no longer need to breathe or eat and could exist in hard vacuum if you had 
too. Extremes of cold and heat between -100 and +100degrees celsius are also not going to have any harmful 
effects on you. DU and radiation still works however so running around in deep space or friendly fire might not be 
much fun. At this point no drugs will work on you anymore either except some of the more intrusive nanotech 
ones that do cellular rebuilds after being cooked by radiation. 
 
Physical and Mental potential 
Straight back out again you have the potential to exceed your racial maximums by five (5) in each category, STR, 
DEX, PHYS, CONC, KNOW, DIA and CHAR. Raising these affects all the normal things that they do for anyone 
else, however as you get older, every fifty (50) years of your existence after you come back, you can increase 
them by another five (5) points. 
Needless to say, respect your Persephone Elders. They’ve been there a couple of years after the conflict wars 
ended and are immensely tough bastards by this stage and have an immense store of ebb knowledge, figured out 
how the WOP universe works as well as the Persephone universe and can squash pretty much anyone like a bug. 
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Axiomartyr Advantages and Disadvantages 
Some of these may be bought or gained at the GM’s discretion after the return, likewise they may wish to add 
some of the circumstantial ones to your character as well. You can also spend the 50pts on other things like 
Physical and Mental stats or skills. 
 
Crusader: 2pt Disadvantage (1-10) 
Even with such an enlightened outlook on life there still are some Axiomartyr which have hatreds of certain things 
in the universe, normally these are things like Chien Demons, Necanthropes or other ebb users from rival  
companies they simply cannot stand to be in the same universe as and actively go out of their way to destroy 
them as expediently as possible. 
Amongst other Axiomartyr it is seen as a lack of self discipline to do anything particularly stupid like not planning 
properly but you're more than likely going to find a few other kindred souls in their number you can go and mutu-
ally hunt down together. 
 
Heartland: 3pt Disadvantage (1-10) 
Most people in Thresher, even the non ebbs have strong ties to the planet they where born on. Its where you 
where born, grew up, buried your ancestors and often many times over its history they (or even yourself) have 
died to protect it. For most this is just a pride in their planet and people but in some Axiomartyr its often the reason 
they came back and often why most of them rarely leave to wander the universe at large. Each rank of this means 
you like to have 100grams of something from your planet of birth to remind you of where you come from and the 
memories of it, usually this can be of cultural significance like figurines or clothing from Sino, Persephone wood 
sculptures or even just earth from somewhere. 
Not having it on your person while you're regaining flux disrupts your thoughts and causes you to regain flux at a 
lower rate, -3flux for every rank of this for each time you rest are not regained. While you're on your home ground 
however you don’t have to worry about it. 
 
Size Variation: 2pt Advantage/Disadvantage 
Every rank of this Adds/Subtracts 10cm from your height and bulk is reduced accordingly. While it doesn’t affect 
how fast you are, every 2 points of advantage in Size+ will increase your strength by 1 point which may exceed 
your racial maximum. Being small doesn’t decrease how strong you are but people are less likely to take  
someone a metre tall very seriously but it might let you squirm into places no one else buy a shrimp like you could 
fit. Every 50cm over or under the racial maximums and minimums means that personal equipment may need to 
be modified for your particular size and will cost 10% more. 
 
Angel Fury: 3pt Advantage (1-10) 
Every Odd rank (1, 3, 5 etc) of this advantage gives +1pt of extra damage in armed or unarmed melee attacks 
and every Even rank (2, 4, 6 etc) of it gives +1pt of damage to ebb attacks. Against ebbs, necanthropes and  
supernatural creatures like Chien, possessed riders and science friction materials it gives +2pts of extra damage. 
 
Reputation- Peers: 2pt Advantage/Disadvantage 
Limited in ranks of Charisma stat, either you're hard to get along with and a general pain the arse for your peers in 
the Axiomartyr society or you’ve managed to make some friends along the way. High ranks of this advantage 
make it easier to gain help in training, allies, likewise the other way makes it a lot harder. It can be increased or 
decreased by roleplaying and events in game by being helpful or a complete jerk. 
 
Advanced Soul Binding: 10pt Advantage (1-2ranks) 
This is a direct reflection on how in-touch you are with your soul and can be increased by soul-bound people in-
game over time at the GM’s prerogative as the player becomes more involved and developed with their character.  
The first 10pt advantage here will net you an additional regeneration rate of 1hit every 2 phases and mental  
blocking goes up to -20 to attempt to contact you with ebb communication or telepathic abilities if you don’t want 
them digging around in there or speaking to you. 
The 20pt advantage costs another 10pts and increases the regeneration rate of 1hit every 1 phase and ebb  
communication or telepathic abilities do not work at all if you don’t want them too, your mind is a fortress  
impregnable from outside interference. 

‘Apraxiata’ 
This offensive-defensive line of ebb training pre-dates Thresher turning up on Persephone and was taught to the 
first Axiomartyr by Lucina from the ebon warriors that landed there and passed onto younger generations over the 
years, refined and takes a great deal of formulae and flux to use properly. It is unlikely that anyone but an Axio-
martyr could learn it, even a necanthrope who would find some of its abilities completely alien as they have a rigid 
view on variables in formulae to use ebb after generations of being trained by the Preceptor who doesn’t allow 
them any flexibility. Even if Necanthropes or normal ebbs where capable of learning some of it the results would 
undoubtedly fracture their minds so badly that they would be burnt out into a null-state (unable to use flux) or be 
driven into deep insanity. 
Upon returning Axiomartyr are taught one rank in Apraxiata, it can go up to 60-70+ ranks but PC’s will rarely touch 
upon such power anyway so it’s a moot point to continue the escalation past 20 for specifics. 
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Rank 1 Archonics 1 
One of the first things that are taught to use is the control of random variables of flux within themselves by  
channelling it forward to create a massive billowing flux storm around them that reflects particles, light, heat, cold, 
sometimes roiling with an oily meniscus that exudes fogs of dark and light mist. The overall effect is terrifying to 
look at for most anyone that the Axiomartyr is annoyed with and a few have been known to bring it into effect 
while very excited about something. 
Cost: 5 flux    Duration: CONC in minutes 
Converts Damage dealt to the Axiomartyr into Damage dealt (Physical or Ebb) to Flux instead, once all flux is  
expended soaking up damage the Axiomartyr takes damage to their physical self. It can be dropped willingly at 
any time. (1pt of Damage = 1pt of Flux used) 
Causes a Fear roll at the rank of the Axiomartyr’s equal to their Charisma stat.  
 
Rank 2 Apraxia 1 
Often the next rank of Apraxiata is learnt very quickly by young Axiomartyr to avoid being torn to pieces by their 
own Archonics is a secondary calculation in variables in the universe that turns the damage being dealt to them 
into flux. This can only be sustained while in Archonics form. 
Cost: 1 flux    Duration: CONC in phases 
Converts Damage dealt to the Axiomartyr form into flux countering the expenditure of flux being used to soak 
damage normally under the Archonics form. Each 1pt of damage converts to 1pt of flux. 
 
Rank 3 Moribund 1 
This is a physical attack that extinguishes life in living cells, be they biogenetic, flora, fauna or even bacteria,  
taking the form of bolts of black lightning that strikes the target and kills them at a cellular level, it is completely 
painless and causes no wounds. 
Cost: 3 flux   Range: 25metres (Short)  Damage: 15 
Formulae roll to hit. 20+ indicates additional damage 
Does damage to the first thing the lightning hits that is of an organic nature. Deathsuits and normal armour are 
ineffective against stopping this attack. No damage to science friction, inanimate material or Chien creatures, 
though it may kill their mount if they are hiding in one. 
 
Rank 4 Banishment 1 
Bane of materials made of science friction, Chien Demons, white earth denizens and necanthropes, this attack is 
especially devastating against them and most would prefer to run screaming against an Axiomartyr that is  
wielding this power. It takes the form of pure, blinding white lightning bolts. 
Cost: 3 Flux   Range: 25metres (Short)  Damage: 25    
Formulae roll to hit. 20+ indicates additional damage 
Does Damage to the first thing the lightning hits made of science friction, necanthrope origins, Chien or from white 
earth. It won’t harm living organic material and can strike Chien hiding in mounts or objects. 
 
Rank 5 Dark Entropies 1 
Only useable while in Archonics form, the Dark Entropies is a horrific attack that extinguishes life in living cells in a 
radius around the Axiomartyr, be they biogenetic, flora, fauna or even bacteria, taking the form of bolts of roiling 
darkness that kills them at a cellular level, it is completely painless and causes no wounds. Axiomartyr can elect 
to avoid hitting friendlies in the area of effect, it does make the area around the Axiomartyr very, very dark and no 
vision enhancement devices mechanical or otherwise work, it continues to damage things until they are dead or 
leave the area. 
Cost: 10 Flux   Range: CONC in metres radius 
Duration: CONC in Phases DAM: 5 
Does damage to the first thing the lightning hits that is of an organic nature. Deathsuits and normal armour are 
ineffective against stopping this attack. No damage to science friction, inanimate material or Chien creatures, 
though it may kill their mount if they are hiding in one. 
 
Rank 6 White Entropies 1 
Only useable while in Archonics form, the White Entropies does the same as the Dark Entropies but only against 
materials made of science friction, Chien Demons, white earth denizens and necanthropes. Axiomartyr can elect 
to have it avoid hitting friendlies wearing or materials in the area of effect. Resembles a roiling mass of white  
lightning and gives off considerable ambient light, it continues to damage things until they are dead or leave the 
area. 
Cost: 10 Flux   Range: CONC in metres radius 
Duration: CONC in Phases DAM: 10 
Does Damage to the first thing the lightning hits made of science friction, necanthrope origins, Chien or from white 
earth. It won’t harm living organic material and can strike Chien hiding in mounts or objects. 
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Rank 7 Psychodynamics 1 
This is a subtle alteration in the area immediately around the Axiomartyr that plays along basic instincts, fears, 
loves and any other emotions they may have, amplifying whatever they want into affecting the targets. Often this 
is used to hearten or clear away fear from allies that are frightened or to unloose riots or terror on their enemies or 
make them think they're a benevolent entity.  
Cost: 6 Flux   Range: CONC in metres radius 
Duration: CONC in Rounds 
Targets within the radius are subjected to a mental attack based on the 2D10 + Apraxiata Rank and can resist the 
change of mood or emotion with a 2D10+CONC+ any willpower to ignore the effects. 
Pure fear or terror based attacks are resisted with COOL instead of CONC and the usual modifiers to cool rolls. 
 
Rank 8 Paradynamics 1 
Advanced kinetic manipulation of machinery, turning things that are on, off or turning things off, on. For complex 
machines they can simply target specifics such as power supplies, engines, brakes, firing pins, triggers, servos 
and contact surfaces. For technical people or operators of such machines they will simply see the machine either 
stop functioning or start up, assuming there is a glitch in the system or a jammed, faulty component in the works. 
Cost: 5 Flux   Range: Line of sight 
Duration: CONC in Phases 
Targets a specific part of a machine only, make it work/stop working for the specified time. It cannot be used to 
directly control a vehicle, though they could cause a wheel or turbine to stop, start working or pull the trigger on a 
gun, stop a camera recording etc. Nothing the operator of such an affected device can do will start it working 
again properly until the effect ends, it will work on cybernetics and manchine type devices as well. It has no effect 
on ebb devices. 
 
Rank 9 Resonance 1 
A very potent and short duration adjustment to the immediate area around the Axiomartyr which changes the  
universal paradigm to that of their own perceptions, at this level it prevents ebb and supernatural effects from 
working unless the Axiomartyr specifically wishes it.   
Cost: 12 Flux   Range: CONC in metres 
Duration: CONC in Phases 
Ebb or supernatural effects sent into a Resonance area from outside the area simply reach the radius and stop 
working. Axiomartyr can elect that their own or that of their friends in the area continue to work normally. Chien in 
its area of effect will be forcibly made visible and ejected from any mount or object they may be hiding in. 
 
Rank 10 Ethereal 1 
Often mistaken for Jump-Port Rank 10 or ‘ghosts’ but it works on an entirely different level by phase shifting the 
Axiomartyr between the current universe and the shadowlands in a rapid series of calculations that allows them to 
pass through solid objects and there is a much reduced chance of attacks hitting them. 
Cost: 1flux   Duration: 1 Flux spent per phase 
Ebb, shaktar blessed weapons and Chien attacks will always hit an Ethereal Axiomartyr but bullets and melee 
attacks have a 50% chance of just missing completely. They can pass completely solid objects at a walking pace 
and use other abilities, for faster movement they will only be able to concentrate on the calculation. The Ethereal 
can be maintained as long as needed and flux is available however it must end on an ‘even’ phase (ie: phase 2, 4, 
6 etc) otherwise they end up in the shadowlands and will need to spend a point of flux anyway to get back into the 
universe. 
Movement in the shadowlands is at a rate of 100light years per point of CONC the Axiomartyr has. 
 
Rank 11 Archonics 2 
A much improved and potent manifestation of the Axiomartyr that has the ability to soak up massive amounts of 
damage per point spent. 
Cost: 15 flux    Duration: CONC in hours 
Converts Damage dealt to the Axiomartyr into Damage dealt (Physical or Ebb) to Flux instead, once all flux is  
expended soaking up damage the Axiomartyr takes damage to their physical self. It can be dropped willingly at 
any time. (5pts of Damage = 1pt of Flux used) 
Causes a Fear roll at the rank of the Axiomartyr’s equal to their Charisma stat.  
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Rank 12 Apraxia 2 
Like the Rank 2 ability this can only be sustained while in Archonics form but the potential energy and variables 
are harnessed to extract a great deal more flux from attacks and excess flux is discharged 
Cost: 5 flux    Duration: CONC in phases 
Converts Damage dealt to the Axiomartyr form into flux countering the expenditure of flux being used to soak 
damage normally under the Archonics form. Instead of the 1-1 Flux-Damage, this converts 1pt of damage into 5 
flux. Excess flux accumulated rapidly discharges, raw flux attacks do damage to the first thing they hit. Animal, 
vegetable, mineral or supernatural, they don’t get any choice in where the rebounding flux bounces off too and it 
comes back in the form it was sent in. Bullets come back as bolts, blasts come back as massive explosions to 
their original source. 
eg: Bob shoots an Axiomartyr with his pistol when the Axiomartyr is full of flux with nowhere to store the excess 
flux on their person/armour or any ebb gear. 
Bob’s pistol is doing 3pts of AD to the beast, normally this would be converted into 15flux (1-5 damage-flux ratio) 
but seeing as there's nowhere for it to go so it gets sent screaming back at him as a huge bolt of lightning doing 
damage to either any armour he’s wearing or his total hits if he wasn’t wearing any. For blast attacks, explosives 
and other such things, unfortunately the universe has worked out the variable probability of where the attack came 
from and delivers it back accordingly to whoever did it.  
Needless to say, if Bob just shot an tank shell which would do 300pts of AD at the Axiomartyr he’s going to be in 
some serious pain when that lightning bolt for 1500pts comes bouncing back… 
 
Rank 13 Moribund 2 
This is a physical attack that extinguishes life in living cells, be they biogenetic, flora, fauna or even bacteria, tak-
ing the form of bolts of black lightning that strikes the target and kills them at a cellular level, it is completely 
painless and causes no wounds. The Rank 13 version is capable of snuffing the life out of some beings com-
pletely and rendering them nothing more than their base elemental components. 
Cost: 10 flux   Range: 50metres 
Damage: 30 
Formulae roll to hit. 20+ indicates additional damage 
Does damage to the first thing the lightning hits that is of an organic nature. Deathsuits and normal armour are 
ineffective against stopping this attack. No damage to science friction, inanimate material or Chien creatures, 
though it may kill their mount if they are hiding in one. 
 
Rank 14 Banishment 2 
Bane of materials made of science friction, Chien Demons, white earth denizens and necanthropes, this attack is 
especially devastating against them and most would prefer to run screaming against an Axiomartyr that is wield-
ing this power. It takes the form of pure, blinding white lightning bolts, the advanced attack which has been known 
to completely annihilate small Chien entities. 
Cost: 10 Flux   Range: 50metres (Short) 
Damage: 60   Formulae roll to hit. 20+ indicates additional damage 
Does Damage to the first thing the lightning hits made of science friction, necanthrope origins, Chien or from white 
earth. It won’t harm living organic material and can strike Chien hiding in mounts or objects. 
 
Rank 15 Dark Entropies 2 
Only useable while in Archonics form, the Dark Entropies 2 is an immensely destructive attack that extinguishes 
life in living cells in a radius around the Axiomartyr, be they biogenetic, flora, fauna or even bacteria, taking the 
form of bolts of roiling darkness that kills them at a cellular level, it is completely painless and causes no wounds. 
Axiomartyr can elect to avoid hitting friendlies in the area of effect, it does make the area around the Axiomartyr 
very, very dark and no vision enhancement devices mechanical or otherwise work, it continues to damage things 
until they are dead or leave the area. 
Cost: 20 Flux   Range: CONC in metres radius 
Duration: CONC in Phases DAM: 10 
Does damage to the first thing the lightning hits that is of an organic nature. Deathsuits and normal armour are 
ineffective against stopping this attack. No damage to science friction, inanimate material or Chien creatures, 
though it may kill their mount if they are hiding in one. 
 
Rank 16 White Entropies 2 
Only useable while in Archonics form, the White Entropies does the same as the Dark Entropies but only against 
materials made of science friction, Chien Demons, white earth denizens and necanthropes. Axiomartyr can elect 
to have it avoid hitting friendlies wearing or materials in the area of effect. Resembles a roiling mass of white light-
ning and gives off considerable ambient light, it continues to damage things until they are dead or leave the area. 
Cost: 10 Flux   Range: CONC in metres radius 
Duration: CONC in Phases DAM: 10 
Does Damage to the first thing the lightning hits made of science friction, necanthrope origins, Chien or from white 
earth. It won’t harm living organic material and can strike Chien hiding in mounts or objects. 
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Rank 17 Psychodynamics 2 
This is a sustained, longer lasting subtle alteration in the 
area immediately around the Axiomartyr that plays 
along basic instincts, fears, loves and any other  
emotions they may have, amplifying whatever they want 
into affecting the targets. Often this is used to hearten or 
clear away fear from allies that are frightened or to 
unloose riots or terror on their enemies or make them 
think they're a benevolent entity.  
Cost: 6 Flux  Range: CONC in metres radius 
Duration: CONC in minutes 
Targets within the radius are subjected to a mental  
attack based on the 2D10 + Apraxiata Rank and can 
resist the change of mood or emotion with a 
2D10+CONC+ any willpower to ignore the effects. 
Pure fear or terror based attacks are resisted with 
COOL instead of CONC and the usual modifiers to cool 
rolls. 
 
Rank 18 Paradynamics 2 
Advanced kinetic manipulation of machinery, the  
advanced version of this turns things on until they  
destroy themselves from fatigue, run out of power or 
simply breaks them outright. For complex machines 
they can simply target specifics such as power supplies, 
engines, brakes, firing pins, triggers, servos and contact 
surfaces. For technical people or operators of such  
machines they will simply see the machine either stop 
functioning or start up, assuming there is a glitch in the 
system or a jammed, faulty component in the works. 
This is particularly popular with the more ‘luddite’  
oriented Axiomartyr who can cause billions of credits of 
damage in a few simple thoughts. 
Cost: 5 Flux   Range: Line of sight 
Duration: Permanent 
Targets a specific part of a machine only, make it work/
stop working for the specified time. It cannot be used to 
directly control a vehicle, though they could cause a 
wheel or turbine to stop, start working or pull the trigger 
on a gun, stop a camera recording etc.  
Nothing the operator of such an affected device can do 
will start it working again or stopping the effect, short of 
replacing the broken component. 
 
Rank 19 Resonance 2 
A very potent and slightly longer duration adjustment to 
the immediate area around the Axiomartyr which 
changes the universal paradigm to that of their own  
perceptions, at this level it prevents ebb and  
supernatural effects from working unless the Axiomartyr 
specifically wishes it.   
Cost: 20 Flux  Range: CONC in metres 
Duration: CONC in rounds 
Ebb or supernatural effects sent into a Resonance area 
from outside the area simply reach the radius and stop 
working. Axiomartyr can elect that their own or that of 
their friends in the area continue to work normally. 
Chien in its area of effect will be forcibly made visible 
and ejected from any mount or object they may be  
hiding in. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Rank 20 Ethereal 2 
Often mistaken for Jump-Port Rank 10 or ‘ghosts’ but it 
works on an entirely different level by phase shifting the 
Axiomartyr and up to their CONC in other people,  
between the current universe and the shadowlands in a 
rapid series of calculations that allows them to pass 
through solid objects and there is a much reduced 
chance of attacks hitting them. People going with them 
do not get a choice. 
Cost: 1flux per person   
Duration: 1 Flux spent per phase per person. 
Range: Line of Sight 
Ebb, shaktar blessed weapons and Chien attacks will 
always hit an Ethereal Axiomartyr but bullets and melee 
attacks have a 50% chance of just missing completely. 
They can pass completely solid objects at a walking 
pace and use other abilities, for faster movement they 
will only be able to concentrate on the calculation. The 
Ethereal can be maintained as long as needed and flux 
is available however it must end on an ‘even’ phase (ie: 
phase 2, 4, 6 etc) otherwise they end up in the shadow-
lands and will need to spend a point of flux anyway to 
get back into the universe. 
Movement in the shadowlands is at a rate of 100light 
years per point of CONC the Axiomartyr has. 
They can also choose not to bring back anyone they 
took with them into the shadowlands. 
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Depleted Uranium 
So what is DU after all?  
Depleted uranium is so called because the content of the fissionable U-234 isotope is reduced from about 0.7% to 
0.2% during the enrichment process. Depleted uranium is around 60% as radioactive as naturally occurring  
uranium, and has a half life of 4.5 billion years." 
Proponents of using depleted uranium in weapons prefer to concentrate on the "pure" DU formed mainly by the 
non-fissional uranium isotope - the U-238 - and a minimum proportion of U-235. This approach makes defending 
industrial and military use of depleted uranium much easier, mainly because it is not widely accepted in the  
international scientific community that this isotope can cause cancer in humans. "No evidence exists" is a popular 
phrase among NATO officials, when they talk about health risks of using depleted uranium in ammunition.  
One has to keep in mind, however, that no evidence exists to the contrary either. 
A considerable part of the international scientific community believes that there is evidence that the deposited in 
the lungs or kidneys uranium-238 and products from its decay - thorium 234, protactinium and other uranium  
isotopes - give off alpha and beta radiation which cause cell death and genetic mutations in humans, as it is 
proven to be the case in some laboratory animals.  

Depleted Munitions 
Depleted Sabot tank round- 
 
Cutaway section showing  
Propellent, casing and  
discarding sabot. 

Section 1.9 Use of radioactive munitions in a workplace, battlefield or transit 
It is a felony occasioning bodily harm to use DU products in the presence of an unprotected co-worker and may 
be considered a malicious assault if done in the presence of an (allied) ebb user. Heavy fines, incarceration and 
corporal punishment can and will be used against employees in a military court of law. 

Argh! I’m Hit! 
DU rounds, particularly from 14 and 17mm usually aren’t a concern for DU poisoning as the target is usually 
really, really dead. Coming down with a case of the deads is beyond most medical staff to repair and the least of 
your own worries is being poisoned at this point. Smaller projectiles sometimes leave a target with a case of the 
'DU blues', and wishing that you used 14mm instead of 11mm. For humans and most everyone else its important 
to get that chunk out within a day or you will get poisoned very quickly. 
For Ebons it is even more important that it is removed, the DU will eat up 1 point of flux (permanently) and 1 point 
of Deathsuit Flux per round and prevent completely the use of all ebb abilities and regeneration of flux.  
It cancels any existing ebb effects immediately. (Not to mention you are shot and bleeding everywhere!)  
Make sure to get out all the broken bits of fragmented bullet too otherwise it’s going to get nasty. For ebbs, you 
don't get that DU out of your body then its going to eat all your flux permanently, you reach 0 flux and you are  
permanently a Null, completely destroying your ability to formulate and accumulate flux forever, if this happens to 
necanthropes then they are killed outright. 
 
No gloves, no love.  
Don’t chew, fondle, or stick it in your bodily orifices or grind it up and snort it. By all means feel free to do this to 
the enemy employees but wear something non porous to keep it off your skin and wear a military grade respirator 
whilst indulging in these activities. Free of charge, Thresher treats it own employees with a dose of TH-XN9 
(found in the Drugs chapter) if it finds they accumulate doses of the metal in them, if warranted they will include 
Genetic Correction as well to repair cellular damage and prevent sterility, cancer and other cellular mutations. 
DU is also used in a number of other pieces of equipment being an incredibly dense and hard material with a high 
melting point it is ideal for applications such as-  
Firing Pins, barrel sleeves, Armour reinforcement, turbine baffles, heat shielding and funnily enough it is also used 
in fusion reactor shielding because it keeps far more radiation in than it lets out. 
Decontamination, when available after expending DU ammunition or in an environment that is using a lot of DU 
rounds make sure you’re armour and weapon is cleaned before emerging. Sometimes this can be difficult, water 
works well to get most of it off but so will giving the jump packs a few good blasts at high speed will remove a lot 
too. Failing that, leave the suit and weapon away from living areas until such time that you can shower yourself 
clean after getting in contact with the suit(s) or weapon(s) and then return to do maintenance in suitable and  
disposable coveralls. 
Store your munitions safely away from kids or mishandling, periodically clean your armour and weapons as you 
where instructed in basic training and you will not have a problem with the metal, they are fairly safe rounds to 
handle with bare hands. Ebbs are not able to safely use DU rounds from a weapon as it will leach out flux from 
them at a rate of 1pt (Permanently) every hour the equipment is in contact with them, they should also ask their 
salesperson which pieces of equipment are given a Green-Card for use by Ebons and Brainwasters.  
Other employees carrying DU on their person should advise any Ebb medics that they have it on them otherwise 
they may find their flux drained and ebb skills useless. 
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Other Game effects and Depleted Silliness 
 
Thresher Armour contains DU in the form of plates, reinforcement structures and turbine components. As a result 
it incurs a +2 target modifier to be targeted by ebb effects. There is also a +1 modifier for every 100 rounds of  
onboard ordinance carried by a suit, "the more you spray keeps the Ebons away anyway!"  
 
Ebb users carrying DU on their person in the form of ammunition suffer the same effects as if they where shot 
with it, leeching of flux and inability to formulate. At a rate of 1pt per hour permanently.  
That includes the material being carried in a weapon but will be able to lug it around by carrying the material in a 
sealed and shielded container 
 
DU Lattice is a fine weave of netting stretched into areas that is sandwiched between layers of KAD-C and the 
hardened areas to prevent even further the effects of being targeted to +10 to the difficulty (not cumulative with 
the +2 existing in Thresher armours– 001, 002, 003, 004, 005, 006, 007 and CIV classes) 
 
They are yet to find an ebon or waster stupid enough to sit in Thresher armour (see above) so it is highly unlikely 
that they could use ebb effects out of the thing anyway. 
If a PC ebb user is stupid enough to crawl into a suit either do one of the following 
1) I already stated in the rules that TH.004 and TH.005 requires a set of implants to pilot. 
2) Ebons cant use Cybernetic implants 
3) Cycle the internal security system for an intruder onboard! And have the suit enter a lockdown cycle (like  
happened to poor 'ole Uncle Adam) and watch the bugger choke to death because they can’t fold out!  
4) Inform them that their Deathsuit wont fit in there.  
"But its so thin!" then you say "YOUR DEATHSUIT WONT LET YOU IN THERE!" 
5) They take the Deathsuit off (Hah!) and climb in anyway, then see point 3) and USE IT!  
Because no ebon in if it is played to true form is going to climb inside a suit surrounded by icky DU. 
 
DU will disrupt glyphs permanently if they are shot. 
 
KAD-C and SHEL-D do not have DU in them, both are exotic nanotech polymers made out of different material 
and altered to such a point they could never occur in a natural or conventional man-made state. 
 
DU used as a melee weapon will do some gross acts of heinous evil to Deathsuits.  
Figure doing massive AD to ebb armours and destroying their AD in Flux every hit would be a start but you may 
want to adjust that for your game because sure as hell some Aegir will think of making a hammer or axe out of it. 
It isn't a very good metal to make a melee weapon out of, while it is very tough, its also very heavy so weapons 
will weigh a full four times what they would normally. Being that the likely culprit swinging it is likely to be big and 
strong in the first place, wearing big and strong  
armours I don't see it being a real problem. 
Cost?  
Increase this by a factor of x10 for a complicated edged weapon with powered surfaces. You have to find enough 
of the material, which the company will sell you for about $150 per 500gms for research purposes. You have to 
find someone to make the weapon which is custom work and it will have to be made in very controlled conditions 
so that they don't get poisoned and most likely require a massive clean up operation after to decontaminate the 
area. Simple weapons like a stake, hammer, mace, spear or pole-arm head or baton will probably cost about x8 
what it would normally and be powered, including the same kinds of difficulties in manufacture as the edged 
weapons. 
How much will it hurt? 
Probably quite a lot as it is a much heavier weapon. 
2x Damage, 2x Penetration and 3x Armour Damage. 
It will destroy its AD worth of Flux every hit (not permanently) and deal 4x AD (or DAM whichever they are  
susceptible too) to Science friction materials (AD), Necanthropes (AD), Chien Demons (DAM) and White Earth 
denizens (DAM). (Probably better off getting a decently glyphed shaktar weapon really, but its here as a choice) 

Sabot round from a 
tank discarding its 
outer casing in flight. 

http://www.globaltradelink.co.uk/apfsds.html 
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Licensing 
Rather than this being in the main section of the book its in the GM’s section because its optional for those people 
wanting to limit their players on what they can run around with and sometimes this is important to make sure peo-
ple aren’t loading up for bear early on and generally wrecking the GM’s plans and challenges. Most of this can be 
negotiated between the players and GM but some people tend to run off and do stuff anyway which leads to ten-
sion, but hey, they're your friends, I’m not including a top ten list of painful things to do to people which won’t leave 
marks. 
SLA will sell you big expensive armour, it looks good but it isn’t very effective, they’ll even sell you a 17mm rifle or 
hand cannon which tends to be fairly scary but they don’t put any limits on who can buy what as long as they're 
SCL10 or 11 usually. 
Thresher, will sell you big armour, the difference being that it actually stops bullets, which is a novelty for most  
ex-SLA players I’m sure, not only that, they’ll even sell you a tank. With some really big guns on it that will level a 
suburb or shuttle capable of destroying entire towns with bombs. 
Hell, they’ll even sell you a space ship you can go take over a planet with. 
IF- 1: You have a license 2: They trust you 
Anyone can wander in with enough money, money isn’t hard to get a hold of really in free market economies after 
you’ve stolen enough SLA property, sold it for uni’s and turn those big blocks of bills into some real Thresher coin. 
However, just because you’ve got the dollars doesn’t mean you have the foggiest idea of what you're doing once 
you get the device or equipment and that’s not exactly reassuring to anyone in charge or your neighbours if that 
happens to be a 500pd bomb full of high ex or a high speed shuttle you’ve got no fucking idea how to fly (or god 
forbid, both!). The streets of a Thresher city aren’t full of powersuit clad maniacs with assault cannons, mostly  
because they’re no need for it and secondly, no one there wants their streets crawling with them either. 
 
Skill Grading 
Skills and aptitudes for certain tasks are measured periodically with tests and they do have a fair amount of pres-
tige for the simple reason that people who have higher skill sets get paid a bit more and the company has found it 
encourages the work force to better their skills and increase productivity that way. The better you work, the more 
you make and the more money you get paid, it may not seem much but after awhile they do add up. 
Trained employees either as full time, special forces or reservists, they are graded on their primary MOS skills. 
(Primary MOS skills are detailed in the MOS section highlighted in Bold-Italic) 
Combat/Technical Skill Level  Capacity   Grading 
1-3       Apprentice   Alpha 
4-5       Professional   Beta 
6-7      Expert   Gamma 
8-10      Master   Delta 
11-13      Leading Expert  X-ray 
13+      Leading Master  X-ray+ 
 
Vehicle Skill Level Capability  Grading Flight Experience 
1-4     Novice  Alpha  One * (Star) every 1000hrs 
5-7     Qualified  Beta  One * (Star) every 1000hrs 
8-10    Professional  Gamma One * (Star) every 1000hrs 
11-13+   Master  Delta  One * (Star) every 1000hrs 
 
The grading is what nets the money and to some degree influences the company to grant you a licence in certain 
areas of practice. 
Beta Grade get +2%   Gamma Grade get +5%  Delta Grade get +10% 
X-Ray get +15%   Delta Pilots get 15% +3% per * X-ray+ get +25% 
This bonus is reflected in base wages for Parent Company employees and is an additional hiring fee which  
Special Forces will put on top of the base cost for internal companies or the parent company wishing to hire that 
person for a particular contract. Pilots can gain up to 5-Stars against their name when being graded and have to 
keep a note of their flight time in-cockpit/suit. 
You can get your grading on any skill which is relevant to getting a licence, so there probably is the lunatic Field 
Finance guy out there as a Corp Admin G-7 with Pilot Powersuit B-7 as well but only the primary is paying the $. It 
is noted on your company records what you're capable of and the more skills the more people will pay (sometimes 
extra) to get highly qualified staff on their books. 
 
So for example Harry is a Power Infantry soldier, when he goes in for his yearly grading and assessment he’ll be 
tested for his aptitude and Harry has Pilot-Powersuit at 7 this year which would give him a grade of Powersuit 
Op’s B-7 and qualify him as an Expert which would get him an additional +2% to his base wages. 
If he was in the Parent Company then he’d be getting that 2% every month when he gets paid. 
If he was in Special Forces and say, hired for a job then the person hiring him would be paying an additional 2% 
to his base fee, which is regulated by the Special Forces department. 
If he’s just running around as a Spec Forces private operator he’s not on any base wage and making his own 
money so he doesn’t get 2% off anything. 
Later on down the track Harry spends a fair bit of time flying and piloting the suit, notching up 2000hrs of flight 
time on his character sheet which is a very decent amount of skill and net him an extra two Stars next to his 
name. Each of those stars is +3% so he’s now worth 2% + 6% to his base wages and/or hiring fees. 
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Licences and Registrations 
 
On the bright side, yes there are a lot of these things but if you work for the parent company or require them as 
part of a contract the hiring party will pay the costs up front and any additional training and instruction on their use. 
Likewise, if you're working for the Army, Navy, ITSS or any of the other departments in Thresher they will make 
sure you get them (and qualify for them), these are mostly for Special Forces and Privateer personnel who tend to 
be slightly more gregarious in their activities and come into contact with enemy or free traders. In that case they 
often want to know what you're selling or buying off them. They are also privately obtained by individuals in the 
company as a way of cross training or moving careers, making some money on the side as an import-exporter, 
manufacturer and sometimes they are subsidised. Getting them is as simple as having the qualification, seeing 
the ITSS and they will give the yay-nay on if that person qualifies for them. 
Mostly however this is used to beat the players over the head with some bureaucracy if they're getting out of hand 
and bowling around town in some kind of captured enemy tank or other silly shit you're fed up with dealing with, 
feel free to confiscate or fine or do both to them. They’ll soon learn that the ITSS is a fair, highly efficient and  
relatively easy to deal with organisation in Thresher, who just wants to know what you’re going to be using, selling 
or owning. But they take no shit and no lip from anyone if they don’t like what they're doing and if you endanger 
other people or the company then they will dump on you from a very great height. 
Licences and rego are split up into different areas- 
 
Commercial Licence, this allows the holder to buy and sell products, either internally or to outside buyers of 
some products. Traders get these for various products as well as dealers who sell guns, drugs and other things 
on the free markets. 
I-C1  Commercial Contractors  
Goods and services licence for operation internally within Thresher 
Cost: $20 annual fee subject to Department of Contracting approval 
I-CM  Military Contractors   
Military sales and services internally, covers R&D and other tactical operations 
Cost: $50 annual fee subject to ITSS and Dept of Contracting approval 
I-CT  Commercial Haulage   
Transport and services internally between Thresher planets. 
Cost: $30 annual fee subject to Navy, Dept of Contracting and ITSS approval 
FT-1  Export Traders Licence   
Export class equipment- external sources, sale of approved items only. Also allows for sale of off-world goods on 
Thresher planets after they have been approved by customs. 
Cost: $30 annual fee subject to Navy, Dept of Contracting and ITSS approval 
EXP-1  Export Traders Licence   
Export class controlled substances licence, sale of approved pharmaceuticals, cyber technology, firearms,  
munitions and armours. Also allows for sale of off-world goods on Thresher planets after they have been  
approved by customs 
Cost: $50 annual fee subject to Navy, Dept of Contracting and ITSS approval 
 
Special Forces Licence, these are held for a people that make their living selling their skills to either the parent 
company or to other internal sub-branches of Thresher. It allows them to own and operate military hardware off-
world in the course of their activities, the cost of the licence puts the person in the Spec Forces database and they 
actively pursue work for the individual with an annual 5% fee on all they earnings they receive from work gained 
by SF finding them work.  
Payment is made ahead of time and held with Spec Forces until the contract is completed, you will get paid no 
matter what, even if the other side of the bargain is broken by the hiring party. 
SFM  Off-World Mercenary Licence    Cost: $50 once-off fee 
ITSS and Special Forces Approval (Individuals) 
SFM-C  Off-World Mercenary Corps Licence Cost: $100 once-off fee 
ITSS and Special Forces approval (Mercenary Unit leader of 5 or more people) 
SFS  Special Forces Contractor    Cost: $20 once-off fee 
Dept Contracting and Special Forces approval (Individual non-combat, skilled staff) 
 
Privateering Contract, a very rarely granted licence that grants the holder the licence to run a Capital Class 
space ship for the purposes of raiding enemy shipping and planets. They are essentially corporate pirates that 
donate 10% of their raiding produce over to Thresher, who in turn will repair their ship and restock it with supplies. 
They also include a political officer from the company who makes sure they stay straight, they don’t include the 
ship but they will find the ship targets of opportunity as intelligence is relayed to the political officer. 
PR-1  Privateers Licence     Cost: $100 once-off fee 
ITSS, Privateering and Special Forces Approval (Individuals) 
PRC  Privateer Captains Licence    Cost: $1000 once off fee 
ITSS, Privateering, Navy and Special Forces Approval (Ships CO) 
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Armaments Licences and registrations, almost all these are subject to ITSS approval, they like to know who’s 
got what hidden in their house and person. Overall however it is law to have some kind of firearm in the house, 
even if it’s only the BAR training rifle but they don’t really care what you're slinging off-world in the process of  
getting the job done. Melees weapons are exempt from licensing. 
AA-1  Firearms Licence     Cost: Free 
ITSS approval, requires basic training to be successfully completed. Covers the possession and storage of 
11.15mm, 9.5mm HG rifles, machineguns, submachineguns and pistols, 14.4mm HG pistols, rifles,  
submachineguns, 10G-Mag shotguns and non-chemical agent grenades. 
AA-2  Armour Licence     Cost: Free 
ITSS approval, requires basic training to be successfully complete. Covers the possession and storage of 
Thresher and Killa Chassis manufactured armours smaller than 005, armours larger than this are usually power-
suits and require a PS-Class licence, if they are equipped with a flight pack then they will need an A-1 licence 
however. 
AA-H  Firearms Licence     Cost: Free 
ITSS approval, requires a grading test of Auto-Support A3 and covers the 9.5mm, 14.4mm, 17.5mm and 35mm 
Hydro-gauss weapons. These may be stored in public housing along with their munitions provided they are placed 
in an ITSS approved cabinet ($100) which has your biometric password, they may also be stored free of charge at 
the star-port customs in any major city or in your local Reservist or Armed forces training depot. 
AV-H  Vehicle Armaments Registration   Cost: $5 per vehicle 
ITSS approval, requires the notification that the vehicle will be carrying a weapon in the AA-1 or AA-H classes and 
is a once off fee for that vehicle. Covers all ground vehicles, LAV and VTOL vehicles but not space going craft. 
AS-H  Vehicle Armaments Registration   Cost: $5 per vehicle 
ITSS and Navy approval to notify them that the space going vessel will be equipped with weapons, this is included 
free with Privateers licences. 
HH-1  Heavy weapons Licence    Cost: Free 
ITSS approval, requires grading test of Auto-Support A3 and covers the possession and storage of heavy  
weapons such as Rocket Launchers, Missile Launchers and Energy Weapons. These may be stored in public 
housing along with their munitions provided they are placed in an ITSS approved cabinet ($100) which has your 
biometric password, they may also be stored free of charge at the star-port customs in any major city or in your 
local Reservist or Armed forces training depot. Putting these on a vehicle requires the AS-H licence. 
HH-2  Heavy weapons Registration    Cost: $5 per weapon 
ITSS and Army Approval. Requires grading test of Artillery A3 and covers the ownership of Artillery pieces,  
mortars and their munitions. They may be stored free of charge at the star-port customs in any major city or in 
your local Reservist or Armed forces training depot you may not take them to your house of residence. Vehicles 
equipped with such heavy weapons (35mm+) require special exemption from the ITSS and will be dealt with on a 
case-by case basis under the AS-H licence. 
EX-1  Powdermans Licence     Cost: Free 
ITSS Approval. Storage, transportation and use of civil grade explosives as part of job requirements, this also  
include large amounts of grenades (100+) which may be being stored on the premises in an ITSS approved  
cabinet ($100) which has your biometric password. Requires an A3 Demolitions grading. Alternatively they may 
also be stored free of charge at the star-port customs in any major city or in your local Reservist or Armed forces 
training depot. 
EX-2  Powdermans Licence     Cost: Free 
ITSS Approval. Storage, transportation and use of civil and military grade explosives as part of job requirements, 
this also include large amounts of grenades (100+) which may be being stored on the premises in an ITSS  
approved cabinet ($100) which has your biometric password. Requires an B4 Demolitions grading. Alternatively 
they may also be stored free of charge at the star-port customs in any major city or in your local Reservist or 
Armed forces training depot. 
HAZ-CHEM Powdermans Licence     Cost: Free 
ITSS and Zone Control Approval, transportation and use of military grade nerve agents, chemical weapons and 
large commercial quantities of toxic chemicals. You may not store these in your household and no exemptions, 
they are to be stored free of charge at the star-port customs in any major city or in your local reservist training  
depot. Requires a 5hr course in the safe handling of toxic chemicals and commercial chemicals are to be notified 
ahead of time to the ITSS so you can be escorted between destinations. 
N-A5  Nanowarfare Licence     Cost: Free 
ITSS and Zone Control Approval, transportation and use of military grade nerve agents, Nanowarfare, chemical 
weapons and large commercial quantities of toxic chemicals. You may not store these in your household and no 
exemptions, they are to be stored free of charge at the star-port customs in any major city or in your local reservist 
training depot. Requires a 20hr course in the safe handling of toxic chemicals and commercial chemicals are to be 
notified ahead of time to the ITSS so you can be escorted between destinations. These are rarely issued without 
extensive background checks. 
N-A10  Nuclear Warfare Licence    Cost: - 
Zone Control and High Command Approval, they are only the transportation and use of nuclear weapons in the 
course of (single) special operations. Zone Control staff will be provided ahead of time for the deployment of such 
weapons and biometric launch codes for their activation. 
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OW-F1  Collectors Registration    Cost: $1 per item 
ITSS approval, Storage and display of Rival company weapons, armour and vehicles for the purposes of  
collection. Key firing components of such weapons must be left with the local Reservist or Armed forces base 
along with any munitions. Enemy melee weapons are exempt from this but they, like all other devices must come 
through customs who will check it for bugs and other hidden devices. 
OW-F2  Enemy Weapons, Armour Registration Cost: $5 per item 
ITSS approval, storage, carry and use of Rival company weapons for the purposes of use subject to ITSS  
discretion that if the weapon is safe and key firing components of such weapons may need to be left with the local 
Reservist or Armed forces base along with any munitions if they are deemed to be of an un-safe or highly  
hazardous nature. Enemy melee weapons are exempt from this but they, like all other devices must come through 
customs who will check it for bugs and other hidden devices. Sale of these weapons to other Thresher personnel 
requires an EXP-1 licence. 
OW-EX/C Enemy Munitions Collectors registration  Cost: Free 
ITSS approval, collections of enemy munitions, bullets, explosives, power supplies and other types of ordinance 
must be rendered inert after they pass through customs. This normally incurs a fee of $1 per item of bullet sized 
or larger and $15 per item of an explosive nature, electronic power supplies and the like will incur a cost of $5 per 
item. However they can be displayed without any security restrictions, upon subject of approval by the ITSS. 
(They might not like you having a 10,000kg bomb in the front yard as a fish pond!) All explosives removed by the 
ITSS are no longer the collector’s property and will be disposed of by the ITSS. 
OW-EX/U Enemy Munitions Use     Cost: $5 
ITSS approval. For the purposes of use in enemy weapons must clear customs who will determine their nature 
and safety, they may flat out refuse to allow anything of a chemical, biological, nanotech or nuclear capability at 
any time being permitted out of the star-port. This is a once off fee for anything that is being brought in however 
commercial quantity will require an additional fee of $25 and the sale of such items requires an EXP-1 licence.  
If you only intend to use the ammo off-world, leave it at the star-port or in your vehicle. 
 
Ebb Licences, ebons and brainwasters have a company right to own and use any ebb equipment, be they parent 
company employees or Special Forces or even just residents. However they do have a problem with enemy 
equipment being brought into the company because it ALWAYS has bugs in it, these bugs aren’t detectable by 
normal means and have to be taken out. The Ebb Guard handles all the paperwork and licensing, passing the info 
back to the ITSS, like the ITSS they aren’t out to rain on anyone's parade but they really don’t want anything  
getting lose which might be hazardous or compromising. Ebb Guard can be found anywhere there is customs at a 
star-port or at their offices in most major metro areas and there's usually one or two at every ITSS centre. 
IE-CE  Import-Export of Ebb Equipment Licence  Cost: $20 Annually 
Ebb Guard Approval. Covers the sale of local and enemy produced ebb materials for commercial purposes as an 
importer or exporter. 
IE-CI  Manufacturer of Ebb Equipment Licence  Cost: $10 Annually 
Ebb Guard Approval. Covers the local sale and manufacture of ebb materials for commercial purposes only, you 
may not re-sell imported ebb products 
EB-E  Imported Ebb Equipment Registration  Cost: $5 per item 
Ebb Guard inspection of individual pieces of ebb equipment which has come from outside of the company, this 
covers everything from Gems, glyphed equipment, inert science friction materials to Star ships, they will document 
it and once the item is cleared they will approve it for use or resale (which requires an IE-CE licence don’t forget) 
and is a once off fee for items. 
 
Vehicle Registrations, covers the ownership of vehicles and who has them in their possession. These are  
one-off fees that apply to you and govern who owns the vehicle in the eyes of the law, vehicles from outside the 
company need to be cleared by customs and incur a once-off inspection of the vehicle before it can be used or 
sold onto other people, after that the vehicle can be re-registered by any new owner for the normal prices. Note 
carefully, this isn’t an operator’s licence, it just means you own it and not necessarily you know (in the eyes of the 
law) how to use it. 
Inspections usually take anywhere between two hours and up to a week for something big, they also might be a 
backlog of equipment they have too get through in which first come, first served. 
Customs inspection for prize ground and air vehicle cost:    $100 per 10tons  
Between under 1ton and up to 600tons 
Customs inspection for prize for small space going vehicle cost:  $100 per 1000tons 
Between 100tons and up to 5000tons 
Customs inspection for large prize space going vehicle cost:   $200 per 50,000tons 
Between 5000+ and 500,000+tons 
Rego, this is compulsory, even if the vehicle isn’t used in built up areas or if it is used on off-world duties as it is a 
legal stature of ownership. Vehicles are micro-stamped by the ITSS with details and then the owner’s information 
is put into their database. 
Powersuit/Flight capable armour  Cost: $5  Light Military vehicle 10-30tons  Cost: $10 
Motorbike/Jet-bike     Cost: $5  Heavy Military vehicle 30-300tons Cost: $20 
Cars, Jeeps and Trucks    Cost: $10  Space Vehicle 50-5000tons  Cost: $50 
Heavy Industrial Vehicle    Cost: $20  Space Vehicle 5000+ tons  Cost: $100 
Flying vehicle     Cost: $20 
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Operators Licence, this is a qualified person’s permit to operate vehicles such as powersuits, space ships, cars, 
bikes and other motorised transport. 
 
A-1  Flight capable Personal power armour     Cost: $10 annually  
Department of Civil Affairs approval Grade: Pilot Powersuit A2 
 
B-1  Motorcycle Licence        Cost: $10 annually 
Department of Civil Affairs approval Grade: Motorcycle A2 
 
C-1  Car and Truck Licence        Cost: $20 annually 
Department of Civil Affairs approval Grade: Drive Civilian A2 
 
M-1  Military ground or LAV up to 80tons TARE    Cost: $30 annually 
Army and ITSS Approval  Grade: Drivel Mil A3 
 
M-2  Military ground or LAV up to 300tons TARE    Cost: $50 annually 
Army and ITSS Approval  Grade: Drive Mil B5 
 
H-1  Heavy ground vehicle over 400tons TARE     Cost: $30 annually 
Department of Civil Affairs approval Grade: Drive Mil/Civilian B5 
 
AS-1  Aero-Space Vehicle up to 5000tons TARE     Cost: $50 annually 
Navy and ITSS approval  Pilot Mil A4 
 
AS-2  Space going vehicle up to 50,000tons     Cost: $60 annually 
Navy and ITSS approval  Pilot Mil B5 
 
AS-3  Space going vehicle up to 500,000tons     Cost: $70 annually 
Navy and ITSS approval  Pilot Mil B7 
 
AS-4  Space going vehicle over 500,000tons     Cost: $80 annually 
Navy and ITSS approval  Pilot Mil G8 
 
LS-1  Military space vehicle up to 5000tons     Cost: $100 annually 
Navy and ITSS approval  Pilot Mil B5  
 
LS-2  Military space vehicle up to 50,000tons     Cost: $120 annually 
Navy and ITSS approval  Pilot Mil B7 
 
LS-3  Military space going vehicle up to 500,000tons    Cost: $140 annually 
Navy and ITSS approval  Pilot Mil G8 
 
LS-4  Military space going vehicle over 500,000tons    Cost: $160 annually 
Navy and ITSS approval  Pilot Mil D11 
 
PS-C  Civilian or recreational, unarmed Powersuit    Cost: $20 annually 
Department of Civil Affairs approval Grade: Pilot Powersuit A2 
 
PS-M  Military or recreational, armed Powersuit     Cost: $50 annually 
ITSS approval Grade: Pilot Powersuit B5 
 
PS-CA Civilian or recreational, unarmed Powersuit (flight)   Cost: $20 annually 
Department of Civil Affairs approval Grade: Pilot Powersuit A4  
 
PS-MA Military or recreational, armed Powersuit (flight)   Cost: $50 annually 
ITSS approval Grade: Pilot Powersuit B5  
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Field Equipment Price Weight   
Ranger Survival Kit $20 3kg   

Ration Packs $2 0.6kg   

Sleeping Bag $10 1.2kg   

Camp Stove $10 1.5kg   

Backpack $15 3kg 30kg cap 

Respirator $25 1kg NBC 

Regulated Climate Control Suit $30 2kg +/- 100deg 

ECM Coverall (-10 detect electronically) $70 1.5kg   

Tool Harness Webbing $10 1kg   

Lowlight-Thermographic Goggles $10 0.5kg   

Camouflage Netting- Basic 1sqm $3 0.5kg   

Camouflage Netting- Reactive 1sqm $10 0.5kg   

Two Person Tent $15 2kg   

Fission Recharger/Power Supply (kw) $200 2kg 200,000hr 

Bipod (Rifle/SSW) $10 1kg   

Tripod (SSW/Cannon) Absorbs 30recoil $15 20kg   

Navigation Auto-Mapper $5 0.3kg   

Water Purifier $10 3kg   

Medical First Aid Kit $20 2kg   

Electronic/Manual Lockpick Kit $5 0.3kg   

Electronic/Manual Forgery Kit $100 0.8kg   

Pen-Light $1 0.1kg   

Auto Injector $15 0.5kg   

Gauss Magna-Grapple climbing kit $3 1kg   

Nano-Tensile Climbing rope (4000kg) $10 1kg 100metres 

TH CPX-S Portable Enviro-Chemical-Radiation scanner $15 2kg   

Restraints- Handcuffs $10 0.6kg   

Restraints- Four Point Manacles $20 1.5kg   

Restraints- Head/Hands (x20) $10 0.1kg   

Insect Repellent $1 0.2kg   

Toolkit- General $100 2-3kg   

Toolkit- Advanced $300 20-30kg   

Multi-Cutter Toolkit/Pocket knife $20 1kg   

TH.PP11 Breach Sealant- Spray can $5 0.3kg   

TH.PP11 Breach Sealant- Spray Tank $25 1.2kg   

Weapons Maintenance Kit $5 0.5kg   

Electronics Equipment 
Scour PC $105 1.5kg   

Castigate PC $340 2kg   

Excoriate PC $690 3kg   

Expanded Memory Module $20     

Data chips $1     

Fibre optic chippy leads (per metre) $1     

External Power supply- 10,000hr $40 2kg   

Wireless Transmission unit- Computer $30 1kg   

Wireless Transmission Unit- Remote Operations $20 1kg   

5FGN Datahammer Multiplexer Signal Converter $30 0.2kg   

Universal Pin Connector $5 0.1kg   

Auto Lathe Waldo Unit- for Nanowands $50 0.5kg   
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Computer games $5     

Music and video chip $2     

600mm x 1200mm Holographic display mat $50 2kg   

Nano Emitter Wands- KAD-C $250 1kg   

Nano Emitter Wand- Tuned Metal/Polymer $400 1kg   

Nano Emitter Wand- SHEL-D $450 1kg   

Nanowand power supply- 1hr rechargeable $5 0.2kg   

Multi Purpose Monocular (Camera/Telescope) $25 0.5kg   

Long Range Microwave Microphone $55 1.5kg   

Window Trembler $8 0.1kg   

Long Range Boom Microphone $35 2.5kg   

Line Tap $45 0.1kg   

Line Tap Scanner $55 0.1kg   

Broad Spectrum Radio scanner 10 light years $150 4kg   

50million Light Years Antenna and Amp $45 2kg   

500million Light Years Antenna and Amp $90 5kg   

5000million Light Years Antenna and Amp $200 14kg   

5Billion Light years Antenna and Amp $600 30kg   

Tail- connects to antenna to radio – per 1m $2 0.5kg   

ALEPH Radios       

Handheld- 50million light year $300 0.2kg   

Portable- 500million light years $900 14kg   

Vehicle- 5000 million light years $1500 30kg   

Base Station- 5billion light years $2500 60kg   

Point-Point Encryption Circuit $5     

Chemical Analysis Unit $10 0.5kg   

Handheld Movement Sensor- 1mm Band 100metre $50 0.5kg   

Movement Sensor THSTH01 Thermographic $30 1kg   

Movement Sensor THSV02 Seismic Sensor $35 1kg   

THMXXT Pain Glove $100 3kg   

Bugs       

THTx0A- 500m $10 -   

THTx0B- 700m $15     

THTx0C- 1000m $20     

THTxPA- 4000m- Bug relay transmission booster $40 1kg   

Bug Scanner $55 0.5kg   

Drone Tech 

Control Loom $80 0.5kg   

Drone Control Software (Generic- all drones) $100     

TH44-9RD01 Repair Drone $400 20kg   

THJU29L Forklift Drone $3500 4000kg   

TH 1034/RBD-AIRD Spy Drone $200 0.03kg   

TH3499/001 Mk1 Spy Drone $400 3kg   

TH4600/02 FLTR Recon Drone $300 0.4kg   

TH9906/HARD Long Range Recon Drone $1100 30kg   

TH0097/RSG Sentry Gun $1800 15kg   

TH1099/RSG Sentry Turret $3900 35kg   

TH00120/HKD Mk.12- Hunter Killer $19900 800kg   

TH00900/HKD Mk.45- Hunter Killer $400 100kg   
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Vehicles 

TPT00-10 Car $8000 1.2ton   

TPT00-11 Car $17000 2.2ton   

TPT 0020X 4wd $15000 2.2ton   

TPT 0030X Half Track $30,000 10tons   

TH M450 Behemoth APC $240k 78tons   

TH M077 V-Vorth IFV $90,000 13tons   

TPT 0020 Dirt Bike $1500 0.4ton   

TPT 0021 Paragon Bike $1900 0.6ton   

DVT 820R Jet Bike $7500 0.4ton   

DVT 820BM Jet Bike $5500 0.4ton   

DVT 1100V Jet Bike $22000 0.9ton   

DVT 2005M Jet Bike $40000 1.5ton   

TH M177 R-Vorth IFV $190k 13tons   

TH M877 Caterwaul MBT $5.9mil 150tons   

TH M777 Archon Mk.2 MBT Lots 250tons   

TH A44.000 VT Helicopter $195k 8tons   

TH. VTOL/000.9 Gunship $750k 9tons   

TH. VTOL/100.1 Gunship $1.75mil 15tons   

Ebb Equipment 

Eidolonar Ebb Armour $1000     

Deathsuit- Debugged ex-SLA (New) $800     

Demon Harness $1200 2.5kg   

Force Rifle $900 3.5kg   

Ether Firmament $3000 3kg   

Arthamae $2000 2kg   

Ley Focus $600 1kg   

Medicine Pouch $400 0.5kg   

Glyph Cards (Each card = 1 ability only)       

Rank 1-10 X$100     

Rank 11-15 X$500     

Rank 16-20 X$1000+     

Eternal Gem- Ex SLA per point of Flux $70     

Eternal Gem- Salvaged per point of Flux (see notes) $50     

TH.E001/R1 Clover Dyne Ebb scout helmet $4800 3kg   

Drugs 

JC-TH0 $55     

VA-RL9 $20     

Ex-Punge $5     

TX-0 $10     

Ex-AB10-A $2     

TH-DC $15     

VRI-IL $80     

TH-XPAN $200     

TH-XBC $50     

THXN9 $50     
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Conventional Firearms 

CHAP 15-15 11.15mm $295 1.5kg Pistol 

FLAY AUTO 1701/C6 11.15mm $200 2kg Pistol 

DRAUG 090/RVP 11.15mm $180 1.8kg Pistol 

THCA 0401/ACCR Carbine 11.15mm (Rifle ammo) $440 4.5kg SMG/Rifle 

TEAR 0176/M3 11.15mm $380 4.5kg SMG 

THERA 103/M11 11.15mm $220 3.5kg M-Pistol 

BAR 0010/C1 11.15mm $380 5kg Rifle 

SHEER 0023/B1 11.15mm $450 5kg Rifle 

SHEER 0023/B2 11.15mm $550 7.5kg Rifle 

TH-R 005/SN10 M23 11.15mm $350 4.5kg Rifle 

VAPH I 0100/A6 SSW 11.15mm $1650 18kg SSW 

MAUL 1009/CSG 10g Magnum $300 4.5kg Shotgun 

MAUM 1009/ASG 10g Magnum $485 6kg Shotgun 

Hydro-Gauss Weapons 

TH0905/HGP 14.4mm $600 3.5kg Pistol 

SANN 0020/M1 8.95mm $500 3.5kg M-Pistol 

CETT 001/PP 8.95mm $400 0.75kg Pistol 

SANN0655/GSR 8.95mm $1100 11kg Rifle 

SANM 016/GCA 8.95mm $4500 40kg Cannon 

VAPH II 0300/B9 SSW 8.95mm $2800 24kg SSW 

TH HMR 14/14 PSA 14.4mm $820 10.5kg SMG 

HAZE 905/D1 8.95mm $1250 8kg Rifle 

STURM 905/DA9 14.4mm $2850 15kg Rifle 

MNHR 0945/SN5 8.95mm $1900 12.5kg Rifle 

THAR 0501/ZA 14.4mm $1400 17kg Rifle 

Heavy Weapons 

VAPH III 0600/C12 SSW 14.4mm $3200 25kg Cannon 

TH 0000/A0 CANNON 17.5mm $4600 70kg Cannon 

THOR 1701/ZA Cannon 17.5mm $3500 30kg Cannon 

TH-RW IV 035/AVM 35mm $8700 90kg Cannon 

PZHG 2409/GL 55mm $900 8kg Grenade L 

PZAG 9707/GL 55mm $4500 36kg Grenade L 

Grenades (sold x6 a case, 0.25kg each) 

High Ex $20     

Fragmentation $25     

Smoke $10     

Concussion $15     

KA-SIM XI $20     

TOR-M8 $30     

Nano-San XII $60     

Nano-San III $60     
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Landmines (Weight shown for individual units, sold by cases) 

FELL XII/APM $150 0.15kg 150x 

FANG IX/APM $200 0.7kg 50x 

MTAD II/APM $100 2kg 10x 

STREK V/APM $100 5kg 5x 

STREK X/APM $250 10kg 5x 

RAID VII/AVM $70 5kg 1x 

TH-AT VI/ATM $150 15kg 1x 

Explosives 

Remote Detonator $10 0.1kg 1x 

Timer Detonator $3 0.1kg 1x 

Fuse Wire $2 - 1metre 

Detonator Cap $2 0.1kg 1x 

CDA-08 $15 1kg   

CDM-18 $25 1kg   

MXD-2 $45 1kg   

HBX-7 $60 1kg   

White Phosphorus $30 1kg   

Thermite T9 $15 1kg   

Weapon Accessories 

TH-MTASECU $900 2.5kg   

TH-MFS 01 3000m $90 1.5kg   

TH-MFS 02 5000m $110 2kg   

TH-MFS 03 8000m $160 2.5kg   

TH-MFS 04 12,000m $220 3kg   

TH-MFS 05 18,000m $280 4kg   

WEFS Pistol $10 0.2kg   

WEFS SMG $15 0.5kg   

WEFS Rifle $20 0.7kg   

WEFS Sniper Rifle $25 0.7kg   

WEFS Cannon $40 2kg   

Red Dot Independent Targeting System $40 100gm   

Red Dot- Per weapon $5 10gm   

Tactical Stock and Custom Trigger (Sniper rifles only) $100 -   

Combat Webbing       

Pistol Holster $2     

SMG Holster $4     

Rifle Sling $2     

Melee Weapon Sheath $2     

Quiver (Arrows or Bolts) $4     

Grenade Holster (6x grenades) $2     

Magazine Holster (Pistol, SMG or Rifle) $1     

Magazine Holster (Drum or Belt Bin) $2     

Suspensor Unit (Negates Combat webbing weight) $4     
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Recoil Compensators Cost Weight Rating 
TH-IDS 01 $80 0.1kg -3 
TH-IDS 02 $100 0.14kg -5 
TH-IDS 03 $120 0.2kg -7 
TH-IDS 04 $150 0.25kg -9 
TH-IDS W1/C $200 4kg -9 
TH-IDS W3/C $300 10kg -15 
Bayonet + Mount $200 1kg Rifle 
Bayonet + Mount $100 0.5kg Pistol 
Convention Magazines       
Pistol $1 50gm   
SMG $2 100gm   
Rifle $3 150gm   
Hi-CAP Pistol $5 75gm   
Hi-CAP SMG $5 150gm   
Hi-CAP Rifle $5 250gm   
Belt Drum (per 50rds) $5 500gm   
Hydro Gauss Magazines 
Pistol $2 20gm   
SMG $4 50gm   
Rifle $6 100gm   
Hi-CAP Pistol $5 50gm   
Hi-CAP SMG $8 80gm   
Hi-CAP Rifle $10 150gm   
Drum or Bin (per 100rds) $5 200gm   
Melee Weapons & Racial Weapons 
Thresher MP Shock Baton $110 1.5kg   
Thresher RP Vibro Shock Baton MkII $290 3kg   
J-Bar Combat Knife $105 1kg   
Aegir Thunder Hammer $300 8kg   
Aegir Lightning Sword $250 5kg   
Grd’kll’r Knife $650 2kg   
Brk’rnt Bow $400 12kg   
Arrows $20 0.3kg Each 
Sh’krrk Shaktar Hunting Lance $1400 10kg   
Sh’krrk 14.4mm magazines $10 50gm Each 
Ft’Ryl X-Bow $400 3kg   
Bolts $3 0.2kg Each 
Ft’Gyl X-Bow $950 5kg   
Bolts $4 0.4kg Each 
Ft’Kryl X-Bow $1100 9kg   
Bolts $6 0.7kg Each 
Support Weapons 
TH ARP-5 Cyclone Rocket Launcher $6500 35kg   
TH LB20M Linebacker Missile Launcher $8000 45kg   
CREA-3 0018/F1 Incinerator $500 12.5kg   
CREA 0001/BB2 Incinerator $1500 48kg   
TH 058/LFM Mortar $500 30kg   
TH 090/LFM Mortar $3000 30kg   
IIesha LWL L09/LPS Laser Designator Rangefinder $100 1kg   
TH 105HG-HVFG Field Gun $10000 900kg Towed 
TH 105HG-HVFG Field Gun $8500 400kg Gun Only 
TH 195HG-UHVFG Heavy Field Gun $40,000 3000kg Towed 
TH 195HG-UHVFG Heavy Field Gun $35,000 1200kg Gun Only 
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Energy Weapons 
KE 00PP40/40KW $1000 2kg Pistol 

Magazine $20 1kg   

KE 00RP80/80KW $1500 5kg Rifle 

Magazine $30 1.5kg   

KE LPE180/200KW $1900 10kg SSW 

Magazine $40 2kg   

KE101/PL2K/2000KW $1800 17kg Melee 

Magazine $80 4kg   

KE VAPE/4000KW $9500 45kg Cannon 

Magazine $80 4kg   

Ilesha LWL THL-10 $900 3kg Pistol 

Magazine $10 0.3kg   

Ilesha LWL THL00172 $1100 3kg Pistol 

Magazine $10 0.3kg   

Ilesha LWL THL-25 $4000 15kg SSW 

Magazine $10 0.3kg   

TH/09 HERF $1400 15kg Cannon 

Magazine $10 0.3kg   

TH/909 HERF $2000 12kg Rifle 

Magazine $10 0.3kg   

TH00U/E-MAG III $500 2.5kg Pistol 

Magazine $10 0.3kg   

TH00U/U-MAG $4500 10.5kg Rifle 

Magazine $10 0.3kg   

TH 00N/12PPBW $12500 90kg Cannon 

Magazine $80 4kg   

TH 00N/100VPBW $25000 400kg Cannon 

Magazine $400 10kg   

Implants- Cybernetic Cost Rating 
TH.27 Neural Interface $500   
TH White Zeta 33x Reflex Recorder $15000 1-5 
TH Mariah 7X Trauma Damper $800 1-5 
TH Elijah 10x5 Trauma Damper $1000 6-10 
TH Carmella JA Ebb Damper $650 1-5 
TH JA 99x4 Ebb Damper $1300 6-10 
TH Jaci-5 Inertial Damper $200 1-5 
TH Kruger 66x4 Inertial Damper $400 6-10 
TH Raton 12x5 Memory Buffer $2300 1-5 
TH Halcyon 717x4 Memory Buffer $3600 6-10 
TH Zenker Hearing Amp $1200 1-5 
TH Maestri Hearing Amp $1800 6-10 
TH Sulky Visual Acuity $2300 1-5 
TH Crag Visual Acuity $4600 6-10 
TH20-20 Lowlight $500 - 
TH Thermo 90 $500 - 
TH Sun EM High $1000 - 
TH Sun EM Low $1000 - 
TH Macro 40 $600 - 
TH Zimmer Anti Dazzle $500 - 
TH Sub-7’s $1000 - 
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Cybernetic Prosthetics 
Small Sensory organ $100   
Large internal organ $80   
Complex internal organ $200   
Small limb $10   
Partial Limb $300   
Full Limb $450   
Implants- Nanotechnology Cost Rating 

Bone Density Patch (repairs 1 broken bone) $10 - 
Full Body Bone Density $300 1-5 

Full Body Genetic Correction (DNA disguise/repair) $5000 - 
Spectrum Immunisation $5000 - 
Soft Tissue Patch $9500 - 
Motile Enhancement (STR) $4500 1-5 

Ligament Enhancement (DEX) $5000 1-5 

Implants- Biotechnology 

Prosthetics     
Small Sensory organ $150   
Large internal organ $250   
Complex internal organ $400   
Small limb $120   
Partial Limb $200   
Full Limb $500   
Biogenetic Organ Work 

Visual Acuity $1000 1-10 

Hearing Acuity $800 1-10 

Toxin Filters (+rating vs Poisons) $600 1-5 

Bone Marrow Replacement (+rating vs Disease) $300 1-5 

Elective Cosmetic and Biogenetic Surgery 

Biogenetic replacement skin $1000 - 
Armoured Biogenetic skin $2000 1 

Replacement Teeth (1 tooth) $2 - 
Biogenetic Hair $500 - 
Biogenetic Fur/Scales $1200 - 
Facial Reconstruction $1000 1-12 

Full Body Sculpture $1500 1-12 

Inadequacy Implants $1000   
Disguise (Non-DNA altering) $2000   
Panel Beating $5000 - 
Articulation and Augmentation 

Class 1 Strength $2400 1-3 

Class 1 Dexterity $2800 1-3 

Class 2 Strength $3200 1-5 

Class 2 Dexterity $3600 1-5 

Shell Replacement 
Shell Casing $20,000 - 
TH C.BN108 KREIG Chassis $40,000 - 
Polymorphic Upgrade $3000   
Muscle Enhancement $9000   
Nano Repair System $5000   
Repair of Shell and Chassis (Per 1 ID) $10   
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Armour Types Cost P.V. Head Torso Arms Legs 

Thresher Parent Company Armours and Powersuits 

TH.000 $200 4 - 8 5 6 

TH.001 $400 7 7 15 8 10 

TH.0V1 VAC $250 5 15 35 20 25 

TH.V8 EVA $2450 8 35 65 40 45 

TH.Z09 Flight Suit $1500 8 20 30 15 20 

TH001 $900 6 10 25 15 20 

TH001 EX $600 6 10 25 15 20 

TH002 $1500 8 30 55 35 40 

TH002 EX $1000 8 30 55 35 40 

TH003 $6500 10 30 70 40 60 

TH004 $11000 14 40 90 65 75 

TH005 $17500 18 100 240 170 200 

TH.902 $13500 8 10 25 15 20 

TH006 $50000 25 45 105 65 85 

TH007 $175000 35 180 320 200 280 

TH01CIV - 85 1500 3800 2800 3100 

TH Ksk’Tnk $2500 16 20 40 25 30 

TH Cnd’nct $15000 10 9 18 13 15 

TH SPA-88 $10000 16 50 100 70 80 

TH Styrking $1500 10 40 90 45 60 

TH Brynja $12500 14 60 160 90 100 

XM TH-8887/HSU $6500 0 15 20 15 18 

Killa Chassis Personal Armours 

KC Mk.17 $800 10 20 60 35 40 

KC Mk.3 $2000 14 40 90 45 60 

KC Mk 7 $5000 16 60 130 75 80 

KC Mk.13 $8000 18 80 200 90 100 

Keshangs and Powersuits 

KC-010 $8000 10 30 90 40 45 

SKH Vixen $10000 8 25 70 35 40 

Z1000 FTL $15000 8 25 60 30 40 

BT GTR-I $14000 10 25 70 30 40 

KC-101 $15000 12 40 120 50 60 

SKH Assail $16000 12 45 130 55 70 

Z550 AT $20000 14 35 110 55 65 

KC-502 $32000 22 120 320 220 280 

SKH Delta 9 $40000 25 150 400 240 350 

Z-GT $65000 20 110 300 120 180 

KC 904 Mirage $30,000 18 80 200 120 180 

SKH Blackhawk $33000 18 70 190 110 170 

Z40-40 $40000 18 60 170 110 150 

BT GTR $38000 18 65 180 120 170 
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Armour and Vehicle Accessories 
Trauma Drug Injection System $50 0.5kg 15dose 
Passive ECM coating $300     
Military Grade Hardened circuitry $50 -   
Combat Computer $1000 - Each 
Bioshielding $1100 3kg   
Suit Jump Pack $800 +25%   
Suit Flight Pack $1200 +30%   
Active ECM System $600 8kg   
Red Dot Integral Suit system $80 -   
Red Dot- Per weapon $5 10gm   
DU Lattice $350 +15% Armour 
DU Lattice $2000 +15% Vehicle 
WPCG Noise Dampers $500 - Armour 
WPCG Noise Dampers $2000 - Vehicle 
Fly By Wire (1-5 Rating) $1200 - Each 
Active Sensor Array Pods $1400 - Each 
TH/PES Passive Electro Sensitivity System $2200 8kg   
TH/FCS Fire Control System $2700 -   
XM-TH-5607-23004\VPS System Mk.I $3400 10kg   
XM-TH-5607-23004\VPS System Mk.II $4300 20kg   
Vehicle VPS (1 per 1ton of Vehicle) $2000 +30kg Each 
Line-Locker Mirror Circuits Linked fire control $400 -   
STR Amplification $600 - 1-5 
DEX Amplification $600 - 1-5 
Enhanced Control Surfaces $2000 -   
Armour Movement Rate (+3m up to +15m) $800 - Per 3m 
Strike-Rate (+2PEN in melee up to +8PEN) $1000 - Per +2PEN 
PV Increase (+10% Round up) $3000 - Armour 
PV Increase (+10% Round up) +10% Vehicle Base Cost 
ID Increase (+10% Round up- each location) +10% Armour/Vehicle Base Cost 
Nanotech Repair Systems (5-shot) $500 +5% Armour 
Nanotech Repair Systems (5-shot per 1ton of vehicle) $2000 +2% Vehicle 
Nanotech Repair System- Canister Shot $50 1kg   
Armour Upgrades- KAD-C/SHEL-D/Ceramic See main rules pg 77 
Integral Weapons Systems See main rules pg 78 
Radiation Shielding- Each level adds +2% Vehicle/Armour base weight 
Class 1 $300     
Class 2 $600     
Class 3 $1000     
Class 4 $2000     
Class 5 $4000     
Hazardous Environmental Protection- Each level adds +1% Vehicle/Armour base weight 
Class 1 $100     
Class 2 $400     
Class 3 $1000     
Class 4 $1500     
Class 5 $2000     
Life Support (Per Man-Hour) $5 0.1kg Each 
Hard Vacuum Sealing $300     
Pressure Sealing (10BAR) $100 +2% Per 10BAR 
Custom Chrome and Paint $1000 Per ton   
Biometric Security System $300 -   
Xenon Spotlight $50     
IR Spotlight $50     
Custom Rims $300 - Each 
Racing Tyres (Road Semi-Slick) $180   Each 
Off Road Tyres $150   Each
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Free Market Traders 
No bullshit ‘10% of its value’ hand it back in stuff here my dears. Oh no, there's people out there with hard cash or 
stuff to trade for that material, data, equipment and munitions and they pay premium prices for things. Thresher 
will pay employees the equipments worth to return it back to the company (provided it still works) and for its retail 
prices, new or unused is worth 100% of what it says on the page and 2nd hand is worth 50-80% of its retail price 
depending on what it is. The company has a huge bankroll and they pay their employees premium wages be-
cause they are usually premium employees, you aren’t a chump, neither are they, respect one another and you’ll 
be so rich that it’ll make a SLA employee look like some two-bit sucker. Because they are, suckers. 
This is where you turn all those Charisma and Knowledge skills into hard cash. 
All those fun things like negotiation, chemistry, computer subterfuge, electronics, engineering, lock picking and so 
forth will make you money as a trader. You know? The skills gun bunnies don’t take because it doesn’t directly kill 
something. Heres a hint, they don’t make any money either, wet work is a losers game my friends, you buy  
expensive gear to kill people in typically a very dangerous environment and it tends to be fairly fatal.  
Shooting people for a living isn’t very profitable. 
Raiding, stealing everything they own is profitable. 
Doing the above without getting a scratch is extremely profitable and once you’ve got a decent bankroll behind 
you and your group, then you can think about taking on stuff that might get you into a fire-fight. Straight out of the 
book Thresher characters are only about twice as tough as a SLA operative, Thresher characters often end up 
with SLA on their case and they're outnumbered 100-1 so you’ll have to get by on brains for awhile before you can 
think about taking on 100-1 odds. Once you’ve got the big-arse armour, guns, ammunition, vehicles and so forth 
you can think about it, but not now, being a trader is a lucrative business either way you look. Being a Raider-
Trader is even better, you don’t spend as much money on actually acquiring what you're going to sell, hence you 
end up with massive profits and if someone in your group can negotiate an excellent price they will drag you up by 
the bootstraps and into the world of being a ‘somebody’. 
Your best friends are the Finance guys, medics, engineers and anyone else that can tell you what something is 
and what its worth to someone else, not the grunt with the gun, he’s only handy if you're in a fight or the guy that 
lugs heavy stuff around and responsible for your security. 
 
Thresher lets you sell any material they don’t want to anyone else outside the company. 
They don’t let you sell state secrets or technical gear but they do let you sell some of the light armours, vehicles, 
conventional guns, ammunition and even some drugs. About the only thing they don’t want you to sell to other 
Thresher employees is SLA or DN drugs or equipment that hasn’t cleared customs. Once you're out in the big-bad 
universe though, you can hock off anything you find to anyone with the money. 
Do over a bunch of SCL10 Slops, easy money, they’ve probably got around 30,000u worth of stuff on them 
EACH, maybe even more and that converts back to $3000 Thresher dollars! 
Knock off a factory’s worth of stuff or even just the raw materials, they're worth money too. How you get it home 
again is up to you but even so, you can make a lot of money if you work harder and smarter. Data is worth sweet, 
easy money if you can get a hold of it, even normal things like an operatives oyster computer with detailed maps, 
encryptions and login passwords are worth big money because they lead to secret data, the type of data that can 
turn a battle, find a secret installation, a new planet without a defence screen up or even just military movements. 
Thresher will pay you good money for that, don’t sit around waiting for something to happen from your GM’s, go 
out there and start something. 
 
Sellers/Buyers Market 
Of course, the real gamble to this where you can stand to win big or make a pittance is selling to buyers that will 
pay premium prices for your ill-gotten or illegal goods. Some things however, always sell for good money. 
Drugs, Guns, Ammunition always have a +4 modifier to the roll. 
Armours, always popular and have a +5 modifier to the roll. 
Explosives always in demand on free markets have a +6 modifier to the roll. 
 
Negotiation Skill however is what can modify that back to some decent levels. It is an opposed roll 
Your 2D10 + Negotiation skill vs their 2D10 + Negotiation skill, a draw and they pay what the market will bear. 
Someone gets more than the other one they can bump the price up or the buyer can bump the price down by the 
amount they win by. 
Eg: Seller gets a 15, Buyer gets a 12. Market is currently at –30% of listed price, the seller beat the buyer by +3 
and would allow him to sell it at Listed prices, had he beaten him by +5 then he might have jigged it up to +10% 

Free Market Modifier 
2D10 Listed Price Adjustment 2D10 Listed Price Adjustment 

2 Unwanted- no buyer 11 Listed Price 
3 -80% 12 +10% 
4 -60% 13 +20% 
5 -50% 14 +30% 
6 -40% 15 +40% 
7 -30% 16 +50% 
8 -20% 18 +60% 
9 -10% 19 +70% 

10 Listed Price 20 +80% 
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Ammunition- per 1x round 

CAF 5mm 1u                        
                       

            

8mm STD 40u 

8mm AP 60u 8mm HEAP 60u 

10mm STD 20u 10mm AP 40u 

10mm HP 60u 10mm HEAP 40u 

12mm STD 60u 12mm AP 80u 

12mm HP 100u 12mm HEAP 80u 

12mm HESH 120u 12.7mm STD 60u 

12.7mm AP 100u 12.7mm HP 120u 

12.7mm HEAP 100u 12.7mm HESH 140u 

17mm STD 160u 17mm AP 200u 

17mm HP 240u 17mm HEAP 200u 

17mm HESH 300u 13mm DN STD 100u 

13mm DN HP 120u 13mm DN AP 120u 

13mm DN HEAP 140u 10g Shot 60u 

10g Slug 80u Browbeater BB’s (x100) 1u 

Vibro Disk 100u Chopper Pack 60u 

Blast Grenade 200u Frag Grenade 300u 

Smoke Grenade 80u Riot Grenade 200u 

11.15mm Ball 40u 11.15mm CEAP 100u 

11.15mm HPFE 120u 11.15mm HPDU 140u 

11.15mm GCI 160u 11.15mm D-HEAP 220u 

11.15mm MGS 360u 10G Mag Flechette 80u 

10g Mag DU Flechette 160u 10g Mag FE Sabot 100u 

10g Mag DU Sabot 140u 55mm H-Ex Grenade 200u 

55mm Frag Grenade 250u 55mm Smoke 100u 

55mm EMP 300u 55mm Concussion 150u 

FELL XII/APM 150u FANG IX/APM 400u 

MTAD II/APM 2000u STREK V/APM 2000u 

STREK X/APM 5000u RAID VII/AVM 14,000u 

Explosives 

Radio Det 200u 1x Timer Det 60u 1x 

Fusewire 40u 1m Det Cap 40u 1x 

CDA-08 600u 1kg CDM-18 1000u 1kg 

MXD-2 1800u 1kg HBX-7 2400u 1kg 

White Phosphorus 1200u 1kg Thermite T9 600u 1kg 

Firearms 

Equipment New 2nd hand Equipment New 2nd hand 

FLAY AUTO Pistol 4000u 3000u DRAUG Revolver 3600u 2300u 

TEAR SMG 8000u 6000u THERA Machine Pistol 5500u 4500u 

SHEER Rifle 11500u 9000u BAR Rifle 9500u 7500u 

M23 Sniper Rifle 9000u 7000u VAPH I SSW 50,000u 40,000u 

MAUL 10g Mag Shotgun 7500u 6000u MAUM ASG Shotgun 12,500u 9500u 

PZHG Grenade Launcher 23,000u 18,000u CREA-3 Incinerator 15,000u 12,000u 

TH058 Mortar 15,000u 12,000u CREA- Canister 900u 1x 

58mm High Ex 1100u 5x 58mm Fragmentation 1200u 5x 

58mm EMP 3750u 5x 58mm MIRV 3000u 5x 

GA47 10mm pistol 1400u 1200u GA50 10mm Rifle 6000u 4500u 

FEN 603 10mm Pistol 3000u 2000u FEN 204 SMG 10mm 7000u 5000u 

FEN AR 10mm Rifle 15000u 10,000u FEN 706 SSW 10mm 47,000u 40,000u 

FEN 700 17mm Rifle 60,000u 50,000u FEN 30-30 8mm rifle 33,000u 25,000u 

FEN TRI 12.7mm 35,000u 30,000u KK20 12mm SMG 8600u 7500u 

KK30 12mm SMG 12000u 10,000u GAK19 12.7mm Rifle 45,000u 38,000u 

BLA046M 12.7mm Rev 16,000u 12,000u KPS 10g Shotgun 18,000u 14,000u 

MAL AR 12.7mm Rifle 54,000u 48,000u AGB Chopper 34,000u 30,000u 

SP Vibro 15,000u 12,000u 10-10 Shotgun 4000u 3000u 

DN74 10mm Pistol 2000u 1800u DN80 10mm SMG 6000u 5000u 

DN100R 10mm Rifle 13,000u 10,000u Other weapons on Pg 193 as show in prices 
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Personal Armours and Powersuits 
Equipment New 2nd hand Equipment New 2nd hand 

DN Flack Vest 250u 150u DN Flack Jacket 500u 400u 

DN Bodysuit 5000u 4000u DN.00985 4250u 3800u 

DN.01000 25,000u 20,000u Striker Jacket 100u 50u 

Padquil Flak 200u 100u Body Blocker 8000u 6000u 

Exo-Base 15,000u 10,000u Exo-Heavy 25,000u 20,000u 

Exo-Stormer 5000u 2000u HARD 35,000u 30,000u 

Powercell 40,000u 30,000u Crackshot 60,000u 50,000u 

Dogeybone 100,000u 80,000u Shock Armour 300,000u 250,000u 

TH.001 EX 18,000u 15,000u TH.002 EX 35,000u 30,000u 

KC Mk.17 28,000u 25,000u KC Mk.3 60,000u 50,000u 

KC Mk.7 150,000u 130,000u KC Mk.13 300,000u 280,000u 

KC-010 300,000u 250,000u Z100FTL 400,000u 350,000u 

KC-101 400,000u 350,000u Z550 AT 600,000u 550,000u 

KC-502 1mil u 900,000u Z-3GT 1.95mil u 1.8mil u 

Other armours on Pg 197 

Vehicles 

TPT 0020X Jeep 300,000u 220,00u TPT 0010 Car 160,000u 100,000u 

TPT  0020 Bike 30,000u 20,000u TPT 0021 Bike 40,000u 25,000u 

DVT 820BM jet bike 200,000u 150,000u Augustus Car 200,000u 140,000u 

Calahavy Bike 20,000u 12,000u Battle Taxi APC 2.5mil u 1.8mil u 

GA Jeep 280,000u 200,000u Pandora Bike 30,000u 20,000u 

Kilcopter Mk.3497 4.5mil u 3mil u Kilcopter Mk.3500 5mil u 4.2mil u 

SCAF Jet bike 1.25mil uni 750,000u Other vehicles on Pg 198 

Drugs per dose 

Rush 500u   Ultra Violence 700u   

Beat 100u   Personal Interest 150u   

Pineal Stim 800u   Kick Start 100u   

Pain Away 200u   Flush 180u   

Streak 1000u   Honesty 200u   

White Noise 1500u   Other common drugs on pg 201 

JC-TH0 1000u   VA-RL9 400u   

Ex-Punge 70u   TX-0 1200u   

Ex-AB10-A 25u   THDC 300u   

VR-IL 2000u   Other Drugs- Multiply Credit cost x10 and then x2 

Electronics, Medical, Implant and Field Kit 
Multiply Credit/$ cost by x10 and then x3 

Resources (per Ton- 1000kg in Thresher $, multiply x10 for uni) 
Material Raw Refined Material Raw Refined 

Light Metals $40 $4000 Heavy Metals $90 $9000 

Radioactive $200 $200,000 Common Metals $20 $2000 

Minerals $15 $150 Rare Minerals $150 $150,000 

Rare Metals $180 $18000 Precious Metals $300 $300,000 

Synthetics $30 $3000 Petrochemicals $300 $3000 

Science Friction - $10000 Food $1000 $15000 

Chemicals $300 $3000 Chemicals- Rare $400 $40000 

Consumer Goods - $4000 Consumer Goods- Rare - $400,000 

Electronics Goods - $5000 Electronics- High Tech - $20,000 

Machinery- Factory - $10,000 Machinery- High Tech - $50,000 

Machinery- Mining - $5,000 Machinery- Specialist - $120,000+ 

Salvage See Section 2- space combat pg 134= Subtract prices by 50% 

Data Theft 
Type Common Rare Type Secret Top Secret 
Industrial $1,000 $10,000 Industrial $50,000 $1mil + 

Military $2,000 $20,000 Military $200,000 $3mil + 

Research $1,000 $15,000 Research $150,000 $2mil + 

Exploration/Navigation $200 $5000 Exploration/Navigation $100,000+ $2.5mil + 

Encryptions $3000 $30,000 Encryptions $300,000 $3.5mil + 
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Thresher Net runs on their Centum-
decimal based computer systems, 
whereas Darknight and SLA run on 
Binary and Tek Trex runs on both 
Hexadecimal and Binary systems 
loaded up into OS modulation shells 
on their computers. This in of the fact 
most Thresher computers run faster 
than any equivalent rival machine by 
a factor of 100,000 and it is heavily 
policed by SS8 has stopped it being 
hacked by enemy employees who 
simply cannot get their heads around 
the way the equipment works.  
Even if they do breach their way in 
one day then they’ve got encryption 
protocols to deal with that SS8 take 
great delight in writing in their spare 
time to make it impossible to pick, 
what would take the entire processing 
power of every SLA computer hooked 
up together to crack the code would 
take 2.3million years they can update 
by the minute if they have too. 

The Military Net is the oldest one in service dating back to 242SD and was first connected between Sino, Per-
sephone and Demeter when the company was in its infancy, it has immense amounts of redundancy which runs 
on massive ALEPH-Band transmitters and receivers which can punch the tremendous distances involved in  
Universal spanning comms and with less than a 1/10000delay every 3trillion kilometres. Each military link has four 
sets of redundant transmitters, so even if it where to lose three entire transmission units it would still keep func-
tioning while the self-repair circuits kick in but they're mostly they can function for extra bandwidth if things get 
really busy. 
 
Civilian Network or Civ-Net is the smallest network inside Thresher and uses the same ALEPH transmissions as 
the military network but only has two redundant transmission units instead of four, it also has very little in the way 
of redundancy but isn't exactly the most important network. It carries all the personal mail, calls, data and anything 
else the civilian and private sector wants to throw across it, it does carry important traffic and technical secrets 
however so is afforded the same kind of monitoring and surveillance that SS8 devotes to the military networks, 
even if it is to stop any silliness like competing contractors trying to steal each others data. Something that comes 
with a very heavy penalty in the company, SS8 usually refers to Civ-Net as the ‘great net of iniquity’ and most  
dislike Civ-Net detail. However the civilians love it, hooked in with direct neural interfaces (either cybernetic or 
sense-rigs for the ebbs and non-cyber equipped) and can visit places, friends and family literally halfway across 
the universe wherever they may be. There are about a dozen companies which organise virtual tours of weird and  
exotic places, in addition Civ-Net also carries the TTTV broadcast channels, Thresher will probably upgrade it to a 
full military redundancy some day but for now it works and there's rarely any problems with it. 
 
Tetra-Net is the newest network in Thresher, only about 80 years old and it runs on the TETRA transmission  
protocol which was researched by Tek-Trex in conjunction with Thresher for TTTV. Tetra 1 is the long range 
channel for ships and employees in field operations of a classified nature out of the range of ALEPH and routes 
through Mistblind through the BL4 Blacklight station in orbit of the planet, it is a full Centrum-based Thresher sys-
tem. Tetra 2 routes through the BL1 Blacklight station which is constantly moving in orbit of Tyne B112C, but it is 
run by the Navy and houses their military channels for ultra-long range vessels, it is very heavily defended mostly 
because BL1 is also a small shipyard, repair slip as well as having the guns of the Tyne facility which are truly 
monstrous. Tetra 3 routes though BL3 Blacklight station and is the only part of sovereign Thresher space which 
ships wishing to trade can come and do so without being smashed into electrons, this is a full Centrum protocol 
which carries the TTTV signal up to the satellites in orbit of SLA homeworlds carrying the channels which makes 
life miserable for SLA.  
BL3 is of itself a big fat target just inviting itself to be hit, unfortunately for SLA in the first attack they did, didn't 
realise how big BL3 is, at over 550km across, full of more guns, missiles, nuclear mines and instant death for  
anything smaller than a battleship it is nicknamed ‘Josual’s Funny’ by the crew after their supreme commander 
put it there for that very reason. The space station has single-handedly with its escorts of two Arc-Light  
Dreadnoughts, dozens of cruisers, carriers and thousands of HUN fighter bombers, slaughtered more enemy 
shipping in 80years than the entire Privateer fleet has done in 200 years. SLA sent out 6 full battle fleets to  
annihilate the bothersome signal and BL3 was ready and waiting, over 1600 ships and 64million personnel from 
SLA died in that engagement which lasted less than three hours. The psychic pain of the necanthrope, ebon and 
brainwaster navigators dying in the holocaust was said to have sent many SLA ebbs mad, they did it another 
three times in the next decade, before SLA decided that it just wasn't funny anymore. 
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Savings Total XP Unspent XP Drug Used Amount 

     

   

   

   

   

 

Weapon Type Cal ROF Recoil Range DAM/PEN/AD Notes 

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

Ammo Ammo Ammo Ammo Ammo Ammo Ammo Ammo 

Cal Cal Cal Cal Cal Cal Cal Cal 

DAM DAM DAM DAM DAM DAM DAM DAM 

PEN PEN PEN PEN PEN PEN PEN PEN 

PEN PEN PEN PEN PEN PEN PEN PEN 

        

Equipment 
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Vehicle  

Atmosphere Speed  Acceleration  

Space  Speed  FTL x  

Overdrive Speed  Acceleration  

PV  ID  

PV  ID  

Crew  Passengers  Cost  

Armament  

Armament  

Armament  

Armament  

Armament  

Armament  

Dam 

Dam 

Dam 

Dam 

Dam 

Dam 

Pen 

Pen 

Pen 

Pen 

Pen 

Pen 

AD 

AD 

AD 

AD 

AD 

AD 

Range 

Range 

Range 

Range 

Range 

Range 

Features     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

Cargo 

Notes 


